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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

Since the thirty-first session, the Official Records of the General Assembly 
have consisted of records of meetings, sessional fascicles for each of the Main 
Committees and the General Committee, annexes to the meeting records, supplements, 
the List of Delegations and the Check List of Documents. Information on other 
documents is given in the Check List and in the relevant annex fascicles. 

* 
* * 

Symbols of United Nations documents are composed of capital letters combined 
·with figures. Mention of such a'symbol indicates a reference to a United Nations 
document. 
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AGENDA ' 

Note. The items allocated to the First committee are listed in the order in 
which they appeared in the letters dated 23 september and 11 october 1983 from the 
President of the General ASsembly to the Chairman of the First committee 
(A/C.l/38/l and Add.l). 

At its 4th and 28th plenary meetings, on 23 September a"d 11 october 1983, the 
General ASsembly decided. to allocate the following agenda items to the First 
Comittee for consideration and report\ 

Agenda item 43\ 

Implementation~£ General Assembly resolution 37/71 concerning the signature 
and ratificationlbf Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for the Prohibition of 
Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) 

Agenda item 44\ 

cessation of all test explosions of nuciear weapons\ report of the committee 
on Disarmament 

Agenda item 45\ 

Urgent need for a canprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty' report of the 
committee on Disarmament 

Agenda item 461 

Implementation of the Declaration on the oenuclearization of Africa' report 
of the Secretary-General 

Agenda item 47\ 

~stablishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East' 
report of the secretary-General 

Establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia\ report of the 
secretary-General 

Agenda item 49s 

Prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass 
destruction and new systems of such ~eaponss report of the Committee on 
bisarm•ent 

Agenda item 50\ 

Review of the implementation of the recommendations and decisions adopted by 
the General ASsembly ·at its tenth special sessions 
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(a) Report of the Disarmament.Commission) 

(b) Report of the Committee on Disarmament) 

(c) Bilateral nuclear-arms negotiations) 

(d) Cessation of the nuclear-arms race and nuclear disarmament: report of 
the committee on Disarmament, 

(e) Disarmament Week: reports of the Secretary-GeneralJ 

(f) Prohibition of the nuclear neutron weapon\ report of the committee on 
Disarmament, 

(g) Implementation·of the recommendations and decisions of the tenth special 
session\ 

(i) Report of the Disarmament commission) 

(ii) Report of the Committee on Disarmament) 

(h) Prevent ion of nuclear wars report of the committee on Disarmament, 

(i) Proposal for the establishment of an international satellite monitoring v 
agency\ report of the Secretary-General) 

(j) Advisory Board on Disarmament Studies: report of the secretary-General 

Agenda item 51\ 

united Nations Conference on Prohibitions or Restrictions of use of certain 
COnventional weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to 
Have Indiscriminate Effects\ report of the secretary-General 

Agenda item 52\ 

conclusion of an international convention on the strengthening of the security 
of non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear 
weapons\ report of the committee on Disarmament 

Agenda item 53\ 

conclusion of effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear
weapon states against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons: report of 
the Committee on Disarmament 

Agenda item 54\. 

Israeli nuclear armament\ report of the Secretary-General 

Agenda item 55: 

Prevention of an arms race in outer space\ report of the committee on 
Disarmament 
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Agenda item 56: 

Relationship between disarmament and development\ report of the 
Secretary-General 

Agenda item 57\ 

Immediate cessation and prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests\ report of the 
Committee on Disarmamemt 

Agenda item 58\ 

Reduction of military budgets\ 

(a) Report of the Disarmament commission) 

(b) Report of the secretary-General 

Agenda it'em 59\ 

Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian ocean as a zone of Peace\ 
report of the Ad Hoc committee on the Indian Ocean 

Agenda item 60\ 

world Disarmament Conference\ report of the Ad Hoc committee on the world 
Disarmament COnference 

Agenda item 6h 

Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons\ 

(a) Report of the Committee on Disarmament) 

(b) Report of the Secretary-General 

Agenda item 62\ 

General and complete disarmament\ 

(a) Report of the Disarmament Commission) 

(b) Report of the committee on Disarmament) 

(c) Study on conventional disarmament\ report of the Secretary-General) 

(d) Non-stationing of nuclear weapons on the territories of states where 
there are no such weapons at present\ report of the committee on 
Disarmament) 

(e) Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues\ report of the 
Disarmament commission) 
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(f) Prohibition of tbe development, production, stockpiling and use of 
radiological weapons\ report of the committee on Disarmament) 

(q) Prevention of an arms race in outer space and prohibition of 
anti-satellite systems' report of the committee on DisarmamentJ 

(h) Prohibition of the production of fissionable material for weapons 
purposes\ report of the committee on Disarmament) 

(i) Measures to provide objective information on military capabilities\ 
report of the Secretary-General, 

(j) Institutional arrangements relating to the process of disarmament' 

(i) Report of the Committee on Disarmament, 

(ii} Report of the seuretary-General, 

(iii) Report of the Director of the United Nations Institute for 
Disarmament Research 

Aqenda item 6 3' 

Review and implementation of the concluding Document of the TWelfth Special 
session of the General ASsembly, 

(a) Freeze on nuclear weapons, 

(b) Implementation of General Assembly resolution 37/100 B on a nuclear-arms 
freeze, 

(c) convention on the Prohibition of the use of Nuclear weapons' report of 
the COmmittee on Disarmament, 

(d) consideration of guidelines for confidence-building measures' report of 
the Disarmament Commission, 

(e) Regional disarmament' report of the secretary-General, 

(f) united Nations programme of fellowships on disarmament\ report of the 
Secretary-General, 

(9) World Disarmament campaign\ report of the Secretary-General 

Aqenda item 65\ 

Strengthening of security and co-operation in the Mediterranean region\ 
report of the Secretary-General 

Agenda item 66\ 

Rev.iew of the implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening of 
International security, report of the security council 
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Agenda item 67\ 

Implementation of the collective security provisions of the Charter of the 
united Nations for the maintenance of international peace and security\ 
report of the Security council 

Agenda item 139\ 

Implementation of the conclusions of the Second ~view conference of the 
Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear weapons and 
establishment of a preparatory committee for the Third Review conference 

Agenda item 140\ 

Question of Antarctica 

Agenda item 141' 

conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the use of force in outer space 
and from space against the Earth 

Aqenda item 143\ 

COndemnation of nuclear war 

Agenda item 144\ 

Nuclear-weapon freeze 
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CONTENTS OF MEETINGS 

NOte. In the table of contents which follows, the contents of individual 
meetings have been corrected where necessary. For the agenda items, see pages 1 
to 5 above. 

1st meeting 

Tuesday, 20 September 1983, at 4.55 p.m. 

ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN 

2nd meeting 

Tuesday, 11 October 1983, at 10 .so a.m. 

STATEf.ENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

ELECTION OF THE VICE-CHAIRMEN 

OBGANIZATION OF WORK 

3rd meeting 

Monday, 17 October 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

4th meetinq 

Tuesday, 18 october 1983, at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

St:l) meeting 

Tuesday, 18 October 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

6 tl\ meetinq 

wednesday, 19 October 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139 1 141, 143 AND 144 

7~ meeting 

Thursday, 20 october 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 
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8th meeting 

Thursday, 20 october 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139 1 141, 143 AND 144 

9th meeting 

Friday,· 21 OCtober 1983, at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

10th meeting 

Friday, 21 october 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

11th meeting 

Monday, 24 October 1983, at 10.45 a.m. 

OBSERVANCE OF DISARMA}IENT WEEK 

12th meeting 

Monday, 24 OCtober 1983, at 3 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

13th meeting 

Tuesday, 25 OCtober 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

14th meeting 

Tuesday, 25 OCtober 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

15th meeting 

wednesday, 26 october 1983, at 10.30 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

16th meeting 

Thursday, 27 october 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 
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17th meeting 

Monday, 31 October 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

18th meeting 

Monday, 31 October 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 50 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 'ID 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

19th meeting 

Tuesday, 1 November 1983, at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

20th meeting 

Tuesday, 1 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 50 

21st meeting 

wednesday, 2 November 1983, at 10.45 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

22nd meeting 

Thursday, 3 NOvember 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

ELECTION OF THE RAPPORTEUR 

23rd meeting 

Thursday, 3 NOvember 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

24th meeting 

Friday, 4 NOvember 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITDtS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 
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25th meeting 

Friday, 4 November 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 4 3 TO 6 3, 139, 141, 14 3 AND 144 

26th meetinq 

Moooay, 7 NOvember 1983·, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

27th meeting 

Tuesday, 8 November 1983, at 10.50 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

28th meeting 

wednesday, 9 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

29th meetinq 

Thursday, 10 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

30th meeting 

Friday, 11 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

O:RGANI ZATION OF WORK 

31st meeting 

Friday, 11 November 1983, at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 50, 51, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 AND 139 

32nd meetinq 

Tuesday, 15 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

O:RGANIZATION OF WORK 
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33rd meeting 

Thursday, 17 November 1983, at 3.os p.m. 

AGENDA ITDlS 43 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

34th meeting 

Monday, 21 November 1983, at 10.4S a.m. 

AGENDA ITD\S 43 TO 63, 139 1 141, 143 AND 144 

35th meetinq 

Monday, 21 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO SO, 52 TO 59, 61 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 AND 144 

OR; ANI ZATION OF WORK 

36th meeting 

Tuesday, 22 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITDJS 43 TO SO, 52 TO 59 1 61 TO 63, 139 1 141, 143 AND 144 

37th meeting 

Tuesday, 22 November 1983, at 3.os p.m. 

AGENDA ITD1S'43 TO 59r 52 TO 59, 61 TO 63, 139 1 141, 143 AND 14.4 

38th meeting 

wednesday, 23 November 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 1 46 TO 50, 52 TO 56 1 58, 59, 61 TO 63, 139, 141 AND 143 . 

39th meeting 

wednesday, 23 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 46, 49, SO, 55, 56, 58, 59, 61 TO 63 1 139, 141 AND 143 

40th meeting 

Friday, 25 November 1983, at 10.45 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 46, 50 1 55, 56 1 58 1 59, 62, 63 AND 141 
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41st meeting 

Friday, 25 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 46, SO, 55, 56, 59, 62, 63 AND 141 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

42nd meeting 

Monday, 28 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 140 

43rd meeting 

Tuesday, 29 November 1983, at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 140 

44th meeting 

Tuesday, 29 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 14 0 

45th meeting 

Wednesday, 30 November 1983, at 10.45 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 14 0 

46th meeting 

Wednesday, 30 November 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 14 0 

AGENDA ITEM 56 

AGENDA ITEM 63 

47th meeting 

Thursday, 1 December 1983, at 3.25 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 65 TO 67 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

48th meeting 

Friday, 2 December 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 59 
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t J •• .. 

49tb meeting 

Monday, 5 December 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 65_ TO 67 

SOtb meeting 

Tuesday, 6 December 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 65 TO 67 

51st meeting 

wednesday, 7 December 1983, at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 6 5 TO 67 

5 2nd meeting 

wednesday, 7 December 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 6 5 TO 67 

5 3rd meeting 

Thursday, 8 December 1983, at 3.35 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 65 TO 67 

54tb meeting 

Friday, 9 December 1983, at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 65 TO 67 

CONCLUSION OF THE CO*ITTEE1 S WORK 
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CORBIGENIUt 

In acc·ordance with General ASsembly resolution 3415 (XXX) of 8 December 1975, 
the records of the meetings of the Main Committees of the Assembly and of the 
General Committee - which were issued first in provisional mimeographed form and, 
after being edited, reissued in printed form - have, since the thirty-first 
session, been issued only once, in final form, the text being subject to correction. 

The corrigendum that follows contains delegation and Secretariat corrections 
to the English text of the records of the meetings held by the First committee 
duriR;J the thirty-eighth session (A/C.l/38/PV.l-54). 

With the issuance of this corrigendum the records of the above-mentioned 
meetings are to be considered final. 

Note. AS a rule, corrections to the following have not been inclUded in the 
cor r igendum\ 

(~) The headings and tables of contents as well as the date and time of 
individual meetings~ 

(2_) The symbols of documents pertainiR;J to the agenda item under 
consideration~ 

(£) The spelliR;J of proper names. 

For these, see the contents of meetings above, the relevant annex fascicles, and 
the List of Delegations respectively. 

* * * 
In the verbatim records of the First CODlittee, the text in languages other 

than that used by the speaker is based on interpretation. If there should be 
differences between the texts, the original text is the authoritative one. 

12th •·eet ing 

Page 41 

3rd paragraph, line 3 

Before in Beirut insert which their forces incurred 

5th paragraph 

Line 5\ 
acquire 

Line 6\ 

!.2!_ have developed and acquired~ have caapeted to develop and 

before of warfare insert and potential dangers 
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The last sentence should read\ They lla've made the questions of halting the 
arms race and establishing an international community free of the threat of that 
race questions of vital importance which pertain to the very survival of the human 
race and of civilization. 

Page 42 

Line 4\ for institution read institutions 
before political-;i:ll insert full 

1st paragraph 

Line 1\ for agencies~ machinery 

Lines 7 and 8\ for fulfil their duty by making ~ play an active role and 
make 

.. 

2nd paragraph 

Lines 3, 4 and 5\ after national boundaries insert which are no longer 
impreqnable shields for warding off the danger of conventional war and delete Those 
boundaries were established in the past to prevent conventional types of warfare 
and guarantee the security of all states. 

3rd paragraph 

That paragraph should read\ 

Thirdly, the criterion of ensuring and strengthening security is the one and 
only criterion for ·work within this important machinery. 

4th paragraph 

Line 2\ delete composition and and insert membership. We hope the ongoing 
consultations will set the necessary criteria for 

Page 43-45 

Lines 1 and 2\ for Disarmament Commission read committee on Disarmament 

Lines 6 and 7\ for nothing has been done ~ very little has been achieved 

Line 7'1. for in particular read in various parts 

Page 46 

1st paragraph, line 1 

~ Disarmament commission ~ Committee on Disarmament 
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3rd paragraph 

Line 1\ !2!:, item~ items 

Line 2\ !.2£ means of strengthening the security of ~measures to give 

Line 3, before against the use insert assurances 

Lines 3 and 4\ !2!:, we must unfortunately note ~ We regret also 

Line 5\ before adherence insert persistent __ 

Line 6\ for have been made concerning ~ reflect their own subjective 
approaches to 

Line a, before assurances insert clear 

4th paragraph 

Line 1\ for stubbornness read inflexibility 
for elimination read removal 

Line 2\ for reservations read limitations 

Line 3\ for commitment to give sound guarantees !!!!obligation to give 
credible assurances 

Line 5\ before aware insert fully 

Line 6\ !.2!_ stop us !!!!!. preclude us 

Line 7\ before of nuclear insert of the use 

Line 12\ for full establishment read finalization 

Line 13\ for The programme calls for read The importance and necessity of the 
programme call for 

Line 15 should read no agreement as yet in Geneva. As the seventh conference 
of Heads of State or 

Line 16' after Non-Aligned countries insert, held at New Delhi, 

Last line\ for to smooth out difficulties and to reconcile £!!! as a fresh 
attempt at reconciling the differences 

Page 47-50 

For the existing text substitute 

on the parts on which there is as yet no agreement and to submit to the First 
committee at the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly a revised 
comprehensive Programme·· of Disarmament. 
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Turning to the question of the cessation of the arms race in outer space, the. 
Sudan attaches great importance to this issue in view of its negative and direct 
repercussions on international peace, security and stability. With the rapid 
progress taking place in the science and technology of outer space, wide vistas 
have been opened far the peaceful technical, scientific, economic and cultural 
development for all countries, in addition to the promoting of international 
co-operation. However, it is regrettable that outer space, which the General 
Assembly has unanimously designated the common heritage of mankind, is no longer 
confined to peaceful purposes. On the contrary, it has witnessed the 
intensification of military activities and become a new laboratory, so to speak, 
for anti-satellite weapons and intercontinental ballistic weapons and anti-ICBMs. 

Today we are at the crossroads. Either we adopt urgent measures to put an end 
to the arms race in outer space so as to use that area, which has been termed the 
common heritage of mankind, for peaceful purposes and for the benefit of all,·or 
else it will became a new thea.tre for the arms race. 

The Second United Nations conference on the Exploration of Peaceful uses of 
outer Space held last year expressed deep concern over the possibility of extending 
the arms race to outer space and called for the adoption of effective measures as 
soon as possible to prevent the militarization of outer space and to halt the arms 
race therein. The only forum for taking these measures is the COnference on 
Disarmament, which was called upon by the General Assembly at its last session to 
establish the working group entrusted with the consideration of this item. We hope 
that the conference on Disarmament will be in a position, in pursuance of the 
mandate entrusted to it by the Group of 21 at the COnference on Disarmament, to 
examine this question at its next session. 

We have followed with some optimism the efforts made by the COnference on 
Disarmament in the field of banning chemical weapons and destroying their 
stockpiles and in the area of the necessary measures of verification to finalize 
the convention on banning such weapons •. We have also followed the relative 
progress made by the COnference which we hope will be continued so that it may 
formulate the desired convention. we have likewise followed the efforts made by 
the ad hoc working group on banning nuclear tests within the framework of the 
mandate entrusted to it by the Conference on Disarmament. we hope that this group 
will soon be able to complete its work on the verification measures required to ban 
nuclear tests and secure canpliance with this ban to achieve further progress 
towards a similar treaty which will be non-discriminatory and can ensure the widest 
accession. We believe that the means of verification presently available to the 
Conference are sufficient to provide a reasonable assurance of compliance with the 
comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which we hope will be finalized soon. 

Page 51 

FOr the existing text substitute 

Allow me now to turn from t;he conference on Disarmament issues to those of the 
Disarmament COmmission and the items on its agenda. We attach the highest 
lmport~ce to_the work of. this body as the ·most representative deliberative body 
and the·driving force of the work of the negotiating body at Geneva. This year the 
commission has made significant progress in relation to confidence-building 
measures and their universality. We attach particular importance to these measures 
and their role in creating and improving conditions conducive to disarmament 
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measures. we think that at a time when the process of disarmament seems to have 
come to a halt and the nuclear and conventional arms race is proceeding at a 
frantic speed, particular priority should be given to those measures that can lead 
to both nuclear and conventional disarmament and could further move towards 
disarmament. Those confidence-building measures do not concern only the 
super-Powers. They could in most cases strengthen confidence among developing 
countries themselves, because confidence based on faith in the good will of states 
to co-operate is an essential .element in the conduct of States and could 
considerably remove suspicion, strengthen confidence among States and limit and 
finally eliminate the causes for misunderstanding, misinterpretation or wrong 
assessments. 

We are convinced that in order to perfect a positive concept of confidence
building measures, the question should be looked at as a whole, which would lead to 
the adoption and implementation of political, economic and social measures. 
Reduction of the danger of war will be impossible in the absence of a climate of 
confidence in international relations. This confidence must be based on respect 
for the United Nations Charter and the general principles of international law, as 
well as the Final DOcument of the first special session of the General Assembly 
devoted to disarmament. On this basis we commend the initiative undertaken by the 
Federal Republic of Germany in putting forward this issue and we hope that the 
Disarmament Commission will be able at its forthcoming session to finalize those 
guidelines for determininq the appropriate confidence-building measures and their 
implementation on the regional and international levels. 

This year the Disarmament commission examined the proposals contained in the 
important report of the Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues 
under the title "Common security\ a programme for disarmament". We welcome this 
report and regard it as a constructive contribution in the field of international 
efforts to bring about disarmament and to maintain and strengthen international 
peace and security. Moreover, we support the recommendation of the Disarmament 
commission that this report should be duly taken into account in ongoing and future 
disarmament efforts. 

Page 52 

1st paragraph 

Line 1\ for our Committee's read the Commission's --- ----
Line 4\ for being one of read joining 

Line 6\ ~ particular importance~ paramount importance 

Line 8\ for reach international agreements read conclude an international 
convention 

2nd paragraph 

Line 2\ after Mrs. Inga Thorsson insert of SWeden 

Line 6~ for should like countries to take account of them, read hope all 
countries will observe and implement them, 
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Lines 7 and 8\ delete and those which are spending the most on nuclear 
weapons. 

3rd paragraph 

For the existing text substitute 

. In concluding this section of my statement on _the question relating to the 
Disarmament Commission, I should like to express my regret that the Commission was 
not able to adopt a consensus decision on the nuclear capability of South Africa. 
That item has appeared on its agenda every year since 1979. It has become evident 
to the international community that the racist regime of Pretoria resorted to the 
military option, particularly the nuclear one, after its banishment and ostracism 
from the international scene, as a means of internal oppression and external 
aggression. The racist regime, in order to attain these objectives, has applied 
itself to develop and acquire nuclear weapons. This was achieved throuqh nuclear 
collaboration with certain States Members of this Organization, in particular with 
Israel. The nuclear capability of South Africa, which serves to perpetuate its 
apartheid policies, is a matter of legitimate concern to the African count~ies, 
which in 1964, at the first African summit meeting, held at cairo, expressed their 
unanimous desire for Africa to be declared a nuclear-weapon-free zone. The Sudan, 
in consonance with its commitment to the resolution of the organization of African 
Unity (OAU) on the denuclearization of Africa, calls on the General Assembly to 
take the necessary measures to prevent the racist regime of South Africa from 
acquiring more weapons or nuclear weapon technology. 

Page 53-55 

For the existing text substitute 

Such measures should be implemented through the strict commitment on the part of 
all States to the relevant Security Council resolutions. The council should also 
fully discharge its responsibilities to ward off the danger posed by the nuclear 
capability of South Africa to international peace and security in general and the 
security and peace of the African States in particular. 

The transformation of the Middle East into a nuclear-weapon-free zone remains 
blocked by Israel's stubborn refusal to submit its nuclear installations to 
international control and to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty. We call upon this 
Committee and the General Assembly to reaffirm their position in this regard for 
the sake of international peace and security and the stability of the Middle East, 
in particular concerning the need for all States to respect their commitments under 
the united Nations Charter and to desist from any nuclear collaboration with Israel 
likely to increase its nuclear capability and concerning the need for Israel to 
accept all non-proliferation measures and to place its nuclear installations under 
the safeguards system of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) • 

In conclusion, I wish to refer to the bilateral talks which are going on 
outside the United Nations. As Mrs. Theorin of Sweden said in her statement at the 
4th meeting of this Committee, that we live on a planet that has no emergency · 
exits, we could only hope that the successful conclusion of these negotiations 
would lead to the improvement in the general climate of international relations. 
The absence so far of any progress in the negotiations in Geneva on the reduction 
of strateqic nuclear forces and of intermediate-range nuclear forces or the 
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neqotiations in vienna on mutual balanced force reductions is a source of deep 
conce.rn and frustration for all of us. The failure of these negotiations would 
necessarily lead to a new and most dangerous escalation in the arms race, in both 
nuclear and conventional weapons. We appeal to both super-Powers to pursue their 
negotiations with more determination and sincerity, because we know beforehand that 
any failure in these negotiations would have very serious consequences and grave 
repercussions on the maintenance of international peace and security. 

14th meeting 

Paqe 2 

Penultimate line~ for effect read affect 

Last line~ for at time read at times 

Page 41 

4th paragraph, line 3 

For on 6 June read in July 

25th meeting 

Paqe 76 

1st paragraph 

Lines 1 and 2~ delete including the United States, 

Line 4~ for effectiveness read significance 

Paqe 78 

1st paraqraph, line 4 

For microtoxins read mycotoxins 

Paqe 79-80 

Line 1\ for microtoxins read mycotoxins 
"t 
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Page 12 

3rd paragraph 

Line 7~ ~cannot~ could 

Line 9~ for such a contained statement read such as a consensus statement 
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4th paragraph, line 3\ for our read your 

44th meeting 

Page 21 

Last paragraph, line 1\ 

For control core read central core 

49th n.eeting 

Page 4 

3rd paragraph, line 1\ 

For scant Power consultation read scant prior consultation 

4th paragraph, line 2\ 

~ strictly based read solidly based 

Paqe 7 

Last paragraph, line 5\ 

For staff read starved 
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The meeting was called to order at 4.55 p.m. 

ELECTION OF THE CHAiru{AN 

The TB·WOf~Y CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): Rule 103 of the rules 

of procedure provides that each Main Committee shall elect a Chairman
9 

hm' 

Vice Chairmen and a Rapporteur. These officers shall be elected on the basis of 

equitable geographical distribution, experience and personal competence. 

The elections shall be held by secret ballot unless the Committee decides 

otherwise in an election where only one candidate is standing. The nomination of 

each candidate shall be limited to one speaker, after which the Committee shall 

immediately proceed to the election. 

Furthermore, rule 110 of the rules of procedure provides that cong1·atulations 

to the officers of a Main Committee shall not be expressed except by the 

Chairman of the previous session or, in his absence, by a member of his 

delegation - after all the officers of the Committee have been elected. 

This meeting has been convened to elect the Chairman of the First Committee. 

Are there any nominations? 

Mr. GBEHO (Ghana): Sir, it is a very pleasant duty for me to nominate 

a candidate as the next Chairman of th~ First Committee, but may I first take this 

opportunity to congratulate you most sincerely on your election to the high 

office of President of the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. In 

the course of the next fevr days, the chairman of the delegation of Ghana W'ill 

have the opportunity to pay you a formal and richly deserved tribute, but for the 

moment allow me to express my personal confidence in your great skill as a 

diplomat and negotiator, for I believe that it augurs well for this historic 

session to have you leading it. 

May I also pay a very warm personal tribute to your predecessor, 

}~. Imre Hollai, with whom it was a pleasure for me to work harmoniously during 

the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. He was an understanding, 

fair and most dedicated leader throughout that session, balancing an insistence 

on active and up-to-date work with sympathy and a fine sense of humour. 

Being himself a veteran of the First Committee, Mr. Hollai provided a leadership 

that uas most instructive in 1r.atters related to that Co:mmittee, and I personally 

learnt a lot from him. 
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(Mr. Gbeho, Ghana) 

The First Committee begins this session against a worrisome political and 

diplomatic backdrop in international affairs. In addition to the regrettable lack 

of any substantial progress in the consideration of international political and 

security matters during the thirty-seventh session, the last year has been a period 

of increased tension betw·een the super~Powers. No Member of this Assembly vwuld 

doubt that East-West relations have plunged to their lowest level in two decades. 

It is no less disturbing that we have iived in the past 12 months, and still 

live,in times of increased military activities, gunboat diplomacy, deployment of 

nuclear missiles and, sadly, very little progress, if any at all, in the crucial 

disarmament talks. 

These are ominous circumstances for humanity and our lives continue in the 

shadow of an unprecedented military and nuclear threat. It goes without saying 

therefore that the task of the First Connnittee will be impossible w·ithout 

the skill and personality of a talented chairman. I am pleased to inform 

this meeting that the Government of Norway has decided to present the candidature 

of one of its ablest and most trusted servants, Mr. Tom Eric Vraalsen, for this 

post. Norway has an impeccable record as a peace-loving nation and its assiduous 

contribution towards the establishment of international peace needs no elaboration. 

The country that provides the world-renowned reward for individual excellence in 

the pursuit of peace on our planet, through the institution of the Nobel Peace 

Prize, could not, in my humble vimr; come to the assistance of the international 

community at a better time. 

So it is with great pride and confidence that I nominate Mr. Tom Eric Vraalsen 

as Chairman of the First Committee of the thirty-eight11 session of the General 

Assembly. Ambassador Vraalsen is a well-known figure in United Nations circles, 

not only because he contributes wisdom and leadership to United Nations endeavours, 

but also because his own career as a foreign service officer has been developed 

around the United Nations and its ideals. 
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He has even co-authored a book on the United Nations which is widely used in 

Norwegian colleges and universities. His diplomatic experience covers almost all 

the continents, as he has served in various positions in his country's diplomatic 

missions in Peking, Cairo, Manila and Djalmrta, as well as having been a member of 

high-level delegations to Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana, Mozambique, Ethiopia and the 

United Kingdom. He has also served as the deputy Permanent Representative of Norway 

to the United Nations. 

Perhaps one of the most welcome facts in favour of Ambassador Vraalsen is that 

with his election today as Chairman of the First Committee he will join the comity 

of the very few diplomats who have achieved in their career at the United Nations 

the distinguished record of chairing two Committees of the General Assembly. Many 

will recall that Ambassador Vraalsen was elected Chairman of the Fourth Committee 

at the thirty-first session, not to mention his vice-chairmanship of the Committee 

of 24 from 1976 to 1977. 

But perhaps the most relevant information about Ambassador Vraalsen is that he 

is highly respected by all because of his distinguished record of active contribution 

to the >rork of the First Committee. I found his support and assistance invaluable 

during the last session, when he served the Committee as one of its Vice-Chairmen. 

There can be no doubt, therefore, that Ambassador Vraalsen possesses the 

qualities required to manage the delicate and intractable business of the First 

Committee in general and the search for genuine and complete disarmament in 

particular. I have the greatest pleasure, therefore, in nominating 

Mr. Tom Eric Vraalsen, scholar, diplomat and international negotiator, for the 

post of Chairman of the First Committee. 

May I take this opportunity to extend my warm wishes to Mr. Vraalsen for 

success in the discharge of his very heavy responsibilities. 

The TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): The representative 

of Ghana has nominated Mr. Tom Eric Vraalsen of Norway. Since only one candidate 

has been presented, I propose that under rule 103 the Committee decide not to hold 

a secret ballot. 

It was so decided. 
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The T~L?ORAR'f_9JJ!fBlb~I (interpretation from Spanish) : I therefore 

declare His Excellency llr. Tom Eric Vraalsen of Horuay elected Chairl!lan of 

the First Committee by acclamation. 

The meeting rose at 5 p.m. 
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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN' '· ' 

The CIIJURl·1fiJ.T: On· behal'f ~~:r ·~-ii 'the rnembers of the Committee and 

on my mm behalf~ I tal:e creat pleasure in extendinc; a nost cordial and 

friendly velcome to the nev !Iember of the United lTa.tions, Saint 

Christopher and Hevis. 

Uay I express my profound appreciation to all l':·1embers of the United · 

nations for the honour arid pr:iviiege' yhich they have conferreCl. upon me and 

my country by electing me Chairman of the T:'irst Cor11ni ttee. 

I thanl: all representatives most uar1'1~Y for the confidence they have 

:9laced in me. It uill be m,y endeavour to conduct the business of the l"irst 
•. ,• .~. ~ ''' '•' . I' ' ' 

Colilmittee of the General Assembly in a manner uhich \rill t;ain their 

confidence and approval. 

Let ae say, first of all) hou much I appreciated the very kind uords 

offered by our Chairman of last year 9 Arnbassador Jruaes Victor Gbeho 

of Ghana, 1rhen he nominated me at the first meeting of the 

Committee. It 1ras :my pri viler-;e last year to serve as one of his 

Vice·-Chairmen and I uas much struck by his ene;ac;ine; personality and 

negotiating ability. 
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I aru. certain that I ruil expressin~ the sentiments of all r,lembers of the 

CodLlittee uhen I extend to ilh1bassador Gbei10 our con::;ratulations and [,rectitude for 

the exemplary Ic\anner in which he presided over our deliberations at the 

t.llirty···seventh session of the General i\.ssedbly. 

I am thus fully auare that I am follmrinc; a succession of distinL>uishecl 

C1ktirro1en. iTho presided ably and skilfully over the vorL of this Coiilllli ttee. 

I shall spare neither effort nor time to assist delegations in our coiill!lon 

endeavours. In so doinl:, _ I count on the constructive co·-·operation and assistance 

of the Co!1lillittee' s entire membership. It is t..;ratifyin.:.; to knov that I can count 

also on the most valuable e;,;:perience, competence and profound lmouledGe of 

~11y friends ~ the Under-·8ecretary -General for Political and Security Council Affairs, 

:i:lr • Viacheslav A. Ustinov 1 the Uncler· Becretary-·Genero.l for the Department for 

Disarmament Affairs; llr. Jan llartenson, and the Secreta.ry of the Co"1:rmittee, 

IIr. i.Iaeem nathore and his collea~ues. I rua. certain that~ the First Cor;L.,littee uill 

fully benefit from their experience and ue look forvarc1. to their co--operation 

111 dealing i-Tith the many important issues before this Conn:1ittee. 

The agenda for today; s 111eetinc; concerns the election of tile Vice-·Chairr1en 

and the orcanization o-z ;.;ark· 

If I hear no objectionc I shall consider tho:t the a.:_;enu.c. J.S ac1opted by the 

Couliui tt ee. 

The CHiHHlffi.H: Before taldn._; up tl1e items on our agenda._ I shoulC. lil~e 

to urau the attention of the Icle-~ioers of the CmJ:itlittee to the uecision of -t.lle 

General Assembly_ taken at. its 1935th rJ.eetinL, on 22 Septer,lber 19'(1, concerninG 

the }?rocedure ret;.ar<lin;:_, the election of officers of the llain Conuuittees of the 

Veneral Assei11bly. AccordinG to that decision, the nominations of candidates 

slwul<l be liE1ited to one statement for each candidate, after vrhich the Committee 

should ilmae<liately proceed to the election. The Coumittee will follmT this 

procedure in regard to the items on our a.;enda for today. 
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(iioruay): · On behalf of the i.iorve~;ian Goverm11ent .. . . .. . . . .,. 

I have the c;reat honour to nominate rd.s Excellency Hr. · Elf'ald Abdalla 

· l::lfaki of Suu.an as Vice· ~l.1o.iriilan of the l~'irst Coumittee <.lurinc; the thirty-·ei[.;hth · 

session of the General Assembly. 

fu;ibassaclor :C::lfo.l.d is at pre.sent· Deputy Per111Ulleat i.(epresentative of the Su<la.n 

to Jclle United. i:iatio'ns. He is.l;:nmm and respected. in the United nations for his 

·u.iplomatic sldlls and hiGh personal qualifications.· Tl1e liorve.::;ian <lelesci.tion 

·feels very confident that the election of .AL1bassador :Glfaki as Vice· ·Chairinan oi .. 

the ComHi ttee uill be most w-elcoii.le and that he uill be of invo.lual)le assistance 

to the ~hairuan ancl the officer::; of the Cormaittee in carryinc out the ·di~ficult 

ta.sl: of leadii1.:; us throur;h the ~irst Cormittee' s uor~: durinc; this .f\.ssecilbly • 

. Ambassador l.afald has .haLl a very distinGuished career in the Forei.::;n Service 

of his country. ·-He joined the Sudanese ·diploE:atic. serv.ice .. il:! Janua:r;;:.19GG. and 

served at ti.~e heo.t..1(luarters of th:: Sudanese liinistry of T'oreisn Affairs in both the 

firab and African. Affairs Depart!.lent. In the period bet1reen October 1967 and 

Gel:>te111ber 1972 he servecl on tl1e diplomatic steff of the· Sudanese · ~;1bassy . in 

I.a:..;os, :.H...;eria. In Septeuber 1972 i.1e 1ras appointecl Counsellor to· tile Sucl.anese 

:W~aiJassy in lioscovr ulH~re he served until Hoveuber 1974 _ uhei1 he ·::~1.s tr<o:u1sferred 

bo.ck to t.l1e headquarters of the Sudanese liinistry of Foreign Affairs as a 

).)e.J}uty Direc'~or. of the :Je)?arti11ent of International OrGanizations. In the _pe:do<l .. 

·oetueen Au~ust 1975 an<l Septelaber 19Tf i.1e joii1ecl the Jauaharlal !'Jehru University . 

ia Heu Delhi on a sc:l:10larship froia the .Inclian liinistry of 'Poreign •'V't:airs, before 

.returuinG;..t.o _his .. head.qu:;LrJ;ers to serv:e ::1.s i?irector __ o~. the !\.Tab. --~~fr:tirs Depa.rtraent 

in the liinistry of ForeiGn Affairs. he has served in his present post in 

i.~eu York sine~:: Au~ust .·1979. • 

DurinG his·. distinc;uishe<l career. .fuabassa<lor :Clf'aki has been a l!te:wb~:::r of 

Sudan·s delegation to .several Organization of African Unity, Arab LeaGue and 

Hon,..Aligned l~lovement mi~isterial ancl sumrnit Conferences betueen 1966 anc1 1983 •. He 

has been a member of Sudan's delegations to the thirty-fourth~ thirty-fifth, 

thirty· sixth ai1d thirtY··seventh :..~ecular sessions of the General l\.sse1:1bly, 2.n<l also 
. . . -·.- ...... - .. . 
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to special sessions of' the General Assembly, since 1979· He has also led Sudan's 

delegations to several international conferences held under Un~ted Nations auspices, 

and to no?-aligned meetings. 

Apart f'rom his pro-f'essional· career~ ·Ambassador. Elf'aki has also had a 

distinguished academic career in political science and in international lav, 

and diplomacy. In 1978 and 1979 he served as President of' the Sudanese Diplomats' 

Association. 

It is a great pleasure and honour to nominate Ambassador Elfaki as 

Vice-Chal.rman of' the First Committee~ and I propose that he be elected by 

acclamation. 

The CHAIRMAN: There being no other nominations~ I take it that, in 

accordance with rule 103 of the rules of' procedure and with established practice, 

the Committee wishes to dispense with the secret ballot and to declare 

Ambassador Elf'aki of Sudan elected Vice-Chairman of the First Committee by 

acclamation. 

Mr. Elfaki Abdalla Elf'aki (Sudan) was elected Vice-Chairman of' the First 

Committee by acclamation. 

Mr. ESPECHE GIL (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): As this is 

the f'irst time that the Argentine delegation is speaking in the Committee at this 

session, Mr. Chairman, I· should like to extend to you our congratulations on .your 

election as Chairman. You may count on the f'ull co-operation of the Argentine 

delegation in the eff'ective discharge of' your responsibilities. 

I should also like to join in the statement you have just made concerning 
.. ~ ' .... 

the outstanding.work dorie i:;y·Mr·; Gbeho last .. year when he presided over the 

meetings of' our Committee. 

In the absence of' Mr. Carasales, it is my honour to nominate 

Mr. Gheorghe Tinea, of' the Permanent Mission of' Romania to the United Nations, 
" 

as Vice-Chairman of' the First Committee. 

Mr;·Tinca is very well known in the United Nations. I refer to his record 

now, because it gives me an opportunity of' praising his work on all those 

occasions when it fell to him to act with dedication and intelligence in the 

service of' his country and on behalf of international co-operation. 
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i.~r. ·~inca_ uho has an outstanuing academic bacltground in law and international 

relations in his alm country has uorlted in the :field o:f disarmament in 

Bucharest as 't-Tell as in Geneva ancl. rTelr York. I should also add that 

i·ir. Gheorc;he Tinea ltas one of the authors of the im.portant study produced by 

the SecretC~.rJ·-General on all aspects of nuclear 1rea.pons. 

l<'or all those reasons_ \Ie are convincetl tllo.t l-.ir. 'l'inccc uill ual~e an 

e:,cellent Vice· ·C;h::druan of our Committee. 

'l'p~ ___ C.£I£).}:1~JNI; I aill aure that I ::..m e::pressin0 the sentii:lents of the 

Comlilittee uhen I thank the representative of Arcentina for his cl.elegation 1 s 

important contri"uution to the uork of the Courlittee as Vice··Chairlilan of last 

year:s session. 
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There being no other nominations, I take it that the Committee in this case 

also 1-Tishes to dispense with the secret ballot and to declare Ur. Gheorghe Tinea 

elected Vice-Chairman o~ the First Committee by acclamation. 

Mr. Gheorghe Tinea (Romania). was elec"l?~C!..Y~~~=Ph~ir~~- ~!:' the First Committee 

by acclamation. 

congratulations on the distinction that has been con~erred on them and assure 

them of my confidence that ,.,e shall co--operate in a harmonious manner so that 

we can jointly discharge the responsibilities incumbent upon us. 

I 110\T co.ll U:Jun lfl.s'i:; yea.r · s Chair;:.lo.n~ .~uabassn.dor Gbeho of Gh<,.n.··. 

Hr. GD:CIIO (Ghana) : ~ :J.1en I harl the 1n~i vile~e, $i::' ~ of mn:i.no:t;i11c.; 

you for election to the chairmanship of this 6ommittee at our fL .. st Lleetins l 

oy choice of uordr:: and obvious enthusiasm betrayed the high regard in 

iThich I hold you. It is a. creat pl0asu:-,'e fo:c "12 ~ J?t"rson<'1l:l ~'.nli. o.lao 

for my delegation, to see you presiding over our deliberations. I l-rish to take 

this opportunity once again to congratulate you most warmly on achieving this 

distinction. 

I wish to express my sincere felicitations to Ambassador Elfaki of Sudan 

and~~. Tinea-of Romania on their election to the posts of Vice~Chairmen of the 

First Committee. I have no doubt that both you and the Committee "lrl.ll find 

Ur. Elfaki of Sudan and l~. Tinea of Romania admirable friends and supporters 

of the best traditions of the Committee~ given their ~risdom, diplomatic skill 

and experience in matters concerning disarmament and international security. 

It is a tradition in the First Committee that the outgoing Chairman says 

a felr 1-rords on this occasion, and I am particularly anxious to do so in 

expression of my sincerest thanks to all members of the Committee for the 

tremendous assistance and encouragement extended to me during the thirty--seventh 

session. It .is by no means an e::ac.;Gero.tion to say that rJ.Y tasl~ uas 

considerably facilitated and also made more enjoyable because their co-·operation 

was very positive, constructive and enlightening. 
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~ou,_.Sir, were one q,f the team of very able officials .who constituted 

our proud bureau and without whom our Committee would not have .worked so ivell. 
- - ' ~ < 

I am particularly indebted .to you, to Ambassador. ~Carasal~s of. Argentina, 

the oth~r Vice'.:..chairman,. and to !1r. Erdenechuluun of :Mongolia, who served. 

the Committee as its able Rapporteur. I wish also to express my thanks and .. · 

~npreciation to the Under-Secretary-General, 11r. Ustinov, to our Assistant

s;ecretary-Gene:r:al, Mr .. f1artem;S'n, and to the Secretary of the Connni~tee, 

Hr. Rather~, an?- all his other colleagues, who worked so.hard and with so 

much dedication ... I.am privi],eged and proud to have had the opportunity to 

for~e a close and enduring friendship with each and every one of them. 

Custom demands that I s~y a word or two about the work of the First 

' Committee, and I now wish to turn to .that. He are about to commence 

another session of meetin~s devoted to disarmamen~_and international security 

·in an atmosphere that no one would desire for our. deliberations .. Relations 

bet1·reen the two super-Powers, the star performers; have· worsened considerably 

Since 1-re concluded our work in December 1982. Many are . seized, understandably, 

with pessimism with _regard to our work, since it is believed t:hat the two sides 

may not even find it. easy to communicate with each other. Regrettable as the 

situation is, it is my considered opinion: that the First Connni ttee 's work 

must proceed apace no matter what the circumstances, and that we should .all· put. 

our talents together to forge the necessary political will for success .. My 

faith in all the members of the Committee and my conviction that even the 

super-Po-.rers desire the ultimate goal of ,peace prompt nie to appeal not only: 

to the delegations constituting the .Committee but, more important, to the. 

delegations of.the super-Powers to,endeavour to make .our discussions a success; 

I have already_ alluded to the .tense atmosphere ·.in which.··we meet. This has 

resulted from a gradual. deterioration of relations between East and West and . ·. 

the rather strong language that ;has been .employed in the attacks on each other. 

A fev incidents .bet-vreen them have also indicated quite clearly how fragile peace 

and international security have become.· I believe.that the lesson•of the ominous 

•·rar clouds under which ive ,live is that conflict cannot be too far avray; It is 

our duty, therefore? to create the condi tiohs under ivhich :disarmament and · 
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arms co:r1trol t~ll..:s c~n be promising or .reassuring. Since ·'I-re 'met .. last year. 
• ' ' .. ' < ' ' " 

· . the arms race has intensified·· . and the arsenals of the nuclear Powers have 
', - ~ . . 

increased in quantity and in quality. The deployment: o:f ·missiles has also . 
' '. ' . . 

become a· controversial issue, and on~y today there is talk of .the arms 

·control talks being cut off altogether. These developments are indeed . ... . . -- - - ... - .~ .. - ' . . -... . 

regrettable, but one realizes also that not much'progress has been expected 

in the arms control talks, because of poor East-Hest relations. Therefore 

it is a challenge to the Committee at this session to improve the international 

atmo'splie're. arid provide the appropriate guideiines' through adoption of our 

. resolutions, to facilitate negotiations on arms control and disarmament~ 
The delicate nature of the debates in the Committee makes a departure · 

from traditional procedures very difficult. Hol·rever~ I hope I am permitted 

to. venture a thought on how I consider our deliberations can be mage more 

c"oneise and effective. It will be recalled that on previous occasions 't·re 

have g~ouped a number of items under the general title, for example, of 

. 
11Dis~rmament and. international.sec\lrity11 and allowed delegations to speal..: 

on any o't them at our meetings. Practical as that procedure has be~n ~ in my 

-~~~w: i~ i·e~~s .. ~~- ~i;~~s-;;· con~ici~~~ti~m oi the ~pecific item~. · Theref~re ·it 
is my hope that i·re shall be able to vary the procedure a litt~e so· as to 

focus more o.n a lesser number of items grouped together at any given time. 

I have -no doubt that you will lead us successfully· in tll.at direction, 

Mr ~ ·Chairman. 
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All of us know what difficulties the United Nations has been experiencing 

during the last twelve months. Its image as a world body has been attacked, while 

its capacity to reduce tensions and produce answers to difficult international • 

problems has been questioned. But we all know that the United Nations will be only 

what its Member States are. Since all of us desire it to be more efficient, 

particularly in the areas of arms control, disarmament and international peace and 

security, we have an onerous duty, in the First Committee especially, to redouble 

our efforts so that our deliberations can afford the various forums of the United 

Nations system the opportunity for greater success than before. 

These are not new ideas, but I dare say that they bear repetition at the 

beginning of our work so as to streamline the debate and provide the encoura~ement 

to achieve more than before. Mr. Chairman, I have no doubt that with your ability 

and expertise in these fields, you will lead us to a successful conclusion of our 

work. In this daunting task, I wish to assure you of my delegation's fullest 

support. 

May I also take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks and appreciation 

to you, Mr. Chairman, and to all the other colleagues who have used very kind words 

to describe my period of service last year as Chairman of the- Committee. I wish 

you and the Committee every success in the task ahead. 

The CHAIRMAN~ I thank the representative of Ghana, Hr. Gbeho, for his 

pertinent and thought-provoking remarks. I also would like to thank him for his 

generous words of congratulations to the officers of the Committee. It is a great 

satisfaction to me to know that I and the other officers of the Committee can draw 

upon his wisdom and experience as we discuss and take action on the many items 

which we have on our agenda. 

Mr. ELFAKI (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic): :Mr. Chairman, allow me 

at the beginning of my statement, as this is the first time I am addressing the 

Committee, to offer you cordial congratulations, on behalf of my delegation, on 

your important election. The choice which has been made of you as Chairman is a 

reaffirmation of the complete confidence which the international community has in 

you, your skills and diplomatic experience, all of which were evident from your 

past performance at the United Nations, for example, as Chairman of the Fourth 

Committee at the thirty-first session, and also through your participation in the 
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work of the Special Committee of Twenty-four of which you were Vice~Chairman. Your 

election is also a recognition of the important and effective role played by your 

country, Norway, with which we have friendly relations, for the cause of 

disarmament and the strengthening of international peace and security, particularly 

as your country, as we all know, has been a Member of this Organization which has 

turned its words into deeds by performing peace-keeping operations in various parts 

of the world. 

I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your kind words about me, and let me 

take this opportunity to state that I shall at all times be ready to co-operate 

with you and your fellow officers of the Committee, and other members of the 

Committee, for the successful outcome of the work of this important Committee. 

I also wish to thank the Permanent Representative of Ghana to the United 

Nations, the outgoing Chairman of the First Committee for the very kind words he 

said about me this morning. Let me say, also, how very proud we are of him and of 

the efforts he made to ensure a successful outcome of the work of the Committee 

last year, and of his exemplary performance as Chairman. 

I also would like to cordially thank Mr. Bjorn Skogmo of the NorweP.ian 

delegation for being kind enough to nominate me for the post of Vice-Chairman and 

for his kind remarks. 

I also wish to thank all the members of the First Committee for the confidence 

they have expressed in me and my country by electing me Vice-Chairman. I wish to 

assure all the members that I will co-operate to my fullest ability in the 

performance of our work. I wish to thank the other Vice-Chairman for the important 

role his country has played in the field of disarmament. I would also like to 

congratulate him on his election. His experience and diplomatic skills will do 

much to advance the work of the Committee. I will co-operate with him to the 

utmost in order to enable the Committee to complete its work properly. 
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Mr. TINCA (Romania): I must confess.that it is for_me ~particular 

pleasure ·and honour to be -elected t.o serve as Vice-Chairman of this important -. - . - ,• . . . . . . . '~' . . . . ·. . - . . . . 

Committee·. For this honour I have sincerely to thank you, Mr. Chairman and all the 

members of this Committee, and I am particularly grateful to the representative of. 

Argentina, who nominated me for this post. 

- I should like. to affer ... my: congratulations to the ather Vice-Chairman; ·the 

Ambassador of Sudan, and to assure him of my cq-aperati9n in the fulfilment of 

our responsibilities. 

~ __ f'lhould like to avail myself of this opportunity to· assure you,· Sir,· and·, 

through you, all the members of the Committee,- of my full co-operation, dedication 

and - why not? - enthusiasm in discharging the responsibility entrusted to me and 

to the other officers of the Committee. I shall do everything in my power to 

contribute to the successful conclusion of the work. of this important body. 

! .. cannot conclude this short statement without offering to you, Sir, our 

sincere congratulations on your election to the chairmanship of the First Committee. 

We are confident that your ab~lity, your qualifications and.your skill as an 

outstanding diplomat will guide the Committee's work to a successful conclusion, 

and we· are- sure that this year-- -thi&- body- wil-l··be· able to achieve-:-practicai· ·:resUlts· 

in curbing the arms race and on disarmament. 

I should also like to offer our.thanks to the outgoing Chairman of the F~rs~ 

Commi~tee., the Permanent Representative of Ghana to the United ·Nations; as well as · · · 

to the other outgoing officers • 

. The CHAIRMAN: J: look forward to the very active cc:;>.-operation of the 

Vice-Chairmen of the Committee~-- and I am sure that I can count. on their -as_sistan_c~

and their. close co-operat·ion. 

The election of the Rapporteur of the Committee will. take place at a later 

meeting. 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

The CHAIRMAN: I draw the attention of.the members of the Committee to 

docUm.ent A/C.l/38/1, dated 28 September 1983;·containing the letter·dated 

23 September 1983 addressed to me by the President of _the General Assembly 
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and informing me that the General Committee, at its 4th meeting, decided to 

-allocate 27 agenda it.ems to the First ·_Commiitee for it~- consider~tion. 
- ~ ;, wo• ••~ •' 

In order to be able to submit a-work-programme-to the First Committee for 

approval by all members of the Committee I _have taken particular account of the 

time limitation the Commi~~e~ faces~ According to established_practice.tne 
w• • ·w,. •• ,.,, •• ·-·: ';"" • • ' ' • ' '' ' 

First Committee will begin its substantive work only after the conclusion of the 

general debate in the General Assembly, which is scheduled for 17 October 1983. 

On the other hand, the Committee should not go beyond the cut-off date suggested 

by the General Ass~mbly, that is, 9 December. The~e lkitati.ons leav~ the Committee . -

with a period extending from 17 October to 9. December; -during which the Committee 

should be able to cover its rather. heavy.w?rkloa~·-
.- -- 0 A 

I should now-like to draw the attention of members of the Committee to 

document A/C~l/38/2, dated 7 October 1983, .wh~ch contains_ my proposals for .the 

programme of work ·and timetable of the Committee. -• 

As members will note, compared to previous years the programme of work and 
-

timetable contained in the document include 'some modest changes as far as the 

organization of olir work_ is_ concern~d~-- . _ _;1:~_:_~!3-lt.~~fLthese. proposals.. I h~ve been 
. . - . . . . .. . ' . ; ' 

'motivated -solely by my wish to expedite and render more effective the. work of the 

Committee. More specifically, the purpose of my proposals has been to facilita~e 

a more 'structured and focused debate •. particularly on the disarmament items' and 
: . . . ' 

to make possibie more rational consideration of and action on draft resolutions 
. ' 

submitted to th~ Committee. In this· latter context. I have. been p~ticular~y 
mindful of the problems faced by smaller delegations, especially during the hectic 

concluding phase of the Committee's consideration of the disarmament items, dur-ing 

which time a large number of draft resolutions is acted upon in a very limited span 

of time. In my opinion all delegations~ and particularly the smaller ones, would 

benefit from a modest attempt at streamlining the work of the Committee, and this 

is what I have attempted to accomplish. 

The proposals made in document A/C.l/38/2 are my own proposals. They have, 

however, been the subject of extensive consUltations with a number of individual 

delegations and representatives of the regional groups. These consultations have 

convinced me that there is widespread support in·the Coromitt.ee for reforms along 

the lines suggested in the tentative programme of work and timetable, and this 

I find very gratifying and encouraging.: 
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To summarize~ in the document before the Committee I am making the following 

main proposals: first, that the general debate on the disarmament items be 

divided into phases~ and that the items themselves be subjected to a rough 

grouping to be considered by the Committee during separate phases of its work; 

secondly, that the deadline for the submission and introduction of draft 

resolutions on disarmament items be moved up; and, thirdlYs that before the 

Committee proceeds to take action upon draft resolutions on disarmament items 

time be made available for in-depth consideration of texts and informal 

consultations on them. At least in some cases this could conceivably facilitate 

the merger of texts dealing with the same subject matter. 

Having made these general observations~ I should like to proceed to a more 

detailed presentation of my tentative programme of work and timetable. 

Adding up the number of meetings proposed for the various stages of our 

work, members will find that I have been working on the assumption that the 

Committee should be able to complete its work in a total of 65 meetings. I have 

arrived at this number on the basis of past experience in the Committee. The 

statistics show~ for instance~ that last year a total of 80 meetings had been 

allocated to the Committee. Out of that total 59 meetings were actually utilized. 

The corresponding figures for the preceding year are 68 and 51, respectively. 

Against that background it seems likely to me that the Committee will be able 

to conclude its work in the 65 meetings I have suggested. However, if this 

turns out not to be the case there is the possibility of adding meetingss since 

the Committee will have at its disposal a total of 80 meetings. 
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Turning now to the document before us, I should lU:e to drmv the attention 

of' members of the Committee to the :fact that it is suggested that the debate on 

the disarmament items should be divided into three phases. 

The first phase, lasting :from 17 to 21 October, should be devoted to 

general debate on all disarmament items. Delegations are encouraged to inscribe 

their names on the list of' speakers as soon as possible. As necessary, the 

general debate would continue into the second phase, lasting from 24 October 

to 4 November. 

During this second phase, hmrever, delegations would be encouraged to 

concentrate in their statements on those disarmament items listed_ on pages 1 to 4 

of' document A/C.l/38/2. 

During the third phase of' the Committee's debate on the disarmament items 

lasting from 7 to 11 November, delegations would be encouraged to address 

the remaining items, which have been listed on pages 4 to 6 of document 

A/C.l/38/2. The completion of the third phase on 11 November coincides with 

the suggested deadline f'or the submission and introduction of draft resolutions. 

On this point, let me add that, subject to the approval of' members of' the 

Committee, I intend to be f'irm on the suggested deadline. Let me also add that 

delegations are encouraged to submit and introduce their draft resolutions as 

early as possible during the first :four weeks of the work of the Committee. 

Following the completion of' the third phase, the Committee •·rill proceed 

to act upon all draf't resolutions that have been submitted on the disarmament 

i terns • I am proposing that a t1-m-1Veek period, beginning on 14 November and 

ending on 25 November, be set aside f'or the purpose of' acting upon draft 

resolutions. 

In the first part of this period, however, it is my intention to schedule 

a minimum number of formal meetings. It is my hope that this will mwte it 

possible for individual delegations to subject draft resolutions to unhurried 

and careful consideration. Also, I ~Vould hope that the time thus made available 

could be constructively used for informal consultations and draft resolutions 

between the delegations concerned. In particular, I would encourage the sponsors 

of drafts dealing 1·Ti th the same subj ect~-matter to get together and explore 

the possibilities that might exist for merging texts. 
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IIaving proposed that the Committee act on draft resolutions on the 

disarmament items between 14 and 25 November, let me add that in my opinion 

this should not preclude the possibility of itstaking decisions before this . 
..,. ·--- . .. . . . ...... --~ . ~ --

period. Thus it is my understanding that, if a delegation submitting and 

introducing a draft resolution at an early date wishes to have it acted upon 

before the period designated for decision-taking in the docume~t before members) 

the .Commj.tt~~ should make every effort to -a~commodate· that wish. 

After the Committee has· acted ori draft resolutions on the disarmament items, 

I propose that it move on to consider and act-upon item 140, the Question of 

Antarctica. Consideration of this item -vrould bee;in on 28 November and should 

be concluded on 30 November. Since there is a possibility that the draft 

resolution on the item will entail financial implications, the Committee's 

consideration of it vrill have to be concluded in time to comply with the deadline 

for submission to the Fifth 'Co1nmittee of all draft resolutions with such 

implications. 

The final stage of the work of t~e Committee will commence on 1 December 

and end on 9 December. During this period the Committee vTill consider and 

act upon the international security items on the agenda, and it is suggested 

that.lO meetings be allocated for the three items in question. Also, it is 
' , -

my intention to make ,time av~ilable so that delegations vrill have an opportunity 

to carry out informal consultations before the-committee proceeds to act upon 

the draft resoiutions on the international security item. As indicatec1 on 

page 7 of document A/C.l/38/2, the suggested deadlinefor submission and 

introduction of draft resolutions is 2.December. 

By "\·Tay of concluding this review .of.~~~~ tentative programme of wori~ ~nd 

time-table, I should like to emphase to all delegations that in carrying out 

the programme flexibility will have to be the key word. On the other hand, 

I believe that the Committee·would stand a better chance of making progress 

on the vital issues before us if every delegation, in a spirit of co-operation 

and discipline, did its utmost to adhere to the guidelines contained in the 

document that I have submitted .to. them.. I ·appeal for and count ·an their 

support in this regard. 
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If' there is no objection, I shall take it that the Committee agrees vrith 

the suggested programme of' 1-rork and time-table . 

.. It .was so.decided. · 

The CHAIRMAN: It 1·rould be. f'air to say that the 1rork programme the 

Committee has just approved presupposes f'ull utilization of' the time available 

to us. 

At this juncture I should like to state that the ef'f'icient utilization of' 

.conference resources has lone been of' major concern to the General Assembly as 

.1-tell as .. to all. of. us. Therefo~e_ it requir~s _thatthe Committee should avoid the 

loss of time arising from iate starting or early ending of' meetings.· To achieve 

this goal, I should like, with the co-operation of the members of the Committee, 

to start the meetings punctually. In order to utilize fully the time available, 

I will open the meet~ngs of the Committee at 10~30 a.m. and 3 p.m. sharp and will 

~ndeavour to c::!lose.the meetings at .. l p.m ... and 6··p.m .. ···It is my conviction that 

such a policy would also obviate the need to hold night or weekend meetings. 

I shall convene the Committee only vrhen there is a suf'f'icient number .of 

speaRers~ to ensure adequate utilization of available resources. No meeting 
.. 

should be scheduled for thos·e days on vThich less than four delegations· have 

inscribed their names on the list of' speakers. 

In order to avoid unnecessary rush and to give ample time, I open the list of 

.. spea~e.rs for the general deb!:!.~~ _9n -:t?e d~sarmainent i terns, the first phase, as of · 

today. I tirge delegations to inscribe their names on the list of speakers tefore the 

Committee begins its substantive vrork; ·.The list of spealcers for the general 

. debaj:;e :-.. a:t;ld_._I .. emph,ase_ .. 11for .. the.general. debate:: .. -. l-Till be closed on .. 1£) .. Octo.ber 

at 6 p.m. 
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To facilitate the task of the Committee's officers, as ivell as the 

Secretariat, members of the Committee should submit draft resolutions as for 

in advance as feasible so as to provide sufficient time for consultations. The 

Secretariat has asked me to request members of the Committee to note that draft 

resolutions, amendments and co-sponsorships should be given in writing to the 

Secretariat in order to avoid any possible misunderstanding. Hith ree;ard to 

requests for accommodation in and use of conference rooms for group meetings, 

they may also be given in writing to the Secretariat. 

In connection vdth documentation, I should like to indicate that over 

the years the General Assembly has adopted a number of resolutions on the 

control and limitation of documentation containing measures designed to make 

the most effective and economical use of this vital but very expensive element 

of the services. These rules have been summarized in document A/INF/136/Rev.l. 

I would therefore at the outset request all delegations strictly to limit any 

requests for additional documents. This is necessary, as representatives are 

aware, ovling to the tremendous pressures on the Secretariat during the General 

Assembly as far as the preparation, typing, translation and distribution of 

documents are concerned. May I particularly appeal to members to take those 

provisions which I have mentioned into account. 

It would also be appreciated if delegations would provide the conference 

officers with 20 copies of a statement when a prepared text is to be delivered. 

As representatives know, the General Assembly, at its third plenary meeting 

on 23 September, decided that smoking should be discouraged in large conference 

rooms. I therefore appeal to all members of the Committee kindly to comply with 

the decision of the General Assembly. 

I should like to draw the attention of the members of the Committee to 

rule 110 of the rules of procedure, which reads as follows: 
11 Congratulations to the officers of a Main Committee shall not be 

expressed except by the Chairman of the previous session - or, in his 

absence, by a member of his delegation - after all the officers of the 

Committee have been elected. 11 

I hope this rule, as well as other rules pertaining to the Committee's work 

and proceedings, lrill be strictly observed by all delegations. 
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I:f no delegation "Tishes to make any observations or remarks at this 

stage, I propose to adjourn the meeting. As decicled, ·the Committee 'lvill 

meet again on 17 October 1983, at 3 p.m. 

The meeting rose at 11.45 a.m. 
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GENERAL DEBATE 

The CHAIRM.Allf: Today 1ve are embarking on the su"bstantive work of the 

First Cormnittee during the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. During 

the coming two months we will spend many hours together in this Committee. 

The issues we are facing in the First Committee - the issues of disarmament, 

arms control and international security - are perhaps the most crucial issues 

facing mankind today. As is so aptly stated in the Introduction to the Final 

Document of the tenth special session of the General Assembly, in 1978, 

.:The attainment of the objective of security, -vrhich is an inseparable 

element of peace, has always been one of the most profound aspirations of 

humanity. States have for a long time sought to maintain their security 

through the possession of arms. Admittedly, their survival has, in 

certain cases 0 effectively depended on -vThether they could count on 

appropriate means of defence. Yet the accumulation of weapons, particularly 

nuclear weapons, today constitutes much more a threat than a protection for 

the future of mankind. The time has therefore come to put an end to this 

situation, to abandon the use of force in international relations and to 

seek security in disarmament, that is to say, through a gradual out 

effective process beginning with a reduction in the present level of 

armaments. The ending of the arms race and the achievement of real 

disarmament are taslm of primary importance and urgency. To meet this 

historic challenge is in the political and economic interests of all the 

nations and peoples of the world as well as in the interests of ensuring 

their genuine security and peaceful future. 
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nunless its avenues are closed, the continued arms race means a 

grouing threat to international peace and security and even to· the very 

survival of manldnct. The nuclear and conventional arms build--up threatens 

to stall the efforts aimed a.t reaching the goals of development, to become 

an obstacle on the road of achievin~ the·new international economic order 

and to hinder the solution of other vital problems facing mankind.': 

(Q_~~al Assembly resolutiol?- s-.-10·-2" -paras. 1-2) 

Unfortunately, since 1978 the situation has not improved. The arsenals 

of nuclear 1-1ea:pons have continued to c;row. Fe have still not succeed_eo_ :i.n 

ne~otiating balanced and verifiable international ar,reements which could curb the 

development of other weapons of mass destruction, includinQ: chemical ueapons. 

Ue may be on the threshold of an arms race in outer space. The development of 

a nelT generation of space lreapons with potentially destabilizing effects may be 

imminent. Convention weapons are becoming ever more sophisticatecl and destructive. 

The costs involved in the arms race; in terms of hQman, technological and 

financial resources are growing every year ano_ much faster than the resources 

allocated to international development. 

There is no need for me to spend more time in repeating the sad fact~ as 

members all knou them only too well. He have just heard over 140 statements in the 

general debate in the plenary meeting of the Assembly by our Heads of State or 

Government or by our Foreign Hinisters. Hany of those statements have incluclec1 

important proposals, observations or cornments on disarmament and international 

security. Practically all of them have regretted the lacl~ of progress in 

international negotiations on arms control~ disarmement and security issues. 

Many of them bear eloquent testimony to the frustration and disappointment felt 

by peoples all over the ivorld aboutthe present situe.tion. 

The question I.J'e are facing today is holr we, the I1ember Ste.tes of the 

United J:Jations, can make better use of the United Nations system to promote 

disarmament and strengthen international security. The United Nations has, 

according to the Charter, a central role and a primary responsibility in 
the sphere of disarmament and international security. Our task is,through 

deliberative action~to facilitate and encourage all disarmament and security 

measures. This is our duty,and this is what is expected ofus by the international 
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community. He must nmr ask ourselves hovr i·re can use the next eight 'tveeks 

to contribute in a positive way to promoting disarmament and international 

security. 

J1embers of the 'F'irst Committee are fully aware of the limitations and 

constraints we are facing. This Committee has no mandate to conduct 

negotiations on arms control or disarmament. Negotiations on the nuclear 

issues~ vrhich are of overriding importance, obviously have to be conducted on a 

bila.teral and multilateral basis bet't-reen the major nuclear Powers themselves. 

Important negotiations beti·reen the United States and the Soviet Union are 

currently under way 't·rithin the framew·ork of the strategic arms reduction : 

tallcs (START) and the negotiations on intermediate range nuclear forces (IN'F') 

in Geneva.. Developments in these negotiations will have a direct bearing on 

the general climate in international politics and are likely to affect other 

arms control and disarmament negotiations being conducted at present in the 

Committee on Disarmament in Geneva or other multilateral forums. 

The 'F'irst Committee is a deliberative body. It nevertheless has a very 

important role to play as part of a chain of multilateral or bilateral 

institutions working in the field of disarmament. The Committee is idthout 

doubt the most representative forum of them all, including all 158 Members of 

the United Nations. The substantive range of the items on our agenda covers 

nractically every question at present discussed in the context of disarmament 

and related international security questions. 1'Te will have a free and full 

debate iorhere all members are encoura.ged to articulate their views and present 

their policy positions on all these issues that are before us. Important 

initiatives a.re launched? discussed and teste0. in this Committee to see 

whether they should be transmitted to negotiating bodies for further consideration. 

~1e number of resolutions adopted in the First Committee has in recent 

years sho'Wtl a sharp increase. At the tiventy .. fourth session of' the General 

Assembly in 1969, 12 resolutions on disarmament were adopted. In 1975, at 

the thirtieth session of the.General Assembly, 25 disarmament resolutions 

were adopted. Last year the number was 57. Parallel to this quantitative 

development , hoi-rever, 't-Te find a :oroportionate decrease in the number of' 

· resolutions adopted by consensus. 
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This development is perhaps inevitable in a period of worsening international 

relations and uith increased public attention to disarmament and security issues. 

In such times it is tempting to use the forum of the General Assembly and the 

First Committee for political purposes, to submit and seek support for one's mm 

ideas and proposals and to give vent to frustration. The United Nations in such 

situ~tions functions as a useful safety valve for emotions and policies. 

Nevertheless He ·should fail to live up to the fundamental ideas expressed 

in the Unitecl. nations Charter if ue limiteCl our ambitions to damage control or to 

seeking political propaganda victories for one-sided proposals. The issues 

before the Committee are/ too important to allmr such a course of action. Ue 

have a duty tollards the Charter, and touards the peoples of the Horld who are 

Cl.eeply concerned about the present situation; to act together in a sense of 

common purpose anc1 conunon destiny. On such a basis we stand a better hope 

of contributing towards real progress in international disarmarn.ent and arms 

control and towards the strengthening of international security. 

There are three different areas where I think progress can be achieved 

at this session of the General Assembly and which I should like briefly to 

mention. 

First, I feel that it might be useful if dele.r;ations 1vould give thought to 

ho~r the efforts to improve the imrking methods of the First Committee could be 

continued in order to make the Committee a more effective instrument for 

promoting disarmament and international security. 1le have made a moil..est beginning 

this year through a minor restructuring of the programme of work of the Co1r,mittee. 

If this effort proves to be successful~ I venture to su~~est that at a future 

stage the Committee may wish to consider moving further toivards a more structured 

work proe;ramme, perhaps by clustering i teiYtS 1rhich organically belonc; together, 

and orc;anizinp; the debates and voting accordin,sly. The time 111ay also come to 

have a closer look at the vay the agenda on disarmament items is organized? 

vithout prejudice to any country 1s right to seek the inclusion of items that 

it deems important. At present the agenda of our Committee represents a rather 

random~ repetitious and arbitrary listin~ of the issues vre are P.ct~ally cJ.iscussing? 

and nev items tend to be added on top of existing items even if they deal 1-rith 

basically the same issues. I have no ready·-rrl.acle solution to these problems. 
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( 'Ih'" Chairman) 

Hovro..~vt:r ~ I vould ...-ncourag,o, d•·l"'e;ai~ions to r;i V<,, +hough;: to thr, sr• qw-si~ions and 

·thus prr-par"· thr-ms.:lv(-s for a discussion on th' subj. ct at an appropr:i.a:h-' tim,~ 

in ·i:h- fui~ur··,. Sponsors of draft r:-·solutions could pr-·rhaps also haw. "i.l1:-:s:-: 

probl~·-ms in Ll..i.nd vrh:··n thPy draft the r·'lcvant para.e;raphs in thr~ draf1· rr-solutions 

asking for incsription of i:hF r.::.sp,-ctivP itr~ms on the a.g1-:-nda of fuJ·ur· sP.ssions 

of the Gcn-ra.l .fl.ss,·mbly. 

s~:condly" I L .• ~l vr.- can mak:, a tangibl"" and posii:iw- coni:ribution to 

l.DlprovJ.nG the international climatt"' if ir~ do our bf'si· to avoid polr-mics and 

r;-.crimina:cion. Atmosphv rics is a vr~ry important r lnn;·nt in int·- rnai~ional 

rt::lai:ions ~mel a b1-tt~er _pol:b:ica.l atmosphPrt: b·'-tlrr(~n thr main Pmr··rs 9 h:i:u"·c=n. 

East and H. st flnt'l bttVTH'n i~h<- non-align: d and i~h aligm~cl vould mnk·- it , a.si,- r 

t;o achL-~v,. th"· rl:-'.sults i:hai: vTt~ art"' want in one;oing n.~e;o'i:iar.ions on arms control, 

o.:i.sa:rr;.lan12nt find int,~rnational S\~curity. I do noi; in any i-TaY m-An ·J-lmt ,.,,~ should 

avoid an op .. -n, frank and fr,:-,.· discussion on questions vrhere opinion, positions 

and polici~:s difft-r. On ·i:h(- contrary. 1-ThB.t we should s,::~.;k, howr=wr, is ·io 

conduc·i: th"st discussions in a mannFr which b•'ars h-:stimony ·i:o th• sr-riousn: ss 

and impori:a.nc.- of i:h<- subj~cts brofor0 us. Our obj.-ctiv· musr. b, throue;h our 

d'·lib ra·:·ions i:o con-':ribu,:p ·i:o easing existing tensions instead of 

furth(-r Axacerbm:ing tlkm. 

Thirdly~ I "think i-.11.(- impac·:·. of the c1ecisions of i~h· Firs·i~ Collllilii.YvF -vrill b' 

gl•e-ai:,-r if vr.-· s.-ck consensus solutions whc~r,"ver possibl" • Pr,~s, ni~ation of 

comp ... ..,·dn::; drafi·. r,-solutions on similar subj,-c'f:s whhoul: makinG on:v attempt to 

consul·;: wii:h on.- ano•~he:r. to s:~( whcl:h,r compromis<:- s could h<: ma<JJ' and cons,"nsus 

achi'·V· d S(·<ms ·lome? i:o b,c ra·i:h, r unproduci:iv, .• The-re '-rill c,,rta.inly bF cas_-s 

wh"-r,. posi·d.ons diff(-r so much thai· a rn.:aningful consensus cannoi:_ br-· achi:"'V' <l. 

I·lr·V;'·rth~ lc" ss ~ I i:hink w~ should ·i:ry "to r.ncouragc' a.n<l improw~ contac·i:s 9 

consuli:ai:ions and nrgm:iations b..::ti-Th':>n sponsors of difft-.r<-mi; draft r~~solu·i;ions 

in ord.,r -;·o J'llak, a G<· nuin(- ,-:ffort to find common solutions t.o probl•-ms vrhich ar(

b~sically common. If w:"- succh d in such ai;tc=-mpts, ·i:hF .First Commi·l;i:u:>· will havz 

mad, a.n impori"ani: contribui;ion toiTarQs progrrss on issues vrhich <J.n; vii:al for 

all of us. 

Be fort- I call upon T-l1.r- first sp:~al\:1' r for i:his afi:c= rnoon 's m~(- ·dng, I should 

likr~ i~o O.ravT t.lr ai.1:Fnt:ion of thi: :tlli"mbcors of ·>:he"" Committee to QocumE=nt 

A/C.l/38/2/Add.l, dai:r"·d 13 Oc·\;obr"r 1983) containing ·i:h..,. 1' i:tt·r date-d 11 Octobc--r 

1983, addrc;.;SSbd t.o me by th:: Pr,-sidcni: of i:he Gc--nc'ral 1\ss;:o:mbly and informing me:. 
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(The Chair;-Jan_) 

·i:ha·i: i~lk G,-n.-.rc:J.l Ass.-mbly, at i··.s 2.'3th m•- ti.ngo d::-c:i..rl-d ·i.o allocr.~.-i:f ac~"nda 

:i-ldns 143 anclll}l~. -;:o -fh, First. Coiillili,·v·,. for i·i:s consi<l•ra.t-ion. In ·i:his 

connt- c·d.on) I propos to thr Commi,:·:,, :- ;:ha:i~ i:h. s, i·i:. L1S should b' cons:i..d·· r: d 

by ·i:h(- COlilHi: ~i:r-r- und .. r phase II of ·i·h,- Com..rni·i. t:.- .- 's pro13rrun.m;,. of '\VOrk anc.1 

i:im. i:abL. If ,;hc:-r,c is no obj,-ci:ion, may I ·;·8k' ii· ·i:hai: i:h,, proposal is 

ap]Yl~ov'- U. by :-.h. Commi;:i:,- ,. ? 

Ii.: iTas so cJ., cid.-cl. 

U~._GA.~CIA ROD_l,~- (i·lc xi co) (in,· -·rpr. ta. ·ion fro11 Spc:mish); llr. Chairman~ 

my u"l.-::;edon is l)l.·asr•d ·,:hai: you hav, b-,n chosen to conduct i:lw work of th 

Firs-;: CoLuilii·t.' • a··· ·i:h" t:hiri:y--· i.c;h·dl s, ssion of i":hr- G·-l1.·c rnl Ass( Nbly. Thos,- of 

us who h<'lY,· llad an opporl:un;i:t:y ;-.o vorl;:. uil-.h you for som· t:im ... Ar fwri.liar 

ui·;·.h your l~een int.erest in all mat·'cers relating to disarr:ta.rnent, Thl'l.t 

in·i: · rc.s"\". hrs b. c n <l non::n~ra"':, c1 ouc·. <::.~s8in in ·;he informal consulYad.ons 'l:ha:··. 

you hav h· .. n holdinp; h r· and in G. n. va ,,v, r sine: you ll<-rr- entrusted -.:·rith this 

very special responsibility. This year that responsibility has 1)ecome ~reater 

b~caus: of th- deplorabl( in+., rna:o.ionPl sit.ua·d.on. In so many ~rays ·i:h<. pr1 s .· ai: 

si··:uai:i.on is remini::>cent of ·i:h, cold-1;-re.r };l""riod, of uhich Vf,' hav such (£loorny 

liklilOr.i, s. During your vorl: os Chairwm of ·d1 Firs·;: Corm:,1i<·.·\:r-•• , :i.n i:h couJ:>s, 

of vhich you uill hav, , .. h.· co-·op .ra"\.~:i.on of t:h d"L [ja:d.on of Hcxico 0 m uish 

you :0osi·dv r ·sul·i:s and iW hopr i:ha-1.~ procedures will b-=- [~f n· rally acc(op·i·.·d 

vh:i.ch !Till •.Thane 2 i"-h r- ffc c·;· i V,- nco·ss Of OUJ:' WOX"l;:. 

Ar: i1:s i-11iri:y .. s,cv-n·i:h svssion ·;:h.· G .. "n:-ral AssfHbly adop··· c1 no l<."SS ·;:han 

58 resolutions on disarmament, the largest nUl"lber ever adopte<'l. in the 

his1:ory of our Orc;nnizai:ion. 

Th increased numh r of ii> ms assigrk c1 by -::11.' G, m r3l Asse-mbly i·o ..-hr .. Firs·!: 

Commi·i:i:. ·' ~ .- w n Gr·· ai_:, r y.han ·i:;lv- numb<· :r. ·i·ha;[: a.ppr'·ar,- <l on our a{';< nda las1: y. ar, 

promp~·s us YO bf'lL-w· that work on dise.rmiUl'lent, boi'11 in th· G,,n-ral Ass. mbly 

ano. in ·,:h · only mul·dla1:eral n.- go·d8.dng body linl;:. d to H 0 th• Comrait·h-•· 

on Disa.rma.rl')_ent, is HovinG vrii~h ·i:h"" wind in h:s sails~ so -t·o sp.: ak" nud 

cons.-.itut.s an ::.:.~campL ofth, ::;r.,atrs·;: ::-ffr--ci·iwn:-·ss. 

Unfor;·,una·h ly, ·i,h"" r,· al situa·•-:i.on is v .... ry diffFr,~ni:. 'Tik ·(:ota.l lack of 

substantiv.-.• :angibl,. results can b· c.kscrib d no"i~ only as <.l.iscou:r-aging but~ 

also as d··spairing. Boi~h in the.., rcpor-1- of th' Cornmit.t<=~·· and U11- nc;;·nd8. of th·

Assr-mbly 1n: find, i·Jith a fei¥ additions and very fevr modifications) the same 
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s ri s of guc s·dons ·; .ha >. vT hav b ·. n consid- ring y.· a::r:: aft(' r yc- ar, in som: c8.s.- s 

fo:.-:- mor: ··:hrw <! quarter of a C·.-m.:ury, as is ·;:ru"' of i:hv· banning of nucl.- ar--vr npon 

tests. 

In these circ1rt•lS1:nnc. s :i: is difficult ·:·o remain 1.~v,·l-·hc a.d., d and han1 

no·: to los· p3.;i;i. nc; • 'Ih only i:hin.::_s that can savr us is -l:lY maxiJ;l i:ha·l: T'lid.ncls us 

that the steady dropp:ino; of '\T8.ter can Fear a.tmy stone, even when vre have to ITOn0.er 

vrh:.-.~:h·· :t: ·•h rc- sis·,:ance of c.- r·;::=ri.n Si·D.I:,. s? ,. s::;w cially som nucl. ar~uH'liJOn Sta·:· ... s, 

i:o ·i:h-· J~. P-'.8. · .. d app · als of rh.-. G<' n(- ral Ass.-mbly on ·i:h.· basis of r•· comru.v•nCl.Fn:i(lDS 

of -;~his Commi·:·t:.- ,. _ is no : r. ally cOL1.:.Jarnbl.- i;o i;h, r. sisi:anc.- of iron or si~ ::·1. 

I~ovn v.-r, in i:h ini·H.al ste.t:?:o:1ent by •:h. clt·lr"-t~ai·ion of ~I.xico. W< 1rish ;·o 

n' ndon" 5.n qy m:d r. in uhicll 1 he-y app. ar on ·:·h ag. nc1a of ;·.hp ·:·hir··Y···'iChi·h 

s ss:i.on of H1· G n ral Ass mbly, c, ri·.ain r. solu,·.ions adop:~<'.Cl. by ·i·h Assrcnbly 

clur.ine; :i·:·s pr vious S'ssion, •h l.hiri:y--scov·n:·h) the imp1.:>mentation of uhicl1 T-Te 

fee-l should be given serious coDs:i.d. ra·d.on. 8S soon as possibl·- by •:hos,· s::a·i:,·s 
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The resolutions are the following. 

(Mr. Garcia Robles, Mexico) 

First. resolution 37/71, urges France not to delay any further the ratification 

of' Acl.ditional Protocol I of the Treaty of' Tlatelolco l-Thich has been :requested 

so many timesn. 

Second, resolution 37/72 stresses the need for the Committee on Disarmament 

to proceed immediately to 

·the multilateral negotiation of a treaty for the prohibition of all 

nuclear-weapon tests· 7 

anct calls upon the three depositary States of what is known as the HoscOi·T 

'.Creaty ~ because it 1-ras signed in that city in 1963, and of the J.llon--Proliferation 

Treaty 

:'by virtue of their special responsibilities under those tl-ro Treaties and 

as a provisional measure? to bring to a halt without delay all nuclear--test 

explosions> either through a trilaterally agreed moratorium or through 

three unilateral moratoriums 11
• 

Third~ resolution 37/78 A calls upon the Governments of the Unit~d States 

and the Soviet Union to transmit to the Secretary-General 

·not later than l September 1983~ a ,joint report or t1vo separate reports 

on the stac;e reached in their /bilatera:[f negotiations7 
· 

on nuclear 1rreapons for consideration by the General Assembly at its present 

session. It also calls upon both negotiRting parties 

"to bear constantly in mind that not only their national interests but 

also the vital interests of all the peoples of the 1.rorld are at stake 

in this question';. 

Fourth? resolution 37/78 C calls on the Committee on Disarmament 

::to elaborate a nuclear--disarmament programme? and to establish for this 

purpose an ~d hoc working group on the cessation of the nuclear-arms race 

and on nuclear disarmament 11
• 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles, Mexico) 

Fifth, resolution 37/78 I calls on the Committee on Disarmament 

to undertake:> as a matter of the highest priority, negotiations 1-rith a 

view to achieving agreement on appropriate and practical measures for 

the prevention of nuclear war::. 

Sixth, resolution 37/83 calls on the Committee on Disarmament 

.;to establish an ad hoc working group ... with a view to undertaldn~ 

negotiations for the conclusion of an agreement or agreements, as appropriate, 

to prevent an arms race in all its aspects in outer space71
• 

Seventh. resolution 37/95 A calls upon 

:all States, in particular the most heavily armed States, pending the 

conclusion of ~greements on the reduction of military expenditures to 

exercise self-restraint in their military expenditures ;.Tith a vie1-1 to 

reallocatin'g the funds thus saved to economic and social d.evelopr!l.ent ;l 

especially for the benefit of developing countriesn. 

Eighth, resolution 37/98 A calls on all States 11to facilitate in every 

possible >-ray: the conclusion of a convention 

··on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 

all chemical weapons and on their Cl.est:cuction:·. 

:ninth, resolution 37/100 B calls on the United States and the Soviet Union, 

~ts the t;.ro major nuclear-vreapon States, 

"to proclaim, either through simultaneous unilateral declarations or 

through a joint declaration, an immediate nuclear-arms freeze: 1 

which, i-Thile not an end in itself, 1-10uld be 0 a first step towards the comprehensive 

j?rogra.mme of disarmament:;. Furthermore, its structure and scope and the 

:?rocedures for its submission to an effective verification system are also 

described in the resolution. 
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Tenth, resolution 37/100 E calls upon 

(Mr. Garcia Robles, Mexico) 

::the Security Council - and more significantly its permanent members -

to proceed with a sense of urgency to the necessary measures for the 

effective implementation of the decisions of the Council, in accordance 

vlith the Charter, for the maintenance of international peace and securityn. 

'rhose 10 resolutions have been chosen from among the 58 adopted last year 

on ·the basis of a very narro¥r criterion. They 1-1ere chosen because of their 

importance, because there is an obvious need for them to be implemented, and 

bec<:mse one of them w~oS adopted by consensus and the other nine were adopted 

by an overwhelming majority, 1·rith an average of 121~ votes in favour. There were 

very few opposing votes. In the votes on three of them there was no negative 

vote:. in the votes on three others only one delegation voted against; and in the 

vote on another resolution only two delegations voted against. That is 1rhy 1ve 

are inclined to believe that the consideration of these items by the General 

Assembly at its thirty~eighth session should encourage th~ small nmnber of States 

uit,h responsibility for the implementation of those resolutions finally to 

modify their policies. 

I should like no1-r to dvTell on two questions which certainly deserve careful 

consideration: the so-·called bilateral negotiations on nuclear weapons and 

the renunciation of the first use of nuclear weapons. My delegation believes 

that a few modest suggestions are in order in connection with both Questions. 

Regarding the first question, the ideas that I shall set forth novr, 1·rhich 

have been taken from the report of the Secretary-General on the worl~: of the 

Organization, provide) I believe~ an excellent introduction. 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles. Mexico) 

"The current bilateral negotiations on the reduction of strategic 

and intermec1iate --range nuclear forces are of vital importance ••. 

~,The failure so far to achieve real progress in these negotiations can 

only cause us all profound alarm . . . The situation could "'vell become 

virtually irreversible if the establishment of viable methods of arms 

limitation is jeopardized by the develo~ment of new weapons systems, and 

if either side, in search of military advantage~ deploys strategic weapons 

thE~.t suggest an attempt to reach cut fer first-strike capability •••• 

In this connection, I might venture the observa.tion that in this field 

there are no bargaining chins. Each side seems determined to respond to 

any advance achieved by the other side by matching it rather than by 

making concessions. il (A/38/L p. 5_) 

As is w·ell knmm, one of the main difficulties encountered by these 

bilateral negotiations concerns the treatment that should be given to the 

nuclear "'veapons of France and Great Britain. · In connection with this increasin?lY 

urgent nroblem, the thirty-third Pugwash Conference which met in Venice from. 

26 to 31 August last~ stated its view,, as indicated in the declaration of that 

council, that 
11if no agreement is reached by the month of December, NATO could and 

should postpone the deployment {of nevr nuclear missile~- in order to 

allow more time both for negotiations and for national initiatives1
;. 

Uith a view to contributing to the solution of the problem, I should like 

to repeat the suggestion w-e made at the 23l~th meeting of the Committee on 

Disarmament on 16 August last that the ti-To series of bilaterAl negotiations 

that have been taking place between the United States and the Soviet Union, in 

Ncvcoter 1981, in Geneva ·- presumably in consultation with their respective 

allies ... the first dealing with so-called intermediate-range nuclear vreapons 

and the second) in June 1982, dealing vTith strategic nuclear weapons~ should 

be mer~ed into one. 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles, Mexico) 

'He feel it is anpropriate to add tvro more suggestions to this institutional 

one. The first is to expand the scope of negotiations to include? in addition 

to strategic and intermediate-range weapons, so-called tactical nuclear vreapons, 

or which there are several thousand in foruard positions in Europe, as is 1vell 

knOim. In this respect it should be mentioned that the Independent Cow.mission 

on Disarmament and Security ~estions - also known as the Palme Commission, 

after its Chairman, the present Prime Minister of Svreden, Olaf Palme - in a 

report entitled, 11 Common Security~ A Programme for Disarmament IV, made the 

following observations: 

"Battlefield nuclear weapons, as well as nuclear air defence systems 

and atomic demolition munitions, raise important problems of stability. 

Air defence systems 1voulcl likely create pressures for delegation of 

authority to use them before combat actually _was initiated. Battlefield 

w·eapons also >rould create pressures for early use in any armed conflict. 

Their location near the front lines of any war would mean that political 

leaders may face a choice early in a conflict of either authorizing the 

use of battlefield weapons or watching them be overrun. Each side 7 s 

fears that the other side might resort to 'first use' could intensify 

crises and multiply the dangers of the initiation of nuclear conflict 

and its escalation. 11 
( A/CN .10/38, l?P: 111, 112) 

The Palme Commission concludes this section of the report by saying: 
11Security for both sides l•rould improve if these weanons ;-rere mutually 

reduced and withdrawn. 'Ihese weapons are currently not the subject of 

East-1-Test negotiations. 'Ihey should be, and urgently." (ibid., p. 112) 

Our second additional suggestion has to do with the "vital interests:; of 

all the peoples of the 1-rorld in the disarmament negotiations, which "t·Tas 

emphasized strongly more than once in the li'inal Document. This has been dealt 

T,rith by the negotiating super~Pm-rers, however, as if it were some fantasy, 

or some kind of invention, of the collective imagination of the General Assembly 

of the United Nations. 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles 2 Mexico) 

To correct this and to give the expression of this interest reality, even 

if only symbolically, it would be appropriate for the negotiations bet1·1een the 

two super-Powers - ~vhich should encompass the three nuclear questions to 1vhich 

I have just referred· that is to say strategic weapons, intermediate-range 

weapons and battlefield w·eapons - to be expanded by participants including 

among them a personal representative of the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations. His function should be twofold: he vrould be there to safeguard :the 

lesi tim ate interests of non~nuclear-weapon States or States that do not belong 

to either alliance, and vThere appropriate he could act as a friendly-go-between 

in orcler to help the t~vo negotiating Pouers to break the deadlock vThich their 

talks seem so often to reach - and which, unfortunately, they seem to have 

reached at the present time. 

Ue believe that these suggestions, uhich, as can be seen from paragraph 29, 

section III B of the report of the Committee on Disarmament, were shared by 

· ·:m<"..nYmember States1 1 in the Committee, should be seriously considered by the t-vTo 

super-·POivers. He also believe that a General Assembly resolution inviting the 

bro super-Povrers to support these suggestions could prove effective. As has 

been freque:ntly stressed, and as we have already mentioned today and ·Hould like 

to repeat, it is not just the national interests of the two Powers that possess 

the largest nuclear arsenals that are at issue, but, in the final analysis, the 

vital interests of all the peoples of the world and the very survival of mankind. 

\'!e also wish to put forward a few· considerations which might contribute 

to the adoption of another important measure. This would be a step, albeit 

a moc1est one, toward.s the final goal set at the first special session devoted 

to disarmament and unanimously and cate,wrically reaffirmed in 1982 during the 

second s~ecial session on that subject ~namely, the goal of the complete 

elimination of nuclear weapons. 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles~ Mexico} 

This measure would be the adoption by the nuclear-weapon States or a 

commitment not to be the rirst to use these terrible instruments or mass 

destruction. 

There could be two stages for this. In the first, the United States~ 

'France and the United Kingdom could solemnly pledge, through unilateral 

declarations- as China did in 1964 and the Soviet Union'did in 1982- not 

to take the initiative in the use of nuclear weapons. If that could be done, 

the result, from the moral, ;psychologica]. and pragmatic points of view, "t-Tould be 

almost the same as if the five nuclear-weapon States became parties to a 

treaty or convention formally prohibiting the first use of these weapons. 

It would seem desirable, however, for an additional effort to be made to 
' . 

strengthen this obligation from the strictly legal point of view- that is, 

an attempt to incorporate this obligation in one of the instruments whose 

fully binding nature under international law is recognized. 

Since thus far it has only been in the United states and in the European 

countries members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) that the 

first use of nuclear \·Teapons has been seriously considered as a desirable 

proposal, it is encouraging to note that over the past few months prominent 

individuals and institutions in that region have either given favoUrable 

consideration to or openly proposed the renunciation of this strater;;r by 

the United States and the other members of the Atlantic .A~liance • I should 

like to mention the follovTing few enlightening examples of this trend: 

the article, published in the spring 1982 issue of the magazine "Foreign Affairs 11
, 

by four United States internationalists with prestige in their respective 

fields -McGeorge Bundy, George F. Kennan, Robert S. McNamara and Gerard Smith; 

an article, published in The New York Times on 10 May 1982, by Egan Bahr -a 

prominent member of the Bundestag of the Federal Republic of Germany; a speech 

made to the National Press Club in Hashington on 14 April 1982 by Paul C. 1Jarnke, 

a former Director of the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency; 

an interview given by George Ball, a former Under-Secretary of State of the United 

States, and published in the 7 June 1982 issue of nThe New Yorker; 1
; 
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(Mr. Garcia Robles~ Mexico) 

a memorandum submitted to the General Assembly in June 1982 by a group knovm 

as 11General 's for Peace and Disarmament 11
, including a lJ!arshal, an ex-President 

of Portugal, 10 retired generals and a retired admiral - all nationals of NATO 

countries, where they held a variety of i~rcrtLLt military posts; the declaration 

adopted by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences in September 1982, after two 

meetings held successively in London and Rome in March and June 1982, with the 

participation of representatives of 35 Academies of Science from the entire world, 

a declaration containing, among others, the follm·ri.ng significant vmrds: "He 

appeal to all nations never to be the first to use nuclear weapons 11
; the report 

adopted in February 1983 by the 11Union of Concerned Scientists 11
, with headquarters 

in Cambridge, Massachussetts, in the prepartion of which a number of generals 

and admirals had a hand- Lord Carver, General Karl Christian Krause and 

General Jochen Loser - as well as a number of specialists such as Lord Zuckerman, 

and in which the following is stated: "The present first~-use strategy would 

very probably result in the catastrophe of a nuclear war; it is intellectually 

and morally unacceptable~ and internally it is a divisive factor for the 

nations of the .Alliance
11

; the declaration which was adopted by the Synod of Bishops of 

the Church of England as a result of a de1::ate that took place en 

10 February 1983 and irhich contained these >mrds: nile believe that it is a moral 

obligation of all countries, including the NATO countries, to renounce 

solemnly and publicly the first use of nuclear weapons, in any form whatsoever:; 

and, to conclude this list "'" the result of a very selective choice among the 

large amount of material that exists in this area - the Pastoral Letter of the 

Bishops of the United States on war and peace~ adopted on 3 May this year, 

,.rhich includes the follov.ring key concepts: "lve cannot imagine any situation 

in 'rhich the deliberate j:nitiation of a nuclear war, even on the most limited 
I 

scale, could be morally 'justified. Non~-nuclear attacks that another State 

might make must be resisted with ttear:s that e.re also non-nuclear". 
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I do not wish to conclude this statement without re~erring, albeit 

brie~ly, to tw·o items that also appear on our agenda and that, without any doubt, 

are o~ particular siGnificance: the comprehensive programme on disarmament 

and the World Disarmament Campaign. 

With regard to the programme - and, as will be recalled, I had the honour 

of' presiding in 1981 over the Horking Group that the Committee on Disarmament 

established to prepare a draft - the General Assembly has before it this year, 

in accordance with the request of the second special session devoted to 

disarmament, a revised draft that has been drawn up bearing in mind paragraph 63 of 

the Concluding Document o~ the second special session on disarmament and in keeping 

vdth the provisions of TKtragraph 109 of the Final Document of the first special 

session, in 1978, in w·hich) it will be recalled, the General Assembly stated that 

the programme should encompass 

r
7all measures thought to be advisable in order to ensure that the goal 

of' general and complete disarmament under effective international control 

becomes a reality in a 1rorld in which international peace and security 

prevail and in which the new international economic order is strengthened 

and consolidated11
• (resolution S-10/2, para. 109) 

Since the text of the draft, appearing as an annex to the report of the 

VTorking Group incorporated in section III F of the report submitted to the 

General Assembly l::!Y" the Committee on Disarmament, is relatively brief and 

self-explanatory, I shall merely offer a few general considerations, like 

those I put forward in Geneva, to help us better evaluate the draft. 
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(Hr. Garcia Robleso Hexico_) 

I should like to stress at the beginning that the programme proposed is much 

less ambitious than the one that in 1982 was submitted to the second special 

session of the General Assembly on disarmament. That should be obvious to anyone 

who compares the two documents. In addition, as indicated in the report, the text 

of some paragraphs is still outstanding, as is the location of others. There 

remain differences of opinion regarding the desirability of including certain 

paragraphs since there is a need to avoid duplication. 

No agreement has as yet been reached on the important question of the stages 

of implementation o nor vras there enoue;h tilT'e to consider the draft introduction 

vlhich? as Chairman of lrorking Group I of the special session of the General 

Assembly in 1982. I prepared at the time. Thus, obviously 9 if it is decided to use 

it for the revised prorramme that has been submitted to the Assembly~ a number of 

substantial modifications need to be made to bring it into line with the contents 

of the ne"t-r document. Finally o it can be said that all delegations have') expressly 

or tacitly, reserved the final positions of their Governments until the 

Governments have had occasion to study the pro(J,'ramme as a whole and state their 

views on it. 

In spite of all the limitations that we have mentioned" we believe that the 

draft programme, which is the fruit of the hard vrork of the member States of the 

't-Torkinp: Group·; could serve a ereat practical purpose. It could allovr Governments? 

with a text completely free of square brackets, to get a clear idea of how much 

they can strive for at the present time, if it is felt that~ as obviously appears 

desirable., the comprehensive programme of disarmament on which ~.,e have worked 

for the past three years, should be adopted by a consensus of all the States 

Members of the United nations. 

The procedure follm·red in the Horkir.g Group is now clear beyond any doubt. In 

those cases where generally acceptable formulations could not be agreed upon using 

as a basis the draft proeramme sent back by the second special session of the 

Assembly, together with the additional material provided by it and the new 

proposals put fonTard in the course of the deliberations of the Harking Groupo it 

vras necessary~ in order to reach agreement , to incorporate the relevant parar:rraphs 

of the Final Document of 1978 "t-Tithout making any modifications. 
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Consequently, it seews to me that the General Assembly should take this 

situation into account when> after considering the content of the new texts in the 

draft programme - in the preparation of ,,rhich the Group bore in mind that the draft 

programme should not represent any step backward~ no matter how small, from the 

Final Document .. it decides 'l'rhat its general policy must be. 

It seems to me that the General Assembly will have to make a choice between 

t'l'ro possible courses of action. One course is to adopt the draft programme in 

spite of its modest nature at this thirty~,eighth session 9 after, of course 9 

resolvine: the outstanding problems. This it could do in accorc1ance with 'Hhatever 

procedure it deemed most appropriate. For example~ it could create an open-ended 

working group that vrould vrork simultaneously with the First Committee of the 

General Assembly, whose work vrould be supplemented by these meetings for informal 

consultations. On the other hand, the matter could be returned to the Committee 

on Disarmament~· but in this case it should be fully realized that it would be an 

illusion to believe that the multilateral negotiating body could consider this 

matter once again with any chance of success at all before at least three years 

had elapsed. 

I think it \·rould be difficult for me to find a more appropriate subject 1rith 

which to conclude my statement than that of the i'Jorld Disarmament Campai(in. This 

is true because Mexico had the honour of submitting this initiative three years 

ago at the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, and because, having been 

solemnly initiated at the second special session; last year, it "'vill, it no"tor seems, 

play a prominent role as regards disarmament. especially nuclear disarmament. 

I should like to add here, parenthetically, that we welcome the. fact that the 

present session 1 s agenda incluo.es the holding of a Pledginp: Conference for the 

Campaign. That Conference will take place next Thursday, 27 October. In this 

connection, I venture to hope that all Members of the United Nations will realize 

that it is necessary to participate in that Pledging Conference. The amount 

of the contributions, in my opinion, is of secondary importance. It is of primary 

importance 0 hovrever, that every single Member expresses its interest in the Campaig·n. 
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A comparison of the objectives solemnly set forth in the Final Document and the 

conditions that exist in the international order at the present time gives rise not 

only to understandable alarm, but also to justified indignation. The modest 

arsenals of 1945, which included a small munber of bombs of a very fe'tv kilotons, 

are now replaced by arsenals with a total of about 50~000 nuclear warheads~ whose 

destructive pmver is conservatively estimated to be considerably greater th.an tha.t 

of a million bombs like the one that destroyed Hiroshima. This means that nuclear 

arsenals today are more than capable of destroying the total population of the world 

60 times over. 

As was so rightly said two 1-1eeks ago by the Foreign Minister of Mexico, 

Bernardo Sepulveda ftJmor: 

liThe supremacy of the concept of military superiority is leaclinr: us to increase 

uncertainty, in 1-1hich total annihilation seems probable.:' (P,./38/PV .13, p. BJ) 
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It should be recalled that it ·Has also in the Final Document of 1978 

that the General Assembly stressed: 
01the decisive factor for achievinc; real measures of-disarmament is 

th~· 1political uill 1 of States, especially of those possessing 

~uclear \·rea pons ..• 11 (_resolution S..;.lf)/2, para. 10) 

and it 'stressed the need - and these are the lvords from 'the Document - to: 

' 1inobilize uorld public opinion on behalf of disarmament .•. ;; (_!p_i_cL, i)~~it-29) 

tam convinced that, thanks to the Uorld Disarmament Campaign, whose 

objective fundamentally is to inform, to educate and to cenerate understanding 

and public support throughout the vo:i:·ld for the objectives of the 

United Nations in the field of limiting ueapons and disarmm.'lent, the voices 

of hundreds of millions of human beings every11here, in the north and south, 

in the east and \·rest, will gain t;reater persuasive pmver than have had·, 

unfortunately, statements made in the General Assembly and in the Committee 

on Disarmament; and >ve are sure they vTill contribute, as a result of healthy 

moral pressure in all countries, to ~ive concrete expression to 

this pclitical vrill w'hich the General Assembly quite rightly called a 

decisive element in disarmament. 

Mr. IIEPBUim (Bahamas): During preparations for this statement, 

I happened on a copy of a doctoral dissertation on disarmament written 

by Mr. Jack Br:1.inard. Three aspects caught my attention: 

First;, the entire Hork vras based on deliberations of States lrembers 

of the United Nations on the subject of disarmament. 

Secondly, the dissertation, although completed in 1960, shm-rs certain 

parallels to the status of the nr~s ~aee tcdny •. For example, rapid 

developing technical changes in disarmanient have continued since the 1950s; balance 

of povrer situations are created by technical developments, domestic, political 

and social conditions; shifting relations betvreen the countries of the 

uorld indicate the tenor of the arms race; and the unclerlyin:::; assumptions 

of the Powers concernin8 the nature of international relations are very 

sis;nificant . 
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Thirdly, the author felt that the definition of the term disarmament 

must be re-examined. Hy delegation has long expressed this view, particularly 

since the United Hations definition of disarmament differs appreciably from 

that stated in dictionaries and encyclopedias. For Mr. Brainard's purpose~ 

he referred to disarmament as 11any plan or system for the limitation, 

reduction or abolition of armed forces, including their arms or budgets';. 

Certainly~ given the information just cited~ it is clear that vre have 

not advanced very far in reducing the threat to total annihilation of the 

human race. 

Personally~ I am er.1barrassed to make another statement in the general 

debate on the question of disarmament because I have nothin~ neu to say, 

except to point out that once aeain delee;ates have gathered to discuss 

the perennial question of disarmament and international security One 

can almost f'eel the disinterest and lack of commitment to the cause. 

Once a~ain we are goinG to hear platitudes about the evils of the 

arms race and suggestions as to what must be done to prevent a nuclear 

holocaust. 

Once again we are going to rehash the issues and adopt numerous 

consensus resolutions on the many items allotted to the First Committee. 

Once again ue are goine to hear rhetorical excuses as to why concrete 

measures cannot be implemented and how the super- Rn·rer struggle or rivalry 

places stumbling blocks to effective solutions. 

Once again vre are going to listen to appeals for the implementation of 

political uill and respect for interdependence. 

Once again 1-re are going to hear accusations and rights of reply combined 

with calls for co-operation uithout ·confrontation. 

The more I reflect on the above~ the more convinced I become that vre 

are m~Xking ourselves with these tiresome charades. I am afraid that 

despite our keen a1·1areness of the physical destruction and human tragedy 

that have resulted from 11ars or conflicts ~- vhether by primitive~ conventional 

or atomic w·eapons - mankind is still opposed to adopting a more appropriate 
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proc;ramme of action. Despite the fact that Governments are avrare that the 

arms race has resulted in the wasta.ze of valuable resources that could be 

put to more productive use~ there is a great umrillingness to desist from 

acquiring and ~ even more disconcerting - developing nevrer and more 

sophisticated weapons of destruction. 

F'rom 1959 to the present~ several conventions and treaties have been 

ratified on test ·bans~ non-proliferation of arms and nuclear weapon-free zones. 

They have all been violated. Instead of limitation and control of armaments~ 

glolal expenditures have continued to mount, consuming human and material 

resources, thereby jeopardizing the peace, security and stability of regions,, 

and the environment. 

Perhaps I am too serious about the arms race and the urgent need for 

us to save succeeding generations from the scourGe of war. Perhaps it 

is necessary for us to GO on talking and not acting. Perhaps this call 

for peace is merely an illusion and peace can be achieved only throuGh 

uar. Perhaps the expression of a comedian - aThey can't blow- up the uorld. 

Hhere vrould people live? 1
' ·- is more believable than documentaries and. 

simulated dramatic films on the danger of the escalated arms race. If this 

is so, what then of the aspirations of ·~Very child to become an adult, to 

succeed at a career or to have a family, or both? \lhat then of the desire of every 

parent to see their child or children grovr, discover life, have a family 

of their mm and provide for them an old age of contentment through their 

offsprinc? 

If these then are still real, genuine coals of huraan beings, and not 

merely philosophic, melodramatic posturings~ then the Charter provisions 

and Assembly directives vre are mandated to implement and bring to fruition 

are to be given a different fate from that to 1-Thich ve have hitherto 

consic;nec1 them. 

The questions therefore arise: 

l7hy do vTe continue to pour resources into acquisition of guns instead 

of cutter? 
In(/ do ve allow conflicts still to threaten our peace of mind, dreams 

of the future? 
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Hhy do '-re permit situations which deprive hwnan beines of the joys of 

their procreation? 

Hhy do we continue to waste our enerr;ies in rhetoric: 

ilhy do we not forestall aml eliminate the obviously <letrimental? 
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The nnmrer is a simple one. \Te believe ue ilould be her:trcl. :for our 

r'uch gainsayinc;. Strancely enouc;h, silence 1rould lJe more effective: :for 

onl~r uhat comes out of a man (lefiles l1iE1. ''hat is evident is that nations 

J'lUSt be convinced tlmt there :i.s an urr~ent neec1 for the strenr:thenin~~ of the 

United ITations as a peace:nal\:er. They must believe tha.t it is not an 

oversimplificntion to say that the Cha.rter · provid.es a.tlJ?le mechanisirl..s and 

proceo.ures to ensure that the lmrest possible level of armaments uill 

charo.cterize not only ctefence systems but regions as :rell. 

Let me reiterate that~ uhile the role of the super- -Pouers and nilitaril:r 

sicnificaut States cannot be overloo~:ed, action b~r non..:rnilitarily significant 

States is no lonc;er c.n option but an iPper<"l.tive · for it is only thrOU£'h such 

co!'l:'}lementa.ry action fl.nO. cor•illlitnent by non -rdlita:d.l~r sicnificant States that 

r·,ilitarily sicnif'icant .States_ blinlcered and bound. lw their individual ano_ 

collective vested interests, uill thinl~ tuice a1Jout l:'Flintaininc; the :1olitical 

doctrines uhich inflate their security needs and., in turn, lead to arr,.n 

escalation o transferrals and the use and threat of use of fo:cce ~ ·!rhich incre<'l.se 

international tensions and in many instnnces influence (1ecisions to en[<;a[;e in ~nc1 

e::mcer1JE~.te international conflicts. 

In a0d5.tion 9 it seems to LIY delegation that the real challen;>;e of 

disari!'aElent rests 1rith the non· -militarily si[:nif:i.cant Gtates? -irhich at present, 
' - . 

by ~mel large, have less to lose front renunciation of n.n11s nm1 all to gn.in for 

tl!eNsel ves and for militaril;,r significant ,Stntes by so doinr:. 

I ir. Chairman,, I feel that the orGanization of uorli: you have J?resentE'd 

to the Co!imlittee has c;reC'.t i'erit. ~~he groupinr:: of similar items is 

narticularl;.r a]Jpealing ,. and if :. 7enber 8tates coulCl. a.;':ree to one sinr;le 

resolution for e::>.ch item ve should be able to boast of significant pro.n;ress ~ 

on paper at lease) in curbinc; the nr2~1s re.ce. Let ne assure you that ny 

delegation 1relcomes the opportunity to assist you and the other officers of the 

Committee in bringinc; your onerous task to a succesr.ful conclusion. 

I mn realistic enough to l~no1r that uhen ue ber;in to c1Pal ;dth te:::ts of 

cl_raft resolutions the frustrations~ disar~-reements and disaj)}lointments ~-rill be 

ever :ore sent. Houever, as so;_-,eone said re@;3.ro.inr: the implement at ion of a very 

innovative and controversial :Jla.n to ea.se the economic crisis in c'l.evelopine: 

countries, :-This is an extraoroinary challenp;e that ue cannot refuse to ta!:e 

and a res11onsibility ue cannot affonl to avoid.~: 
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Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian) : Mr. Chairman, allow me first of all to congratulate you on your 

election to preside over this Committee. 

The priority items on the Committee:s agenda are the elimination of the threat 

of nuclear war and the limitation and halting of the nuclear arms race. In the 

true sense of the expression? that is global problem number one? crucial not only 

in solving other problems of mankind but also to the very survival of life on our 

planet. The Soviet delegation fully shares the concern over the increasingly 

ominous shape of the risk of nuclear war voiced during this session's general 

debate in plenary meetings. This risk is primarily the result of the unbridled 

nucle~r arms race unleashed by those who are seeking to acquire military 

superiority in a bid to impose their will on other countries and peoples and to 

halt and reverse the objective processes of uorld developU!ent. 

It would appear that the nuclear arsenals of the United States and the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization w·ere already packed to capacity 9 and yet, the weapon 

assembly lines run on ever faster, at a frantic pace. It is impossible to think 

of any type of armament that is not either being stockpiled or being replaced by 

some nell and even more deadly weapon. The development and improvement of strategic 

offensive vreapons is proceeding apace~ weapons are being developed on the basis of 

the latest scientific and technological advances, in an obvious endeavour to 

acquire a nuclear first-strike capability. In order to bring nuclear weapons right 

up to their targets, plans to deploy ne1·r medium.,range missiles in ~'!estern Europe, 

\-Thich promote illusions about the possibility of remaining outside a nuclear 

exchange. 

There can be no doubt that Europe is now the nerve centre of international 

relations. The deployment of neu United States missiles in Europe would greatly 

complicate the vrhole lTorld situation o dramatically escalate the nuclear 

confrontation, increase the threat of nuclear war. If the United States missiles 

are actually deployed in Europe~ the Soviet Union will have no alternative but to 

take appropriate countermeasures. 
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The arms race, whicfi is being speeded up by the United States? is not 

confined to one continent alone. Neu attempts are being made to secure the 

deployment of neutron ueapons in \festern Europe and in other parts of the world. 

Over a broad geographic area~ from Dieeo Garcia to Okinawa~ and over the expanses 

of the Atlantic~ Indian and Pacific Oceans ) both the land and the 1raters are being 

cranuned with nuclear ¥reapons through a pathological ctesire to add more such 

lveapons where they are already in place and to deploy them ~!here there are none. 

The nuclear arms race, to 1.rhich is now being given a qualitatively nevr 

dimension~ increases the risk of l·rar, ~nter alia, through .an accident or technical 

error. The situation is being made uorse by the fact that~ even in the 

conditions of a nuclear arms race there are some ¥Tho, with criminal 

thoughtlessness ·· as if the lives of millions of people vrere not at stake ~· are 

bandying about all kinds of doctrines and concepts of limited and protracted 

nuclear war'· or selective or countervailing nuclear strikes ~· all based on the same 

reliance on the first use of nuclear weapons. 
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lmY sober· n,indE>d person uoulcl ree.dil:v see that to think of the unthinkable, 

nar!ely" the ac1misdbility of nuclear ua.r, disrer:a.rds the single most important 

reality of the nuclear and. space aee~ uhich is that if any nuclE>ar uar l.rere 

unleashed.; it uould inevitably become uorld·'UiCie. That is the fatal threshholrl 

beyond uhich life on earth itself me~r be destroyed. 

T::Nery time eminent scientists" physicists, physicians, ecolordsts or 

military expE>rts lift the veil covering hypothetical nuclear missile var 

scenarios" they reveal a truly monstrous abyss 11hich has little in co!l"lmon uith 

sDeculative calculations of thetri[!:f!'er happy strategists vho, in effPct, think 

in pre.-nuclear uar tet'lTls. To hear them makes' it appear that nuclear uar is 

just a variety of conventional uarfare but 1rith more extensive consequences. 

JTow·ever ,, a ("ooC1 look at the real facts shovrs that the soldier is conventional 

vieu of ua.r is as outdateo. ann. as simple minoed as is the straight·-forunrd 

Vel~fv1uez })icture of the helmeted. I''ia.rs coropareo to the apocalyr>se of Picasso 1 s 
C:.uernica. 

Thf' final 0ocu.ments adopterl by the '!'bird Fo:rlc1 Conr.-ress of International 

:Oh~·sicians for the Prevention of l'Tuclear TJar held in the summer of 1~R3 point· 

to the fact that all· out nuclear uDr uould instantly kill hundreo.s of millions 

of -peo'!')le _, ano thus call into question the future of those Hho might survive 

the initial attack· the mf'0icinal services 1•Tould. be unable to :provio.e effective 

ai(J for the survivors· future generations lrould inherit a. violated biosphere on 

a ple.net poisonecl. by radioactivity· the long-·term ecoloe:ical consequencE'S of 

nuclear ex!)losions t·rould. a.ffect later generations· infleed_, if account is taken 

of all that is l"nmm and) even rn.ore important, of all that is still un!mmm, 

about the consequences of nuclear e1~Dlos"ions .• there is a dam~er thAt hoo.an life 

on our nlanet 1roul<J. cease to exist. 
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Rimilar conclusions have also bPen rcacheil by scierrtist.s yo:rJdno: jn 

other fielc1s anc1 by sober· !l'l.inCleCI. :r;oliticia.ns anil rnilita:r;'f fj,~ures. 

Clearl~r the a<:l.vocAc',r of reliance on force.. and particul"lrly on nuclear force, 
. . 

bl!'!s:nhemously declareil by s(,)me to be nolitical realism, is bj.olof!ica.l ni.llilism. 1 

".nd therefore also :nolitical rdhilisn; because nuclear "rar is the roaf!. of no 

return. A t,_·ul~r renlist:ic :policy cannot be. based on the :nossit>ility of 

experimenting uith our J>lanet to il.etermine its ca.pfl.c:i.ty .to survi~re. n nuclear 
·. . 

holocaust. That is the point repeatedly mad.e by the Roviet Union: there can 

11e no victors in a nuclee.r var. 

People on all continents are ri.":htlY a.sH.nf': uhether the sJ.i(le touab:Js the 

nuclea.r t-tbyss ca.n be hal ted apr uhether lTt" can move on to· a.nother road in ,.rorlil 

pol i.tics. 

Ue. vould amnre:r that r'J.testion most el1mhatically -f.n the affirmative. The 

history of the post W\r ve~rs has proved. convincin~l~r that the threat of a 

nuclear \Tar can be averte(l_. T"anldnd has p:ained exnerience in the consol:i.dation 

of_ peace 11.n0 interrintionnl secu!":i.ty. For an ent;i.re fl.ecad~ in.tf.'rnational 

relations ue~e <l.evelo:rinr: in a S1)irit of cletente. · That -.:ms cert11.5.nly a valuable 

f:.ain for the internation~l co:mmun;i.ty. AnCI. thE-re is no alternative. The ·~ra:vit'r 

of the existinr~ situation A.nc. the present level of the Cl.an~er of "\-Tar llrr?;f"ntly, 

require a return to the ryolicy of detente. and. to a ,i_oin't search for ua:rs of 

preventin3 nuclear 1'ar. 

Phat is noF the essence of the pro!Jle~ Of assurinr- 'J?e!!Ce fll10. internR.tionfll 

securitY? ~~uccinctly Pxpressed. H· is maintenance of the n-,proximatP straterdc 

militl'l.ry f'(_'uil:'briUT!l. existing in Europe a.nd. on a global scale hetueen the 

Harsall Trea.ty and the 1Torth AtlHnti~ Treaty Organization (J'T.'ITO) a.ncl bet,·reen the, 

Soviet Union and the United Statf's. That equilibrium makes· nn ob,iective · 

contribution to tbe preservation of :pence. Reluctance· to I'I.CCf'nt thnt rea.lit~.r 

and a. strivinr, for !!dlita:ry supremacy and. destabilizl'ltion of the military and 

political sHu.Btion let-tel. to an escaletion of the a:rr·1S · rnce anc!. a t:,reatE>r 

threat of nuclea.r uar. 
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The Soviet Union has done, anCI. uill continue to do, its utrnost to preserve 

that E-quilibrium and to seek the reduction and limitation of armaments on the basis 

of the existing equilibrium so that approximate parit;-; at any r-;iven moment 
. - I . 

1roul<;l be maintained, but at an 
1 incr~asin~ly louer level. That position is 

realistic, it is. scientificallY a.nCI. nolitically sounCl, a.nd it is in k.et=>n~ng 

ui.th the interests of both sic'l.E>s and uith the cause of uorld Peace. 

To that enCI~ it is crucial that the nuclear lreapon Pmrers strictly adhere 
' . 

to a defensive doctrine. That is precisPly the doctrine trat form.s the basis 

for the building of the· Sovh•t Fm;1ed forces, includin~ their nuclear componE>nts. 

Yes~ ~re are naintainin~ the combat readiness of our armeC!. forces at an aupronriate 

lt=>vel" taJdnc: into account the threats to our security. But ue do that becaust=> 

1·Te must. The ar:ms race has ahrays been imposed on us from outside. 

PrevPntive uars. of any tY}le or scale_ and concE>nts of nree:rnptive nuclear stril~es 

are e.lien to the Sovi.E>t :tililitar:'l doctrine. 

Yuri "~ndropov ,, General Secretary of the Central Co:rnmittee of the Communist 

Pc>.rty . of th<" Soviet Union and President of the PresicHun of the Supreme Soviet 

of the. Union of Soviet Socialist Tiepublics, has pointed out in his recent 

statement that: 

:·rre c~o not separate the _uell· -being of our :P.eople anc1 the sE-curity 
·'·' 

of the Sov:i.et State from~ let alone oppose it to ... the uell· beinr: and 

security o-r other peoples ancl. other countries. In the nuclear age one · 

cannot look at the vorld throu[;h the prism of narrm·r egoistic interests. 

~es:ronsi1)le stateswen have one choice ·· to do all they can to nrevPnt a 

nucle?.r C€lta.str<rnhe. Any other position is short,·si:;htefl..
0 

nay 111ore 

suicidal. : 
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As pointeo. out in the communique of the recently concluded Sofia mt>etin~S of the 

ColiJmittee of liinisters of Foreie;n Affairs of the Harsau Treaty States) the 

Soviet Union,toe;ether vTith its allies,is offering an alternative to nuclear 

c1isaster,. in a broacl complex of pro))osals c1esiLnec1 to eli..mine.te the threat· 

of nuclear uar halt the arms race and brine; about di sarmement and cletente . 

The Soviet Union considers it necess~xy to strive to create reliable 

TI1aterial) political~ legal~ moral, psycholoc;ical and other guarantees for 

the prevention of nuclear uar at every level -· unilateral) bilateral an<l 

nultilateral. Our intentions are matched by specific deeds. 

'l'he Soviet Union has assunecl. the oblie:;ation not to be the first to 

use nuclear weapons. This has been a resolute and bold move consiclering 

that the United States :md other nATO nuclear Powers find the unleashing 

of nuclear -ual~ ]?ossible anc1 have not reacted at all in response to this 

action of the Soviet Union. The ad.o]?tion of the obliP:at ion not to be the first 

to use nucleaJ; vea:pons is not a F.ere declaration. In military terps it means 

th?,t 1uore .attention uill be paid in the l)uildinQ: up of armed forces to the 

objectives of preventinc; arr.1e<l conflicts from becoming nuclear) thus 

necessitatinG the introduction of even stricter stanc1arc1s in the establisl:I.J11ent 

and the makeup of the r.~anpmrer of the forces) ancl in the organization of 

strict controls GUaranteeinc; the exclusion of unsanctioned launchings of 

nuclear 1reapons -· from. tactical to strateGic. If other nuclear States 

lrhich have not cl.one so folloued the exam.:ple set by the Soviet Union~ this 

1rould amount in actual practice to thf> renunciatjon in ~eneral·of thE> 

first use of nuclear ueapons. 

Fe cannot fail to ac;-pee lTith the remarks of the speaker uho just addressed 

the Committee) .the representative of Hexico" Er. Garcia Robles, who said 

that the question of the non~first·· use of nuclear lleapons is one of the 

most important issues before us. 
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The other truly tangible Hcasnres adopted by the Soviet Union on :::. 

unilateral basis are: the cessation in 1982 of further deployi,rent of 

necl.ium···ran[;e missiles in the European part of the Soviet Union and o r,1oreover ~ 

the. actual reduction of part of these arrarrents; the non-stationing of 

adc!.itional r:~dium·raU[::;e missiles beyond the Urals in an area \'There they 

would have liestern Europe Hi thin their runge, 

This year yPt another sir:o:nificant move has been added to the Soviet 

Union's record of unilateral peace initiatives. The Soviet Union has 

assm<1ed en obli[-;ation not to be the first to launch into outer spc.ce any 

type of onti- satellite ueapons. In other uords; the Goviet Union thereby 

has declarecl a unilateral moratorium on such launchinc:s for as lon[; as other 

States, includine; the United States_, refrain fron launchinc; into outer s:oace 

any type of anti· satellite weapons of any sort .. This decision is yet another 

rrra;.1ifestation of the r:oodwill of the Soviet Union e_nd its determination to 

proNote in c.ctual deeds the elir1ination of the threat of var. 

'l'lle si~nificance of unilateral actions in this sphere of the prevention 

. of nuclear uar is self··evident, At the same time, of course 0 unilateral 

efforts alone are not enough. 

The Soviet Union has tal:en a properly responsible approach to the 

on-c;oin.c; nq~otiations betveen the Soviet Union and the United. States on 

lir,itation. of nuclear arms in Burope and on the limitation and reduction 

of stratet:;ic arJilS. He believe that these nerotiations should not be conduc~eci. 

merely for the sal;:e of boldine; nec;otiations" but in order to reach concrete 

results: anG. ue are fir1nly convinced that it is ·quite possible to reach 

o. common position at these nee;otiations on the basis of strict compliance 

lrith the principle of equality and equal securit3r: But 0 just as it is 

. inpossible to applaud uith one hand, the efforts of one si<le alone are 

clearly inadequate to get results in thP talks. ·. 'I'he state of' affairs at these 
ne~otiations makes my point in this rerard perfectly clear. 
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Let us now turn to the negotiations on the limitation of nuclea.r 

weapons in Europe that have now entered the decisive phase. As fa.r back 

as two years aP,o the Soviet Union proposed a truly zero option for Europe: 

the elimination of all nuclear weapons, both medium--range and tactical. 

I emphasizel this was a genuine zero option. Hm~ever, since NATO was 

not prepared to adopt such a. radical solution - and the Soviet Union is 

still ready to do so ~ the Soviet Union proposed a not so radical yet 

far-reaching option: the renunciation of the deployment in Europe of 

any new medium-range missiles and the reduction of all existing missiles 

by roughly two thirds, leaving 300 missiles on the USSR and NATO sides, 

respectively. 

In view of western claims that such option .would be unfair ·because 

the Soviet Union could, supposedly, retain within those 300 systems more 

missiles than NATO has at its disposal, the Soviet side declared that it 

was willing to keep - after the reductions in Europe - exactly as many 

medima-range missiles as Britain and France have in their possession. 

Accordingly, the two sides would be left with equal numbers of nuclea.r-capable 

aircraft of medium radius of action. Horeover, we also expressed our 

agreement to negotiating equal numbers not only of the delivery vehicles -

that is, rni ssiles and aircraft - but also of nuclear warheads carried 

by them. 
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As a result, the Soviet Union would have in the European zone far fewer 

medium--range missiles and warheads on those missiles than it had before 1976, 

when it had no SS-20 missiles at all. 

Finally, the USSR quite recently took another major step towards a positive 

solution of the problem of medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe. In the event 

of a mutually-acceptable agreement being reached - including the renunciation by 

the United States of its plan to deploy new missiles in Europe - the Soviet Union 

would not only reduce its own medium-range missiles in the European part of the 

country to a level equal to the number of missiles possessed by Great Britain and 

France, but would also eliminate all the missiles removed. In that way a 

significant number of SS-20 missiles would also be dismantled. Thus, a major, 

real disarmament measure has been proposed with a view to considerably 

facilitating agreement. 

But the United States has adopted a different kind of approach at the 

negotiations. For a long time the United States has been proposing that the 

USSR reduce to zero -that is, destroy -all its medium-range missiles, and 

not only in the European but also in the Eastern part of the country, while 

NATO '-rould not destroy a single missile or aircraft. In other words, the 

purport of this proposal, which can be called a zero option only as a mockery 

of common sense, boils down to zero missiles for the USSR and zero reductions 

for NATO. 

Another variant on this lopsided position is found in the so-called 

interim solution proposed by the United States, under which the USSR would 

have on the one hand to reduce its medium-range nuclear arsenal and on the 

other hand to give its blessing to the deployment in Europe of a certain 

number of new United States missiles in addition to existing British and 

French missiles and the European forward~based systems of the United States 

itself. 

Even now the enited States continues to press for this solution, which 

vrould enable it in any event to begin at the end of 1983 the deployment in 

Western Europe of its new medium-range missiles, in addition to the American 

forward-based nuclear systems already in place there. The United States is 

merely covering up this fact with talk about some sort of United States 

flexibility in the Geneva talks. Another helping of this "flexibility" has 
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just been dished out~ and the inherent deceit is obvious this time too. The 

essence of the latest so-called flexible movement in the United States position 

amounts, as before, to a proposal that agreement be reached on how many 

Soviet medium-range missiles are to be removed and how many new American 

missiles are to be deployed in Europe in addition to the nuclear arsenal 

already possessed by NATO. 

The current United States position not only precludes the possibility 

of reaching agreement, but is altogether devoid of elementary common sense. 

How is it possible, for example, to find an even remotely reasonable justification 

for the refusal to take into account British and French missiles in the overall 

balance of nuclear arms? The British and French systems, which are capable of 

destroying targets on the territory of the USSR and its allies, even now 

constitute a significant component of NATO's nuclear arsenal. 

The stubborn reluctance of the United States to take them into account is 

clearly intended to delay the talks and enable that country to deploy its 

missiles in Western Europe by invoking the intransigence of the Soviet Union. 

Capable as they are of destroying targets deep inside Soviet terri~cry, these 

missiles are designed to become an absolute addition to the United States 

nuclear arsenal and to upset the existing regional and global balance in NATO's 

favour. However, it is not only targets on Soviet territory, but also targets 

in some other countries, including African and Asian countries, that could 

turn out to be in the sights of these new American missiles. 

Together with the other Warsaw Treaty countries, the Soviet Union continues 

firmly to advocate that an early agreement be reached in the negotiations which 

provides for the renunciation of the deployment in Europe of new medium-range 

nuclear missiles and for appropriate reductions in existing medium-range nuclear 

systems in that continent. As was emphasized in the communique issued on 

14 October 1983 in Sofia, Bulgaria, by the Committee of Foreign Ministers of 

the Warsaw Treaty States, 

"The possibility of reaching at the Geneva negotiations an agreement 

consonant with the interests of the peoples of the world still exists. 

In this context it w~R pointed out that if no agreement were reached 

in the talks before the end of this year it would be necessary for 

the negotiations to continue for the purpose of reaching one, with the 
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United States and its NATO allies waiving the deadline they had 

themselves established for the deployment of new medium-range 

nuclear missiles. 11 

The USSR is willing in those conditions to observe the freeze it has 

unilaterally declared on medium-range missile systems deployed in the European 

part of its territory and to carry out the unilateral reduction of such systems 

that began when the freeze was declared, as a major contribution to the creation 

of the conditions necessary for the successful completion of the talks. 

A situation similar to that in the talks on the limitation of nuclear arms 

in Europe is developing in another Geneva forum: that of the negotiations on 

the limitation and reduction of strategic arms. 

At these talks, the Soviet Union has been proposing as a first step~ a 

freeze on the strategic nuclear arsenals of both sides and that they should both 

forgo not only any increase in the present number of missiles, but also the 

development and testing of new types and kinds of strategic arms, as well as 

limiting to the maximum extent possible the modernization of existing systems. 
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But this 'tmuld only be a first step. The Soviet proposals call for deep 

reductions of a.ll strategic uea.pons in the interests of enha:ncin<·· over· all 

military straterdc stability. Spec:i.ficelly ., the draft treaty put 

for'\orard by the Soviet delegation at the GeneVf'~ talks proposes that the existing 

arsenals of both sides be reduced by approximately 25 per cent, to equal levels. 

The number of nuclear vrarheads on these armaments would also be cut 

substantially to equal agreed ceilings. All channels for- the continuation of 

the strate[;ic arms race ;..rould be blocked. There would be a ban on the deployment 

of long--range cruise missiles and other ne"' kinds of strategic systems? and the 

possibilities for competition bet'\-Teen the two sides in a qualitative upe;rading 

of their arras uould be very strictly limited. .1\ll these limitations and 

reductions >muld of course be sul)j ect to verification. The Soviet Union then 

would be prepared to move to'\orards even deeper reductions. 

Here too the United States position is aimed at obtaining unilateral 

military advantages rather than an honest a~reement. The reductions as proposed 

by the United States uould affect the Soviet stratee;ic arsenal to a considerably 

greater degree than the American arsenal. It is true, hm·rever ~ that from· time 

to time the United States side enr;ae;es in a tactical gliding around some 

important problems facint: t.he negotiations. Hovrever this does not chan(Se 

the over--all picture. .lUloF me to ci ve a concrete exa!"'.ple. As soon as the 

United States felt that it wanted to ensure a future deployment of another 

inter-continental ballistic missile (ICBM) ·- the Nidgetman ~ in addition to 

the latest l:lX ICBHs?which are to increase the United States nuclear arsenal by 

at least 1, 000 high-yield 't·rarheads, the United States delegation in Geneva 

hastened to declare its readiness to adjust its position. The United States 

delegation C:.eclared its willingness to raise its earlier proposed limit of 850 

on deployed sea-ano.··land-based ballistic nlissiles ~ 

. The same is true of the recent United States. idea of a build-.. d.ol-m ~ or 

increase in reductions. Even according to United States mass--media esti1;1ates ~ 

that idea would in effect mean a faster reduction of land-based !CElis vhich 
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constitute the backbone of the USSR strategic nuclear forces than of sea-based 

missiles, which are more important for the United States of .America. 'l'he 

thrust of the new United States proposal is to channel the strategic arms race 

to•rards a qualitative improvement of missiles. and bombers rather than to curb 

it. Thus that proposal is by no means a step forvraro.:, rather: at best? it is a 

move side1-rays. 

Though the negotiations on the limitation end reduction of strategic arms 

have so far failed to advance, the Soviet Union, to[~ether with other socialist 

countries, believes that progress is feasible at these negotiations too, if 

the other side also strives :for it, not in 1-rords, but in deeds. 

Uhile recognizine the special responsibility of the USSR and the United 

States for averting nuclear war, we believe at the same time that active 
' ' 

multilateral efforts are required of all States of this planet, irrespective 

of their size, geographical location, social system and of whether they possess 

nuclear weapons or not or of whether they are members of some military~ 

political grouping or are non-alir;ned. Only joint efforts by all those who 

che:dsh peace can contain those 1-rho are pushing the world towards the abyss and 

hinder the unravelling of intricate political knots and the achievement of 

co~structive agreements. 

The recent Hadrid meeting of States participating in the Conference on ·· 

Security and Co-operation in Europe has demonstrated that neither the present-day 

l·rorld tensions nor considerable c~ifferences in national policies are an 

insurmountable obstacle to finding areas of agreement in order to produce 

solutions which clear the horizons of world politics. 

He attach exceptional imp~rtance to the United Nations, the most repres~ntative 
international forum. United Nations decisions, aimed at the prevention of 

nuclear war and the curbing of the arms race and at expressing the •rill of the 

States Hembers of thE United Nations, carry great moral and political authority 

and have significant potential for influencing ~ositively the ~olicies of States. 
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The recent report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations on the "!vorl>: 

of the Organization rightly not.es that the task of eliminating the threat of 

nuclear war 
11should override the differences of interest and ideology 1-rhich separate 

. the membership. 0 (A/30/1. p. 3) 

In our view the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly can and should 

make its own me~~ingful contribution to the cause of reducing the military threat 

and strenethening universal security. Today~ more than ever~ it is important for 

the States Hembers of the United N'ations to have full awareness of themselves as 

united nations determined to act for the sake of saving present and future 

generations from nuclear annihilation. 

Aware of the utmost importance of uniting efforts in the struggle against the 

nuclear threat, the Soviet Union has submitted to this session of the United Nations 
. . . 

General Assembly a draft declaration on the condemnation of nuclear l'Tar. It 

proposes that the General Assembly conde~ nuclear war resolutely, unconditionally 

and for all time as the most hideous of all crimes that can be committed against 

the peoples of the uorld and as a ~ross violation of the foremost human right.~ 

the right to life. 

It is imperative that the States Hembers of the United Nations declare as 

criminal acts the formulation, advocacy~ dissemination and propaganda of political 

and military doctrines and concepts designed to substantiate the legitimacy of the 

first use of nuclear "t·reapons and) in general, the admissibility of unleashing 

nuclear 't-rar. This stand of the Soviet Union is an organic expression of its 

principled approach to the questions of .'"ar and peace. The founder of the Soviet 

State, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, pointed out that 11socialists have always condemned 

wars between peoples as barbaric and atrocious". 
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At the same time this Soviet proposal is a follovr-up to recent United Nations 

decisions. Two years ago the United Nations adopted the Declaration on the 

Prevention of Nuclear Catastrophe, which solew~ly proclaimed that those statesmen 

who '\muld decide to be the first to use nuclear weapons would be neither 

justified nor pardoned, and a year ago it adopted a resolution calling upon 

all the nuclear Pouers that have not yet done so to follol'T the example set by 

the USSR and assume an obligation not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. 

The adoption at this session of a declaration condemning nuclear war in all 

its forms and manifestations would contribute to the creation of a political 

climate that would make the actions of those who are devising plans for the 

first use of nuclear weapons more difficult, and would build confidence among 

States, thus contributing to the implementation of practical measures to limit 

and reduce nuclear arms. This would become another large-scale political action 

by the United Nations aimed at removing the nuclear threat. 

The Soviet Union believes that the condemnation of nuclear war should be 

effectively backed up by practical steps to curb the nuclear-arms race. 

In this respect a freeze on nuclear armaments in qualitative and quantitative 

terms by all·States possessing them would be an extremely timely and feasible 

measure. The majority of the countries of the world and the broadest sectors 

of vrorld opinion have supported it. The United Nations has also come out in 

favour of' a freeze of nuclear arsenals. ll)'e respect this will of the peoples 

and are actively working for its realization. 

Last June the Soviet Union advanced a concrete proposal to this effect 

addressed to all the nuclear States. Unfortunately it too has not found a positive 

response on their part. Today we are again focusing attention on this question, 

proposing that the General Assembly adopt a resolution entitled 11Nuclear arms 

freeze"~ whose draft the Soviet delegation is submitting to the First Committee. 

The essence of the Soviet proposal is to reach agreement between all nuclear

weapon States to cease the build-up of all components of nuclear arsenals, 

including all kinds of nuclear-weapon delivery systems and nuclear weapons, 

renunciation of the deployment of nuclear weapons of all kinds and types, 

declaration of a moratorium on all tests of nuclear. weapons and on tests of new 

kinds and types of their delivery systems, and cessation of the production of 

fissionable materials for the purpose of manufacturing nuclear weapons. 
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It goes without. sayinG that a nuclear freeze under appropriate verification 

1-rould be most effective were it to be carried out simultaneously by all the 

nuclear Powers. Such a freeze could be of indefinite duration or be limited 

in time, a matter that could be negotiated by the nuclear States. At the same 

time, the Soviet Union considers it possible that the proposed freeze 1vould 

initially become effective as regards the USSR and the United States by way of 

an example to the other .nuclear-weapon States, hopefully prompting them to 

talte similar steps in the nearest possible future. 

A nuclear freeze that is both effective and relatively easy to achieve 

1-rould make a contribution to the strengthening of' strategic stability by 

removing apprehensions that the deployment of new systems of nuclear weapons 

would hr.:ve a destabilizing effect. As a result, the risk of the outbreak of 

nuclear conflict would greatly diminish. Correspondingly, the degree of trust 

amon~ nuclear-ueapon States would sharply increase and a breakthrough in 

improving the overall atmosphere in the 1-rorld "'i·Tould materialize. 

Naturally a freeze is not an end in itself, for the threat of nuclear 1-rar 

exists even at the present level of military confrontation. That is why -vre 

consider a nuclear··vTeapon freeze as a major step towards halting the nuclear

arms race, reducing and eventually eliminating nuclear-w·eapon stockpiles, 

thereby making it possible completely to eliminate the threat of nuclear 1mr. 

The complete and general cessation and prohibition of tests of such 1-reapons 

lTould erect a reliable barrier against the escalating risk of nuclear war 

because of qualitative upgrading of nuclear 1veapons. Let me here again say 

hou much I agree 1-rith the representative of Mexico, .A:rn.bassador Garcia Robles, who 

said that a nuclear-i·Teflpon-test ban is long overdue. He feel it is important 

that the General Assembl;y should at this session call upon the Committee on 

Disarmament to elaborate a draft treaty on this subject as a matter of the 

highest priority. The Soviet draft entitled nBasic Provisions of a Treaty 

on the Complete and. General Prohibition of Nuclear-Feapon Tests 17
• submitted to 

the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session, r€Ir€Seuts a sound basis 

for early agreement on this matter. 

PendinG the conclusion of such a treaty, we are proposing a moratorium on 

all nuclear explosions. As a practical step in this direction, the Soviet Union 
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reaffirms its readiness to give effect to the Soviet-United States treaties 

limiting underground nuclear-weapon tests and on underground nuclear explosions 

for peaceful purposes, provided that the United States acts likew·ise. 

Unfortunately, the United States position 1-Tith respect to the aforementioned 

threshhold treaties as rrell as uith respect to the problem of the complete 

prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests indicates that this arms limitation measure 

has also fallen victim to nuclear program .. mes, under vrhich the Pentagon intends 

to develop and produce about 17,000 ne1·r nuclear weapons 1·rithin six years. 

And while previously attempts vrere made to conceal its unconstructive approach 

by references to verification complexities and other spurious arguments, 

a recently published reply by the United States Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency to a congressional commission ''dots all the i Is;;. The reply states that 

''nuclear tests are necessary for developing and modernizinc; ;-rarheads, for 

maintaining the dependability of the stockpiled arsenals and for evaluating 

the effect of the use of nuclear arms •:. 
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At the same time, as demonstrated by the discussion of this problem in the 

Committee on Disarmament, the overwhelming majority of States attach tremendous 

importance to it and are putting forward concrete considerations in this respect. 

The Soviet Union is prepared to consider in a constructive spirit the proposals 

of other States aimed at facilitating the prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. 

In this context, we take note of the initiative put forward by Sweden, vrhich 

has introduced its o'm draft treaty in the Committee on Disarmament. 

The Soviet Union is advocating most resolutely the immediate and specific 

elaboration of a nuclear disarmament programme the realization of which would 

lead to the one hundred per cent elimination of nuclear weapons. The Soviet 

Union is naturally prepared to negotiate such verification as would guarantee 

the programme's implementation by the nuclear States. A thorough consideration 

of this question has led us to the conclusion that the experience of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in control procedures could be used 

for the purposes of verification of specific nuclear disarmament measures. 

In an atmosphere of an escalating nuclear threat the task of strengthening 

the non-proliferation regime becomes particularly urgent. above all because of 

the possible acquisition of nuclear weapons by Israel and South Africa. The 

prospect of some other States, in particular Pakistan, acquiring nuclear weapons 

is another cause for concern. The spread of nuclear ¥reapons throughout the 

planet and particularly their appearance in areas where the threat of 1-1ar is 

highest would undoubtedly do considerable harm to both regional and international 

security. 

The Soviet Union actively supports the idea of nuclear-weapon~free zones 

in various regions of the world, in particular in Northern Europe~ in the 

Ba11mns, in the Hiddle East and in Africa. It is in favour of a proposal to 

create a zone free from battlefield nuclear ifeapons along the line separating 

the NATO and the vTarsau Treaty countries. 

He advocate the speedy solution of the question of strengthening the 

security guarantees of non-nuclear-weapon States by the conclusion of an 

international convention on this issue and the implementation of the General 

Assembly resolutions calling upon all concerned to refrain from building up 

nuclear vreapons on foreign territories and 'making qualitative improvements in 

them. It is high time to begin negotiations on a convention on the prohibition 

of the production!> stockpiling, J.eployment and use of nuclear neutron vreapons. 
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In order. to redouble efforts aimed at averting nuclear war and at 

solving other arms limitation questions, lTe think it is necessary to intensify 

work in the Geneva multilateral disarmament body. We would like to express 

the hope that the transformation of the Committee on Disarmament into the 

conference on disarmament will not only change the name, but also the state 

of affairs. It is now time to move on from endless procedural debates to 

substantive negotiations on problems 1~1ich are known to require prompt solution. 

In reaffirming its previous proposals and putting forward new ones the 

Soviet Union declares its readiness to act together •nth all countries, 

irrespective of their socio-political systems, and with all tcose that advocate 

the strengthening of peace and international security. 

The calendar of historic dates also reminds us that this is both necessary 

and possible. This October marks the fortieth anniversary of the Hosco\r 

meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the USSR, the United States 

ancl the United Kingdom rrhich, in the face of the threat of facist barbarism, 

decided in principle to create an international organization for the 

maintenance of intern~tional peace and security. The underlying Principle 

uas that of joint action in the name of peace by States with different social 

systems. Abiding by. that principle, the. States of the anti-Hitler coalition 

were victorious in the Second Horld War. That principle has withstood the 

test of time, and is today no less relevant than it was 40 years ago, 

because once again humanity must ensure that reason triumphs over barbarism -

this time the barbarism of nuclear maniacs. 

Humanity has not lost, nor can it lose,.its reason. This is forcefully 

demonstrated by the upsurge of the anti-missile and anti-war movement in 

Europe and other continents, made up of people of various social~ political 

and religious affiliations. In this context, I would especially like ~o 

emphasize the importance of the decisions of the World Assembly for Peace 

and Life, Against Nuclear Har, held in Prague last June, the very name of 

vrhich reflects the main demands of all peace~·loving people. Today as n.ever 

before it is imperative for all peoples and every human being to understan~ 

the impending threat in order to pool their efforts in the struggle for their 

survival. The United Nations is also called upon to promote this objective. 
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n has i:a.k n a long ·i:im for mankiacl i;o i· volV·', but ii: could talce. but an 

instan·;· i·o ,-xi:,-:nnina.:,.-. ii·.. 'l'od<Jy h:i.s·.:o:r.y dO·'S noi: off, r much ·;·ir.1 for a. s arch 

for solutions. u, Hius·:~ choos·, ·i·.h. mos·i· f ff':~c1·.i vr- of I h· m ui;:hou··· c.1 ls.y. Th. 

Sovi"· ,: Union 1 s proposals on ·, ha-;_: scor,c; hnv,. b: ,. n put fonrard. ~-le are most 

cc~ainly prepared to consider 1nthout prejudice any other proposals aimed at 

ov-rco:ming -1-lv. nucl' ar ·i~h:r.--crr·.. llhai; is nc• <1~ d nolT is l'lc·d.on) ·1>11(: :·-x-rcis,- of 

poli.dcal uill on ·:·he· par' of all S1:ai:. s. As for i;hv Sovi.-1· Union_, :i:i; uill no-.

b~ found l-Tan!·ing. 'Ih Sovi .-.Union has always b.-·-n :mcl. l-Till coni·inu; -i·o b. a 

r~-solu:i;.· and consis:·.·ni· fi.gh-:: -r for •-h• lJr•,v. ni;ion of nucl: ar catastrophe for - . 
uorld p"'a.c, , d.'i.:r-n·i:'· and <lisarmaT<l n·i:. r'·.- ar,- 1rilling :·o do .-V.'l"'J1·hing in our 

pow-.-r, but. lT •'~'p:•,c·:· oi:lF:r. S,,::r;·. S ·i;o do likclf:i.Sc··. 
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trr. HOUSSA_ (B,oypt) (interpretation from Arabic): It is for me 

personally,· r~r. Chairman, as for all delegations trho Imotr you? a real pleasure 

to Sf'e ~rou presit'l.ing. over the First CommitteE>. · He are convince(!_ that your 

interE-st in questions of disarmament, your initiative, sinceritYo and charisma 

trill wake ·· the uork of the ColJimittee more constructive and fruitful, es-peciallY 

in vieu of the current' international situation, vrhich is reminiscent of the 

cold lTar. as A':'lbassador Garcia Robles rie;htly reminded us. 

I uish also to conr,ratulate thE> Vice-Chairmen" l'':r. Bl fald of Sudan and 

Pr. TineR of' Ror:mnia. He are familiar 1-rith the important rolf> they plaY in 

various fiPlds in the United ~;rations. 

The present international situation, characterized by tension antOnP' the 

mfl .. ior Pmrers~· betueen the major Pouers and the other countries of the '1.-rorla)· 

anc1 lrithin the various blocs and groups themselves. requires us to ta.l:e a 

comprehensive and. objective vielT, especially in the United liTations and a 

Committee such as ours 1~hich is lTOrking on questions of international sPcurity 

and disaroament. In doing our uorl;: ue must divorce oursPlves from the 

propa~anda and counter~propaganda c~paie;ns? othe~1ise the credibility of our 

approach tothe international situation particularlY concerning disarm::trnent 

anC! international relations, rrill be undel'l!lined. He are makinp; an effort t.o 

strenp:then that crec1ihility through our nroceCiural worlr? as vou, Sir, sa.icl ·' 

in your statement at the ben.;innin:r of this roeeting. 

Althourrh consideration of the international situation as a uhole is part 

of th_e 1-rorlr of this Committee, I do not intend to cli.scuss it 9 since my 

dele~ation "rill be s:oealdnr: on that subject later. J1'mrever" I believe that 

its corisineration is a necessary ~relude to linkin~ the develon~ent of the 

intPrnationalsituation uith negotiations and other activities in the fif>ld 

of d i samarnent . 

Fe all recall thAt t1renty-~five years ago. in 1959., the General Assemblv 

aeclare<'! the Question of r:eneral anc'l. complete Clisarrnrunent the :most i:tJrPortant 

question facing the 1mr1<1 today. That nas the situation tlrenty--five years 

a.r:o· that is the situation today, but it is t't-rent:v·-five ti!ll.es more frir,hteninr · 

since, althou,o:h some say that nuclear uar is impossible in vielr of the risks 

anC! !JOSsible consequences, yet the danger is clear" and international society, 
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havin~ achieved such a high intellectual and cultural level, cannot leave 

its survival or c_estruction to chance at the mercv of the actions and 

juogf'ment of :1 fe1r fHllible individuals in a sm.all nurnhE>r of States. 

'J'Iro essential factors strenr;then this arpU.ment. One is thE" cornnetition 9 

confrontation and mistrust behteen the t110 major Pouers ~ vhich is const:=mtl~r 

:increasing, to the T)Oint uhere the situation coulit r;et com:r:>letely out of 

control at any moment. 'i'he seconcl is that this confrontation and this 

competition r~nd conflict arise from causes uhich have nothinp; to do uitb the. 

interests of the r;reat majority of countries and peoT)les- in<'lee<'l.~ the;r have 

a ha!"Tl.ful E-ffect on their interests and on their :politic8l, f'conomic1 

scientific and other nlans. The ri~l: of an Past-HE>st confrontation increases 

every day" firstl:r because international institutions are incnnable of 

nlaying an effective .role in elirn.ina.tin~ it., ancl secondly because of the 

lacl", of :nolitic~l uill on the part of several State!': 1-l'hich have a snecial 

importance in thE' uorld toflay" incluc~ing smne 1-rhose :noli tical "rill :i.s a 

keY factor in the structurinp.: of contemnorary international relations. He 

can no longer accept this situation as a fait accompli ir.:oosed on us· ue 

t~mst set ahout chanr:inr; it as a verY serious situation 1·rith hamful effects 

on our· daily life vhich is blockinc: the nro(Sress desired by all countries., .. 

especial!:" the countries of the third 1-rorld" ana :Porcinr: us to "'amble uith 

our mm future and that of corr.ing zenerations. 

Havin~:; noted. the inahilit~r of internR.tional institutions to f_ischarf"P. 

their nroPPr role~ ancl the lack of ·0ror:ress in bilAtPral ne,crot i at ions 

betueen the l'll'!.jor Pmrers ,, our onl:y: possible course? in a field as im-r;>ortAnt 

as that of disarrnament ., is to insist on the continuation of collective R.no 

bilateral negotiations, anCI to 17ork to strenr-:then the effectiveness of the 

existing system of international nee.-otiations~ that is, the Geneva Committee 

on !}isarmament. At the same time ire must call on the t1ro super· ·Pmrers to 

pursue nef<otiations on o.isarmam_ent or arns reouction; on strate~ic i-Teapons 

and mf'dium· ran.se lTeapons. anc'l on all other matt€'rs in respect of which 

discussions 'IJetveen. those t1vo Pouers have become an important element of 

all inte{"rated international disarmanent efforts. 
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In sayinG this, ~re are not calling for dialogue simply for the sal;:e 

of dialoGue, hOirever useful that mirrht be· ue are callin,- for responsible 

dialor:ue based on a political •Till free from any suspicion of a leaninr,; 

tm-mros the use of force, domination, expansion or coersion. 

'P,fl:Y'rlt attaches considerable importance to the studies of the Co:mmittee 

on Disarmament, formerly 1mmm ns the Conference. 'J'he process envisae:ed 

must not he confined to a mere chanr:e of name. The studies in question are 

the result of a ~rhole year • s 1·rorl~ by the Geneva CoPllllittee _ and re:nresent 

the col'!'Tn.on ~round amonr; its members, uhatever their political or iaeolotSical 

leanings. The importance of these efforts stems from the fact that the 

Gene-va Co:rn.ndttee on Disarmament is the only United nations forum in 1rhich 

effective vror,ress can be made touaro.s e:eneral and com:nlete dis1u·i}1ament, He 

must :rnaJre use of it" 

It !'lay be recallecl that the c1_elegation of F;>:ynt referred. in its first. 

sta.te:rnent in the I•,irst Conunittee at the last session to thP need_ for the 

Disarmament Cmmnittee to consider 11ays anf!. means of :rnaldng its uork more 

effective. That means ue must eQ.uip the CowJ'Ilittee to ao so. A rigid 

aCl.herence to the consensus rule impedes the Cornmi ttee 1 s vorl~ and_ can f>Ven 

naralyse it. That is certainly not the uay to brin~ to a succPssful conclusion the 

current nepotiations in the various uorkinp: r;rouns" uhich ue believe nou 

provide the best Pleans of nursuin~ disarmament ne~otiations. 
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(~~r. Moussa, Egypt) 

The delegation of Egypt has a fundar0ental comment to make on the work of the 

Commission at its past session~ which vas mentioned in the report to the 

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. In a number of important areas the 

question of working groups, the definition of their mancJ.ate and the need to reach a 

consensus on their creation have proved to be a barrier to an in-depth study of the 

subject and took up much of the Commission's time in discussing the mandate of some 

working group or other. Very frequently these matters have. made it impossible to 

create certain vTOrkine; groups. lr.fe therefore feel that the General Assembly should 

stress .the following. 

First,_ the method of creating working groups to consider certain questions on 

the agenda of the Disarmament Commission is very important:. 

Secondly 9 it is necessary to define the mandate of the working group in terms 

of agenda items to be considered by it. It vTOuld be absurd to create a working 

group on halting the arms race and on nuclear disarmament, without asking it to fix 

a timetable ivithin which to achieve those objectives· 

Thirdly, the vievr that the mandate of the working group should be very general 

and broad seems to lose sight of the purpose of creating the working. groups and seems 

to be designed to turn them into a group of experts to consider the Conwission's 

agenda, >vhich is certainly not the reason why ivorking groups were created by the 

Disarmament Commission: 

Fourthly, the mandate of the working groups could be drafted flexibly enough 

to make it possible for them to consider every aspect of a question in the 

knowledge that the final aim in setting them up is to reach one or more consensus 

agreements on the agenda item. He believe that the concept of a consensus should 

be flexible and applied objectively. 

Referring now to the Committee on Disarmament and the effectiveness of its 

worko I should like to take up the question of its membership. The delegation of 

Ee:ypt welcomes the addition of four new members and vre hope that this increase in 

membership will give its work further momentum but we think that the main criterion 

of the effectiveness of the work of the Commission does not have to do with the 

number of members but with their effective participation, their political will and 

'1-rays and means of increasing that effectiveness. 
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(Mr. r-lloussa, Egy-pt) 

In this discussion of the 1mrk of the Co111mittee on Disarmament" I should no·H 

like to take up certain points on its a~enda. I shall deal first with a nuclear 

test ban. Not·Hithstanding the creation of a working group to consider this 

question .. and this is the first item on the agenda of the Committee -· it has not 

been possible to make tangible progress in starting negotiations on a nuclear 

test~-ban treaty~ the main aim of the vrorldng grou1?. In this connection vre would 

like to propose the following: 

First, the mandate of the vrorking ~roup, as now worded restricts its activities 

to the question of verification and hampers the start of real negotiations on the 

treaty. 

Secondly, for a number of sessions until nmr verification and control have 

been the only subjects tackled by the vrorking group. Although those questions are 

important, "t-Te do not feel that they should be considered independently of the 

substance of the matter 0 namely the drafting of a nuclear-test~ban treaty. 

Thirdly, the delegation of E~ypt, in the context of the Group of 21 believes 

that the means of control and verification in use at the present time are sufficient 

to arrive at guarantees regarding observance of the test ban. Hhat is missing is 

an authentic political decision to reach a final agreement on a matter of the highest 

priority as agreed in the Final Document of the first special session on disarmament. 

Fourthly? it follmrs from the foregoinf, that the mandate of the 1-rorking group 

should be amended to make it clear that the group should start negotiations on 

drafting a nuclear~test-·ban treaty, including the question of control and 

verification. It is to be hoped that vre can reach agreement on this so that the 

group_ 'trill be able to undertake negotiations at the next session in Geneva. 

Amendment of the >vorldng group 9 s mandate is very important, especially since the 

group declared at the end of its work that it had gone as far as it could on the 

subjects of control and verification. 

Fifthly) in order to allow the negotiations to bear fruit, we appeal to the 

nuclear-vreapon States who decided not to participate in the work of the group to 

reconsider their position as soon as possible. It would be absurd to reach a 

ac;reement on a nuclear··-test~ban treaty 1-rithout the participation and acceptance of 

all nuclear·-weapon States vrithin the frame1-rork of the 1963 11artial nuclear-test~ban 

Treaty. 
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(Mr. Houssa, Egyp:t) 

On this subject, Egypt welcomes the draft treaty prepared by Sweden as a 

positive step since it contains a number of ideas that deserve consideration· 

Secondly
7 

cessation of nuclear-weapon tests and disarmament 9 hi~h-priority 

items of particular importance 1 as can be seen from the Final Document of the 

special session on disarmmnent , are at the very crux of disarmament efforts. No 

further proof of that is needed. Nonetheless? the inability of the Committee on 

Disarmament to set up a workine group on this runs counter to the unanimous opinion 

on the need for a ban on nuclear w·eapons and for a halt to the unbridled arms race. 

Egypt, however, agrees with the Group of 21 on the need to begin multilateral 

negotiations and to continue bilateral and regional negotiations, which are 

necessary, logical and of crucial importance to all States in the interests of their 

security and survival. However, the concern of all States cannot absolve the 

nuclear~~-Teapon States of their very special responsibility deriving from their 

nuclear potential. Ue appeal to all; particularly the nuclear--weapons Powers) 

to enable the Committee on Disarmar!l.ent to play its part. He hope that the proposal 

of the Group of 21 '"Till receive consensus support in the Committee in order to make 

it possible to set up the vrorking group in question as soon a.s possible. 

With regard to the cessation of the arms race and to bilateral and 

multilateral talks:; quite obviously Eg'Ypt has been following very closely and vrith 

great interest the negotiations bet"treen the Soviet Union and the United States. 

Ue are deeply concerned at reports that the talks might be broken off. l!e hope 

that the parties concerned will show the political will to press on with the 

negotiations and arrive at positive) tangible results, in order to bring the 

nuclear arms race to a halt. 
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Tbircll:" in connection u:i.th these extremely important subject., I 

ui8h to refer to ti1e r:.uestion of the prevention of nuclear 1:a:r. It is~· 

of cou.1"~e, absurd to see a deterioration :i.n the alreacly Grave international 

s5.tuation A-nd a fr,l.ntic arms race uhile, at the same ti1ne 9 the Committee on 

Disnrnanent has so fo.r proveo. unable even to establish a vorJ::.inr: crou!? on 

tlds ~_uestion .. on the !)retex.t that the \!_uestion of the prevention of 

nuclear UHr is linl>:ed to nucle~r U.isarmeJ•lent: and even the prevention of 

uar in ceneral, :cmr1 that it 1rou~c1 therefore be preferF~.ble to cl.iscuss the 

Batter in informal :r1eetinr::s. In our vieu: th<'Ct is not a convincin:; arrument: 

but I shall not refute it here because that has already ·been cl.one. 

jTevertheless I UO'Lud once again enphasize that J~GYPt; s nosition is 

th£~.t of the Grou~) of 21 as ren;ards the need to consider this <:_uestion 

sepr1xatelv in a special i~orking c;rour>, for reasons th<'1.t ~re obvious fron 

the very title of this agendaite111. I should. li:I~e to aO.c. that inforr·1al 

meetinr;s cannot be ()_ subst:i.tute for Jlleetinc;s of uorldnr~ r:roups . · a i-1ethocl 

th<'~.t has ~roveCl_ to be the best so far" since it ena1Jles the CoJ:rt;littee on 

DisarPa..raent to fulfil its essenticd t11sl;: as a necsoti8.tine:; bod0r and to 

reach cl.:i.sa.rmament n.2:reements. 'l'he Grou}? of 21 h::ts shoun a spirit of 

tmderstandinr and fle:~:i.1Jilit;:r b~r n[';reeinr; to reduce the number of its Pl.eetinc;s ~ 

in viev of the short th!e available nnd the cJ.ifficulty of re8.c1:linc; 8.c;reement 

at the lt:'st session of the Cor·mlittee a. It is to be hoped thnt the y)arties 

concerned uill also O.enonstrate u.nc1erstanc1ing ano. flexibilit3r so that a 

uorl:in:i grou:n cnn be est['.blishec1 nt the beginning of next year's session of 

the Co: .. u;1i ttee. 

Fourthly. I turn to the \!_uestion of the ~revention of an arrt'S race in 

outer space. Of course the nenbers of the First CorrrQittee are all familiar 

with developments in the consideration of this 111atter in conforrn.it:\r uith 

General .'\.ssenbl;r resolution 37/03, uhich reguests the Comr·1ittee on Disnrmm~1ent 

: to estalJlish an .· ~.9-J:~?.c. uorldng, [:XOU:.C on the subject at the beginning 

of its session in 1903~ vith 8. vieu to und.ertddnr( nec;otiations for the 

cnnclusion of an acreer1ent or agr0er.1ents ~ as D!>~rro:9riate) to prevent an 

ar1•1S race :i.n all its P.snects in outer snace·:. (resolution 37/83, 1Jara. G) 
- - ~ -------~·--·-----·--
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It is r1ie;hl;r regrettable thA.t the ComLtittee on Disarmament p:rovecl. unable to 

nut thnt resolution into effect~ despite the flexibility shmm by the f!.roup 

of ~~1. That flexibility is clearly de~,onstratec1 in the docUJll.ents issuecl. on 

this subject. which contain H proposal of the Groun in rec;arC:. to the 

terns of reference of ~:\ vo:rJ:in[': gro·up. 

In this respect J I <lrau attention to uhf.l.t I said at the be[~inninc; of 

this c:;taten~ent in relation to the general uorh: of the Committee on DisP-rmament 

and to the need to cletermine the objectives of' worl:inc; r::rou:os in the lic;ht 

of the sub,jects entrusted to them, if ue nre to reach a~reer1ents on those 

sulJjects. 1Ul diso.rPaJ'l.ent ~[uestions are by nature complex, but that should 

not 1Je used ns an excuse to delay the ef'forts to fulfil the aims deciCt.ed upon. 

\!e believe thn.t it is necessary to holCl. · negotiP.tions, uithin the 

frm~,e~rorl7. of the Co:;~1:.ittee on Disarmru·'.en1:. on the :11revention of an arms race 

in outer s~1ace J ancl 1re think that that shoulc1 be fl.one in a ;.rorldnE; grow1. 

He request the Con1littee to unclerta.ke the consicl.eration of th:i.s Q.uestion 

at its next session_ because the . striking, indeed. terri~rin[' .. ctevelorr.,_f>nt 

of sne.ce technolocy r,1al:es it' jJ:J.:.;>erative not to ':raste ti.r.1.e. The 

dele[:;?tion of :CGYpt <1 ttaches the hic;hest i~.1portance to this agenda iten. 

It is enear:eCl. in consultations on a Cl.r£?.ft resolution in th:i_,q ret::;£<rd) uhich 

it hopes 1rill be aclopted by consensus. 

Fifthly_ J_et me ta!:e U'' a nm;,_ber of agenda items on which the Con,mittee 

ha.s mao.e sor<'.e pro,:,ress but on uhich ue l1lust ;mrl;: even harder in orcl.er to 

conclude consideretion of then. 

'llJ.1e first of these items is the convention on chemical \Tea~>ons. There 

is no doubt but tha.t the ~Torl:in~; Group on the ~uestion of chemical uea}!ons 

}ms 1'1a<le conr;:i.(1era1Jle proGress. 'J.~1at is '\'rh,y I think it is high tune to start 

(h·e.ftinp; texts on the subject. I uould note here docunerit CD/!:.OD ,- proposed 

by ~mr'!t 11.m1 rncJ.orsec. by the C·rour) of 21. It contains s. nu:·,ber of' points 

vhich ue think should be included in the convention on the prohibition of 

cl,e,··1ical 1rem1ons in order to ensure its crecl.ibility ano. effectiveness. 
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These points relate essentially to the commitment by States to res:?ect the 

convention~ p:trticula.rly the provisions made for the collective responsilJilit~r 

nf parties to it in cases of breaches of the convention and measures 

to deter violations bY :r:>arties to the convention as uell as to 

protect parties aGainst any violation committeCI. b~r non~-party Gtates. He 

feel that the role of the. Advisory Coremittee on this mntter must l)e 

stren:;'thened. l if delegation believes that the results of thE> activities 

of the ':!orl:in,"; Group are i;·rQortant vnd positive developments that should 

be used in the uorl: of' drafting provisions of the convention on the prohibition 

of chemical 'irea11ons. 

I tal:e up next ti.1e convention on raCI.iolor;ic:=~l 1Te? . .J:lons. T~p,ynt has alreA.cl.y 

iTelcomet'l. the increased supJ?ort for the Ouec1inh proposals to prohibit attacks 

on nuclear facilities. Tiecent events sbm: the importance of' this :matter 

nnCI. its close link uith radiological "Yreapons, for any attack on nuclear facilities 

results in fact in a dissemination of nuclear radiation. The Group of 21 has 
stated its ~1osition on this question, emphe.sizinr; the need to take ur the 

matter of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear fR.cilities uhile :· at thE> 

same time, beine; prep1).red. to nee:;otiate on the question of rao.iolor:,icC~l 1-rea.:nons. 

Hence.· 11e cannot accept a draft convention tha.t se:'Jarates the question of 

ran.iolordcal vea:Jons from the !1rohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities 

The o.ifferences on the \'_uestion in the Committee on Disa.rmaruent must be 

overcome and the necessary· efforts must be :r.1ade to conclude this convention. 

I turn nov to the comprehensive lJror;ramme of' disarma."l".ent. ThPre can be 

no doul;t that the failure of the se~onc1. special se~sion devoted to clisnrirlnment 

to adopt a comrrehensive proe;rmrne of disarnament constitutes a failure to 

carry out the Goals set forth in p~racraph 109 of the Final Doc~~ent of the 

first spt-cial session on il.isarnament. Fe uere all ver,r c1isannointed bec:1-use 
" .. .. ' 

-:.:e had :nlacec1 creat ho1}es in tht- ado}1tion of this :nrogrrunme. Follouing tha.t 

fai.lure the Committee on Disarmament 11as asked to drmr up a draft co:w:')rehensive 

:!ror~ramr.1e of disar:m.ament for submission to this session of the General Asse1nbly • 
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Those of us 1rho have f'ollmved the activities of the 1·Torking Group 

est:tblished to consider this item are mrare of the difficulties encounterec1. 

uy the Group, particularly in recard. to the chapters on princirles ann on 

l''easures to be tat:en. ~lhile payinc a. tribute to .!'mbassador Garcia 11obles 

for the efforts he Hade in presiclinf; over the Group" uith his uell .. l::nmm 

experience and 1risc1o:m" ue nevertheless. thinlc that the efforts must be 

continued. if ·\re are to achieve a conprehensi ve pror,Trumne ~ overc()ming the 

y::n:-esent difficulties; He feel that the negotiations that will take place 

here c.lurinc; this session on the :~'art,s of the proc;ra:m"•le not agreed UilOn in 

Geneva uill be n step fo't'ua.rcl. tovards the objective. 

This briw;s us to express our SUT''?Ort for the pro:t:'osal lor the 

establishnent of an open· -enc.ed uor::in("; Group to consider this question during 

the coming. 1ree!~s and to present to the J?irst Comr!l.ittee a report t'1al>.inc; it 

possible to juo.ce the situation o:c the S!?Ot, as it uere . 

. In this context: I uoulo. note that the deleGation of l~r,ypt attaches 

special i;::1portnnce to the question of rrearmres that would build the ldn<'l of. 

confidence ar·l.Ong States necess:'l.ry to establish an atmosphere favourable to 

the a.chieveuent o:f real j?rogress on disarnaw.ent. t!hether these are multilCJternJ. ~ 

bilateral or 'l..milnteral measures ~ they are ver;,r irnportant . Indeed:. Egypt 

believes thfl.t the cessation of the :flou of arms to the States of·.a r:;iven 

recion for the puriJose of ensurinG . sw>eriority over other Stil.tes of the < 

region) on the pretext of secuxity consirterations > uoul(l_ 1Je sir,nificant 

~)roc:ress anC. uoulo. prepare the 1ray for n. reo.uction of- tensions ana. the 

establishment o:f nn atmosphere favour?ble to the pe<lceful solution of 

exist inc; disputes. 
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Let me nm·r briefly touch on a fe"t-r points which could be taken together. The 

first is establishrnent of the nuclear-·¥reapon-free zones in certain regions, such as 

Africa, the Hiddle Ea.st and South Asia, and the creation of zones of peace in other 

regions, such as the Indian Ocean and the r!iediterranean; as indicated in the Final 
. . 

Document, which emphasizes the importro1ce of such zones. Indeed, their importance 

as a contribution to eeneral ano_· complete disarmament and to a ¥ray of reducing 

tensions in the 't-rorld cannot be over~·emphasized. 

ligypt continues to support the establishment of a nuclear--'t-Teapon-·free zone in 

the Hiddle East, and "t-Te "''rill have an opportunity of discussing the proposal in 

detail anct submitting a draft resolution to that effect in the coming >reeks. Since 

the appeal to all States at the Lusal;:a summit meetin['· of the non-alir<ned countries, 

to mal:e the Indian Ocean a zone of peace;, Egypt has al't-Tays supported the tl.eclaration 

of the Indion Ocean as a zone of peace. in accordance 1-rith the desire expressed 

by· the General Assembly a.t its tvrenty-sixth session. Efforts made to brine; this 

about, and to arrane-e for a "t-rorld conference on the subject,· have met idth a series 

of obstacles that have prevented the progress vre had hoped for. As a member of the 

:0-~£ Committee on the Indian Ocean, E~~ypt appeals to all concerned, particularly 

the great Poners, to co--operate in enabling the CoJ!lli1ittee to co:tr!plete its 

preparations for the conference to be held in Sri Lanka next year: and invites the 

major Powers to attend. 

I must say that I can hardly speal;: about disarmament "t-rithout referrine; to the 

relation bet"'·Teen disarmament and development These questions are of crucial 

importance and urgency in the light of the terrifyin{~ rise in military spendin~~ 

• "t-Tith its resulting drain on natural and human resources o especially in the 

developine countries ) the deterioration of the world economy and the gra.ve crisis 

now threatening the economies of the third uorld countries 5 and the effect of 

that situation on the internationa~ political situation. In other words, there 

is a tri~:~.ngular relation:;hip betiveen disarmament, c1evelopment and international 

security~ elements i-Thich interact upon each other. 
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In conclusion, let me touch briefly on a question of some interest -

disarma.rnent studies. Egypt is convinced that disarmament studies can make a 

v?.luable contribution, and lrelcomes the idea of reviving the Advisory Board on 

Disarmament Studies: the fullest use should be made of its studies~ which contain 

many recommendations and important findings that could contribute to progress in 

disarmament. In that connection I 't-TOuld like to refer to the work of the Group 

of Experts on ~onventional arms and disarmament. The liorldng Group •ras unable 

to complete its tasl: in the time alloted~ because of the many difficult aspects of 

the subject matter. He therefore feel that this Group should be given 

extra time to complete its work and to report back to the General Assembly at its 

next session. 

Ur. R0viDLQ. {Philippines): l~r. Chairman~ may I say at the outset how 

pleased I am to see you in the Chair of the First Committee as once a.r~ain -...re embark 

on. our revie•r of the arms race and ·security~ Your dispassionate approach and 

equanimity, and your experience and concern with this area~ are our assurance that 

our discussions will be skilfully guided. 

I venture to say that the proliferation of proposals for steps in arms control 

has become as a>.resom.e as the proliferatio'n of nuclear lreapons. Hhile we •rarrnly 

welcome each nelr suggestion as an indication of interest in the pursuit of arms 

limitations; it has become difficult to follmr the implications of the proposals 

and counter--proposals) flying as fast .and thick as missiles. Hany times, it appears~ 

one has not la..11ded before another streal;:s past it going the other vray. 

It might be well to examine in general terms the intent and content of some of 

these proposals, and try to determine hmr they relate to the work of this Committee 

and the various boclies of the United Nations seized of the question of disarmament. 

Perhaps ,.re should begin ui th strategic nuclear-·vreapons systems , as these are 

generally regarded as the most threatenine; to human life, in fact to all life on 

the planet. 

The current positions of the United States and the Soviet Union appear to be 

the follo1-ring, although they change 'Hith such rapidity that one may be forgiven if 

the revielT is out of date vrithin e. da:y or two. 
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For his part) vre heard Mr. Troyanovsky of the USSR state on 4 October that his 

country calls for a reduction by more than a quarter of the total number of strategic 

d~livery vehicles, or missiles~ 1-rith a concurrent reduction to agreed equal limits of 

the 1 age;regate number of nuclear vreapons ~ or warheads~ carried by these delivery 
\ 

vehicles. 

The President of the United States, in his address to us on 26 September~ 

mentioned that his country had been prepared to reduce by one half the number of 

strategic missiles on each side, and the numbers of warheads by one third. 

Both these proposals have tremendous merit~ being the lare;est immediate cuts 

ever considered relatively simultaneously by the proponents. They also have 

specific differences, the more significant of which concerns the number of "'varheads 

to be cut. Here) each proposal favours the proponent, since the USSR has more 

polrerful missiles Hith fewer lvarheads, and the United States more warheads. In this 

circur~stance, as in so many others, the argument ranges around percentage cuts 

versus cuts by numbers of "t·mrheads. It seems reasonable" however, that with e;oodwill 

the differences could be bridged. Hhat is important., as always: is that the rough 

parity vrhich is now generally aclmowledged to exist in strategic missiles be 

maintained, and the principles of be.lanced and equitable reductions be observed 

throue;hout the reduction process. 

In his United Nations address, the United States President made a further 

proposal: namely, that there be reductions and limits on a global basis, under 

•rhich circumstance the United States vrould limit its missile deployments in Europe. 

The full parameters of this propo9al require further exploration. 

Heamrhile, in the European area, the USSR has proposed a standstill or a freeze 

in respect of both strategic and medium~·rane-e missiles in Europe during necotiations ~ 

1-Thich presumably 1muld forestall planned United States deployments of cruise 

and Pershing 2 nuclear weapgns systems , but might provide a breathing space,, 

useful to slo\Ting dmm the present tempo of the arms ra·ce. 

It is difficult to tell what earlier proposals remain on the table for 

discussion, and for this reason I am confining my cowments to those made or alluded 

to at the General Assembly or since. 
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The United States Presictent h~:1.s in the last feu days introducec1 a neir 

concept, that of the builcl-doun. This concept has a definite ctl)?1eal uhich 

Clerives froJ'll. the fact that nore than one older strategic nuclear uarheaCJ. uouJ.d 

be discardec. each time g nev one uas built. Over ti111P this procedure mi[:ht ~

or might not .. result in sizable reductions" depend:i.ne: on the formula ar,reed 

upon. ~,here :may l1e additional difficulties. l'1ic;ht the proposal not put 

a premium on a continuin~ ra.ce in research anc1 developrnent and the search for 

neir an<'l. :more d:-~.neerous Trenpons? The uay in uhich different fon•,ulas uould 

af'fect the differing uea];on confic;urations of the super--Pouers is hard to 

:foresee 9 and may prove to be co~plicated in practice. 

One extremely useful lesson appears to have come out of the reneueo. 

effort to achieve control of the straterdc nuclenr RrJ11s race. It is that 

iilultiple-headec1 nbsiles (ilii'.Vs) increase insecurity, not security., because 

they are clestab:i.lizinc, because they cive the advantage to the party uhich 

decides in times of stress to stril~e first. Fith . 5 or 10 uarheads per missile 

there is the possibility that one or :1.nother };!arty r•1ight be ten:'?ted. to 

P.liminate the forces of the other. ~Jith one 11arhead per nissile this 

teM~ta.tion do~s not a~~ear. 

Thus all the enerc~, time and materials put into HIJWs is nmr seen 

to have bE>en mistaken.; a fact uhich many stratee::ists pointed out before these 

lreapons 1:-ere built or de}_)loyed. It is al'!rays much more difficult to climb 

claim a tree than U:i?" and ullen heavily co:mr1ittec:l.. Gettinr, rid of lJITIVs uill 

~rove no exception. 

Further 1rith respect to Europe, the j:>roliferation of prouosals is much 

:;::1ore complex thnn that concernine; stratec;ic 1-reanons o because the circumstances 

are very involved. m1at shA.ll be taken into consiCl.era.tion? Intermediate 

ranGe missiles only? liissiles and air:;:>lanes capable of delivering the same 

1r::>.rhead 'l T.a.ctica.l 1reapons as uell 'l Submarines in the area? Because of the 

nix of ueapons, any formula of equity is ;.nuch more difficult. The United States· 

has proposed a zero O'!;>tion for all :i.nterrrtediate range missiles in Burope: as 

Hr. :r::ea.zan put it~ ; a uhole cl3.SS of ueapons ::. The USSR has suggested a 

zero option of all nuclear systems~ as I~r. Troyanovsi::y statecL includin?, 

me0.iu1,1_rgnge and to.ctical. Failinc; that) the USSR ha.s proposed that deployment 

of any neir med.iur,l-ranc;e systems · meaninG Pershing II and cruise :r<1issiles ·- be 

cancelled~ in return for lThich all· existinG systems be re(l.uce<'l. 11:\r appro:dmately 

ti!o thirds . 
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At;;a.in, 1re find that the proposals tend to favour the proy)Onents , r>.t 

least in their initial form. But then: the purpose of negotiations is to 

narrmr these positions. SOiile further steps hf.We been offered. The USSD has 

su~gested reduction of its o1m Bedimn range missiles in the ~uropean part 

of the Soviet Union .. to a level equal to the number of missiles :!;)OSsesseo. by 

I'rance and Britain~ nnd uould eliminate all the missiles o.ffected by that 

reduction~· incl udinc; a consic1.era.ble number of SS-20 missiles • The t.restern 

States it 1·rill be recalled" hr-:.c1 stated that the British ancl. French 1rea:,?ons 

could not be included~ as they constitute a separate national deterrent •. In 

these tuo positions again there 8.[lper..rs to be room for accmr.rtlOc1ation :::1ince 

the·,r are extremel:'," uic1e rnncin::s and significant . 

I have underte.ken this short reviev beca.use it is difficult to keep before 

us any corn~_)osite vieu of the current status of initiatives by the tiro SU}?E'r·· 

Pm;ers. f..t the some tine~ it is important to us if ue c a~ an oversiGht 

Corrrrnittee of the United ITations are to res-pond a:p1Jropriately. 

I b.twe several concerns about the conduct of nerrotiations on these various 

proposals. I vonc1er if both StR.tes are allowing adec:.uate time for a full ano. 

thouc:htful response D.t the negotiatinG tnble before latmchinr; ne1: !1ro:nosals 

uith comrJ.ex ranificationc? The history of disarmmnent nec;otiB.tions has 

often , shmm that., for lac~: of adec.tu~te tinie for response~ valuable pronosals 

ha.ve 1Jeen dropped before the range of response ancl possible accoml11odation uere 

fully explored. The ranc;e of proposals nou before the t'ro competinr; Pmrers 

are so significant) involvinr; as they do possible deep rec'l.uctions in 

nuclen;: ueapons .. th"l·t they deserve most careful exploration. 

I have another major concern that involves a question to irhich this l'oc\Y 

has frequentl:r directed its attention) nanely 9 that both parties shoult.1. abstain 

fror!l. int~:ocl.ucin0 any ne1r com1)lications such as additionB.l nuclear iTeapons 

systew::: into t!1e ;}resent situation for \Thatever reason. 

discu"lnar.lent history has a lesson for us. It is that ·t-rhatever :i.s 

done by one ~0:1.rt:,r i.r; inevit~.'ol~r repe3.ted lJ~r the other .. irrespective of uh.ether 

the overall e:.~fect is to heic;hten ·insecurity rather than security. 'l'hus ~ 

the conce;·t of <' :rnoratorimil a standstill) or a :freeze on the introduction 

of neu ue3.pons or f'.o.ditionnl ntllilbers of old ones is of the utmost sic;ni:ficance 
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in the search for arms re3uJ::d:;ion. J'Iot doing so leads to long l·r::dts uhile 

one side duplicates the neuest developnents so thnt psycholoc;ical l)arity 

is restored ::m(l. nec-~otiations can resume. I say psycholor~ical ·because the 

overkill cal)acity of both :9arties may be little affected· in fact. 

It 11ill be noted that very little of the substance I have discusseo. 

has iHHerliate applic::1.tion irithin the First Committee of the United :rations or 

for that matter uith5.n the Disanmlllent Cor:u:lission or the Committee on 

Disarnan!ent. Ue must clrai-r the obvious conclusion, na:mel:r .. thPt the United 

!.Tations continues to 1)e confine(l to the role of a cheering section uhen it comes 

tO ner::otintions 011 the SUbstance Of diSal."'l11P1'1<;>nt, 

I see a ne.ecl. for a very Clifferent situation, given the l)aucity of result8' 

fron d.isnrHan,ent negotiPtions from 1~1~5 to this date. · The United :nations= 

after all_, is the Orcanization uhich its :-IeP,bers and in particular the 

pel"J!lanent Eer:lbers , estR.blished for c::.uestions dealinc~ uith international 

sPcurit.'r and disfl.rEanent.. The United Eations shoulcl be intimately and o.eeply 

involved 5.n 0.eliberations most important to the future of all its IIembers. 

\'h:i.lc I see little lil:elihood for this developl?lent in the short term) I shouJ.cl . . . 

lil:e to see a time in the not ·coo c1ista.nt future when appro1;xdate officials 

of the Unitec1. ~:ations uill be enf:l.bled to offer sucr;estions anci. reco:rn:,1endations 

to the negotiating parties, based on the rapidl"'r o.eveloping expertise beinr~ 

generated uithin .the e:~pa.ndine; Centre for DisarmN'lent anCI. other concerned 

Unitecl. !!at ions affiliate boc1ies. 

'I·u.rninc; nov to the deliberations irithin our mm house,, this has not 

been . as is broadly ~cecoc;nizf'cl" o. vinta ~e year~ ~Che small Hchievements to be 

noteo. stanc1 out only· by their s5.nc;ularity. Thus 9 once a.:;;ain our a~enclA. is 

crouned and overcrourl.ed 0 uith unfinished iter1.s 2nd neu ones beinp; added. to 

the olc1. Our admonitions~ our a:p:•)eals arp dutifully mac1e and rerdsterec1 but 

frustration is the 11anner under uhich ue meet. 
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As I have mentioned earlier at this session of the Assembly~ we are at 

the twentieth anniversary of the partial nuclear test ban treaty and have 

not yet achieved· the second step -:- a comprehensive treaty. Nor have we 

achieved a treaty on the banning of chemical weapons, especially the deadly 

nerve gas weapons. In the absence of the capacity to alter the course of 

events in any major ways~ the United Nations is, however, providing a 

valuable support system fcir the elaboration of new perspectives, studies .· 

and possible next steps in the disarmament picture. It is beginning to perform 

the needed task of examining the wider parameters of a global security 

system which will permit disarmament and is holding open to all States the 

opportunity to negotiate agreements in good faith within its forums when 

they may be ready to do so. Because of the United Nations efforts the world 

is much wiser in the field of disarmament than it had previously been. 

There are a few fields in which the United Nations has the opporttmity 

to develop a significant role related to disarmament in iDlplementation of 

its central mandate regarding peace and security. 

A study.on the significant proposal of the Government of France for the 

creation of an international satellite monitoring agency has been completed. 

During this session we shall consider further steps to"!-rards its possible 

implementation. The proposal has the support of a significant number of 

Governments at present. I regret, of course, that it is not currently 

supported by the two major nuclear protagonists. I do not believe we should 

be dismayed by this fact. I believe it may be seen as an opportunity for 

the rest of the membership to contribute to breaking the deadlock between 

them and towards establishing the rightful role of the United Nations in 

this field. By definition, the United Nations is the agency responsible for 

monitoring compliance with arms control agreements, and it requires the 

technical capacity to do so. Hhen I say 11United Nations" in this context, I am 

referring of course to the entire institution, including its satellite agencies, 

to which the new projected monitoring agency would be added. 

A review of the study prepared by the Secretary-General indicates that 

the usefulness of the agency would include the capacity to oversee crisis areas 

and United Nations peace-keeping missions - an invaluable adjunct to the 

present capabilities of the United Nations. In this sense it can become an 

early · warning system alerting the Security Council to signs of developing 
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crisis in time to set in motion actions to arrest conflict before it starts. 

There are perhaps three major concerns being expressed regarding the 

establishment of an international satellite monitoring agency: the present 

disinterest of the United States and the USSR, technical expertise and 

money. A considerable period of preparation will be required before 

large amounts of money are needed. When they are, it will be well to 

remember that the amounts will be insubstantial in comparison to the sums 

nations are committine to both conventional and nuclear arms. 

The needed technical expertise is not confined to the super-Powers but 

is largely already available among the States supporting the monitoring 

agency. The present and, I think, temporary disinterest of the United States 

and the USSR provides an opportunity for the United Nations membership to 

undertake an initiative demonstrating the rightful and necessary rol~ 

of the United Nations in establishing the conditions for disarmament. Thus, 

I would urge that Members consider most seriously in their disarmament 

priorities the upgrading of the approach to establishment of the 

international satellite monitorinG agency. 

Host of our agenda is rather threadbare, we must confess. '\ile have 

seen the items year after year. This does not, of course, absolve us from 

the responsibility to appeal once again for forward motion on a nuclear 

freeze or moratorium~ on a comprehensive nuclear-test ban, on a treaty 

banning chemical weapons and on other questions. To these perennials, 

I would add also an emphasis on the curtailing of steps towards the 

militarization of space, including the development of anti-satellite weapons. 

It is always many times easier to deny a development than to dismantle 

it once in place. 

I have spoken often about the psychological factors which underlie 

and ultimately determine the continuation of the nuclear arms race. Today 

I wish to stress only one factor: security. The arms race is, for the 

most part, a futile search for national security. The means employed~ 

however, in this search clearly are succeeding not in providing security but 

in guaranteeing massive insecurity. Again, in turn, disarmament measures~ 

looked upon as a security goal, are not being achieved., Here again, the 

basic reason for their non-achievement is that States are not convinced 
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that disarmament in and of itself will provide security. In this they e.re 

quite right. Disarwament lileasures can brine a better atmosphere and vith it 

a better chance for the taking of those steps which will provide security 

and have been our goal since the founding of the United Nations in 1945 -

those steps which 't-rill result in the gradual erection of a true international 

security system. 

Security has become u collective and indivisible responsibility for 

the global community~ and security requires not only disa~rmament but also the 

means of keeping peace and settling disputes amonc States. I have to say 

that our kno;rledge of the processes of disarmament no\r far outstrips our 

understandinG of the necessary institutions for peace-keeping and 

peace-making which will malce disarmament safe and possible. In my vie;,,~ 

only when this serious imbalance is redressed can we expect to ma};:e the 

ldnds of eains in disarmament 1-1hich alone can ensure the continuance of 

h~~anity in this ace of interdependence and interaction. 

The Unit~d Nations is beinc diminished by the refusal of its Hember States 

as a whole to commit themselves to the processes for collective security which thE 

themselves have established. This is the main reason disarmament is not 

occurrinG. Hor can ·t-re afford to place our hopes on disarmament as a 

disconnected phenomenon. Disarma!nent can occur only "\then the other elements 

for creation of a peaceful ;.rorld, especially machinery for the maintenance 

of peace~ are increasingly present. Let us not delude ourselves. Let us 

1rork for disarmament ~ yes, with the intensity that the situation deraands, but 

realizing that disarmament is only a single pillar and cannot alone support 

the edifice of peace. 

~e CHAIRivifJJ_: Ue have heard the last speaker on.the list for 

this afternoon 1 s ·meet inc. Two delegations have asked to be allow·ed to 

spealc in exercise of the right of reply, and I shall no;.r call on them. 
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The representative of the Soviet Union in his statement 

today made a remark uhich might be construed as meaning that there 1-1ere 

nuclear w·eapons on the territory of Japan. A similar remark 1·Tas made by the Soviet 

Union during the .general debate in plenary meetinr~s at the current General Assembly 

session. I<!y delegation then exercised its right of reply and stated clearly 

that such an allegation vras totally unfouncled. 'He made clear, as we have alv1ays 

done, that Japan upholds the three non--nuclear principles. These principles, "tfhich 

represent the basic policy of Japan~ are well kno1m to everyone here I hope~ 

including the Soviet delegation. I do not intend to go into a detailed discussion 

here and now. I should lil~e to reserve our risht to· speak further on this 

subject on a later occasion. 
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The representative of the Soviet Union, 

durinc; his statement a short uhile a[~o, referrec1 to the t1a.11r;er of nuclear

lreapon proliferation and, ii1 that context~ also referred to Pakistan. 

In order to put the record straight, I should lil.~e to draw the attention 

of the Soviet representative to the numerous statements mude at the highest 

level by Paldstan that it uill not exercise the nuclear-weapon option. 

I should also like to o.ralT his attention to the active support that 

Psldstan has aluays c;iven to the concept of nuclear-lreapon-·free zones 

all over the l!orld anc1 ~ in particular, to its mm proposal for a 

nuclear··1·reapon-~free zone in south Asia. 

Lastly, I shoultl like to drau his attention to the active role that 

the Pakistan c1elec;ation has played in all international forums ancl, in 

particular" in the Corumi ttee on Disarma!ilent o the sole multilateral necotiatinc; 

formrr of the United. i"iations for c1isarrrim-,lent, tmrarcl.s the elimination of the 

nuclear·ueapon threat in all its aspects. r:Jay I add that the Soviet 

cl.elegation to the Comr1:i.ttee on Disarnrunent is fully auare of that role. 

Given those fe.cts" I can only express Hy great surprise at the 

,:::ratuitous reference that the representative of the Soviet Union thought fit 

to mal~e in his statement this afternoon. 
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The meeting iva~. called to' order at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEHS 43 TO 48, 50, 51, 54, 56, 58 TO 63, 139, 141, 143 and 144 

GEl'J:CRAL DEBATE (_~:!ontinued) 

The CHAIRMAH: Before I call on the first speaker for this morninG's 

meeting, I should like to extend a "ivarm vrelcome to Assistant Secretary .. General 

Mr. Rikhi Jaipal to the First Committee. I am certain that we will benefit 
; ' ,, - ' 

fully from his experience and look forvrard to his co-operation in the 

Comrni ttee 1 s worlc. 

I am also pleased to observe the presence amongst us of the participants 

in the Fellowships Programme on Disarmament.· I am sure that their 

participation 1vill enable them to contribute more effectively in the area 

of disarmament when they resume their role in their respective Governments. 

Nrs. THEORIN (Sweden) : First of all, I should like to congratulate 

you, Ambassador Vraalsen, as Chairman of this Cormnittee. It is with particular 

pleasure that my delee;ation sees the re:presentative of a Nordic country in 

this important post. He rest assured that, with your well-knmm diplomatic 

skills, you will lead the Committee 1 s 1vork with efficiency and impartiality. 

I should also like to congratulate Ambassador Elfaki of Sudan and 

Counsellor Gheorghe Tinea of Romania on their election as Vice-Chairmen 

of the Committee. 

The international situation is becoming more and more threatening. 

Conflicts and tensions have increased in many regions of the vrorld. The 

arms race has accelerated. Relations between the United States and the 

Soviet Union have deteriorated sharply. Disarmament negotiations have been 

a long series of missed opportunities. He are faced with a terrifying 

perspective of a continuously rising spiral of nuclear armaments. 

Governments defend their participation in the arms race as necessary to 

guard their national security. They are only buying greater insecurity at 

higher costs. The arms race poses ever steeper obstacles to disarmament 

negotiations. '\'lhile disarmers talk, the arms race advances. 
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Nuclear vreapons constitute the primary threat to the survival of mankind. 

These 1reapons have changed the very concept of vrar. There is no protection 

against a nuclear attack. Our goal is a world free of nuclear weapons. 

The threat of nuclear weapons casts its dark shadow over the continent 

of Europe in particular. That continent, bristling with nuclear 1-reapons, is 

where the forces of the two po;rer blocs stand face to face. 

At the end of this year, NATO plans to start deployment of new 

Pershing-II and ground-launched cruise missiles in Hestern Europe. The 
._ 

Soviet Union has indicated that it >rill add nevr missiles to its already oversized 

armaments~ aimed at Hestern Europe. 

The consequences of a continued deployment of new nuclear weapons are 

terrifying. Tension and hostility between East and Uest will escalate even 

more. 

This autumn hundreds of thousands of people 1-Till be demonstrating for the 

cause of peace in Europe. Among those people are to be found a lar0e section 

of the politically conscious young. Everything seems to indicate that 1-re 

have before us a hot autumn in Europe. 

My Government hopes that the current negotiations between .the Soviet Union 

and the United States in Geneva on intermediate-nuclear forces will yield 

positive results. S1reden 1 s view is that no further deployment of nuclear 

weapons should take place. There should also be a substantial reduction of 

nuclear weapons already deployed. A balance of conventional forces should be 

achieved at a lmv-er, not at a higher, level. 

There are no credible scenarios implying that a nuclear uar can be 

controlled once it has broken out. All nations would then suffer devastation 

to a degree that would malce victory_ a meaningless 110rd .. 

This fact has recently been confirmed by the Heads of State of the 

United States and of the Soviet Union. In his address to the United Nations 

General Assembly, President Reagan said, ;;A nuclear war cannot be vron ano. must 

never be fought". (A/3G/PV.5 2 p. 3) And President Andropov expressed the 

same thought almost as explicitly: 
11Responsible statesmen have only one choice - to do everythinc; possible 

to prevent a nuclear catastrophe. Any other position is shortsighted; 

more so, it is suicidal". 

He vrelcome these statements. But, so far, action has not followed statement. 
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The doctrine of deterrence as a firm basis for international security is 

today being questioned by an increasing number of people. Not only by the 

grow·ing peace movement, but also by politicians 9 the military 9 scientists 

and other experts. They warn us against nuclear deterrence. If deterrence 

is to function, the nuclear Powers must conduct themselves as if they 1-rere 

prepared to fight and win a nuclear war. But this is an illusion. 

To say that peace can be achieved only through deterrence is another -vray 

of saying that the search for security must be based on fear, on the threat of 

revenge. 

The objective is to inspire as much fear as possible in your opponent and 

his objective is to do the same to you. So fear will continue to increase and 

so more and more weapons are developed and deployed around the 1wrld. This 

cannot provide a long-term basis for peace. 

The enhanced accuracy achieved through military research and development 

increases the ability for a first strike. The qualitative arms race is thus 

undermining the doctrine of deterrence. 

The doctrine of deterrence is trapped in its mm contradiction. Nuclear 

deterrence must be phased out as a security-policy doctrine. 

All peoples have a common interest in avoiding nuclear war. On this, 

the concept of common security is based. Security has to be found in common, 

and the opponents must act to[Sether to prevent war. Political means must be 

siven priority. Negotiations must be given a chance. 

In that process not only respect for the opponent but also lmo-vrledge 

of his vital interests and wishes has to be sought. Thus understanding of 

the security interest of the opponent is deepened. 

This would give us the basis for a policy of negotiations and co-operation 

and lead to cro-vrinG confidence. The.foundation is then laid for a policy of 

common security. 

In order to move away from the doctrine of nuclear deterrence to a policy 

based on coJ11.1non security, a constructive dialogue between East and Hest is 

0SSED.tial. Such a di2.logue IWUld include politicians, decision .. makers, 

~·-~gotis,tors, scientists and the irm:nense public, concerned with peace rwd 

;cc:u:city in all countries. 
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A policy for connnon security includes different confidence-buildiric; measures 

as 1-rell as measures for halting the arms race. 

Confidence-building measures are urgently needed. Increased information 

sharing, a dialogue on military research and development, various bot--line 

arran,c;ements, high-level meetings, respect for the opponent's command and 

control arranc;ements are examples of confidence-building measures betHeen 

the major military Pouers. 

Confidence-building measures are highly 'relevant to the European continent. 

This has manifested itself in the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

Europe') llhere agreement on certain confidence-building measures vas reached as 

early as 1975. 
Sweden is honoured to host early neJ..'t year the Conference on Confidence 

an0_ Security~Building l•Ieasures and Disarmament in Europe. ~,ry Government considers 

that Conference as a stepping stone in the important work of turning distrust 

into confidence and of reducing ·the risk of armed conflict in Europe. 

I should also like to mention a few other issues of great importance to 

the security of Europe. 

Hy Government believes that a corridor in Central Europe free of battlefield 

nuclear veapons uould make a substantial contribution to the process of building 

confidence in Europe. The corridor concept is not intended to change the basic 

military balance in Europe but to enhance the security of both sides. 

The idea of nuclear·,.vTeapon-free zones should be seen both as a means of 

enhancing security and as a confidence- building measure. Hy Government is 

convinced that a Nordic nuclear--weapon--free zone Hould improve the security of 

the Nordic countries through reducing the nuclear threat in our part of the -vrorlc!_. 

It should also be possible as part of a realistic disarmament policy to 

a"ree on a mutual obligation not to be the first to use nuclear vreapons. Such a 
0 

restriction ln nuclear doctrines >vould increase confidence and help avert further 

speculation on limited nuclear var. An enhanced reliance on conventional forces" 

as currently discussed, should therefore be pursued. A conventional balance can 

and should be achieved at a lovrer level of armament. 

To halt the arms race there are three measures I find extremely important: 

a nuclear freeze" a comprehensive test--ban treaty and a curb on military research 

and development . 
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(Mrs. Theorin, Slreden) 

Last year this Assembly adopted by an overwhelming majority a resolution 

put forward by Mexico and Sw·eden on a nuclear-arms freeze. That resolution 

called upon the Soviet Union and the United States immediately to proclaim a 

freeze. Such a freeze vrould be a strong gesture of confidence. It would stop 

increases in the number of nuclear 1-reapons as well as attempts to modernize them 

and to develop new categories. A freeze would be a basis for proceeding to 

balanced and verifiable reductions of nuclear vreapons. The present session 

of the General Assembly should repeat this call for a nuclear-a.rms freeze. 
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A major si>'P in curbing i:hr· qualita:i·iv. arms rae' and ir1 pr< V•"n-dng a 

funh·-r sp:r.~aoi.nL~ of nucl ar 1-T,"a.pons should b~ a co:m9:t\-1Fnsiv tr s':--ba.n tr•' aty. 

T'n.'r. is ·t·oday· no issU·c t.ha:;· blocks ·i·h<· international cliSArmamt:tJT w goi~ia;:ions 

mor• i;han the disinclination of the nuclea.r-1-rea.pon States to tal~e part in 

s, rious i:alks on a co·;· al ban on nucl- ar·-·'1-T• apon ·r.·-- s•~s • 

Af·cc-r d,-r.aiL·d pri--para,;ory uork, S'wd,~n nut a dra.ft comp-r,~h·-ns:i.ve 

nucl-ar-"1..-si>,ban trcai:y b:·for,· 1.h:i.s s'lllmn-:-r 1s mr-. ·i:ing of ·i:h·."' Co~r.r:ittP? on 

Disa:rmaH- rr: • Thai~ Cirafi· is an honr··St a.tt.-mp·:: i:o fincl a. compror.J..is, ·~:hat should b.: 

a.cc"'ptabL .·.o all as a basis for S<.-rious nr-go·~ :i..a.·dons. 'Ih,= dra.f-~ ibclucl-s an 

our.lilr-- fol~ <:~ viabl·-· im:(- 't'na:d.onal v0rifica·i:ion systr-m. 'ilk Sur- dish draft vas 

fflvoura.bly r-cPiv-d by many mc-mb.,rs of i:h Corrnnitt·~. on Disa.rmankli·i:. 

In i:h.' 19G3 pa:r-dal ·r;c s·i;-ban Trrc ai·y o i.Jr nuclee.r·~vreapon Si:a.t -s par·r:ic s ",:o th,

Tr:>a:i-y und.-·ri;ool~ ..-o s. d;: :~o a.chi,v;- a stop .:o any test ~::nlosion of nuclear 

v.-apons foX' nll -,~im-. Th,y also s·ia·i:,-d i~h.-ir d:·1~:"rmi.nadon ·:~o con-oinur-. 

n.-goi~iai:ions ·co ·[:his , nd. 'lb.is comm5:om."ni· 1-ras r;- affirm d in i:h- non~prolift· ratioa 

Tr:-ai:y of 19G3. Th 'Y havr- n-- gL- ci~r d i"lw ir ouliGai:ions. · And s·i:ill no r-.-al 

iV- gm:iai:ions arc- be inc; conduci· •· d on a comprC"h.~- nsi w i··t' si:-ban tr.· a-.:_y. 

If i:h.: ~~\·TO su-p. r-Pm·r.o rs do no·(: fulfil i:h··,ir obliga• .ions in this Tr, a:\ y, hmr 

can -;·hey ,-xp. ci: all m:h,-r pari·i,-s to do so? Hov can thPY ··XP· c·i univ.,rsal 

'"CC?ssion i·o ·,:h,- nucl.-ar non-prolif;crai·ion Tr CJl:y? 

Uhhoui a. i··~s·i: ban i.h.- risk ··:hat -vr.- >Till b,- fflC•'d uh.h a prolif·.Ta-don of 

nuclr ar vr. a pons is incre::1.sine; d.a:y by dfly. 'I".a" ·i:hr. ·a·;: 1:0 pr-· nc., and sta.bilh:y in 

diff,•r: ni: paris of i:h,, 't·rorld 1-rill i:h-·n h-: furi:he-r incrc-aS("'cl. 'llh- r.~sponsibilii:y 

r--· sts h· o.vily on ·:h" nucldlr--.n a.pon SYa.'·~· s. H.-- s1 rone;ly u:r.g1• i:h.-m to ,. nt.- r 

1dthout: d. lay int:o s~rious n.-goi:iations for a compreh:oonsivr- i·,-si~-ban -.:r•=at.y. 

Exi::nsivr milica:ry r- Sf arch and d:-vr-lopm<:'ni: -pronels i:h:--- q_ualii~ai·ive arms 

rae·· . To curb mili i:ary r• s,, arch and de- ve lopm: ni: is crucial. ~kxi: y·~a.r -vr,· w-iil 

b,, abl'· ·i·.o discuss this in d.-p"t.h on the> basis of i·h- s..,c:r.ei;ary-G. wral 's r·:-·por.: 

on i:h- scop.--, rol·" and dire-ction of "dk milii:ary us-o of rc s, arch and d?V; lo!_)m ·ni;. 

Toclay ~ .-lk arms rae. th:r;- a.i::,ns r.o ,_,x·i:Pnd into outr- r spac(". This is noi~ en 

• ntirr ly n•~w ph"• nOllK non, bui· rt- C'" ni: d;c V<•·lopm.:-ni:s gi Vt-- :r. · as on for conc.o.rn. Tl.1 

Sovi"t. Union h0.s t:,~stc·d anti~sai:~:lli·ccc syst('ms for many y, ars. 'I'h(" Unitf·<l Si:a·h-·s 

11ill soon b' ·i~:ost:i.nc; a W',:T anti-sa-i~·-llii·,,_ sysbcm. TlLsc- lkapons ar<:: 

dt:- si:abilizing. An (· fft: ct.i ve- ban on ani:i-sa·.;r- lli i:,., d•~VP.lopmr"'nt is ur_q;ent in ord;- r 

·i;o 1-nsur- crisis s·i~abilit:y and d\~crrast. tht- risk of a nuclr a.:r. war. 
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New advanced technologies such as beam weapons are considered by the 

super-,Povrers for use in outer space, not only for anti-satellite purposes~ 

but also for ballistic-missile defence. Efforts in this area have recently 

gathered considerable momentum. He do not believe that beam weapons for 

ballistic-missile defence will. lead to a more stable world. 

Development of space-based ballistic~missile defences would violate the 

anti··ballistic missile Treaty. If a certain technique is used, the partial 

·cest~-ban Treaty could be ,jeopardized •. Deployment of such missiles 1·rould violate 

the outer space Treaty. 

Serious negotiations on the militarization of space are urgently needed. 

The establishi'1ent of a working group in the Committee on Disarmament for 

ne:.;otiations on the militarization of space must no longer be delayed. Its 

mandate should cover all aspects of the issue. 

The negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament on chemical weapons have 

proc;ressed reasonably 1·rell with respect to the technical and legal issues. For 

the first time a report vras adopted unanimously. 

All States have a genuine interest in a total prohibition of chemical 

ueapons. He regret that the United States, -vrhich has for several years refrained 

from producing chemical weapons, has now decided to-produce binary chemical 

1reapons. This kind of decision will not facilitate agreement on a convention 

banning chemical vreapons. 

Last year~ the General Assembly adopted a resolution on chemical and 

bacteriological weapons asking for a special conference to establish a procedure 

to deal with issues concerning compliance 1vith the Convention on the Prohibition 

of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biolor;ical) 

arid Toxin Heapons and on Their Destruction. 1iJe regret that due to the 

umrillingness of one of the depositaries? the Soviet Union, no action has yet 

been taken. 

In many parts of the third world long~·standing conflicts have exploded 

into 1-rar. Conflicts are often aggravated through the flow of arms to the 

0.eveloping countries from the major Pmrers. International transfer of weapons 

is increasing. 

rfany developing countries feel they have to spend scarce resources on the 

i1:1port of weapons and weapon systems. The major industrialized countries are 

the main exporters of i.:reapons to the cleveloping countries. As the Secretary-General 
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notes in his annual report) no significant 

restraint has been taken in recent years. 

{Hrs. Theorino Sweden) 

initiative tovTards any kind of 

S~leden feels that it would be desirA-ble 

to promote limitations of and to establish guidelines for international arms 

transfers. The United Nations would be a suitable forum for this task. 

The major conclusion of the United nations study on the relationship between 

disarmament and development was that the arms race and development compete for 

the same resources. Military spending is part of the problem, not part of the 

solution. 

The Swedish Government recently decided to appoint a special expert to carry 

out a national study on disarmament and development. As the Committee 1rill 

certainly recall, the United Nations study contained recommendations that all 

Governments should study national aspects of disarmament and development, includinB 

conversion. I am pleased to inform the C01mnittee that the special expert is my 

predecessor, Hrs. Inga Thorsson, and that the Swedish study, when finalized next 

year, will also be available in English for the benefit of other interested parties. 

Let me now turn to the sub,iect of the naval arms race. Hy Govermnent is 

concerned about it) especially about the development of naval forces and the 

technological development of naval arms systems. 

The technological development of the means for naval vrarfare has advanced 

rapidly in a number of respects. This trend is dominated by the major naval 

Poi·rers, but it is also gradually influencing the navies of smaller countries. 

This situation has increased the risk of confrontation at sea, unintended 

incidents and unnecessary conflicts. A further dimension is added by the fact 

that missiles, torpedoes, depth charges and mines could be adapted to include 

nuclear warheads. Hhile strategic nuclear ueapons have attracted a csreat deal 

of attention, tactical nuclear weapons at sea have not, although they outnumber 

the strategic ones. 

Sweden proposes that the United Nations carry out a broad study on various 

aspects of the naval-arms race. Such a study could provide us with valuable 

information and give impetus to arms control and confidence-building measures 

in the naval field. Hy Government hopes that this General Assembly vrill adopt 

a draft resolution to this effect. It is the intention of the Swedish delegation 

to consult with other interested delegations on this matter. 
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Hy Gov.-'rillil•- m: appr.~ciai.:p cJ. ·i:h.- cons·i·ruci:i v·c: discussion in i:h.' Uni. ~~(- d Ha dons 

Disann<Jra·n·:: Commission of ,;h;., rr~port of ·i:h;-. Ind,,p:=-nd,cni·. Commission on 

Disarniam~ ni~ and s,-.curi··:y ISSUf- s. Th(- Disarmam<-ni~ Commission w:olcom:- d ·i:h--· 1:''<!?01""1: 

as a 1:im.-ly and cons·i~ruci:iv.~ contribui:ion ·i:o int,-rnadonal efforts -;·o echi vr

disarmmnr-m: a.n(l_ ·i·.o main·i:ain and si:n-nf:,~h' n ini:0.rnatioi1al p- ac. and secur5:i::y. 

In pardcular, 1-11-- noi;,- i:hn:(: th.: Disarmament Commission r.-conun~·nc:t d ··~hat i:h' 

rr·po"l:'i: be i:al;:.~ n itii:o account in ongoing and fu"i~ur; disarmcJ.ln:- n·;: '· ffO"l:'"liS • 

shall rr v.-rt i:o ,-.his mati:, r during i:his s ssion. 

TT ... 
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As a European it is r:_::.tn·al for Iae to derive -::-y exc.r:plc$ fron the European 

scene. It is there that the fear of a nuclear 1·rar is ilidely felt. Thb 

threat, however, looms equally over all parts of the world. In a nuclear 

1rar 11e 110uld all be losers. But fear must never be allo-vred to paralyse us. 

Instead vre must embark on a road of trust and co-operation. Strone; public 

opinion against nuclear imr can exert sufficient pressure on the major Pm·rers 

to compel them to halt the arms race. Such pressure would provide important 

support in the imrk for peace and disarman1ent. 

The iforld is one and indivisible. Our security is our common security. 

He must never forget that this planet has no emergency exit. 

r!Jr. J1\ROSZEK (Poland) : May I bee; in my statement, Sir, 

by associating my delegation and myself iTith the congratula.tions and good 

1rishes expressed to you on your election to the chairmanship of this 

im~ortant Committee. I should like to assure you that in the discharGe of 

your mandate you can look forimrd to the full and constructive co-operation 

of the Polish deleGation, in the interest of the productive and orderly 

1rork of the First Committee. 

Since the thirty-seventh session of the United Nations General Assembly 

the international situation net only hn.s failed to improve but has i!1 fi.~t been 

further aggravated. In the critically in9ortr·.~.t cren. -::;f :-rr·,.s· limitation and 

disarm~1ent no proeress has been made. On the contrary, the unabated anas 

race, first of all in the nuclear field, is about to talr.e on a qualitatively 

neu dimension, spreading as it does to virtually all environments and involving 

practically all parts of the globe. The responsibility for the destabilizing 

spiral of the nuclear arms race rests squarely w·ith the militarist policy 

of the leading imperialist Povrer and some of its allies, which are bent en achieving 

~ilitary superiority over the Soviet Union. Their policy of confrontation 

1rith the socialist States leads to a dane;erous escalation of tension and 

further complicates the already difficult situation. 
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The adverse implications of such a policy are being eloquently brought 

home to millions of people~ especially in Europe~ by the forruulation of 

acgressive stratec;ic doctrines whose common message seems to be that nuclear 

uar is a practical proposition. This in turn appears to imply the 

possibility of the first use of nuclear ;.reapons. 

In his report on the vrork of the Orc;anization~ the Secretary-General 

has succinctly observe<l: 

;:The situation could 1Tell become virtually irreversible if the 

establishment of viable methods of arms limitation is jeopardized 

by the develoDment of new l·reapons systems, and. if either side 9 in 

search of military advantage, deploys stratee;ic weapons that suggest 

an atte;rpt to reach out for first·-strike ca:pability. >~ (A/33/L p. 5) 

The same omitcus ~respect was addressed by the Chairman of the Council 
of State of the Polish People's Republic, Professor Henryk Jablonski, in 

his address before the General Assembly on 30 September~ Hhen he stated~ 

inter alia: ·-·-----
;:A war mentality of stirrinG up tension and intolerance is invacling 

the uorld and directly affecting the quality of the international 

atmosphere. In the face of the escalation of stratee;ic concepts and 

doctrines, the development of new methods of killing, the destabilization 

of international relations and the pursuit of military superiority, 

the prospect of annihilation has already assw.1'1ed a cosJ1lic Cl.imension. 

The Second United Nations Disarmament Decade is actually being turned 

into an armaments deca<le by the forces of imperialism. A severe 

judgement on these moves 1Jill be pronounced by the international 

community" for to refuse to renounce the first use of nuclear w·eapons 

is to envisage the possibility of being the first to use them. To call 

for armaments is to call for war; to rattle the sabres in the present state 

of advancement of military technology and saturation of the globe 1-rith 

lethal weaponry is to gamble vrith the fate of hundreds of millions of 

hlm<-m beings.;: (A./38/PV.l3, p. 11) 

It needs no special effort of imagination to appreciate that international 

security would be particularly compromisec1 and eroded as a result of 

the future · deployment in some Hest European countries of the nevr American 
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intermediate-range nuclear v-Teapons. The installation of these ctestabilizing~ 

firstc·stril;:.e missiles on European soil would lead to a dangerous louering 

of the nuclear threshold. It would mean yet another step touards the 

bri11l~ of a nuclear disaster in the continent. 

The States of the socialist community, among them Poland, could not 

remcin indifferent in the face of the prospect of such a development of events, 

just as they are not indifferent to the attempts at revision of the 

·t;erritorial and political realities that have obtained in Europe since the 

seconc1 vrorld \-Tar. He have declared on many occasions, and we woulcl like 

to reaffirm, that a balance of security and the inviolability 

of the territorial and political ptatus quo in Europe constitute the basic 

l'ounc1ations of peo.ce and stability. Their importance has again been strongly 

e.;.;1phasized in the joint declaration issued following the recent official 

visit to Poland of the Chairman of the Council of State of the German 

De;:nocratic Republic, Erich Honecl;:.er. 

Poland and its socialist allies have never believed and do not believe 

no1r that it is inevitable that the international situation deteriorate 

further, that there is no i·ray for the uorld. but to continue on its present 

nuclear collision course, in Europe or elseiThere. In our consio.ered vieu 

there is a viable alternative to the debilitating and vrasteful nuclear 

arr·!S race. The States of the socialist conmunity" Poland included, have 

elaborated and submitted for serious and constructive consideration a 

broad· -ranging and imaginative programme of peace, contained in the declaration 

of the Political Consultative Committee of States parties to the Uarsa1? 

Treaty of last January. Subsequently runplified and reaffirmed by the leaders 

of the seven European States, at a meeting in £Iosco1-r last June, and most 

recently by the Foreign Hinisters of the States parties to the Farsm-1 Treaty" 

at their meeting in Sofia, that progrannne should be seen as an outstretched 

hand, an invitation to the international conununity ~ 111ore particularly to 

the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Orcanisation (nATO), to work in 

concert for the restoration of detente and peaceful co-operation, for the 

cessation of the nuclear arms race and for meaningful disarmament, against 

the :policy of confrontation and militar:y rivalry. 
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These c,oals c in our vieu ~ can be attained -providf:'d the political 

uill b mustered. by all concerned to reli'.OVe forth;rith the 1~1enace of 

nuclear- confrontation in r.uro}?e and establish a military balance betwPen 

liATO and the Uarsaw Treaty at the lowest possible level of force. 

Suer.. political will would best be demonstrated by an at-Sreement· 

not to :vroceed. 11ith the installt'l.tion of neu mecl.ium~ranr:e nuclear veapons in 

Europe anc1 providinG for a corresponc1ine;- reduction of the existing systems 

of such 1ren.pons. As ~;;>ro:)osec1 to the ITLTO :rne:mber States in the Prart,tte 

Declaration of the States partiE's to the Uarsmr Treaty, such a pattern of 

relations in Y:uro11e vould be cemented -vrith anc~ in a sense ratifiecl by the 

conclt~si.on of a treat;y- on the mutunl non-use of r:1ilitar~r force and. the 

i.ilaintenance of peaceful relations a treaty, uhich. of course? -uoult1 ?lso be 

onen to other St9.tes. 

It sb.ould be' uell unc1erstooc1 that if these fo.ir ancl. constructive :r~roDOS~.ls 

find no response ana. if; conseg_uently ~ the l'T.I'_TO :members cl.ecicte to go e.heac1 

uith the deplo:;rment of Pershinr; 2 and cruise nissiles, thus u:nsettine; the 

exist inc~ J_1arity- of nuclear potentials in :::::urope" the StA.tes parties to the 

Uarsav Treaty will be constrained to tal:e appropriate <'tefensive mensures 11ncl 

frustrate the ?.ttenljlt to f"ain rn.ilita.ry superiority. over them. This is not 

a prospect to be b'l.l:en lichtly. 

IloiTever, an agrecr1ent is still possible.· Altl:ough it is late, very late, 

yet it b not too late. As is uell l:l10lm" the f3oviet Union has Cl.er,1onstratec1 

considerable ne:dbility an<I ::ooo. vill in the Ceneva negotiations. It is 

hir;h tine for the other sic1.e in these negotiations to· c1isplay 11 similarl~r 

constructive a:t?:t.!roach uhich iTOtlld help to overcome the im:pasGe a.risine: froru Hs 

unreasonable ancl. rit::dd posit:i.on. 

The rr,enerally blea:;: state of international relations no-tuithstancline-, I 

om ,:dac1 to sa~r that the picture ~ms not 1Jeen totallY nncl. uniformly (1arl~ 

over tbe :o8.st nonths. There h~ve 1Jeen im:':lortant optimistic develop!'!ents -· 

that give cause for optimism. 
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To bee;in uith, the intcrm~tional co1;1rn.unity has receive<l 'lith satisfactio11 

and interest a nurnbcr of si::,nH~icant, constructive s.nc. forual"Cl·"lool~in[:; 

ini.tintives sul)mitterT by the USSR and othPr sccialist States, which 

I am confiC:.ent the GPneral ./lsner.lbly '.dll not fail to consider. with th~ due care 

attention the~r deserve. 

SeconcUy ~ the recent :Josj_tive conclusion of the 17aorid follou· u;:) meetin~ 

tothe Conference on Securj.ty and. Co· ·0~1eration in T~uro·)e i~ tellin;"'; }?roof 

t:1at even i:n (liffic1..U.t ti1•1.es unc.1erstancling is !JOssible if the nolitica.l l7ill 

exists. Polanc1 r>.ttaches 11articular im.port~nce to the ~v;reement on the 

conveninr in 8toc]:2J.olm early next year of a Conference on Conficl..ence and. 

Security Builc1inc:; JTeasures anc. Disarma;·,,_ent 5.n r:urope. HE> believe that, ,r;iven 

the gooc1_ 1d.ll of the fJtates concerned~ the Conference ma:'r becOI".f"! an im:Qortant 

factor in checld.nc a.ncl reversinG:; the llf>~ative trent'l. in Euro:0e ?ncl. tb.rou.r;hout 

the 1rorht. 

I?fforts have nlso been pursued in such multilateral cl.isar1.'1ali1ent foru::.;1.s 

v.s the Vienn'-'- t.::ll~s on the reduction of armed. "forces and arma.'IT!e-nts in·· 

Centrvl J~.rone a.nc1 the Conu1ittee on Disn.rrlcr:,ent in Geneva. Unfortunatcl;r, ns 

of tocl.ay the'.' have not :rielde0. the expectec. results. 

f_s far as the Vienna talks are concerned~ ue rer;ret the lnc!;: so ::'t:J.r of a 

:9ositive \!estern reSIJOnse to the ln.test comprehensive :'Jl"Oj)Of':als rtdvanccc. by 

the sodalist States in an effort to y,1ove the t~ll:s off deait centre. f.linilarly, 

in Ceneva ·, irhere 1re tio not fail to appreciate even the sr!lallest sign of 

progrer,s, such as, for in!'ltance ~ 1dth rep1rcl. to the elir.1.innt:i.on of chemical 

~real')Ol!S ., the .:.;ooc. uill of all the negcitiatinc parties concerned constitutes the 

prir'ar:'r concl.ition of J1leaninc:ful :nroe;ress. 

·Last. but not least~ th~E> imnort.ant, constructive and sobE>rin,. voicP of 

the community of non~alip:n~E>d countries has bPen raised - and must be heedecl. on 

the key issues of !leace, international security aml. Clisarr•lf'.i'lent. Polanc1 has 

tr~ . .<'15.t5.onall:r irelco:mer1. the co.-operation ancl SU)?:9ort of the non· 1"lienN~ 

countries in ef:('orts to curtail the nuclear Ftrms rfl.ce, }?reYent the Clanc;er of 

nuclear cataotro:9he ancl. promote nuclear disarnalilent. The Political Declaration 

acloptec at the Seventh Conference of IIeaCl.s of State or Government of 

lfon· _r,lir;necl Countries, in ne-u Delhi last 2 iarch ~ has charted an H{~enfl.a of c1isa,rmament 

priorities vb.ich,, in its l'!10St inportant respects, coincJdes 1:ith the 

:?ro(';raFEle of ge8.ce a<l.va.n.cecl by the socialist States. 
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Brt}1hasizing that :·disarmnment, in particular nuclear dise.rma:M.ent, is no lon~er 

a moral issue~ it is an .. issue of htlP!an survival': (A/38/132, p •. lh), the. Declaratio1 

is correct in stressinc; that the danc;ers facin,::; mankind have been r·;rer:.tly 

agt;r<'.vated b:r the ·onc;oinc; technological ar:c'ls race >especirtlly in re:7,arcl to 

uea2,!0ns of 111ass annihilation. which thrf>atens to extend into outer 

Polanc!.
0 

therefore looks. for1rard to continued~ clo~e co·,operation uith 

the [';roup of non·-ali['~nec1 countries in the pursuit of our common c1isarl~1.n.Jnent 

objectives and :1riorities. 

:c'hese objective.c:; are man.y and •n~essinG, as the heavy a~en_Q.a .before 

this Committee confirms. If anythinr:, it is illustrc\tive of the uncertain 

outcOEle of the contest betueen the arns :race .. both n_u<Jlitative and q_uantitative ~ 

or1 the one hand a.nd the efforts to :prevent nuclear conflict and consolir1ate 

uorlc1 ;::>eAce and security at the 1m-rest, balancec3. lev:el of r.J.ilita.ry force 

on tl1e other·. f. 0 I:' .... ,• 

Frmn. that J'erspective, the Polish deleca.tion believes that the 

r.o.ost urcent prob1eP1S facinc; the current sessi.on of the General .!\ssen1bly nre 

those :1ertctininr; to the prevention of nuclear uar in part:i.cular; the 

2.doption of a. declaration on the concl.enmation o.f nuclear lrar · an imra.ec1iate 

freeze of tb.e nuclear ueapons of all nuclea.r··iTea~Jon Pmrers? in the first plfl.ce, 

the Sovi<=>t TTnion and the United States· the unfl.ertaidng of a. comnitment not 

to be the first to use nuclear ueapons by all nuclear. ·Uea}Jon States uhich 

have not ~ret 0.one so~ 1:mc1 the fino.lizatinn of a treaty on the comprehensive 

prohibition of nuclear-lreaT·on tests. Furtherr·lOre ,. of fundamental importance 

uoulc1 also be: first, the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition or" the 

use of force in outer space and from outer snace against the earth; s'econdly, 

the elaboration and.conclusion at the earliest date of an agreement on the 

non-increase of military expenditures and on subsequent sp~cific steps w·ith 

a .vie~r to the mutual reduction of military budp.:et s; 
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thirdly, the elaboration 'Hithout delay of an international convention banning 

and liquidating chemical weapons; at the same time? it would be useful to take 

parallel stens leading to that goal within the limits of the European continent; 

and fourthly~ the conclusion of a treaty on the mutual non-use of military 

force and the maintenance of peaceful relations between States parties to the 

Harsaw Treaty and States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 

which "'rould also be open to other States. 

All these proposals have in common one underlying. objective: they have been. 

made in an effort to contribute in the most direct way to the scaling dmm of 

the nuclear confrontation, to pre-empting the danger of nuclear catastrophe 

and to promotin~ genuine disarmament. They go a long way to words meeting the 

postulates of the international community. Their practical application •rould 

be instrumental in alleviating tensions and strengthening international peace 

and security in Europe and throughout the vTOrld. 

In this context, the Polish delegation \velcomes the three new important 

initiatives submitted to this session of the General Assembly by the Union 

or Soviet Socialist Republics, namely, on the prohibition of the. use of force 

in outer space and from outer space against the earth, on the condemnation 

of nuclear war, and on a nuclear-weapon freeze. Poland extends its full 

sup~ort to these initiatives. }1y delegation will elaborate in detail on the 

nevr Soviet proposals in a separate statement. 

In concluding my statement, I should like to reiterate the lasting 

determination of Poland to continue mru~ing a constructive contribution to 

disarmament efforts. He shall persevere in seeking to broaden areas of 

understanding and agreement for the benefit of international peace and 

security and peaceful, equitable co-operation among States. 

Hr. STEPHANOU (Greece) (interpretation from French) : I have the 

honour to address the Assembly on behalf of the ten member States of the 

European Economic Community, of which Greece has assumed the presidency for 

this half-year. This gives me the opportunity and the privilege of expressing 

on behalf of the ten countries and on my o•m behalf, mY warmest congratulations to 
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the representative of a friendly country, Norway. We are well aware, Sir, 

of your long experience in the field of disarmament and arms control your 

subtle ·approach 'to the problems that you will have to be tackling and of 

your innate shrewdness in tackling the various tasks that have :fallen to you. 

It i~ with particular pleasure that we offer our best wishes that your 

task will be ~ro.•med With. su~cess and ·effe~tively concluded. 
. . 

Our congratulations also go to the two Vice-Chairmen, Mr. Elfaki Abdalla 

Elf~i and Mr. Gheorghe Tinea, the representatives of friendly countries, 

Sudan arid Romania respectively. Their professional qualifications, particularly 

in the sphere of disarmament, have been rightly recognized by this Committee. 

Finally, we wish to congratulate the outgoing Chairman of the Committee, 

Hr. James V. Gbeho, representative of Ghana, a friend whose personal efforts 

in the settlement of the problems before us have been repeatedly recognized 

in this forum. 

The United Natioris Charter is based on the doctrine that the implementation 

or its system for the maintenance of international peace and security will 
.. 

facilitate the disarmament process. It affirms equally clearly that the 

preparation and implementation of arms-control measures and disarmament 

1o10uld promote the maintenance o:r international peace and security. Both those 

principles remain valid today. We must hm.rever recognize that we are still 

a long "t·ray from applying the Charter system. 

The increased number of violations of the Charter, military invasions and 

occupations, :faits accomplis, acts of intervention in the internal affairs 

of States and violations of human rights have darkened the international 

atmosphere. The all too frequent recourse to the threat or use of force, 

of which we are all aware, have not only led to a deterioration in the 

international situation, but also accelerated the arms race. 
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Confidence among States bas therefore been seriously shaken and the 

effect of this could be to make the disarmament process more difficult. 

FUrthermore, distrust, fear and prejudice continue to hold sway and the 

achievement of effective international security has been impeded. States 

feel compelled to equip themselves with the weapons they need for their 

security, although this must be based not only on weapons alone but also on 

agreements which will bring about undiminished 'security at a reduced level 

of arsenals. 

Horeover, we all know that in a nuclear confrontation no one would be 

the uinner. All our efforts must be directed towards· disarmament and ~nth 

this in mind 'tve are ready to encourage any serious initiative in. this 

connection, Hbile taking into account the complexiti.es and difficulties 

of the :process of arms control and disarmament undertaken by the two 

su:per-·Powers • 

In the field of disarmament statements are not enough. Intentions 

must be exnressed in binding, significant, balanced and verifiable agreements. 

In the same context, it should also be recalled that every year an 

enormous part of the resources of the ,.,orld is devoted to military ends. 

These resources could be used to resolve the economic and social problems 

lrith ,.,hich mankind is confronted. 

The nuclear threat is one of the most serious challenges before the 

world today. The international community must not only prevent the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons and put an end to the arms race, but 

also bring about a substantial reduction in the global level of these weapons. 

The Ten give their full support to the Strategic Arms Reductions Talks 

(START) and to the negotiations on intermediate~range nuclear weapons, 

which are at present proceeding in Geneva. They sincerely hope that the 

two nuclear super···Pm-Ters ~Till reach agreement in the near future. the 

objective being to bring about a balance at the lowest possible level. 
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All negotiations on disarmament should be aimed at significant and 

verifiable reductions, and if possible elimination, as well as a more stable 

balance. In the opinion of the Ten, this is indispensable to the gro~~h 

of confidence and stability and to ensuring the security of all States. 

Negoti.ations which do not serve these ends are in no one's interest. 

As regards the complete cessation of nuclear tests, the Ten support 

the relevant provisions of the ~inal Document. 

The policy of non-proliferation, which has been followed since the 

1960s together with the safeguards of the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

has generally speaking proved effective. Nevertheless the Ten, aware of 

the risks of proliferation, would like to see the maintenance and improvement 

of the international non-proliferation regime. The maintenance of an international 

non-proliferation regime -vrhich is non-discriminatory and credible is a 

significant element in the disarmament equation, provided there is no 

violation of the inalienable rights of all States to develop research on 

the production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, without 

cliscrimination. 
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The Ten believe that, as specified in the Final Document on the principles 

and conditions appropriate for the creation of nuclear-free zones, the 

creation of such zones, as ·Hell as zones of peace, should be seriously 

talcen into consideration. They believe that the creation of such zones 

in certain parts of the 1rorld could make an important contribution to 

disarmament and to the non-proliferation of nuclear >feapons, provided 

all States concerned are prepared to subscribe to them on the basis 

of agreements freely entered into and in keeping "i·rith internationally 

recognized principles. 

The spectre of nuclear weapons and their terrifying destructive 

capacity should not mask the concrete and irrefutable danger of so-called. 

conventional vreapons. Security should be seen as a vrhole. A serious 

imbalance in conventional 1reapons could be an important obstacle to the 

control and reduction of nuclear weapons. 

Uhile the primary objective should be to prevent vmr of any l:ind, 

in particular nuclear var, and the use of 1veapons , the Ten feel that 

no effort should be spared ~lso to reduce the level of conventional forces 

and to reach a balance at the lmrest possible level, vrhile at the same 

time preserving undiminished security for all States. Europe should 

occupy a primary place in these efforts. 

I should also like to mention the vmrk of the Group of Experts 

on conventional disarmrunent. Althou.:;h the Group has made considerable 

progress, it has been unable to complete the final report and, 

consequently, to present it to the General Assembly, as requested in 

resolution 36/97 A. The Ten fully support the continuation of this 

important vmrk. 

Elsewhere, our Assembly, on a number of occasions~ has unanimously 

stressed the importance it attached to the regional approach to 

. disarmament, which is an essential component of our wnrk on a world-1vide 

level. Once again, I 1vould like to appeal to Governments and the 

relevant regional institutions, to intensify their consultations in 

order to agree, within their mm frame•rnrk, ori disarmament. measures. 
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Turning to Europe, those of the Group of Ten ,.,ho parLicirate in the 

Vienna negotiations on the mutual and balAncc:d reduction of force:::;, 

attach a special importance to this. These cmmtries believe that 

negotiations, if successful, could pave the vray to further impor·tant 

developments in disarmament. 

He should not underestimate the concrete problems to be 

overcome if •re are to achieve tangible results in the various 

negotiations taking place on disarmament. Unfortunately? ife cannot 

ignore the fact that serious differences of opinion prevail on the 

subject of verification. The ten members of the European community 

consider that adequate verification should constitute an essential part 

of agreements on arms control and disarmament. Regardless of the fact 

that it is indispensable in ensuring effective implementation of agreements, 

verification plays an important role in the creation of a climate of confidence betue 

the parties >Ihich in turn facilitates the conclusion of agreements. 

The Ten reaffirEed, f'urthermore, their interest in the proposal to 

create an international satellite-monitoring agency, the success of lrhich 

vould make an effective contribution to the verification of disarmament 

agreements • 

The Ten attach major importance to a solution, consistent uith Gc·neral 

Assembly resolution 37/98 D, of the question of observance of the 1925 Protocol 

regarding the allec;ed use of chemical and biological ,.,eapons. 

Furthermore, it is equally indispensable to reduce tension among 

States by a series of security and confidence building measures. These 

efforts" undertah:en jointly, ivoulc1 at the same time safeguard undiminished 

security for all countries. 

The Ten attribute snecirl inportance to the fact that, for the 

first time 0 in the United Hations~ there has been a substantive detailed 

debate on the concept of confidence building measures. 

The Ten are convinced that these deliberations in the Committee 

constitute a significant development to attempts to e;ive this concept 

concrete expression in the area of disarmament at the global level. 
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The future conference in Stockholm on confidence and security building measures 

and disarmament in Europe, an integral part of the process which was begun 

by the Final Act of Helsinki of 1975 could, in the opinion of the Ten w·ho 

intend to participate actively there, constitute an opportunity to make concrete 

progr2ss vThich, in turn, could lead to realistic progress toward confidence and 

disarmament. 

In keeping with the mandate adopted in Madrid by the thirty-five 

participants, the first phase of the conference should be devoted to 

negotiations and to the adoption of ne1.r confidence and security building 

measures which are militarily significant, binding, verifiable and applicable 

to all of Europe. 

The reduction of military expenses would pave the way to a better 

allocation of resources which have thus far been used for military purposes, 

and uould facilitate economic and social progress, in particular in the 

developing countries. In this regard, the Ten welcome the General Assembly's 

acknovledgement of the importance of a unified system of communications and 

comparability of military expenses. We would welcome the participation in 

this system of the largest possible number of countries, regardless of the 

size of their budget. He earnestly hope that a group of countries which 

thus far have not taken part in this United Nations .exercise will do so as 

soon as possible. This system, furthermore, is the first step in an important 

work that attempts to make military expenses comparable and transparent. It 

is therefore an important confidence building measure which could improve the 

climate for disarmament. 

Viewed in a broader perspective, the security of States is not only 

threatened by the use of military force, but also by economic and social 

factors. The General Assembly has affirmed that there is a close link 

between disarmament and development. It is not for lack of proposals by 

governments or studies by experts that this link has not found concrete 

expression, but because of an absence of genuine disarmament. Over and above 

differences regarding approaches to disarmament and security, all countries 

hope that, in an interdependent world brought about by disarmament measures, 

increased solidarity will ~ontribute to everyone's security. It is highly 

desirable, therefore, that anything lvhich might lead to realistic and concrete 

approaches should be explored. 
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Furthermore~ the Ten would like to state that, in keeping with the Final 

Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament, the United Nations has a central role to play in and a prim0.ry 

res9onsibility for disarmament and its role should be a more active one. The 

General Assembly should remain the prirnary deliberative body of the Ore;anization 

in the field of disarmament and should make every effort to facilitate the 

implementation of disarmament measures. In this context it is our conviction 

that a dialogue aimed a.t security and peace for all peoples must be pursued 

vicprously. 

The Ten also uish to stress the iEll')Ortance of co-ordination \-Tith other United 

Hat ions agencies and institutions. He believe that, while the 1-rork of specialized 

a~P.ncies within the United Nations system involves certain aspects of disarmament 

problems which fall 1dthin their specific areas of responsibility 9 it is desirable 

that useful action be taken to make better use of available resources in axeas 

in vhich the United Nations, in particular the Comrnittee on Disarmament, is 

aJ.ready working. 

The Ten are prepared to encourage any effort by the Chairman of the Committee 

to imJ>rove the vrork of the First Committee" which, in turn, mie;ht have a beneficial 

influence on the uork of the General Assembly. 

In spite of the fact that the Disarmament Commission has not yet been able 

to reach conclusions regarding certain of the items on its agenda, the Ten believes 

that a realistic assessment of this year 1 s session should not leac1 to undul~r 

pessimistic conclusions. It seems to us tha.t the vrork of the Commission has 

already reached an appropriate level that holds promise for future discussions. 

Fe hope that the Commission vrill to an even greater degree become a cleliberative 

body supporting the actions of the General Assembly and that each year it will 

sul)T,l:it recommendations of a concrete nature on a limited number of important 

and specific disarmament subjects. 
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The Ten welcome the fact that during its 1983 session the Committee on 

Disarmament has been able to continue its vrork as the sole multilateral negotiating 

body in the field of disarmament. The Ten have made a constructive contribution 

to that work. 

The Ten fully support any realistic and substantive effort made in that 

Conwittee. However, they regret the fact that the nature and vast nmnber of the 

taslr.s that the Committee on Disarmament must carry out are strengthening the 

~eneral tendency of that Committee gradually to lose its character as a negotiating 

body and to become a forum for debate. The achievement of the Committee 1 s 

objectives may thus be made increasingly difficult. 

The Ten welcome the fact that in the field of negotiations on the prohibition 

of chemical weapons some progress has been made, in particular with regard to the 

scope of the convention and the content of the declarations on the stocks of weapons 

to be destroyed, thanks in particular to the efforts of the Canadian Chairman of 

the ~d Hoc Group, which have brought about a more efficient organization of work 

~nd promoted substantive negotiations. 

The more positive approach that prevailed at the last session led to 

sicnificant results with regard to both the content of declarations on the stocks 

of 1-reapons to be destroyed and the scope of the convention. 

Among the important problems discussed ~ without any solution so far being 

reached - was the question of practical modalities for the destruction of 

stockpiles of and installations for the production of chemical weapons? as well 

as the control of the production of the essential components of such ueapons. 

The specific elements of proper verification in these various fields are an 

essential part of any future agreement. Agreement on them must be based on the 

dual requirement of effectiveness and pragmatism. 

The Ten sincerely hope that from the beginning of its next session the 

ConLmittee on Disarmament will negotiate resolutely so as to arrive rapidly at 

the adoption of a draft convention on chemical weapons, the importance of 1•hich 

there is no need to stress. 
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lfTith regard to the agenda item entitled : 1Preve~tion of nuclear uar ·) while 

noting the primary responsibility of the nuclear-weapon States~ and in particular. 

the hro super-Pow·ers ~ the Ten hope that at the next session of the Committee 

delegations will reach a consensus that~ taking into account the diversity of 

views expressed~ will nevertheless mal~e possible serious consideration of the 

security conditions necessary for avoiding conflict, ·whether Il:uclear or conventional. 

Some. countries have already submitted proposals to the Committee during its 

consideration of the agenda item entitlecl ;:Prevention of nuclear war and all 

related questions;;. 

The Ten also support the creation of an ad hoc working group within the 

Committee on Disarmament that will make possible the structural and comprehensive 

consideration of questions concerning the prevention of the arms race in outer 

space in all its aspects. This is an area in which developments are extremely 

rapid and where technological progress has made arms control in outer space more 

a.ncl. more complex. The danger of an arms race in outer space must be tackled 

urc;ently and given serious attention. Thus~ it has become necessary to consider 

the possibility of exercising effective control over such weapons by means of 

verifiable international measures. The Ten reiterate the importance of the problem 

of the prevention of the arms race in outer space. 

They regret that a mandate for an ad h~~ working group within the Committee 

on Disarmament did not command the necessary consensus, and they hope that 

2.greement can be reached in this connection at the beginning of the 1984 session 

of the Committee on Disarmament. 

Compared w'ith these major subjects of negotiations, the importance of which is 

self·-·evident ~ the prohibition of radiological vreapons seems less ambitious. 

The adoption of the draft convention 1·Thich the Committee on Disarmament has 

been considering since its inception indicates that, whatever the international 

situation, multilateral negotiations are not a dead end. Difficulties rema.in, 

hmrever, in reaching agreement. The Ten hope that those difficulties 1-rill be 

overcome and that it llill be possible for the Committee on Disarmament to submit 

an agreed text very soon. 
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Efforts to bring about disarmament confront us with an immense tasl~: and 

responsibility. The problem is so important that the search for solutions should 

unite, not divide, us. 

Mr. FISCHER (Austria) : At the outset, Sir, allow me to express the 

sincere pleasure and satisfaction of my delegation at seeing you in the chair 

of the l',irst Committee this year. Before the beginning of this session~ through 

your intensive efforts ,.lith regard to the question of the organization of work, 

you had already given us tanP;;ible proof of your qualities of lea.o.ership. The 

Austrian delegation looks forward to '·rorking under your able guidance. ~4Y 

congratulations go also to the other officers of the Committee. 
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Austrians live on the dividing line bet"reen the tuo major military alliance. 

systems. In neighbourinG countries ne"T "rea pons are added every day to the already 

vast arsenals of the opposing camps of East and lTest. Hi thin a few hundred miles 

of their territory, hundreds of thousands of soldiers stand ready for the day of 

an armed conflict - which, if it ever comes, lTill mean the destruction of the 

Greater part of Europe, in all likelihood including Austria. Austrians are "Tell 

mmre that their security depends on the stability of the relationship bet"i·Teen 

East and Hcst. They are deeply concerned about the present crisis betlreen the 

United States and the Soviet Union and the unending accumulation of destructive 

porTer in their region. 

ile have often been told that deterrence based on military strength - and, 

in particular, on nuclear rreapons ·· helps to prevent armed. conflict beti-reen the 

Llajor Pouers and thereby contributes also to our security. And it is true that 

the threat of nuclear 1-rar has limited the possibilities for military competition 

of the super-Powers. But developments in past decades make us fear that the 

system of deterrence might contain within itself the seeds of its destruction. 

Deterrence, as we knmr it, involves persistent efforts by the nuclear-ueapon 

States constantly to build up and enhance the effectiveness of their nuclear 

arsenals. These efforts are explained by the need to ensure an equilibrium 

but are often indistineuishable from the search for superiority. In the name 

of deterrence both sides are building faster and more precise nucle'J.r i'Teapons 

rrhich, by threateninc; the opponent 7 s second--strike capability, undermine the 

very assumption on uhich the system is built. A continuation of these trends 

would lead to a further 1-reakening of the stability of deterrence and an 

increasing risk of nuclear 1-rar. Hinston Churchill had hoped that in the 

nuclear age peace would be the ;; sturcly child of terror'1
• Even if this were 

true, we have to recognize that today there is a second, even sturdier, child -

the arms race ~· and that this child has fratricidal tendencies. 

He have also been told that disarmament is a uorthy but essentially 

unrealistic objective, that the size of the arsenals and the level of military 

forces are a mere function of inter-State conflict and could be affected indirectly 

only by acJ.dressing the underlying political and economic problems. There uas a view 

that to strive for disarmament as long as these problems are unresolved "i·Tould 
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mean putting the cart before the horse and~ consequently, be doomed to failure. 

This notion has lost much of its credibility in rec~nt years. Ue hacl to learn 

that the arrus race is not only the expression of conflict but also creates 

conflict. At the end of the 1970s the policy of detente declined not least 

because of the relentless military build--up by some States. Today it is 

primarily the conflict about intermediate-range forces in Europe which poisons 

the climate betueen East and Hest. ~foreover ~ the present decisions on 1-reapons 

pror,rammes and the intensification of military research and development efforts 

prepare the ground for political tension and conflict in future decades. It 

has becorae clear that o.etente and disarmament are inseparable and mutually 

dependent. The success of disarnm.ment negotiations }?resupposes a minimum of 

trust and gooduill and >muld be facilitated by a return to detente. ·But 

detente ldll endure and facilitate the solution of problems between East and 

Uest only if the arms race is brought under control. 

Tlro conclusions follovr fron those consic1erations. 

First~ to rely for one's future security primarily on the continued 

effectiveness of nuclear deterrence would be shortsighted and dangerous. 

To hope for a continued military stalemate at ever-higher levels of armaments 

is not a responsible reaction to the threat of nuclear Har. He must transforn 

the balance of terror into a balance of reason. Peace cannot be strengthened 

by the deployment of still more lrcapons O!f mass destruction; rather, it must 

be eought through dialogue and co-operation~ the building of confidence~ and 

the removal of mutual suspicion and fear. 

Secondly, arms control and disarmament efforts must not be postponed to 

a time of a better international climate; rather, they are themselves a key 

factor in the present irorld situation. If they fail, relations between the 

United States and the Soviet Union will continue their rapid doimirard 

slide towards ever-·uorsening tensions and confrontation. If they succeed, 

this dangerous trend i'l'ill be arrested ana. the ground for more stable and 

co-operative ties bet·ueen East and Hest will be prepared. It is therefore 

irresponsible to play for time in the disarmament process, to tailor one's 

arms control posture around the requirements of the military build-up, to stall 
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ongoing negotiations or to block the opening of new talks for tactical reasons. 

Today' s serious situation deJnands of the political leadership on both sides that 

they cut through the morass of hostility and fear~ the influence of. special 

interests and outdated conce)!ts of security iThich have so often frustrated 

the disarmament efforts. They must overcome these obstacles and~ through the 

conclusion of equitable and substantial disarmament agreements, take the first 

steps tovn:trds a more peaceful and secure w-orld. 

Forttmately 9 concern about the present trend of :Cast-Hest relations an<I 

aw·areness of the urgency of disarmament are not limited to a fe1r experts as they 

are shared by millions of people all over the 1-rorld. Genuine popular :ro1ovements 

have emerged, 1rherever people can freely express themselves, calling for effective 

measures to strengthen peace and promote disarmament. Austria l·rclcomes those 

movements and believes that they have a crucial role to play in creating the 

political will essential for disarmament. 

The danger of nuclear war overshadmrs the future of all mankind. It is 

therefore the right ancl duty of everyone and every Government to participate 

in the struggle against this threat. The final responsibility for haltin~ the 

nuclear arms race hm·rever, remains, with the nuclear·~-vreapon States, in particular 

Hith those having the larr;est arsenals. The ongoing direct negotiations betiveen 

the United States and the Soviet Union in Geneva offer the onlY realistic hope 

for an early reversal of the present acceleration of the nuclear arms build-up. 

Attention is nmv focused on the negotiations on the subject of intermediate-range 

nuclear forces which have entered an extremely critical stage. Austria is 

convinced that it should still be possible to bridge the r;ap bet1veen the positions 

and to vrork out a compromise formula provided that good'i·Till and flexibility 

exist on both sides. VTe believe that these talks should aim at eliminating) 

or at least greatly reducing, the existing arsenals of the vTeapons concerned. 
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Agreement could conceivably be sought in tvro stages - a first one delineating an 

overall frameuork, with a second phase for filling in the details. A breakc1o17n of 

these negotie.tions ~ on the other hand, would be a damaging blow to disarmament 

efforts, would speed up the arms race and further ar;{Sravate an already tense 

international situation. Austria believes that both parties should commit 

themselves to continue the dialogue until an agreement is reached. Ue urgently 

appeal to them to do everything in their power, both inside and outside the 

frame1:rork of the nep;otiations, to facilitate a successful conclusion of these 

talks. 

Europe is already today the continent uith the greatest concentration of 

nuclear arms, the region 1vhere the risk of an outbreak of nuclear conflict has aliv-ays 

been considered particularly high. It is therefore essential that a further nuclear 

arms build-up in Europe be avoided. This is true not only for the intermediate.-

range nuclear forces but also for tactical nuclear i·reapons. Given its prec0.rious 

geopolitical situation, it is only natural that Austria should vie"lv the vast 

stockpiles of tactical nuclear vreapons stationed in its vicinity with particular 

concern. Ue "l·relcome the recent unilateral decision to withdravr a portion of 

these ivarheads from Europe as a positive step, but ue still strongly believe that 

the tactical nuclear arsenals must be included in the arms control process as 

soon as possible. The objective of negotiations on this subject should be greatly 

to reduce the stockpiles, to avoid a further blurring of the borderlines between 

conventional and nuclear Harfare, to raise the nuclear threshold and to reduce 

the c:lependence on nuclear treapons in the defence postures of the military alliances. 

Austria follows uith interest the discussions about the establishment of nuclear·-

ueapon-free zones in Europe-and about the concept of non-first-use He are 

rrell a1-rare, hmvever, that all these proposals have to be considered in the 

context of the overall balance of military forces in the region. 

Austria attaches particular importance to the negotiations on strategic 

nuclear arms~ the central and most porrerful elements of the nuclear arsenals . 

Hithin the past year vre have witnessed a certain narrorrine; of the e;ap betveen the 

public negotiating positions. \Te welcome the fact that both sides have committed 

themselves to seek significant reductions of their strategic arsenals and to 

respect in the meantime the limitations of the strategic ar!11s limitation 

talks (SALT II). In spite of these positive developments, we 

are increasingly worried 1-rhen comparing the slow rate of progress 
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in those talks vith the rapid pace of the development and production of new 

stratee;ic~1-reapon systems. He perceive a growing danger that the dynamic forces 

of the arms race 'lvill again overvrhelm the negotiating process, that the 

bargaining chips of today will become the nuclear arsenals of tomorrovr and that 

the arms control efforts -vrill de(_Senerate to a mere cocl.ification of the military 

build~up. Austria believes that this risk 'lvill be averted only if the qualitative 

dimension of the arms race is ac1dressed more vigorously both in the context of 

the strategic arms reduction talks (STA~T) ann in other forums. 

The self--propelling momentum of the nuclear--arms race vrill not be broken 

so long as the competitive development of weapon technology continues. It is 

for this reason that Austria sees merit in the freeze proposals which call 

for an end to the development, testing, production and deployment of nuclear 

iieapons. It is for the same reason that rre are so deeply frustratea. by the 

persistent lack of progress tm:-rards a ban on nuclear testing. 

A comprehensive test-ban treaty 1-rould inhibit the further qualitative 

development of nuclear warheads as well as their spread to other States. It 

constitutes~ therefore, a logical first step tovrards nuclear disarmament and a 

safer 1-rorld. For more than 25 years the international cormnunity has called for 

this measure in countless resolutions and declarations. Already 20 years ago 

both super-Povrers pledged themselves in the partial test-ban Treaty to achieve 

a comprehensive test ban. They reaffirmed their commitment in the Non--Proliferation 

Treaty of 1968. Various rounds of intensive negotiations follmJed each other, 

clarifying most of the complex technical and scientific aspects of the subject. 

Since the interruption of the trilateral talks in 1980, the Committee on 

Disarmament has become the focal point of the work on a test~ban Treaty. It 

has established a 1vorkine; group on the nuclear-test bah and regularly devotes a 

major part of its debate to this issue. 

Still, in spite of the tremendous efforts expended on this sub,j ect, one 

cannot say today that the outlook for an early conclusion of a comprehensive 

test-ban is brie;hter than it was in 1960. On the contrary, one might well say 

that it has become gloomier because the evolution of the debate, in particular 

in recent years, has disclosed the fundamental obstacle to progress: the 

umlillingness of so:me nuclear-weapon States to relinquish nuclear-test explosions 

as a means of enhancing the effectiveness of their nuclear arsenals. 
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Austria cannot but express its profound regret at this situation. He strongly 

believe that the international community must not relent in its efforts to achieve 

a comprehensive test ban. It must re~emphasize a.gain and aeain the crucial 

importance of a comprehensive test ban for nuclear disarmament and ~or the 

international -political climate. It must maintain the pressure until the 

Committee on Disarmament is finally enabled to initiate substantial negotiations 

on a comprehensive test~ban treaty. In the meantime the States still carrying 

on 'd th their test prograrrnnes should, as a minimum? commit themselves to 

substantial and lasting reductions of those programmes. 

Progress on this issue appears particularly ure;ent in vievr of the need 

to strengthen the international non~proliferation regime, Which ShOvTS ominOUS 

signs of strain and tension. Austria considers the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

as the most effective and important barrier against a further spread of nuclear 

vreapons. The risk of nuclear vrar rises exponentially vrith the number of nuclear~ 

vreapon States. The great majority of countries have decided that this risk 

outweighs any potential increment of povrer that they would gain from a nuclear .. 

ueapon capability. By acceding to the Non-Proliferation Treaty they have made 

their renunciation of nuclear lleapons permanent and legally binding. But the 

l'Ion-Proliferation Treaty system llill remain vulnerable and unstable as long as 

a number of States ,.Tith significant nuclear activities - many of them in troubled 

regions of the ~-rorld - choose to remain outside it. Austria believes that the 

forthcoming start of the preparations for the Third Revievr Conference of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty should be an occasion to renew the efforts to achieve 

universal acceptance of this treaty. These efforts must include steps to 

assure more predictable and long-term supplies of nuclear material, equipment, 

technology and fuel cycle services. They must encompass the extension and 

further development of the safeguarcl.s system of the intern£~.tione.l Atomic Energy 

Agency. But the most important contribution will have to come from the nuclear

lreapon States. I refer to the fulfilment of their obligations under article VI 

of the Non-Proliferation Treaty concerning nuclear disarm.ament. 
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Vertical and horizontal proliferation are ultimately two aspects of the 

same problem. Continuing failure with regard to one of them will finally destroy 

the fragile achievements 'dth regard to the other. 

I have in this statement concentrated on matters relating to nuclear 

disarmament. The Austrian delegation will, in further contributions to our 

debate, present its views on other items on the agenda . 

• Hr. MARI~~CU (Romania) ( inter-pr~tation from French): I should like 

first of all.to express to you, Sir, the sincerP congratulation of the Romanian 

delegation on your election to the chairmanship of the First Committee and our 

confidence that under your guidance the Committee's work will lead to positive 

results, in accordance with the ardent desire of the peoples of the world to 

stop :the aberrant escalation of weapons and promptly get do~rn to real disarmament 

measures, particularly in the nuclear sphere. I should also like to con~atulate 

the other officers of the Committee and wish thPm full success in the performance 

of the responsible tasks with which they have been entrusted. 

The Committee's work is taking place in most difficult international 

circumstances. The world economic and political situation is in a state of 

unprecedented tension. International peace and security, the sovereignty and 

independence of many nations and indeed life itself on earth are seriously 

threatened. At every moment there is the possibility that a random accident 

mi~~t lead to the annihilation of mankind by nuclear means. 

The daily course of events shows very clearly to those ~rho are willinp; to 

face reality clearly that the deterioration of the international situation, 

the. heightened tension among States, the danger of war , the state. of profound 

distrust and uncertainty and the deepening of the world economic crisis are 

engendered above all by the intensification of the arms race and particularly 

the nuclear arms race. 

The recently concluded general debate in the Assembly, in which a large 

number of Heads of State or ,Government and Foreign Ministers took part, the 

political statements ofparliamentarians and many prominent political figures, 

mass media of the most diverse persuasions, and analyses contained in specialized 

political literature highlight the axiomatic truth that the basic problem 

of our era is to prevent war and safeguard peace, to stop the arms race and 
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proceed to disarmament, particularly in the nuclear sphere, and to attain a 

military balance not by building up stocks of new weapons but by reducing 

the levels of existing ones. Millions of peonle of all ages, regardless of their 

political, philosophical or religious convictions, are uniting resolutely to 

reject nuclear weaporis'anci'to put' a brake· on;the escalation of armaments. 

The nerve centre of the tension, the military co:rrrpetition - prirne.rily 

nuclear - and the danger of tne outbreak of a new world vmr is undoubtedly in 

Europe. It is· there that there is the most massive concentration of weapons, 

including nuclear weapons~ it is there that the two military blocs. which came 

into being, as everyone knows, during the cold-war period, stand face to face~ 

giving rise to distrust and confrontation·, and it is there in particular that the 

horizon is gravely darkened by the accumulation of nuclear weapons. 

At present, the crucial problem for Europe -· and by virtue of its dimensions>.: ... 

and consequences for the whole world - is the danger posed by the deployment, 

from this year, of new intermediate-range missiles. This will lead, perhaps 

irreversibly, to a new spiral of the arms racP and accentuate the danger of a. 

nuclear conflagration, thus endangering the very existence of the European 

peoples and at the same time of the whole of human civilization. 

This first statement by the Romanian delegation will be devoted to the gravity 

of this problem and its profoundly negative implications for ~vorld peace and 

security. 

The keen concern that this problem generates everywhere, even if based 

on different approaches, compels us to seek and find common solutions, the 

result of the combined efforts of all States, and to take into ~ccount the 

,.-,.·-· 

security interests of all peoples, both in Europe and in other parts of the world:.• ' 

We particularly emphasize this aspect, because it is our firm conviction 

that the conclusion as soon as possible of an agreement on nuclear weapons in 

Europe, leading to the halting of the deployment of new nuclear missiles and the 

reduction of those that already exist would have a· deCisive impact ori the 

improvement of the international political· climate. Moreover, such an 

agreement· would make an. important arid invalUa.ble contribution to the 

enha~~emeht of 'trust and the reduction of tension and confrontation in other .. : . 
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parts of ·i:h, uorld and vould bC: ·i:h: si:ari:ing·-poin·: for th" impl(·Hl!-n-I:Htion of 

mor,, compl!-1:< agr.'' m-n·i:s on U1," Ci·.ssa:1:ion of thr arms rae and on 

disaTiiiara•~nt. 

Romania has from i:hf- ou.:s<:-·:: lTC'lcomt-d i:hr Sovibt-Am<=:-rican Of- goi:iations 

on in~;, n•kdi<-1:i::c·-.rane;,- :CUromissil,~s Bnd those- on s·i:ra;;:, gic ire-apons ~ as it. 

b:-li("v,~s ·i:h::ti: n1,. y could 1.-ad <:o a decrease in tht~ dane; r of war and a 

subs·<:anial :r.-. duci:ion of nucl1 ar ·u, apons • 

IJ, r. grlc·(: i:hm: so far, for a vari···l:y of r;-oasons, ·i:hos.- ncc;o·(·.ia-t:ions havr 

fail: d i·o yi;ld posi"l iw.- l';•sults and we wholly '"ndorsc ·i:h- f:-:-ling of disquiri· 

•"'xpr,"ss, d by i:hr s. cr(-·i:ary.-G, n,~.ral in his r, porl; and by a larg,, numb~r of 

lLnb. r s; at. s aboui· ·;:h; prospect of the· failur•c; of thos(~ n- gotiations. ik 

alSO agl'lo'· uiih hiEt ·i;ha.-i· if ·i·hos' l1c"go·i:iad.OnS fail thP TJrOblE'P'l Of 

in·(;. rm dial:r -~range=- Inissil:-s •:may r< ach a cr:i.i::i.cal si~al} 1
' (A/38/1 0 p. 5). 

Ind..:· d, thE' Secretarv-Genergl points out that 

'
1If t.hr-y should fail 0 lT< may b•" fac · d 1·d:d1 a.noth< .. 'r significani·. 

,-scala:don in i:h~ spirallinc; arms cor·n~titi.on .A d.~v.·lopm,-ni: of ,;hi.s ldnd 

uould in.~vita.bly add ·; o ·i:h: world 1 s burd~~n of insc·curi·i:y and ins·i:abilii·y •11 

(ibj.d) 
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The prevention of such a disastrous situation, with its grave consequences 

for the countries of Europe and for the whole of mankind, is the reason for 

the firm position of Romania and the recent initiatives of its President, 

Nicolae Ceausescu, concerning negotiations on nuclear forces in Europe. 

Hy country's proposals in this connection are contained in the messages 

addressed by President Nicolae Ceausescu to the Chairman of the Presidium of the 

Supreme Soviet of the USSR, Yuri Andropov, and to the President of the 

United States, Ronald Reagan, which were distributed as General Assembly 

documents under the symbol A/38/375 and were introduced at length in the 

general debate by the Romanian Foreign Minister. Those proposals are based 

on the judgement that, by means of new efforts, by negotiations carried out in a 

spirit of co-operation and responsibility on both sides, it should still be 

possible to reach an appropriate agreement capable of guaranteeing the cessation 

of the deployment of new missiles in Europe and the reduction of those which 

are already there. 

Romania has proposed that if the negotiations fail to yield positive 

results by the end of the year agreement should be reached that the 

deployment of new intermediate~range missiles should be postponed at least 

until the end of 1984 or the beginning of 1985 and that negotiations should 

continue. During that period the Soviet Union would give guarantees, in the 

terms of its earlier declarations, that it would stop the deployment of 

new intermediate-range missiles and their modernization, and would unilaterally 

remove a part of the missiles situated in the European zone of Soviet territory. 

The Romanian President proposed that, should an agreement not be reached on 

those proposals, consideration at least be given to the possibility of not 

deploying medium-range missiles on the territory of the Federal Republic of 

Germany, the German Democratic Republic, the Czechoslovakia Socialist Republic 

and other States, as an intermediate measure pending final agreement in the 

Geneva negotiations. 
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These, of course, are the proposals of Romania and they reflect my 

country's views on the action that could be taken to avert the danger of 

a new twist in the arms spiral that is hanging over the continent of Europe. 

vle would be the first to welcome proposals from any State aimed at achieving 

the same common, vital objectives. \'Je have always felt that constructive 

proposals, a dialogue on them and a common desire for accorr~odation nust 

replace the state of distrust and suspicion and the absence of genuine 

dialogue. 

As the President of Romania has recently stated, in the present conditions 

there is no justification for accepting the deployment of new nuclear missiles 

as a fait accompli. Those States and Governments which disregard the imperative 

need to do the utmost while it is still possible in order to achieve an 

agreement to prevent such a grave act bear heavy responsibilities towards 

their own people and towards the whole world. The rejection of a fait accompli 

is all the mere imperatively necessary in that, together with the countless 

voices expressing concern and alarm at the course of events, it is also possible 

to hear voices suggesting that we should simply resign ourselves to the failure 

of the Geneva talks. In this situation the United Nations must spedk up. 

It is consequently particularly important and urgently necessary for the 

General Assembly to state its position resolutely, so that the negotiations 

may be continued and intensified and may lead as soon as possible to the 

results hoped for by all the States and peoples of the world. 

Proceeding from those fundamental considerations and bearing in mind the 

gravity of the danger were the Geneva negotiations to fail 9 the Romanian 

delegation proposes that the General Assembly adopt an appropriate resolution. 

According to the draft text established after consultation with other 

delegations, the resolution would contain an appeal to the Governments of 

the Soviet Union and the United States to continue for as long as necessary, on 

the basis of mutually acceptable proposals, their Geneva negotiations on 

intermediate-range nuclear missiles until they reach positive results in 
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keeping with the principle of equality and equal security and the security 

interests of all countries. The Governments of the two countries would also be · 

called upon to show moderation and to do nothing which might make the course 

of the negotiations more difficult or prevent their successful conclusion. 

Moreover~ it is of great importance that the two Powers should adopt 

the unilateral measures that they feel appropriate in order to strengthen 

mutual trust and prevent the build-up of armaments in Europe, thus facilitating 

the process of implementation of an agreement on intermediate-range nuclear 

forces. 

The Romanian delegation will shortly present such a draft resolution. 

Given the urgency and the seriousness of the problem which the draft 

resolution will deal with, we feel that it is perfectly justified that its 

consideration and adoption should take place during the first part of the 

Committee's work and at the earliest possible date. In our opinion, the 

adoption of those proposals would prove the common denominator of our 

capacity for action at this crucial time, while expressing the determination 

of Member States to enable the United Nations to prove equal to the tasks with 

which it has been entrusted in the maintenance of international peace and security. 

As we see it, it is more necessary than ever before, in the complex, difficult 

circumstances of the present international situation, to act with the highest 

sense of responsibility and to do nothing which might aggravate tension in 

Europe and throughout the world. On the other hand, it is necessary to show 

political wisdom and a desire for co-operation, and to intensify constructive 

efforts and actions, for the sake of the general cause of international peace and 

security. We feel that the appeal by the General Assembly which the Romanian 

delegation has the honour to propose on a problem of extreme importance and 

urgency - the problem of intermediate-range nuclear missiles in Europe - would 

constitute such a particularly constructive action at the present time. 
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JVIr. PAVAI\TARIT (Thailand): It c;ives me much pleasure indeed to 

e::tend to you, on behalf of myself ancl the Thai delegation, my warm 

con[£r8.tulations on your election to the post of. Chairman of this important 

Cmamittee. Hith the benefit of your lmovledge and vast experience, ve are 

certain to have effective and fruitful.discussions. The Thai delegation 

pleclces to you and to the officers of the Comruittee its full co-operation throughout 

the session. 

There can be no doubt how- crucial .the 25 a~enda items on disarmarJ.ent 

before our Co:rmnittee are. The themes of most statements made by representatives 

durin~; the general debate in the General Assembly reflected their concern on 

such important 1natters as the disproportionate spending of the uorld 1 s resources 

on Hrmaments, the extension of the armsrace into the deep sea and outer 

space, as well as the deterioration in.the international situation. 

In this connection" it may be opportune for l11Y delec;ation to submit the 

following obse~.va.t.~o,ns. , , . , .. , ... , ,. -·;,., ~ . . :: .: < .. ·". ~ • ;., .••. ·: ., •. • , • 

Despite the efforts of the ovenvhelmino; majority of the Member States 

of the United Nations tovrards the conclusion of a comprehensive nuclear-test

ban treaty, it is regrettable to note that nuclear-weapon tests \Tere still 

conducted in various parts of the world durinc; the past year. The continuation 

of these tests breeds nothing but the threat of international tension, the 

acceleration of the nuclear arms race anrl the risk of nuclear war. The 

~)resent partial test-ban Treaty, vThich 1ras sic;ned and enterec1 into force 

nearly two decades ago, has proved to be insufficient and a more effective 

anc~ thorough instrument is needed in order to restrict the behaviour of 

nuclear States. In this ·connection, my delee;ation is in favour of an early 

conclusion of a comprehensive test-ban Treaty \•Thich will, hopefully, place 

constraints on the improvement of existing nuclear ueapons. Ue are pleased 

to learn that some progress on this Jilatter >TaS achieved during the 1983 

session of the ComTuittee on Disarmament. My delegation, in this regard, would 

like to commend that Corn..:mittee and its vmrking group for their work. The draft 

treaty on a comprehensive nuclear-test ban submitted to the Committee 

by Svreden is an admirable contribution to our efforts. He hope that such 
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a step will eventually lead to the conclusion of a comprehensive treaty 

vhich is acceptable to all States 9 nuclear and non~nuclear alike. The 

Thai delegation w·ould like to call on all nuclear States to participate fully 

and constructively contribute to the realization of such a treaty. For 

vithout their participation there can be no genuine success in the endeavours 

to put an end to nuclear~#eapon tests. 

ConcerninG; the prevention of nuclear proliferation? my delegation 

believes it uould be useful to hold the Third Revie1·r Conference of the 

Pal'ties to the Treaty on the· Non~Proliferation of Nuclear Ueapons in 1935. 

This is to evaluate the implementation of the Treaty and to find ways and 

:Jeans to improve and strengthen. non~proliferation regimes with the final 

goal of achieving universal accession to the Treaty. . Vy delegation tl:erefore 

su:9ports the establishment of the preparatory committee for the Third 

Tievievr Conference at this thirty~eic;hth session· of the.General Assembly. 

The Non--Proliferation Treaty is desic;ned to ensure that the nuclear

ueapon States should actively seek agreement on arms control and disarmament 

and the non·~nuclear-iTeapon States? at the same time, should refrain from 

developing or acquiring such weapons on the u~nderstanding that 

their use of nuclear pmrer for peaceful purposes was fully assured. 

My delegation is of the view that the prevention of nuclear 

proliferation through nuclear arms control 9 the promotion of disarmament 

and the peaceful uses of nuclear energy Hould strengthen the Non~Proliferation 

Tl'eaty. \Te would therefore like to 1.1rge the nuclear ·Heapon States, 1rhich 

have special responsibilities for nuclear disarmam.ent, to exert their best 

possible efforts to achieve concrete and realistic measures for tangible 

nuclear disarmament. Nly delegation -vroulCl. also like to call upon all 

non- nuclear-1-reapon States to place their nuclear enere;y facilities and 

installations under the safeguards agreement of the International Atomic 

:Cnerc;y Agency (IAEA). In so doing 9 they 1-TOuld demonstrate their utmost 

constructive spirit of co-operation in creating an atmosphere of good will 

and mutual trust. 
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The repeated reports of the alleged uses of chemical "tveapons, particularly 

in South··East Asia) represent a challenge to the efforts of the international 

cor®unity to arrive at the conclusion of a convention on chemical weapons 

before the arms race in this field gathers further momentum. 

My delegation is pleased to note t.hat during the 1983 session of the 

Comnittee on Disarmament, the contact groups o:f the ·working Group on Chemical 

Heapons •·rere worldng very actively on several difficult problems. There 

appears to be no objection to having some provisions in the new convention 

relating to effective international verification measures. My delegation 

believes that while national verification can simplify the task, it alone 

is not sufficient and could never replace verification measures of international 

scope. Rather, a ::;ystematic international inspection, which provides measures 

of on-site inspection under international auspices uould facilitate the 

early conclusion of a chemical weapons convention. 

My delegation .would like to urge the Committee on Disarmament to 

work out, as a matter of highest priority, a convention on the complete and 

effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical vreapons and on their destruction in vrhich the validity of the 

1925 Geneva Protocol should be ratified. Ue sincerely hope that co-operation 

vill be forthcoming from all countries concerned so as to enable the contact 

croups of the Working Group on Chemical Weapons to finalize several unresolved 

issues. 

Hith regard to the investigation of the alleged uses of chemical 1reapons, 

1:1Y delegation 1•ishes to reaffirm the position of the Royal Thai Government 

in providinc; full co--operation and assistance to the United Nations and any 

other interested government in their investigation of activities uhich may 

constitute a violation of the 1925 Geneva Protocol or of the relevant rules 

of customary international law under resolution 37/98 D. Thailand has already 

done so with experts of the United Nations under resolutions 35/114 C and 

37/96 c. 
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Furthermore 9 my delec;ation supports an early convening of a special 

conference of the States Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of 

the Development 0 Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) 

and 'l'oxin Ueapons and on Their Destruction sic;ned in 1972. Ue hope that a 

procedure to deal uith issues concerning compliance uith the Convention 

can be established. 

My delegation strongly believes that the establishment of a zone of 

peace vould bring security and stability to the countries concerned 8,nd uould 

facilitate economic co"·operation uhich uould consequently contribute to the 

:prosperity of the region. Hy delegation vould therefore like to register 

our su:p:port of the early conveninc; of the Conference on the Indian Ocean. 

He hope that the diverec;ent views in the Ad Hoc Committee can be narrouecl 

so that the conference uill be convened ln a timely manner. 

Hy delegation, as -vrell as all other members of the Association of 

South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), are vrell auare of the deteriorating 

situations in various parts of the world \Jhich threaten international peace 

and security. \Te believe that the establishment of a regional zone of peace 

can contribute to arresting this precarious trend. This is 1rhy the ASEAN 

members have since 1971 been calling for the establishment of a zone of 

)!eace~ freedom and neutrality in South-East Asia. Thailand and other ASEAIT 

countries would like to reaffirm our commitment to the concept ana_ pledge 

to continue to uork for the early realization of such a zone. Such an effort9 

ue believe 9 vrill contribute to the strengthening of peace and security in 

the region. In this connection, my delegation is pleased to note that 

durin::; the plenary session of the Colimittee on Disarmament on 30 August 1983, 

a text on the zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in South,-:Cast Asia 

uas unanimously adopted. Please allow me to quote the section in the 

Cor.llili ttee v s report on the matter which reads as follo-vrs: 
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1;Steps should be talcen by the states of the region towards the 

early establishment of a zone of peace~ freedom and neutrality in 

South-East Asia,, taking into account the need for ensuring stability 

and for enhancing prospects for co-·operation and development in the 

region.~: 

To this end, my delegation would lite to invite all Members of the 

Uni tecJ. Nations to join in our efforts as n step tovrards the ultimate goal 

of c;lobal peace and security, 

The meeting rose at 12.40 -p.m. 
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AGEnDA ITEHS l~3 to 48, 50? 51, 54, 56, 5R to ()3, 139" ll~l 
143 and 11~4 (~9nUnue~) 

Hr. TSVF'J'ICO_y (Bulgaria) (interpretation from French): I ;dsh first, 

Sir. to congratulate you on your election to the responsible·post of Chairman 

of the f'irst Coim:llittt;>e for the thirty-eip-hth session of the General AsseHbly. 

I a~ convinced that your rich political experience and your aipl0matic ability 

uill contribute to the success of thf> Committee ~s 1vor1:. I con~ratulate also 

the other officers of the Cowmittee. 

During the general debate uhich has just end.ecl in the Assembly the States 

Jreil'bers of thE> United. Hations exnresseo their dE>en concern a'hout the situation 

i-Jhich has been created in the 1vorld durinr-: the past two or three Years. InCleed ~ 

r~ankint'l is roinr: tbrour:h an extremely ala.rminp; period. A nei·r and particularly 
·, 

dan.~J;erous sniral has be~?;un in the arms race. It affects all tyues of ueapons ancl 

military Bctivities on A. r::lobal scale extending even into outer sua.ce. The 

shadovr of uar looms over the world .• 

As is mentioned in the renort of the 8ecretary~General, military eXPenditures 

nre constantly increl'lsing A.nd have reachen astronomic fir:ures. ~he arsenals of 

deRdly ueapons arp r:rmring ~ even thour;h they have long been nouprful enour;h to 

annihilate all life on our planet. Approximately 50,000 nuclPar Clevices have 

alrel'!.dY been stockpilerl. 1\Te'' means of J11.ass destruction - such as lasE'r and raCI.intion 

vea.nons • - racl.iolopical, chemical, biolo{"ical ana. neutron ;,_rea pons -· arE' beinP: 

develoned it an acceleratinE:. pace. r-iven the constantly r-;rouinr tension 1-re arE' 

uitnes_sinrr at present .. a single spark would be sufficient to hurl mankind into 

a. cataclysm un:nrececl.ented. in human history. 
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This dangerous situation is not the result of some fortuitous element or 

fatal chance. It is the result of a clearly determined policy of aggressive 

imperialist factions of the United States and of NATO which are continuing 

to step up the arms race and stubbornly aspiring to strategic superiority on 

a world-wide scale, so as to be able to impose their domination upon other 

peoples and countries. The increasingly adventurist concepts and doctrines 

elaborated by these factions demonstrate that in order to achieve their 

purpose they are openly admitting the possibility of conducting a nuclear 

war. The character of the military and political situation in the world, 

the existence of unimaginable means of destruction, the fatal turn that 

could be taken at any given moment by developments in international affairs - these 

are what make the preservation of peace a vital necessity for all peoples and 

countries. In the struggle for the survival of mankind it is impossible to be 

neutral. This struggle is a duty for every Government, for each State and for 

every people. 

At this critical moment the socialist countries, aware of their responsibility, 

are demonstrating by their action their approach of principle to the key problems 

of the difficult times in which we are living. In recent months they have adopted 

documents concerning important initiatives designed to improve the political 

climate and halt the arms race. 

The Prague and Moscow declarations, respectively of January and of June 1983, 

have again forcefully drawn the attention of the world public to the danger of 

nuclear catastrophe and have brought about wide discussion on ways of preventing 

such a catastrophe. 

The profound and sincere concern of the socialist countries about. t.he fate 

of peace found new expression during the meeting of the Ministers of Foreign 

Affairs of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty which was held in Sofia on 

13 and 14 October. At this meeting a profound analysis was conducted of the 

present situation throughout the world as well as of the nature and the sourrzes 

of the military danger. 
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The need to prevent sudden aggravation of the situation of nuclear confrontation 

in Europe and to look for ways to eliminate the ever-increasing threat of a 

world-wide nuclear conflict were the focal point of the attention of those 

participating in the meeting. Thus, in the communique published following the 

Sofia meeting, it is stated that 
11the participants in the meeting expressed their Governments' alarm 

and concern in connection with the fact that the situation has become 

even more tense and dangerous. 
11Further steps are being taken to whip up the arms race, ste:ps 

which are increasing the threat of nuclear catastro:phe. As was :pointed 

out in the joint statement issued in Moscow, the United States and some 

of its allies do not themselves conceal that their actions :pursue the 

aim of gaining military su:periority. 
11The im:perialist :policy of resorting to force and diktat, 

consolidating and redistributing s:pheres of influence, and making 

direct use of military :power against States and :peoples is being 

toughened even further. Old military conflicts are being rekindled 

and nelv seats of tension are being cultivated. Actions are being 

carried out to further heighten :political confrontation and attempts 

at external interference in the internal affairs of States are being 

stepped up. The position of the military-industrial com:plex of the 

most reactionary militarist forces are being strengthened, and a 

military psychosis is being fomented. 
11Statements are made whose aim is to call into question the 

territorial and political results of the Second lforld \far and post-war 

developments. More obstacles are erected to the attainment of 

agreements on pressing international issues and to the development of 

equitable economic relations free of any discriminatory restrictions. 

The gap in the economic development of States is being widened and 

the economic position of developing States is being worsened. 11 
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In thus describing the international situation, the participants in the 

meeting emphasize that if a new escalation of the arms race in Europe is not 

prevented it will inexorably lead to a sudden exacerbation of the situation 

in the European continent and throughout the world. They stress the 

exceptional danger flowing from the intention to proceed in the near future 

to the deployment in certain \rJestern European countries members of NATO of 

American intermediate-range nuclear missiles, the practical preparations for 

which are already under way. 

In order to reverse this dangerous trend of events, the States parties 

to the Warsaw Treaty have come out firmly in favour of the conclusion as 

soon as possible of a mutually acceptable agreement in the negotiations on 

this question, which have already entered a decisive phase. In this 

connection, the Sofia communique states the following: 

"Confirming their position on the substance of the matter, which 

was set forth in the joint statement adopted at the Moscow meeting 

on 28 June 1983, they believe that such an agreement should provide 

for the renunciation of the deployment of new medium~range nuclear 

missiles in Europe and for a corresponding reduction of the existing 

medium-range nuclear systems, with the reduced missiles to be scrapped, 

as has been proposed by the Soviet Union. The agreement on medium~range 

nuclear systems in Europe should be based on the principle of equality 

and equal security and should make for the stability of the strategic 

military situation and the balance of forces. This balance should 

rest, not on the build-up of nuclear arms, but on their reduction to 

ever lower levels. 11 

In the meeting document we can clearly see the constructive position of 

the States parties to the \Varsmv Treaty, ivhich are proposing that the maximum 

use should be made of every opportunity to reach a mu~ually acceptable agreement. 

In the same communique it is emphasized in this connection that 
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11The participants in the meeting expressed the .conviction that 

there is still a 'possibility of achieving agreement in the Geneva 

talks that meets the 'interests of the peoples. In this connection 

-they pointed 'out that if agreement is not reached in the talks by 

the year's end, it is essential that the talks should be continued 

with a. view to reaching it, on condition of the renunciation by the 
.- . . 

Unit~d States and its NATO allies of their schedule for the deployment 

of new· medium-range nuclear missiles. Attention was called to the 

fact that the Soviet Union's readiness in these conditions to continue 

to maintain its unilateral freeze on the medium-range missile systems 

deployed in the European part of its territory and carry out the 

unilateral reduction of such systems, which was started at the same 

time as the introduction of the freeze, is an important contribution 

to creating the prerequisites for the successful completion of the 

talks. 11 

Taldng into consideration the exceptional importance of the elimination 

of the danger of a nuclear confrontation in the European continent, the 

States parti'es to the Harsaw Treaty appeal urgently to the member States of 

NATO to concentrate all their efforts in order to exclude the possibility of 

the deployment of new medium-range missiles in Europe and to reduce the 

number of medium-range nuclear systems already in that continent. They also 

urge the other European States to do all they can to help prevent this danger 

and to contribute actively to the success of the Geneva negotiations on the 

limitation of nuclear weapons in Europe. 

In the communique the socialist countries remind their ~vestern partners 

that the interests of peace and security in Europe demand, above all, the 

maintenance of the existing balance. They say: 
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"The Ministers confirmed once again that their States have never 

striven and are not striving for military superiority for themselves, 

and recalled the statement of 28 June 1983 by the States participating 

in the Moscow meeting that they will never permit military superiority 

qver themselves. The Governments of NATO countries would be making 

a serious mistake if they underestimated the significance of that 

statement of the socialist countries and refused to give a positive 

answer to their call to promote the strengthening of peace and security . 

on the basis of a balance of forces and at ever lower levels of 

armaments • :; 
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If one studies carefullY the uhole range of initiatives of the socialist 

countries contained in the document I have just mentioned it lS clear that 

together uith considerations regarding medium--range vreapons that document contains 

a broad range of timely measures designer'!. to halt the arJ1'1s race that is 

threa.teninr; to escape hmnan control. The People v s Renublic of Bulr;aria considers 

that all those Tueasures are urgently and imperatively necessary. 

In this connection ue should mention, _inter alia.. the extremely relPvant 

proposal that the nuclear Pmrers should cornmi t themselves o if they bave not 

already done so, not to be the first to use nuclear 1-reapons · the icl_ea of a 

freeze, both o_uc.mtitative and qualitative c on nuclear iTeapons by all nuclear~ 

ueanon States and, in the first instance, the United States and the USS~· 

the proposal for a general and complete nrohibition of all test explosions of 

nuclear ~TeClJ!Ons · the initiative designed to prevent the militarization of outer 

sna.ce and the use of ;force in outer space and from outer space ac:ainst the 

earth and the initiative aimed at eliminating chemical \ieapons in F,urope as a 

first step touards their complete prohibition and ereclication. 

The Soviet Union has submitted to the present session of the United nations 

General Assembly three ne1r initiatives 9 uith vrhich the Committee is alreacly 

farn_iliar. In the vievr of the Bulc:arian delee;at ion, those proposals are fully 

in l;:eening uith the urgent need to stren,q;then peace and security nou and they 

oeserve attentive examination and support from the world Orn:anization. 

The conununique of the Sofia :r.1.eeting includes an appeal to the States mePlhers 

of the tvo principal :military. -political @TOups to reach an agreement on the 

freezing and reduction of rvdlitary expenditures. Partidnants in tl:le Sofia meeting 

once again Droposed the conclusion of a. treaty open to Hll the countries of the 

uorld on the mutual nonuse of military force and on the maintenance of peaceful 

relations bebreen the Uarsmr Treaty and North J\tlantic Treaty Organization {NJ\TO) 

members. 
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Hy rielegation has alread:'t had occasion to express its vieus on the capital 

imnortance of that :nronosal. Nevertheless, I should likP to emphasize once 

again that the conclusion of such a treaty" to~ether 1-rith the mutual renunciation 

of t'he first use of nuclear vTef'l.pons, uould have particularl~r beTleficial effects 

on overall stability in Europe and uould establish a solid basis for nrogress in 

the fielC! of clisarmament. Phat is more~ it uould be a startin.c: "point for 

overcoming the division of the continent into tlTO o"!)nosing military grouns. 

By their very nature such initiatives respond to the interests of the uhole 

of the international community. Unfortunately, there has still been no adequate 

response from those to vrhom tl:1ey are addressed. 

The People's Republic of Eulg?.ria" faithful to its socialist forpign nolicy 

of peace. fully ap:'}reciates the iclea of creatinf'; zones of :oeace an0 nuclear· ·free 

zones in various regions of Europe and of the world in generl'll iThere this woulct 

be in the interest of strene:theninp; international securit:v. Locate(l in the 

Balkan Peninsula uhich from the geographic point of vielr is at the crossroads 

of three continents, ue are vitallY interested in transforminr: our region into 

a nuclear~ free zone. Furthermore, ue are very conscious of the imnortcmce of 

establishing a situation of neace an(! lasting co-.opera.tion throughout the 

~!edi terranean as a trhole. 

I should like to reaffin1 the importance Bultsaria attaches to the stren{!thenirw 

of the regime of non-.. proliferation of nuclear uea'l)ons, as irell as its interest in 

the conclusion, at the earliest nossible date, or a convention on the stren!Ithenin.o; 

of security rmarantP.es for non~·nuclear~·vreapon States. 

In vietr of the destabilizinp: effect of the use of military vessels in 

various parts of tbe i·Torld .. , particularly in the 'l)ursuit of the lrell··lmmm r:unboa.t 

<.liplomacy ... it is extremely importa.nt to limit thP. activities of military vessels. 

to reduce naval armaments and to extend confiilence~builo.inr; measures to t11e 

seas and oceans. This -uould contribute to reil.ucinr; the risk of the outbrPal~ of 

a nuclear uar, in 1-rhich, as everyone lmmrs, fleets uoulC. play a particularly 

important role. 
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There is an objective basis for achieving ap;reement on many of the 

problems to 1rhich I have just referred" esl)ecially since in the ma<iority of 

institutions machinery and multilater2.l and bilateral forums have e.lread:v been 

created for ne~otiations on these Questions. 

~-w country,. like the other socialist countries" has aluays been in favour 

of uirle -ranginc; 9 fruitful consultation uith all countries ilith regaril to disarma.Il1ent. 

It has alua.ys uelcomec1. and shmm keen interest in .any idea, uha.tever its source 9 

desir:ned to contribute to ]!regress in this vital area. 

It is imperative thR.t those 1-rho bear responsibility for the oestiny of 

peoples in our nuclear age heed their voices and tal~e into account their 

aspirations. .1\.t the 8eventh Conference of Heads of State or Government of 

Fon- l\lir:nec1 Countries., held in JTe1·T Delhi 9 it vas clearlv stated that the T)olicy 

of confront?.tion and the arms race is contrary to thE' national interE>sts of 

the peol)les. The arn'S race is encounterinr:: opposition from the hippest l')eace 

movewent since the Secono. i!orlcl Far. Politicians~ men of the arts and culture , 

mE>mhers of the cler{"'J, representatives of every level of sociE>t:V, millions of 

hUP.J.an heinr:;s: are risin!>: un ac;ainst the nuclear thrPat. It uould be a fatal 

illusion to thin!.: that nankincl. could live for ever on top of nuclear poufl.er-·kers. 

In conclusion :• I should lil~e once ar;ain to assure you" l-Tr. Cbnirman 9 and 

the representatives prE>sent 9 that, rw country Trill continue to uork, uithin the 

li111its of its possibilities, both 1Tithin the Unite(! nations ancl. in other 

international forums.. for the fulfilment of the ,.,ost important task mankind 

I1as ever faceo . that of removing the threat of self- destruction and eliminating: 

the danger of nuclear 'tra.r. 
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In the interest of progress, I for one promise 

not to repeat our own previously stated positions, contenting myself with a 

brief but definite reaffirmation. I shall also strive to search for consensus 

on each of the issues before us. It seems evident to me that this is our 

wisest course, and I am convinced that you, Mr. Chairman, 1-rill do your best 

to inspire us all to achieve positive results. Your realistic op~ning address 

was a clarion call commanding respect. No man can <10 more and, therefore, I 

congratulate you and the other officers of the Committee on your election. 

Permit me first a general observation expressive of the concern vre all 

must surely feel. Today I am reminded of the sobering i-..f'•; ism expressed with 

cha.rmine; simplicity by Alfred, Lord Tennyson, in his poem nThe Brook-n: 11For men 

may come and men may go, But I go on forever. 11 If we apply that to our 

disarmament debate, vTe uneasily feel the analogy, that "SE6Sions .r.ay ccne 

end sessions may go, but the arms race goes on forever 11
• 

There is a significant difference, of course. The brook, a. thing of beauty, 

rightly goes on, and therefore rema,ins a joy for ever. But the arms race, 

especially it.s nuclear dimension, has become monstrously repugnant. It is 

an insult to man 1 s intelligence, and, if it goes on, will cease only after it 

has destroyed the 'mrld, thus depriving itself of the sinews that hfive sustained 

it so far. 

Apart from this reminder, and as promised, I shall refrain from repeating 

the familiar refrain of our .. previously stated positions on specific disarmament 

items, but will inst.ead today raise two diff<"rent aspects of the disarmament 

debate ~Thich, it seems to me, have not yet received the concentrated attention 

that t.hc:y deserve, despite their fundamentAl importa.nce. Both aspects derive 

fron th•~ same singlE': incident. 

The recent tragic shooting down of a civilian airliner, .which has caused 

such a severe setback in international relations, neverthelE-ss provides an 

opportunity for us to analyse objectively and - t.o the extent possible -

dispassionately two important factors essential for informed public debate on 

current. developments in this present dangerous phase of the nuclear arms race. 
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The first point that cleo.1·1y enerGes is the susceptibility of 

conmunications systems to error, even ullen there is no um1ue stress. 7rro:cs 

can, of course, be caused by several factors~ either sinc;ly or in conbination: 

each of "'Thich could lead to unintended traceoy ancl.; in t:uc nnclear ::J.ce to 

unprecedented catastrophe. 

The :?resident of the United Sto.tes uos mnon::; the first to recoc;nize this 

uhen he re·.mrl:ecl.: 

·An act of this l:inc1 reveals hov easil7 there cou~d be ~1.~1 8cci'ten<.n.l 

start to conflict. 

Eo doubt the same sentic1ents 1110.y lw.ve been e;~::_n·esse0. or )_)oncl.erecl over 1J'l il~1.ny 

different national le:'ters 0 It shoulcl. certainly encourace us to 2rob0 thi:> 

im:_Jortant aspect in cre8.ter de:.7ch, 

Defore enterinc into specific details I r,mst in all canc1our observe. in 

the first place. the.t on the basis of the lau of ·~~·o~xl·J5.lity this cl.ancer };mst 

hJ.Ve been as evident a decacl.e u.:.;o as it h::.s been <le::·1onst1·atecl. to be :cenl today. 

':et over the sa1~1e tlecacle ren.lizo.tion of this rlo.nc;er did not prevent the 

ruther dej_)lo:r.ctent and s1:w.ssinc; of nuclem· ueaponry uhose ctt mlo.tive destrnctive 

}?OiTe:r can be ~ \c:a::::u~·c,'l. only b;:,r the nunbe:c of tL1es it could clestroy all life 

on this planet. 'J.'his build u:p l)y both r::ic1es too:: 11l:::tce even thou.::;ll then as 

. no·,r u sufficient :?lateau of nuclear deterrent 11ouer hD.cl. alrea.c-:.;;- been reached. 

J.n relative parity 0 b~r the t11o nnjor nilita17 ;'.lli::.nces. 

ITor .. un~fortunatcly J in tl1e secOll<); l11D.ce can I f8.il to obsei~ve tl1c~.t u.s 

usn3.l" even iThile ue debate here, Uiis :;:eRlization has not p:reventeC:. ne1:r 

P-uthorizations of IYi.llions of c1oll<'.rs ":'or enh<'.ncecl. nucle:1.r 'iren.Jlon cl.eplo:>:qe!.1t o 

~:'llr~refore ue ore not only on tho verc;e of re:)eat:i.nc; the r;sne nistn.: :es but: 

uorse _ these neu c10ploy;·1ents are havinc incfl.lculable lone· ·ter: 1 onc1 shm:t· -te:rn 

rel;e:rcussions even on the l)asic prenises on vhich the theory o~ c1etex-rence i:::; · 

founded, to the c:~tent that the very future of arr.w control ne.r:otiat:tons is 

in j eo:p8-rc~y 

Almost as if uha.t i:::: nolr lleployecl is not alreac1y l:noim to oe overn.bunJ.ant; 

these ncu iTeupons s~·ste:;..w even envisoce t~K· t~:,c o:::.' o\rc::~: c· .;~c:: :,:-o:;.· ;Jili·c:J.~·:· 

pu:i:poses and., ac1ditione>.lly, provide :fm: o. vast increase in che,dco.l uea~)ons 

procurement. 
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Let me recall he:;_·e that J i.ilO.ca"bre as are the total nUi-·lber of <1ent:.1s 

and the ratio of civilic-,_n to 1t1ilitary deaths in the case of nuclear uea})Ons) 

they are even hicher in the case of cllenical iTen.}?ons. Instead of incre:J.sing 

national security these nev uen.pons <:incl syste:'1S <J.j:·e furthe.::· e::acerbatin-:; 

clobal insecurity. 

Once ac;ain it uas the PresiC.ent of t;1e Unitecl Sto.tes in his auc.cress to 

the General Asse;.ably last mon~ch, ~rho ric;lrtl~r rei·,lindecl. us that ::people d.o not 

Llake uars Governnents cl.o" (ii/3Ql'~Y-·5_. p_._ 5). But people all over the uorld 

c.re nmr comin::; bacl~. into ~c~1e pictm·e. I: debote on the nuclen.:c arms race has 

;.1ot hitherto featured 83 :.J :1ajo:,· icsue o: Iiational concern in all coun·t·d.es 

tocla:r it has become an issue of overric1inc; i c})Ortu.nce It is therefore all 

the r.J.ore essential ·chat the encouraGinG culTP11t ~;ublic outcry at the foll:r 

and cl.an:;er of the nucle8r 1::m:,1s :;.·~1-Ce shoul<.1 '!1en2 <Cit fr<H a :fv.ll disclosure 

of the present G.n.n:;ers so vivic.U~r brou_:-;ht to our attention by the late:3t 

inci0_ent. Hho.t is even l'lOre L1poTtant of course is that the lesson shoulcl. 

!)e heeuecl by all CovenHents _ 

The people o::' all n. :.tions are no~' vorr:":Ln : over ulmt thPir le[>.cl.ers o.~·e 

doinc;. Certainly. no person nnyuhere in t~12 uo:;..~lc'. c::.!1 1)e inC.if·;:'eren-t to Fll~l.t, 

is happeninG tocl.ay. ':.:'l1e nm:e the cl.elJate is o::_)enecl u::> t:,e nore the :::evulsion 

spreads the c;reater t~1e cw;mlative resistance ·co the s::!L'nllinr; e;c;_)enc.l.iture 

rectlessly anc1 d.an:.;erouslJ c1evotec1 to Ha:::;nive c1est~:-uction to tlle dct:;.'lil_ent 

of the satisfaction of :_1 ::er;sin.~. social neeL:.s _ T~ds revulsion and conse<;uent 

protest l~noir no national bounclaries. ':!.'he yresent situation has neve:c- been 

iiorse it culls fo~c e..1er;_;ency action. 

It has cle::-.j:l:• beco"ne tir.1ely to e:c;J.':line. a.lbeit briefl)", at le1:•st 

lec>.ders to exercise control over their ntlcleaJ.~ forces throuch the ::r,_)pToprin.te 

11ilitary coEn"YJ.anc1 ancl. control chn.nnels -· :-1.s ue £l.re tolcl. the;r ~1.11 C.o. ~<'urther 

ue coulCl. consic1er their ability to ao.Le uell· ·inforrtle'l J?ruc1ent jucl.c;enents 

based on available information not in nor,;ml circw-,J.sto.nces but und.eT 

conclitions of crent stress o.ncl vithin severe time com:;tro.ints. '?llis aspect 

hr>.s certainly not receive(1 the consideration that it ne:J:its. 
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In this examination and to put matters in simple perspective, it is a 

sobering reflection that in the last quarter-·century the vrarning time from launch. 

to target has declined from approximately 10 hours in the case of an aerial 

bomber to 30 minutes for an intercontinental ballistic rnssile, and down further 

to 15 minutes for a submarine-launched ballistic missile. Hith the Pershing 2 

missile, and under the dangerous doctrine of 11launch on i·Tarning11 ~ it lTill drop 

to around seven or eight minutes. 

Hou much further can vre go? The shorter the interval, the greater 

the chance of genuine error, let alone of deliberate misinfonnation. And 

yet it seems to me that, unfortunately, none of the spate of current proposals ·· 

submitted, of course, with extraordinary fanfare in attempts to assuage an 

alarmed public opinion - seems to address this J?Qtentially fatal lleakness. 

Let us then consider some of the principal elements involved. It is lmoun 

that maintaining co:mmanCI. and control over extremely sophisticated i·reapons has 

always presented a problem to the military alliances, because very quick and 

decisive military responsiveness is needed as a fundamental prerequisite foe 

such a system. 
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On the basis of the evidence available and from actual experience 9 we 

can speculate on what might have been the outcome if a command and control 

system had encountered an off--course military missile rather than a civilian 

airliner. And then the crucial question arises: would there have been time 

for the political leadership to assume responsibility for control of 

any considered retaliatory military action, under the· extreme pressure of 

the speed differential bet1·reen +.he fort.hcoming generation of missiles and 

the conventional civilian passenger aircraft? 

Unfortunately 2 once the system did not 1vork in the case of the civilian 

aircraft 2 it is - to put it mildly "'' difficult to· have absolute confidence 

that it 'rill work in the case of a nuclear dilemma. 

It is true, o~ course, that we can only speculate and that none of us has 

a certain ans1-rer, although perhaps some are better informed. than others in 

considering this question. It is perhaps little consolation to observe that 

none of us in any case knows how we ourselves 1-rould react if a situation 1·rere 

to get out of hand. 

But most certainly it is a chilling aspect of the present stage of the 

nuclear-arms race to consider how potential human error or human error based 

on a machine malfunction could accidentally leacl to nuclear vrar. 

It need hardly be stressed that preventing a nuclear exchange or controlling 

one that has unfortunately started is amonb the most difficult and complex operations 

that a Government can undertake, and yet at the same time it is an operation which, 

by the very notion of deterrence, cannot be tried out in practice and is one 

in which the possibilities for rapid improvisation are minimal, and yet it 

is an operation in which the slightest breach of discipline, departure, 

from set procedure or human error would be disastrous for all mankind. 

He all lmou one important lesson derived from past conflicts and crises: 

command and control systems never perform in practice the way they are designed 

to do according to military specialists, and even less according to manufacturersv 

manuals. It is also lmmm that communications systems and procedures often fail, 

frequently at the most crucial moment, simply because of human error or fatigue 

This aspect is complex and highly technical, so perhaps the Committee will 

permit me to give some practical examples, though by no means a complete list. 
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It uill be appreciated that reliable information is highly sensitive and 

therefore difficult to come by but~ even in those countries where such information 

is allm-Ted to come under public scrutiny, it becomes available only after a 

lapse of some years~ and this l·rill explain why available information is 

somelfhat dated. 

There are indications~ for instance~ that betueen October 1967 and 

April 1969 one super···Pm·rer lost tl·ro ships. and an aircraft loaded with the 

most sophisticated communications equipment~ during incidents in Hhich general 

problems of communications as a mechanical operation and of command and control 

as a human operation l·rere readily apparent. 

On 8 Jtl!le 1967 a communications post and signal intelligence ship~ on 

a delicate assignment in the midst of hostilities, was attacked and sunk by 

aircraft of a country friendly to the super-Power owning the intelligence vessel. 

~1ree urgent r:tessages from headquarters instructing the ship to abandon 

station apparently lrere never received, despite the fact that they 1-1ere of the 

highest priority and employed the most sophisticated equipment available at 

that time. That incident, once again, took place in a conventional situation, 

16 years ago • 

It goes l-Tithout saying that the possibilities of human error are greatly 

compounded in today 1s nuclear environment as compexed to the more conventional 

situations of the past. 

Missile launch control officers must have the discretion to determine 

l·Thether a launch command is genuine. Furthermore, a simple human mistake of 

entering an erroneous digit into a launch control computer - quite possible 

under the extrew.e duress and the tense psychological conditions endemic to a 

potential nuclear exchange - could. escalate a catastrophe to even broa.der 

dimensions. It could, for instance, spell the difference between retaliation 

against an intended target - perhaps an intercontinental ballistic missile silo 

or a remote oil refinery ·· and one directed against the wrong target, such as 

a heavily populated civilian centre. 

In this connection it is pertinent to observe that the most likely explanation 

of the cause of the unfortunate change in direction of the civilian airliner 

l·ras in fact a wrong entry punched into its navigational guide 1·rhich in~built 
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computerized systems failed to check and rectify in time. In this particular 

instance~ moreover, there appeared to be no major stress either of time, events 

or 1-reather conditions·, and yet the unpredictable happened lrith calamitous 

results to innocent civilians. 

Today' s policy·~mal~er has to depend upcn a vast array of machines to supply 

him lrith necessary information. The more machines ancl the more electronic links 

betvreen the policy-·maker and the firing mechanism on the nuclear ueapon, the 

greater the likelihood that something, somewhere alonr; the process~ could rso 
'1rong. 

As an indication of the complexity of the command and control systems 9 it 

mieht be sufficient to mention that the fundarr1ental core of one such system 

consists of approximately 35 computers at 26 command posts, necessitating 

43 separate communications systems. This in turn governs some 600 facilities 

consisting of more than 30 million miles of electrical wiring and connects five 

aerial satellites to more than 100 satellite grounc1· ·receiving terminals. 

In a simulated exercise on this system 9 lrhich attempted 124 times to obtain 

or to send information through the computer network, 54 failures occurred as a 

result of abnormal shutdovms of the computers ·· an almost 48 per cent failure 

rate. Another system tried 295 times lrith 122 failures, lThile a third had only 

19 successes out of 63 attempts. In yet another test, a major system could 

receive and send information only 43 times in 290 attempts. OVerall, the 

computers teste a. uorked only 38 per cent of the time. It is on this uncertain 

accuracy factor that the so-called stability of modern nuclear calculations are 

based. 

One more technical example might suffice. Each missile launch control 

capsule has what is referred to as a user terminal element. Demands on one 

system in 1976 included more than 171,000 electronic displays, both printed 

and uall screen, per month, or about 5J700 daily. Computer-to--co!llputer traffic 

averaged more than 1.87 million messages per r.1onth, more than 62,000 daily. 

That translates into more than 2, 500 per hour. Highly trained personnel 1·rere 

involved in the input or output of 850,000 messages per month, or 28,000 daily~ 

nearly l~Goo per hour. 
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It is not difficult to imaGine a malfunction occurring in this computerized 

comraunication system or that bewildered operators miGht become bemused llith so 

many messages being transmitted that they fail to act when they should or 

act on erroneous data w·hen they should not. 

lioreover~ there is nmv additional concern thc~.t computer systems, previously 

held.to be virtually impregnable, are susceptible to ta~pering and espionage. 

Even the closely guarded secrets of S1-riss bank accounts have apparently been 

breached. A recent study has surprised experts by revealing that computer 

scientists who tried to break into sensitive computers succeeded on every 

single occasion. The Nerr York Times of 14 October reported that even 

teenagers managed to gain unauthorized intrusion into sensitive systems. 

These systems are of course supplemented by others, but they too are not 

immune to human or mechanical error. The 1·rhole world has recently seen evidence 

of the fragility of an advanced conventional system under peacetime conditions. 

Ue simply have no certainty of how even more complex systems 110uld 1rork in a 

conflict situation under very short notice, possible bad 1·Teather, deliberate 

electronic jamming, changes in the earth 1 s magnetic fielo_ and other povrerful 

complicating factors. 
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Th only conclusion '"''' can r(- ach is thai; -rh. r<- is no C"'·ri:a:i.n1·y in 

unc~r~:airriy. And y ... ··i: unc--r•~aini:y s~·, ms -~~o br-· om, uniat.·nd.::e.. cha.ra.c·!:··ris·i:ic of 

cormnuni.c<rdons, on which a tc· nuous world J:ka.cr· a.t present rests. As 

Shakespeare" s Prosp.~ro mie;hi: ha.v<o 'XclAim,:..d_ in a raod,~rn-da.y VPrsion of The 

T·-·mp: s·i: 11
: :'TJ.1.· s. ar:-o such stuff as nighl:illar'"" s arc- mad" on.;; 

In all fairn 'ss it should b' e.d.dcd i:hat in ord,:r partly i:o r.:>medy ·i:hr.:s, 

short:comings much ''XP• ndhur. and much -,·bought hav bf4~n Gl.V'·n :r<' c.::-ni·ly to 

improv. d ond com·inuous co1mnunica·i ions links b~--;:u· .. "'·n ·i:h-.. f~uo sup,- r·-Pm-r.~ rs. 

Th -sc clearly are necessary to make possible clarificl'l.tion of confusio~ events 

ana. 't-Tould :provid ... a channo-1 for r. gulai·ing supr-:r-Pmv~r bfhaviour in :r.r--gi.onal 

cris-s anc1. for copi·:r.olling an ·.- scalai:ion of tPnsions and preventinP; their 

--volving :i.nt.o o nucL:ar . xchang:~-. Thf-' hot lin.· bd:'tr 'D Noscm-r and Ha.shingl:on 

plays on im.por.-an·i l.'Ol· in· these respects. Btrl: FW·n t.h: hot lin- ii:s,-lf has 

br-,-n subj.-c·l: 1·o in~:e-l.'rup·H.oa. 

Tl:K cabl·· and radio linl-.s ;·.hat cons·Lii:ut· d -i:h"" ho-I~ lin, from 1963 to 1978 

lT<:'X''" quit,, vulnerable i·.o accid" n•~al ini:F rruption as vi<' 11 as to possiblr- sa.botae;.

or di.r•- ci: a~·-i:FJck. Fo:r. :i.nsi:anc'- ~ six St-pa.rai:·, a.ccid. n~~al ini·,, :rruptions i·Tl· r~ .. 

publicly rr-por.i' .. -d owr ·d1:-- p.:.riod 1964 ·i:o 1965. 

Sine(· 1978 thl: hoi· line has been improved by r(·placing th(· cabl' ancl 

radio ·i:,o·l:-pr5.ni;.' r links u:i;i·.h a sat•o llH,~ connnunicafions sysi··-ra comprising i;wo 

. :i.ndc·p,·nd, nt and parall€'1 circuii:s and four ground s·i:a:dons. The:. sa.tr-llitr" link 

is probably more s•· cur< and r'' lia.bl:- i:ha.n t.h(" cablr:- from ·t:h~.: point- of vir-.vr of 

accid.' ntn.l :i.ni;, rruption" bul: i·i· is also vuln:~rabl·'"' ·i:o electronic jamming 

disrupi:ion and ·i~o an·d--satc·llii;,.· weapons pla.i:forms such as kill-.-·.r sa-!:e-lli·i:0s or 

m5.niatur'' homing v,-hicl,os ~ ·;:h.-- la:.:tc~r b""ing im.possibl" ·i:o si:op b"--caus. of thr- ir 

sp:-· cd a.n<l small sizr~. In any • v~n·l: ~ ant:i .. sa:i:c,lli·b_, technoloe;y will soon :oro~ress 

-t·o 1'h.~ point i-Th<- r·o sat-:-llit.-s ar:"" as vuln<'rablc as th{· cable nnd ground linl\:s 

of i~l1-: command ano. con1:rol sys·i:, ms VT<"r•-. Thus ,.,_ffr>ci:iv:: counter-m(~asurt'"S -;;o 

ira;prov m n;:s in coHmlJmd and coni:rol systr-ms havco only furth· r incr,,.asr- d 'l:h· 

possibilit.y ·;:ht=~.t such sys·;·c":ms can be either jmnmcd or dr-stroycd, acld:i.ng YPi". 

:mother eldiV'n·l· of instability. 

1\nd of coursE , one-' agnin, lTt_- cannot bui; concludr thai: in -::hr T(;- Ct·nt 

airlin:- incidr: ni: _ in conventional circumstances, the system ::-.pperently 

~.,as not us,, d - and if it uas it did not prevent a tragic inciclent. 
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If \'T,- can ?::·. 1,. as·i~ dc-r:i.v? sor,t:--o 1--·sson from i;his i::ra~r' cl.y ~ i:h•- n -i:h<- loss of 

lif,. may hav. s. rv1 cl. a. high~r pur:posr- • C: rl:ainly ·i:h:- u:i.d.--r and d..· p:-r s;~m1y of 

crisis pro--v<.ndon and manP.Gc-mrn·•~ ·- of war pr, ... vr-n·i:ion and uar • nd.inr: ·· :\.s 

d:-s·crving of conc-'ni:ra·i~'" d. ancl pr:i.or:i·i:y attention, !'!.ttAnti.on :much <leeper 

than it has currently received. 

This is th(· fi.rsi: lt·sson -r·o ,.m.~rg:-, -;:o b' discussrd and to b-< pursu· d. 

'Ih s·· cond l'"sson, in "'SS< ncr· compri.s. s ·1-h<- oth. :r s:i.d;- of ·i·hc sam" coin. 

'I'll- dtmons·,:ra·i>cl capa.bil:i.i;y of on: sup r-·POU•"r ·. o rrtonil:or uh:h r- asonabl· 

accuracy ··:h-: , n·d:r,· sc g_u::nc of ground-•ro-·air conununicai:ions in a s<nsi·dw ar:'a 

\-Tii:hin ·i·.h·· ai:rspac:~ of ·..-}v o~:h.r SUIV'l'··PO\Tc·r }?rovidfS furl:h"r proof, :i.f any 

1-T- r~ n·- c:-·d o.; "~"ha·i· -~a.ch sid;;' dO\· S pOSSf·SS :ini· ~ lli~r- nc, ca.pabil:i.·d_, · S ablr- to 

moni·,·or s:-nsi·dv·- e.cdons of ·i:hc. o·i:ho:r. Th· (·l'lphasis on vr-rif:i.cation possibili·r:i.c-s 

for complianc:· -\-rii:h arms--15.mi·,:a·i:ion aer:-. !tl··lTi:s ·- on of ··-h lonc;--stano.ine: 

pri!t!.ary obs·i·acl; s i:o oJ:'J<ts coni:rol and r· v .. -n;·ual disarmam-· n·i~ ~ h11s b· · n prov d yo 

b:o· 1<- ss of an obs·i~~cle ·,:han is publicl,y claim d. 

Afi:;•r all~ 5.': S':'F!llS r.- asonabl·- ·i:o assw;t thai· if ·;he sup, r---Pmr rs have the 

·;r chnical m•-ans to eavesdro··? electronically on , -ach orh, r ~and such sophis dca·don 

FIS i:o allmr for the recoro.:i.n~; of sensitive air- i·raffic cor.)munica~ ions an<:1 of ·th· 

:rnilha!'"IJ proc·oclur follOii,"d~ tlr-n. ·i·h·· verificai:ion of s·i:a;i:ionfl!'"IJ missil 

d ploym, u-r- in also ·he chnologically f'd:tsi.blr~ ax !:h- pr.~ s.•ni: ·dr;1 ~~nd should 

cons·l:ii:ut·· lt ss of' an obs·i:acl-, ·ro any ' q_ui-!·abl·O>, ,. ff,oct::i.v, and w 11 ifia.bl 

arms--con·h:ol agrF ;om, n~: • 

Ev n if a C( r\~a.in ,c.l,-m·ni. of d.sk is involwd in ·i:his a.sp,-c!·, Ci·rt·ainly :i.1-

:i.s a much lm·rr.c-r percentage i-.han i:h<- pr.ov,-n failur• r.a-1-."'" of comm<'lncl. ano. coni·.rol 

sys·t;(~ms. If, as i·;: S·· . ms , '"". cHnnoi· as y(- ·i: e sce.p1· from i·h.- wm:ld of nucl.~ ar 

d: ·;: rr,-nc' :- sur:oly 'iT· can a~: 1 ::lSt inv,·si: in Rnd even r:2mble more on reducing its 

dangers, rather than incur the hi--;her risks involved in a blind and 

unyir-lding continua+ion of ·i:h,-'- pr. sr-n-:· ;orror--pron·- course-. If lT.-: clo not chang.-

dirc- c·<:ion, i:h; r.- lTill no;- b, a black box ·i· o 1:.-11 i·hco- 1-rorld hOlT i·i· dri fi:i d w 

disas·,;,.r. Tl.kr·'": will only b,- U1· radioacd.vt- ash•-s and dusi: which vill hav.

bur:i.(' d. lif··? on ··his -~ar,:h in the stillnr:>ss of death. 

I hop tha·i: a1: i·his st.ssion and und(o r your euidanc,- , i:Ir. Chr-drl1"an, 1·Te can take 

a sma.ll step back from the ab~rss y:-nming at our feet. r.7bat I have said uill be 

suffici,·n1~ i~o ''xplain ·uhy my .coun'i~ry ~amongs·i~ o-1-.hr"-rs ,at.tachr:s so much impo:r.tanc;c 

and urr:es that priori-i;y b:.~ giv, n ·i:o -l:h,~ d·-vt~lopmc.ni: of an ini~" :rna.tional 
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satellite-monitoring agency. To repeat just one phrase from what. I said last 

year, 1ve urge those who are at present clragging their feet on this matter to 

join in and make their best contribution to the realization of this project, 

conrraensurate with their tremendous potential and in the interests of peace. 

I look forward to another opportunity to address t~is Committee on specific 

aspects of regional and international security when those items are tru~en up. 

Mr. MURIN (Czechoslovakia) (interpretation from Russian): First of all 

Bay I welcome you, Sir, nnd wish you, on behalf of the delegation of the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, every success in your 'vor.k in the responsible 

post of Chairman of the First Committee. I can assure you and the other officers 

of the Committee that you will have our full support and our constructive 

co· -operation. 

Our Cor!lmittee is starting its work on the ciiscussion of a broad range of 

questions relating to disarmament in a difficult and alarming international 

situation, which has become even more tense and dangerous. Never in the past 

has the arms race, in particular the nuclear axms race, reached such threatening 

proportions as it has today. All the channels for negotiations on the 

limitation and reduction of armaments are being blocked and. new armaments 

programmes are being carried out. New and even more dangerous forms and systems 

of weapons of mass destruction are being designed. The threat of the extension 

of the arms race to outer space is increasing. The peoples of the world are 

h~ving forced upon them the possibility of using nuclear weapons and of 1va.ging 

a linlited or even an extended nuclear war. 
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1 • d h come one dangerous step 
As a result, during the past year man:ln as 

That opinion is universallY held. It is an 

demonstrates ul1ere manldnd is being led by the 
nearer the nuclear abyss. 

unquestionable fact. This 
and of vTOrld reaction,. vrho are advocating the use of 

proponents of militarism 
~1e United States and certain of its allies 

force in international relations. 
do not conceal the fact that by their actions they are pursuing the achievement 

of military superiority. 
· a uay out of the explosive situation that has been Our tasl;: is to fJ.nd " 

created and to find realistic ways to remove the threat of nuclear 1mr, 

put an end to the arms race, ensure the development of all States in an 

atmosphere of peace and security, and turn the trend of vorld events in 

a more peaceful direction, in ·particular by ending the deadlock in 

disarruament negotiations and adopting measures designed to eliminate the 

threat of·nuclear uar. 

In this .respect,much depends upon the future situation in Europe and 

the direction in uhich relations betvreen the States parties to the Harsa1·T Treaty 

and the States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) develop. 

\Till they follovr the course of retaining the existing approximate balance 

of forces, vrith negotiations aimed at maintaining the balance at the lmrest 

possible levels of armaments, in the spirit of the results of the recently 

concluded Madrid Conference , or will there be, on the contrary, a further 

intensification of the arms race and an increased level of military 

confrontation, in the spirit of the vrell· .. lmOim NATO so-called dual ·track 

decision of 1979 on the deployment in a number of Festern European countries 

of hundreds of nev medium .. ranee American nuclear missiles? Apparently, this 

very important question will be answered this year. 

The appearance of nelr American nuclear weapons in Europe will bring in 

its Hake the establishment of a qualitatively nevr strategic and political 

situation. It will lead to a sharp deterioration in the situation on the-

European continent and throughout the 1mrld. It will increase the threat of 

nuclear 1rar, llith catastrophic consequences for the peoples of the -vrorld. 
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As lras stated in the communique of the meeting of the Committee of "Foreign 

Ministers of the States parties to the Harsaw Treaty, on 14 October this year~ 

"Those States •·rhich would allow· the stationing of new medium-range 

nuclear missiles in their territories would assume grave responsibility 

before all peoples for the ensuing consequences for peace and tranquillity in 

Europe, as this 1vould precipitate another round of the nuclear arms race 

in the continent, 11 

The Foreign Ministers of the States parties to the Harsaw Treaty also confirmed 

at the meeting of the Committee of "Foreign Ministers, held in Sofia: 

"Their States never strove and do not strive for military 

superiority for themselves, and they recall the statement of the 

States parties to the Moscow meeting on 29 June 1983 that they will 

never allow military superiority over themselves.n 

It must also be emphasized that the States parties to the w·arsaw Treaty, 

including Czechoslovakia, would be obliged to adopt counter-measures to 

guarantee their security. The time to prevent a new, dangerous step in the 

arms race in Europe is very limited, but there is still time. One thing 

is necessary - that the United States renounce making bald statements such 

as those we have heard during the present session of the General Assembly. 

It must anproach the Geneva negotiations on the basis of respect for the 

principles of equality and equal security, in the interests of the peoples 

of all the countries of the world. The question of European security 

cannot be isolated from global security. 

This year started with an important event - the meeting of the 

Political Consultative Committee of the States parties to the Harsavr Treaty, 

held in the capital of Czechoslovakia, Prague. At that meeting the 

highest representatives of the States parties to the Harsaw Treaty put forward 

proposals to conclude a treaty on the mutual non-use of military force and the 

maintenance of neaceful relations between the States parties to the HarsaH Treaty 

and the States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The relevance 

of the conclusion of such a treaty, in the light of the present international 
situation, is obvious. The States parties to the vTarsaw Treaty have on numerous 
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occasions confirmed their readiness to have exchanges of views with the States 

members of NATO and all other countries on various aspects of it and to 

embark upon its timely consideration in a businesslike way. 

The exclusion of force in relations bet1-reen the States members of the 

t1·ro basic military and political groupings of the world would be a genuinely 

historic act, vrhich -vrould contribute to a radical improvement in the international 

atmosphere and to the elimination of the threat of war. That is why ue again 

address ourselves here as well to the States members of NATO, calling u~on 

them to demonstrate a responsible, constructive approach to this important 

issue. '\ATe hope that these countries will, in vie1-r of the need to strengthen 

certain principles of the United Nations Charter~ heed the appeal of the 

socialist countries. 

Scarcely anyone w-ill cast any doubt u~on the proposition that the 

central question of our time is the prevention of nuclear war. That 

task is of great concern to all the peoples of the world, which are 

alarmed by the prospect of a world·-vride conflagration. The particil)ants 

in the Forld Assembly for Peace and Life, Against Nuclear Har, representing 

the peoples of 132 countries, 1,984 national organizations for peace, trade 

unions, student and church organizations, political parties and more than 

100 non-·governmental organizations, stated firmly~ 
11Mankind is noir at its most important crossroads in history. 

One ste~ in the wrong direction, and the world can find itself hurled, 

without any possibility of turning back, into the abyss of a nuclear 

1-rar." 
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The participants at this world-wide conference unanimously and categorically 

condemned nuclear war as being the most heinous crime against mankind. They also 

condemned the policy which increases the possibility of unleashing a so-called 

limited, or possibly even general nuclear war, and stated that such a war would 

lead to the destruction of civilization and life on our planet. 

This unquestionably important statement of the most authoritative forum 

of representatives of world public opinion pointed the way for Governments 

represented at the present session of the General Assembly of the United Nations -

and which are even taking part in its work at this very meeting to eliminate 

the threat of nuclear war. These people are awaiting from their Governments 

not fruitless and most frequently confrontational rhetoric but are looking for 

concrete, concerted action, for political and material measures aimed at the 

elimination of the ever-increasing direct threat of nuclear war and the threat 

to human life. 

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty, including the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic, have always systematically spoken out in favour of the 

adoption at the international level of effective measures aimed at the 

elimination of the threat of nuclear war and the total elimination of nuclear 

weapons. In this respect they have also submitted their own concrete proposals 

at the United Nations forum. The initiatives taken to secure implementation of 

these measures are precisely the hallmark of the foreign policy of the countries 

of the socialist community. The adoption of these proposals would give rise to a 

whole range of practical measures - including the most radical steps toward 

disarmament - aimed at the elimination of the military threat and would ease 

tension in international relations. 

It should be pointed out that one of the most important premises for co-ordinating 

such measures, of course, is a clear, definite, categorical condemnation by Governments 

of nuclear war and doctrines leading to its outbreak. It is unrealistic to expect 

any substantive progress on the question of the limitation of nuclear arms and nuclear 

disarmament if the international community ignores the fact that theories of waging 

nuclear war are official doctrines of specific States possessin~ nuclear weapons. 
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I wish to remind members of the Declaration, adopted in 1981 on the Soviet 

Union's initiative, on the prevention of a nuclear catastrophe, which stated 

that the first to use nuclear weapons would be committing the gravest crime 

against humanity. However, in contrast to this the circles of the military

industrial complexes, in collusion with the most reactionary forces of the l-lest, 

have during the past two years stepped up the pace of their implementation of a 

progr~e for the elaboration, development and production of increasingly more 

sophisticated types of nuclear weapons aimed at achieving unilateral military 

superiority by the United States and designed to undermine international stability. 

Washington confirmed in a document published for the military command that the 

escalation of the conflict to the level of nuclear war remains the most important 

element of United States military strategy. In July of this year several billion 

dollars were allocated to the production of the first series of MX rockets and 

thereby the United States made a further step towards building up weapons for a 

nuqlear first strike. 

The promotion of such programmes, as was pointed out by the Consultative 

Committee of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty conference, which took place 

in Prague in January of this year, stated that: 

"This was closely linked with the strategic concepts and doctrines 

of first nuclear strikes, of limited nuclear war, of a prolonged 

nuclear conflict, .and that all of these aggressive doctrines which 

threaten the world are based on the premise that apparently it is 

possible to become a victor in a nuclear war by being the first to 

use nuclear weapons." 

The position of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and of the other ~ocialist 

States with respect to such theories is unambiguous and clear beyond any doubt. 

Any inference to tte effect that by unleashing nuclear war it is possible to come 

out the victor is .devoid of any reason. If a nuclear war were to he unleashed, 

there would be no victors. Such a war would inevitably lead to the annihilation 

of whole peoples, collossal destruction and catastrophic consequences for 

civilization and life itself on earth. As was stated in his speech at the present 

session of the General Assembly by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of our 

country, its targets would not be individual cities but entire continents and 

the whole of Europe might become one gigantic Hiroshima. 
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That is why the delegation of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic fi:rraly 

supports the draft l'leclaration submitted to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations by the Hinister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, 

Andrei Gromyko, 11hich set forth a new· initiative on the condemnation of nuclear war 

as 
11
the most hideous crime against the peoples ... This is included at the 

present session of the United nations as an important and urgent item. The 

firm and unqualified condenmation for all time by all States Hembers of the 

United Nations of nuclear war and preparations for its unleashin~ through the 

deployment, development and spreading of doctrines and concepts designed to 

validate the use of nuclear -vreapons, as provided for in the draft declaration, 

would unquestionably be an act of political significance of the first order. 

This vTOuld also contribute to the necessary stabilization of the international 

climate and to the establishment of premises for a more effective series of 

negotiations on disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament. 

The delegation of the Czechoslovak Gocialist Republic believes that this 

highly humane and very relevant proposal, 1·rhich is in keeping with the vital 

interests of the vrhole of mankind, vrill meet 1·rith the broadest support of 

States Members of the United Hat ions and -vrill become the basis for the 

adoption by the United Nations of radical measures aimed at the eli1nination 

for all time of the threat of nuclear war and of the threat to human life. 
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The problem of the prevention of nuclear.war is complex and has many facets. 

There are as many components of its final solution as there are channels for the 

unleashing of a nuclear conflict. The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic is of the 

opinion that the. most effective means of eliminating the threat of nuclear vrar and 

its catastrophic consequences would be for all States possessing nuclear weapons to 

agree to end the production of those weapons and to reduce and ultimately eliminate 

their stockpiles of such weapons. 

The proposal of the countries of the socialist cow.munity in this regard is 

well known. The first step - an extremely important one - could be a freeze~ both 

quantitative and qualitative~ on all existing nuclear facilities and weapons, 

including all components of nuclear arsenals and all types of nuclear weapon 

delivery systems~ by countries possessing such weapons. This is precisely what 

is suggested in the new proposal submitted by the Soviet Union as an important and 

urgent item for the consideration of the present session of the General Assembly. 

The purpose of that proposal is that consideration be given to the possibility of 

stopping the build-up of nuclear arsenals and the further improvement of nuclear 

l·reapons as a precondition of the subsequent reduction of nuclear weapons . 

. The most important element of the Soviet proposal relates to the need for a 

moratoriun1 on all nuclear tests and the cessation of production of fissionable . 

materials for the production of nuclear armaments. The draft envisag:es appr,opriate 

control measures and calls for joint efforts to bring about a radical reduction 

and ultimately the total elimination of nuclear weapons. 

This~ in our view~ is a most relevant, justified and realistic proposal which 

is in keeping with the vital interests of the whole of the international community 

and with the frequent appeals of the i·rorld community. The States parties to the 

. Harsaw Treaty) as is 1vell known~ expressed_ the conviction as early as the meeting· 

of their leaders in June of this year that in the interest of the peace and security 

of peoples it is ureently necessary for all the nuclear Powers~ and in particular 

the USSR and the United States 9 to put a freeze on nuclear weapons, as vrell as to 

take other urgent measures. 
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The idea of a freeze of nuclear weapons is now widely discussed throughout the 

"'orld, including within the United Nations. Its merit lies in the clarity of the 

objective and the fact that it "rould block further proliferation of nuclear weapon's 

and the improvement of such weapons ~ as 1.rell as in the fact that it would be very 

easy to implement~ whatever arguments might be adduced by the militarists for the 

purpose of discrediting the idea of the freeze of nuclear 1-reapons ~ in particular 

by opposing a freeze on the ground of the impossibility of controlling it, and so 

on. Hm.rever, the lack of consistency in their position is obvious even to the 

peoples of their own countries. 

It is our profound conviction that the freeze on nuclear vreapons is today a 

key element in the efforts to avert the threat of nuclear vrar. Last year, the 

General Assembly, on the initiative of India, Mexico and Sweden 3 qualified the 

freeze of nuclear 1-reapons as a matter of '1the utmost urgency" (resolution 37/100 B). 

In appealing to the nuclear Povrers , in the first place the USSR and the 

United States to implement this measure, vre vTelcome the important initiative of the 

Non-Aligned Movement at the Ne11 Delhi Conference at the beginning of this year in 

calling for the adoption of '1urgent and practical measures for the prevention of 

a nuclear war;' (!;./38/1]2), including the cessation of the testing, production and 

deployment of nuclear vreapons. 

Thus the primary task facing the present session of the General Assembly and 

our Committee is to examine and adopt a detailed programme for a freeze on nuclear 

Heapons throughout the world. A draft resolution has been submitted by the Soviet 

Union, the State 1rhich has unilaterally undertaken not to be the first to use 

nuclear weapons. He hope that other countries which have not done this so far will 

assume a similar obligation not to be the first to use nuclear 1.reapons. Such a 

step by the nuclear States, especially the United States, which possesses a gigantic 

arsenal of nuclear weapons, would be equivalent to the prohibition of the use of 

nuclear 1reapons . 
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I hope that the discussion of the questions of the condemnation of nuclear 

lTar and the nuclear-·arms freeze, and all the other priority i terns on our agenda 

relating to the curbing of the arms race and disa.rJ!lament , will this year lead to 

substantive and positive results in the interest of the maintenance of peace and the 

strenr,thening of the security of the peoples. 

The solution of these important) complex problems of our time calls? first 

of all, for the political w'ill of States to engaee in a constructive exchange of 

vieHs and to co"·operate in the preparation of ae:reements baseC1. on mutual respect 

for the principles of equality and equal security. 

For our part, lTe sincerely desire the achievement of this objective. 

The dele~ation of the Czechoslovru~ Socialist Republic has limited its statement 

today to a fe1·r extremely important aspects of the question of the prevention of 

nuclear lrar and the solution of other problems connected 'lith nuclear arma.n1ents. 

lfe reserve our right to speak later to set out our position on other items on 

the agenda. 

Mr. QIAI'!_![iadong (China) (interpretation from Chinese): First of all" 

Sir, on behalf of the Chinese delegation, I would like to extend to you my hearty 

congratulations on your election to the chairmanship of our Committee. This is the 

first time I have taken part in the "!-rork of this Committee and it gives me great 

pleasure to l1ork "t-Ti th you, Hr. Chairman ? and the other officers of the Committee ~ 

as well as all the representatives present. I shall certainly try my very 

best to further the uork of this Col!lmittee. 
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Over the past year, the world situation has continued to be beset with 

tensions and turmoils as a result of the intense rivalry between the two 

SU!?er· ·Powers. ln1ile old issues remain unsettled, ne1·r issues keep emel~ging 

one after another. Some rec;ions remain to be engulfed_ by war flames, and 

arwed ac;cression and occupation are being continued. The independence and 

sovereignty of many States have not been c;iven their due respect and uorld 

peace and security are under serious threat. 

In the field of e.rmaments, the arms race betvreen the super-Pm-rers has 

becorae even more acute instead of bein0 relaxed. Under the pretext of 

·•maintaininf! parity·:, each side is tryin:::; to seek and maintain military 

supremacy over the other. Both sides are e:::pancling, improving and reneuinc 

their arsenals at an unprecedented rate and scope. A nevr round of arms race 

is unc1er uay o The t·wo si<:les are increasing the va.riety and g_uant i ty of their 

nucl-=ar weapons, raising the hitting accuracy, survival capability anc.l 

destructive poi-rer of their nuclear weapon systems and improving the means 

of coilnnandinc;, control and communications for a nuclear w·ar o To complenent 

their nuclear strike force on the earth, they have furthermore in recent 

years been enthusiastically developing outer space weaponry based on the 

ln. test scientific and technological developments. At the same time, 

continuing their efforts to strengthen their conventional armaments, . they are 

also developinc; heavy conventional w·eapons using ne1•er technolosy and employing 

c;reater destructive pow·er. These are by no means exa.ggeratecl descriptions, but 

a reality 1-Titnessed by the average people every day. The arms race has 

become an important component in the super-Powers' endeavour to realize their 

::;"cratecic targets. 

The super··Powers' arms race has not only posed a direct threat to the · 

peace and security of all States, but has also increased the danger of the 

outbreak of a ne<r i-Torld war. This cannot but arouse the grave concern of the 

veople throuc;hout the lrorld. Peace-loving countries and peoples strongly 

demand that agc;ression, expansion and the arms race be halted. They have 

uorl;:ed tirelessly for disarmament. It is not at all accidental that in 

recent years a massive peace movement has 6nerged in some countries~ the 

mainstream of 1-Thich reflects the just desire for peace of the broad sections 

of people in these countries. 
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Hmrever, contrary to the wishes of the peoples of the 11'0rlcl, the 

su]_)er--Pow·ers have shmm no sincerity in disarmament~ verbally profess in~ 

disarmament only for the purpose of covering up their frenzied arms 

race. !'To progress at all has been made in the field of disarmament despite 

inmll,lerable round.s of bilateral and multilateral disarmament ner;otiations 

and countless meetincs and conferences devoted to disarmament. Fierce 

ba.re:;ainine; is going on bet\'reen the two supel~·-Powers in START ancl. intermediate·· 

range nuclear forces (!IJF) ne3otiations. The proposals put forward by each 

sio.e are all designed to veaken the other and maintain its own supremacy. 

011inrs to the contention and confrontation bet1·reen the super-Powers, the Committee 

on Disarmament in Geneva has achieved virtually no progress of substance on 

any item on its agenda. The number of resolutions that our Committee a.dopts 

each year has been on the increase, but they hardly provide solutions to 

real problems. It is fully justified for people of all countries to feel 

stronsly dissatisfied "rith all this. 

Like other peoples in the world, the Chinese people love peace and 

3.S)?ire to a peaceful international environnent in which they can build up 

tl1eir O\'m country. China has consistently pursued a policy of safecuarding 

1ror1t1 peace anc.l. opposing hee;emonism. China favours disarmament. Ue are for 

Genuine disarmament and a(5ainst sham c1isarJ.i1.ament. Ue oppose anns expansion 

under the crunouflac~e of disarmament. In order to promote disarmament, China 

put forw·ard at the second special session of the General Assembly devoted. 

to disarmament a proposal for disarmament, outlininc its objectives, measures, 

verification and nec;oti?.tion. The basic principles underlining this proposal 

are as follotTS: First, disarmament cannot be separated from the struc;gle 

to safeguard internatiom=tl security anc.1 oppose hecemonism. Seconclly, the 

tvo super--P01-1ers should take the lead in clisarrn?ment. Thirdly, nuclear 

cliso.rmaiilent should r;o hand in he.nd ·Hith conventional disarmament. Fourthly, 

SlJ.all and medium.·-sized States are entitled to Llaintain their necessary 

forces for national defence: the disarmrunent process should in no tray 

jeopardize the independence, sovereignty and security of any State. Fifthly 3 

clisnrlllament a(SreeJ.nents should include strict and effective measures for 
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international verification. Sixthly, all States should participate on an 

e<:!_uo.l footin~ in the discussion, negotiatioP_, and supervision of the 

inplementation of ctisar;:aarnent agreements. In our view these principles 

are comprehensive and fair as they are based on the consideration of the 

interests of all sides. 

As nuclear ueapons have unprecedented and enormous destructive pm-rer, 

nucleo.r disarmar.1ent drails particular concern of the people of the vorld .. 

In accordance 1-Titl1 the above~mentioned basic principles, China put foruard 

o.t the second special session on cHsarmament a proposal concerninG the 

cessE>.tion of d.evelopment, and reduction, of nuclear iveapons by nuclear States, 

calling on the two super~-Povrers to take the lead in cutting, by a ·wide margin, 

their nuclear 1-reapons and means of delivery of various types. In order to 

Dromote further nuclear disarmament, the Chinese Foreign Ilinister 

Fu Xueqian recently proposed before the General Assembly that after the 

Soviet Union and the United States have taken practical action to stop 

testin2; J improvin[~ a.nd nanufacturing nuclear -vreapons and. agreed on reducinc; 

by half their nuclear vreapons and means of delivery of 2-ll types, a 1-Tidely

representative internaticnal conference should be convened uith the participation 

of all nuclear-~ueapon States to negotiate the general reduction of nuclear 

veapons by all nuclear i·reapon States. The starting point of this proposal 

by the Chinese Government is to make nuclear disarmara.ent a continuous, 

uninterrupted process so as to achieve the final goal of the complete 

l)rohibition and thorough cl.estruction of all nuclear vreapons. 

The final document of the first special session on disarmament correctly 

pointed out that States i·rith the lar~est nuclear arsenals bear a special 

reslJonsibility for disar,uar•lent. It is entirely reasonable that nuclear 

disarr,1ar.1ent shoulo. start 1ri th the t1-ro super-Powers. They i·rere the first 

to get themselves armed with nuclear vreapons and then they launched a 

continuous nuclear arms race. It is therefore only natural that they should 

be aslcecl to talce action first in nuclear disarmament. They possess over 
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95 ~)er cent of the nuclear weapons in the -vrorlcl. Only a substantial 

reduction of nuclear -vreapons on their part can rencler nuclear disarmament 

really sir:;nificant. And even after a 50 per cent reduction on their part, 

they Hould still be left 1·rith nuclear veapons that far exceed the nuclenr 

veapons of all the other nuclear weapon States put together, and they would 

still have the ::overkill :1 capabilities. 
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other nuclear States should? of course, also undertru~e their responsibility 

concerning nuclear disarmament. On the very ~ay when China first successfully 

conducted its nuclear test, :f.t undertook not to bEO> the first to USE" nuciear wea:nons 
and not to use them against non-nuclear-weapon States and nuclear-u·eapon-free 

zones. China has developed a limited nuclear force for self-defence and for 

breaking the super .. Po"t-rers 1 nuclear monopoly and promoting nuclear disarmament. 

China has just proposed that an international conference be convened after 

the super-Po,·rers have agreed on reducing their nuclear vreapons by half ~ 

not after they have actually carried out such reduction ~· to discuss matters 

concernin~ the reduction of nuclear '·reapons by all nuclear States, which uill 

be iliwlemented at a later stage according to a reasonable ratio and procedure~ 

and lead to the complete destruction of all nuclear w~apons. This further 

testifies to China's consistent and responsible approach towards nuclear 

disarmament. 

China's proposal on nuclear disarmament is based on the reality of the 

nuclear armaments in the uorld today. It is therefore fair and reasonable, 

as '·rell as practical. He hope it '-rill receive serious consideration anc1 a 

positive response from the parties concerned. 

I shoUld also like to say a fel·T lrords on the proposals for a '1nuclear freeze··. 

He maintain that it is quitE'" understandable for some non~.aligned and neutral 

States to have proposed a nnuclear freeze': in order to make the super-Po-vrers 

stop their nuclear arms race. HO"t·rever, the fact that a nuclear Povrer with 

a gi~antic nuclear arsenal w'hich is intensifying its efforts in every possible 

'my to seek nuclear supremacy has also put forward a similar proposal cannot 

but make people ponder over its real motives. nFreezing1
' alone, if not 

accolil.panied by concrete measures for reducing and destroyinr; nuclear ,.,eapons, 

could only in effect legitimize and perpetuate the nuclear arsenals of the 

super-Powers, which "tvill enable them to maintain their nuclear hegemony and pose 

a menace to the people of various countries. This obviously is detrimental 

to genuine nuclear disarmament; nor is it conducive to the maintenance of 

international peace and security. 
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People are nmv deeply concerned about the super--Povrers ' intemediate-rane:e 

nuclear missiles in Europe and Asia. naturally, China too is much concerned 

about it. 'He holo. that all the nuclear weapons reduceo., no matter from 1·There, 

should not be moved to other regions but should be destroyed; the reduction 

of nuclear weapons should not be confined to the European region,either. 

The Soviet Union should reduce by a wide margin the large amount of 

intennediate-range nuclear missiles already deployed in Asia and the P.ar East, 

so that the grave threat to which th"' countries in this rep:ion are Pxoosed roa.v 

be lessened. 

i\Tuclear disarmar1ent can in no vray be carrieo. out in isolation. It should 

be· intec:rated 1-Tith the strucr,gle against the hegemonism of the super-Powers 

if it is to achieve any results. The super-Povrers must change their course 

of behaviour and shoulder in earnest their special responsibility towards 

disarmament so as to reach agreement truly conducive to nuclear disarmament. 

China is ready to work together with all peace-levin~ countries 

and peoples for the urgent task of nuclear disarmara.ent, which has a direct 

impact on vrorld peace and security. \"le are convinced that nuclear 1reapons 

vrill eventually. be destroyed. bv mankind, and not vice versa. 

Mr. CALLEJ.AS (Honduras) (interpretation from Spanish): Since this 

is the first time I have spoken in the Committee, I should like, on be!1alf 

of my delegation, most vrarmly to congratulate you, Sir, on your election 

as Chairmau of this Committee, which is a e;uara.ntee that our Hork •rill 

be guided 1-rith your characteristic talent and dynamism. 

The nunfuer of items on disarmament allocated to the First co~~ittee 

is clear proof of the vital importance of this question for all the peoples 

of the 1-rorlcl. 

The fact that as long ago as 1959 the General Assembly set itself the 

final e;oal of achieving an agreement on general and complete disarmament under 

effective international control, defining this question as the most im-portant 

one facing the 1vorld, also demonstrates the complexity of the problems involved 

in this issue. 
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Quite rightly? the efforts of the United Nations have been focused as a 

matter of priority on the conclusion of agreements to govern the manufacture, 

testing, stockpiling, transfer and prohibition of thermonuclear weapons. It is 

obvious that the use of such >reapons w-ould have devastating effects, and it vrould. 

be pointless to dwell on these horrors. 

However, since the military conflicts in the Horld today are being carried out 

with conventional weapons? in recent years the United Nations has also attached 

importance to regulating the use of such weapons, although limiting itself to 

those which may be deemed to be excessively injurious or to have indiscriminate 

effects. 

In the view of the Honduran delegation? and as it declared at the second special 

session of the General Assembly on disarmament? held in June last year, it is also 

urgent for us to achieve a reduction of all kinds of conventional weapons to the 

levels strictly necessary for the defence of sovereignty and territorial integ~ity 

and for maintaining public order. 

He believe that the search for attaining this objective must be supplemented 

by, and carried on simultaneously with, effective action by the international 

community to avoid illegal arms trafficking, and the strengthening of the peaceful 

means for the settlement of disputes. The effect ;.rould be to make truly effective 

the principle of the non-use of force in relations bet't-reen States. My delegation 

is very happy to be able to say that with respect to Central America these aims have 

been reflected in the document of objectives adopted recently in September? in the 

context of the activities carried out by the Contadora Group, which constitutes a 

very encouraGing starting-point to achieve peace in the region. 

In keeping with this position, Honduras maintains that we must promote tuniversal 

adherence t·o the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Heapons and on Their · 

Destruction. 

Furthermore, we believe that the regime of the 1968 Treaty on the Non-· 

Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons must be .further strengthened by improvinG the 

methods of inspection and control of the.transfer of nuclear materials for peaceful 

purposes and by obtaining a conunitment by the nuclear Powers to undertake and 

conclude serious comprehensive negotiations designed to putting an end to the arms 

race and the development of the technology for producing new weapons of mass 

destruction. 
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nuclear .. free zones in the !'!iddle T:o.st, Africa and southern Asia) on the basis of 

the well--tested fram.e of reference provided by the machinery of the 

Treat:v on the Prohibition of nuclear Ueapons in Latin l\i.!1erica~ l:nmm as 

the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 

'I·hose are soHe of the steps lrhich~ in the vieu of :my deleeation~ 1roulcl 

help to reduce the distrust and tension that now exist in 

vsrious rer,ions of the uorlc1 and to increase the effectiveness of the 

lofty ideals proclaimed in the United Nations Charter. 

!ir .. _ _g:R_FI~O- (Ghana): It is uith some hesitation that I 

take the floor a.t the beginning of the ~eneral debate in the CO!innittee on the 

arsenda items clealinP, uith c1isarmaHent. I am hesitant i1ecause there has been 

such a c:larin~ lack of any specific i:rn11rover11ent in the o.isarmar,1ent ~no. a:rP.s 

control negotiations since the end of last year~- and one naturally runs the 

risl: of repeating the same arc;lments as those vhich characterized the deh?.te 

durinp.; the previm.1.s session. Houever, upon reflection~ it is clear that none 

of us can afford to be silent or tinid in the face of the or.1inous threat 

thnt nuclear arms proliferation poses to I'Jant:inc1. "Fe r:mst speal;: or else perish. 

Since the debate on the sar1e item last year, discussions have been held 

and innur.2erable articles uritten unc1erlininc the internationa.l co:r:mmnit;;.r: s 

cor,uuon concern over the increasinr< threat to international peace and 

security. At the same time the super-·Pmrers have traclecl harsh rhetoric. 

'l'he I~ast· ·\Test tension has been used as a pretext for bypassinG the United ITations 

c.nd for undermininG internationalism. In spite of this rec\rettable c1.eveloplllent, 

5.t is al:r.eao.y clear that those ?-§~?E_ alternatives are fraught vith serious 

uea1:nesses ancl that no forum or initiative on conflict control vrill 

com.mand the attention anc1 respect of the international community as much as 

those negotiations helcl under the auspices of the United Hations. Even thoue;h 

little or no progress has been achieved~ partly because of the transformation 

of Un5.ted. nations forur1s into )_)latforns for acerbic rhetoric~ it is equally 

im.portant for the attairu:1ent of the objectives of disarmament that Unitec1 nations 
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forums shoulcl rer:1nin the vehicle for important ana. )'lleaninc;ful a.ttei'lpts to 

reach international understandinr; and agreement. So it is uith pride that 

n;:r delegation ae;ain joins in the debate in the First Committee because ue 

believe that this deliberative effort offers a reasonable ]1romise of success. 

It 1s unforhmate thn.t the credibility of the United Nations ha.s been 

especially undermined recently and its role in international affairs grossly 

Bisre~')resentec1. The adversaries of the United ITations ar(-';ue forcefully that 

the First COJ1Jmittee is not the negotiating forum for disarmament. that our 

debHtes here are not structurecl to produce concrete arms control results anc1 

th?.t there is still hope that a breakthrough uill be achieveCl. solely through 

~)ilaterA.l nee;otia.tions betueen the sw:>er· -Pouers. ~Te u:i.sh also to Cl'l]_)ho.size' 

houever 9 that disarmm,1ent is an internationo.l res11onsibility and therefore 

requires nultilateral attention to assist nee;otiations. 'l'his is the reason 

that lecJ. the international cm,'!;nmity to assert during the first special 

session of the CenerG.l j_ssembly devoted to cl.isarr,lalilent that the United ~Tations 

has a central role and primary responsibility in the sphere of r'.isarn.l'lment n.ncl 

nrns control. 

~he First Connittee~ therefore, hns n special and onerous responsibility,, 

as the General Assembly's deliberative body on disarmament" to attempt to achieve an 

international consensus on the frameuorl: for disarmruP.ent issues~ es:IJecially 

at a tir•1.e vhen a nervous international community is bereft of any assurance 

tlmt 8. nuclear co.tastrophe can be avert eel. Fe hope" therefore" that the 

clebates in the Corm~aittee uill create P.t least the rir-:ht atmosphere and r;uic'telines 

for attempt in:>· neu initiatives in the arms limitation ancl disarpament tall:s. 

These are laudable and leGitimate aspirations~ but ue all lmmr that the 

r.tNosphere in relations amone: the nuclear Povrers could 

not be worse than it is at the present time. In terns of the objective 

conc1:i.tions required for delicate disarmament and international security talks, 

the past 12 months have been very poor. to say the least. The ~;eriod has 

been characterized by bitter rhetoric betlreen the tuo super· -Pouers? an alE1ost 

ctuto:natic rejection of each other's :9roposals for ar:ms control:· a surprising 

shou of bellicosity and a gradual drift towards war. In this politically and 

railHarily dangerous atmosphere" ue have seen the heir;htening of cold·,uar 
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animosities to the point uhere it is no longer an exac:geration to say that 

any issue could touch off military conflict, 1rith unhmginable conseQuences 

for the uhole of the human race. 

Hhen ue met at this time last year the concept of a lil'11.itec1 nuclear 

uar uas very nuch in the minds and hearts of some nuclear, ·Pocrers, even thou2:h 

the collective voice of orctinary men ancl. uomen all over the iTorlcl. uas 

strident in denunciation of that theory. Happily" to clay one cloes not hee.r 

too much of that theory? and 0 if our interpretation of events is correct, 

that belief uill not be pursued uith an;<,r fervour in the foreseeable future. 

Ly delegation ~relcomes this developl'lent ~ even if it is Trithout absolute 

certainty, because it holds us bacl~ from one more m1inous ste:n touards total 

destruction. If nuclear uar 1rere to break out 0 it 1T01Jld, in our vieu? 

<:.uicld.y degenerate into a global catastro2:Jhe, because it 1muld involve the use of 

intercontinental ballistic missiles as uell as the short--ran";e anc1 intermediate-· 

range missiles in the arsenals of all the nuclear Povrers. There can be no Cloubt 

therefore, that any outbreak of nuclear 1-rar 1muld. lead to the final 

destruction of our life and our planet. 

At the sarne tine lA.st year ue heard a reiteration of the aJ.r.lost universal 

desire for a nuclear -ueapon freeze on the part of the nuclear Pouers. 

Unfortunately, the :t:Jroposal has not been accepted yet by all sic.es a.no. is 

therefore threatened 1vith extinction. He have examined carefully the arguments 

and concerns of those uho fear that a freeze 1muld lir,lit the forces on 

1rhich they mir,ht call in time of uar or c1estroy their ba.rc;aining pouers in 

crucial negotiA-tions but) irhile 1re are not insensitive to their fears ue 

f:->.il to share their outrir.:;ht rejection of the freeze 2:Jroposal. 
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In our view, a freeze would in the beginning affect only existing missiles, 

which are more than sufficient to destroy all of mankind. Moreover, it is important 

to understand that a nuclear-w·eapon freeze is not an end in itself. It would have 

to be the beginning of an exploration of other follow-up processes that could lead 

ultimately to complete disarmament. 

One of the other main arguments against a nuclear freeze concerns the perennial 

question of verification. It is, of course, legitimate and logical to raise the 

issue of verification when a truce is being arranged between antagonistic forces. 

Hovrever, our own study of the whole question of verification, coupled with the 

recent admission by certain highly-placed officials of nuclear countries, confirms 

that verification would not be as difficult to institute as we are often led to 

believe. Indeed, experts believe that a comprehensive freeze ·.-~ould be easier to 

verify than more limited arms control agreements. In any case, would it not be 

logical to expect that in such an exercise only verifiable missiles would be 

regarded as frozen? lve believe that opposition to the nuclear-weapon freeze 

proposal ought to be seriously reconsidered, because the best hope for, and best 

begilming of, control of the nuclear arms race is a nuclear-veapon freeze. 

Vle once again urge the nuclear Powers, therefore, seriously to reconsider the issue 

and to heed the plea of world public opinion, which is unequivocally on the side 

of a freeze. 

Another area with a realistic cnance of success concerns the total cessation 

of nuclear-weapon test explosions. Ever since this proposal was placed on the 

international nuclear agenda, it has received only perfunctory consideration from 

the nuclear Powers, especially the super-Powers, which obviously do not see it as 

serving their vested interests. But it must be raised and pursued because it 

provides a litmus test of the sincerity of nuclear Powers when it comes to arms 

control. As long as test explosions are necessary for the qualitative development 

of nuclear arms and for the invention of new generations of such arms, the banning 

of all nuclear-weapon test explosions remains one of the best measures against 

any further proliferation. We believe that this option has not been pursued 

vigorously enough, and we wish to appeal to all States to attach the utmost 

mportance to it and to accord it the highest priority. 
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The proliferation of nuclear arms continues as nuclear Powers deepen their 

distrust of one another, beat the drums of war and deploy existing and new 

generations of nuclear arms the better to target them on one another. He are 

informed that one side exceeds the other in the number of lethal weapons in its 

arsenal and that there is therefore a need to overtake and outdistance it in the 

qualitative and quantitative development of new systems. The irony in this 

arg~~ent i~ that we all know that the disparity in the relative nuclear-weapon 

capacity of the two super-Powers is a.t best negligible. In other words, both 

sides some time ago achieved relative parity in their arsenals and do not need 

more warheads to catch up with each other~ In any case, what is the wisdom of 

fashioning more deadly and num~ous missiles when those already.available 

are more than enough to blow this planet and its people into non-existence? We 

believe we express the anxiety of millions of men and women around the globe when we 

cry out to the super-Powers that their Pershing, Cruise, MX, Polaris, SS-19 to 

SS-23 and SSCX-4 missiles are more than sufficient to maintain their cynical balance 

of terror and that the international community should halt this dangerous and 

wasteful escalation. The arms race cannot and will not be won; rather, it will 

destroy us. 

If the insatiable craving of the super-Powers for more and more missiles 

threatens our human existence, international peace and security are no less 

threatened by the now undisputed acquisition of a nuclear-weapon capability by the 

racist regime of South Africa. With the assistance and malevolent genius of 

countries such as Israel and Taiwan, the Pretoria regime has now acquired nuclear 

weapons with which to strengthen the bastion of its apartheid policy. This 

ambition of South Africa was detected by international observers aJ.most two decades 

ago, but some influential States'Members of the United Nations refused to heed the 

warning, either because they were themselves economically involved with South Africa 

or because they believed the simplistic explanation that the so-called communist 

threat to southern Africa was very real around the Cape of Good Hope and that 

South Africa's defence capacity needed.to be strengthened in order to resist a 

takeover. Both reasons are historically and factually untenable. Through direct 

and indirect collusion, certain prominent countries of the West have armed that 

garrison regime with the most lethal of weapons, with which it can betterterrorize 

the entire region of Africa and the shores of the Indian Ocean. 
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Quite apart from the apartheid stance of the racist regime, there are certain 

other objective reasons why South Africa should not be allowed to become a respectable 

member of the nuclear club if we are to be faithful to the Charter. First, 

South Africa has proved itself to be one of the most belligerent of States since the 

time of the Second \Vorld vlar, as sho-vm by its incessant military aggression against 

African countries in the sub-region. Secondly, South Africa has demonstrated its 

resolve not to heed resolutions of the Security Council, vrhich is the United Nations 

body charged with res~onsibility for the maintenance of international peace and 

security. Thirdly, it has refused thus far to place its nuclear programme under 

the safeguards system of the International Atomic .Energy Agency (IAEA). Fourthly, 

since 1961 the General Assembly has sup~orted the declaration of Africa as a nuclear-

wea~n-free zone. 

It is highly prejudicial to international peace and security, therefore, to 

continue to tolerate the nuclear-weapon activities of this garrison regime which has 

refused to sign the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and has conducted umrarranted 

aggression against its neighbours , and which publi.cly declared in 1977 that: 

"If we are attacked, no rules apply if it comes to a question of our 

existence. vle will use all means at our disposal, whatever they may be." 

In such circumstances, I ask those Member States which assist South Africa in 

its nuclear programme to put their racial solidarity aside for a moment and ~nder 

whether the interests of international peace and security are aided or jeopardized 

by the :rossession of a nuclear weapon by the racist regime. A nuclear war can be 

caused by the deliberate or irresponsible use of wea~ns. The mere possession of 

stockpiles by South Africa, and the tradition of its extremist m~litary action 

against front-_-line States, could also lead to a nuclear catastrophe, since such 

an unthinlmble phenomenon could be caused as much by miscalculation as by an 

improper safeguards regime. Those who underwrite this weapon should therefore 

think seriously about these things. 
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As a member of the developing 1vorld, my delegation cannot conclude its 

remarks on disarmament and arms control without once again bringing to the 

attention of the Committee the irrationality of spending almost $800 

billion a year on the arms race vThile millions around the world are dying 

of hunger and malnutrition. The moral orientation of our generation is 

certainly perverted if we fail to see the connection betvreen disarmament 

and development. It is to the discredit of the United Nations that for 

the selfish interest of a handful of its Bember States which are also 

nuclear Pm1ers ~ the international community has shelved the historical 

report of Inga Thorsson and her colleagues on the relationship between 

disarmament and development. The destiny of mankind vill be better 

assured if we are able to marshall the political will necessary to turn 

our scientific~ technological and financial resources from a dangerous and 

-vrasteful arms enterprise towards the global developmental effort sorely 

needed. 

If my delegation has concentrated on the nuclear arms race, it is 

not only because it poses the greatest threat to mankind. Equally 

disturbing is the ever increasing escalation in conventional arms. The 

destruction that conventional arms continues to spread in Asia, 

Africa, Latin America and the Middle East, should convince all of us 

of the vrisdom to control the development and stockpiling of this 

deadly category of arms which has reached unbelievable levels of 

sophistication. In this regard~ I wish to reiterate the appeal to our 

two brothers, Iran and Iraq, to lay down arms and to seek agreement 

and restitution through dialogue and arbitration. The havoc that vrar 
has brought on them is enough. Their respective peoples are now 

entitled to peace and security. 

Certain international events in the last few months have clearly 

brought home to many hmr real and how· close an outbreak of nuclear 

conflict can be. li'or the first time since the shooting down of the Korean 

Airline plane~ many people around the >vorld have been seized by genuine 

fear of a nuclear conflict and there are already signs that this fear is 

finding expression in the greater participation in anti-nuclear 
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demonstrations. Nuclear vreapons, under cold war conditions such as now 

envelop international relations, can only constitute an even greater 

threat to our very existence. It is our collective responsibility to 

find a -r.ray out of this situation, ana_ ive must jointly work tmvards complete 

and general disarmament, as well as the building of confidence between 

the super-Powers. 

To conclude, my delegation vrishes to place the follovTing proposals 

before the Committee for consideration and recommendation to the 

negotiating parties ancl bodies involved in the search for arms control and 

disarmament: 

First , we urge all nuclear Pm-rers, especially the tvro super-Pm-rers, 

publicly to reaffirm their commitment to the non-first-use of nuclear vreapons. 

Secondly, the nuclear super-Powers should commit themselves to a 

mutual and verifiable nuclear-weapon freeze, with immediate effect. 

Thirdly, nuclear States should agree to develop a convention for 

the total cessation of nuclear-ueapon test explosions by the end of 1984· 

"Fourthly, the European States should seriously consider setting up 

a European disarmament conference in the near future to consider the 

gradual removal of all nuclear missiles from Europe and to vrork out the 

modalities for a mutual reduction of conventional forces in order to 

diffuse the tension that Europe currently is experiencing. 

Fifthly, to consider, as a matter of extreme urgency, a meeting at the 

summit level between the super-Pm·rers, 1-rith a vievr to reducing the cold \·Tar 

tension that prevails between them and to working out certain concrete 

initiatives in confidence-building measures. 

These measures must be accompanied, in our view, by a greater 

involvement in the multilateral effort to help reach early agreement. To 

this end, lTe endorse the United Hat ions system as an appropriate forum 

and recommend the re-introduction of the proposal to create subsidiary 

organs of the Co~nittee on Disarmament, especially a body to handle 

matters pertaining to the cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear 

disarmament, and another body to consider the prevention of the spreading 

of the arms race to outer space. 

These are not new proposals. They have been made individually at 
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different stages of the international debate and at different times. 

Ue believe, however, that, if taken together now as a package 9 they 

may constitute the most effective means of impacting upon the search 

for arms control and disarmament. \le hope that they will at least spur 

serious thinking on this crucial subject ivhich is of interest to all 

mankind. 

~he meeting rose at 5.20 n.n. ·---·•J•----~ .... ------·--v--... 
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The meeting was c~lled t6 ord~r at 10.40 a.m. 

A~~NDA ITEMS 43,tci.4S, 50, 51, 54, 56, 58 to 63, 139, 141~ 
,1 ' ' ·'. 

, ··., "·' '" ·- 14 3 · and 144 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr. CANALES (Chile) (inter:nretation from Spanish): I should like to 

convey to you, Mr. Chairman, the warmest congratulations of the Chilean 

delegation on your election. Your professional qualities and your wide 

exnerience in the United Nations are a guarantee of the balanced and impartial 

conduct of the Committee's work. 

The First Committee begins its work this year in a very depressed 

atmosphere. Multilateral negotations and bilateral talks held in order to 
.·)·' 

seek agreements on disarmament have not achieved the expected results. They 

have not met the interests of the majority of the international community or 

responded to the increasing concern felt by the world public~ which has 

gradually become better informed and sees with alarm the inability to direct 

the progress of science and technology towards neaceful uses,_ although that 

is the only way to ensure the survival of mankind, which is constantly 

threatened by the possibility of a nuclear catastrophe. 

My delegation shares the view expressed in the Secretary-~eneral's report 

that in no area is the need for a recommitment to the principles of the Charter 

more imnortant and more closely tied to the survival of millions of people 

than in the field of disarmament and arms control. ~i!e believe, like the 

Secretary-General, that nuclear disarmament continues to be a matter of the 

utmost priority for each and every member of the international community and in 

particular for the major Powers, which have the responsibility and the duty 

to contribute to the creation of a climate of stability, security and peace. 

In :naragraph 109 of the li'inal Document, which was unanimously and 

categorically reaffirmed at the second special session on disarmament, it was 

stated that general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control continues to be the ultimate goal towards which all efforts in this 
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field should be directed, a goal which we fully share. That document sets 

out the way in which the process of disarmament could be initiated and 

systematically maintained. It sets out the principles and priorities for 

the creation of a realistic and pragmatic frame1vork within which matters 

relating to disarmament could be effectively treated through revitalized, 

representative machinery, in a process of negotiation and deliberation. 

Unfortunately, the reality is very different. The years that have gone 

by have shown not only that the Final Document has remained a dead letter 

for some States but also that tensions and conflicts in various parts of the 

world have contributed to the complete frustration of its purposes and have 

in fact stimulated an increase in armaments in the countries of the third 

world, to the detriment of their social and economic development. 

11/"e note today, therefore, a very obvious absence of political will on the 

part of those who hold the historic responsibility for reducin~ the huge 

production and accumulation of nuclear and conventional weapons. 

The frustrating results of the negotiations on disarmament are in sharp 

contrast with the world that seeks peace. The appeal of the Secretary-General 

for vigilance concerning the application of the principles and provisions of 

the Charter is imperative. The dilemma concerns the choice behreen the use of 

force or the threat of the use of force with the attendant risk of a nuclear 

holocaust and the path of co-operation indicated in the Charter. In this 

connection, it is essential that we s~rengthen the rules and procedures set 

out in the Charter, since they constitute the appropriate framework for our 

search for just and permanent formulas for the peaceful settlement of disnutes. 

On this particular aspect, my delegation has on various occasions stated, 

and now reaffirms, the need to strengthen the legal norms for the comnulsory 

solution by peaceful means of international disputes as the only way of avoiding 

1mr and destruction. 

In this connection the Minister for Foreign Affairs of my country, in 

his statement in the general debate in the General Assembly, emphasized the 
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"would allow this Organization to follow closely the evolution 

of certain problE>ms in order to guide them towards peaceful means 

of the prevention and settlement of disputes in accordance with 

international law and human rights. Perhaps some helpful'action 

in regard to unsolved divergencies might be taken when thesE> 

involve risks of potential confrontation. In this manner there 

could be timely co-operation in the initial stages with the parties 

directly concerned, thereby possibly averting confrontation. ' 

(A/38/PV.l6, p. 4-5) 

~ve welcomed the approval of the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful 

Settlement of Disputes adopted by the previous session of the General Assembly. 

That Declaration, which originated in the work of the First Committee, 

stresses the close link between the peaceful settlement of disputes and 

disarmament and international security. 

There is increasing concern at the present stagnation of the principa~ 

negotiations, at both the multilateral and the bilateral level, in the field 

of disarmament. There is no doubt that the international situation has 

seriously deteriorated, in particular the relations between the major Statell 

possessing nuclear weapons. This has had sPrious repercussions on disarmament 

negotiations and is a destabilizing factor in the international process. 

1ve are convinced that the Committee on Disarmament, with its new progr8mme of 

work, will be able to work out a more appropriate framework to ensure effective 

progress. The Committee on Disarmament, the only multilateral negotiating 

body on this subject, has still not been able to make a detailed analysis 

of the most sensitive problems linked to nuclear disarmament, despite the many 

efforts, initiatives and concessions by the Group of 21. 
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The mandate of the First Coinrdttee over the past year has been to promote 

effective progress in the disarmament process. To that end, a large number of 

resolutions have been adopted ¥rhich have done little to improve the general 

international situation. 

At the same time, the talks on medium~range nuclear arms and strategic 

weapons have shown no positive signs of progress. He hope that with an effort 

of political will, commitments can be obtained that will lead to future progress. 

There continue to be different vievrs on the process of disarmament, and 

the question of disarmament and international security is becoming 

increasingly critical. The total amount of world military expenditure exceeds 

$800 billion annually, and there is every indication that this figure vill 

increase progressively~ as it has done thus far. 

The scenario within ¥rhich the process of disarmament must be developed 

presents serious difficulties~ at both bilateral and multilateral levels. 

lie believe it is essential that the United Nations should help, through an 

effective policy free of any discrimination or demagoguery but characterized 

by pluralism and dialogue, to rationalize its role in disarmament, especially 

nuclear disarmament. 

otherw·ise, every tiHe iTe adopt a resolution we shall be harming the 

effectiveness and the imac;e of our Organization. He are convinced that the 

deliberating bodies of the United Nations should be guided by the principles 

and recormnendations contained in the Final Docmnent of the tenth special 

session of the General Assembly, and should make every effort to reflect the 

true meaning of disarmament as a political objective. 

In this connection? my delegation fully endorses the comments made by 

the representative of the Bahamas last Monday at the opening of the general 

debate. 

My delegation wishes to make some brief comments on the need to seel;: 

methods which could help, through imagination anc1 political realism, to 

ensure implementation of the commitments undertal\:en "i-Then the Final Document 

was adopted by consensus) in particular paragraph 45, which declares 

the priority of nuclear disarr.1ament. 
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The risk of a nuclear 1mr becomes more likely every day, in view of 

the present size of the nuclear arsenals and the state of tension which is 

characteristic of the relations between the major Powers. There can be 

no doubt that the main responsibility for nuclear disarmament must lie with 

the major Powers, which together possess 90 per cent of all nuclear weapons. 

This demonstrates that the vertical disarmament, both quantitative and 

qualitative~ to 1-1hich the parties to the Treaty on Non~Proliferation have 

committed themselves, is still not taking place~ nor, indeed, has the perraanent 

and legally binding renunciation of nuclear arms been made. 

Furthermore, we must bear in mind that if -vre do not control, reduce and 

eliminate this type of 'i•reapon, then the likelihood of horizontal proliferation 

will increase, which would lead to even greater difficulties in controlling the 

arms race and which 1muld further increase the threat of a nuclear 1-1ar. 

This situation requires us to make greater efforts to forestall the 

dangers implicit in further horizontal proliferation of these fearful 

weapons of mass destruction, a proliferation -vrhich has already happened 

in a number of countries. 

Chile, as a coastal country of the Pacific, reiterates its vehement 

opposition to any form of nuclear testing in that ocean. Such tests 

not only affect the marine environment, but also endanger the whole 

regional ecosystem. Ue hope that the ad hoc 110rking group of the Committee 

on Disarmament on the prohibition of nuclear tests 1-1ill finally achieve some 

positive results in the course of its 1984 session, as urged in resolution 37/72. 

He understand that the technical aspects of this problem have already been 

sufficiently explored. 

A total test ban in conformity with the provisions of paragraph 51 

of the Final Document, and other substantive disarmament measures, are 

a matter of political ,,rill. Ue make an appeal to the nuclear "'veapon 

States, calling on them to set aside the dubious advantages of such tests, 

as a contribution to the process of nuclear disarmament, to the non-proliferation 

regime and to the promotion of international confidence-building. 
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Uhile reiterating our adherence to the aims of vertical and horizontal 

nuclear non.-,proliferation, including geop:raphical aspects, we also call 

for greater international co .. operation in the peaceful use of nuclear ener.rzy. 

In that respect we believe that it is extremely important to give 

effective backing to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) •rith 

a view to giving support to one of its functions, that of controlling the 

nuclear plans of States through the application of an appropriate and 

balancecl safeguards system~ 1rithout prejudice to the strengthening of the 

effective nuclear co-,operation uhich is the principal function of that bocty 

and constitutes the most effective means of promoting nuclear development 

for peaceful purposes. 

Ny country expresses the hope that the next meeting of the Preparatory 

Committee for the United Nations Conference on the Promotion of International 

Co-operation in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy can reach ag-reement 

on the ae;enda of that Conference. He understand that the central i tern 

of the Conference ;-Till be the establishT!lent of universal principles for 

the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and nothine; else. He hope that that 

Committee \Till be able to achieve that, on the basic assumption that 

proliferation will not be discussed, or that if it is, it will be solely 

in relation to nuclear we~}ons in the terms of General Assembly resolution 32/50. 
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My.~ountry views uith alarm the deterioration of security in the 

third world. The fragility of the international system is shown by 

numerous conflicts, seemingly local in nature, whichhave historic causes 

of social injustice and territorial disputes, to give a few examples, 

and which involve many countries in various parts of the world, including 

the major Powers. These conflicts have also brought about the acquisition 

of conventional weapons, often exceeding the natural needs of national 

defence and security. 
Until there is appropriate control of the transfer of such anns 

to the developing countries, the regional arms races will remain a 

latent problem. In this respect, we believe that the agreements on 

regional security and disarmament constitute a promising approach. He 

believe that the Group of Experts can finally present its report in 2.ccordance with 

the provisions of General Assembly resolution 36/97 A. 

In this respect, my country has encouraged the initiative taken by 

Colombia to include on the agenda of the next session of the General 

Assembly of.the Organization of knerican States an item entitled 
11Convention for the .Creation of a Mechanism for the Inspection of Arms 

and Military E:,tuipment in America". Such a proposal makes possible an 

exchange Of _vie't,TS on a rG.atter Of [reat COncern to the area. 

Chile has been particularly interested in the problems related to 

outer space and has co-operated in a determined manner with all the 

scientific and technical efforts aimed at promoting the peaceful uses 

of outer space. He expressed our concern about this matter in this very 

Co1""lllittee 10 years ago. 

Our country suggested the creation of a Latin American space agency, 

which, through recional co-operatio1:1.., could contribute to l:eeping Sl;)ace 

technology for economic and social development. It is precisely this 

interest which now.causes our serious alarm and concern at the increasing 

proof that the arms race is being extended to outer space. This is an 

urgent matter, not only because of the need to maintain outer space as 

the common heritage of mankind, but also because an arms race in outer 

space would further increase our fears of a nuclear conflagration. 
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The development of space technology could still be used for destruction 

and death instead of for the peaceful use of outer space. Proof of this is 

the development of anti-satellite systems. i'J'e hope that in the Committee 

on Disarmament. soon to be the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, 

there will be the political will to make substantive progress on this item. 

My country welcomes the proposed creation of an international satellite 

monitorin~ body, which would certainly greatly help to achieve better 

international understanding and co-operation. We also view with interest 

the initiatives to extend the principle of the non-use of force to outer space. 

The difficulties of fulfilling the commitments that the international 

community entered into vTith the adoption by consensus of the "Pinal Document 

and of taking effective disarmament measures have also had consequences for 

economic development. As a developing country, Chile considers that the 

problems of disarmament and development are closely linked. It is undeniable 

that if there are no resources for development there will not be peace, and 

those who contribute to the unchecked arms race bear a responsibility that 

they cannot shrug off, since they threaten the survival of mankind 1·rith their 

armaments policies, in particular with nuclear arms and through their 

obstruction of the process of co-operation for development to the benefit 

of universal, lasting peace. 

Hy delegation supports the recommendations of the Group of Experts -

governmental experts -- on this item. lfe take this op:r:;ortunity to reitc>-rate 

our support for this initiative. In so far as the reallocation of military 

resources 1-rould strengthen the establishment of a nevr international economic 

order, our country 1vill encoura~e any action leading to the attainment of 

this objective. 

The Antarctic Treaty was perhaps the first instrument negotiated at 

the height of the cold vmr to contribute to the concept of detente. The 

Treaty has brought together countries with different political systems in 

one of the most remarkable and welcome examples of international co-operation. 
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The Treaty created the first zone of peace - demilitarized and 

denuclearized - in the world, and it undoubtedly constitutes a model 

a~reement on disarmament, one which should be an inspiration to us in 

our v1ork. The Antarctic Treaty, agreed upon in 1959, established the 

first -and, unfortunately, the only -on-site inspection system, in 

which all parties recognized the right to send observers with the broadest 

terms of reference to control the effective implementation of the principles and 

purposes of the Treaty. Article 7 gives ample freedom of access, including 

aerial observation, at any time to each of the regions of Antarctica. 

l\fy dele~ation will refer more specifically to this matter when ,..,e deal 

with agenda item 140. 

My delegation is fully aware of the existing political difficulties in 

trying to reach a consensus on the problems of disarmament, particularly "t-Tith 

regard to nuclear disarmament. However, 1·Te believe that the survival of 

mankind is a goal vrhich should take us beyond national interests and which 

goes beyond ideological controversies and political-strategic and power 

rivalries. The ending of nuclear tests, the creation of new denuclearized 

zones and the conclusion of agreements aimed at the total elimination of 

these weapons vTill benefit the whole international community. 

If we are to achieve that end, we must be able to count on a political 

effort by the two super-Powers and the other nuclear-weapon States to make 

effective concessions involving balanced reductions as an im~ortant step 

tmrards general and complete disarmament under adequate international control. 

Such concessions would be an effective contribution towards creating a 

favourable atmosphere for initiating realistic disarmament negotiations. 

~inally, I repeat that my country will co-operate with any initiative 

which 1vill contribute pragmatically to nuclear and conventional disarmament. 

I also reiterate our rene1-1ed support for the various approaches offered 

in the ~inal Document. 
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I con~ratulate you 0 Sir 9 on your election to the important post of Chairman 

of the First Co1muittee. I express the hope that under your ~uidance 9 anu 

relying on your rich experience and diplomatic abilities~ this Committee 

uill conclude its vr~rlf successfully. 

I congratula.te also the other officers of the Co!!lJUittee on their 

election to those posts. 

The General··Secretary of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity 

Party of Germany and Chairman of the Council of State of the Ger:;.nan Democratic 

Republic~ Erich Honecker; stated the follouin~ on the occasion of the tenth 

anniversary of the German Daaocratic Republic's membership of the United 

iTations: 

;;The most urgent task facing the United Hations at present is to unite the 

efforts of States iri the struggle ac;ainst the threat of war and to mobilize 

all the potentials and reserves conducive to pee.ce;:. 

Those words describe our relationship to the United Nations since 9 

for us~ peace is not merely a moral principle. For our State" in uhich 

nobody at all could profit from an arms race: for our State 9 whose people 

lmve set themselves the r;reat and lofty objectives of development and uho 

1;ish to contribute to the solution of the r;lobal problems of man~dnc1 9 the 

::_:>:;.~eservation of r>eace is the primary priority. 

As 1·Te speak today in the First Cornnittee at this thirty ·eighth session 

of the.General Asse111bly, the situation for Europe and the entire world is 

indeed a fateful one. The scheduled deplo;y1:1ent of new .1\meric~m nuclear 

ueapons in Europe compels us more than ever before to choose betw·een tuo 

OlJtions: either to set forth upon the road leading us back to detente, 

renovinc:_; nuclear confrontation ancl guaranteeing the military balanc2 lJetueen 

the Uarsmr Treaty countries and the l'TA'I'O countries throush a lesser number 

of weapons~ or, by deployinc; the new American first-strike 1reapons o to increase 

precipitously the danc;er of a devastating nuclear inferno. the German 

Delilocratic Republic, Hhich is locatecl on the dividing line betw·een the 
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two most powerful milita~J alliances, is doing everything in its ability 

to take account of the lessons of the past and of the needs of the present 

and to avert any dangerous development. We cannot allow for the dangers of 

the outbreak of another war from German soil - this time with American weapons. 

The plan to deploy American medium-range nuclear missiles in Western 

Europe is part of the doctrine that a nuclear war can be fought in Europe 

and won. It is part of a system of plans which, disregarding the rights 

and interests of other States, are aimed at the attainment of world 

supremacy. For that purpose, an unprecedented arms drive on land~ on 

water~ in the air and in outer space is now being carried on, and there 

are many new acts of military intervention and the use of force in all 

parts of the world~ ranging from the Middle East and Africa up to 

Central America. This is a dangerous course, all the more so because 

first--strike weapons~ in view of their technical parameters, are able to 

reach their targets in only a few minutes. This means that the peaceful 

settlement of disputes provided for in Chapter VI of the United Nations 

Charter would be impossible. At the same time, this is a rather Utopian 

course. 

The States members of the Warsaw Treaty have unequivocally declared 

that they are determined~ and able, to prevent the other side from breaking 

the military balance and gaining military superiority. The Eastern side 

does not seek a monopoly - and I need mention here only the French and 

British nuclear medium-range systems - and NATO should not be allowed, either, 

to have a monopoly on these weapons systems. There is no doubt that the 

perpetuation of the escalation of the arms race would continue to aggravate 

the already extremely tense political situation and to hamper solutions by 

way of negotiations. Nobody at all could benefit from this. 

The security of all States, both European and non-European, would 

suffer great harm. Although the decisions are taken in Europe, it is not 

only or exclusively a European problem. One should never forget that those 

who, despite the destructive power of the present arms potential, especially 
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in nuclear weapons~ refUse to work for solutions by way of negotiations 

based on the principle of equality and equal security are following a 

course that runs counter to the basic requirements of common sense. 

This is particularly true of the negotiations in Geneva on the limitation 

of medium-range weapons in Europe. 

The proposals of the Soviet Union offer us a basis for working towards 

results that would deal with the legitimate security interests of all parties 

concerned. They include many options, ranging f'rorn a genuine zero option -

that is, the elimination of all nuclear weapons in Europe, both medium-ra:6e 

and battlefield weapons - up to a readiness to eliminate all missiles that 

will have been the object of a reduction in the European part of the Soviet 

Union provided that a mutually acceptable agreement is reached on reducing 

nuclear weapons in Europe as a whole, and including the renunciation by 

the United States of the deployment of nuclear missiles as well as the reduction 

of the number of air-based medium-range weapons. 

In short, the Soviet Union proposals do not envisage for the Soviet 

side a single missile~ a single aircraft carrying nuclear weapons~ a single 

nuclear warhead more than there would be on the NATO side. There can be no 

serious argument against these proposals. Therefore, we are convinced that 

a solution can still be achieved through the Geneva negotiations. 

We therefore agree with all those who call for continued negotiations 

instead of the deployment of new weapons. This historic opportunity must 

be fully used, as was emphasized in the following proposal made by the 

Committee of Foreign Ministers of the Harsaw Treaty States on 14 October 1983 

in Sofia: 
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if agreement is not reached at the tallrs by the year's 

end it is essential that the talks should be continued with a view 

to reaching it in the conditions of the renunc~ation by the United 

States and its :e:ATO Rllies of th2il~ schedule for cte:nloyin,": neu 

medium···ran~e nuclear missiles.:: 

This is a fair offer, inasmuch as the USSR has declared that under 

such conditions it would be willing to continue observing its unilateral 

freeze on medium-range missile systems deployed in the European part of 

its territory and to carry out a unilateral reduction of such systems. 

Those vrho reject this opportunity. to conclude the negotiations successfully 

have only come to the negotiating table for the purpose of concealing their 

mm over·-armament plans. 

Talks that representa.tives of my country have had vTith a great number 

of :roliticians over the past few weeks and months have made it clear that 

there is. gr:av:~ .. c.on9ern ~p<;>ut M,Y ~urther exacerbation of the international 

situation and that there is an earnest desire to achieve results, through 

negotiations, which uould prevent an escalation of tension. 

This, of course, is quite understandable. Any policy that gambles 

llith the fate of manldnd must necessarily evoke resistance among all those 

who, irrespective of their political or ideological differences, oppose 

pre::?arations for a. nuclear -.rar. In order to implement their ar:Y•.s budgets 

and programmes, those vrho pursue a policy aimed at gainints military 

superiority, have recourse to increasinc;l ;r ac'.venturous methods. The 

aircraft provocation against the Soviet Union and the e.cc0111panvi:ne; 

crunpaign to foment anti-Soviet hysteria \·rere further proof of this. 

He strenuously reject all attempts to stifle the voice of common sense 

by vhipping up emotions. At the present time there is the arms drive~ provocation 

and the Propaganda campaie:n, all of which have increasec. the dan~er of i·Tar 

more than ever before since the end of the Second Horld Har. At this time, 

i·Te :reiterate our urc;ent appeal that 1-.re do everythinG in our pmver to lessen 

t12•.1sion in international relations and to intensify international dialogue 

C'.nd co·--operation. 
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The United Nations should exert its full authority to counter attempts 

at justifying and propage.ting a nuclear 1-mr and to oppose warmongering. 

The German Democratic Republic, therefore, fully supports the suggestion of the 

Soviet Union that this General Assembly should adopt a declaration on the 

condemnation of nuclear war. 

The Final Document of the United Nations first special session devoted to 

Cl:i_sarmament regards the prevention of nuclear war as the most urgent task of the 

11orld today. '!'he measures contained in the Final Document were adopted by 

consensus. At the United Nations second special session devoted to disarmament 

there 'tvas again a unanimous appeal for urgent action to avert nuclear 1-rar. 

Follouinr; this appeal the thirty··seventh session of the United Nations 

General Assembly adopted by an overwheJIJ1ing majority several resolutions on the 

~<_)revention of nuclear uar calling for urgent and effective measures. The Farsaw 

Treaty Iilember States s.nd the non-alignecl countries, follm·ring summit meetings 

o:f their groups? adopted documents which reflect considerable identity of views 

on practical measures to this end. 

At this year 1 s session of the Geneva Committee on Disarmam.ent, representatives 

of socialist and non--aligned countries submitted \forking papers containing 

s::_Jecific suggestions on effective measures and how to implement them. Important 

prerequisites already exist for the achievement of concrete steps: 

First, there is the general conviction of the urgency of the need to 

lessen and eliminate the danger of a nuclear 1-rar; 

Secondly~ there is a predominantly uniform view on the practical approach: 

Thirdly, there is the demand of peP.ce~·loving forces which reflects the 

increasing desire of peoples in the East and Hest, ~Torth and South that effective 

measures be taken. 
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It is absolutely imperative to stop the arms race, particularly the nuclear 

arms race. A relatively simple and feasible step that would be taken could be 

to put a freeze on nuclear weapons. This world-wide demand is supported by a 

large majority of States that are representated here and is reflected in resolutions 

already adopted at the thirty~-seventh session of the United Nations General 

Assembly. In their Prague Declaration the Harsaw Treaty Hember States strongly 

advocated a freeze on nuclear weapons, starting with the strategic ueapons of 

the USSR and the United States. 

In vievr of the existing approximate balance in the nuclear potential of the 

USSR and the United States) which has repeatedly been confirmed by Presidents 

of the United States and in international documents, favourable conditions 

already exist for such a freeze. The German Democratic 'Republic vrelcomes the 

initiative of the USSR at this session of the General Assembly for a frAeze, 

both quantitative and qualitative, with appropriate verification, on the nuclear 

a.rsenals of all nuclear-vreapon States~ particularly those of the USSR and the 

United States. This 1-rould put a halt to the quantative build-up of all components 

of the nuclear weapons arsenals as well as to the deployment of ne~.r types of 

nuclear arms. It vrould also impose a moratorium on all tests of nuclear warheads, 

as uell as on new types of nuclear delivery vehicles and on the production of 

fissionable material destined for nuclear varheads. 

He fully agree vrith the letter of the Foreign Minister of the USSR, 

I.:Ir. Gromyko. He, too, consider the freeze on the nuclear-vreapon arsenals as 

an important starting point for subsequent substantial reductions in nuclear 

H28.pons. The thirty-eighth session of the United Nations General Assembly should 

adopt an appropriate resolution to this effect. 
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In this connection, we welcome the fact .that the Ministers and heads 

of delegation of non-aligned countries, in their communique on the meeting 

which was held in New York this year, called for a freeze on the production, 

stockpiling and stationing of nuclear weapons. In addition, it is necessary 

to have international guarantees against the use of nuclear weapons. At the 

second special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament, the USSR solemnly entered into a commitment not to be the first 

to use nuclear weapons. The People's Republic of China had entered into a 

similar commitment. However, the other nuclear-weapon States have not yet 

responded to the appeal made by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh 

session. 

A commitment by all five nuclear-weapon States not to be the first to 

use nuclear weapons would open up the way to the prohibition of the use of 

nuclear weapons, as also called for at the thirty-seventh session of the 

General Assembly by a convincing majority of Member States. We expect the 

current session of the General Assembly to emphasize still more strongly 

the demand for a binding commitment not to be. the. first to use. nuclear.· 

ueapons. 

Attempts to justify the first use of nuclear weapons, including even 

attempts to misuse Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, are not 

only a juridical perversion but also an attack on the basic values of 

human civilization. Equally wrong is the objection that since we have to 

deal with the question of preventing wars in general it is impossible to 

give a pledge not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. 

The prevention of nuclear war means the prevention of a catastrophe 

that would threaten the very survival of mankind. This fact should always 

be cited to counter attempts made to minimize the dangers and say that 

people might get used to them~ For many years the overvhelming majority 

of States have been calling for the conclusion of an international treaty 

on the non-use of force. Such a treaty would constitute an important 

legal instrument for the purpose of preventing wars of any kind. 
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Finally~ there is the proposal made by the States parties to the Warsaw 

Treaty to the States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

that they conclude a treaty on the autual renunciation of the use of military 

force and on the ffiaintenance of peaceful relations. A commitment by the 

member States of both alliances not to be the first to use nuclear or 

conventional weapons against each other would put an end to any use of 

military force. And, of course~ this proposal also envisages the prohibition 

of the use of force against third countries. The treaty would also be open to 

States which are not members of either of the alliances. Regrettably, we are 

still awaiting a response from NATO to this proposal. 

The Soviet Union, in submitting its proposal on the prohibition of the 

use of force in outer space and from space against the earth, has made a 

valuable contribution to ensuring the peaceful use of outer space and 

preventing a new, dangerous escalation of the arms race. The proposal is 

fully supported by the German Democratic Republic. 

The proposed treaty would not only impose on all Stetes a political and 

legal obligation to refrain from the use of force in outer space and from 

space, but also back up this obligation with specific practical measures, 

such as the ban on the testing and deployment of space-based weapons. 

Furthermore, this draft treaty would help those States which are particularly 

interested in the complete prohibition of anti-satellite weapons. It 

envisages a radical solution to that problem. The unilateral commitment by 

the USSR not to be the first to deploy any anti-satellite weapon in space is 

clear proof of its determination to do everything possible to prevent an 

unrestrained arms race in outer space and to facilitate the conclusion of an 

appropriate treaty. In view of all this the General Assembly should adopt a 

relevant resolution at this session. 

This session of the General Assembly is also expected to take decisions 

on other important issues of arms limitation and disarmament, including the 

complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. Our country will 

continue to advocate the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in Europe 

and other regions. 
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We attach particular significance to the Swedish proposal to create a 

zone free of battlefield nuclear weapons on both sides of the dividing line 

bet1-.•een the Warsaw Treaty countries and the NATO countries~ The German 

Democratic Republic is willing to include its entire territory in such a zone 

and to abide by the principles of equality and equal security. 

It is important to strengthen further the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Ueapons. 't~e believe that this session of the General Assembly 

should begin the preparation of the Third Review Conference of the parties to 

that Treaty. It is also essential to begin the preparation and implementation 

of the comprehensive programme of nuclear disarmament. In this connection, 

priority must be given to the prohibition of neutron weapons. 

Attention must also be paid to the prohibition and destruction of all 

chemical weapons. In this connection) the United Nations should call on all 

States to refrain from any action that might impede agreement in this field. 

Serious negotiations undertaken in good faith on these matters, on the 

multilateral, the regional and the bilateral level, are urgently necessary. 

They can be successful if all participants are prepared to work intensively 

for generally acceptable results. Positive results can be achieved in the 

present international situation, as was demonstrated by the successful conclusion 

of the Madrid meeting. What is needed is political realism, common sense and 

goodwill. The German Democratic Republic contributed quite considerably to 

opening up new opportunities in Madrid, giving a fresh impetus to detente and 

peaceful coexistence. This is particularly true as regards the Conference on 

Confidence and Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe, which 

it has now been agreed to hold. 
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At this session of the General Assembly~ our delegation will do everything 

possible to make its contribution to improve the conditions for progress 

towards ending the arms race and ensuring peace. The world must return 

to the road of common sense and political realism. The process of detente 

of the 1970s eliminated colonialism, strengthened peace and gave a sense of 

confidence to mankind. If a few people are dissatisfied with that, it is 

no reason for others to emulate them. On the contrary, our goals must be 

to achieve detente, dialogue, co-operation and agreements on the basis of 

equality and equal security. 

Mr. CHEIKH SYLLA (Senegal) (interpretation from French): The Senegalese 

delegation, lftr. Chairman, would like first to convey to you and the other 

officers of the Committee our most sincere congratulations on your election 

to guide the work of our Committee. In carrying out the difficult and 

demanding tasks which the Committee has entrusted to you, you can be sure of 

our support and co-operation. 

Our contribution to the debate in the First Committee will be that of 

a small peace-loving third world country which has neither the desire nor 

the means of causing the slaughter entailed by war. lle are, therefore, 

a country which cannot in any way have any decisive say in the elimination 

of a scourge, namely the arms race. But peace is a universal aspiration and, 

in view of our clear interests and our own logic, we are led to speak out 

for our right. That right is to ensure that our fate, which is that of 

many other countries similar to our own, should not depend upon fluctuations 

in the relations between those which today have the power to decide on the 

destruction of the world. 

That right also justifies our demand that the omnipotent of the world 

show proof of an attitude which is in conforr.ity with the magnitude of the 

responsibilities their power imposes on them. Such an attitude should show that, 
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through concerted effort and constructive dialogue, it is possible to make 

peace an attainable goal. Such an attitude is all the more necessary 

since the situation in the world today imposes upon us a choice on which the 

survival of mankind will depend. Those of us who have no voice no doubt 

carry little weight in this important and vital debate, but we must not 

become fatalists because neither war nor peace is bound to happen. We 

should therefore like to continue to believe that if we raise our voices 

together we shall perhaps one day make ourselves heard. 

The fact remains that we are living at a turbulent time in 

international relations. In virtually every field, the world situation 

is worse today than it was a year ago. Violence has become a normal fact 

of our daily life; tensions have increased; the dividing line between 

military conflict and the massacre of civilians is becoming blurred and 

passion has become unrestrained. Events have confirmed that man is 

capable of inventing wondrous de~ices as well as the most infamous. The 

question therefore is which choice are we to make. 

Are we to choose peace, in which case everyone would have everything to 

gain, and we would begin with the spirit of justice, tolerance and the 

recognition of the dignity of nations and peoples on an equal footing? 

Or is our choice to be that of war, in which case all of us would have 

everything to lose? That is the choice to which selfishness, prejudice and 

intolerance lead. That second choice, which seems to be the one that 

prevails today, would lead to one thing only, namely, that the fires 

which are being kindled in various parts of the world today would one 

day burst into a full-fledged world conflagration. 

The warnings and appeals made by many international organizations, 

scientists and eminent personalities and the anxiety expressed 

by a ~roGd section of public opinion are listened to only 

halt'-heartedly by the major Powers, which seem to be caught in a trap 
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of their own making. The deterrence, implicit or explicit, on which the 

strategies of the two sides are based, seem to have led to an impasse, for 

while the stated objective of both sides is to avoid the use of nuclear 

weapons, neither is actually prepared to eliminate those weapons. In order 

to ensure that nuclear weapons are not used, it is essential to convince the 

other side that they could possibly be used against it. Thus discussions 

are held on limitation, on a freeze or on the reduction of nuclear weapons 

which, in any case, exist in numbers far larger than those necessary to 

destroy the planet. The destruction of those weapons, however, is not 

discussed. Arid since each side continues to believe that the other side "rill 

attack if it has a good chance of winning, weapons continue to be stockpiled. 

What is more, the technical performance of those weapons has improved, because 

the more sophisticated the weapon the more it will convince the other side 

than any hope of winning would be in vain, as if in this type of logic 

nuclear victory would be possible. The balance of forces, on which we are 

told world security is based, has a tremendous disadvantage in that it cannot 

be measured in objective terms. Therefore, everyone measures it according to 

his own criteria and places the responsibility for disrupting such security 

on the other side. 

The firm tone of the statements and the efforts to keep one step ahead 

in this infernal race thus increase in proportion to the fear and mistrust 

of the other side. It is on this psychological problem that the peace and 

security of the world today rest. 

The fact that we are all aware of the dangers inherent in this Eituation 

should prompt us to redouble our efforts to ~reate the necessary conditions 

for dialogue and negotiation, because the~e is no alter~ative. The 

commitment undertaken along these lines by the Non-Aligned Movement, which 

represents two thirds of the countries of the world, deserves the support of 

all men of goodwill. It is indeed in order to encourage such negotiations 
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that the Committee on Disarmament, a body which is to play the primary role in 

disarmament questions) was set up in Geneva five years ago. That Committee, 

whose work has not yet been conclusive, should have directed its efforts 

towards effective disarmament, in its capacity as a negotiating forum capable 

of winning the confidence and support of the international community. 

However, we must recognize that, despite the efforts made by a large. 

majority of its members, the Committee has been unable to start serious 

negotiations on questions to which the first sp~cial session devoted to 

disarmament had given priority, such as the total banning of tests and the 

prevention of nuclear war. 
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In the same wayo the discussions on the proposed comprehensive programme 

of disarmament, the text of vrhich was the result of several years of work in 

an ad hoc group, still show no sign of a positive development. 

lThen the Committee on Disarmament fails to make progress on certain items 

that have been on the disarmrunent .agenda for more than a quarter of a century, 

perhaps 1-re should concentrate our efforts on increasing our awareness of exactly 

what is i:rwolved so that we may break this deadlock. To this ,end, the 

Uorld Disarmament Campaign should be a matter of priority for us as an 

instrument in the cause of peace. It should enable us to create the collective 

militant effort which could exert the necessary pressure on Governments to 

show a .little more common sense. Until ne1v disarmament measures are arrived 

at, we should, I believe, try to put to the best use what has been achieved 

so far. 

In this connection, one question on which the Committee has not made any 

meaningful progress - and 't'l'hich is not even a disarmament measure - is, 

in our vievr, of paramount importance, since it concerns security guarantees 

for non~nuclear-weapon States. It has become alwost a truism to say that it 

is only fair that States 1rhich have renounced such weapons should be given · 

guarantees against their use or the threat of their use. He see this, 

together with access to the peaceful uses of nuclear technology, as the 

legitimat~ counterpart of the renunciation of such weapons, to which our 

countries have freely consented. This question is for us Africans of 

paramount importance, particularly since it should also do away with the 

threat to our continent represented by the nuclear programme of racist 

South Africa. 

lle believe we arc all the more justified in stressing this point since 

certain statements made recently cannot but lead us to doubt the effective 

value. of existing negative security guarantees. Indeed, in his statement 

to the Committee on Disarmament last April the representative of Venezuela, 

Ambassador Oliver, referred to an important personality from one of the 

principal members of a bloc of countries, who had stated in Copenhagen the 

previous June: 
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r:The . problem is not so much to know where these nuclear weapons are 

stockpiled or located as to know where they uill explode • . . The 

truth is quite simply that nuclear-weapon-free zones offer not the 

slightest protection acainst the use of such weapons. On the contrary~ 

the only time in history 'H'hen nuclear weapons were used it was precisely . 

in a nuclear-weapon.-free zone and against nuclear-weapon-free towns. 

Japan did not have the atomic bomb in 1945. Nuclear-weapon-free zones 

give an advantage to those that.wish to attack or threaten them with 

nuclear weapons. To translate this particular aspect to the present 

political scene, it may be wondered whether a regime that does not 

respect the territorial integrity of a nation in time of peace will 

respect nuclear-iveapon-.free zones in time of crisis or war. The only 

protection against the use of nuclear weapons is the possession of 

such iveapons • 11 

Of course this was not a statement of official policy but, nevertheless, 

it underscores the justification and the urgent need for providing effective 

s~curity Guarantees for non--nuclear-weapon-States through precise and 

binding commitments. 

The inclusion on our agenda of the item relating to the Third Review 

Conference of Parties to the Treaty on the Non .. Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons 

should enable us, in the light of the discussions held in the Committee on 

Disarmament on this matter, to go into greater detail on this important problem. 

The prevention of iTar is not simply a matter of the level of armament. 

Today it is unanimously recognized that the reduction of tension throughout the 

world necessarily implies tru~ing into consideration the vital need for 

development, because, if lrea.pons are the means of war, the scoure;es of poverty, 

ignorance and sickness are the sources of war both present and future. The 

study on the relationship betw·een disarmament and development, the result of 

three years Of work) which lTaS presented the year before last constitutes in 

this regard a highly important document. Therefore we await with impatience 

the report of the Secretary-General on the study ivhich we requested the 

United Nations Institute for Training and Research to undertake last year 

on the possibilities for the creation of an international disarmament fund 

for development. 
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Ue listened with pleasure and interest to the masterly address by the 

President of the French Republic to the General Assembly; in which he 

referred to the highly constructive proposals in that regard. The one relating 

to the convening at the earliest possible data of a conference devoted to the 

problems concerning the relationship between disarmament and development seems 

to us to be of particular importance. lle hope that the major military Po-y,rers 

will be able to respond to that eenerous appeal -y,fithout delay. That would be 

a big step in the right direction and it would give greater hope that solidarity 

will prevail over egoism, for the benefit of all. 

I 1rill conclude by expressing the satisfaction of my delegation at the 

fact that the Committee on Disarmament has accepted the principle of increasing 

the number of its members. Such an increase, 1·rhich in any case meets the 

concern that had been already expressed at the tvro special sessions of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament? will enable the new members, which 

we hope uill be chosen according to the criteria in effect in the United Nations~ 

to make a positive contribution to the deliberations of that body. It is to the 

credit of the Committee that it has thus shmvn the spirit of open-mindedness 

and understanding which is indispensable for ensuring that the dialogue for peace 

will make progress~ a dialogue vhich presupposes that each and every one can 

make himself heard but will also be prepared to listen to what others say 1·ri th 

full respect for and understanding of different vie1vs. 

The CHAIRHAU: I call upon the representative of Peru, who will speak 

in his capacity as current Chairman of the Cmmni ttee on Disarmament • 

I'~. ~10RELLI PAJJD~ (Peru), Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament 

(interpretation from Spanish): I have the honour and pleasure of presenting 

to the First Committee of the thirty-.eighth session of the United Nations General 

Assembly the annual report for 1983 of the Corm>1ittee on Disarmament, 1-Thich is 

contained in document CD/1!.21 ancl Corr.l and 2. Copies in all the workin~ 

languages of the report, including the annexes, will be available shortly. 
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I should like to draw attention to certain matters dealt with by the 

Committee during the present yea:r. 'tfith regard to the recommendation made by 

the General Assembly last year at the thirty-seventh session, the Committee 

decided to change its title from the beginning of its 1984 session to "Conference 

on Disarmament 11
• This nel·T title will not have any structural or financial 

implications, and the rules of procedure will continue to be essentially the 

same. I{ or 1-rill the change of name in any \ray imply a change in the functions 

of the secretariat, which uill be maintained as c1efined in the rules of procedure. 

The Co1~ittee also decided that the number of its members could be 

increased by a maximum of four States. The neu members will be elected by 

consensus, after consultations l'Tith the Chairman. The agreements reached 

will be cormnunicated to the General Assembly at its next regular session. 
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All the substantive items o~ the Committee's programme were carefully 

considered by the members. Hi th regard to certain important i terns, the 

Committee is still in a phase of pre-negotiation, analysing and identi~ying 

problems, noting cases of consensus where they exist, and setting aside 

those items on which there is no consensus for later consideration. On 

certain i terns on ·...rhich negotiations were held~ some progress was achieved; 

generally sneaking, the lack of progress in critical areas reflects the 

adverse climate prevailing in the world today, which inevitably affects 

disarmament negotiations in all forums. 

The hro items ;'Prevention of nuclear war, including all related matters 11
, 

and 11Prevention of an arms race in outer space 11
, were given particular 

attention by all members" obviously because of their paramount importance. 

Their consideration i·Till be continued next year, and in this respect I should 

lilce to express the hope that practical agreements and organizational 

agreements can be rapidly adopted so that those items can be dealt vnth 

urgently and in a meaningful and constructive manner. Progress has also 

been made with regard to the prohibition of chemical weapons. t'Tith regard 

to other i terns , \vork will continue next year. 

I am sure that the members of the First Committee will give the annual 

report their particular attention. The report sets out the complex character 

of the questions at present under consideration, the nature of the existing 

differences of opinion and the difficulties uhich will have to be overcome 

in order to reach the necessary consensus. 

Speaking nersonally, I should like to state that the problems are not 

insurmountable and indeed must be solved before it is too late. It is 

essential that the countries principally concerned should make a special 

effort to create the conditions in which negotiations can lead to fruitful 

results. If the climate of such negotiations were to improve it would~ 

in my view, be possible to expect rapid agreement on the prevention of 

nuclear war, the prevention of an arms race in outer space, a nuclear ban, 

and a ban on chemical weapons. Indeed, vre have all been expecting these 

results for some time nm·r and I am sure that this session of the General 

Assembly 1vill turn its attention to these items with special care and 

with urgency. 
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I believe it is timely to recall that the Secretary-General, in his last 

report to the General Assembly, after having made a special reference to these 

same substantive items, made the following comment: 
11At its thirty~seventh session, the Assembly adopted a record 

number of resolutions on disarmament matters, including over 

20 dealing with nuclear questions. They reflect the deeply 

felt concern of many Governments •·lith the present situation. 

'Horld 'PUblic opinion is increasingly reacting against the 

constant threat of extinction hanging over humanity ••• 11 (A/38/1, 'P· 6) 

In conclusion I should like once more to express my gratitude to the 

members of the Committee on Disarmament for the support and co-operation I have 

ahrays received from them, and to convey to Hr. Rikhi Jaipal, Secretary of 

the Committee, to Mr. Vicente Berasategui" and to all the staff in Geneva 

as a vrhole my gratitude for their assistance. 

Miss DEVER (Belgium) (interpretation from French): Mr. Chairman, 

at the outset I should like to tell you hmr happy we are to see you preside 

over our Committee. ~our thorough knowledge of the issues, your interest in 

disarmament questions and your well-knovm qualities as an experienced 

negotiator are certainly good guarantees that our work will proceed smoothly. 

~esterday, we heard the representative of Greece speak in his capacity 

as President of the Council of the European Community, and we heard him speak of 

the hopes and fears of the 10 countries that make up that Community. I should 

like to add to what he said on our behalf a few comments and thoughts on 

problems to 1~hich my country attaches particular importance. 

In the last fev years, the Government and people of Belgium have seen, 

with a grovdng sense of dread, the threat looming over our country and over 

Western Europe as a whole take sharper and clearer shape, in the form of a new 

category of nuclear wca:r;:ons. 1fe realized the gravity of this threat from the 

outset, and so our Government had to include among the possibilities of what 
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might happen to it the possibility that one day it might suddenly find itself 

faced with~ tragic dilemma threatening our very existence as a nation~ either 

yield to threats, or accept the danger that Belgium might simply disappear. 

That is a fact, a fact ivhich cannot be denied. 

Faced 1.-ith this fait accompli, our allies and we ourselves reacted in a 

moderate and responsible manner. Because i·re abide by our obligation to seek 

a solution to our disputes by negotiation, for we entered into this obligation 

under the Charter, and also because we are convinced of the ultimate futility 

of the arms race, we set a deadline of four years for reaching some agreement, 

four years during which -vre deliberately refrained from acquiring the means to 

avert this new threat to us through deterrence. 

llho -vrould not feel a certain anguish at seeing that this deadline is novr 

arriving without our having been able, thus far, to avert through negotiation 

this threat that we denounced four years ago? ~et some people are trying to 

use this sense of anguish to create an atmosphere of crisis at the approach 

of the deadline set four years ago. The fact remains that it is not the 

expiry of the deadline that is res~onsible for the difficult time we are 

living through~ rather it is the upsetting of the nuclear balance through 

the unilateral action of the USSR that is responsible. That balance must 

be resttred, and no one can say that i·Te spared any effort to ensure that it 

be restored at the lovrest possible level. Compare the situation existing 

today ivith that which existed four years ago -vrhen we made our offer of 

negotiation. Which party has used the time to increase its advantages? As 

I said earlier, ive know the futility and the cast of the arms race. He 

are also convinced that, in the present circumstances, it is only a balance 

of force than can guarantee the security of us all. We believe, and indeed 

we strongly hope, that through negotiations it will be possible to give each 

of us the same security at a reduced level of armaments. 

I felt that I had to take up first of all the problems that are the 

immediate concern of my Government. But they should not obscure other 

problems that can affect our not too distant future, and I am thinking in 

particular of the importance of the United Nations to meet the challenges 

of today. 
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I can only echo the cry of alarm of the Belgian Foreign Minister~ 

~~. Leo Tindemans, when he spoke in the General Assembly and said: 

"~1Iultilateralism is in a state of crisis . . . This serious crisis~ which could 

be fatal for international society, has manifested itself in many areas. 

,.;In particular, it effects what is clone - or rather vrhat is not done - in 

one area to lThich 't-Te ~ttach the highest priority: that of c1isarmament. 1' 

(~L)8/PV.7~ p. 87) 

The Secretary-~General, Hr. Perez de Cuellar~ has also said in his recent report 

on the 'lrTOrk of the Organization: 

l.In no area is the need for a recommitment to the principles of the 

Charter more important and more closely tied to the survival of humanity than 

in the field of disarmament and arms limitation." (A/38/L p, 4) 

The Charter of the United l'!ations inCI.eed created a universal framework ,.Tithin 

which harmonious international relations were to develop, thereby making it 

unnecessary to have a high level of armaments. He all knm-r ,:,hat has happened to 

this. It is not because ,.,e do not have the means, if not immediately to achieve 

general and complete disarmament~ at least to achieve a progressive monitoring of 

't-Teapons and the elimination of some kinds of weapons, but that lre are not maldnr~ 

good use of the means available to us. It would seem that the search for what is 

possible,which is the very crux of cny negotiation, is increasingly being 

sacrificed to mere rhetoric. 

The United Nations is not effectively usin~ its potential, whether it be in the 

Pirst Committeeo in the Committee on Disarmament or even in the Disarraament 

Commission. The debates in those forums are too often, to use the Hords of our 

Forei[,'D Jl!inister ,. Mr. Tindemans ~ 

!;marked by sterile confrontation~ as a result of 't-Thich each party finds 

itself back at the starting point with nothing -· or at most very little -

concrete having been accomplished. :1 (,!._!>id.) 

I should like to give some examples to illustrate this and at the same time to 

suggest some remedies that might improve the situation. 
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The First Committee of the General Assembly should prepare and keep constantly 

up to date a programme of action~ whether to give a new impetus to negotiations at 

present under vray or to open up nevr fields for negotiations. I am sorry to say 

this" but we adopt an increasing number of resolutions every year, often parallel 

and on identical subjects, without making any effort at harmonization. Are we so 

convinced that we are right that we simply disregard the vievs of others? Above 

all~ ar'e 'Tile sufficiently convinced that the only possible course is that of .. 
compromise and thus negotiation? 

There is indeed an obvious need to improve our working methods. The initial 

efforts made this year along these lines under the guidance of our Chairman, 

Mr. Vraalsen, are indeed commendable and ,.,e support them. Belgium hopes that this 

'wrk 1-rill be· continued and we are willing to contribute to it. In this connection 

I should like to make a fe1-r preliminary suggestions. 

The agenda of our Committee should be rationalized. As it is presented today; 

it is simply adding one item on top of others from previous years and the only 

result is that our work is further complicated and unnecessarily overburdened. And 

what can we say about the recent practice of, at the last minute~ adding new items 

to the agenda formulated in such a wa,y that they systematically i(,'llore the overall 

frame'Tirork uithin which the problems raised in those items would have to be studied? 

The Officers of the Committee should shoulder broader responsibilities, ensuring 

that the Committee ctoes not adopt overlapping c1raft resolutions, and should try to 

regroup those draft resolutions. which deal with related matters. He should also 

avoid submitting almost identical draft resolutions year after year. I do not think 

the political messages of the texts 1-rould in any 'Tlray suffer. A representative group 

could be asked to do more work on these proposed reforms so that they could be 

applied as from the beginning of the next session of the General Assembly. 

Another proble!11 that is paralysing United Nations action is the tendency to 

impose uniformity on the work of the various bodies dealing with disarmament even 

though each has its own specific function. I have just described the situation 
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in the First Committee. I do not think, either, that the United Nations Disarmament 

Commission has lived up to the hopes we had for it, despite an initial commendable 

effort this year. If we. are to avoid its duplicating the work of the First 

Committee we have to try to channel its work better by ~iving it limited and 

specific tasks which could create the conditions for negotiating multila.tt:>ral 
, ' • '~ , I ' ' ". '· •• c • ' ' • • ' 'J' '. , , 1. I 

agreements in specific areas. In this connection we attach particular importance 

to the role that the Commission could play in preparing p:uidt:>lines in the area of. 

confidence-building measures which could be applied at both the world and the 

regional level. 

As for the Committee on Disarmament- we fear that it is now losing its 

essential characteristic as a negotiating forum and is simply being watered down 

into another deliberative body. 

The crisis of multilateralism in the field of disarmament is the result of 

confused understanding of its possible contribution to the solution of the problems 

we face, particularly that of the nuclear danger. The responsibility of the 

The nuclear Powers, particularly the two ma;' or nuclear Powers, is quite obvious. 

rol~ of the United IiJations is not to replace them but rather to encoura.gf' them 

to .negotiate between· themselves measures to reduce their arsenals. That is the 

justification for our support for the Geneva negotiations on the reduction of 

strategic nuclear weapons and the elimination of intermediate-range nuclear f~rces. 

The recent debates on the prevention of war, particularly nuclear war •. have, 

however, highlighted the role that the United Nations can play. I am thinking in 

particular here of the Conrrnittee on Disarmament, which should try to identify .th()Se 

measures that could be the subject of multilateral negotiations. 

At the last session of the Committee on Disarmament the Belgian Foreign 

Minister proposed that confidence-building measures within the context of 

preventing nuclear war should be negotiated multilaterally. Such measures could 

deal with nuclear information, notification of activities in this area, 

prevention of 'accidents, the conduct of nuclear States, consultations in the event 

of crisis, and communications. ~tie are encouraged by the ~enerally positive 
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response to our proposal. The measures that we envisage are indeed limited but 

nevertheless they would be a way of starting, with respect for the positions 

of each State on the problems of nuclear disarmament and the prohibition of 

nuclear tests~ the dialogue betweF>n the five nuclear-·weapon States to which I 

have just referred. Such measures would amount to ma.jor progress in easing 

tension. They would also be a significant political development. The 

adoption of such measures would also show that multilateral and bilateral 

efforts in the nuclear field must complenent each other, as in oth€'r aspects 

of arms control and disarmament. 
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But what we need most is negotiation and~ when conditions permit~ the 

Cmumittee on Disarmament must be fully able to discharge its mandate. There 

are, of course, problems of crucial importance but they are so complex that 

ne~otiation is difficult at this stage. But this should not prevent us from 

negotiating without any further delay what is now negotiable. The Cowmittee on 

Disarmament must at last prove its effectiveness by producing draft conventions, 

moc1est ones now but, we would hope, more ambitious ones in the future. And 

indeed, an objective that we should give our full attention to 1vould be the 

conclusion of a convention prohibiting chemical weapons. 

The importance of such an achievement 1-rould mean that the Committee on 

Disarmament should have everything it needs to enable it to conclude these 

negotiations successfully. Last .June~ in Geneva, the Belgian Foreign Minister 

urged the Conrrnittee to devote all the time needed to this issue. As yet, his 

appeal has not been heeded. 

In 1983, we will have spent less than three months on this. The credibility, 

not only of the Committee but of the entire system, would be at stake if we show 

ourselves unable to remedy this situation early next year. He insist on this all 

the more strongly because discussions have shown that positions are not frozen. 

So"ne points of agreement have emerged, for example, on the scope of applicat:i.on 

of the convention, on procedures for declaring stockpiles of chemical weapons, and 

on fact-finding machinery in the event of allegations that the convention had 

been violated. But there are also grounds for disappointment. Detailed proposals 

on verification, whether relating to the destruction of stockpiles or to the 

dismantling of installations used for the production of chemical weapons, or even 

to non-production of chemical weapons in civilian industry, have not yet been taken 

U]) despite efforts on the part of several delegations to exPlain the position. 

Pe know that chemical w·eapons constitute one of those areas ;.rhere there is 

essential need for adequate verification. There seems to be a meeting of minds 

on the need to include verification machinery in conventions on disarmament. 

Hegotiations on chemical 1.reapons offer a particularly promising field. in this 

res~ect. One must move beyond the field of principles and specifically consider 

the nature of the problem so as to make it less dramatic. The United States 
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offer to open up to international verification one of its installations for 

cl.estroying weapon stockpiles is most vrelcome. v-re trust that it will be follovred 

by other similar initiatives, thus leading to further progress in this essential 

area. I should like at this point to recall the proposals made by Belgium at 

the second special session on disarmament aimed at resolving the problem of 

verifying observance of the provisions of the 1925 Geneva Protocol on the use 

of chemical and bacteriological weapons. These proposals still stand and would 

ap:c1ly both to the future convention on the banning of chemical weapons and. to the 

implementation of resolution 37/98 D. He still feel that these proposals offer 

the most satisfactory framework for a negotiated solution. 

He also believe it is still possible to conclude very quickly a convention 

banning radiological weapons, while continuing work on the infinitely more complex 

subject of banning attacks against nuclear installations. 

He 1vould like to recall what we said earlier about this tendency to be 

over-ambitious at the risk of achieving nothing. The credibility of the Committee 

on Disarmament could, indeed, be challenged after five years of futile efforts. 

The successful conclusion of negotiations on radiological weapons would indeed 

be particularly welcome in this respect. A complete ban on nuclear--vreapon tests 

and the prevention of an arms race in outer space are also questions 1-rhich 

co.ll for the conclusion of important agreements. 

Here, againo the Committee on Disarmam2nt has means of action available to 

it,. even if they are still limited. In the first instance, it now has a t!orking 

Group 1-rhich will take up all aspects of verification of a nuclear-vrea.pon test 

b2.n~ in the second, it has decided, in principle, to set up a working group 

1n1ich could carry out a preliminary exploration of the problems of an arms race 

in outer space. 
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vle feel that we must take advantage of these possibilities and, in this 

way, significant progress could be made, provided that we can move beyond 

procedural debates that paralyse the work of the Committee. To want to 

start off by negotiating treaties when the ground has not yet been cleared 

would not seem to be a constructive approach. Rather, it would tend to 

harden existing antagonisms. 

Many other aspects of the problem of disarmament to which Belgium a.ttaches 

the greatest importance) were discussed by the representative of Greece, 

speaking on behalf of the ten States members of the European Community. I 

therefore need not dwell on them. However, in a later statement, my delegation 

would like to take up in further detail the question of the regional approach 

to disarmament , to which Belgium attaches particular importance. 

I should also like to emphasize our interest in the relationshiP between 

disarmament and development and in the recent proposals made on this matter 

by the President of the French Republic. Here, as in other areas of disarroament. 

Belgium will try to make as effective a contribution as possible. The decisions 

we have taken, for example, in appointing a. special Belgian ambassador to the 

Committee on Disarmament, and in appointing an ambassador to deal with problems 

of peace, are proof of our wishes· in this connection and of the hopes that we 

place in the United Nations. 

The meeting__r~l?_e at._l2.30 p.m. 
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The meet.:!:P~:.s called to otd~~~ at·.l0.40 a.m. 
--·~~~:.~·: ~----. --

·.' i 

H£_. __ Y..!?:~:..l2_0]~GBN (Netherlands): ~~ay I first of all express throup:h vou, 

Sir, the TTethPrlancis oelep:ation 1 s satisfaction at the election of 

hnbassador Vr8alsen as Chairr:1an of this Comroittee. F.qually. our conr:ratul8.tions 

r~o to you ano. to l'.;r. Gheorghe Tinea as Vice··Chairmen of the Cormnittee. The 

composition of the Bureau assures us~ by the exrerience and nrofessional 

Qualifications of its members. that our debates here will have an orderly and 

positive outcoii<e. 

Our thanks go to the outp,oing Chairman 0 J\.rnbassador Gbeho of r-bana., for the 

wor1>.: he did last year, 

~r,y deler;ation vrelcornes this o:nportunitv to share 1lith YOtJ 0 Sir~· and Hith our 

colleagues from all })arts of the ,crlobe some of the netherlandsv thoup.:hts and 

vie'I,TS reo:ardinr" the onrroinr; efforts of the international com.munitv in t.'Je field 

of disa.rmarnent e.nd arms control, 

':'oday 1 s \IOrld does not present a rosy picture. Both the develol;led and the 

cleveloning ·Forlcl are confronted 'l·rith serious economic and financial probleJ1'lS 

uhich adversely affect the international situation as a uhole. Ar':a.inRt this 

bAcJ~r:round of uorld··uide economic stagnation the arms build·un, botlc conventionB.l 

and nucleEtr, continues unabated. This general situation is an anl::varo one. The 

'17orlcl comrnunit;r appears to be unable to orvanize itself more rationally, to sort 

itself out" ancl thereby to avoid the callosal ·uaste inherent in the arT'ls race 

and <'levote JJ1ore of its resources to the economic vrell-being of man1dncl, 

That beinp.- so, honesty compels us to admit that the increasinc: arms 

exnenditures are mainly a reflection of the existence of fundamental political 

contrasts. In addition" the continuing use of force in contravention of the 

UnitPc'l rrations Charter aggravates the prevaiJ.inl': distrust, thus brin:'!in,cr us 

farther FJ..Ua:y from thP climate of confidence that vrould uromote ri sarmament. 
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Since ve last net in this Cor.mittee, the interno.tiorw.l clil1:,.te that 

llas J:Jrevailec1 in the uorll1 llo.s not ::Lll)rovec1. ~-~o.st· ·Hest relations continue 

to be strained. thou:::;h it has thus :ia.r ·oeen posdble to etvoid a Llctjor r,1ilitary 

conflict in ;_;urope. Dut, at the s&.le t:il;1e arJYJeo. conflicts outsidP Furope 

unfortunately continue to take l)lace m;inc to rec;iona1 insto.lJilities, 

IIouever re.:..;:cettable this c.;eneral state o:i o.:i'fai:cs r,lc~Y be, ve should not 

allou it to <lise ourac;e us but c rather. should continue to devote our best 

e:iforts to balaricin:_; and stabilizin::; o.n international situation frau:::;llt ·with 

c~ancer. throuch cone rete c:mc1 :1:eo.list ic measures. Ol.u' fo:t'eBost objective shoulc1 

be the elir,lination of the scoure:;e of uar .. v'bich the Charter defines as its mRin aim. 

''easures in t>e fiPld of a:rTI".s control and oisar:rrtarnent should be concrete 

and realistic: Concrete h0cause uords by the:.1selves cannot shou us the uD.y out 

of the Ttmny problems facinr.; us. 1Je :c.mst tr<'.nslate our Ciscuscions rmcl om.· 

nec;otiations into concrete e<!uitable :J.n<l vcrifia1)le ne~1.sures of c'.ri:ls control 

anC. cliS<l.n1<:E;1ent. ca2:x1.ble of inspirin:.; the confic1ence the uorlc1 is so c1es~)e:cately 

in need of. T\e8listic '!.lecause only reHlisrc can nrevent us fror,, reacbin,a; f'0r thE' 

unattrdnable anr1 inste0.c1 help us to ~J:;::-inc about uhat is uitllin reach. 

Tiealisr.1 ueans consiclerinc the uorlcl. c.s it is, not as -:.re slloulc.l uish it to 

be uitlwut illusions but also viti1out deff'.'l:t;is;l. It <licto.tes t~1e cou:;:>se ue 

:mst follmr ., that lS. +hat onlv l)ainstakinr: nep-ot:in.tio:ns vill nllov for nrorress. 

It 1rill a0 .. ,,i tte0J.v he :r_liece;;le<,.l yet pro:::;ress alon:; ti.1e se lines cf'.n be L1<1.cle o 

.:.lealism shoulc1 also cuicl.e ns uhen ue consider ·the f::1 cto-rs tlln.t have 

i'l'eventec1 the out1'"~:rP8k of a U<.1.r in the ~~urope;cn tl1eat1n2, ~;iven tl1e pre::>ent 

nature of arPnments on both siC.es. It oblic~es us to acknmrled[;e tb:.t such a 

-,rar llu.s prinarily beeu rreventec1 by ·C,lle very e::ictence of ~rh<ct so'-tetL1es has 

I.Jec:n called the lJalance o:i terror. iiuclear C~ete~crence has provicled the basis 

:Z'Ol' the exist inc stability·.. \Te nety not and L1deeCL cl.o not, like such a situationc 

but clislike 1rill not ;:1ake it clisappear, Consec.'..uently. any rcn.listic clisarmamcnt 

ne,;otio.tiou should use tllis fundar.wnte.l fact a.s (l. point of c1elJu.rture. T:'l1_R.tever 

1.:eu.sures result fro1·.1 neGotiations. they .should avoic1 effects to the detrir:1.ent 

of this basic stal)ility. 
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~~aintenance of such a precarious stability is not the ultimate ans1rer to th.e 

question of hmr to ensure peace and security in the 1-rorld. But for the foreseeable 

future there is no viable alternative to the present~flay strate[Sy of nuclear 

C!etPY'rence. Stability should be preserved to the JT'axirnum extent possible, hut o 

I hasten to adc'l: this must be achieved at much lover levels of armaments. 

This taslr. is all the more ur,o:ent since the bui'lt~,in dynaJ'llics of the arms 

builr'J. ·UP threaten the stability ue are so anx'i'ous to maintain. Puantitative 

and Cl_ualitative develoPments are takin(S Place 1ihich have the potential to 

destabilize the situation. This is uhat disarmar1ent and arms·control measures 

should prevent. In concrete terms" this should rnean that at no stao:e of the 

Clisarmament process should tbe existing mutua.l'deterrence be affected. Such 

:rr-:alistic disar:mament measures should in parti~ular aim at avoioin&': ~my unoerminint:<: 

of the seconil strike capabilities existin,o; on 'hoth sides. TTeithPr the fundemental 

pbiloso:nh't uno_erlyinp; the conclusion of the 1972 anti~ hallistic··missile Treaty 

nor the Trea.ty itself should be undermined. 

To surn up,, my oelep-ation feels that the coht inuinp: objectives of the 

international community in the fielo of arr1s control and. oisarmar.,ent shoulCI IJe 

to prevent U8T .. nuclee~r uar in narticular. tllrOU{'"h the maintenance Of St::Jbility and 

the nrevention of develonments of a. destabilizi~-"" nature. 

I should like to cluell for a E:oment upon ti1is verv imnortant concent of 

stabilitv. Clearly" stRbility is one of the basic nrincinles unc'l_erlying the effort~ 

of the international cornJnunity to preserve PPace FmC! o 8t the s;:nne time, achieve 

disarmament anf!_ ams·-control a~>;reements. T-lhen usPd in this context, the con cent 

of stability i.ml)lies essentially that militar~r forces be structured in sucll a >ray 

that neither side has any reason to f'ear off'ensivP onerations b:r the other. In 

this sense stability is related to thP equally imnortAnt Principle of balance. 

nut there is r'ore to it. Stability irnplies f!.lso that forces on l1oth sic"!.es l'le so 

structurPr:l that there is no premiur, on attacldnfl" first. Tbe notion has found 

uide apnlication in the nuclear field:· but it is also hi['hly relevant to the 

convention~l.l fiPld and_, as vre shflll see to current develoDments in outer space. 
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It goes 1-lithout saying that the international community, as it 

has structured itself in the various disarmament forums, bears a very 

heavy responsibility. Our nations, our peoples demand of us that we 

spare no efforts to make headVTay, ancl they are fully entitled to do so. 

J!y delegation admits that the current. international climate is not notably 

propitious to reaching concrete resu~ts in disarmruaent negotiations. 

The serious international situation, hovrever, is .not an excuse for 

slackening our efforts but? rather, an additional reason to intensify 

them. It is obvious that progress in.the field of disarma~ent could 

contribute to the easing of a tense international situation. 

The strategic arms reduction talks (START) and the talks on 

intermediate-range nuclear forces (IIiF) taldne; place between the 

United St8.tes and the Soviet Union pffer the opportunity for these 

two countries to put into effect their special responsibility in regard 

to these matters. The START negotiations are the key .to the achievement 

of a stable strategic balance at substantially'lmrer levels. In this 

connection I want to emphasize the ~~portance of achieving both substantially 

low·er levels and greater stability. 

The Netherlands velcomes the additional proposals the United States 

has made both in the previous and in thP present rounil of S'J\'\1'\':': tall~s. These 

proposals take into acc01.mt a number of specific Soviet concerns. He hope 

they vill be reciprocated and thus lead to progress in the negotiations. 

A START agreement is of vital interest not only to the tiro parties directly 

involved but to the ~rorld as a iThole. Of special importance to the 

Netherlands are the talks on intermediate .. range nuclear forces. He continue 

to believe that the complete elimination of land-based longer~range IN~ 

missiles would be the best solution for all concerned. Zero on both sides 

remains the ultimate goal. Should it prove impossible to reach that goal 

in one step, then an interim solution should be sought providing for equal 

ceilings at the 1m-rest possible level. Recently the United States has taken 

nev initiatives vThich meet a number of Soviet concerns. v!e call on the 

Soviet Union to respond positively to these initiatives and to meet the 

legitimate Hestern security concerns created by the 88~20 fl.eplovments. 
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In the particular context of intermediate--rane;e nuclear weapons, 

stability and reasonal)le balance are as vital as they are in the field 

of strategic nuclear forces. The Soviet Union, having first disrupted 

the balance by building up its formidable force of SS-20 missiles c is now 

trying to convince the uorld that it is the \Test that is endangerine; 

stability by its plans partially to redress the situation. Apparentl~r ~ 

the zero option should a:r:rnly to the Hest only~ while the Pm-rer that first 

raised the level of this t}'}Je of armaments should e;o scot·-·free. The 

success of the nw tall;:s? in which the netherlands has a vital interest" 

will require abandoning such false logic and misleading propaganda and 

showing instead a genuine irillingness to come to an eo,uitable agreement. 
,-. 

Hhat I have already said will, I ho:9e, have made clear that the 

Netherlands attaches the highest importance to efforts aimed at maJdng 

pror,ress on nuclear disarmament measures. At the same time, I have stressed 

that vre should be realistic. Nuclear vreapons w·ill not disappear overnight. 

In fact, their very existence has given rise to the paradoxical situation in 

vhich nuclear 1reapons simultaneously constitute the threat of and the 

deterrence to the unthinl;:able: the unprecedented catastrophe of a nuclear 

var. It would be unrealistic to assume that nuclear 1-reapons could disa•?pear 

or be disinvented; but what i·re can do is stri,;e for a gradual reduction of 

our dependence on these weapons for our security, seek a balance at much 

louer levels and halt all developments which could have destabilizing 

consequences. To this end, more stable relations in the conventional field 

are also essential. 

Attention tends to focus on nuclear issues. This is understandable 

but it should not mal;:e us net;lect the issue of conventional vrea}?ons" 1-rhose 

polrer of destruction has been vastly increased by modern technoloe;y. 

Conventional forces absorb a much larcer share of thevrorlc'l·uide expenditure 

than nuclear forces. Ti'urthermore, the use of conventional weapons is, 

unlike that of nuclear -vreapons, a daily reality in many parts of the Horld. 

In Europe peace has been preserved but the conventional imbalance remains 

a potential source of instability. This conventional imbalance is one of 

the reasons of Uestern Europe's dependence on nuclear deterrence for its 

security. An agreement in Vienna on mutual and balancerl force reductions 

could be an important first step towards the aim of a stable conventional bo.lance 

at lower levels in Europe. Progress in the field of conventional 
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disarmament would reduce our dependence on nuclear deterrence and increase 

the possibilities for reductions in nuclear weapons. In January a nevr 

conference will start in Stocl<;:holm, within the framework of the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe, vrhich will seek agreement on a set 

of confidence- and security·-bU:ilding measures applicable to the vrhole of 

Europe. Such measures could do xnuch to strengthen stability in Europe, by creating 

greater transparency and rcHoving some of the uncertainties about military 

activities that can only too easily give rise to fear and misunderstanding. 

The European situation clearly indicates how difficult it is to reduce 

dependence on nuclear weapons once they have become part and parcel of a 

regional balance - a balance that is bound to be complex. What we can and 

must do is to try and prevent a similar situation arising elsewhere in the 

-vmrld. Further proliferation of nuclear -vreapons would constitute a serious 

threat to international peace and security. The aim of strengthening the 

regime established by the Non-Proliferation Treaty is therefore a cornerstone 

of the Netherlands policy on nuclear disarmament and arms control. It follous 

that even-handed proposals to keep certain parts of the >mrld free from 

nuclear weapons - like the announced Egyptian initiative - arouse our keenest 

interest. 

The Netherlands lS fully aware that prog~ess in the negotiations on the 

existing nuclear armaments systems will have beneficial effects on 

non-proliferation, but it is possible to do more. My delegation wishes once 

again to underline the great importance it attaches to a speedy conclusion 

of a comprehensive test ban +-reaty. It is our firm conviction that such a 

treaty -vmuld constitute a contribution to non-proliferation, horizontal as 

''ell as vertical, which can hardly be overestimated. As such, a comprehensive 

test ban treaty would be a major contribution to more stable relations in the 

Horld ~ provided, I hasten to add, that it would do mray -vrith all test 

explosions for all times in all environments. In other words, the Netherlands 

attaches great importance to the comprehensive character of such a treaty. 

Its scope should encompass the so-called peaceful nuclear explosions. Failing 

to prohibit such explosions would make verification virtually impossible. 
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One should not lose sight of the fact that the technologies used for nuclear

weapons testing and·for conducting·nuclear. explosions for peaceful purposes 

are basically the same. As a result, military benefits could be derived 

from either type of explosions, and a treaty that would leave room for 

explosions for peaceful purposes would render a comprehensive test ban 

treaty devoid of meaning. 

He are convinced that while a number of problems, technical as well 

as organizational, remain to be solved, adequate verification of a future 

comprehensive test ban treaty is feasible~ The Netherlands would appeal 

to all delegations at present involved in the deliberations in the Committee . . 
. . - -. . . 

on Disarmament on a comprehensive test ban treaty to approach the remaining 

problems in this field in a positive and realistic frame of mind. 
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May I now turn to the subject of the so-called negative security assurances. 

He remain convinced of the importance of continuing efforts to reach 

agreement on a common formula which would encompass all the assurances which 

each of the nuclear-weapon States has individually given to the non-nuclear-weapon 

States. Such a common formula -· to be incor-porated for example in a Security 

Council resolution - would lend added weight to these individual assurances and 

would, we hope, increase the confidence of the non-nuclear--vreapon States that 

they would not be the victim of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons af,ainst 

them. Agreement on such a formula would thus strengtherl the non-proliferation 

regime. The key to the solution of this question is, of course, primarily in the 

hands of the nuclear-weapon States, vrhose responsibility it is to bring their 

respective· negative security assurances closer to ··each other. The Netherlands, 

however, takes a keen interest in this issue and remains prepared to lend a 

helping hand wherever useful and possible. 

I mentioned earlier the primary importance of stability to prevent war and 

maintain international peace and security. The notion of stability is particularly 

relevant to outer space. 

Man's entry into outer space has opened prospects hitherto undreamt of by 

mankind. The progressive exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes 

has been of enormous benefit to all peoples. in accordance with the desire 

expressed in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. Many exclusively peaceful endeavours, 

such as research into the earth 1 s resources, were furthered by satellites and their 

ground support specifically designed for these purposes. At the same time, their 

use for military purposes, as components of defensive and, in some cases, offensive 

systems, was actively pursued. In many cases military and civilian functions are 

combined in one and the same satellite. On the whole, the military functions of 

satellites seem to have a stabilizing effect. Observation, early-warning and 

commUnications .satellites are essential elements in verifying compliance with. 

arms-control measures, in preventing surprise attacks and in ensuring 

maintenance of communications in periods of tension and conflict. This observation 

leads us to the inevitable and realistic conclusion that, at least for the 

foreseeable future, complete demilitarization of outer space is not a desirable 

goal. 
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If one then concludes that satellites are on the vrhole important to 

stability, it follows that anti-satellite weapons are destabilizing. 

Anti-satellite weapons are a matter of grave concern. Their entry into the 

arena might well be the first step in a long and costly arms race in outer space. 

Their devel0pment and perfection may lead to a situation that puts a premiQm on 

attacking first. Because of the important role satellites play in overall def~nce 

capabilities, eliminating these satellites at the outset of a conflict might 

give the aggressor a very substantial advantage. This is, I believe, a clear 

example of a situation we should avoid. 

He propose to deal simultaneously ivith the problems posed by anti-satellite 

weapons from two angles: satellites should be declared inviolable and, in 

conjunction with such a measure, the testing, stationing and use of specific 

anti~satellite systems should be prohibited. This is the approach that ivas 

suggested in the Committee on Disarmament by the l\Tetherlands Minister for 

Foreign Affairs, ~:Tr. Hans van den Broek, on 29 March this year. 

Far be it from us to underestimate the complexity of the verification aspects. 

He recognize, for example, that there are no quiclr fixes to the problem of 

residual capacities, should specific anti ·Satellite systems be banned. Collateral 

measures could perhaps reduce this problem. Yet the vieif seE>ms to be widely held 

that, vrithin the scope of the measures we propose, verification may be difficult 

but not impossible. 

I stress again that in the field of arms control in outer space, as in other 

areas of disarmament, absolute verification is impossible. Protective measures 

to enhance the self-defence capabilities of satellites - at least the most vital ·

may therefore be found to be indispensable. A parallel appears to emerge with 

the prospective chemical weapons ban: an acceptable verification picture from a 

security point of view could consist of a combination of a set of verification 

measures adequately tailored to the scope of the ag~eement, a certain level of 

protection and, possibly, collateral measures. In addition, States should keep. 

the residual-capacities problem manageable. 
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The Netherlands Government has taken note -vrith interest of the draft treaty 

on the prohibition of the use of force in outer space and frcm space against 

the earth~ recently submitted by the Soviet Union 9 and. vre shall come bacl\: to 

this draft at a later stage. 

I nov turn to the subject of ch~mical ,,reapons. !l.t the outset, I uish 

to recail that the Netherlands armed forces do not possess chemical weapons
0 

that the Netherlands Government does not consider introducing these w·eapons into 

its armed forces and that it rejects the stockpiling of chemical •·reapons on 

rJetherlanc1s territory. This position reflects our view that stability does not 

seem to depend to a meaningful dersree on chemical .. ueapons capabilities. It is 

therefore disappointing that, intensive ner,otiations Ln the Committee on 

Disarmament not"tdthstanding, a decisive breakthrough in favour of the speedy 

conclusion of a chemical-weapons 1Je.n has not yet been achieve6 .. , -though small st~:9s 

-vrere made that broke the ground towards narrowing dmrn some existing differences. 

An important contribution to the work of the Committee on Disarmament saw 

the light in the form of an elaborate model for the destruction of chemical 

wreapons, presented by the United States delecsation. Ue hope that countries 

holding strong views on different concepts for the destruction of chemical weapons 

and the verification thereof will present them without further delay, so as to 

stimulate a dialectic process. An opportunity for a detailed exchange of views 

will be offered a fevT weeks from now at Tooele Army Depot 9 Utah~ uhere the 

United States has invited all interested delegations to attend an on--site 

demonstration of the United States destruction-·moo.el. 1:-Je hope that this important 

initiative will contribute to a breakthrough in the negotiations, "i·l'ith a positive 

spill-over effect to other areas of the much-desired convention" Thanks to the 

efforts of the Canadian chairmanship, presiding in a most stimulatine; manner 

over the chemical-weapons negotiations in the Cowuittee on Disarmament, a rough 

draft of such a convention is no1.7 on the table" All members of the Committee 

on Disarmament should nmv malce a concentrated effort to formulate precisely their 

respective treaty concepts, with a view to resolving remaininc differences so 

that a full draft convention can be presented to the General Assembly in the near 

future. The urgency of this task is highliGhted by continuing reports on the use 

of chemical weapons against defenceless peoples in d~veloping countries. 
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Mr. Chairman, I conclude - non2 too early,· you may think. But the i-reight 

and the complexity of the issues at stake did not allm-r for casual treatment. 

Even less do they justify efforts to pretend that they can be solved by the • 

use of slogans, however appealing these may sound. All States, ~reat and small, 

must bear their share of the responsibility to keep the peace and our uorld 

livable. The Netherlands nation is deeply conscious of that duty. Hhere I 

have stressed the need for stability as well as for realism in the field of 

arms control and disarmament, I have done so to indicate our approach to the 

problems. The Netherlands will try to live up to its reputation and vTill do 

its bit, soberly, reasonably and tenaciously. 
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Mr. ADELMAN (United States): It is a real pleasure to be here today. 

Lool;:ing around this chamber, as I have, I see many colleagues with whom I ha-ve 

en.1oyed immensely working in t~e past,· over the past two .ye~s. It is a good 

feeling to come back to such familiar ground, especially as in my new position I 

look back to my United Nations days in general and to the First Committee meetings 

in particular with a special fondness •. I am especially pleased that a dear 

personal friend, Ambassador Tom Vraalsen, has assumed the cha.irmanship of this.· 

important Committee. 

The First ColllJllittee is, as we all know, confronted with ma.ny critical security 

and arms control issues. Resolving those issues is the major challenge of our 

times if vre are to help make the world a safer place for succeeding generations 

in the place that we inherited from previous generations. Our task is nothing Short. 

of doing everything in our power to ensure that all people may realize their 

potential in a world -that offers them security and freedom. 

Last year in this same forum, my predecessor and my· friend, Gene Rostm.;, called 

for a change in the climate of world opinion. He appealed for a demonstration of 

universal goodwill, for the exercise of the powers of reason and for all nations to 

heed the words and to follow the spirit of the United Nations Charter. 

I wish that I could tell Gene Rostmr today, and that I could tell ·everybody in 

this chamber today, that all nations had heed~d those calls. But I cannot. The 

continuing troubles in the Middle East have been of grave concern to my Government 

and to the Governments of many other representatives sitting in this room. He see 

continuing aggression in Afghanistan and \·rars in the Near East, South-East Asia and 

Africa. He see attempts to foster conflict in Central .America,. in :particular to 

destabilize the duly-elected Government in E1 Salvador. The Korean airliner tragedy 

underlines the different standards that exist and that run coUnter to ·what is right 

for the family of nations. 

My purpose here is not to belabour the troubles which separate this body, but 

to try to focus on a better future. The United States is dedicated to that goal. 

When President Reagan stood before the General Assembly just a few weeks ago on 

26 September he reaffirmed the United States Government's commitment, and his 

personal commitment, to reducing nuclear arms. He made an unequivoc_al pledge to 

those gathered ·in the General Assembly, saying that: 
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"The United States seeks and will accept any equitable, verifiable agreement 

that stabilizes forces at lower levels than currently exist. vJe are ready 

to be flexible in our approach - indeed, -vrilling to compromise." 

(A/38/PV.5, p. 7) 
I take this opportunity to reinforce that pledge made by President Reagan. 

The United States is embarked on one of the most ambitious arms control agendas 

ever. That fact often is insufficiently understood and is sometimes, if not often, 

misrepresented. 

Our goal is, pure and simple, to enhance stability by significant nuclear 

arms reductions. In the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) 1re have repeatedly 

demonstrated flexibility on key issues which divide the two sides. During last 

summer's round we proposed a draft treaty that addressed several of the concerns 

voiced by the Soviet Union. Our draft treaty provides a basis on which an 

agreement that serves the interests of all can be found. 

During the current roUnd we are continuing to press for progress. As President 

Reagan recently announced, the United States delegation vill propose a mutual 

guaranteed build-down of ballistic nrissile warheads and a build-down of combers, all 

designed to encourage stabilizing systems. The United States is willing to negotiate 

trade-offs bet-vreen United States advantages and Soviet advantages in ways that will 

move towards a more stable balance of forces. 

In the START negotiations our basic objectives remain unchanged. Ire seek a 

safer, more stable strategic balance at force levels much lower than those which 

exist today. We seek in particular to remove any incentives on either side to launch 

a first strike. For our part, we cannot be satisfied with merely capping the 

nuclear arms race at the current, very high, levels. 

vie have seen some movement in the negotiations, but not nearly as much as we 

had hoped. So far,·the Soviet Union has failed to res~~nd to our initiatives in 

a manner that would permit significant progress. 

In these negotiations our primary focus has, of course, been on weapons systems. 

But 1-re also recognize that other measures can help promote stability and. reduce the 

risk of vrar. Hith this in mind the United States has proposed confidence-building 

measures in 3TART calling for the pre-notification of ballistic missile launches 

and major military exercises. He have proposed specific means of improving 
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communications betwoen the t.wo Governments in a crisis. These initiatives are 

designed to strengthen barriers against the outbreak of 'o~ar through accident 

or miscalculation. 

The unprecedented and re1entless Soviet buildup of triple-warhead SS-20 

intermediate-range ballistic missiles - these are the SS-20s that vrer.~ explained 

so "\Tell by A-mbassador van Dongen in his statement this morning - threatens our 

ollies in Europe and in Asia and heightens tensions around the rslobe. Faced with 

this problem, the United States and its allies in the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) have been seeking a nE:gotia-ted solution t.o achieve a balance 

in such longer-range inte:rrnediate-range nuclear forces ( IHF) • 

To achieve that balance, the United States initially profosed the elimination 

of this entire catee;ory of nuclear "reapons on toth sides. In short, we undertook 

to cancel s.ll planned deplo;yments and production of such missiles if the Soviet 

Union 'o~ould eliminate its existing SS-20, SS-4 and SS-5 missiles and agree not to 

produce any more such missiles. lie continue to S(::e this as the best solution for 

P~ericans, for Europeans, for Asians~ and for the Soviet people. It is also the very 

best - to be parochial about my inte~ests - :for arms control itself· 

The Soviet Union ha.s been unwilling to accept this :far-reaching approach to 

security and stability. I think it is fair to say that the only thing that anybody 

has seen >·Trong with the zero option is that the Soviets have refused t.o accept it. 

Therefore, to t;ry to mov0 these negotiations forvmrd, the United States, in close 

consulation with its allies, put forward a proposal earlier this year for an interim 

agreement that 11ould re::mlt in substantially reduced, equal levels of United States 

and Soviet w-arheads on a global. basis. Nore recently, President Reagan proposed 

other steps to ·try to meet stated Soviet concerns. 

As representatives here realize, he expressed, first, a •dllingne::;s to consider 

in the context of equal global liL11its a commitment not to offset the entire Soviet 

c;lobal longer-range INF missile deployment through United States Cl.eployments in 

Europe. Vle would, of l!ourse, retain the right to deploy such m:i.ssiles elsevhere 

vd.thin the global ceiling. 

The President expressed, secondly, a 1-Tillingness to considPr proposals involving 

aircraft that are consistent >Tith our criteria for. an o.greement.. The President 

expressed., thirdly, in the contex-t of sic;nificant reductions to equal levels~ his 

•rillingness to apportion the reduction of Pershing II and ground-launched. cruise 

missiles in an appropriate manner. 
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Quite cl~Sa.rly our hopr: is that this furt.her demonstration of our flexibility 

will ll-:ad i-o a.crc-:<".lll':''nt. i:..1 Geneva. The Soviet Un5.on 9 howr-:ver 9 has refused to 

W"'gotiat.e on +he basis of ~q_uality. Instead, thP. only ba.sis on •·rhich the:y have said 

they uould nee;otiate is 't-That amounts to vhat the President called. a.-r-. the United 

Hations a ;1half-zero;1 oprion, that is, zero ·deployments for our side and substantial 

deploy111ents for their sidt::. Thr·y ua.nt in effect to perpetuate a complete Soviet. 

monopoly in t.hes.:: missil0s, with all the threats to frF:e peoples and to stability 

tha.i: i~.his monopoly 5mplies • 

In both the strategic· and internec_iate--range nuclear arms control negotiations 

we loolr to the Soviet Union ·r.o reciprocate the flexible and constructive approach 

t.aken by the Un).ted States. Hith such co-operat.ion from the Soviet side we could 

rc~pox·t subs·~an+.ial progress in thesE vital c;;ffnrt.s a·:-. next year's Assembly, 

unlil:e this year 1 s Assembly, 1-lht::r<", unfortunately, 1-1e cannot announce such progress. 

Ddle 1·Te push ahefl.d to reduce f~Xisting nucle-rtr arsenals, ve must also continue 

vic;orous effort.s ·to prevent the further spread of nucl;:ar uea:pons. Fm·r principles 

have been more lTidely accepted in th:":se halls than the fact. that nuclear--vrr;q:pon 

proliferation constitutes H grav,_ thrc:oot to internatiomd stability and to the 

security of Fill nations. ik ca.n be encouraged by the progress vrt have made W'Orking 

closely to[!;ether. The munber of countries t.ha.t have opted for nuclear 1-ree)Jons is 

lJlUCh smdler than mFmy feared or predicted earlier. I am reminded that. in the early 

l960s President. John F. Kennc-:dy said that the,re i·ra.s a prospect of some 25 or even, 

I lk:lieve ~ 30 nucln.:tr--vreapon States in the early 1980s, and bf'cause of efforts that 

vre havr-: bolstered and srumr.oned on this issue -vre are not in the situation that 

Pr-::sid,">tlt I~ennec1y f,-_ ared ov•:;r 20 years ago . 

. But 1-TC: cannot become complacent about this cons~nsus or rest on our record·. 

Pr-?Vtnting Proliferation req_uires continued dedication, constant vigilance, fresh 

initiatives and st.ea.dfast support for the barriers to proliferation that nmv exist. 

The third conference to revievT i-he implementation of the Non-ProlifP.rat.ion 

Tr(~aty (NPT) , to 'be held in 1985 o affords all parties the opportunity to renew their 

commitment to the· Treaty. As 't-Te start planning the conference ... vrhich ive in the 

United States Governr'ent are helpin: to do -· it is my hope that we ca.n encourage 

<.,ll States vhich have. no·i; yPt e0hered to the lJon-Prolif£:Orcl.~ion Treaty to do so. 

Let us nlso 1-ro:r.lc toe;ethcr to reaffirm and st.r(·ngthen the vital function this Treaty 

sr::rw~s in SUI>:r::ort. of i~he peace and security of all States. 
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We are, of course; actively engaged in a number of other ·a.r''.S' control endeavours. 

Cne of the iaost important -.and one vrhich was discussed. earlier .by our. colleague f:rom 

tl:e Netherlands - is the effort to rid the world of chemical wea'pcns. To this end the 
. . 

United States is working 1-1ith other members of the Committee on Disal.'l:l1ament in. 

Geneva, ·where our representative is .Ambassador lou Fields, t.o elaborate a 

·convention on the cornp~ete and effective prohibition_of the.development, production 

and stockpiling of chemicaJ. weapons and on the destruction or. existing stockpiles. 

As evidence of the importance -we place. on this, Vice Presidmit Bush la:unched 
. . . 

a major United States initiative at the Corr~ittee on Disarmament last ~ebruary to 

accelerate the negotiations being undertaken by Ambassador Fields. At· that time we 

introduced a comprehensive document detailing our views on the contents of a 

chemical weapons ban. Th~n in July Ambassador Fields sh~e~ with the .Committee our 

"1-."'0rk on illustrative procedures for destroying chemical uea:rons and for verifying 

that procedure. 

:ro give those involved in the negotiations a better insight into the problems 

involved, and a better persona~ feel for the issues we are dealing with in the 
. ' ' . ' ' ' ' 

Committee on Disarmament, we have now invited the member and observer delegations 
. . . . 

to that Committee to attend a vorlcshop in mid-November at the chemical weapons 

destruction facility at Tooele Army De:rot in Utah. 'l'hat ·workshop 'dll· demonstrate 

the United States programme for chemical weapons destruct~on. We hope that this. 

workshop ldll stimulate further discussion and progress. on means of ve:rifying" a 
comprehensive chemical weapons ban. . . · · . . . . . 

As we pursue such arms control measure·s, ve must not close our eyes -to the 
. . . . . 

environment in which we are >lor king or to ·.actions that go aga.inst and can -undermine 

Hhat we are seeking to accomplish. President Reagan's recent address noted a.rea13 

in which vre have serious concerns about Soviet compliance i~ith agreements already 

negotiated - agree1i1.ents the Soviet Union has ·itself agreed to. · It is .particularly 

tragic tb.at the use of chf'micnl warfare· in Asia - about whi.cb this Cominittee has 

he~d a great deal from me personally .over the iast two years :.. continues today~ in 

violation of the 1925 Geneva Protocol, the 1972 bioiogical and toxin weapons 
: . .. ' ' ' . 

Convention, customary international lavT, and our s-ense of· htinian decency -·I think 

eve~~ody's sense of human decency. 
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He cannot turn our ba.ck on this tragic situation. If ue a.re serious c>,bout A.nns 

control, then i·Te are serious about. compliance issuE::s and we must continue:: i~o call 

attention to problems of compliance so long as they exist. In the chemical 

1Tca1:ons arf~a vre should actively support efforts to investigate' eviclence of their use. 
,• •. . - ' . 

Ur~ look for~Iard to t.hc reconunendations of the experts on meBns t.o deal idth t·hc 

matter penc1ing . completion of a new chanical uen.pons treaty. Their reconnu<::no.n.tions 

will be given very co.reful att2nt.ion. 

He should also rededicab: efforts in the Committee on DisarmamPnt to banninc 

a iThole class of radiological uea.pons before they 8.r(-o evt-:r.product:cl. Given i·he 

r:olitical w-Ul it. should b' possible, in our vievr, ·t:o reach 8greement soon on a 

consolidate:d tre~ty text to out.l::1w such vTc.rtpons. \Te and othf'1'S in the Corirr<littc"'' 

no:cogi1iz,~ tha.t, compar;;d vith mort compelling priorities, a. radiolocical W'':apons 

tr(:aty may .b'! vie-'t'Ted s.s_ a m.od~st accornplis1Ment. But EVen modl'!st accomplishments 

can have value and can help move~ us further alan~ :i.n our crit.:i'cal work. 

The arms control agPnda dor-;s not end uith START, IHF and the C:onnnit.tee on 

Dis8.rn1Rment. The United StaGes and it.s allies in Ues·~ern F.urope, for <=:Xamplc, have 

tal~en initintiv.;s to sco:ek :t·eductions in cnnvcntional forcPs in Europe. The EH.st 

has recently shmm som0 'dllin~ness in principle to consider a. more 1:eaJ.istic 

frameviork for monitorin~ such rf'ductions. He hope that concret.€' pror;ress is 

possible. The Conference on Confiden.ce and Sc:curity BuildinG lvl<:n.sur~s anc. 

Disarmlli'lent in Europe is ~t-tt.ing under uay to 1v-ork out aGr-=ements to :r:f:duce the risk 

of uar arisil1G through i--::rror or miscalculation.. ;!he United States, with its allies, 

uill be ·tr.Jdnr; a. r:ositive ·approach to thi~ j_rnportant. und~rtnkinr;. 

The United States is, as w·c'!ll, reviewing ot.her possible arEas for signific~.nt 

arms control measures. H<;: continm;, for ~:xample, to seelc 1.-1ays effectively to verify 

nuclertr testing limitations • He are also reviewing possible llays of reducing 

the risks of conflict in space. 

The simple: fact is that srms control is one of i.~he most intellectually 

chvllengin(h emotionaJJ.y gripping ana. profoundly im:t:orto.nt. endeavours of ou't' era. 

Harkin~; toc(::ther 1-re have come a fair d:i'.stancc in only two decades. The limited test 

ban Treaty, the: nuclear Hon-Prolifera·t;ion TrP~.ty, t.he Treaty pro hi biting nuclear 

vcapon::; in Latin 1\m.erica :... the Treaty of Tlatelolco, the biolo[!ical and toxin weapons 

Conv(~ni:ion, the Anti-Ballistic Missile. Treaty, the SALT I Trr--aty, and the outer 
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spac:; and sev.--b0d Treuth-:s have all been successfully concluded. I believe they 

s~rve, to varying degrees~ as critical. corrw:rstones in cha~nelling and curtailing 

11eapons pJ."QgrannlKS and t.hel·cby l.Eoa.ding to cr::oa·h:;r stabillty. 

Our uork is far fror.l finished, hmrever ~ and future progress :i. s likely to 

lJl"'est-nt even mor0_ challeng.~s. Th,o; li:.Gy issu";s ,.,(~ ·face toda.y are extremely complicated, 

l·.echnically, polit:i.cal.ly and milit.nr:!J.y •. There ar~ no simple solutions. Sueepine · 

anu unverifiable d~clarv:tions of in+.~n1~ must not. b~ confused l-Tith effective 

a:cms control. 

ne£~chinc; Bgre'.:oinen1:s t.hat, act.ually str~'U/f;;hen .secuvity and promote peace may 

11ell Pl'OVe much :morf' difficult and timr.--consumin{': no~-r·than they have in the 

past. 'l1hc.., task is also eve •. ~ more cCJmp;-J.J.i.ng. 

As 1TG. seek t.o reduce ·::he i;hreat of t-rar it. is useful to remind ourselves of 

so;;1e very ke-y pr·).nciplc-s,. TlwsC'> <1re principles of arms control and ·or security 

in a lar~er sens~. 
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First" arms control agi'eN~ents and the :.:Jrocess of ner:otiatin.n· them_ 

are not ends in themselves. The~· are a .r.~e?ns to enhance stability, 

security EJ .. nd unc1erstanc1in:· betm:.en nations ano. thereb~r to reo.u.ce tension 

and conflict. Accornplishinr,· those. objectives re'}uires ac;reements that are 

eq_uitableJ vedfi~ble and 1rtilitarily sir-:nificant. 

!!e cannot nnd r,:ust not sacrifice proc::ress for the sal;:e of ~lerfection. At 

the sane tiJJ1:e, ue ::nust not be lurer: by ar:reeHents uhicl:. r1ic:ht rtD}'ear ? .. -ppealing 

but, on reflection, do not really serve the r:ouls for uhich thPY are inten0ed. 

nn_~)ty ae,reePlents uou.lti be eas;)r. Dut ar~reements that infJ.atc e:rrectations 

uithout nuch in the ua.y of concrete benefit uould not~ on lx1lance serve ou.r 

·interest. 

8econ0ly. just as effective 'lrDlS control does not C011Je easily. it also 

t::tl:es consicl.erable time anf1. llatience. !'e.gotirttion of the ~TPT ~ for exaE\')le, · 

tool~ more than five y~?ars. Other agreer·lents requiret1 even J!'Ore ti:;:;1.e. There. 

is no qu:i.cl~ anc1: eas:y route. I am often reruincled that the Austrian State 

i\":ree::1ent took over 10 years of ner·otiations. He m:i.r,ht not h~.ve a free~ 

c.eHocratic, neutral Rnd inc1.eperir'l.ent Austria today, 1ritl1out the ~resence of 

f~oviet troops) 111=1.0. the Fest CODr1Jro:rniset1. its prinCiples and objectives at an7 

~~oic1t in that 10· year span. 

A thircl principle is the.t the atteHpts of the 'United States and its 

allies to main-fain an effective deterrent anrl. ntilitary balqnce are essential 

for sta1)ilit:J in :the lrorld.and as an incentive for the arms control process 

. really to uori:. Ii.1 thi.c; li":ht" .the ~earan Jl,dmini.stration ht=ts pursuecl. nrot';rammes 
~- .. . . ~ . . --

·to strenr;then defences anE!. recl.ress the imbalances that bfl..ve con'e aliout over 

the past cl.ecacle. These are the ir:1.balances that I have 0escribco. in detail 

to thb Cmu,1ittee over the ;:~.st. tuo years. ·These ,?roe:raJ'!llilf'S J:lrov:UJ.e stron~;. 

incentives for the Soviet Union to. necsotiate uith us :for ,::::enuine arns reduCtions. 

:·;ffective deterrence ant'!. effective arms control have both become m.0re 

c1ifficult to achieve quite simpty because of Soviet conduct and Soviet 1rear:ons 

build" up over the J!ast ·decade. Since 1972 the Soviet Union 1 s nuclear ;:rea:t_)ons 
, . ..:. . 
nave 1ncreaseu threefold. It has derlicnteo. an estiJ·,,ated 12 per cent to 14 per cent 

o1' its r ross nation<1l product. to defence. This com)lAreR 1.-rith less than El per cent 

for tbe 'Gnited States.· I·'oreover) vh:tle the Fest has unilatPr[)lly reti:':'Pr'l 

over 1,000 nuclear warheads in ~·=uro:?e since 1~79, the Soviets have stNtct.il;r 

increasec~. theirs. By-uorc'l. and deer~. the f!oviets have shoun thot thev rec:arc'i. 
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military ~1mrer and the correlation of forces as they call it, includine; 

nuclear forces" as the founc1ation :for !?ro,jectinr: their pouer anu influence 

arounCI the uorld. 

The United States has no interest in an •:arrJs race;; 1-rith the Soviet Un5.ono 

'I'he •:ar111s race:: of course has been discussed a great deal 

in this roon over the last tuo years o President nea{~an bas m8de it clear that 

ue SPek onl;~r to restore a stable militDry balance and to cl.o i·rhat is 

necessary to o.ssure deterrence and reduce the risl: of uar. 

The fact is that the mu11ber of ·Feapons in the United. States nuclear 

stockpile is no1r at its louest level in 20 years. Desnite o.ll the tFtll: that 

taJ::es ~?lHce in 1;arts of the Unitecl. r:ations about the relentle~s E'Ver.-increacinc; 

arms race on both sides? I re:?e;:tt thE~t the nu;11ber of T!E'.'l_pons i.n the tTnitec'l. States 

nuclear stockpile is too.ay at its lovest level in 20 years. Since the mi<1 .• ·19c;()s" 

the nuclear stockpile quantity has declined considera~ly o r,_'he nut!lher of 

nuclenr uea~9ons in our total inventory iTas one thirc. hip;her in J.~07 than it 

is today o In more c:raphic terrr.s, the United Stf:ttes today o.eploys sor•>.e 

:; , 000 feuer nuclear 1-reapons than it deploved in the late 1~60s . The total mega.tonnage 

of our nuclear iTeapon:::: toa.ay is one fourth .. that is, 75 per cent less th;:m · · 

vhat it i~as in lS'GO. Statistics of that kind defy the rhetoric about the ever·· 

increasinc; arms race ana_ are to the credit of the .Ar·1erican Eide. The p;oe.l of our 

procrammes and arms control policies? as I outlined at the bevinninc;? is to reduce 

nuclear arms even further;. and in an equal manner as betveen the United States and 

the Soviet Union, in a way that uill increase stability. 

A fourth c;ene:r.al :·)rinciple is that arns control cannot ')e c1.ivorcer1. 

from the broader context of the international cli1~1ate. President Johnson 1 s 

:"llrms for a I"oscou visit to launch Gl' ... LT I and the lTl1ole SAL~ 2')rocess 1rere 

dashed by t;1e Soviet inva.Rion of Czechoslovakia in the SUl11Iller of 19CD. The 

Carter Adninintration 1s approach to SJI_LT II uas very a.eeply affected~ HS 

ever~rone knous ~ by the Soviet invasion of Afr,hanistan ·in 1979 o 
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'l'he United States and other policy· ·EJ.al:::ers on the vrorld stage should not .. and 

the United States and the Reagan .1\.Clxdnistration uill not ·· unnecessarily link or 

burc~.en arms control efforts by tyinr: thel'll to other ff-tcts of Soviet behaviour 

anCl. conduct in various parts of the uorln.. Jl.t the sr-~Jne time? ''e in democratic 

societirs uith freely electe<'l. re:rresentt1tives of the people cannot ir:nore that 

those realities ct=m? anc. at times uill inevitahl;r? have an i;,tpact on the 

climate for our a.m.s control efforts. 

The f.inal }?rinci~:le is that success in arms control re<}uirf's sustained 

~1olitical uill and ~mrpose. Only by our being steadfast uill success be at all 

possible. 

It is inportrmt to recognize thc.t 0 in the lon'2: run. success uill hinr:e 

on the nbility of the •?ol:i.tica.l leacl.ershi:o in free societies to infOTJ11. anCl. 

to build consensus on ar.ws control issues. Our deepest values anr1 our democratic 

~f!d.nci:)les deEQnO. this. Discussion J de'TJate ~md oissent forN the very fibres 

of free societi~·s anc'1. are Ley sic;ns of our strenp:th. J!ec;rettahly, those voices 

for re~1l ::eace and against uar J for lnn.Jan rip:hts ~.nc1 nc;ainst tyranny= for 

effective arms recl.uctions enCl. a.c-ainst arHs builcl up are stifled in closect 

societies. As reflected in la.st year; s relevant United Nations resolution" l·rhich 'tvas 

c.dopted unaniEousl~r" those voices should nou h, allouect to be hea.rc1. The 

lYnitec1 Stated c1elep;rtion ~rill have rrtore to sa7 later on this issue to build 

w~on the uorl~ of the rirst Cm1mittee on a consensus basis last year. 

Fe are on a lone; anc1 c1if1'icult roan on uhich every nation has em 

iP~·)ort<:mt res:oonsi'bility. Fe recoc;nize that the nuclear··i!ea~on St2tes have a 

s:;_)ecial resnonsibilit~r for nuclear disa:r:'J,.arnent) but no State cr>.n escape some 

res;-'lonsibility for the n.rms control issues that confront us today" Since 1945 

re hnve ITitnessecl. over 150 conventional uars or ruerrilla actions '-rhich have 

J~illecl. over 10 rnillion neople · star;ger1ng statistics. 

The continuinr- strur:;t!,le for peace is in many res:;ects iml.ivisible. LiJ:e 

my 1?recl.ecessor" :::ucene T:.ostov ~ I hO]?e for a bric;hter tomorrou. I helieve it is 

possible. It is not easy, hut it is :r>OSSible. It >·rill require that ue all 

fl(~.Hit the existence of the problems ue confront. They cannot be rPsolved if 

the'r are deniec1. 

The continuinc struc::cle for peace is not a casual unclertal:in:":. It is cl.eadly 

seriotw and it is everybody; s husiness. If all States in this Assentbly involve · 

the:r'!selves constructively there ,.,iJ.1 be a real prospect for a bri['hter 

tomorroF. 
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Hr. IJEHERE (Nigeria): The Nigerian delegation is happy to see 

.Ambassador Vraalsen presiding over the affairs of the f'irst Committee during 

the current session of the United Nations General Assembly. As a worthy 

representative of Norway, a country with \rhich 1-Tigeria enjuys excellent 

relations, he can rest assured that my delegation will extend to him 

its full co-operation in the discharge of his res:ponsibilities. My delegation 

'rould like to place it on record, vi th appreciation, that he has undertaken 

intensive and extensive consultations both here and in Geneva in order to 

facilitate the 1·Tork of our Comm.ittee. It is our hope that his efforts 

vrill bear fruitful results. We also avail ourselves of this op:portunity 

to convey to the other officers of the Committee our felicitations and 

best llishes . 

The arms race, particularly in its nuclear aspects, ominously threatens the 

very survival of the human race. The prospects of a civilization being led 

dangerously and inexorably on the road to self~extinction provide us with 

the motive force, a reasoning and a rationality for the development of 

options which open to us the possibility and the prospects of effecting 

a change in the postures of States, which by investing so heavily in 

the arms race seem bent on hasteninG the process of human destruction. 

\fe are convinced, houever, that neither these major proponents of the 

arms race nor any State for that matter, w·ould rationally wish death 
' 

and destruction to the human race of which they themselves form a part. 

The United Nations must seek to re-establish its moral authority 

and relevance in the solution of problems confrontinG it, particularly 

in relation to halting and reversinG the arms race, thereby ensuring 

the continued survival of our civilization. 

In contributing to the debate on the related issues of international 

peace and security, disarmament and development, the delegation of 

nigeria retains as its basic premise the conviction that although disarmament 

is complex and sensitive because of the security perception of States, 

which is built upon the quantity and quality of their military efforts 

and capability, it is still considered possible and indeed feasible to 

achieve disarmament given the political '1-Till of States to negotiate in 

r;ood faith • 
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It can no longer be regarded as a fivnent of the imagination to 

sugcest that the most urgent task facinc; humanity today is the "Prevention 

of nuclear war. Dangerous doctrines of limited winnable or survivable 

nuclear war, or of flexible. response, not only have lmvered the nuclear 

threshold but have made the outbreak of nuclear uar a threateninG reality. 

In this regard, my delegation noted with considerable interest the vie"t-rs 

revarding nuclear ,.,ar expressed by President Reagan vrhen he 

addressed the General Assembly on 27 September 1983. On that occasion 

he said: 

"A nuclear vrar cannot be won and must never be fought. I believe 

that if Governments are determined to deter and prevent vrar ~ there 

vrill not be >·rar. Nothing is more in keepinr·· with the spirit of 

the United Nations Charter than arms control 11
• (A/38/PV.5, p. 3) 

In that statement we see the President endorsing some of the views held by 

a great majority of the international community concerning disarmament 

.negotiations. The first concerns the need to prevent the outbreak of 

a nuclear war, >·rhich, as the President himself has admitted, cannot be 

Hon. The second concerns the important role played by political 1-rill 

in disarmament negotiations. 

Nuclear weapons are more than weapons of \var: they . nre weapons 

of mass annihilation. Uhile it is legitimate and proper that States 

should seek to provide, as a first duty, for their security, it is 

obvious to all that the current level of sophistication of >Teaponry 

available to States is out of tune with their defence and security 

requirements. And, vrhat is more, the frenzied pursuit of a weapons option 

as the sole instrument for conflict resolution not only exacerbates 

international tension but destroys mutual trust and confidence among 

States and runs counter to the basic provisions of the United Hations 

Charter, to vrhich vre have all iVillingly subscribed as representing, 

in a general sense, the collective conscience of the international 

community. 
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Hhile there is a shared responsibility to ha].t and reverse the arms race in the 

interest of human survival civilization and·.progressivc development '1-Te cannot gloss 

over the unacceptable situation in ,.,hich globe.],. scc:urity has been helc1 hostae;e to · 

the security interests of a handful· of States .. In this re{r,ard, the nuclear-~weapon 

States and other militarily significant States,, '·rhich bear special responsibility 

for the arms race, should also accept the prime.ry duty and oblivation to achieve. 

substantial reductions in their milita.I;r arseriais as a first step towa!·ds general 

~nd complete disarmament. For '\-Then it becomes possible 0 . and. indeet1 fashionable? 

for States to talk of developing and pursuing global strategies, of creating 

spheres of influence~ of ministering to self-imposed ~-rorldwide responsibilities, 

of being specialists in crisis management - the ere.bers of which crisis they 

created and fannecl in the first place -· it ·is clear that the ·very basis 'or 

constructinf~ the peace process is undermined. 

It is also clear that no people or groups of people o irrespective of their 

level of development or political consciousness: can subject themselves or allovr 

themselves to be sub;jected to .perpetual domination. It is therefore not only 

extremely dangerous but~ equally) untenable for any State or ~roup of States to 

uish to impose its values on any other State or group of State_s. Such a situation 

provides fertile grounds for friction, tension and.revolt. 

This quest for .domination has unfortunat~ly manifested itself in various forms. 

The pattern of economic relations bet"'-reen the North ·and the $outh c1emonstrates the 

uillingness of the former to perpetuate its domination over. the latter through the 

adoption of appropriate policies and an umrilli~gness to contribute to the 

achievement of an international. economic system based on equity and justice. 

There is no doubt but that ~he control of nuclear "t·reapons is the k!=Y 

to the po~;sibility of peace. That is why all efforts must be geared 

tmrards the eventual elimination of these weapop.s in particular and the 

]Jrevention of nuclear ,.rar in general. !1;1 this conte:h."t, we must reiterate 

our conviction that modalities such as the· accepto.nce of a .nuclear· 
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freeze, which ycul4 imply both a quantitative and a,qualitative freez~ on 

nuclear ,.,eapons ~ systems of such we~pons and their means of delivery 

at current levels' a moratorium on weapons test in~ in all environ.nlents by all 
• 1 • • ' 

the nuclear-weapon St~tes, a.cut-off in the production of fissionable 

materials for ~•eapo~s purposes and a gl'"adual but substantial reduction 

in existing stockpiles, and so forth,- all these retain the possibility 

of t.he achievement of nuclear disarmamen;t over a period of ~ime, 
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Of particular importance is the necessity of elaboratinc ~ lTith a minimum 

delay~ a comprehensive nuclear test-.. ban treaty as part of the far~reaching 

objective ;)f curtailing the nuclear arms rac·e and achieving nuclear disarmament. 

Unfortunately the Cornnittee on Disarma~ent, which has been seized of this 

question, has thus far failed to make any progress. Ue note with concern that 

it has not been possible for all the nuclear···weapon States to participate in 

the .1\_<!_:·g_o~. HorldnG Group on a r!uclear Test Ben established by the Committee. 

He cannot envisac;e the conclusion of a nuclear· test ban that· fails to w·in the 

concurrence and con..11i tment of all the nuclear-Heapon States. In other imrds, 

in order for an effective nuclear test ban to be achieved it .must be 

comprehensive and verifiable; and it must elicit a connnitment of absolute 

compliance b;)' all the nuclear--ueapon States in particular and b;y all other 

States in ceneral. In the circmnstances it is our hope that the t·Ho reHaining 

nuclear-:t-reapon States will reconsider their position· and, in the interest of 

the common good, agree to join forces with the other three in the elaboration? 

uithin the single multilateral forum of the Co;rnnittee ·on Disarmament, of a 

binding nuclear test~-ban treaty. 

Altlloue:;h some useful vrork has been done in the Committee on Disarmament 

on the question of U.efininp· the issues relating to verification and compliance 

with a vievr to· making progress towards a· nuclear test ban, the point must 

continue to be 1aade that the central issue of concluding a nuclear test ban must 

not be sidetracJ~ed in a haze of technical ancillat;J questions. A nuclear 

test ban involves both a political decision and a technical consideration. The 

political <'tecision,. i-rhich must in the international interest be taken right mray? 

is to request the Committee on Disan:nament to proceed without further n.elay to 

the elaboration of a nuclear test--ban treaty on the basis of an appropriat(:' 

mandate. 

Of equal importance is the need to conclude as soon as possible a 

convention aimed at the comprehensive prohibition of chemical 'treapons. · My 
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delef;ation believes that such a ban should envisa;~e a cor.unitment to the 

non· :pro~_uction· of. cheniica.L ueapons ~ chemical agents a·nc1 their precursors as 

1-1~11 as. the destrlictiol'). of existing stockpiles Of SUCh \Teapons and agents • 

m1he. tlle integrity and contribution of the chemical industry to the 

processes of develo:rment of cm.mtries shoulcl be encouraged rather than jeopardized~ 

it is. the view of_ my delegai:;ion ~hat a t;:eneral--purpo.se criterion 0 rather than 

a seleC'tive prohibition of cher:tica.i substance~, str:mds a ·better chance of 

plu.r;r;ing .ti1e .loopholes uhich voul·d perra.it the diversion of such substances 

frol7' peaceful_to military uses'onthe part of a country that so decides. 

Pending the elaboration of a. convention prohibiting chemical weapons it is 

highly desirable that States which already possess such \-reapons or intend to 

1,1anufacture,: deploy ·or stocl;:pil~ them on the basis of the technology and 

facilities available to them exPJ~cise the maxiliJ.UH self--restraint 0 includinc a 
. . 

moratoritun on such· manufacturing? c'.eployment or stocl-;:piling. 

In this connection "t-Te ca11not .f'ail to note vTith concern the recent decision 

by one nuclear·"\ieapon State. to. proceed with the production of a nell generation 

of chemical "t-reapons. At the same time 1-re must not p;loss over the reported cases 

of. tl"ie use of chemical· "t-reapons in combat situations by. certain States in 

certain rec;ions of the uorld in contravention of the 1925 Geneva Protocol. \le 

must here· reiterate our position o~ principle that 1;-rhen such alie.~ations are 

made internat.ionai 'efforts ·must be. exerted to establish the truth of the matter 

beyond all reasonable doubt. both as a means of establishinG mutual trust and 

restorin~; confidence among States and o.s a means of ensurin~ that the provinions . . , .. 

of the relevant international inst~Qment are being faithfully observed. 
. . .. . . . 

· Ue note uith interest that the Co1!lmittee on Disarmar11.ent has continued its 

consideration· of the elabor~tion of' a. convention on the prohilJition of 

racliolot:;ical.1.Jeapons vrhich, as of nm-r, are said not to e:dst as a ueapons system, 

but ·1-rhich can reaclily be d.eveloped ariel deployed .~t short notice on the basis 

of e~dstinc technoloc;y. · S\.lCh a convention has validity and relevance in sn far a.s 
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it prevents the addition. of another weapons systern to an existing avresome stockpile 

of uea:oons of mass destruction. He believe, however, that the question of the 

prohibition of attacks ac;ainst nuclear facilities should fori·cl an inte~ral part 

of such a convention, in particular because the radioloe;ical consequences of 

such attacks can be as destructive as those of a nuclear explosion and also 

in vievr of the necessity of protecting nuclear facilities as a contribution to the 

ctevelopment efforts of States. 

A natural concOinitant to reoJ progress in the field of nuclear disarmament 

vrill be a sustained effort to achieve significant reductions in conventicnal 

armaments and armed forces. In other 1-rords, proe;ress in nuclear disarr,lament 

could create an at1~osphere conducive to approaching conventional disari'!ament. 

It is therefore not productive to vTish to accord parity of sto.tus to both 

aspects of the arms race. 

Such an understandinc: must not be taken to imply a diminution of impact of 

the conventional arms race on the.socio~economic experiences of States. Rather, 

it seeks to emnhasize the need to ecl1ieve conventional c.isarmament on a 

e;lobal basis and on the understanoinc· that the security of no State 1·Till; as a 

consequence 0 be either jeopardized or diminished or its sovereignty undermined. 

The e::;:tension of the. arms race into outer space must be seen not only as 

a dangerous phenomenon but also as a disturbinc; one. For uhile it vas once 

possible for us, in our collective psyche, to think of outer space as 

representing a haven" uith connotations of unlimited expanse and freedom, it is 

now clear that the development and c1eployrnent of various forms of satellite 

with military orientations by a handful of States has Elade that conce!)tion of 

outer spacG obsolete. As though .the intractable dilemma which the current arms 

race on land, on the high seas e,nd in the ocean depths creates uere not enougho 

those nations have souc;ht to make the entire human environment a theatre of war. 

They must be told that enouc:;h is enouc;h. The prospect of a uar conducted. frmn. 

outer space must be seen as not only an invasion of man's last frontier~ it 
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should also send chills down the spines of all r.1en of [;OOd conscience. In this 

connection 0 it is pertinent to recall that the extensj_on of the arr.1s race into 

outer space, l·rith its deleterious consequences on the human environment and on 

ecology, runs counter to the spirit of the 1967 Treaty on Principles GoverninG 

the Activities of Stntes in the Exploration and Use of Outer S:nace 0 including 

the rYioon and Other Celestial Dodies, 
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Events in the rece~past have shown that the extension of the arms race 

into outer space poses a real threat to international peace and security. 

For instance,the development of a space-based anti-satellite defence system 

has introduced a nei·T dimension into space warfare prospects. Furthermore, 

the increase in the use of anti-satellite weapons, high-energy lasers . .and 

particle-beam weapons certainly negates the spirit of the 1967 

Treaty and other pertinent legal instruments whose objective is to promote 

the exploration Rnd use of outer space solely for peaceful purposes. ~zy 

delegation believes that it is incunilient on the General Assembly to 

re-emphasize international concern on the subject~ underscore the urgency 

of the situation and prevail on the Committee on Disarmament to undertake 

expeditiously substantive negotiations on the question with a view to reaching 

an agreement or agreement~ as appropriat~in order to prevent an arms race in 

outer space. 

The current reality is that the non-nuclear-weapon States are constantly 

being reminded that unless they play ball in line 1dth the wishes of the 

nuclear-,.reapon States their very security cannot be assured. It is in 

recor;nition o1~ this reality that the non-nuclear-weapon States have sought, 

in Yain thus far, to assure themselves and, at the same time, be assured in 

an instrument of legally binding character that they will not be victims of 

the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. And yet the majority of these 

States, by agreeing to become parties to the 1968 Non-Proliferation Treaty, 

have forsworn the nuclear 1reapons option. And vrhat is more, the nuclear

weapon States, in response to these legitimate demands of the non-nuclear

weapon States, have made unilateral declarations with conditional guarantees. 

must submit that the conditionality attaching to some of these declarations 

robs them of their content, value and applicability. In the circumstances, 

we demand that, as a minimum and as an earnest of their good intention 

and commi tmeut not to use such weapons against non-nuclear-lteapon States, the 

nuclear-weapon States should agree unconditionally to conclude a legally 

bindine instrument on negative security assurance~ with the minimum of delay, 

within the multilateral forum of the Committee on Disarmament. 
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Hithin this perspective, my delegation wishes to draw attention once 

again to the threat posed to the security of the African continent by South 

Africa's nuclear-weapon capability. Nuclear w·eapons in the hands of a racist 

minority regime constitute an instrument of blacl~ail, oppression and repression. 

Besides, in the case of South Africa that capability has also been used for 

aggressive purposes against neighbouring African States. Africa's commitment 

to a nuclear-weapon-free continent remains valid and is consistent with its 

determination to pursue development in peace. Thus every effort or action aimed 

at destabilizing the continent or frustrating the achievement of the objective 

of a denuclearized Africa is not only an unfriendly act but also one that has 

to be resisted, either individually or collectively, as appropriate. "He call 

once again on those Member countries which have willingly given solace, support 

and co~operation to South Africa in its development of this capability to change 

course and rethink their options, in the interest of international peace and 

security. 

Having regard to the present state of play in the bipclar military 

situation. the singular lack of progress in disarmament talks, the demonstrable 

unwillingness on the part of the nuclear-weapon States to undertake meaningful 

disarmament measures and the very defensive postures of Governments in relation 

to their military effort and capability, it seems to my delegation that the 

only visible option, which should be further explored in the present circumstances, 

is the mobilization of world public opinion in favour of disarmament. v!orld 

public opinion enlightened as to the evils of the arms race, especially its 

destabilizing character and its capacity to distort the socio-economic options 

and priorities of States, will, it is believed, prompt Governments to take 

the right decisions in favour of disarmament. Such mobilization within the 

context of the World Disarmament Campaign, which was solemnly launched during 

the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, 

in 1982, should have as its objective to inform, educate and provide a forum 

for the free exchange of views in all objectivity and in all the regions of 

the world. In the view of my delegation, it is extremely important that such 

mobilization of world public opinion should not be muzzled but encouraged 

to result in productive consciousness. 
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As part of the mobilization o~ world public opinion, the United Nations 

fellowship programme on disarmament should continue to provide education and 

training in disarmament as an investment in human development. 

The 'F'inal Document o~ the first· Epecial session o~ the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, which has since come to represent a blueprint arid a 

frame of' re~erence in the collective effort towards disarmament, must be seen 

as a bold and imaginative ~irst step on the tedious road to generai and 

complete disarmament under ef~ective international control. The expectation 

was that~ drawing inspiration ~rom its various provisions, in particular its. 

Programme of Action, Member States would find themselves disposed to undertake 

constructive debates and negotiations leading to the adoption of concrete 

disarmament measures. This ha.s of course not been the case and, although 

the validity of the Final Document was reconfirmed by consensus during the 

5econd s~ecial session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, the 

attitude of some Stat~s in subsequent disarmament talks has been to seek to 

call into question the continuing validity of the Final Document. This is 

regrettable. 

As a further effort to move out of the seeming impasse, the comprehensive 

prog~amme of disarmament was conceived as a novel but unified perspective, 

with modest steps in.disarmament, taking account o~ the various sensitivities -

·.individual, bilateral and multilateral, and regional as well as global - within 

a realistic target date. It was the expectation that the Committee on 

Disarmament, to which the programme had been submitted ~or negotiation, 

would be able to submit to the second special session o~ the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, in 1982, an agreed text ~or adoption. This proved 

im~ossible. The hope was~ therefore, that the Committee on Disarmament would 

submit a renegotiated text ~or adoption during the thirty-eighth session of-the 

United Nations General Assembly. 

My delegation is pleased to note that the Conimittee on Disarmament has· 

no'IT been able to present a modi~ied text Of the COmprehenSiVe programme Of . 

disarmament. We 'Irish to express our gratitude to the States members of the 

Committee for their efforts in that endeavour, and most especiB.lly to the Chaima.n 

or the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, the 
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indefatigable and highly motivated .Ambassao.or Garcia Robles of Hexico 

for having undertaken an almost impossible task. He certainly cl.eserves 

our commendation, eiven the attitude of inflexibility on the part of the 

nuclear--w·eapon States and other militarily significant States. 
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It has become increasingly clear that any multilateral effort at c1eveloping 

a common perspective in the fight against the arms race and its very dangerous 

consequences has to pander, first of all, to the moods and sensitivities of the two 

super-Powers, and by extension to those of .the other nuclear-weapon States and 

other militarily significant States. That is 1-1hy we think that the state of play 

in the bilateral relations between the two super-Powers has a profound impact on 

the progress, or lack of it, in all disarmament talks. In this connection we 

have been noting with increasing conc~rn the unfolding, in paltry and hesitant 

spurts, of the bilateral United States-Soviet Union talks on medium-range nuclear 

weapons and of the strategic arms limitation talks which have been going on 

intermittently in Geneva. Vle should like to suggest to the two countries that 

those talks and the interests and concerns of the rest of the world really cannot 

be mutually exclusive. Those countries have a responsibility to the world to 

reduce tension in their bilateral relations and to achieve substantial progress 

in disarmament. They must not renege on that duty. 

Before concluding, I; should like to make a few comments on organizational 

matters which by their very import have far-reaching implications for the ability 

of the United Nations to fulfil its central role in the field of disarmament 

negotiations. My delegation has noted with interest, and indeed with satisfaction, 

the recent decision to upgrade, and the subsequent upgrading of, the Centre for 

Disarmament into a full-fledged department, the Department for Disarmament Affairs. 

That decision was taken in full recognition of the enhanced role which has been 

envisaged for the Department in view of the growing comPlexity of disarmament efforts 

and the necessity for the Department for Disarmament Affairs to service adequately 

the various conferences, meetings and consultations under United Nations auspices 

1-1hich bear directly on disarmament. V.!e look forvrard to receiving during the current 

session of the General Assembly a status report on how far and in what manner 

the change has been implemented. 

Secondly, by a resolution of the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly, 

the Conunittee on Disarmament 1-1as requested to consider redesignating itself as the 

Conference on Disarmament. From that Committee's report to the current session of 

the General Assembly it is clear that it has considered the request on its merits 

and has agreed to redesignate itself as the Conference on Disarmament. We laud 
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that decision and express the hope that the enhanced status of the Conference on 

Disarmam~nt will entail a consequent commitment on the part of its members to 

fruitful debate and to the prepare.tion of binding international instruments 

leading to general and complete disarmament under effective international control. 

1'-fr. H.ARON (Malaysia): The quest for security in an insecure 1-10rld is 

a perpetual driving force that moves men and nations. So irresistible is this 

driving force that men are apt to lose· sight of the essential paradox of security: 

that w·hile it is often perceived and understood in terms of an absolute, it can 

realistically be achieved only in relative measure. In chasing the illusion of 

absolute security they only feed the insecurity of their environment, heightening 

in turn their own sense of insecurity. 

•ro the big and powerful of this earth, the temptation to see security. in 

absolute terras - to see their security as being exclusive of the security or 

insecurity of others - can be quite overwhelming. There is much impatience 1dth 

the importunate insistence of the less fortunate that the security of the :povrerful 

and the security of the others, far from being mutually exclusive~ are in fact 

mutuaJ.ly strengthening. Nor is this delusion of absolutism much helped by the 

tendency of the small and the weru~ themselves to regard overall security as being 

directly and solely related to the state of play between the big and the rorr~rful) 

and not as the sum total of their own separate prospects. 

Almost 40 years ago came the end of the Second Horld \'lar, which vras supposed 

to end aJ.l wars. Out of the ashes of Hiroshima came the chilling realization th~t 
a third l-rorld war would entirely obliterate existing human civiliza.tion. The 

.. nuclear terror provided a most pmrerftll inducement for the nuclear Pmvers not to 

stumble into direct war, but it did not prevent them from graf't:ing their rivalries 

on to internal and regional conflicts of every conceivable kind in regions deemed · 

·to be of strategic importance to them. Subsequent autonomous developments over 

time in key areas, especially in the European theatre, fired not least by the 

:fears of their peoples and Governments of a possible nuclear disaster, helped for 

a time to force self-restraint upon the super-Powers, ushering in a brief flirtation 

with the politics of detente. Both super-Powers were pracHcally dragged along, 

moving step by painful step to reaching agreements on European security through 

summit conft:!rences, the Helsinki ac;reement, and the Strategic .Arms Linitation 

. Talks. (SALT). 
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But the sense of relative security that prevailed in Europe could not, 

lmfortunately, be extended to areas .not considered to be strategically vital, and 

therefore seen as being up for grabs: the third world. The notion of symmetry 

of FOWer conceded by one Power was not, it seemed, sufficient incentive for the 

other to pass up the opFortunities available in the internationalist duty of 

assisting societies and States in supposed revolutionary transformation. Assistance 

was aJ.most always characterized by generous inflows of convention2.l armaments. 

The result, invariably, vTas the spectacle of rival countries and rival groups 

irlthin countries battling euch other idth foreign-made and foreign-supplied weapons 

at the expense of their social, economic and political advancement. Assymetry of 

expectations between the super-Powers with regard to the third world savr detente 

degenerate into disillusionrr.ent and mutual recrimination; the gains of the period, 

modest as they were, quickly eroded. Although since Hiroshima men have said that a 

nuclear war is unwinnable and therefore unthinkable, today the super-Powers are 

again poised to introduce newer, more lethal weapons systems, as if such a vrar 

were now thinkable, and therefore winnable. Hill all these developments end in 

frenetic lunacy? 

As we meet during this thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly, we cannot 

but be singulaJ.•ly conscious that w·e are meeting under changed end changing 

circumstances. We cannot draw much comfort from developments on the international 

scene. The brief flovrering of detente in the early 1970s has withered in the chill 

of super-Power relations in the early 1980s, as fundamental rivalries and antagonisms 

and competition for spheres of influence reassert themsP.lves. 

In vie-vr of this gloomy trend, my delegation would like to underscore the need 

to urge the super-Powers to resume their search for detente in an earnest, realistic 

and comprehensive manner which iTOuld safeguard international security everywhere. The 

task of establishin,n; a new detente will have to be approached not only on the 

level of disarmament, nuclear and conventional, but also on the level of political 

understanding and accommodation. There is an urgent need for both parties to come 

to an agreed, well-defined perception of a code of behaviour in their relations 

with the countries of the third world. Had this issue been resolved by the super

Poi-rers in the basic principles of relations of 19'(2, SALT II might vTell have paved 
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a path guiding us through the dangerous minefield of the nuclear age. Admittedly, 

there were some serious weaknesses, but the agreed principles were workable 

enough to provide an opportunity for a hopeful first step on to uhat could have 

been a rung of the ladder leading to a world order free from nuclear terror. 
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:..~tc thirt'!. uorlc1. countric s lw:vc in the inte:d.n steo.tlily r.:;ainec1 

ii•norbmce as factors in ren:ional balances. Thus it is no lonrer 

m1ec1ua.te for tl.1e SU}}C:r .. Pouers eitl1er to intc1·n.ct ·L·itll then as nere 

extensions of tl1eir resj_)ectivc blinkereu itleolo.:;icnl conce1·ns or as 

e:~tcnsions of th<> 1~r uut.ual n.ccolili.ilochtion 

subj ccts anc1 the o0j ect s o:::' nr:..·an~;euents o.nLl unil.erstanclinf!s. should he 

r>C1U~ll'r involvecl in the uete:LJ.ilinatioh of tilci:c secu:;.·it;;- prosJ?ects. 

uust be a uultilateral approach to .::>ecu:dt~r. if onl;/ to tul~e cot:;nizance 

of conte11porary realit~r. 

Uith ret;artl to the clisa.rncu;lent :process itself_. LJ;,r clele,:;ation is of 

the vieu that there arc coc;ent arc;u::1ents for the notion that no one si.1ottld 

0::; starry- -eyecl, houever ucll neanin.:; in the unilFJteralist hPlief 

tll0.t if only one sicl.e uere to start to clisarn firat the other siL1e voulcl 

resvontl poaitively. He nre far froi1 iJeinc; n. clobal Detro:colis ,. uith its mm 

lmr un!~crs an(1 enforcers. Gclf· ·::::crvinc, ::;elf ~ric;i1teous anCI. indee(:. utterly 

selfisl~ institution~.l :~ national or it1eolo.:;ical cOEJnituents uhich arc ·c~1e 

<)rder of tlle (l.a.y 1rill never vernit the ic.t_ca of' a unilat.e:c·o.list ~;.pprortch. 

Onl~," a fool· T)roof intellic;encc !lOnitm:in,::; and. collection c::q.>n.bility llel( 

equally by the parties concerne<1 or ;mtual coafi0.cnce a.nc.1 trust ;1n~" incline 

one J?n.rty ·co tc1.l:e the f'ir::::t f~tep. Sa.<.U;y- ti.1ese clenents o.re still s.bsent 

.:u.1onc.;st us " 

'.1.'lle conce1·n of the hunclrecls of thousands all over the 1rorld alan.1ec'. 

at the nne!. LlO; 1entur . .1 of the ar, 1s rnce cannot itovever, c;o tmheec1ec.1. Those 

:resnonsible fo::;: the o.touic horror both in the Uest anil in the East ove them 

n 11oral anL!. poli·tical oiJlic;ation, just ns Huci.l ~·.s they uue to their mm 

respective civilizations cultures anti_ i<leolo.:.:;ies the obli.=;ation to increD.se 

the :;_1rospect for a real pe:.1ce. in place of an uneasy nuclear peace ba:::;ecl on 

the balrmce of terror. 

!U.tiwuc;h realisn dictate::; that \Tf' ha.ve to accept in the final ana.lvsis 

th~.t the c.1ecision to ui::::arn r.:;::::i<les r.1ainly in the hanc.l.a of tl1e bic; Pouers 

:iala:rsia doc>s not believe that the rest of' us should :;:esi::.;n froE our 

resl;ective roles in the 1:w.tter of ilis8.r:mament. In our vieu all countries 
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should join toc;ethcr in the creation .of conc1itions ~n -.:hie;~ <lisar; letl·lent noulcl 

con:::titute the n<.!-tural orcler of things for the bic Pouers. In this rec;arc1 1 

:Iala~rsia_ toc;ether uith its }Jartners in the ~\ssoci:d~ion of South-~l;:tst Asian 

nations {.i\SI'MT) _ lw.s consistentl:'/ striven to ma1:e our mm contrituticn tovmrds 

uorlc.l J?eace anC. securit~r. 

T'or us in !l.S::..;;l.J security lw.c ahrays l:>een perceived in t~w sense 

of ensurinr: not merely the uh~,rsical safet~.: of our peoules a~ainst inte-rnal 

anC. e;:ternal attacks but nost esJ.Jccio.ll~r their continuinG lJolitical, e>ocial 

anrl economic all.vunce!,lClYc. Ue have :::'ulfillcc1 to a subs·cantic.l decree the 

personal aml. nR.tional r>.sJ?i:;:;~tions of ou:c 2_1eoples ;md, in n situation noi·.1eul1at 

analogous to tl1at existie.::; betueen He stern :c;U:L'OlX:! unCI. :.:;astern ::._;urope, 1rould 

ver; nuch iTelcmle peace:i'ul coexistence llitl~ U1e nci::;hbourinG :Jtntes of 

Indo ·China. Gnlitc :C:Urope, llmrever) l'.DL;J\iT haG acloptecl a strD.te.:.;y of :;.~estrnint 

throu::;h neutrality rc.tller than nuclear o.eterrPnce throur:h :rJ.ilitar'r alliances. ThE 

AS:ClliT a11proach seeb:; c. denial of bi~· Poiier rivalries in tlle l~e::;ion iThile 

:11mintaininc; eq_uidistance anc1 respectin::.; their lep:itimate interests ~n 

international relations. In the contezt o:i' South<,'ast .tlsin, tt structure of 

peace o..nd stability nodelled upon ihe ::..:uropean e::perience 1rot1lci. :1e not 

onl;,' irreleva11t but al::w hic;hly r.1an.::;erous, The I~urtltl. Lur.1pur Declaration 

on the establishei;lent of the Zone o:i' Peace "'reecl..o::.l <.lncl ITeutrnlitv :i.n 19'{1 

laid the basis for concertel1 action to free the rec;ion of fJoutll .. :~~.st f.sig 

fran e1:ternal PoiTer rivalry in any forr.1 anl1 nanifestation. :-.:::te:cEal Pouer 

rivalry had been the ccour::.;e a:i'flictinc rec;ionn.l peace n.nc-:. stability for 

nore than five centuries, aJ:'lo. it is our hor>e -that the States of Indo-China. 

uill iTorl: uith 1\.S:,_:LJ.i in the conte::t of the Zone of Peace 'i·'r20don and 

lTeutrality to ri<l Soutir-<Cast Asia of that ccour;_;e and so insiJire ·cile ~;rmrth 

of aimilar ~ones else\:.llCre. 

Our delibera-tions in the :r:'irst Cv:.Jmittee Lle;_c.l essenti<.,ll;,• 1rith the 

S;'/Llpto!,lS of international innecurity not its causes. It is a testir,wny 

to the seriousness of t:1e sitw,tion" hmrevcr t'iltl.JG ue are driven to cope i·ritb 

so manv sym;1toms lest the'r OV0 ruhc1rn us even ho.:fore ere can af!dress the mal~dv 

itself. i!hile ue 1ror:: on the nuts unc1 bolts o::: L1isan,w.J..lent, uc sllotlld not lose 
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sirrht of the need to attempt to trie;rer the survival res:.Jonse J:Tl.echanism of thP. 

suner.,Pouers as <Tell. rro matter boil blinkered each I'HW "be bv its iCieoloe:ical 

conrlitioning ana. cultural commitment? it cannot remain oblivious to cost--benefit 

analysis. There is no such thinp.: nou as a D'arp:in of safety., rdven their nuclt"ar 

narit;•. The alternative to. detente is e nuclear holocaust uhich 1rill destro" !lot 

only men hut fllso their beliefs, civilizations Rnrl i~eolordes. rlhere~ in0.ee~, 

is the .<r.lor,~r c one mip,ht ask) in dying for a cause, 1·Then the CflUSe itself (lies 

1rith one? 

rrr_::_!._EBE~ _ _G_UER~n,p_ (Vf"nezuela) (inter)')retation from Snanish): I t-rish to 

offer tbe Chflinnan an0. the other officers of the Committee the cor0ial congra.tulRtion,;:; 

of J'1~· Clele?·ation on their election. The Chairman 1 s countr'.r ana the rerdon to vhich 

it belongs have hacl. a constant interest in clisarma1ilent nroblePs, anCI this nu7urs 

uell for the uor1~ of the Col"'mittee. 

The 5nte:rnational situation, particularly in vie1r of the lacl~ of snecific 

results in disarm.ament nee,-otiations, can only be described as hic;hlv distu.rbinr,. 

f-Jhpn one considers also the ar1ns race betFeen the .a·reat nuclear Pmrers" uhich shovs 

si ,.ns of acceler8tinc; evPn furthE>r c the insecuri tv and instability of' thE' ~mrld in 

lrhich lre live are brour.:ht shar})lY into f'ocus. 

t·Toreover, the results of the uorlr. of the d.eliberl'ltive Rnr'l ne:rotiating 1;oc1ies 

of the Genera.l 1\.sser:>blv are oiscoura.rino. Hence the urrrent nee<" to rna::e the United 

~rations and its orr···ans a more efficient Doli tical institution) capablE' of 

stren~theninf;!: the system. of international securH'"" uhich involves not Jl'lerelv 

disarnrunent aspects but R.lso those relateo. to econmolic rlevelo!Jment anrt. social· 

ur-11-·heinr: ,. Trhich are ¥rithout doubt factors conducive to neace. International 

neace anil securitv cannot bP achieved ·dthout a combined effort touarfls c.Hsarmament 

a.nCI. f!evelopment. •·!ben lTe look at tbE' picture of the 1rorld tooay 'tie see hou true 

thAt is. 

It is not :merely a matter of' the numher of iteMs considere0 and the number of 

rf'solutions afi.ontecl. In fact the results in (]Uantitative terms may have been in 

invE>rse r::ttio to the acl1ievements in qualitAtive terms. ~hE' increasinf!' number of 

items anr'J resolutions has not :meant real !lrop:rE>ss in the difficult task of 

Cli.sann~n•1ent. On the contrary Hhile 58 resolutions uere ao.or>ted ~t thP lnst session 
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of the General Assembly" i·Te are confronteo uith a virtual sti=l.ndstilL,. in suite of 

the E>fforts of the grou~ · of countries ~rhich, like rnine" are convinced. as 

Jl.mbassador Garcia nobles has saic:l .. that a drop of 1-rater, fallin~ steadily, is 

ca)1able of boring throun:h rock. 

ll.s the Secretary--General has rie:htly o11served, it is essential that tbe 

various organs of the United. Hations not be used exclusivE>lY as foru.l!ls for 

political delJate. ~Tothinp: is more pertinent in the casE' of the Ji'irst CoD'lmittee. 

uhere resolutions are adoptec1. callin~·: for the -preparation of more re'Jorts i-Thicl'l. 

in turn leat to more resolutions. 
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{ r ~r. Perez Guerrero , Venezuela) - --- ---------
r-re must recor;nize the urgent need for us to adopt realistic approaches to 

disarmament) and for the decisions and resolutions that vre adopt to pro:rrpt 

GOvernments to act. He endorse the 1-rords of the Secretary-General uhen he 

sa.vs in his revert· 

'In no area is the need for a recoro:rrdt:rnent to the principles of 

the Charter :r.1ore irn_nortant an(!_ more closely tied to the survival of 

humanity than in the field. of disArmament and arns limitation. ~he 

prevention of nuclear uar remains the unique c'hallt=>nge of our timP. 

since such a uar uouln be the ultimate nep:ation of all human 

endeavour.· (-fl.._/38/L_ pp. 4-"'5) 

r·!e must~ for examnle ~ see that the First Committee is not useCI as an instrument 

for certain rovernments to make statements intended to 't-Tin 1)oliticP1 advantar-:es 

from those they regard as their adversnries in the uorld strA.teg:r ga:roe, 

statements often r11ai1e solely for the }Jur:pose of convincinR' the public of their 

good intentions" 

As a result of this attitude:.- every year this Co'~'1raittee bas Dare iterns 

assi,o:necl_ to it and ~ore resolutions are adouted. ft_s pointed out in the 

outstanCiinr; :publication on disarmament of the Stockhol:m International Peace 

Resel'lrch Institute (SI:PRI) -. those resolutions contain only anneals and solemn 

declarations in no 1-ray different in their content from those adopted vear after 

Year since the 1960s. Horse still instead_ of resultinp.: from a converr~encP 

of positions through nee:otiations or possible co!lsensus betu«:>en Pember StatPs, 

thP resolutions sio:nify disarsree:ment or diverP'ences in the approach to the 

major disarmament :oroblems. ~here is an evident lacl'- of political ,rill to 

reRch a{l,reements or arranr:ements in the ~ajor tasks of disarmament. 

Fe therefore velco:me the anpeal of those uho have sai<l that the first t::~.sk 

that this Committee shoul(l_ concentrate on is that of an attempt to ratioPalize 

its uorldng procedures~ in or(l_er to give substance and realism to its uorl:. ~his 

is even more ur,v:ent in view· of the state of staf,nation in disaroament negotiations 

at the 'l:'resent tiroe at virtuallY all levels. 1dth the exception_, at least 

formallv spealdn~, of aspects related to disarmament in the Final Document of 

the Conference on Securitv and Co-operation in 'Rurope and of the c'onveninr; of the 

forthcoming Conference on Confidence and Security Building l·Teasures anCl 

Disarmament in :r.u.rone o to be held in Stoclwolm in .January 198h. 
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tre are c'tisturl)c>d by the fact th~.t the positions ad.ontecl by the tuo 

suyer--Pouers in tj1eir bilateral nep:otiations in Geneva are tenclinc; to hecome 

nore radical and inflexible. It seem.s that the nrospect for a short··term 

agreement .at the· taH:s on intermed.iate--ranp.:e nuclear Tl'l.issiles in :P.ti.ro:Je arE> 

.fitdine:: nor do the tall~s on strategic arms limitations (S'fll'.RT) ~·the follou-~un 

to the SP.JJT -._)rocess ,, seE-in to stanC!. much chance of success<> E>snecially i·rhen their 

slotr :rror,ress is compared uith the dynamic pace of technological nevelo:nnents. · 

These dE-velopments permit the replacement of obsolete weapons. ifith others 1 

)?erha'l)s feuer lJUt n'ore exnensive.; more pouerful and more efficient in n.Palin'~ 

out death and destruction 9 one of the fe1r r:oals uhich have been achieveo in 

this· torrnentec1 \·rorld -- a true aberation. 

There is every prOS])eCt, therefore, Of a neu rouna in the rea:rmarnent 

pror:rammes of the· r:reat Pm-rers _ uith l>etter sitin,<i' of ueapons and neu PrPas 

for the Clepiovment of ever more SOJ?histicated ueanons •. as evic1.ence0 by the 

alreaCiv declared arr,,s race in· outer space - in other ;mrcis ,. anot11er phase in 

the ~ast .. i"rest confrontation. 

Fe are also. fl.isturbed lw the attitude ado:nted. by one nuclear Pouer touarn.s 

the trilateral talks 1rhich have. been ta)dnr; place on a. nuclear. test ban" as uell · 

.as the refusal of tuo nuclear Pmrers J in t:he multilA.tE>ro.l ne,'!otiations in thP 

Con.l!littee ori Dimmnam.ent ~ to take )Jart in the. recently createn. :~!':.._ll'?.~ 1!orldnr: 

GrouT,~ Libi other countries? ~re favour the earliest possible resumption of the 

trilateral tal!~s, toe:ether uith those to be held in the CoiJllTlittee on Disarma.111ent. 

In this rer;.nrd, ~re must drair attention to the tendency .of certain Povers to 

try to turn the Committee on Disarmemerit into another deliberative foru.m in 

order to avoid any Jdnd of [!enuine nerrotia.tions uhich could lead to specific 

disarmFtment agree:inents. It ilould almost see:rn. that they uant to· avoid. ar;rePments 

such as that prohi1Jitinf; once ano. for all the testing of nuclear Heanons, an 

agreement on-chemical ueapons· a~reeraents on ner--ative rr,uarantees· and. thP aCloption 

of ler;a.lly bind.inr;. meas,_;,res pro hi biting military attacks on nuclE"ar installations. 

1\.11 this coulcl. he achieved through stren~heninf' the oblir;ations contained. in 

the 191~9 neneva Protocols or the a.dol?tion of another instrument) such as an 

aCI~itional protocol to a possible Convention on radiolop;ica1 ;reapons. 
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Hone of the delegations here doubt the urp:ent need to prevent a nuclear 

war, because it is not only the most urrently neecled measure but the one most 

in accord uith n~an: s rationality. unlE>ss iTE' uish to share the :nessimistic 

outlook of t1~e lo.te thinker anct uriter .. Prthur E:oestler. 

It is timely to remind the nuclear Pmrers that they should start nec;otiations 

in a constructive spirit .. in keeping uith the corn:rJitrnent that they entereCl into 

in the preanl)le to the partial nuclear test ban Treaty n.no article VI of the 

Non· Pro1ifere.tion Treaty" as a request has been made for the inclusion on the 

sgenc'la of an item on the convenin~: of the third reviev conference of the 

rron--Prol ifer~~tion Treaty. rrhe lop.ic and conl)r..On sense of all Pember States must 

n1ake it cle::1.r to them that if the nuclear··lTea.pon States are not (;enuinely 

prepared to ner~otiate verifiable <mfl_ effective agreements leadin."' to a 

significant (IU8.ntitative and qualitr~tive reduction in all existing nuclear· 

vNrl)on systems.. anc'J those currently being dE>velo1)ed) one cannot expect a genuine 

interest in underta!:inr: a ler;all3r binding corn:rdt:ment not to ::tcC1_uire, possess 

or use them fro)1'1_ States that do not :oossess such ueapons" but mir:ht see them 

as a ;'leans of c:aini.ng l)Olitica.l or militarv aClvantage. 

!.Toreover" the tl.oor will aluays l)e open for those uho at any tiJne feel that 

for reasons of national security they rl_o not >dsh to be bound hY a conmit:r11ent 

uhich seei'ls to represent only oblige.tions for them, uithout the necessary 

equivalent cowJnitnents by the nuclear~'l:ea:Don States and those States 1-rhich are 

in a privile,'?;e<'l position 'because the" have an advancea_ nuclear technology or 

the means to develop it. 
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Recent events, such as the conflict in the South Atlantic the step-nation 

of the neGotiations in the Preparatot;r Committee for the UniteCI ITations 

Conference on the Promotion of International CO··operr~.tion in the Peaceful Uses 

of ITuclea.r Eneru::r ~ and the postponement of that Conference" have 1-dn:hliP:lJterl. the 

cl.ifferPnces betueen the vie1rs adve.nced. by t"be various p:rou:ns of I'ie:r1.ber States 

on the concej)t of non·-proliferation and the restrictions it in,:rylies throup-h the 

classification of States into categories - thflt is~ ~ThP.ther they fire develoninr ~ 

industrialize(}" and/or nuclf'ar--.:reapon Rtates. This order in the sc.ale of 

nrivileges anc1 rip:hts of JTember States iTiplies that the conce:nt of non-·:nroliferation 

is no longer based simply on the concept of the possession or non··:nossession of 

nuclear uea.~ons" or other exnlosive Cl.evices · instea.rl? it represents a desire or 

attempt to prohibit the possession. transfer or restriction of certain nuclear 

technolo~ies regariJed as sensitive ~- in other ;rords, likely to lead to proliferatio~, 

!:'or sinilar reasons, C!oubt has been exnresseCI about the viabilitY, in the 

vorld in iThich ve live, of vrhat are terwec1 nuclNtr···i·Teapon--fre-e zones. In t11E' 

one inhrtbited area uhere there is a legally established nuclear· .uea:non-freE' 

zone, that establishec1. by tbe Treaty of Tlatelolco" ve have seen hOlT difficult 

it is to reconcile tbe oblip:ations assun1ed by the nuclear·-T·rea:pon Rtates and 

those Stat~s: interests. 
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(Mr. Perez Guerrero, Venezuela 

This means that in fact there is no guarantee against the military use of 

nuclear energy or of nuclear weapons themselves~ as long as they continue 

to exist and can be used as instruments of coersion. That argument 

applies similarly to the so-called negative security guarantees. 

This is sharp contrast with the increasing awareness of the peoples 

of the international community of the dangers inherent in the frenetic 

arms race. Hence the increasingly urgent need for the fullest possible 

floH of information to all the inhabitants of the earth about the dangers 

of the arms race and its many implications. In this respect, the Horld 

Disarmament Campaign is of great importance. Thet is why Venezuela offered 

to be host to the regional seminar on disarmament for educators in the 

Americas held in Caracas from 4 to 7 October, which vas jointl;; or,n:anized by 

the United Nations Department of Disarmament Affairs and the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). 

In this connection it is relevant to emphasize the importance of the 

work being done by Ul~ESCO in the promotion and encouragement of education for 

peace. 

The challenge facing us, as the Palme report rightly observes, is to 

ensure that, confronted with the unrestricted nuclear arms race, people 

all over the world do not ignore the danger involved or lose faith in 

their ability to ~hange the course bf events. Throughout history we have 

seen how many wars have started while peace talks have been going on. Let 

us act together to make sure that this never happens again. 
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~:S·. Il{'~!:!:: (Nepal) · In our common q_uest for ;1eace anc1. deve1o:1ment no 

otber issue occmJies as much impo~ctance ann urgency as does disa.rmam.ent. Yet 

this h?.s been the. area uhich has se~ri less· prorxess and more problems. Despite 

our concern ancl. con'mitnent ~ the disar:mnment net<;otiations have not so fa.r 

yielded tanGible results. Instead 1re have been tJ. helpless 1ritness to the ever 

escal?.ting arn1.s rnce in lwth the nuclenr anc1 .. :the conventi.onal field. The massive 
. . 

e.m.s build··UP not only has disturbed the envirOlll1l.ent of internationa.l !)eace 

and security but o.lso poses a serious threat to the very survivo.l of 'l.anl:ind. 

l!hile all States recoc;nize the neeo. for disarmaNent and arr:·s control, the . ·. 
teno.ency to seel~ security in the acctlmulation of <J.rms seeT·1S to be e:rmring. If 

the continuinG deterioration in the relations betueen the t1ro sw?er-·Pouers has 

been.responsible for perpetuating the arms race, the deepenin,s: crisis in 

various parts of tl!e globe h::ts furthe':- at:;,o;ravated the vicious c~rcle of ::11istrust 
' and mili tt=~.rJr builcl ·UP. 

. . 
The central resJ)onsibility for the peaceful mana.":ement of international 

crises rests uith the United ITations. The present international situation hr:.s 

lecl. to a ueal:ening of this instrument, which we consider vital to ensuring 

co·~operation and comxnon security. ·we share the deep concern expressed by the 

Secretary-General over the rapid erosion of the capacity of the United Nations 

to maintain international peace and security, and support his appeal that.this 

instrument be used in a more deterl!lined •ray and that steps be taken immediately 

to strengthen its security role. 
,.! 

The second S})ecial session of' the Cenerfl.l Assembly cl.evotec"l. to tl.isa.nr?.Y.~ent 

Vfl~ a dismal fa.ilure. The Geneva Co:··JJ:'.ittee on Disarnament is virtually barren 

and the Disaro..a.r:1ent COH17lission~ in spite of the recent streamlining continues 

to be a forum. for long:...held national ~.;>rejuclices ana. concern. 

I should nmr like to turn to sor.1e of the itet1s on our acenda. 
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As the "~>'inal Docum.ent of the first special session on disarmament indicated, the 

principal ;-soal of d.isar1"'lnment is to ensure_the survival of nanldnd b~r 

elirdnatin':; the danGer of 1:rar, :i.n :')e>.rticular nuclei:tr uar. Nuclear ueapons 

are increasinc;ly rec~arcl.ed as more of a threat than a '· means of protection" 

even by those for vhose c1efence they are intenoed. Long-held concepts 'of 

national security flre nou being challenr;eo~. For ari. increasing number of 

neople a nuclear U[lJ_~ vou~d be J as the ·Secretary· -General puts it,. "the ultimate 

negation o:f all hmnan endeavow:: (.A/3~~_!l_:_2) ~ ·· · \ve view the r,rowing popular 

movement in favour of nuclear disarmament with much, expectation. H'e hope it will 

exert sufficient pressure on the major Powers to halt and reverse their nuclear 

cor.r::>etition. llhHe this question concerns the survival of all~ the solution lies 

ultir.1ately in the ban0.s ·of 'the nuclear Pouers, and :particularl~· the tuo 

su::>er .. Pouers. ~!e therefore reiterate ·our satisfaction at the fn.ct that 

negotiations a.'re stili under uay bet~reen theJj~ on. intermediat~...:range nuclear forces 

ancl strn.tecic aro:.ts recl.uction, A.nd ue renei·T our appeal for an earl:r and 

mea.nin_r.:ful conclusion. It is our ho:Qe that they lTill rise a cove narrow 

considerations of bargaining for ac'l.vc-mtage. ITe:nal believes that continuing 

dialogue betreen the 8oviet Union and the United States is necessar;:r to open 

the uay to the reduction and eventual elinination of nuclear weapons. 

I:Te:!_1al is deeply concerned over the lack of pror;ress touards a comprehensive 

ban on nucleo.r testing. He consider that to be an im}?ortant ste:r to halt 

the vertical sophistication and the horizontal proliferation of nuclear ;reapops. 

Both super -Pouers hnve undertA.!::en solenm obligations under the partial test-

be>n T1~eo.ty Fmd the Treaty on the Non--Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons to work ·for 

a comprehensive test ban. A comprehensive test ban; more than any other measure in 

the field of disarmament, is a matter of political will. As vital technical questions 

A.Y.'e no lonr:e}:- any J)roblem; it is a matter of r;re?t regret that the Committee 

on Disarmament has failecl_ to report an_y progress in those ne[':otiations. 

PenCl.inrs the conclusion of n. cow~n.rehensive test han, my delegation supports the 

idea of a r-:1.oratoriun on nuclear tests. 
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(!.Ir. Rnna. !:er.ml) .------ -·--· 
The Non--Proliferation Treaty continues to be the single most 

iHportant international instrUl<lent of the non--proliferation regime. ·The 

obvious siens of strain in the non ·proliferation re~ime call for reneirecl. efforts 

to strengthen thet interna.tional instrur1ent. The extension anCI. develo:r,>ment 

of the safecue.rcl.s system of the International Atomic Energy Ap;ency would also 

contribute greatly to the strengthening of the re~ime of the non-1Jroliferntion 

rr:reaty. 'l'he greatest contribution to the strenr;thenin.r; of the N0n- Pt-oliferation 

regime Foulci, houever,. have to come frOli! t}1e nuclear-veapon Stntes > in fulfilment 

of their obli~ation under article VI of the Treaty, concerning nuclear 

non.,proliferation. 

Lly c1elefJ"at:i.on reiterates its st2.ncl that non .. nuclea.r States 1rhich fl.re not 

];arty to an~· military ::tlliance a.re entitled. to a categorical and. legally 

binding assuro.nce that they uill not 'be subject to e. nuclear a.tt~.ck, i'Te regret 

the lacJ: of :proc;ress in this rer·:ard in the Horldnr>; Group of the CoPmittee on 

Disarmament. 
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Nepal continues to believe that the establishment of a nuclear-'tvea:'on-frcc 

zone on the basis of agreement freely arrived at between States of a region 

can be an important ste~ towards nuclear disarmament. The Treaty of Tlatelolco 

provides a model for other regions of the ~vorld~ and we welccme efforts 

towards a nuclear-weapon-free zone in Africa, the Niddle East and South As in.. 

Among other important priority items on the a~enda of the Committee on 

Disarmament is the complete prohibition of chemical 'tveapons. A great deal 

of useful work has been done towards the elaboration of an agreement on chemical 

weapons. vlithout the active support of the t1-ro major Powers and a clear 

demonstration of political tdll? there is apprehension that the opport:nnity 

to close the deal ,.,ill be lost. 

Hy delegation has repeatl"dly called for measures to curb the prod.uction 

and transfer of conventional weapons. The prlmary move in this regard would be 

to take practical steps towards reducing the armed forces and armaments of 

nuclear-weapon States and other militarily important States? particularly in the 

regions where there are concentrations of troops and a.rmaments. At the same 

time, hm·rever ~ ,.,e must not overlook the growing tendency among the developing 

countries ·to accumulate armaments and en?age in higher military exPenditure. 

This tendency not only diverts their scarce resources from the critical areas 

of developmental needs, but also generates tension and mistrust in the region 

concerned. lle hope that the grou1;> of experts set up to study conventional · 

disarmament in all aspects will ccJ~.e out with practical steps in this area. 

The grol-Ting trend among the super-Powers to use outer space for military 

purposes could add an immensely "t-Tasteful and dangerous dimension to the arms race, 

Nepal shares the international concern and supports the call for elaboration of 

further legislative measures to nrevent the arms race in outer space. He look 

forward to serious negotiations in this area in the CoHnnittee on Disarmament. 

The lack of progress in the implementation of the General Assembly Declaration 

of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace continues to cause us anxiety. .il.1y 

delegation unequivocally supports the convening of the Colombo Conference on the 

Indian Ocean within a specified period and without preconditions. ·Fe entertain 
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no exai?;gerated hope t,hat the co!lve:ning_ of this Conference >rill bring peace to 

the region. The improvement of the political climate in the region could greatly 

contribute to the success of tlie Conference, .which could be an·: important step 

towards the implementation of the De~laration. 

I have briefly stated the position of my delegation on a few of the pressing . ~. 

items on our agenda. vTe shall have occasion to express our vie1-rs in more detail 
~ ' 

when individual items are tak~n up for consideration. The tentative programme 
. . 

of work of this Committee for this year is desic;ne~ to give· more time .for 

deliberations on specific issues. Fe attach much importance to the debate in this 

Committee. YTith a diplomat of the skill 0 ability and experience of our Chairman 
.. 

to guide our deliberations? we feel confident of the _positivE' .outcome of our 

meetings. I talce this opportunity to extend rrry delegatio!'!-' s felicitations to· 

him and the other officers of the_Committee on their election and to pledge our 

full co-operation with them in the difficult task that lies ahPad in this 

Committee •. 

' 

Mr. GARCIA ITURBE (Cuba) (interpretation fr~Il). Spanish): Allow me first 

of all,· Ambassador. Elfaki, to extend to. you ,the Huban delegation 1 s congratulations 

on your election co ,the post of _Vice-Chairman of. this Committee' to lead 
" " ' ' ·' ~ 

along with the other officers, the work of the Committee during the thirty~eighth 
session of the United Nations General Assembly. He are familiar with the 

constant concern with and dedica,tion to disarmament questions that you have shown 

in the T~on-Aligned Movement . 

He congratulate also Ambassad_or Vraalsen ,on his ~lection to ~he chairmanship 

of the Committee. \'le are m-rare of his country's interest in these . questions. 
'., ' ~ '.t 

That. interest, together with his pe;z:sonal experience a!fd skill as a diplomat, . . ·' ' " 

is a guarantee that under his, leadership the work of this Committee 1-rill 

be carried out r;atisfactorily and that we shall achieve the sreatest possible 

results. 

I talce this _opportunity, too, to congratulate Ambassador ybeho of Ghana 

on the efficient manr.er in which he .led our work last year,; and I extend our 

con'!rntulations to Ambassador Tinea of Romania on his election as r'l. Vice-Chairman 

of the Committee. 
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The meetings of the First Committee are beginning this year in a world 

climate that is hardly propitious to international peace a~d· security. There 

is growing tension, with sources of. conflict in various parts of the world; 

a good part of the technoloeically most advanced industrial capacity in the 

world is devoted to creating means of destruction rather than to satisfying 

marutind's needs 5 combating hunger and sickness and improving the living: standard 

of human beings. 

In spite of.the insistent appeals that have been made by the international 

community for peace, disarmament, international co-operation and peaceful 

coexistence, the forces of reaction and warlike adventurism are trying to 

assert themselves by means of aggressive positions, •Tithout taking into 

account the dangers that this entails. As the Heads of State or Government 

of the Non-Aligned Movement said at the New Delhi Conference :· 
11 

• • • the greatest peril facing the world today is the threat to the 

survival of mankind from a nuclear 1-rar;1
• (A/38/132, annex, para. 2§_) 

The use and the threat of.the use of force are eviden~ today in various 

continents, especially in the Central American and Caribbean re~ions, where we 

are witnessing a rich and powerful nation, the United States, ca1·:rying C'lt 

a shameful, dirty war against the heroic people of Nicaragua. The brazenness 

and power of this imperialist is such that the United States Congress is 

discussing the amount of money to be allocated to this 1-rar - it is nol-r expected 

that $50 million will be so allocated -·cut., what is more, it even wants credit 

for the actions that have been carried out, such as the recent atta~ks on the 

ports of Corinth and Puerto Sandino. 
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With the same brazeness they admit the utilization of bases in Honduras and 

El Salvador both to send supplies to forces subsidized by the Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA) of the United States and to train those forces and use the bases 

to attack Nicaragua directly. 

Is this how the Government of the United States intends to support the 

strengthening of international security and the adoption of confidence-buildin~S 

measures among States? Or can it be thA.t it believes it is co-operating in 

such strengthening by its inordinate military deploymE>nt in various na.rts of 

the world? 

Those who wish to revive the nolicies of the 11bit?; stick 1
: and ~'manifest destiny'' 

yearn to add more actions to an already long list of military interventions that, 

since 1848, have totalled more than 60 in Central America, }~exico and theo Caribbean, 

not to mention adventures on other continents. 

In violation of General Assembly resolution 37/118 they continue to carry 

out aggressive military manoeuvres in various regions of the globe, not only 

in Central America, but also in the Middle East, in the Indian Ocean and 

elsewhere, none of which contributes to a solution. Such activities only 

aggravate the problems that threaten international peace and security. The 

escalation is on such a scale that more than 330,000 men are now en~aged in 

military activities outside that country~s borders. 

In addition, we are faced with the constant and increasing dan~er of nuclear 

war, whose destructive potential and effectiveness is daily bein~ increased by 

further technological developments. For example there is the Pershing II 

missile with its targetable nuclear warheads that ensure accuracy within 

120 feet after a l,OOO~mile fliaht; there is the oft-mentioned ~lfX missile. 

whose destructive potential is many times greater thAn anyone can imagine. 

When we add to these the nuclear potE-ntial that already exists in our vTorld 

there is enough to transport us in a fraction of a second back to the Stone Age. 

but this time without hqn.2.__~apiens. 
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A new arms race~ this time in outer space, is be~inning to take shape in 

the form of the development of new weapons of increased technolor:ica.l complexity. 

The anti-satellite attack system (ASAT) pro.ject bei.nr: develo-ped by the Uniterl States 

Government is designed to militarize outer space and to utilize its military 

potential as a form of domination over and subjugation of peoPles, with the 

express intention of employinp; such domination for that purpose. That was, 

in fact, admitted by Mr. Edivard C. Aldridge, Under Secretary of the United States 

Air Force, when he said: 
11He do not have to stretch our imagination very far to see that the 

country that controls outer snace can control the world. •: 

The race to-vrards destruction seems to have no limits, and when technolop;ical 

development and science begin to control man, he is on a course towards his 

own destruction. 

~ve might also add the incredible develo-pment of chemical, ra.diolodcal 

and bacteriological weapons which, tor;ether -vrith the production. stockpiling 

and continued development of such wea-oons represents a considerable threat 

to mankind. 

In the course of the First Committee's work my delepation -vrill speak in 

detail on various items on the agenda. However" we should at this time like 

to draw the Committee 1 s attention to the adverse effects of the policy of 

confrontation that some are trying to force upon our work. 

An analysis of the report of the Committee on Disarmament on its 1983 

session that was submitted yesterday by the Ambassador of Peru, Hr. Horelli Pando. 

is necessary in our Committee's work in order that we rnay focus clearly on 

the reality confronting us. That report states that the Committee on Disarmament 

began its session on 1 February - and one might think that the document is in 

error when, later, one reads that at the plenary meeting on 24 Harch, six week.s 

later, the working agenda 1,ms adonted. But no, there is no error. 
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Regrettably the only multilateral negotiating bony on disarmament, a 

body that has received numerous urgent petitions and requests from the General 

Assembly to proceed without furthPr delay to nPf!;Otiations on priority disarmament 

issues> needed more than six weeks to adopt its imrkine; agPnda. This, let 

us state quite bluntly, was due to the on~osition of a small number of countries 

to the placing on the ar:enda of the Committee on DisA.rmament. thP item on thF> 

prevention of nuclear war. Leading those countries was the United States. That 

might seem odd, but it is a fact. Several parapra~hs of the ~inal Document 

of the special session on disarmamE>nt of the General Assembly, which vms adopted 

by cons.ensus in 19'78, clearly recop:nize the urfSE>nt nriority nature of the 

question of preventing an outbreak of nuclear war. Subsequently" in the 

communique adol)ted at the Ministerial HeE>ting of the Co--ordina.tinr: Bureau of 

Non~Alie:ned Countries held at Havana a few clays prior to the opening of the work 

of the General Assembly's second spPcial session on disarmament, thP Hinisters 

called upon that special session to adopt urgent measures to nrevent the outbreal~ 

of nuclear war. Later, in the Concluding Document of the seconc1 snecin.l sessj on 

on disarmament, participatinr-: States r~affirmed the validity of the 19'78 

Final Document, that is, J:nter ~;Lj.9.:_, they recof-Uized the urr:ency of avoiding 

nuclear war. Even more recently, at the thirty-seventh Sf'S sian of the General 

Assembly, a resolution was adonted that clearly called upcn the Committee on 

Disarmament to undertake as a matter of the highest priority negotiations 

with a view to achieving agreement on a~propriate and practical measures 

for the prevention of nuclPar war. 

To the foregoing we might usf'fully add the rna.ny petitions made by 

non-governmental organizations and eminent sciE>ntists throughout thE' world. 

NeverthPless 9 as its report makes clear, the Ccmmittee on Disarmament 

needed more than six weeks, ovring to the stubborn onnosition of thP United 

StatE's and some of its allies in thE' North Atlantic Treaty Or(\anization (NATO), 

to resolve the question of placing on its agenda an item with re~ard to 
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preserving mankind from certain destruction. In the end? even though a solution 

apparently acceptable to all 1ms finally agre>f'd upon a.ncl 8. vmterPd--down ve>rsion 

of the iter1 was placed on the agenda, the Co:mmittee on Disarmament uas unable 

to enter into meaningful negotiations on that highly important item ovring 

to the opposition of those same States. 
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But it vras not only on the item on the prevention of nuclear -vmr that the 

Corrmlittee on Disarmament was impeded from carrying out its negotiatint:~: activities. 

It is clear from its report to the Assembly that a total ban on nuclear-weapon 

tests has suffered the same fate in which all that has been achieved thus far 

is disregarded, and the commitments entered into are not honoured. 

The Government of the United States now declares that banning nuclear-weapon 

tests is a long~-term objective and that it will not undertake nep:otiations on 

this subject. 

\rJhat, it may well be asked, happened to the obligation it assumed in signing 

the partial nuclear test--ban Treaty~ under which a commitment was entered into 

permanently to suspend all nuclear--·vreapon tests and the determination was 

expressed r:to continue negotiations to this end' 1? 

Is or is not the attitude that has now been adopted - one which would be 

imposed on the international cow.munity ... a flagrant violation of the obli@"ations 

assumed under the Moscow Treaty or not? 

An equally important aspect of the problem -vras raised in the 1978 Final 

Docuwent , vhen, in parae;raph 51 ) it appealed for the urgent conclusion of the 

trilateral negotiations that were currently under ~•ay. 

Far from concluding successfully, as was hoped, the negotiations ~•ere 

suspended unilaterally, and there is no indication that they vrill be resumed. 

A similar picture is presented to us when we read that part of the report 

of the Cow.mittee on Disarmament dealing 1vith the prevention of the nuclear arms 

race and with nuclear disarmament. This item has been on the Committee 1 s 

agenda for some time now, but also for some time nm·r pressure has been 

broue;ht to bear not to begin negotiations on this subject. 

In my delegation 1 s opinion~ ·we- shoulo. clearly point to the responsibility 

of this tiny group of ]\!Tewber States that have obstructed the start of concrete 

negotiations on matters of the greatest importance for the survival of mankind. 
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\Vhat right do a few have to impose their will and try to deceive the 

peoples of the world with exchanges of views, grandiloquent statements and 

informal meetings in an effort to create the impression that negotiations are 

under way when, as a matter of fact~ that is not the case at all? 

Negotiations on nuclear disarmament items should have started a long time ago 

in the Committee on Disarmament, but the lack of political.will on the part of 

the very States that are opposed to preventing the outoreak of a nuclear 

war and to a ban on nuclear-weapon tests has made such negotiatjons iY"T'ossihle 

thus far. 

The arms race, and in particular the qualitative development of nuclear 

weapons, poses an increasing danger to international peace and security and 

considerably increases the likelihood that a nuclear conflict with incalculable 

consequences will break out. In addition, nuclear proliferation and the support 

given by various countries to Israel and South Africa in the development of 

such weapons increases the danger of nuclear war for the peoples of the Middle 

East and Africa and constitutes another means of coercion and force in the hands 

of Zionists and racists who are doing nothing to help detente and international 

security. 

He cannot accept the arguments with which some would convince us that 

negotiations to put an end to nuclear w·eapons depend on extraneous factors and 

are linked to other areas of inter-"State relations, when there is no respect 

lvhatsoever for United Nations decisions on disarmament. 

The urgency and the necessity to begin negotiations to put an end to the 

icrrove~ent ~nd develo~ment of nuclear weapons lie in the very nature of these 

vreapons, for they pose a threat to the very survival of mankind, 

The communique of the Ministerial Meeting of the Co-ordinating Bureau of 

the Non-Aligned Movement, held just before the second special session on 

disarmament, clearly states that, even thoush the international political climate 

affects negotiations on disarmament, the deterioration of the international 

situation makes it even more urgent and necessary to intensify dialogue and 

negotiations . 
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Nore recently, at the Seventh Sununit Conference of the Non-Aligned 

Movement, held in ~larch in New Delhi, the Heads of State or Government stressed 

the need to freeze the development, production, stockpiling and emplacement 

of nuclear weapons and appealed for disarmament negotiations to be accelerated 

The Cuban delegation supports a freeze of nuclear weapons at their present 

levels and their immediate reduction; it supports the condemnation of nuclear 

war and the adoption of urgent measures to avoid its outbreak; it supports 

the inMediate banning of all nuclear~eapon tests; it supports the adoption of 

a treaty banning the use of force in international relations; it supports the 

prohibition of the use of force in all its forms; it supports a b&n on the 

use of outer space for military purposes; and it supports a ban on the use, 

development and stockpiling of chemical weapons. 

The peoples of the 1mrld want to live in peace; those who feel that they 

are truly representative of the will of their peoples cannot but strive 

to eliminate the danger of nuclear war and promote general and complete 

disarmament and the elimination of all forms of chemical, radiological 

and bacteriological weapons, or any other means of destruction capable of 

taking the life of any human being or of destroying the resources needed for mM 

to thrive and prosper. 

Sub-paragraph (d) of article 12 of the Constitution of the Republic of 

Cuba says that ':our country is working for lasting peace in dignity based 

on respect for the independence and sovereignty of peoples and on their 

right to self-determination". 

the President of the Council 

In his book, The \·!orld Econon1ic and Social Crisis 

of State and of the Council of Ministers, 

Commander-in-Chief Fidel Castro, appealed for \1a tireless struggle for peace, 

for improving international relations, for halting the arms race, for 

reducing military expenses drastically and for insistine: that a considerable 

part of these sizeable funds be allocated to the developmEnt of the third world', 

That will be the policy guiding the work of the Cuban delegation 

in this Committee at the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. 

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m. 
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AGENDA ITEMS l~3 to 63, 139, 1~1, 143 and lh4 (continued) 

Mr. SCEM.p::·T (Denmark): Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to 

offer you and the other members of the Committee my sincere congratulations 

on your election. "Your professional skill, Sir, and your wide experience, 

not least in disarmament matters, are vell knmm to all of us. 

I would like to refer to the statement made the day before yesterday 

by the reuresentative of Greece, speaking on behalf of the 10 member States 

of the Eur~nean Conmunity, which statement, of course, we fully endorse. 

The international situation and developments in the field of international 

security and disarmament during the year that has passed since the thirty~ 

seventh session of the General Assembly of the United Nations cannot be 

described in optimistic terms o Progress, if any, has been slmr and the 

deteriorating international climate has certainly not provided an impetus 

to the major Powers in their pursuit of ccncrete results 
0 

Instead of arms 

limitation and disarmament, we have witnessed a further acceleration of the 

arms race, the introduction of new and more sophisticated weapons systems, 

and tbe continuation of armed conflicts in many parts of the 1-rorld. 

At the same time, and in response to these deplorable develonments, people 

all over the globe have, on an unprecedented scale, raised their voices in a 

call for peace and disarmament. This, at least 9 is an encouraging develo:yment 

that should give inspiration and motivation 1-1hen the arms race and disarmament 

issues are discussed. 
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that 

In his report to last year 1 s session, the Secretary-General stated 

"The United Nations itself has been unable to play as effective 

and decisive a role as the Charter certainly envisaged for it. 17 

( A/37/1, P. 1) 

In the same vein, the Secretary-General 1 s report of this year considers, that 

"actual developments of the past year have been far from encouragingn. 

(A/38/1, p. 2) 

It is more necessary than ever and of crucial importance that no effort 

be spared to enable the United Nations to play the role envisaged for it in 

the Charter. This holds true especially for disarmament and security issues. 

No problem can be solved without good vill on the part of all nations and the 

maintenance of dialogue. 
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states that our final goal is general anc1 complete disarmament under effective 

international control. The immediate c;oal is that of the eli!·cin~:rtion of the 

d2-nger of .a nuclear vrar and the implementation of measures to halt and 

:c·everse the arms race and clear the path tovrards lasting peace. It is a 

moral oblie;ation of. all nations to pursue this_ goal actively. In the vievr 

of my <lele&;ation 0 it is very important th:;t the First Committee~ in order 

to move closer to attaininc; the common c;oals we strive for, concentrate its 

efforts on the issues vrhich are given hic;h priority in the Final Document. 

i:-Iy Government remains strongly coml"littecl to supporting the Secretary~

General' s efforts tm-rards strenc;thening the United Hat ions. In this context 

I should lik:: to drau the Committze 1 s attention to the joint report of the 

five :Cfordic countries entitled ;1Strenc;theninG of the United Nations;; uh:i.ch 

has been circulated as an official document ITo. A/38/271-S/15830 of the 

General Assembly and the Security Council. In the report the :'ive I'rorclic 

Governments propos~ a nurn.ber of concrete measures~ which~ if implemented, 

coulcl. have a significant impact on the future w:rk of the United Fations, 

in the fields of international sc:cu:;:it-· 2.nd cl.isar;"r' <.ent, r,· 1ong otl,_ers. 

Uy Government tarl the privilege a·::- y.;:t:i.ci:'·'·t~.n:: :i.1c. t~le cl_r~:.~~:i.n·, u:? u::' 

the report on the i :::or·c2.nt United l'<<.tions study on clisarmament a<1d 

international security. This report calls for t}~: s-c.j~Cll:;thenL1, o·: tl12 ·united 

i:Tations system for internation:\1 law and for 1·Tide ~ international co-operation -

in preference to force- as the rational basis fo~ relations among States. 

Disarmament and international security are closely interrelated issues 

uhich should be Rl''?roached ::tlonr.s parallel paths. The disarmament process 

shoulc1 be based on ti1e' prese:cvo.tior.,: -or el•l·,:'.ace<·~ent o:::' t~.12 sccud.tJ nf all Stn:tes. 

fl. strong ana_ efficient United l\Iations security system 1vould be an important 

contributory factor to~~. ·:c·c~s this end~ 

The conclusions of the stuc1y fit ,-ell ~.ritil the thoughts vrhich the 

8ecretary-General expressed in his rei)Ort of last year - in short: no 

an1enJ.ments to the Charter of the Unite<l Nations are needed:. improvement 

could vell be achieved 1-rithin the existin(i frame<;·rorl;: of the Charter. 
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Particularly in D. field. 'like disarmament the necessary inpetus does not 

arise out of nothing. Adherence to the Chm~ter of the United nations 

and the principles for relations nnonc; States, as laic1 dmm in the Helsinki 

:Pinal Acto renain the key to achievinc; an ab10spl1ere of mutual trust and 

confic1encc=, i\nc.1 snch an atmosphere is, in turn, n clear r:rerequisite for:· 

progress touo.rds haltinc the arns race anc1 towards disarmnn<::nt. 

It is encouracing to note thut although the causes of tension and 

mistrust have not been rer:1ovecl. and although, for that reason, there has been 

no real progress in i:Gternational relations~ this ;rear it uas Iiossible to 

reach East· \Jest agreement on a substantial and· h .. ~lanced concluctine:; document 

at the Conference on Security ancl Co· operation in l!::urope (CSC:C) follmr···up 

Lleeting in IIaclricl. It is significant t:tat further East· ·Hest co--operation 

uithin the CSC:G fr[JDelTorl;: has been secured, in principle, tl:rough the ac;reer.1ent 

to hold another foll01H.1P r.ieeting in Vienna and a number of expert meetings . 

The decision to convene a Conference in StoCl:hoL:l· on Confidence and Security 

Building Measures and Disarmament in bUl~ope is~ naturally, of particular 

irlportanc e. 

1Je believe that this c1evelopf,1ent in the :G'uropean conte:~t coulcl have a 

positive influence on general J:;:ast, ·Uest relations.· to the n.dvantr..c.;e of clobal 

efforts touards C.i£a.:rr:.o.nent and arns control. 

Taken as a whole, Pmltilateral negotiations J..n the nucle8.r field can 

be said. to be stsle:-mtec1 penc1ing the outcolile of the nee:;otio.tions in Geneva 

betireen the Unitecl Sta.tes and the Sovi~t Union on interHediate ranee nuclear 

ueapons in Europe the I:i.{P negotiations - and strategic weapons systems -

the Stratec;ic f.rlilS Tiec1uction 'l'alLs ( S~~Jiili'I'). 

liy Goverrunent still consic1ers those negoti<J.tions to be of the most 

crucial imp01tance. ~"ailure to reach an acreement could have veJ7 crave 

conseg_uencen for the future. He hope tlmt the tuo Po·uern can li v2 up to 

the special responsibility uhich the possession of the larc;est arsenals of 
J-

nuclear ueapons in the ITorl<l imposes on ,them" and 1re urce both parties 

to shoiT the necessary fle;dlJility. He hope·· and we believe that the 

negotiations 1-rill lead to concrete results before the enO. of this yenr. 
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In ;:m cifort to llol t the nuclear an;w :cace the proyosal to impose a 

freeze as a fi:::st ste::; tovards nuclear disarr,12ment 11as C.iscussed last year 

at lenc;th in this CoT:li1.ittee and this yes:r ceve:L·al proposals on ·chis issue 

have been put foruard. '1'he e~=pediency of a freeze and the possibilities of 

verifying it and judcinc its im.plications for the overall nilitar~r balance 

betueen the najor nuclear Pmrers have been disputec.i.. BelievinG that all 

possibilities for ac;reements in the nuclear field should be explored) lllY 

clelecation expresses its support for necotiations on a nutual ireeze and 

reduction at the clobal level of all types of nuclear 1rea:9ons and t:!.1eir 

delivery s~rstESis, 

TI.estraint in the 11uclear field is not solel~r a i.la.tter of concern to 

the nuclear Pouers. .!Ul responsible nations !·mst join fol·ces to 11revent a 

nuclear uar and ::m extension anc.l. ex:oansion of the nuclear arms race. 

Ln important step \!as cal;:en in 1963 uitll the conclusion of the partic-.1 

test ban 'l',:eaty. :Cy banninc nuclear -vreapon test explosions and any other 

nuclear explosions in the atmospherel the '_,:'reaty has contrilmtec~ sie:;nificantly 

to the rec.1uction of rac.1ioactive contmainat :i.on of the atmos}!l1ere. But as 

an arw.s lir:1i ta.t ion or disarmanent aeasure ·[,lle 'i'rea.ty has been of limit eel 

i1portance since it has not been accecl.ec.l. to by all m~clei'T Pouers and since 

it has not banned unclerc;rounC. nuclear test explosior.s. 

In June of tllis year a draft of a comprehensive treaty banninc; all 

nucle;:;,r weapon test explosions in all envi1·or.n·,1ents vas subnitted to the 

Coma.ittee on Dism·nauent. P. COl'lj}lete ba.nnil1g of nuclear tests uoulcl. be an 

inportant factor in curbinc; further c1evelo1_:m1ent ;.:tncl proliferation of nucL~ar 

ueapons. The problen of adeg_uate iJ.euns of verification ::ce:w.a.ins unresolveC:L. 

but important >vork on this and other crucial issues is going on in the 

Ad Hoc_ Horkinc; Grou1J of the Committee on Disa.:rm<:'l~1ent and. in the Ld Hoc G1·oup 

of Scientific ~xperts to Consider International Co··oper<'tive lieasures to 

Detect ancl Identify Seisnic ~~vents) the o,cti vi ties of which TJY country follmm 

actively. It is a ~Jronisinc; devc;lopment that anonc; the parties and experts 

deG-linc; 1ritll these mctters there is a c;rouinc conviction that o. vialJle 
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international verification system could be within reach. \-1e urge the 

Committee on Disarmament to continue to give priority to negotiations on 

a cc.r.y:retEnsive test-ban t.reaty. In the meantime, States which have not 

already done so might demonstrate their willingness to halt the nuclear arms 

race by ratifying the 1963 partiR.1 test-ban Treaty. 
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The issues of a nuclear test ban.and nuclear non-p~oliferation are 

closely interrelated. Even if the Non7froliferation Tr~aty of 1968 has 

not yet been .R.ccerled to by. all >~t?ctes, the regime_ establisheD. by virtue 

of that Treaty may be considered a not negligible success, which is all the 

more noteworthy against the othervlise dismal backc;round of the c;eneral ' 

situation in the disarmament field. This achievement certainly deserves an 

even more solid underpinning in the future. That might be brought about, 

inter alia, by universal accession to the Treaty and support of the safeguards 

system under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 

the activity of which deserves our approval. Furthermore, a revievr conference 

on the Treaty is envisaged for 1985. 

Many countries, including nry own, have joined in the request to the 

Secretary-General for the inclusion of an item on this issue in the agenda 

of the present session. My delegation, for one, looks forward to a 

discussion under that item and hopes to contribute its share in the 

efforts to ensure an efficacious framework for this exceedingly important 

conference, the results of which will have a crucial bearing not only 

on the Treaty itself, but also on the international situation in a 

wider sense. 

Over the years, a number of nro•?osals have been pronulp;a.tec:t regardinG 

the establishment of nuclear-weapon-f~ee zones in various regions of 

the world. The Final Document from the first special session on disarmament 

recognizes that, under certain conditions, which should be kept clearly 

in mind, the establishment of such zones could constitute an important 

disarmament measure. In the Danish view, t~·is still holds true, as 

these zones could contribute to preventing the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons to regions where not all States are parties to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. 

Various agreements, such as the 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing 

tee Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Spar'", 

including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, have so far, it seems, 

manae;ed to limit the implications for outer space of the r>ccele•"o;.Line; arms 

race. HOi·Tever, there are indications that weaponry already operational 

or in the process of beinr:; developed :r1ay threaten peaceful outer space. 
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It is therefore encouragine that a. number oi interesting pt•opos8J.s 

~ave been put forward with a view to ~ee~ing:this chalLenge~ and_that 

the majority of member~ of the Committee· on Disarmament appe~r :to ·ha~e:. . . . . . . .. ,, ·, . 

reached agreement· on settinr: · U'? :::JJ1. ~·i~_l'l~.E- ·uorkin~' r>;roun ';'. -vrhich mi~;ht . · 
Clarify our perception _of probiEims ·lOoinirig: in ·this· tield. In 'the 

Danish view~ the grim prospect of an ihte~!:dfie·d· ati:.W·.~ace .in outer· •. . . . 

~p2.ce underlines th~ necessity of. serious. effort's. within the Committ~e 

with a. Vie't-T to ultinill.te _ne[joti~.ti-ons· tm effectiire and Verifl.able. 

ar;reements aimed at preventing that ~I'r1s ·-~ace. -

To the a;~enda of the COT·1J11Ht ~e _on. )!iSiu;')'ll?Jl1ent' v:~iC'h ig ::..tres.d.y : ai,.d te 

comprehensive. lv-> '' been add~(!- fl. ~1e1-r 1.t-~;-,~ 'entitled· ~Pr·e..-;erfi;icn of ·rmclea.~ wa.r, 

:i.ncludine all rela.tecl matters'. FE' :ho1J~ that· ·the disa.rmanent effo:.~ts ,.rill benefit 

from the upcoming c1ebate on this iteni.: ··considering~ however; the. 

grave :dsk that a conventionai ~ar betueen:the_ -w~rld 1 ~·-majdr-Pmrer 

blocs micht Cl.evelop into a n~cl~a.~ catastrophe,. a ve]:rli iinport~nt. 
elei<lent in the debate should, in our vie,.,., be the ques~i6n :of: ·hO-w 

.. ; . . . . . . ·: 

to prevent uar· as such. In ·this connection. ~re ·hope :~~a:t :the_ . 

deliberations in the Committee on Di~armam€mt. W:ill proi'OOte. ~-better · 

understanding of the security perc.eptions <i~. the . di:f.~erent .. r~gi~ns :_ 

of the worl<l~ which of course diff~r wi-dely·~ .. -

Since i971 ~ the question of.· the prohibition 

. -. ·· ...... 

has been discussed in the Committee -on Di'sarmartlent ·arid its_. predece~sor · 

as a separate issue. . ~ . . . . 

. ·. 
lt is indiS])Uta.ble that larr:;e· :SC~.le USS. Of those ~lreapOUS COU10.· 

. conceiVably haVE) deleterious arid irreversible ef:f'eC~~ 0~. th~ e~olbGic8J. . 
balance and cause unsp~akable ·htfin~~ suff~~i~g. . . . . . 

He u~ce_- all. parti~s. to ~how goodl;iii .and flexibii~tY.· in oi-der to 

speed up negotiations in the Comrai ttee- ~n ·Disa~1~erit · on. this. issrte ~ . . . . . ·: . . . . _, . . . . -~ 

Both the Soviet Union and· the United· State~ .haye~·put :t~rvrard 
comprehensive 1-rorkinc; papers. · And several other· c~un'trie~· ·participating · 

. . .. ~· . . . . ~ 
in the negotiations of. the Conimitt.ee on .Disarmam~nt have :p:i-6duced 

. ~ t • . 

,.rorldng papers on the 'various technical aspe~ts ·c)r_ a convention-o~· 

chemical weapons. All those papers must be:.backed by poiitic~l- willil\gness ~ 
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For several years nolr the Conunittee on Disarmament has also tried 

to reach agreement on a convention banning radiological weapons. 

Although doubts have been raised as to the value of .such a convention 

as long as- ra~iologi-cai -weapons ha;:· .not been developed, we support 

the continuation of this work in the Committee on Disarmament and hope 

that a draft convention will matetialize. 

This year tvro new agenda items came up for discussion in the 

Disarmament Commission. Special interest 1vas attached to the deliberations 

on the report of the Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security 

Issues~ the so-called Palme report (A/CN.l0/38), which was published 

shortly before the second special session on disarmament. The report 

was welcomed_ in my country, and we have been anxious to learn, through 

the discussions in the Commission, the views on it of other member States. 

The report introduced into the United Nations the new concept of common 

security. The thinking behind this concept ,-ras in many ways familiar to 

us. It was indeed a. noteworthy 8nct. significant achievement that prominent 

personalities··~f different political convictions from various regions 

of the vTorld proved able to reach agreement on a ne\v approach to disarmament. 

My Government supports the view that all States must unite in an 

effort to reach a common understf ·.1dinc of security and disarmament. \lhat 

we cannot do alone we must do together. But we ~so have to consider 

that the application of the p,rinciples of common security must be tailored 

to the political and military re2lities in specific situations. As 

ric;htly stated in the report, disarmament measures should be balanced . . . 

and be the result of negotiations in which all parties concerned must 

have a say. 

The other ne11 item on the agenda of the Commission was the 

elaboration of guidelines· f9r confidence-building measures and the 

implementation of such measures based on the recent United Nations 

study on the subject. 
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As I have already stressed, confidence among States is essential if 

:progress is to be achieved in arms control and disarmament negotiations. He 

believe that a major and significant caus~ of mistrust is the lack of ~eliuble 

information on the military activities of other ·states and ori other matters·· 

pertaining to mutual security. 

In the gloom caused by the present state of disarmament and arms control 

negotiations~ one is cheered even by mere flickers of light. One such flicker 

vras the recently concluded Second Review Conference of the Parties to the 

Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Ueapons and other 

l-Teapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the OCean Floor and in the 

Sub-soil thereof, •rhich proved able to achieve consensus on a final doc\Ullent . 

in a largely harmonious atmosphere. It is indeed encoUraging that the Treaty 

appears to have functioned as originally envisaged. This is borne out by the fact 

that no Party to it has so far 't'Tished to invoke its provisions on complaints 

and verification. In the Danish view, it is furthermore encouraging that 

there was agreement on the necessity of providing adequate information on 

relevant technological developments before the next Review Conference, 

1-rhich will take plaee not later than 1990. 

The conventional arms race continues, so does the vrorld-wide build-up 

of conventional \·Tea pons, and the demand for more and more sophisticated •1eapons 

seems unlimited. It is therefore more necessary than ever to identify vrays 

and means of dealing Vlith this important aspect of the arms race within the 

machinery of the United Nations. 

In the Final Document of the first s~ecial session on disarmament, 

nations agreed that : · 

"Together with negotiations on·nuclear disarmament measures, 

the limitation and gradual reduction of armed forces and conventional 

weapons should be resolutely pursued within the framework of progress 

towards c;eneral and complete disar~ament. a (Resolution S-10[~, 

para. 81) 
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As is the case with so many other declarations in the Final Document, 

there has not been any sic,;nificant progress with respect to the declaration 

on conventional w·eapons and armed forces. Nevertheless, we certainly. have 

the impression that perceptions are constantly moving in favour of a greater 

at-rareness of the need to put an end to the conventional arms race. This 

trend "YTaS particularly apparent in the debates during the second special 

session on disarmament. 'Since then the Secretary-General has repeatedly 

stressed .:.. also in his report of this year - that conventional arms also 

constitute a threat to international security and that~ considering the mariy 

wars fouGht with conventional "YTeapons, effective measures to promote 

conventional disarmament are~ also essential. 

Looking at the world today we are certainly not in need of incentives 

to start lrorking on the problems of conventional disarmament. 

In resolution 36/97 A~ originally submitted by Denmark, the General 

Assembly requested the Secretary-General to set up a Group of Experts to 

study all aspects of the conventional arms race. · · Since the last session of 

the General Assembly, the Group has held five meetings and made much progress. 

But, 'o~iing' tb the very wide area to be embraced and the complexity and 

sensitivity of the issues involved, the Group will need more time to complete 

its work and submit a final report to this Assembly, as requested in 

resolution 36/97 A. Completion of the study is of the utmost importance for 

future efforts .on conventional disarmament. \·le hope, therefore, that 

the General Assenbly vrill at this session agree to request the Secretary-General 

to continue the study and to submit a final report to the General Assembly at 

its thirty-ninth session. I shall ·revert to this matter in due course. 

In concluding this statement, I should like again to refer to the 

Secretary-General's report for this year in which he says: 
11 In no area is the need for a recommitment to the principles of 

the Charter more important and more closely tied to the survival of 

humanity than in the field of disarmament ancl arms limitation. 11 

(f:./38/l, p. ~) 
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fJI'. HARLl\ND (Ne•r Zealand): I shall begin my first statement in this 

Committee by congratulating you, Sir, on your election as Chairman. Your 

•ride experience in the United Nations and your judicial approach to the 

problems before us make me confident that the Committee's lrork this ;y:ear will 

be both orderly and productive. I can assure you of my delegation's full 

co-operation for those ends. 

I do not intend today to offer a comprehensive statement touching on 

all the matters on our cro,-rded agenda. New Zealand 1 s views on. the ranBe of 

disarmament issues have been fully set out on other occasions, particularly 

at the second special session on disarmament in 1982. Instead, I wish to 

concentrate on explaining ITe•r Zealand's approach to those issues that are 

of particular concern to us at the present time. 

Foremost among r,y Government's concerns is the nuclear arms race and 

the need for real proeress towards an equitable and balanced reduction in 

the number of nuclear vreapons. As anyone listening to the generu debate 

in the General Assembly over the past fevr •reeks will have heard, this concern 

is widely shared by the countries of the South Pacific. Our region may be 

remote from the centres at population and pm;er in the ,.;orld, but the nature 

of nuclear •reapons is such that their very existence causes us profound concern. 

Nor are we in the South Pacific remote from the activities involved in the 

development of these weapons of destruction. Ours is, I thinl';., the only 

part of the ~-rorld \-There nuclear testing is still being conducted outside the 

main metropolitan territory of a nuclear-weapon State. The continuation of 

this situation,despite our strong protests, remains a matter of serious concern 

to the Governments of New Zealand and other South Pacific com1tries. 
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Nt 'I·T z,. aland( rs ha.V<· had reason in 1:h,, pas·:: 1:o br- cone<- rn d abou1~ i h · dan~crs 

of ·i:h;: a:t"'1lS rae .. , bui: ax no ·H.rn- in -r·Ir pa.s·i~ has th·· 1.-w·l 0:::' public cone"- rn 

bc-.?.n hi;:h. r than :H. is ·1:oda.y. Th ·i:"nsj_ons t.hai· nol-T .·xis·r: behreen t.h."' 

sit!.>:- r-Pm-r.- rs, th. dang. rs thai: are· crPa:i·e d by "'ach rr~lT dt v. lopmr:mt in w·eapons 

t··-chnolor~ ancl ·i:hr~ appallinr; 1-rasi: .. '- of r("Sourc·~~s involv..·d in thr- arms race., all 

mak:: i"i: mor imp(':ra:i·iw· nou i~han ,:·vr: r b• for.~ that. rf"al ancl rapid pro~rc:;ss is 

mad·· i ovmrds nuclc-· a:t:" disarmam nt • Fo:t:' ·i:hfl1: progrt- ss 11' ar.·.- dependc;.nt 'I·Thd:her 

1-1 lik i;~ or not? on i·h,- n.ucL:a.r Pour r-s th;omsr--lvc-·s. Only i:h ... y can r• C!.uc·~ or 

aboli.sh nucL ar nrms. Uha:i· '"" can do is ; o usc ·i·his forum, 1:he Unh -d nations, 

and any oth·-:;4 s opc·n i:o us ·,;o encourage th-~tl to GE-~: on 1-rith s · rious nc-,o;oi:iations 

·::hat ar" ain1-~<1 8;,: r."al r. Cl.uc·i:ions in thr-ir nucl.-ar arS•"·nals, 1d.i:h nppropriat 

-·mphasis on v. 'dficn·d.on. 

ll:> ···hi.s i·fu- iJi· arr' f.l.mdously uatching i·h.- G·~n'-va i:a.lks on ini.'""rmc- cH.atc ··rang-~ 

nucl,·ar u;- apons for signs of proe;rf ss. lT<- w lcomr- i~hr- fl~ xibilii"y r~ ccni:ly 

ini:roduc,· c1 by ·;- hr Un:t i:' d S·i· a·f:!~s in an P.1~tFmpt i:o m~ ' ·i: Sovic-,·r conc·'·rns. n is 

vii:al ,. u-- b li V'· , that all n.v:'nllt"S of collllilunicai·ion and di<llogu,, b,.-i:uu~n ·i:hr-

two sup• -r.-Pm·r:":r.s should b.·. 1:-opt opr- n. In ·l:h(~ abs:,nc~~ of clialogu'"' ~ mut.ual 

c1is"l~:rus·! c<m only .:;:rmr. Th~ i:rag:i.c , nd of Kor-c an .Airlin.-·s flieht 007 is a 

·i· . .-.rdbL illusi:rad.on of conseQ_u nc( s of such distrust. So "'' at·i:ach pardcular 

impor>:a:nc' 1:o conficl: nc --build.i.nc mdHlU't'~-"S as a m;~ans of gradually rr~ducin,'j 

disi:rusi: and suspicion. 

U' 1-1 Z alnnd uan·::s ·i;o mal;::... sut'\= i:ha·; its voic.~ ~ alone; vd:i:h those of oth'- r 

cone· rn,- d non·-nuclc ar·-1·7E'fl.pon Stat:t~s, is hc--ard by th· m~cotiai·.ing sup~-r-·P01o7Prs. 

U·· S<··c lh,c solu!-.ion to th'"' nuclt-,ar problem as t.hc" major chalLngf of our t:i.me-. 

If progrt ss cannot. h made, on -r·hr' c-~ni~ral idsu,~s, th.• n uc~ urg•· thr: nr..gm·i.a·dng 

par-!:i, s 1·o :' xaltli.nt- in;·,, ri111 mc.asur, s and. con:promis"" proposals ·i:hai·. could con·l:ribui:~ 

·.:o a 1-~'ssr-ning of in·;·, rna"~:ion.al ·i:cnsions. In this r.'!gar<l~ i·Ti-- ha.v,~ giV\::D ca.r~- ful 

att'rrdon ·,o the Sr'Cr•·,-nry-G.nc::-ral 2s co:mra.tcni:s in his 1983 r~"'<:por-i~ t:ha-::: 

"Thr ·x·i:..nsion of t.h(' mui;ual obs,'!rvanc<~ of curr0nt 15.m:i.i~a.tions 1-Tould a~so b,, 

helpful in order ·i;o allou considr-rad.on of a nnr longer~·I':P'I':'ID. approach. 

Fu.i:Ul."'': limh.s on qu0lii:a·dv.- ira.provem.~ni.;s and modernization could provid"' .a 

us·· :ful subj- ct of discussion in bo1:h SF c1:ors of th,:. Gt-nFVa. "i:a.lks. Th:· 

ob;j ci·, uhilr. pr·-'Sr-rvinr.; milii:a:ry parity, should b". to promotp '-'qual sr-curitl 

:for all n::; progr,-ssiv-ly dr crcasinc~ lr-.v.·ls and unLkr (- fft-·ct.iv.- international 

coni:rol. (!¥_)8/l~...J?._._:}) 
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\L in K-11 Z .elnnl1 vrholr-h•- eri>-dly , ndo:rs•'- th·- Sf cr. ·i·.a:ry--Gr n·-:rc>l 1s approach 

to t.his qut s·:·Jon. 

The s:- ns. of frus·l::r?·:::i.on ·i~ha.r non---nucl- ar CoV·-;r.nra:-·rri·s and ih,<i..r pc-o:pl. s f';~,-1 

a:t: t.h. lack of p:ror!;r.r-·ss 1:owe~rc1s nuclc-8.r cl:tsarmrun_ •. ,n·i~ is bo·r.h r.~el an<1 

und~~rs·l:anc1a1Jl··. But that frustration musi· noi: h- p. rrn.:i.i:·!~c d to r.'-'c1uc• us ·i:o 

apathy anc1. 5.naci::i.vii:y. In i;h·~ G-.n~·ral 1\ss·-mbly, :i.n ·l"h<' Disan;1em' ni~ Cor•lHission 

<'nd .i.n ··:h,- Comm:i.h: (· on D:i.sarmnm-- ni·, -;:h s.c orch for px·vci:i.cal .:tnd r:-alis·c:i.c 

disarmam,·ni~ r<l:.' asur s :rrtus i~ coni:ipu- • u,. be lie- v·-· ·dur;: ·!:ll.~r.' ar- us<· ful ar- as fol. .. 

ac-rion by coun"i:ri.•s lil:: HH-T Zcn.l2.ud •.hat l':ll.'. no·i: diJvc-i"lJr involv, cl :i.n ·i:h-

a~'n•~va disarmamem: talks. Curr: n1~ arms arsr• • m·o.T.s should b.- st:rFnr;i"IFw c1 by .-;:ht· 

11io.<"s1: possibL. adherence ·i:o ·i~h•' Conv(-ni·ions tha.i: •·nshrin. tlkm. M~ i:h-~ sam,.· 

timr- i1'-c1-T uays should b·· SOU[ihi: ·i;o li:ort~- ·i:h:- qualinli~iv.- :hi1prov m.- n·i: of nucL ar, 

ch:•micn.l and conv,,n·i;ional arltls. Ou.r A:i.m should b· ·1·o con-l:o.iu ·i:hr- ar:ms rac1- and · 

to prcv~ lYi: H:s fu·f-ur div:=-rs:i.on ·into r~.<-u chann. ls. 

As ny Prim'-' Hinis·;:,-· r said in th, G" n · J:"al Ass~"mbly on l:. Oci·ob · r, ·tJF N 1-1 

Z<~aland Cov,-:t'PJitr-n·l-. a·i~,;ach~:·s grr:ti: impor.:anc'- -;-o i"-hr- !J,· godrn:ion of a. 

U- ll:t"<' ~narticularly cone"' :m.-d abou.: ·tlv conc1uci· 

of nucl,..,ar ·:: ·· si:s :tn our o1m r g:i.on, but 11 r,- cor;n:izc thrr;-. i~his i.s a probLm tlurf:_ 

cannot b- d:·•o.lt -vrii:h on a pur. ly ,._. ~ional basis. In <'~IlY case tlvr.- is, in om~ 

vi,ou, no cl··ar, r s·i:( p that ·i·h, nuclear Pmrers could -rflk- i:o dc~mon::rl·rm~c i:h,• ir 

cowmitmc-n·~ 1:o th·-- rc-.duction of' nucl:-ar Drs;; nals ·!:118.n -.:he conclusion of a. ·i:r, ai;y"' 

wi"i:h appropria·l:'· Vr"-rifica'i:ion proc•-·du:t.>- s ~ fox- i:h.'- p~.l"lnan-ni-: banning of all 

nuclr ar ·;-;;osts in all environments for all ·d.mc-. For ·man:~r y,~-ars N2lT Z(·alancl ha.s 

b-.. ,~n actiw in !)r'parin;.'?: B.nd sponsoring a dr<1fr x·. solution 1 Hch y···ar Cf.llH.ng for 

'i;h,~. mgot:i.:u~ion of a comprehensive -t·,si:-·ban ·t:r•·n;y ns n ma:i·;·,.,r of pr:i.orb:y. Uc

arr,-- cm·r·ntly working on n draf't: rr- solution ;~o m<"'t"·;·. cu:rrr- ni: cjrcumstanccs and 't-r: 

·-Xp;_cc·i: to in·i::rouuc, i··: n::: a la:l:rcr stag•-- :i.n tlr Cornm:£.1:·1·.; , 1s 1-101"'11:. 

II.. arc convinc("d tha:r· -~;h,- long,,r ·i·.ht. d;-lay in concluding e. cor;,pr,<·h.:-nsiw 

t. si:··bftn i:rr:·a.[·y:;. ·f:h- ~ri: a::;~r ·i:h· risk of i·.ht prolif•'l'Hi~;.on of nucl"- ar ,.,capons. 

Ci.'rr:ainly i;hr n,• go·t-.:i.~.i::i.on of a. compr,,h,-ns:i.w i:.:·s·i; ban woulo. pu"i· r-1n ,,nd to the 

inconsisi:r-ncy in ;:h. :posi-tions of -Lhte nucl.- ar--vrr·apon States, 1-rho s· .·1\; ·t:o P'"·rsua.d(

other StH·i;, s -thai· nucl. a.r w-apons nr unn-- c. sssfn.•y ant1 un0. si:rabl'· ~ -vrh:i.lv- Thnr 

thrcms·-lv' s com:inu(-· i:hr ir ·;:·-s·d.ng proc;ranum-·s. For our po.ri:, iT. n:t.·i:ach 1-lw 

hir,h st il•lPOr-•:ancr i·o con·i:rollin3 i~lv hor:i.zon~:ul prolif•- rl'l-i:ion of nucl.-a.:r 't-v~:~.pons 
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as lT··ll as "!-11• pt-l'".flr-ndicular. In ·i;hat r· card, ,.,,, vin·r th• non-~prolif. ra.don 

Trc··a'i~y as a. vi·i;al, if imp•· rf, c·i:? instrwn•-:It l·rhich 'tF would like to see more 

\dd·.:lY a.eeet:ted. Ur- s1·roncl.y hop0 -i·ha.t. i~h<·' non--prolif~ ration Tr·~ <'.-l:y r.· vi,-v 

conf;cr(·nc•- in l905 will Lad ·1:0 a si:rr ng·i:h.--ninG of the 'l'r ai;y r(C Gim'-, i~O/}··i;h,- r 

l·rith nw Intr rna·;·iona.l Al:omic Ac;c'ncy Agrncy 1S saf, cuard.s sysi~<:Dl~ on 11hich :it 

dr-p. nc1s. A succ ssful outccm, ·;;o that r~vi lr conf.:>-r(·nce 1-rill bf of vi·i:al 

i.mpor.i:nnc: to us all. 
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As my Prime liinister observed in the General Assembly, it llould help to shmr that 

the process of rcmltilatera1 lee;islation on disarmament is not Pt em end. 

In concentratinG on the heed for nuclear disarrnament 11e should not overlook 

the sic;nificance of other possible arms control measures. For our part, 1•e 

continue to believe that a convention prohibiting the use .of chemical 1reapons 

should be concluded as soon as possible and ue hope thf'.t ttf: Corrilllittee on Disarmament 

will continue to make progress towards that end. 

I spoke earlier of the need to build confidence and trust if ue are to 

halt and reverse the arms race and reduce the risk of nuclear war. 11Tothing 

could be more central to the development of confidence in international arms 

control arrangements than the adequacy of the procedures established for 

their verification. Hevr Zealand fully recognizes th2.t it is essential for 

Hember States> and particularly for the nuclear·-w·eapon States, to have a 

reasonable assurance that arms control measures can be verified. Hhat seer:1s to 

us to be required is c;reater openness in the provision of information,and 

flexibility in considering verification proposals, especially on the part of 

those States that have so far shown reluctance to co-operate in these areas. 

The development of the United Nations 1 O"'m capacity to verify ::md control 

the implementation of disarmament agreements is also important. As a 

r>ractical contribution in this area, "'vith particular reference to the 

verification of a cor,1prehensive test ban, \Te have arranr;ed for Neu Zealand scientists 

to participate in the vrork of the :!:\~~L!I..?..£. Group on seisnj c ever,ts, in Geneva. 

The lamentable fact is that ue are still discussint; disarmament in 

terms of agreeraents hoped for rather than agreements reached. The arms 

race continues. Uith the hic;h levels of political tension that exist at the 

llresent time, it is small \fOnder that people around the globe are pressing for 

urgent proc;ress 1n the reduction of nuclear arsenals. For such proc;ress 

"'ve are principally dependent on the nuclear Po1·rers. But lacl( of progress is 

the concern of all peoples and all Governments. The dangers to 1-rhich 

every one of us is eXl')OSed by the absence of progress means that ue can never 

accept v~e vif-u that disa.rman1 Pnt is a subject to lJe left to those Governments which 

possess nuclear or other sophisticated i·reapons or to those vhich have 

developed expertise over the years in the field of disarmament negotiations. 
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(Ilr. Harland. I!e\1 Zealand) 

It is :for this reason that ue attach areat importance to the discussion of these 

issues· in the United Hations. Ue look fon-Tard to the Cor.nnittee's d1scussions 

. and.' ,;ill. do our best to make a constructive contribution. 

··.Ill< CARASALES (Ar:!entina} (interpretation from Spanish): It is a 

· ,,._great. pieasure, sir·,·· for the Argentine delegation and for me personally to 

· convey to you our most cordial congratulations upon your election to serve as 

Chairman of this Committee. Last year I had the privilege of sharing with 

you the vic~-chairmanship of this body and I had an excellent opportunity to 

~appr~ciate. yourprot~ssional .and human qualities, which will ensure active and 

efficient guidance of our proceedings. ·You can always count upon my delegation's 

·entire support. in the fulfilment of this task. 

:I should also like to convey my congratulations to the Vice-Chairmen, the 

representatives of Romania.and Sudan, on the confidence that the Committee 

.has'shown in them by electing them to discharge their important task. 

The programme of work that we have adopted includes a stage by stage 

·. cDnsideration of specific groups of topics; that is why there will be more 

than one Argentine statement in this debate. Today I shall restrict myself 

. t~~ ··put1;ing forw~rd. some general considerations concerning the huge problem of 

-nuclear· weapons. 

It is an undeniable fact that the profound universal concern that now 

exists concerning disarmament relates almost exclusively to nuclear weapons. 

"It .is not ignoring the importance of' other aspects of' this topic to assert 

that the only weapons of ~ass destruction capable of affecting all of us 

without exception, no matter how f'ar we may be fro::n the conflict zone, are nuclear 

weapons. 

The Heads of State or Government of non-aligned countries; meeting 

in New Delhi in March this year, clearly defined in their Political Declaration 

the substance of' the issue, when they said, "it is an issue of human 

survival" (A/38/132, p. 14}. They asserted that 

"the rerteved escalation in the nuclear. arms race, in both its quantitative 

and its qualitative dimensions, as well as reliance on doctrines of nuclear 

deterrence, has heightened the risk of the outbreak of nuclear war and led 
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·to greater insecurity and instability in international relations. 

Nuclear w·eapons are more than weapons of war. They are instruments · 

of mass annihilation". (ibid. ) 

That· is why .the Heads of State or Goveriliile_!lt __ 

"rejected all theories-and concepts pertaining to the possession 

ofnuclear weapons and their useunder any circumstances". (ibid.) 

In the course of the last meeting of the Disarmament Commission, the 

non-aligned countries submitted an important document whichundersc~r~d 
·"the unacceptability of a world system based on.:the continued 

development~ possession and deployment of nuclear weapons 11
• (A/CN.l0/45, 

This is the view of a large segment of the international community, and 

I would venture to think that is is shared by the broad majority of the 

population in States that are not members of the Non-Aligned Movement. 

However, it is obvious that the actual situation is very dif"ferent 

and becomes .more serious every year.·. ·Any objective analysis of the 

status quo_ reveals a continuously deteriorating ·situation which increases 

and intensifies the danger of a world conflagration with unimaginably'. 

horrifying consequences.· 

The tragedy is that the vast majority of the international society 

are inert and impotent in the face of this race, which can only be 

qualified as suicidal, although they are fully aware_ of the fa:ct that their 

-fate and their very survival are constantly threatened and that little, 

indeed nothing~ can be done about it. 

'P. 4) . 
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· (~r •. Caras ales~- Ar_g_entJna) . 

The responsibility of·_ t~e · rincl·ear~1:tc.a.pon PoHe;rs and of. the milita.ry alliances 

· uhich they . he~d •. i ~, .:the~ef~r~-). tr~cndous ~- . :They ar_c leading us to ·an . intolerable 

nituation ... J~l945 ~- the~ nti~-1~~. ~rs~~a.J. ~ra~:.minimai ·and its de~truct'ive capacity' 
. . . .· . . . . 

~-rhile auesorne:, ·today seems·t~',be modest il'i comparison with. the 50~000 nuclear . . . . . .,. - ... ·. 

\T~11hcadsl ea~h .. a hund~ed times' mo~~ p01:~~r~t:'ul, which are p~ssessed by a. fe1·T States. 

·'I' hey alao have rei~~i~ns -~~~~- t~~~s~i:Ves v~ich -~re' marked by rivalry, el1!1li ty 

m1<1 mistrust~ 
. '· .. :: . ·,· :•. 

.··· 

On .. the othe~ hand~ th~···riticiear:·ractor doe's ·not have relevance merely in the 
. . . - . ·. . . 

·field of the c':lrr~~i; compet:i.ti~~ betw~en the·- t'~o. large military alliances·. The 

general develo'pmen~ :of intern~tion~l .rel~.tiioti~ .il1' its various manifestations is 

also ~l.eepl; influe~c~d. ~;·the. ¢xf~tence: of-'~uciea~ ~eap~ns·. The nuclear·-1-Teapon 
. . . ' . . . . .. '• . . ._ ' 

Pouers c~:mtiniiously--use the~:eyen though·.it may only be implicitly. Behind that 
... 

shield, col~nitll dor.ilinti.tion is. either- 'supported or tolerated; demonstrat5.ons of . 
. . .. . . . : . . . .. ·. .• 

force are'car~i~d out'which·are:desieneCl. to intervene in the domestic affairs of 

States and·. to:. ~p~s~ ~.i:tien- p~lfti·~~l:. ~y~te~s·;: di~plays of ~ilitary povrer. are 

ciVen. for purpo.~e·s· pf i~~i~i~_~tio"o,· an;.e:ltal~l~)le. 'or which is the strategic military 

be.se being e'~t~blished in:.:tll~' ~18.ivinas -i~iands, ·~rhfch ·is inje~tine' an element of . ..· . .. · .. ·.... . -:' . . . . .. 

c1estabilizati~n into the·_ South ·,Atlantic, with world_.:.wide repercussions. · . ., .. 

This ·situation cE~~-qsed by th~ presence. of. nuclear weapons everyvrhere ·vras 

e;;r'aphically. described by::r.~: ··.z'hi~~i(;vr · B;zeZi~ski ,-~ -who~e · e.utho~ity deri.ves from 

the· r~nctiomi he disch~rg~-~ . lie· s~id- ;h~ roll~-w:ing: _ 

PNuci~~r \.re·a~~~~. ~h~pe· tbe. gl~~~l: context· and. t.he climate :vrithin .... ·- . . ·.·· . - . . . ' ' . . . . . . . . 

. :vrhich local confiicts~.occur at this .:tfme~ ,,-The ·fact that nuclear vTeapons 
: . . •' . . . . ~ 

are not used 'in-~ ~usfomaey ., • .y.:· such ~s occurred. in the period of gunboat 

diplomacy 1 does not ~~~n· th~t--_they. t.l:re-' not. ~rese~i and that they do no:t 
. . . ~- ~ . . . . . 

constitute a ·threa,t: •.. -Th~ core of. the .probie~ is. that a great numbe': of . . . . . . ·. . . . . . ' ' .. 
cr1ses 1n. our era have· already been affected by the existence. of nuclear . . . . . ' . . : .. ~ . 

i-reapons and by the: r~sultant chapge in the· balance of po"'rer. 11 

;:,Ir. Brz~zinski ~ote this . in the summer.· ~f 1982; s~on after the nuclea1 vreapons 

on boe.rd the British·tle~~~ad ~a4,e ~hei~ pres~nce felt in the South Atlantic. 

'. 
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It is this self-~same undeniable reality 1-1hich led the New Delhi summit 

meeting of the Non~·Aligned M'ovement to express: 

:;grave concern that certain nuclear··lveapon States have deploy-ed or intend 

to deploy nuclear 1-reapons in various regions of the world!!. 

(A/38/132, p. 15, pa.ra. 32) 

In this context" 1ve consider the.t the Swedish delegation's initiative is 

interestin~ related as it is to the naval armaments race. He consid.er that 
'• ' . . . 

it should specifically be focused upon a study of mil_itary nuclear aspects of 

the massive naval presence in all regions of the world. In this regard 9 it 

sl1ould be recalled that the Co-ordinating Bureau of the non- ali~Sned countries . ' ~ . 

c12aling with the peaceful _use of nuclear energy, expressed last April their 

concern about the serious implications of militar;y: and naval manoeuvres as ~fell 

as other operations carried out by nuclear· -ueapon States, during which nuclear 

enere;y is utilized for non~:peaceful purposes and weapons are. being deployed. near 

i1on nuclear-weapon States,. thereby ~mperiling the security of non-aligned. 

countries. 

Nuclear weaponry is a function of the desire by some nuclear-weapon States 

to nominate. Hence, ife should not be surprised that the current negotiations 
' . ' . ~ 

are failing, that others have not even begun; ,and that conmitments solemnly 

entered into are not respected. This includes legally binding internHtional. 

instruments. He are also witnessing the further emplacement of nuclear weapons, 

o.dding to the already excessive number of existing weapons. 

Nor should we be surprised by the attempt to change the disarmament priorities 

thatwere set forth in the Final Docu.ment of the tenth special session of the 

General Assemblyc or by the fe.ct that the United "Nations is increasingly being "' . . . . . ' . 

shunted to one side in the disarmament process, if one can call it that. Moreover, 

it should come as no surprise that efforts are being made to divert attention to 

the developing countries~ as if they are the cause of international tensions and 

the ones able to imperil the survival of mankind. 
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~fuat we cannot be expected to do is impassively to accept this situation, 

to ignore it, or not to react to it in time. Unfortunately, this co·-cxistence 

'·lith nuclear weapons imposed upon us by a small n~mber of States may lead to a 

dangerous familiarity. Those weapons have been l-dth us for four decades and today 

have SJ=read to the four corners of the world. V:i.t:1 sinister fertility there is a 

constant rebirth of doctrines which, whatever they may be called, are designed 

to explain and justify not only the possession of nuclear weapons but even their 

possible use. Some countries have gone so far as to invoke the Charter of the 

United Nations to legitimize the possible use of nuclear weapons, asserting that 

Article 51 does permit this option even where the defence is in response to an 

attack with conventional weapons. This is reflected in paragraph 22 of the 

report of the ~d IIoc lTorkine: Group established by the Disarmament Committee as 

indicated in document A/38/27, para. 76. Here the question arises: if a nuclear 

conflict broke out on the strength of Article 51~ what Security Council would 

survive to truce the measures stipulated in that Article? A prime example of this 

type of thinking is the doctrine of nuclear deterrence~ an unsustainable and 

indefensible doctrine that sacrifices the security of the '\'Thole worlcl. for the 

so.-called security of a few countries. 

If ,.,e accepted the validity of the premise that the security of those countries 

is based upon the possession and possible use of nuclear weapons, the logical 

conclusion of that reasoning tmuld be that in an international order of States 

1dth equal rights, t-There all are entitled to the same level of security, each 

State should have its own nuclear arsenal. This is the absurdity implicitly 

advocated by some nuclear-·weapon States. vfuat is even lTorse is that~ because of 

the insistence, in the name of a so~·called realism and on the basis of the 

eJcisting disc~imination inherent in ce~tain international instruments imposed 

by some of those Pm·rers, ;-re might drift imperceptibly into a kind of resignation 

to the situa.tion which would be just as dangerous as the nuclear threat now 

looming over us . 
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This is unacceptable, as are the continuance of an inexorable arms race 

tm-rards self-destruction and the use of nuclear power in pursuit of obsolete 

aims of colonial domination. States which do not possess 9 do not want to possess, 

do not need to possess o nuclear weapons~ ,.,hich do. not value them and have no 

trust in them, must erect an uriscalable moral and political wall in the way of 

lrhat constitutes a real case of international terrorism~ if we consider that 

one of the accepted meanings of the 'mrd terrorism is ;,domination by terror". 

It is only fair to recognize that not all nuclear-lreapon States are following 

a similar policy. Horeover, within these States there is an increasingly 

widespread feeling of revulsion against these ,.,eapons. I could mention numerous 

examples~ all very well known. Hovrever ~ vrhat is particularly interesting and 

significant is the growing number o:f persons who, after having discharged 

high-level responsibilities in the field of security and defenceo and thus having 

the opportunity to gain a particularly clear picture of the implications and 

consequences of a nuclear conflict, when they return to private life seem to 

acknovrledge the strength of the evidence and deny the validity and, indeed~ the 

utility of the doctrines which in public office they defended forcefully, 

although perhaps vrith decreasing conviction. 

Thus~ we consider that in the General Assembly and in all disarrnament 

forums we must, first , reject any theory or doctrine that would presuppose the 

continuance of the existence of any nuclear weapons: secondly, reject any attempt 

to legitimize the possible use of nuclear vreapons on the basis of Article 51 of 

the Charter~. thirdly, reject the imposition of a so·-called realism implying that 

the international order should continue to be based upon the fom1dation of power 

that nuclear ,.,eapons provide;, fourthly, reject the false option based on the 

idea that in order to achieve nuclear disarmament we m~st accelerate the 

conventional arms race. 

During this session we vrill have to talre a decision on various draft 

resolutions directly or indirectly related to the questions I have referred to 

in this statement. The Argentine delegation uill take a stand on them on the 

basis of what I heve said, basing its position on total opposition to nuclear 

1veapons and to the terrible consequences of all kinds that they entail. 
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t1r. SHELDOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian) : Mr. Chairman, first of all, the delegation of the Byelorussian 

Soviet Socialist Republic wishes to join in the conc;ratulations already addressed 

to you and to the other officers of the CoiDITtittee. He 1-rould like to wish you 

success in carrying out the responsibilities you have been given. 

At this time~· the world is going through a crucial phase. The complicated 

international situation has reached a dangerous level of tension. Every 

realistic political leader must realize that wiien 1-reapons are daily becoming 

more sophisticated, the arms race is likely to get out of control. At the same 

time~ there is a further escalation of the imperialist policy of force and 

confrontation; there are violations of the national independence and 

sovereignty of States· there is the establishment and strengthening of spheres 

of influence o there is a 1rorsening of old conflicts and a heating~up of new 

ones. Again and again appeals are made to strengthen preparation for a 

nuclear war, to create conditions for victory in that kind of a war and the 

right to a nuclear first strike is being defended. 

These aims are in conflict with the conscience of mankind. They are not 

compatible 1-1ith any standards of morality which have been adopted by civilized 

society. The source of these aims and of the policy' of implementing them is 

well known. It is the United States of America and its closest allies 5 which 

have openly adopted a policy of ensuring that the United States vill achieve 

military supremacy over the Soviet Union, and the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) uill achieve supremacy over the \varsaw Treaty Organization. 

This is a policy of dealine; vrith other countries from a position of force and 

the general intention is to attempt to impose the will of the United States 

and its allies on the world. 

The United States, in the most direct fashion possible:· is participating 

in military and subversive activities in the Middle East, in Africa" in 

Central America and in other regions of the world. They are also carrying out 

such actions against the peoples of Afghanistan and Kampuchea. 'Jhat today 

determines the behaviour of Uashington in international affairs is not a concern 

for a healthy political climate on this planet, but a desire for confrontation 

and for a nuclear 'tfeapons race, not mutually beneficial co-·operation, but 

imperialist ambitions. These political preparations are going hand in hand 

with appropriate material preparations. One after another, the United States 
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· (!:1r. Sheldov, Byelorussian SS_Ii) 

is adopting decisions to create the newest possible types of the most destructive 

weapons arid new- means for deliveri'ng. them. I am referring to intercontinental · 
' ~ " . . 

missiles,. aircraft cruise missiles an4 submarine.-· based missiles. Decisions have 

been taken to c1eploy them in the UnHed States , in . lTestern Europe, 'in the Far 

F.EJ.st) in the seas and in the oceans . At the same time existing types of vreapons 

are being modernized~ and their number is -increasing. Record amounts are being 

appropriated for all these .. preparations. The American lrar me.chine is speeding 

up more and more dancerously. 

. U'e should remember that duririr~ the entire period after the Second Uorld 'Har 

there lTas not a single moment ,.,hen the United. States [~enuinely lessened the 

speed and development of its lrar nachine or '!-Then they tool): the smallest action· 

to prevent the [,>TO't-rth of their military potential. If anything has been 

. reduced in the United States military arsenal it has been reple.ced by a more 

pollerful means of annihilation ·and destruction. All of these mountains of 

lethal l-Teapons are. being accumulated~ not to protect the Pentagon c:enerals 

· from ~he fate of the foot soliders in the army of the .. unen.'Jlloyed? but to be 

used .. 
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(Hr• Sheldov. Dvelorussian SSR) 

'l'he'recent revelation of the directives of the Pentagon and the 

l:ational Security Council of the United States shous that the United States is 

intendinc; :to use its tlilitary forces to deliver nuclear) fi:rst-strik~s. 

aGainst tareets on the territoryof the USSR a:riu.other countries in the 

Harsa~r Treaty Organization~ and they are providinr· for the .use of 

·.·· ... medium-range nuclear ueapons in llestern Europe. Intoxicated by ntilitarism~· 

they are planninc to carry out nuclear strikes also.on the territory of 

. their Olm .allies. 

This is uhy l're consider extremely tinely the Soviet proposal on the 

·. condeimation of nuclear uar a.nd the declaratio~ tli~t the formulation, 

enunciation~ dissemination and propaGanda of political and r;1ilitary 
. . ' . 

doctrines and concepts desic:ned to substantiate both the "ler;itimacy1
' of 

the first usc of riuclear ueapons and? c;ener~lly the nndrtdssibility11 of unleashin~ 

nuclear t-rar are crimin~l acts. 

'rhc illu.sion of military supren:ucy and the _policy of positions of 

strencth t~re especially danc;erous in· the nuclear nc;e, \<rllich has established 

its o"m rules. The destabilization of intergovernmental relations carries 

· · .. lTi th it the <ianc;er of a nuclear uar ~ nncl th<: . catastropl1.ic consequences of 

that kind of var "t-roulJ leave no nation untouched. 

At one time the claims of national security could rtore or less justify 

·the attempt to emere;e victorious from a "'~r ~ :.rou ~ houever ~ th(• only 

realistic uuy to strencthen national security is to eliuinate the threat 

Of a new. UOrld Uar, especially a ne,·T nuclear Har. 'l'hus) in present 

, conditions:; na.tional security is very closely linl(ed to security on the 

international level. Such.is the truth in the.nuclear aGe. 
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(Ur. Sqeldov, BYelorussian SSR) 

In n recent stater-1ent, the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the 

Cornnunist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman of the.Presidium of the Supreme 

Soviet of the USSR, Comrade Yuri Vl.adir.tirovich Andropov, emphasized the follotrine;: 
11 In the nuclear age, lTe cannot viel-T peace through the prism 

·of narrolr, selfish interests. Responsible statesmen have only 

-one option: to do everythine possible to avoid a nuclear catastrophe~ 

To take any other position ~muld be sh:lrtcichted, if not suicidal. 11 

A real possibility exists of eliminating the threat of uorld lrar ... and '.', '·' 

avoiding u nuclear catastrophe. The first essential is that the action of 

States in the international arena is based on the principle that the security 

interests of other States must not be harmed. This principle is the basis. 

of many international agreements. In the 1970s the principle .of equality 

and equal security ~-ms broadly acknouledged in Soviet-J.\l!lerican documents 

siGned at the hi~hest level. That P}"inciple is also incorporated in the 

Final Docwnent of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament) a:nd has. been confirmed in a number of subsequent decisions 

of the United Nat ions • 

The Soviet Union a.nd the other socialist countries take it as axiomatic 

that in resolving the questions of curbilte; the arms race and of disarmament 

the principle of-equality and equal security is fundamental and siGnificant. 

That principle~ which is the basis of the position of the Soviet Union, 

is dictated by historical experience and by the conditions of the nuclear age. 

It reflects the obvious fact that no party to tre~.~.ty necotio.tions uill ac;ree 

to harm its O'tm security interests. That means that fitates :narticipatinc; in 

ner:otiations should strive not for suprenacy over one anothe>r, but rather :for 

the establishment o:f parity of military :force at the louest possible level. 
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(!.Jr. pheldov, 13yelorussian SS~J 

It is a clear lesson of life that only on thP basis of strict observance 

of this principle is it possible to overcome the difficulties inherent in 

the objective and· subjective e.spects of the solut'ion ~f such a complicat~d 

problem, affectin·g the ba.sic security of States, as that of limit inc: 

nuclear ueapons. · 

The principle of equality and equal security 11as aclmo"t-rledc;ed by at 

least three previous United States Administrations. Unfortunately~ as 

I have already said, the present United States Administration has adopted 

another ~olicy. It directly rejects action on the basis of that principle, 

althour,h parity as an objective reality continues to ~revail. To justify 

'its policy of an ams race, it even uses statistical data - Much to our 

amusCil'lent - llhich tell us about the reduction of American nuclear potential 

in the past. But the real data sholr the opposite. Information on present 

plans for the future and particularly that published today in The Nelr York Times, 

tells us about the intention of the United States to continue the escalation 

of the arl!!S race b:>' allocatinc; huce amounts for that purpose - almost 

\~2 trillion· in the next five years. 

'l'he Geneva negotiations on nuclear vreapons in Europe and the limitation 

und reduction of strategic 1-reapons renain deadlocked, because of the 

um1illin5ness of the P.J"lerican side to act on the basis of the principle of 

equality and equal security. The United States adopts a one-sided approach 

in its attempt to achieve military suPremacy, to upset the existing 

balance of forces. On the other hand, throuGhout the nee;otiations the 

Soviet· side has shmm a constructive and ~enuinely flexible arproach. 

It has done and continues to do everything it can to break the deadlock 

in the neeotiations and to reach mutually acceptable ac;reements, lThich 

vould prevent another very danc;erous ups1Tinc; in the arms race in both 

the areas beinc; discussed in the nee;otiations. Uhether or not such 

a[;reer.1ents are reached depends on the United States and on the members 

·. of the Horth Atlantic Treaty Orcanization (NATO) as a 'tvhole. 
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A further fundamental truth in the nuclear aGe is that the hicher the 

level of nilitary opposition and confrontation, even 't-There there is a 

strategic balance, the less stable and the more uncertain that balance. is. 

This means that there is a ereater potential for sliding into a nuclear 

conflict. The socialist States have repeatedly pointed out that in that 

neu round of the arms race nuclear 1-.eapons and other means of mass 

destruction uill become even more complicated, and therefore it uill be 

much r.tore difficult to dre.ft international agreements to limit those 

ueapons, and that peace uill become even less stable and more frae;ile. 
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For this reason it is important not to allow a new upward spiral in 

the arms race, especially the nuclear arms race. An important Soviet proposal 

on a nuclear arms freeze submitted for consideration at this session of the 

General Assembly is intended to achieve precisely that goal. It is still 

not too late to stop. That is the leitmotiv of yet another Soviet proposal, 

on the conclusion of a treaty banning the use of force in outer space and 

from cuter space against the earth. The purpose of such a treaty is to 

avoid an arms race in outer space. A characteristic step accompanied this 

constructive proposal by the Soviet Union in the area of limiting the arms 

race and of disarmament -namely, the commitment not to be the first to 

launch any type of anti-satellite weapon into outer space. That decision 

is a further concrete demonstration of the good will of the Soviet Sta.te and 

of its determination to strengthen peace and the security of peoples. We 

should like to think that the United States would follow that example. 

This year, 1983, is important and decisive. How events develop this year 

will largely determine whether the arms race will speed up or slacken and 

whether world stability and security will be strengthened or tension will 

grow to a critical point. In 1983 the socialist countries embarked upon 

a clear programme to fight for peace, security and disarmament. In the 

Prague Declaration by the States parties to the Harsa~., Treaty" in January~ 

and in the joint statement adopted in Moscow in June by the State and Party 

leaders of the socialist commonwealth, our leaders at the highest lf'>vel proposed 

a detailed package of immediate a.nd effective measures to ensure sta.bility 

in the military strategic situation, to limit the arms race, to maintain and 

strengthen detente and to preserve everything positive that had been 

achieved in international relations in the 1970s. Further confirmation of this 

package of measures was given in the Sofia cowmuniquP of the ~eeting of 

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Warsaw Treaty countries, vhieh ";ook 

place a few days ago. 
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The implementation of a broad programme of measures to curb the arms 

race whether in nuclear or in conventional 1·Teapons , would open up the way 

to eliminating the threat of nuclear war and bringine about genuine 

disarmament. A broad plan of action was put forward at the Prague meeting, 

and here I refer to the initiative on the conclusion of a treaty on the 

mutual non-use of military force and the maintenance of relations of peace 

between the States parties to the Farsaw Treaty and the NATO countries. The 

heart of such a treaty would be the obligation on those States not to be 

the first to use weapons against each other, whether nuclear or conventional, 

and consequently the obligation not to use military force in general, against 

one another. 

In 1982 the Soviet Union unilaterally assumed the commitment not to be 

the first to use nuclear weapons. That was a further extremely important 

and responsible manifestation of good will by the socialist commonwealth. 

On the other hand,the NATO countries, in refusing thus far to react positively 

to that proposal 9 are demonstrating to the entire world their unwillingness to 

agree to equal, stable relations in a world unclouded by military tension. 

The socialist countries vigorously advocate the drafting of a programme 

for step-by-step disarmament. The achievement of agreements within that 

framework for the prohibition of the development and production of new systems 

of nuclear weapons and the prohibition of the production of fissionable 

materials for the purpose of creating various types of such weapons and their 

means of delivery would establish the preconditions of movement towards the 

elimination of nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union has said that it is prepared 

to reach agreement on appropriate controls which would guarantee the 

implementation of that programme by the nuclear States. For the purpose of 

such control, specific measures in the area of nuclear disarmament could 

be used, as they already are, in particular in the International Atomic 

Energy Agency safeguards system. 

The drafting at the earliest possible time of a comprehensive nuclear 

test ban treaty would be of the greatest significance in the process of limiting 

the nuclear arms race. The question of the banning of chemical weapons has 

become more, not less, acute. The recent approval in the United States of 

appropriations for the production of a new lethal weapon, a binary chemical 
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weapon, is a dangerous step in the direction of stepping up the chemical 

~-1eapons race. To avoid that, it is essential that there should be rapid 

and substantial"progress in drafting a convention on the prohibition 

and elimination of chemical weapons. Unfortunately some States, led by 

the United States, are not showing a responsible approach to these 

negotiations. vlliat is more, they are hindering progress where success 

is already within our grasp. The United States, in order to whitewash its 

use of chemical weapons in South-East Asia and to hide the lack of 

constructiveness in its position, is resorting to fabrications, which have 

repeatedly been refuted. 

The rapid development of science and technology is an important factor 

vTith serious consequences as regards limiting the arms race and achievfng 

disarmament. These consequences make the limitation of the modern arms 

race and verification of that limitation a more complicated, if not an 

imposs'ible, task. A special cause of alarm is the programme recently 

adopted by the United States and the weapons development programme, 

currently under way. These weapons are based on very modern scientific 

discoveries and achievements. 

All this, in the opinion of the Byelorussian delegation, increases the 

timeliness and urgency of the adoption of measures on the prohibition of 

the development and manufacture of new· types of weapons of mass destruction and 

new systems of such weapons. We feel that the time has come to take practical 

action to 'solve the problem in a broader sense, by the renunciation of the use 

of ne1-1 discoveries and scientific and technological achievements for military 

purposes. Our delegation intends to give special attention to these questions. 

The problem of limiting the arms race is not simply a question of 

weapons of mass destruction. In the light of the continuing sophistication 

and growing power of conventional weapons, the destructive force of which, 

according to some assessments, is approaching that of weapons of mass 

destruction, it is necessary to make new efforts to bring about a substantial 

decrease in the present level of conventional weapons and military forces, 

both globally and in individual regions. The proposals of the socialist 

countries in this area are well known and they form a real basis for moving 

in the necessary direction. 
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Bearing in mind that the stepping up of the arms race is closely linked 

with the increase in military expenditures, the socialist States have for many 

years now been appealing to the Uestern countries to reach practic~ agreement 

not to increase military expenditures but to reduce them> either on a percentage 

basis or in absolute terms. At a meeting of Party and State leaders in Mosco~• 

on 28 June of this year the participating States again made a constructive 

appeal to the member States of NATO to get dorm immediately to direct 

negotiations on an agreement not to increase their military expenditures after 

1 January 1984~ and on specific measures to achieve a practical, mutual 

reduction of those expenditures in the subsequent period, so that the resources 

thus released could be used to meet the needs of economic and social development, 

including the needs of the developing countries. 
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lle must point out that thus far the H.I\.TO States have not responcl_ed to that 

proposal. 

The tasks facing the international community in the field of disarmament 

are great and broad; they are very complicated. But the solution is not hidden 

in some inaccessible place. It can still be arrived at. The key to this is 

the manifestation of the political will to seek and to find mutually acceptable 

ae;reements for 1vhich the peoples of our planet are 1-raiting. 
The delegation of the, Byelorussian SSR is prepared to join its efforts 

-vrith those of the delegations of all peace-loving States so that at this 

session of the General Assembly we can adopt concrete aecisions to bring about 

proe;ress in limiting the arms race and in disarmament. 

!;lr, DORJI (Bhutan): I take this opportunity to congratulate you, Sir~ 

on your election as Chairman of the First Committee. .Also, may I request you to 

convey to the other officers of the Committee our felicitations on their 

election. 

Arms expenditure this year may even reach the $800 billion mark. That 

is indeed a staggering figure, especially when it represents more than a 

cumulative sum of 6,000 years of the present gross national product of a small 

country like mine. It seems that every effort of the international community 

directed towards complete and comprehensive disarmament is being thwarted. 

Hone the less, because of the inherent dangers of the spiralline; arms race 

and its wasteful expenditure~ we are compelled to speak each year to implore 

certain members of the i1orld community to see reason and to emphasize the 

strong link between disarmament and development. 

Clearly, as the arms race accelerates military expenditures increase. 

In turn, the burden of increased military spending is at the expense of 

development spending. The effects are more pronounced particularly for the 

develcping countries. The absurdity of arms expenditures has often been 

pointed out; and vre all continue to wonder why more is being spent only to have 

less security. 
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In the general debate many Heads of State or Government, as well as 

others, addressed themselves to the sizeable resources th<'l,t could be diverted 

from military ~xpendi tur_e. to dev:elopment. . Hy delegation, like many others, .· 

believes that there is more than just a casual relationship between disarmament 

and development. This link needs to be stressed and.every effort made to reduce 

the wasteful arms expenditure. lluch of the savings realized should. be 

channelled to development assistance, particularly for the poorer nations of 

the world. To achieve this objective, 1-1e look to the major military Polrers 

with the largest arsenals of. weapons to set the trend by agreeing to freeze 

and begin to reduce their arms expenditures. 

In the field of disarmament, serious concern has been expressed about 

nuclear weapons, and rightly so since they affect the very existence of ou.'t" 

world. ·The danger of nuclear ltar is increasing as international relations 

deteriorate. Moreover, to add to our fears, there is the growing possibility 

of an acCidental nuclear conflict. Notwithstanding the calls for nuclear 

disarmament, nuclear armaments have reached new heights of sophistication 

and destructive power. There is therefore a need to agree on universal, 

non-discriminatory means to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

Last year my delegation expressed its concern about the concept of a 

limited nuclear war, which we consider dangerous and as distorting reality. 

No nation believes that a nuclear war is winnable. He have heard this repeatedly 

expressed by all delegations in the United Hations. Nost recently the President 

of the United States in hisaddress to the thirty-eighth session of the General 

Assembly agreed that a nuclear war could not be won and stated that it must 

never be fought. The President of the Soviet Union ~as also expressed 

similar thoughts. 

\-lhile my delegation welcomes such statements, ue wonder why States 

continue to strive to improve and perfect their nuclear capabilities. In 

effect, nuclear Powers should cease to develop nuclear. weapons of even greater 

sophistication. Clearly, the success of nuclear disarmament lies in the hands 

of the super-Powers~ and '-te urge them to. continue their negotiations to that end. 
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!-~~SI~ll. !ITAT-TAZ (Pakistan): Hy delegation joins the_ other delegations in 

congratulating you, Sir, on your election as Chairman of the First Committee. 

This is a llell·--merited honour in recogr..ition of the important role that you have 

playe(l_ in the manifold activities of the· United Nations and the prmrdnent interest 

that your country has shown in disarntament. I should also like to congratulate the 

other officers of the Committee on their election~ as well as to pledge the 

fullest co--operation of my delegation in the successful completion of the work 

before us. 

We have listened with great attention to the statements made in this 

Com.mi ttee during the ~ourse of the general debate. Hankind throughout the ages 

has yearned deeply for peace and security, but never before has this need been 

as critical as it is today for never before have we had to contend with the 

threat of total annihilation. Consequently the burden of responsibility that 

ue are called upon to assume has never been so heavy nor the opportunity to 

respond rationally to this challenge so fleeting. 

The threat posed by the existence of large nuclear arsenals is felt deeply. 

The outburst of public orinion all over the 'vorld against nuclear vreapons is 

real and by no means a mere expression of some vaeue and naively neutralist 

sentiment. At the heart of it lie fundamental and povrerful motivations. 

In a world dominated by the super·-·Povrers and by military alliances, the sr.1aller, 

non-aligned States find themselves as helpless bystanders, vTitnesses to a 

spiralling nuclear--arms race vrhich they cleplore ~ know·ing that if allow·ecl to 

proceed unchecked it would lead to certain death and destruction for all. 

It is true that the arms race in all its as~'ects is not a c1isemboclied 

phenomenon. It is a manifestation of the existing uncertain .3lobal political 

and security climate, and is directly related to the increase in the level of 

international tensions caused by the growing resort to the use of force in the 

concluct of inter .. state relations. A case in point is the military intervention 

in Afghanistan four years ago uith all its attendant consequences for regional 

stability and in global terms on East-Hest relations. It is no mere coincidence 

that that military intervention in Afghanistan preceded a sharp deterioration 

in the international political climate and dealt a severe reversal to the 

fragile concept of detente. The small and medium--size States have a vital 

stake in an improved international security environment for the preservation 
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of their ovrn freedom. The climate of insecurity and deepening confrontation between 

the super-Povrers is therefore a matter of the utmost concern to all of us. He 

believe that a determined effort is needed to break the vicious circle of 

international tensions generatinG: a ne1-r arms race, 11hich in turn exacerbates 

international tensions. A vay out of this vicious circle would be consciously 

to reject the option of increased a ... ·maments as a response to national security 

problems and instead to pursue diligently the course of arms limitations and 

disarmament. This is the only certain method of lowering existinc; political 

tensions. 

Prevention of nuclear 11ar and nuclear clisarmament rema1.n the central issues 

to which ue must address ourselves. The nuclear--ar!lls race and the continuing 

increase in the number of uarheads, as \·Tell as the qualitative improvement of 

nuclear 1-Teai:Jons, must be reversed. The deployment of nel-l, more lethal, more 

accurate veapon systems has to cease. The alternative is a frightening prospect 

even for a -vrorld already living under the spectre of a nuclear holocaust. A 

lowering of the nuclear ti.1reshold means a dangerous contraction in the margin 

of time required and available for reflection and cool decision ·making. 

An agreement on a nuclear--test ban is the indispensable first step towards 

proc;ress on the entire range of nuclear disarmament issues. It will be 

self~deluding to believe that a comprehensive test-ban treaty, if it were to 

become a long-term goal, 1vill not have negative effects both on nuclear 

disarmament and on vertical as 1vell as horizontal non-proliferation. 

The Ad !IO£ Harking Group on a nuclear test ban, established by the Committee on 

Disarmament in Geneva has, auring its la.st session, folloued its progranrr·1e of 

vmrk with great diligeiJ.ce. It has discussed and defined issues relatinES to 

verification and compliance, as called for by its mandate. It has also proceeded 

further and carried out a detailed exar'lination of the various elements and 

means of verification of a nuclear test ban. This work has been supplemented 

by a decailed technical s-cudy of che same issue by the seismological vorking 

group. Dut further progress is contin,c;ent upon and possible only if the 

political decision to neGotiate a co111prehensive test""ban treaty is forthcomine;. 
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,- :i_:.;'inisb. -t·lk lc-tjal s•;atus of th,· 1925 Gon;--va Protocol. Equally 0 i~hr' qur- si:ion of 

w.rifica·don of complianc(~ musi· be- r·.--solv,-d to <-V··-ryon-- 's sat:isfaci:ion. 

Confi..d~·ncr in "f.lvc observance of th<~ conv,~n·don is for us a mosi· importani: 

consid. ration. 

In ·i:h- fi.-ld of ou-ikr space i~hrc~ urgr--n·~- m '~ c1 for ac·H.on is all ·<:oo 

a.ppa.rcnt. Oui:,.r S]JflC·- cannot he allow-ed to become another arr na for th.- arms 

rae, . Hr (~od.a:dons Nus·i: b0-c;in fo:r-i:hvi~~h ·:·o conclude agrh-111<-ni:s i:o pr;-v,·ni' its 

mili·:·ariza·don. Th.- rc is no lonc;.:r any clout-:- as -;~o i:hf immin. ncr-- of ·i:h; 

d·-v lopmcni. of th: so~callc d futuristic vr"'apons for usee. in oui:c r spacr-. 

Knovl, dgPablr· observers ar,- alr··-ady i:alld.ng about a m-\T g,:n.:--ra.i·ion of I·L-apons 

of blinding sprc-cd and d,-·s·i;ructiv"nr"SS, capable of ckstroying all th\~ sah.-llih:s 

in the sl;:y and int,~rcontin,"n•:al ballisi:ic missilr -.;.rarlwads in i~h, uppc- r 

armosph----r~-. 'lh,-sr-- ar•· fright~'ning port:cnts of a critical future 9 -vrhich J.s 

rapidly movinc; f:rom ima.r:;im:rdw- scLncr' fic.:ion ·>-.o ominous d-"si:ruc·dv· rn1.lity. 

l~y dc-"lc c~ation coni:inu s to hold th<'- vir-w ·tha:i·. th\ r,--- mus·; no·:: be~ any h·i·--up 

in mu.ltila·r·. ral r fforts i:ou:::trds disarmamcont. i·h also con·[:inu.:' i:o b~lir~vr.:- firmly 

thai: vlC· Ftust no"• allov ours<.'l V•'S t.h<~ luxury of an all or noi:hing attitudr'. 

Complc:·mr~ni:ary ·,_:o global ,_. fforts on such a priority i'·~•:m as nucl- ar disarmarw nt. 9 

u: can and should test It- ss spl. c·;:acular ap:(lroa.ch( s. Paldsi~an 1 s ini-l.iai".i ve on 

i~he ,. si.ablishmr,nt of A nucL.aJ:-~fr, r-- zon;:; in Sout.h Asia and for +hr agrr-~P-d. 

r--duc·f:ion of conv ni:ional forc;.,s is d•·'sign·- d ·;·o bring about sr curii:y and 

s"·abili·<:~r ·i~hrou[;h disa:r-mnmC"nt at. i·lw rc~r;ionnl lcvc'l. A dr-tc,rminc~d 

implr rn(- nl~p:i~ion of cl5.sarmmn•~ n!: mc- asures at i~h'" rc:·gional lc-V•·l would-' J.D our v:t . ..,w, 

strr-ngi:h ·n dj_sarmam: ni ·' fforts a;~ thF e;lobal lc'v~~l. 

EC]_ually, i-:: rr.-mains ·<;h: firm vi~:H of my del• gai~ion that, "i·Th<· r<- poss:i.blr', 

in:: riFl n.rrnn[}''lll<ni:s mus-e Hlso br--- errived a'i:. I ref•.'T h·re- i:o th•- qurstion of 

concluding an r-ffr- c·dvr a,";r·_·.--mrnt i"o r-nsurr~ non--·nuclr·ar-w.- apon Si:ai:(-s ot<;ains·r. 

·(·.h,, us; or ·1:hrcai: of us-' of nucl·,ar -vwa.pons. In i:h<' a.bsr=ncc" of progr.- ss on 

nucl, fl.r dj_sarmameni: J Hhich re-mains i:h(C unshakc- a.bh e;oal, in-1:~·.-rim arrane;:"l11"' nts 

CFID play a si[!;nificani: par·;· in allaying i·h,, fr- ars of non-nuclr-· ar-1--T•'·apon S\·.at.,. s 

a.s re«;ards ·i:h,~ir se curi·,:y. 'Hork in this rr- gard in 1:h~:- CoJTI!llii~tE' on DisarmaH~=-nt 

in G lkVa has b;:,n mos·t: discouraging. In fac-i·o l;hr- posi-i;ion of some"' 

rmcl, 8T··IT~ apon Si· ai:c"S On ·i·.his qu: s~·.ion is OD<'. Of ck:·c· p COnCf:Tn for US . \k: hop. 

·i-.I1o·(: i.hos; Sto.t•;- s uill r ·vic vr -,;h, ir prr sent att.i·i:ud(- and bt- com·:' mor~-'- r:' sponsi V·"" 

to uhat ar.- th~· le gi i;i:mai-.: -xp;-:c·i:ations of i:h•- non--alir;ned, non_.nuclee.r·--\·Teapon 

Si.ai:c s. 
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of in·: r·-S::e:r:~. r· la·d.ons. Til· S. er-'f·a.ry~Grnr- ral, in his 211nual r.· !JOY• , has 

ric;htly point, d. oui: ·;:hai· :: 

::In no ar,-a is •:h-- nc-,od for a r'"',eOir1l'li-nilPni· ··.o th,- :1)rineipl· s of 

Chart:" r EJ.or imJ)or-t:ani: and T!J.O:r.· closely ·i·i,-c1 i:o th· survival of humar:L-• y· 

than :t.n th, fi-lc1 of cJ.isarFJ.Flmorl: and a:rms li.111i'i:m.ion. :. (!}.[lG/-1_-"-_.P_:..~;_) 

In n. Trorlc1 domina-t~,c d by "111Cl2a:r- ueanon Pov. rs , comn- .:inc; m:ili·:· ary allianc<· s 

r.ad. c;lob8l rivalri. s .. i·h.-, small.· r nor> -alien: d s-,:a:t:: s can r ly onl~r on ·,:]1. jlJ.O:ral 

au:;ho:r.ii:y of i·h, Uoi··· d H<,cions an(', on ·>:h- princi:9lcs ' nshrim d in -~h · Charc r, 

p8rticularly d-J.Os, r;ow-Tning non· int~~rL r. nc .. - and i:h c non -usc of fore· ,. for 

upholding of i:hos,- p:rincipl-s and i:o a policy of s ldn[; fJ•:i.cndship anc. p 8C :i.D 

our r:-[!;ion. 

TT- livr u1 an int,-rc1 ~9 nd.·m: world· on-- Fll:i.ch is lvcom:i.nts inc.:r- asin.c;ly so. 

na.rrouly eonec-:i.. vc: d s:- cur:b·y in:: .. r:- s·::s, hns err a··. d cono_i_-::ions of miliY.sry 2nu 

pt\' s.~n·. s a chillinc; coni·ras·i: ·•·o ;-.h:- situai:ivn in -vrhich huncir."ds of r.1ill ions of 

):Yo:pl in many pa.ri~s of 1:h- uorld go hungry and sh•·l··· :r:lc sc::.. iJc, mus-:- n· v r 

for,s;,.-;~" no·· for n mo1~.-n·i· . ·i·.hr:c\~ ·i:his misuse- of rr sourc·- s on such a colossal 

seal ear1 only sharp. n ,~h;- alr ady :w.z2rdous '!)Olf'trizP.tion ~.n our >mrlcL. Thc

··:hr <Ji: ·co our s- curi,:y conks as ··Jot2ntly fro~_.l econor0.ic :injus·,·.ic( s as it. do s 

from ·l:h- accumula1:ion of u, a:nonry. 

ord· J' 0 ,- eonmn5.c sr curi·;-y and 1xilii:a:r;~r S< curi-·.Y a:r. ._:.., 
I li . sArn.-- coin. 

rnd Li_· under--privileged, b<--i~vrH~n -;-llc, si':rong and the 1r ak, b<· ,-,,,-, en ·i:h :nor:·.h 2116. 

-1-.11. South on how \:o reorder our 1-rorld lms·l- ( -neom:pass bo",h tbe econoJ'lic 8.nd t:t..c; 

militar3r cl.im"'nd.ons. 

I hav, indiec.·•-·· C:. th:· {Tf n\ ral vir'":TS of th: Palds·i·.an c'1.·clr G:'li:ion on -.:h.- j_-:- -ms 

coni:l~ibui:ions on s:p. cific issuf- s lai>r. 
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first lil(e to offer you !.11Y uar!'1. conc,;ratulatJ_onr;; on your electl.on to that 

important office. In vieu of the close relations bet1.;reen our tuo countries .. it 

sives me s:qecial pleasure to see :;rou presidin:·; over this Cor1,.,1ittee; s proceecl_ings. 

JTaving appr~~iatec1 your.' cj)6ub~pection and. sLill in handlin-:; the l}re:narations, 

ue are confident thF>.t this session uill benefit considerably froN your r:;uie.ance. 

A lrord of thanks goes also to Ar:1.bassador Gbeho for his contribution to the 

Conm.i ttee: s uorL: as last year; s C~1airr~8.n. 

The representative of Greece h.as already s~oken in his capacity a.s the 

current Presi6ent of the Council of the Europeen Communities and I fully 

endorse the vie~rs he has 11resentec'c to the Co!•,mittee. 

All vrho have addresseo. this session of the General Assembly have pointed to tb 

danr~ers of the present l."ntern".tl."onal sl."tuatl."on. •r"tb · "' "" r. _1 _ gro1:ang concern and alarm vre 

uitness in J11.any parts of the um:-lcl the flarrant violations of tl,e '1rinciple 

o:f non·-use of force enshrined in the lJnited !;:1.tions CharteJ:-. Since tl-J.e 1070s 

detente and co· ·0~1erPtion betueen East and TTest have sufferefl_ severe set!Jacts. 

Fe therefore aJ..)preciate the SecrPtary- General 1 s unan1biguous references in 

his annual rej)Ort to tbe dancers to uorlc1 yeace and to the tensions betueen 

:',ast 8.nd \Test. 

It is inpossi:)le to tell i!h<".t the conseQ_uences of the increase in tensions 

vill be. _l\.c1c1.ressin:>~ the Jl.sse!nbly on 29 Septe:r;,her, Foreign J:1inister Genscher said: 

::Today once 111ore international discussion focuses on rast··Fest 

tensions rather than on comprehensive r:orth~South co·-operation in pursuit 

of development in the third uorlcl. Once again the East~-':'est confrontation 

is :!)reventing the United nations from_ C'loing its job of preservinr: uorlo. peace. 

(/:/_3_Q}.P_y_. ~1 , J2.:_)!0,)_ 
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The first Cormili ttee, intended as a forutl for debate on 'lrorlcl-·1ricl.e 

security and clis~.rr.1a:ment issues 1 is increasinclY becoming~ against our 

vishes ~ a forum fur rast· -\!est confrontation~ for a rd.scussion of strategic 

w.atters concer11inr~; the su}!er~·P.ouers hardly relevant or ap:':Jropria.te to the 

connlexi ty of the sttbj ect· -matter o and for quest. ions of secttd t:v in ruro:r;>e. 

Erc;ent !)roblens of security in Asia, Africa an0. Latin 1\Herica ~ on the other 

!!<.:nd, 11re ne[.;1ected. He consider that the fundamental secu:dty interests 

of the non .a,lic;ned. countries,. in particular~ deserve nore attention. 
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None the less, 1-re should not give up in resignation - precisely not at the 

present time and preCisely not here in the United Nations. Safeguarding peace 

and preventing war are more important than ever. Allm,, me, therefore, to 

outline our policy in this respect. 

The goal of the Federal Republic of Germany, and its criterion, is to maintain 

peace in freedom. In a policy statement on 4 Jl1ay, Chancellor Kohl said the 

following: 

'German foreign policy means above all safeguarding freedom and consolidating 

peace in Europe and the world. To us an active peace policy is a political 

necessity and a moral obligation .. : 

This has been the ob,jective of every Government of the Federal Republic of 

Germany. The safeguarding of peace and the pursuit of disarmament are indispensable 

elements of our peace policy. That policy is based on our membership in the 

;uropean Community and in the Atlantic Alliance 3 \·Those purpose is to prevent any 

He all knmv that progress towards arms control and disarmament is made 

difficult when negotiations take place in a. climate of mistrust and political 

tension. Conversely, a stronger system of collective security and the unconditional 

observance of the comprehensive ban on the threat or use of force prescribed by 

tbe United Nations Charter .would enhance confidence betvreen nations and thus also 

be conducive to agreements on arms control and disarmament. vJhat terrible 

consequences exaggerated mistrust can have was illustrated by the shooting down of 

the Korean civilian airliner, which evoked indignation and fear all over the world. 

In the 10 years that it has been a ]\'!ember of the world Organization the 

Federal Republic of Germany has strongly supported the efforts of the United Natiors 

in the field of disarmament. The United Nations is the most important forum for 

the discussion of e;lobal security and disarmament issues. It will not be possible 

to achieve an effective balance of security interests in a world characterized 

by r;ro•fing interdependence unless all natior.s play their part. Seen ae;ainst the 

background of poverty and 1vant in many countries, the world 7 s arms bill of 

<;8oo billion this year is a shocking fact. The responsibility for this lies vrith 

the community of nations, for it is only through cornrnon efforts that this trend 

ctm be stopped. 
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The seriousness of our efforts to achieve the aims of disarmament and 

C\rms control in all fields is borne out by~ among other thinc;s ~ our active 

involvement in the United Nations, especially in this First Committee and the 

United J.~ations Disarmam.ent Corunission. Later in the session my 0eler;ation will 

be covering our work in the Geneva Comrnittee on Disarmament concerning cher11ical 

1.mcl rad_iological ueapons, a comprehensive test ban, outer space, anc1 other 

nn:tters. Today I should like to illustrate once again the fundamental 

objectives of our policy. 

Fe w·ant specific, rnilitarily significant and balanced disarma;.nent steps, 

the observance of vrhich must be reliably verifiable. He want an arc;~entative 

c.i1CL realistic dialogue among all nations. of the uorld on the goals anc1 

C!oncepts to be pursued. As in the !)ast .. vre shall concentrate our 1vork on 

c.rea.s Fhere proc;ress can actually be aade, even in times of international 

tension. Here priority is given tb the prevention of war, especi:J.lly 

coufidence -building through openness and transparency. These c;oals are in 

the interest of all nations. They should therefore be acceptable to all. 

l'IY Government and its allies hnve time and ar,ain declared that the 

forelitost aim of their security policy is to prevent ;.mr ancl to cre8.te the 

foundations for lasting peace ivhile safe13uarding freedom. The most 

ira:oort8.nt means of preventing vrar is the unqualified observance of the 

princi})le of non-·use of for.::e. The Heads of State or Government of the 

:ltlantic Alliance declared at their meeting in Bonn on 10 June 1982: . 1'Hone 

of our 1veapons 1Iill ever be used except in response to attack. 1 Let me 

eic!.phasize once again here toda.y: this comprehensive and unequivocal pledge 

by the Alliance never to be the first to resort to weapons must, in our 

vieu, be the quintessence of any sincere policy aimed at safeguarding 

~eace and security. 

I should now like to turn to the latest Soviet proposals on arms control 

an(l disarmament. In the general debate the Soviet delegation focused 

attention on two draft resolutions which it uants to be treated vrith 

Priority. One concerns a declaration condemning nuclear war, the other 

a freeze on nuclear weapons. 
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These subjects have featured prominently in previous statements by the 

Soviet Union in the United !'lations. Hy Governr,tent has on several occasion~ 
commented in detail, both in this Cmnmittee and in the Committee on Disarmament, 

on the Soviet position regarding the prevention oi vrar and vrishes once more to 

Hake its stance unmistaltably clear. 

The Soviet Union complains of a i·Tar hysteria l-rhl.ch it. itself sta.rted and 

1rh:i..ch it stirs up ane1-r day by day~ and it criticizes the arms ~mel modernization 

ueasures of the llest -· measures~ vrhich it has ftself been carrying out for 

about six years and which it is still carrying out. In contrast~ the Atlantic 

li.lliance did not immediately respond to this arms build·o·UJ? with a builcl.-~up 

of its mm. On the contrary) it has offered negotiations· and the complete 

renunciation of an entire weapons system. 

As to the Soviet drafts, a declaration condemning nuclear war appears 

at first sight to express the heartfelt sentiment of no doubt every peace--loving 

indiviaual. The Federal Republic of Germany and its allies, too~ utterly 

conde;-an nuclear war. But they do not conC:.emn nuclear vrar alone; they condemn 

any uar. The fact that the Soviet draft decleration does not mention · 

conventional war of the kind currently beinG fought in various part's of 

the "orld - Afghanistan, for instance - is not a chance omission. A second 

lool;: at the draft leaves us in no doubt: the implication of such a text 

vroulo. be to deny a country or an alliance the rie;ht to defeno. itself against 

an a3~ressor havinG superior conventional capabilities with all the means 

n.t its disposal - mindful of the principle of proportionality - including, 

in the extreme case, nuclear i'leapons. It is plain to see that a declaration 

of such substance stands in sharp contrast to the right of self-defence 

embodied in the United Nations Charter. 
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I uoulcl recall in this context that the l"ecleral liepublic of' Germany 

urxm acquirinG sovereignty, sit:;ned o.n ac;ree111ent l'enounc in:; nuclear iteapons. 

Dy virtue of this ue insist on the ric;ht not to be threatened by such ueupons 

and. if that threat persists, to secure the pl~otection of an ally. Thus 

the Soviet proposal is not acceptable to lilY country, iTho~e security ultimately 

cepends on the nuclear shield of the United Stutes. 

Any narro'"rinc; dmm of the ceneral ban on the tlu"'e<>.t or use of force to 

specified types of usc is inccmpatible with that principle, which is of 
' < - ' 

necessity of a comprehensive nature. It uould amount to a qualification 

of the concept of force ancl hence to a restriction of the riGht. of self .. defence. 

The <leterrence cuaranteect. by the :Torth Atlantic 1\lliance hA.s been 

one of the r11ain reasons uhy no armed conflict has occurred in ~''uro::y~ since 

tl1e Secon<l Uorlo. Uar. in spite of the various political c1·ises. It. is 

in the interest of all nations that :peace and stability in 1':uroye shoul<l be 

illdntained. He Germans l:nou "better than uost that even a conventional uar 

~rould brine terrible devastation to .central :europe. I!ence lTe, in :')articule.r~ 

cannot and uill not e:.~pose ourselves to such a risk. It thel·efore rer.m.ins 

vitally ii.1portant to us to continue to prevent iTal.' by .,leans of effective 

<leter:renc e. 

But t!1is illustrates only one aspect of our position on the vro'blea of 

nuclear iTeapons. 'J.'hou.::;h the .r•.lliance cannot, U11t~er tJ.1e existinG circUlustnnces 

relinquish the right to allou su~h ueal,)ons to l>e deployed on its terri tory 

as n. deterrent to any kind of uar, it has stron::;l~~ urged both sides to recluce. 

t:1eir nuclear arsenals substantially •. 

This brines rae to the second Soviet draft(i'I./C.l/38/1.2) .callinc; f'or a 

freeze on all nucleax ueapons. The Committee will understand my assessing this 

]!roposal acuinst the bacl~cround of the Hilitar:'/ situation ":Tith irhich !,ly 

country in particular" but also a numlJer of non· ·i:.:uropean countries, see 

the;nselves confl.~onted. Dnsically. it is a situation in 1·rhich the Soviet Urd.onc 

uhich has superior conventional capabilities and continue:~ to enlarc;-e the;'' 

has in recent years rapidly and continuously e~q:x-:.ncl.ed its inte:;.·mediate .. ran:;e 

nuclear potential by deploying nouern CS-20 !·'.issiles <l.nd thus built it up 
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into a. hu.:;e threat to its neichbours. I therefore J;JUt it to tlle Soviet Union: 

vrhy has it since l9T7 uninterruptedly produced nnd <leployed this ueapon 

s~rster,t, uhich I emphasize is directed not at the United i3tates out acainst 

the Soviet Union • s :.Wuropean and Asian neichbours, in spite of the ft1.ct that 

there are no cor.tparaole Feapons in those co1.mtries and therefore no comyarn!)le 

"chreats to the Soviet Union? 

In its stateLlent to the General fl.sse:..1bly on 4 October the Soviet Union 

iimintaiilec1 that there existec1: 

in all areas . · stratecic nuclear arns o r.lediu,l-·l'[1Jl(;e -;;eal;ons 

in Europe tht:; conventional arnec1 forces of 1\TA'I'O anc"C of the 

Harsau Treaty ·- [t;n7 [~.l_?llroxim.ate e~mllity betvreen the tvo sides··. 

(1\_{]8 I_P_V.:J9._ :q_ •. . 3!~ ·3?) 

~C'he Soviet Union w1.c1e this contention ~rears o.so ancc lws repeated it 

every yea1• since_ reGarcUc::>s of the fact that tl''e nunber of its u:crhea.cls h8.s 

continued. to increase. l·Ir. Brezhnev al::;o statc:>d the same thin~; c"Curin~; his 

offici~:.1.l visit to Dorin in ;;a~" 1978. !\.t tlmt tine the ne<liu:l .. rn.n[;e ca:tecor:r 

consisted of 550 SS-4s and SS· ·5s with an e<1ual number of lmrheads, but only 

..Jo SCi 20 missiles ·uith 1'=10 u.~c:;!2D.ds, H total therefore of 730 1·mrhends, vhi12 

the ~·rest llacl nothin:::; comparable vi th uhic:1 to match them. \T~lCn "~r" Drezlmev 

],1i1.cle another stntei11ent on 23 i~'ebruary 1901. rei ter:;;tinG t,~e asse:ction of 

aJ_)};1ro::iru,tte balance in connecti011 '.lith the a.nnouncement of t~;e ~~oviet 

i!torn.toriUli1, the Soviet Union h2.c.1 al:;:ea.(-:.y increased its 08· 20s to 200 uith 

over Goo ua.·cheacl.s .• and still naC:.. in addition, l~oo-m; l~s aml 8S-·'5S) '·Thich 

~teant tllat it lKccl over l 000 \rariwaus on interAec1iate· ranee i·lissiles :;.t its 

clisposal. Toda~r it lw.s over 350 SS-20s ui th over l, 000 u.:.rheo.ds, ul1ilst 

the total number of Soviet int2rrnediate--ranp:e uo.rheads e::ceec1s l ~300. IIov 

in vieiT of this one-sided threat to Hestern Europe 1md cou11tri2s l""f'Of':rA.1)hically 

close to the Soviet UJ.·lion, can one speak of an a:t1pro~dr:Lt.tc ;Jol~1.nce? 

-;.very advocate of the freeze coacept must realize that such o. pro:_;osal 

is t::mtru.a.ount to expec·tinG the countries threatenerl. by t:1e S:J-20:::; to acquiesce 

in a coD..ification of t;le f:ioviet supe1·iorit~r ant'1. to live 1d.th that threat ::.'or 

~·.n im1efinite iJeriod. unn.ble to resort to n.cl.eCJ_untc counter···Beasures. 
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'l'he nost sensible solution to this j_)rol;len created b~r the rJoviet ·union, 

:tnd. one vhich uould tal~.e account o:L the securi t2' of all concerned, uoulu be 

''"'l a.::;reeHent bet1:c:en the Unite(l~ ::.~tates anCJ the Soviet Union providine; for 

either the COl'clJ?lete :cenunciation o:L land l)af3ecl Ion::;· ranc;c: interme.ci.io.te· -r:uic;e 

mcJ.ear forces (:efT") ''· c.:c.te;.:;ory uhicl1 ::.;oses a s:_1ecia.l th:~:en.t or !'.t len.st 

a recluction to the I ouest possible le"Vel. 'i'his tlle 1:!est has l)roposed in 

Geneva; but the Soviet tJnion ha;:; to elate ,:::;rE~ec~ neither to a I:lutun.l 

r;;nunciation nor to <:1 li1Jit0.tioa of these 1reapon system;:; on a basis o:L 

ecp.1ality. Tlle Unite<l Gtates. f'ollovin::; intensive consultatiom; ~:ith its allies 

has nmr submitted nev proposals in Geneva uhich allov to a considerable eJ~tent 

for the concerns expressed by the ~oYiet Union. Hitll these ns-ir J;:coposals 

t:1::: Uest has put foruard all the elements for a fair anC!_ balanced agreement. 

If the Soviet 'Union so uishes. such an ae;reement can be worked out even before 

tl1e end of this yea.r. 

Ui th its neu l;:coposn.ls the United Sto..tes has cl.e.wn::rtrat cd its uillinc;ness 

to COE!.promise and its fle:~ibility, not only in the= f lelcl. ni L,T'. but also 

vith recard to the [:tratecic f.rns llerluction 'l'all·s ( G~L'i\1:'::'), ~·!hich 

<'Te even r.10re inportant in terEls of C' .. cllievinc a ~).ob:'.l lx~.lo.nce o:L ::_;oFP:c. The 

1milc1 .. cl.oun concept. in -oarticula.r" shmm tlle 1\r,J.erico.n cleter.w1ination to 

nc:1ieve substantial reC::.uctions in the stratc~;ic sphere. I\n o.c;rc~e·,.ent on ti1is 

uith the fJoviet Union uoulci.. for tiw first tiHe" PSt<l.blish a. bin/'J.n::; basis 

."or a }_)roc;ressive rec~nction of the strategic :tmcleo.r o.rsc:nals of tlle UniteLl. 

States and the Soviet Union ant.~ thus responc1 to ~ci1e ho::}es of the n::.t.tiuns of' 

the uorld. 

'l'his builcl· ·clmm co;:,cept is a ;·,tare adequate and at the sru112 ti:rne rnore 

utt:cactive solution ti..:,;.n :1. r:lei'e free:::;e. 'i'he o.r:_;unent often put foruar<l in 

defence of the freeze concept. that ullilst recluction aecotiations are 1n 

pro:;ress the urins lJuilcl· up continues, al!::_:llies eC}u:J.lly "co a freeze. r. freeze. 

too, could not becoPJ.e effective until agreement imcl been reached. on the 

l'.ifficult question of verificatio:1. !~n acreenent on o. freeze iToul(:::. rec1ui:ce 

'che same amount of tL1e as (m acreenent on the verific::'..tion o'Z an ctcco1·<1 on 

reduct ion. 
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It all boils clo~m to this. 1\n ac~er1uate defence co.pa.bility ~ an 

unqunlifiec1 renunciation of force the,t is actually carried out, as vell a.s 

concrc·i.:;e ~ balanco.C. EJ,nL"".. verifiable arns control and. l-:.isarlilDJ·~ent stel)S 0 coupled 

ui th a policy of dia.loc;ue nnl1. conficlei.lCe· ·builclinc;. are the onl~r realistic 

instrunents 'uith uhich to safe:_;uard peace. '.~he Uest not onl;;· feel tl1e:·1selves 

cmJDittecl to t:1is realistic ancl consistent concept for )eace, the;jr 2-lso 

prectise it. He uant secm;ity based on er.:_"Ldlib:d.tn;l D.nll. co-· operation , not 

one that is root eel in intimidation an6. the fear of others. '.'.'lle condeunation 

of nuclee.:c 1rar alone and the call for a freeze at the present level ::tre 

one-sided and supe:·ficial proposalG tlw:t are not conducive to enlmncinc 

Dtability anu strenctl!enin:; pe;,_ce. 
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One contribution to the enhancement of' stability,in our vieu, is the 

stren~hening of confidence between States. Many speal<:.ers at this session 

of the General Assembly have deplored the alarming loss of confidence of' States 

in their relationship with one another, particularly in East-Hest relationship 

but also in many parts of the world. 

By an a.rgumentum ex contrario this state of affairs shows the siGnificance 

and urgency of new initiatives designed to restore conf'idence. Times of tension 

and crisis, more than others, call for the maintenance of a dialogue between 

states. 

Confidence building is a fundamental principle of State conduct; trust 

in the predictability, the peaceful intention and the co-operative behaviour 

of other States forms an indispensable basis for the members of the international 

community to make their contribution to the orderly interaction of States. This 

is true not least f'or co-operation in the areas of economic and dev~;:lopment 

policy. 

In the central domain of peace and security~ we speak of' confidence

building measures. By this term we designate patterns of behaviour 't-Thich 

States obscrvt: to signal and to prove credibly over time that their intentions 

"':mrai·ds their neighbours f1re of a. pea.ceful na·i·ure. Confid~nce-building 

measures are designed to strengthen the trust of other States in the 

non--existence of specific military threats. Hm-tevcr, they attain this 

confidence-enhancing effect only if the States applying these rules manage to 

demonstrate convincingly that their intentions and. acts ::re mutually 

compatible. 

Mere declaratory announcements , often enough offered for purely 

propagandistic purposes - such a.s vre have hPard a.r:a:in during this se-ssion 

of the General Assembly - do not mc(;:t the requirements of confidence-building 

measures in this accepted definition. On the other hand, firmly agreed 1~easurcs 

which enhance openness and transparency regarding the military posture of n 

State are well within this definition, as arc measures vThich provide for 

the prior announcement of military activities - for instance, military 

lllanoeuvres - and for clarification rt.lcn.rdinc; their dincnsions; and, further, 
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measures by virtue of which States forgo, in a verifiable manner over a period of 

time, the usc of certain technically possible military options under the 

precondition of undiminished security~ 

Confidence-building measures fall 

they leave military potentials intact. 

short of being disarmament measures; 

However, considering the difficulties 

that we are encountering in our search for negotiated disarmament steps on the 

bilateral and multilateral levels, it is doubly urgent to prepare the ground 

for a positive outcome of negotiations by agreement on confidence-building 

measures which attenuate confrontation and reduce the fear of armed conflict • 

Confidence·~ building measures thus become a catalyst, a key for genuine 

disarmament steps. 

~1is insight has motivated the Federal Republic of Germany for a number 

of years to contribute to the conceptual development of confidence-building 

measures and to efforts aimed at their world-wide acceptance. I should like to 

remind the Committee of the United Nations Study Group on Confidence-Building 

Measures, presided over by the representative of the Federal Republic in the 

Committee on Disarmament; of our initiative at the second special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament for an International Symposium 

on Confidence-Building Measures - ;,n 0vr,n.t uhich took place in Iifay of this year 

with broad international participation; and, finally, of the efforts begun this 

year in the United Nations Disarmament Commission to secure the elaboration 

of guidelines for confidence-building measures. The Federal Government hopes 

that the United Nations Disarmament Commission will be in a position, on the 

basis of the promising first segment of its work, to prepare definitive 

recommendations in the course of 1984 which will then be submitted to the 

thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly. 

In the same spirit the Federal Government 'tfas actively involved in the 

successful completion of the Review Meeting of the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) in r.fadrid. Notwithstanding the heavy strain on 

international relations, it perseveringly worked for a forward-·looking concluding 

<'l.ocum.~nt. That document is now before us; it has cleared the path for a 

Conference on Confidence and Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe. 
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The Conference, 1-1hich vrill commence in Stockholm on 17 January 1981~, is a necessary 

complement to the Vienna nec;otiations on mutual balanced reductions of conventional 

armed forces in central Europe >vith its inherent geographical limitation. 

In the concluding document of the I:'ladrid CSCE Review Meeting, the objective 

of the Conference has been fixed as follows: 

:r ••• to undertalte in stages neif, effective and concrete actions designed 

to mal~e Ft'OGrcss in strengthening confidence and security and in 

achieving disarmament, so as to give effect and expression to the duty 

of States to refrain from the threat or use of force in their mutual 

relations. 11 

He are thus entitled to expect that the future Conference on Disarmament in 

Europe >·rill help give more substance to the prohibition of the threat or use 

of force - a pivotal con~and of international law - in the practice of mutual 

relations among all participating States. 

This squares fully with the political views and objectives of my Government. 

AGreed rules for more transparency and predictability in the military field 

should serve to exclude the use of military power for purposes 1-Thich are 

contradictory to the prohibition of the threat or use of force, but also 

facilitate verification of Hhether all States concerned in the eete.blishment .• 

and the usc they make~ of their m:i.litary -r:otential conform to the interdiction 

of force and to the requirements of a purely defensivt: security policy. The 

concluding document of Madrid has stipulated in addition - fully comPatible 

with the firmly held vie'lfs of my Government - that the confidence-buil<ling 

measures to be agreed upon must be of military significance arid politically 

binding, as uell as adeq_uately verifiable. 

Ue also expect IJositive impulses for the further development of confidence

buil<ling measures on a global scale~ s.nd for the activities of the United Nations 

in this field, from the imrk of the Conference on DisarmAment in Europe, 5.n which 

the Federal Government uill actively :participate. 
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Conf'idenceubuilding measures are an essential ingredhmt of' political 

strategy aimed at the prevention of' '\'Tar, including nuclear '\'Tar. Precisely in 

the nuclear area, the United States of' America and the Soviet Union prepared 

the f'icld in the 1970s by agreeing on,a f'irst series of' confidence-building 

measures. In his speech in Berlin in June 1982, President Reagan attempted -

and my Governni.ent "relcomed that attempt ·- to build on this shared set of rult::s 

of behaviour by suGgesting additional nuclear confidence-building measures. 

Since then, the United States Government has clarified, as well as arJplif'ied, 

this package of' suggestions. 
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(Mr. van Hell, Federal Republic of 
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The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany welcomes the concrete 

proposals which the United States of America. has submitted in the framevrork· of .. 

the negotiations on intermediate·-range nuclear forces and the Strategic Arms · 

Reduction Talks (START) concerning agreements on confidence-buHding measures .. 

It Hould be highly desirable for the Soviet Union to respond specifically in those 

negotiations and give its consent to agreements in this area. 

In the course of the second special session of the General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany souGht to · 

deruonstrate, in a working paper submitted in conj:unction with other partners, the 

contribution that confidence-building measures can make especially to efforts to 

prevent nuclear ,.,ar. It has further developed its ideas in the proceedings of 

th:: Committee on Disarmament during the current year and enumerated a vrider array 

of individual measures which States could take, in part to prevent accidental 

conflict as a consequence of a. technice.l mishap or miscalculation, in J?art to 

eliminate the root causes of armed conflict by enhancing confidence in general. 

Hy delegation greatly ap-preciates the Belgian delegation's special 

contribution to the further conceptual development of the idea of confidence

building measures in tbe nuclear domain. It is now. up to the nuclear Polrers 

themselves, amon~ them 1 in the first place~ the two super-Powers, to draw on the 

intellectual contribution of numerous delegations and agree on further confidence

building measures of this kind. 

At the same time, it is an important task of the Committee on Disarmament 

and of the United Nations itself to examine in what manner the larger international 

co:mmunity could contribute to the development and application of confidence·-building 

neasures for the prevention of war, in particular nuclear war. 

Nothing is more conducive to the creation of confidence than the confidence in 

an adversary's peaceful behaviour which emanates from empirical insight into 

and the transparency of its military conduct. Efforts. to attain greater transparency 

must therefore be at the centre of confidence-building. For this reason 1 the efforts 

of the. General Assembly and of the United nations Disarmament Commission to render 

military budgets more transparent and more comparable and to fix rules for their 

verifiable reduction merit particular praise. 
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(Mr. van Well. Federal Republic of 
Germany) 

I should also like to point to efforts. which took the form of a resolution 

for the first time at the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly~ to make 

progress .in the evaluation of military force relationships and the improvement 

of information on military capabilities. It is essential that these efforts to 

achieve greater transparency be continued in the multilateral framework and that 

.an ever-gro'-Ting nu.mber of members of the international community, including 

mer,ibers of the socialist group of States~ share in these endeavours. Efforts 

aiming at greater transparency acquire u qualitatively new dimension in an age 

of excessive arms build-up in many parts of the world. 

Perhaps more than ever the present session of our Committee faces the risk 

that the centre of gravity of the debates and of draft resolutions may shift to 

comprehensive declaratory demands which are partly utopian and partly the 

express.ion of parochial interests without objective validity. 

Such tendencies are indeed to be observed. He must jointly strive to fight 

them ancl to redirect the attention of all to our obligation to take the objective 

security sitllation in the respective re~ions, the requirement of undiminished 

security for all States and the common interest of all Members of this Assembly 

in the maintenance o:( stability, security and peace as yardsticks for our work. 

Hy delegation; jointly with others, 1·Till make a determined effort to oppose 

unilateral attempts to politicize our work and to abuse this Committee for the 

iutpcisition of one-sided interests with a comprehensive concept for the prevention 

of lrar and the enhancement of peace, based .on the Charter of the United Nations. 

He are interested not in spectacular projects and resolutions, superficially 

s.ecluctive, but in patient work to intensify our global dialogue, in a sustained 

effort aimed at the formulation of a cowxaon approach to security and disarmament. 

Mr. MORELLI PANDO (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish); I take great 

pleasure in congratulating you on behalf of the Peruvian. delegation, Sir, on 

your election to the chairmanship of the First Committee. Your reco~nized 

ex~erience in disarmament affairs is a guarantee of the wise conduct of our work . 

.I 1-rish also to congratulate the other officers of the Committee. 
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The prolonged persistence of serious confrontations in various parts of the 

uorld jeopardizes international peace and security. At the core of this state of 

affairs we find the spiralling renewal of the policy of antagonistic blocs, an 

aberrant substitute for the systems of collective security of the United Nations, 

1rhich has so far been prevented from ensuring the full and universal effect of 

its principles. 

Together with the qualitative escalation of nuclear weapons, the danger of 

uhich is less and less under human control~ there is a discernible constant, which 

is the lack of the 'vill to negotiate on the part of the Pm-rers that are mainly 

involved. 

Non-nuclear-w·eapon and non-aligned countries such as Peru vievr with 

perplexity and legitimate concern the so far fruitless bilateral negotiations in 

Geneva. Instead of receiving thorough infonnation about these talks, as the 

General Assembly requires, the international community simply gets the unilateral 

declarations vhich the super-Powers deem necessary for their respective public 

relations purposes. 

As an eminent United States citizen recently said, there does not now seem to 

exist the desire for understanding that led to the 1963 Treaty and other similar 

treaties. Indeed, the situation today may be more serious than it was 20 years 

ar;o, in the sense that the possible failure or deadlock of the bilateral 

negotiations now under way could lead to a step backwards that could include the 

cancellation of those treaties, with incalculable consequences. 

It is in the light of these facts that we should consider our agenda item on 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear ltleapons and the establishment of a 

preparatory committee for the forthcomin~ Review Conference on that Treaty. Many 

full parties to the Treaty, including Peru, renounced the possession of nuclear 

1Teapons by virtue of the 1968 Treaty, on the understanding that the nuclear-weapon 

States had undertaken to carry out effective negotiations to eliminate such weapons. 
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But that has not proved to be the case, as was made clear by the Second 

Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Therefore those parties 

are entitled to make it known to the nuclear Powers that their lack of 

political decision to start the process of nuclear disarmament may, apart 

from anything else, jeopardize the future of this highly important Treaty. 

Peru supports the establishment by common agreement of zones of peace 

and nuclear-weapon-free zones. This attitude is consistent with its status 

as a fully-fledged party to the Treaty of Tlatelolco, which has established 

what is, strictly speaking, the only nuclear--weapon-free zone in the world. 

That is why Peru, together with other countries, has made known its concern 

at the possibility that a nuclear Power outside our continent, a party to 

the Additional Protocols to that instrument, may have introduced nuclear 

weapons into the South Atlantic. 

It is striking to note that there are still differences of opinion as to 

disarmament priorities despite the Final Document of 1978 of the first special 

devoted to disarmament which drew up a list of priorities that, while 

immutable and unequivocal with regard to nuclear disarmamen~ does not exclude 

simultaneous related efforts in the field of conventional disarmament. 

In the view of my delegation, this is the sense of the continuous appeals made 

on the subject by the Secretary-General. 

In this context the arms race must not be seen as the sum total of the 

various regional arms races. As an essentially world-wide phenomenon, the arms 

race, particularly a.s regards conventional weapons, has reached qualitative 

and quantitative levels which to a large extent are directly or indirectly 

determined by the Powers possessing the largest military arsenals. 

Similar thoughts are prompted by analysis of the Final Document of 1978 

whose provisions with regard to the transfer of arms deserve to be mentioned 

since they are substantively linked to the arms race. A point of particular 

importance is the provision in that Document relating to the need for 

consultations between countries supplyingarms and those receiving them. 

Hithin an unbalanced international structure, the lack of understanding 

between the two great military and economic blocs, on the one hand, and between 

those blocs and the third world, on the other, has increased and international 

society finds itself in the situation where certain States or groups of States seem 
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to act solely for their own interests in disregard of the common interests 

of all mankind. 

At a pace that is in inverse ratio to that of the ~reduction and 

transfer of arms, international development efforts are showing signs of 

staenation. After countless conferences and forums covering subjects that 

range from the political to the technical, from the regional to the 

international, from the sectoral to the global, one is repeatedly confronted 

~nth the frustration of the developing countries with the consequent danger, 

which has been foretold but about which nothing is being done, of a new threat 

to world peace. 

Much has been said in this forum about the economic and social cost of, 

and the waste of scientific resources resulting from the accumulation of 

armaments, bearing in mind the exponential increase in the production and upgrn~ing 

of arms. Realizing that this cost is detrimental to their progress and well-being, 

the developing countries, through their broadest collective entity, the Non-Aligned 

Movement, have been promoting disarmament, as can be seen from the latest summit 

meeting held in New Delhi. 

In this constructive spirit, my delegation views with all due respect the 

initiative of the President of France, who called for a conference on 

disarmament and development at the earliest possible date as an appropriate 

framework within which to confront once and for all these two closely related 

aspects - armaments and underdevelopment. 

lihile not part of those areas of the developing world with the highest 

military expenditure, Latin America has taken a number of responsibile 

initiatives in favour of arms control and limitation, as a consequence of the 

Treaty of Tlatelolco. Peru has been in the forefront of those initiatives in 

the subregion, with special emphasis on the problems of conventional weapons 

and related matters. 

The successful outcome of all these efforts is always facilitated by 

the fact that Latin America is relatively removed from the focal points of 

international tension. Unfortunately, events which took place only recently 

and others which now affect the Central American subregion have made the region 

as a whole vulnerable and thereby exposed to the danger of a breach of 

important principles and sovereign rights as well as to the direct effects of 

the world arms build-up. 
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In keeping with its mandat~ under the Charter, the General Assembly 

year after year reflects the demands of all the peoples of the world for 

peace and discharges its functions by periodically renewing statements of 

principle and guidelines for action adapted to the current complex and most 

serious international crisis. 

However, it would be useful to determine whether the General Assembly is 

really meeting the challenge of that crisis with its usual responses, many 

of which are repetetive, or whether the Assembly should, on the contrary, 

look for more selective responses in the light of the mounting gravity of 

the situation. 

At its first special session deyoted to disarmament, the General Assembly 

gave the international community the most advanced and in every sense the most 

balanced document that had ever been produced on disarmament within the 

framework of an international forum. The General Assembly then reflected an 

extraordinary convergence of views between East and l'lest and between North 

and South and laid down norms valid for the future. But the results achieved 

in 1982 were generally quite the reverse, leading to the negative outcome 

of the second special session devoted to disarmament, which in turn reflected 

worsening international relations. However, even in those circumstances it was 

recognized that the Final Document of 1978 was still fully in effect. 
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Given this background, therefore~ we would do well to examine .the 

possibility that this General Assembly might concent~ating~ tho~gh.not 
exclusively, on the promotion o:f measures to be undertaken initially in 

the short term, but which would :form a necessar.; part of a broader' and 

more profound process o:f disarmament in the :future. · 

With this approach~ there would be no change o:f principles but merely 

changes in procedures concerning how to make a realistic and e:f:fective start 

on tasks preliminary to disarmament, but necessarily linked to the need to reach 

this goal in accordance with the priorities and guidelines of the 1978 Final 

Document. 

As regards short-term measures~ prominence should be given to confidence~ 

building measures , which have so :far been some1o1hat sporadic and confined to a . 

limited geographic :framework. None the less, their applicat~on as a c~nsequence 

of the Helsinki Agreements, and the progress that can be expected :from the 

forthcoming meeting in Stockholm, suggest that they could be systematically 

and extensively applied, particularly by the nuclear Powers and those· 

possessing the largest military arsenals, in order to establish the climate 

necessary :for later disarmament action. In this respect considerable 

progress has been made - although it couid have bee" taken further - in the 

Disarmament Commission" whose work on the subject will have to continue 

actively this year. 

As many delegations have pointed out, it should be noted that confidence~ 
. . 

building measures are not an end in themselves and would· soon :fail to. achieve 

their goal if they were not accompanied by other measures demonstrating the. 

determination of the great Powers to proceed with the disal'Iliament process. 

Ambassador Garcia Robles, the representative of Hexico, ·has· recently 

drawn our attention in this Committee to ten resolutions which he rightly 

deems to be basic in the disarmament field, and which were all adopted 

by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session. I:f one compares those 

resolutions 1o1ith the subject matter discussed by the Committee on Disarmament, 

the sole multilateral negotiating organ~ it may be concluded that the most 

urgent goals, among those of most importance, are the :following: 
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Hy delegationhas listened with ~reat attention to the statements made in 

this Committee during the course of the week. One after another preceding speakers 

have underlined the sombre ~tate of affairs which prevails in the iVOrld today. 

The unprecedented arms race, further intensified by the introduction of the most 

sophisticated and lethal weapons irito the arsenals of the tvro super··Povers and 

other militarily significant States, threatens not only international peace and 

security but also the veryexistence of mankind. It should be crystal clear to 

all of us nol-r that world peace and security cannot be assured through the 

accumulation of arms. Some will try to justify their participation in the arms 

race byasserting that it was necessary to euard their national security. But 

has it given them security? On the contrary, they have bought c;reater insecurity 

at higher cost. Furthermore" the massive military expenditure stands out in 

sharp contrast to the ~urrent critical international economic situation. The 

social opportunity costs resulting from the diversion of scarce resources for 

military use are writ large in both the developed anc1 the developine; countries. 

Bangladesh has in the past expressed its disappointment at the failure of 

the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. He 

are all painfully aware that unprecedented international tension prevented 

substantive agreements on issues ofv~tal importance in the field of disarmament. 

Hhat we have "t-dtnessed during the past year is a further deterioration in the . . 

international situation and a sharp escalation in the arms race both nuclear and 

conventional; At the same time, ne'l-r· strategic perceptions have been introduced 

in the field of internationa~ security. These actions are contrary to the letter 

and spirit of the Prograw~e of Action of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

The heightened international tension and the unprecedented arms race have 

aroused grave concern among peoples throughout the world about the impending threat 

of nuclear war. There is also a greater realisation of the heavy price the world 

is paying in terms of social opportunity costs resulting from the current arms 

race and its nee;ative impact on the world economy and ecology. The massive 

anti--nuclear and anti-'lfar movements in various parts of the world, both East 

and v!est. have underlined the universal awareness of the harmful effects of the 

arms race. This a'l-rareness should be further fostered with a view to promoting 

the Horld Disarmament Campaign. 
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Bangladesh is totally committed to the cause of general and complete 

disarmament. Our participation, at the highest level, in the second special 

session of the United Nations General Assembly on disa·rmament demonstrated the 

importance we attach to the question of disarmamE-nt and international security. 

As the Head of Government of Bangladesh, Lieutenant-General Hussain Muhammad Ershad; 

said in his address to the seventh summit Conference of non·-aligned countries: 
11\Te are committed to general and complete disarmament. iie support 

a comprehensive test~-ban treaty. Our decision to accede to the 

~Ion· ·Proliferation Treaty . w·as based on our firm conviction that there can 

be no durable peace except through the elimination and destruction of 

nuclear weapons and their stockpiles. He believe that the limitation 

of nuclear armaments and other weapons of mass destruction is an 

important first step in creating an atmosphere of trust and confidence 

and the relaxation of international tensions.;; 

General Ershad also stated: 

"The unrestricted use of scarce resources for military purposes has 

on the one hand created a sense of fear and uncertainty among nations and 

on the other led to universal social opportunity cost. He can and we 

must rectify the situation. The resources must be released for the 

benefit of mankind. It is nmv universally acknm·rledged that a redirection 

of resources from the production of armaments would help both the 

developed and the developing countries by providing a much-needed 

stimulus to production, investment and international tra.de." 

Bangladesh, in pursuance of its commitment to the concept of general and 

complete disarmament, acceded to the Treaty on the Non-·Proliferation of Nuclear 

Heapons. vle are; however, distressed to note that .. despite over 100 States having 

acceded to that Treaty, nuclear proliferation continues unabatect. He are 

convinced that any use of nuclear "'veapons, vrhether or not limited in scale, 1-1ould 

inevitably escalate ,and the security of non-nuclear-weapon States, even though 

they "'vere not remotely involved, would be equally threatened. It is our common 

duty, therefore, to adopt concrete measures aimed at the prohibition of nuclear 
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weapons. The legitimate concern of non--nuclear--ueapon States and neutral States 

as regards threats to their security needs to be allayed. The nuclear-,-rea!oJOn 

States should provide them with negative security guarantees. He therefore 

f~el that while negotiating the comprehensive pror,ra~me of disarmament priority 

consideration should be given to ensuring that all States refrain from the testine 

of nuclear m~apons, pendinr; the conclusion of a. comprehensive test-ban treaty. 

Simultaneously there should be a total freeze on the production, deployment 

and research and development of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems. 

Similarly, the prorluction, deployment J research and development of new chemical 

't'Teapons should be suspended~ pending the conclusion of a. chemical Ht>apons treaty. 

The attempts to use outer space for military purposes should be halted and it 

should be declared the common heritage of mankind., to be usecl for humanity 

at large. 

Baneladesh believes in peace" peace in the reeion and in the uorld, through 

strict adherence to the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 

Hations and the Declaration on Principles of Internationa.l Law· concernine; 

Friendly Relations and Co"operation amon~ States. It is a matter of ~eat 

regret that, despite our plede;es to forsake the use of force or the threat of the 

use of force as a means of solving international disputes, such acts continue 

with impunity all around the globe. He lTould lil~e to stress that l-Ti thout faithful 

and sincere adherence to the principles of respect for the independence, 

sovereignty and territorial intef,rity of States, non ·use of force and the 

peaceful settlement of all disputes, and non~interference a.nd non~intervention 

in the internal affairs of other States there can be no durable and just peace 

in this world. 

In our efforts to build a solid base for the relaxation of international 

tension we have consistently supported the creation of zones of p~ace and 

nuclear--vreapons~free zones in various parts of the 1-1orld. The creation of a 

zone of peace in the Indian Ocean is a matter of particular importance to us 
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and we maintain that the successful implementation of General Assembly 

resolution 2832 (XXVI) will b~ in the interest of peace and security. 

It is in this context tha.t 1-1e have actively pa.rticipated in the deliberations 

of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean and supported the conv~ning of 

the Conference in Colomto to draw up an in~trument for ensuring peace 
and security in the region, free from bi~-Pouer rivalry. 
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He are. however. auare that the success of the Colombo Conference will depend 
0 J 

on the participation of the super· ·Pouers and other militarily significant 

States~ as vrell as the major maritime users of the Indian Ocean. 

Bangladesh has also been making consistent efforts to promote peace 

and stability in South Asia through the creation of a climate of trust? 

understanding and co-operation in the region. Our joint effort with 

six other countries of the region has already achieved concrete 

results and 1-re have been able to identify specific areas of co .. operation. 

Very recently~ I'Te held the first ever meeting: of seven South Asian Foreign 

l'Iinisters. He in Bangladesh remain confident that as this regional· 

co---operation develops so will the overall climate in the rec;ion. 

Bancle.desh, one of the least develoned countries, firmly believes that there is 

a close relation between disarmament and develo~ment. The colossal financial and 

other resources which have been consumed by the armar11ents race ought to be 

clirected to eliminating vrorld ~overt~r. As the Chairman of the Groun of 11 

during the le.st 12 months, "~>Te have made sincere efforts tmrards de· escalation 

of the arms race and optimum utilization of the available resources for the 

social and economic development of the developing countries. In his statement 

to the thirty-·eic;hth session of the United Nations General Assembly, His 

Excellency Hr. A. R. Shams--·ud Doha? Foreign Minister of Bangladesh stated: 

;:The interaction betueen disarmarn.ent and development_ the glaring 

discrepancy in the amount spent on armaments as against development? 

do not bear recounting. Suffice it to say that the voice of this General 

Assembly must be heard loud and clear in support of concrete measures to 

promote clisarmament and to divert resources from armament to developrn.ent. 

One concrete vay of doing this woulc1 be to institute uithout delay some 

Lleasure of international taxation on all expenditure on nuclear arms. 

'·This session of the United nations General Assembly must also take 

concrete measures to arrest the increase in armaments and particularly nuclear 

"~>Teapons. He :must devise ways and means to depoliticise. as far as 

nossible, the consideration of such questions ~-rithin the United Nations.:: 

(t./3fl[f.V .18 ?~ 63) 
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He are convinced that the comnlex and interrelated issues connected 

1rith the question of disarmaHent can only be addressed in a multilateral 

context. Bane;ladesh_, therefore, firmly believes that the United Nations 

has a central role to play in the field of disarmament, an<1 has consistently 

supported the strene;thenin~-; of United 11Tations mach5.nery to helP the 

Secretary--General in his cl.isarmar,1ent efforts as 't·rell as in his peace~keeping role. 

To this end) ue sunported the pronosal to exua.nd the Committee on 

Disermc>-ment. In keepine; with our endurinc: conmitment to 1·rorlc for e~eneral 

and complete disarmru,lent) BanQ:ladesh has appliec1. for ne:mbership of the 

Committee on Disarmru;1ent and is rea<:10r to contribute to all future disarmament 

neeotiations undertaken by that body. 

In conclusion, the Banf!ladesh delegation uould like to emphasize 

once ac:ain that ue are meetin[~ at a crucial juncture in the history of 

uantinc1. 11ever before has the hune..11 race been so danc;erously close to the 

precipice of total self --destruction. Our avareness of the c;reat dane;ers 

posed b;y the mad race for arma.ment . and our consensus en the need to take 

ur[;ent practical ste:ns tmrards clisarmament o 11mst be translated into reality, 

to usher in an era of Llobal peace and security. \le have listened to 

r~any substantial and concrete proposals made in this rep:trc1 durinc; this 

session • Hllat is important is that these proposals be studied and 

eJmmined carefully in the comins days. Considering the almost unanimous vieu that 

the arms rnce is the single bigcest threat to humanity o it is inconceivable 

that -.;re shoulc1 not tal~e effective measures here at this session of the 

General Assembly at lea.st partially to redress the situation. It is our 

sincere desire that all States~. particularly the most pouerful and 

militarily significant ones) should disnlay self,-restraint and moderation and enter 

into serious nec;otintions on disarr.1ament. 

In my statement I have indicated. the general vievrs of the I3anc,ladesh 

delegation on the agenda items before us. Ue hope to maLe further 

observations on specific issues later. 
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Mr. MONGBE (Benin) (interpretation from French): I have great pleasure, 

Sir, in beginning this statement, which I make on behalf of the delegation of 

Benin, by congratulating you on your election to the chairmanship of the Firs~ 

Committee for this thirty-eighth session of the United Nations General Assembly. 

Your election to that important post clearly is a tribute by the members of ~his 

Committee to your outstanding qualities and shows the great respect in which ~he 

international community holds your country, Norway, which has always played a 

considerable role in international relations.· My delegation is convinced that~ 

, that, thanks to your long experience and wisdom, our work will be crovmed with 

well~eserved success. 

I address a similar tribute to the other officers of the Committee and I 

assure you all of the positive collaboration of the delegation of Benin. 

I should be failing in my duty if I did not express to 

Ambassador James Victor Gbeho of Ghana the admiration, gratitude and pride 

of my delegation concerning his calm and skilful conduct of our meetings last 

year. 

A thoughtful examination of the items on the agenda of our Committee again 

this year arouses i~ feelings of great anxiety and frustration. Regrettably; 

we have to note that because of the scant progress made in the area of 

· disarmament the. General Assembly is forced year after year to inscribe the same 

topics' on its agenda, while new items are added whose only merit is to show the 

worsening international situation. 

Is it still necessary to say that the world is prey to an unprecedented 

danger of widespread conflagration because of tl:e ill will of the major political 

Powers? Eminent Heads of State or Government and heads of delegations of sovereign 

countries, come tcthe thirty-eighth session from all parts of the world, express 

that feeling at the rostrum of. the General Assembly. 
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It was indeed to set a better understanding of this serious threat and to 

deal with it that Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India, and current c 

Chairman of the Non-Aligned Movement - to whom my delegation wishes to render a 

respectful tribute - invited eminent world leaders to come to New 'York. I hope 

the important messages which they addressed to the international community through 

our Organization have sufficiently mobilized consciences. to serve as a point of 

reference for the work of our Committee. 

The delegation of Benin is profoundly concerned over the continuing arms race, 

especially the nuclear arms race, and over the incredible increase in military 

expenditures that is taking place despite of all the relevant resolutions of the 

United Nations General Assembly and of other international organizations. 

The new escalation in the nuclear arms race of which the world has been the 

impotent witness for some time, arises from a futile search for supremacy by 

the major Powers, and from the consequent climate of mistrust and fear which 

has permeated international relations. 

How many more resolutions , how many more appeals, how many more conferences , 

seminars and other meetings will be needed before the nuclear Powers resolutely 

detach themselves from the pressures of national pride, the spirit of hegemonism, 

and on the depraved appetites of the companies in the military-industrial complex? 

How long will it be before those Powers understand, as the Palme Commission 

emphasized in its remarkable report last year, that: . '/ 

"No nation .can achieve absolute security through any kind of 

military superiority." 

My delegation is convinced that nuclear weapons, by reason of their present· 

quantity and quality, are no longer mere weapons of war, but rather the. 

instruments of complete annihilation. That is why my delegation finds difficulty 

in understanding the determination of certain military Powers to pour astronomical 

sums of money into building an arsenal which is daily growing more sophisticated. 
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(Mr. Mongbe, Benin) 

My delegation exhorts the major Powers to stifle their selfish impulses, to 

.show their faith in the survival of mankind and to embark firmly upon the road 

to complete a general disarmament. International peace and security cannot be 

guaranteed except through the effective elimination of all tYPes of weapons, 

in particular nuclear '\>reapons. 

MY delegation, by rejecting the doctrine of nuclear deterrence, which 

increases the risk of a nuclear holocaust, supports the idea of negotiations 

and the adoption of effective measures to prevent nuclear war. 

MY delegation reaffirms its conviction that disarmament is something too 

important and vital to be left to the major Powers alone. Disarmament is 

the business of all countries, large or small, rich or poor, powerful or.weak. 

The United Nations therefore has a central role to play in this area which is 

certainly part of its basic responsibilities. 

Consequently the different United Nations bodies, which make up the framework 

for multilateral negotiations in the area of disarmament must be supported so that 

they can more effectively carry out their mandate and adopt specific disarmament 

measures. 

Hhile aw·aiting general and complete disarmament, for ~rhich it wishes most 

earnestly, my delegation supports any measures to ban immediately the threat 

or use of nuclear lleapons. It will support any draft resolution calling for a 

freeze on the development, production, stockpiling and deployment of nuclear 

weapons, as well as any draft which proposes the rapid conclusion of a complete 

test ban treaty. lve i-Till support any genuine action designed to impede 

effectively the proliferation of nuclear weapons in all their forms, or to prevent 
·, 

the extension of the arms race to outer space. Outer space, a universal 

heritage, must be used only for peaceful purposes. 

My country supports the idea of and efforts directed towards the 

establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace based on 

arrangements, conventior.s or agreements freely negotiated by the various countries 

in the regions concerned. The creation of such zones will inevitably bring peace 

and security closer at both regional and international levels. 
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(Mr. Mongbe, Benin) 

In this regard, my delegation is deeply concerned over the massive 

strengthening of the military machine of South Africa. Indeed, this country, 

encouraged by the political, economic and financial support which it receives 

from certain Western Powers, is headed towards the acquisition of a nuclear 

capacity, which would make it a real danger to the security of the African 

continent and indeed of the whole world. 

~~ delegation, like those of all peace-loving countries, condemns any 

collaboration with the racist regime in Pretoria in the military and nuclear 

fields. The proponents of apartheid, in pursuit of their mad policy,can use 

nuclear weapons as instruments of terror and blackmail, which would be dangerous 

to international peace and security. Therefore, it is imperative that the 

appropriate organs in our Organization assume their responsibilities arranging 

for all Member States to join in a consensus to apply the arms embargo against 

South Africa. 

Hy delegation is equally concerned over the situation which prevails in 

the Middle East, where Israel is emerging as a dangerous military Power in the 

region. 

The implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of 

Peace must finally begin through the dismantling of all military bases being built 

up there and of the rival fleets confronting each other there. That should also 

be accompanied by the holding and successful outcome of the Conference which has 

been so long postponed, and which is to take place in Sri Lanka in 1984. 

The delegation of the People's Republic of Benin wishes to reaffirm that 

the principles and priorities set forth in the Final Document of the first special 

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament are still valid, and that 

the measures advocated there remain a goal to be achieved. We invite all 

countries to work in good faith to that end. 

MY delegation feels that in spite of the general disappointment over the 

second special session devoted to disarmamemt it did nevertheless reach a 

consensus on a world disarmament campaign. 
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(Mr. V-cngbe, Benin) 

As a large number of speakers before me have pointed out, the political 

will of all nations is necessary to reverse the continually escalating arms 

race~ especially that between the two super-Powers~ and to adopt effective 

disarmament measures. The success of joint efforts for international security 

and for the survival of mankind require as much. The achievement of this aim 

requires the deepest commitment by all to work sincerely and unremittingly to 

halt the lamentable and senseless waste of resources and to use the resources 

thus released for the economic and social development of the developing countries~ 

and for improving the quality of life of the peoples in the developed countries. 

In other words, I would quite simply say~ like so many others have said 

before me, that there is a close relationship between disarmament and 

development. By creating a climate of confidence among the different nations 

our Organization will win its wager on peace and security and will for ever 

eliminate the explosive situation which is polarizing the world and mortgaging 

the lrork of economic and social development , and thus mortgaging the betterment 

of mankind. By so doing mankind will henceforth succeed in emphasizing and 

strengthening the development work without which there will be no well-being 

or security, and will finally succeed in making science and technology powerful 

agents and factors for global development instead of allowing them to degenerate 

into the handmaids of war and destruction. 
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(Mr. Mongbe, Benin) 

I have expressed the conviction and the hopes of my delegation that this 

challenge of our time will be ans'\-rered by a commitment free of any selfish or 

hegemonist designs) free of any hint of domination- in short, free of any 

mistrust. We hope the commitment will be based on friendship among peoples 

which desire peace. 

General and complete disarmament is an imperative to which all States 

in the '•orld must subscribe. 

Hr. SJIJ-fNOUN (Algeria) (interpretation from French): Let me start, 

Sir, by conGratulating you 9 on my own behalf and on behalf of the Algerian 

deler:ation, on your assumption of the chairmanship of the First Committee. 

To the pleasure of seeing an experienced and judicious wan in charge of 

our '\-rork ia added that of being able to cone;ratulate a friend of long 

standing. Our congratulations also go to the other officers of the Committee, 

uhose llell-·knmm abilities vrill also be a f!:reat help in our work. 

As Chairman of the Committee, you are succeeding Ambassador Victor Gbeho, 

who, at a particularly difficult time, succeeded in conducting the work of 

the First Committee at the thirty~seventh session ,.,ith the serenity 9 

forthrightness and faith that w·e all recognize in him. 

It has been a commonplace for several years now to describe the prevailing 

international situation as grave and distt~bing. It is true that the 

international environment for a long time now has provided ample 

argument for the most pessimistic accounting. The situation has rarely~ 

hovrever 9 offered so much justification for feelings of insecurity and 

disquiet as it does now. 

The perils generated by the current system of international relations are 

greatly increased by the profound and lasting manifestations of a world·economic 

crisis 9 the many flashpoints of tension in the world and the recrudescense of the 

spirit of the cold vrar in relations behreen the blocs. Moreover 9 the plan to 

restructure the world economic system has been blocked, the very essence of the 

international dialogue in the cause of peace is now jeopardized and efforts to 

achieve disarmament have been frustrated. 
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(Mr. Sahnoun, Algeria) 

This session is different from preceding ones in that there is unanimous 

agreement that a state of crisis exists and a very clear awareness of the need to 

do something about. In this respect, it is significant that the general 

debate in the Assembly was enhanced by the presence at United Nations 

Headquarters of nearly 40 Heads of State or Government. Their presence 

represents not only an expression of concern at the vrorsening cf international 

relations but also an invitation to responsible political dialogue to 

eliminate the causes of the crisis 1 cushion its effects and at the same 

time provide mankind vrith all the conditions necessary for freedom, peace 

and vTell-being. 

The sphere of armaments alone combines all the facets of an explosive 

situation. The latest statistics, as the Committee k~ows, show that some 

$800 billion are spent in a single year. These figures take on a special 

significance when we realize that the two military alliances account for 

80 per cent of the total. But in any case they are tragic~ senseless and 

Kafkaesque when we think of the potential for destruction which they imply, 

at a time when tens of millions of human beings throughout the world die 

each year from hunger and hundreds of millions more survive in subhuman 

living conditions. 

This inflation of budgets is accompanied by an increase in arsenals 

of nuclear vreapons, the development of new systems and the sophistication and 

miniaturization of these weapons. Nevr military programmes are being launched 

or are about to be launched. In this unprecedented frenzy~ even outer space 

has been the subject of clear aggression. 

An obvious symptom of this madness is shown by the two racist regimes, 

which are engaged in programmes designed to enable them to possess and 

control nuclear vreapons, and their aggressive manoeuvres have been identified 

as a threat to international peace and security. 

The dangerous international situation is of course the result of the 

relations of force and the power politics which have for too long constituted 

the corner-stone of international relations. \•Jhile individual actions may 

have aggravated the situation or highlighted one or other aspect that is 

particularly dangerous, the present state of the world results primarily 

from the true and prcfound logic of our conflictual bipolar system. 
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(Mr. Sahnoun, Alp:eria) 

Since their invention and as they have develope~nuclear weapons have 

created a subconscious illusion that they can be used for the maintenance of 

peace" by providing security through deterrence. Need vre recall, however, that 

deterrence, by leading to a build-up and systematic upg-rading of arsenals 

of nuclear weapons~ has neither increased nor improved vorld security~ or 

even that of the nuclear-1'Teapon Powers. Need 1-re recall that peace supported by 

vreapons is not peace at all. 

l!hile deterrence might sometimes appear to bear the promise of rulinc; 

out the use of nuclear weapons - while at the same time increasing the 

possibility of such use - the technical and doctrinal developments in 

the last two decades reveal all the risks of a malfunctioning of the policy 

of deterrence. Uhether it be in the features which are inherent in the new 

e:eneration of 1reapons or in the doctrines vrhich underlie their possible use, 

all the reasons for and the risks o:f the extermination of mankind are combined. 

I:1creover? is not our faith in human reason increasingly vreakened by the 

intrinsic anc1 uncontrollable risks connected ilith computers'? 

Hov long can man retain his indispensable reason, the vTisdom and the 

necessary speed of analysis to prevent a possible holocaust? I am not 

being alarmist, I am being realistic. 

Nuclear deterrence and all the doctrines and strategies deriving 

therefrom" as vrell as the balance o:f nuclear forces which it postulates 

and which is in essence unsteady 9 have only helped exacerbate tension" 

create distrust and increase insecurity in the world. They have revealed 

the illusory nature of any quest for military supremacy, and also the 

vanity of trying to achieve security through armaments. Paradoxically, 

the merit of the nuclear a.e:e -vrill be that it demonstrated more clearly 

the interdependence of States and the inoivisibility of world peace 

and security. 
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(Mr. Sahnoun, Algeria) 

However, we realize that today urgent and specific actions are required 

to meet the most pressing needs and thus alter the perilous course of events. 

A certain number of actions can be taken to this end; they are within our 

reach. First, all of us - and particularly the two military alliances - must 

prevent any action that might result in the continuation of the escalation; 

secondly, everything should be done to promote and consolidate a genuine 

dialogue aimed at the solution of problems; thirdly, bold initiatives are 

needed to reduce international tension and help the world break out of the 

present psychological atmosphere in East-West relations so fraught with danger. 
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(Hr. Sahnoun, A1r;2-riaJ 

\ilhiL thr Eluli:ilat,, ral n<--gotia~dng proc,: ss continues ·i:o b.• i:hl-: righi; 

fram~·1mrk for i~h•"' promotion of g;'nuim=· disa.rmam(~nt measur:'s ~ it is nonE th<- less 

vii~ally nr-C<':ssary i;oday for thf' bilateral Gr-n?va i:alks to reach a succr~ssful

conclusion quickly·) noi: mer' ly i~o rFduc' thr· currE'nl; lc~vel of nucl,,ar weapons 

bui. also -t·o sa.v1c :'::urone J alreo.Cly crernmed uith uear.ons o from a nevr and narticulArlY 

da.ngr rous c- scala.i:ion. 

From i:his point of viPvT) the; pr."'v~·ntion of nucl::ar vrar, since it concerns the 

wry r-xis·i:encr of ::1ll rnan1dn0 i!'l the ulti.J>JAtE' Tlriority. 

A ban on the use of nuclear weapons or at least of the first use ··: ·· · 

of such 1-r. o.pons is, in this con·;; .. ,:x~: ~ a first ffil"asurt to rl"lax tFnsion and stav.~ 

off -;~h. d1J~, at of nucl·.~ar 1-rar. Similarly, i;h frF'<"-Zing of nuclrc ar arsr---nals, 

pardcularly ·i:h two most iraportan·i: onc"S, as a starting-point for drastic 

r.- cluc"i::i.ons, is ccrl:ainly a m: asm·0 that should b' ·'ncourag.:-d. 

Our Cow1itth"' is a dolib,~rai:iv,-- body with no dr cision·-maldng pou~ r 

to affect q1, · rc' al situation of the arms race ann of fisarmalTlent. It clE=>arly has 

f< vT sp~ cific uays of 'x, :r.cising a c1PcisivP· influE>ncF on tlF int<"'rnational 

situa:tion and improving ii;. I'kvc-'rth:-lc'SS, by vi!"l-.uc-: of :t;:s univ<'rsal nnture ~ 

the diversity of opinions expressed in it and the broad range of issues 

considt·r;· c1 by ii:, it cons·i:itui:,-s -· if we-:- ar.~ r~ ally SC".rious .. a. privileged 

crucible for the expression of an international political consensus in favour 

of disarmalll\.-'n·i:, ·1:hus echoir:::; i~h;" d(-"mand nmr b.-:.ing madc-o by a public opinion 

more concerned and mobilized than ever before. People of goodwill 

vrill cccrtainly d•:>:r.iv0 t:hv n:,cessary polii;ical imp.~t-us from this for far·-rc:aching 

action. In ·;·he sam.- i·ray th.cy vrill also find m•w: A.ths to <""Xplorc~ and id·a.s 

to d1=lvc"- ini~o. These precincts invite us to replace the dangerous confrontation 

of vrr-apons i-Tith i:h'.' sc~r,·nr-' and fruit.ful confroni~ai:ion of id.- as. 

~~:r~)IOLLAI (Hungary) : Sir, aii T.hr-. outset:, I should likr--- to 

congrG.i~uhn you on your unanimous ~~lr-ction as Chairman of i;he First Com.rnit.t.(~r

and to 1dsh you :·vc-ry succc-:ss in fulfilling your rC'.sponsibl;; and. difficul·i: task. 

HY congra1~ula1·ions and b,:..st 1-rish'"S go to i~he othr:.r offict rs of i:hp. Corrnnit·i~E>(·'· 

as u"·ll. 
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Th.-: Hungarian d(·lc-ga::ion is satisfi,- d ·i:o no·b~ that ';h.· probl.~ms of 

disar111rua;· n-i:, including th. prt:-VPn;:ion of a nucl:·a.r liar" received a 

particul8r t-mphasis in the rt c, ntly conclud(' d g,=n··ra.l dl"ba;i·.- in th:- G:-nF rfll 

Ass(-mbly. This is a sourC(' of vncourag<-ru·"I'li", not only b., caus(" i:h,_,. r;oals of 

achi,,vinc; disormam·-rri· ~ r. moving :-.h- danger of nucl<' ~t:r \Tar nnd , st.ablishing 

pr~ac•-ful co--op.•ration ar'long 8-i:e.i:c s arc accord,,d f!bsolui:, priori·i;y in i:h1 for- ign 

policy of ·i:h,'"' Hungarian Pr-opl<:: 1 S Rt·public, bui; also 1:ecause 1,·e can i~nkr 

sat.isfact:i.on from ·i:h fact i~ha:l·. und,~r "i"hr.c impact of -r~ c:- ni: ~ r.--r,r("'i-i:ably n,- c;ad v~ j 

proc~ ss:os" ·i;h,·rr- is a grm-Ting numbc r of coun·!:ri: s and co:rrrrnunii:i•~s ·i:ha:l" ar0 

fully avrar of t.h? utmost u-rg( ncy of sol vin~~ 'i:h: sr-- proble>ms. 

'I'lk: l'll- oplcc and Gov.- rnru( ni; of th- Hungarian P.-opl.· 1 s n, public a:r•-· <1"( ply 

conc~-rn,-d ai: C("rtain dev(loplll!·n·i:s in r·"C'rri; y.~ars. I :r.·f:-·r, in parricular? i·o 

i:.h follouing: multibillion dollar a.:rms p-ro~ramnw s and milhary bud[~~-ts ar•

being a.pprov. d: n.- w typ. s of nucl-ar w. a pons and u;, apon sys·i:, ms d.r· b~" in[; 

mass produced; nt'"lT kinds of conv,-ni ional ~-reapons ar·- h ing d-,v,-lopr"c1, ~·rhi..ch hav

a dr•struci:iw- pm" r similar ·i:o 1-;hai: of weapons of mass a .. ,"si-ruc·tio:a: att~mpi:s ar.' 

h'-ing made:. ·i;o de-ploy nuclear ~-r-apons ;.ri·;-h sophisi icaw d IilE-"ans of dFliv.·ry in 

t0rri-l:ories and ar::as lTh(-r.,: thr-r(: 11<-:rt- no such wl"'apons j.W·--viously and as clos.= 

as possibl,, to i:hP borch· rs of tlw U?:rsa.;-r Tr.~aty couni~ri. · s: a uar hysi:,c.:ria. is b,,ix 

i·Thippr,<l up, brineing aboui~ an a:t:mosph•"r::- in lrhich th: sligh'l-"s·i· misin+.-rpr~·;-;a·:-ior 

of any action could r.,sulY in uncon1:rollabl,- sit:w:rdons; deliberate a.·(-.t,:-.mpi:s 

arr-- b,,·inc; mad:. -,:o change tht' military--s1;rah,gic si·i~uation in the: world; "l:o 

upset i·lk ~-xist.ing mili·::ary ba.lanC•"' which~ und•cr pre' vail i.DG; int<· rna:i'.ional 

circumsi·,a.nc., s, "'TOulcl. furi~h(:' r -~~hr.- C~tr: n uorlo. p,- ac .. 

Thr mas·:: alarming of all th.-s-- ·l~rr-nds is i·h.- •'ffi":c~gr-nC•"· of n1-1-r ·i-.Ylxs ancl 

sysi'..:-·ms of nuch•ar ur--apoP.s, ;.rhich hav' rr:'.ise d ·[:h:' dan~.' r of cor- rc:i.on to a. 

high."r lr-v;.l thvn 1-vrr bc-forr-·, not simply h'caus,- nucl:,ar 1-T-'apons 9 as distinct 

from all ' arlic-:r "'vF apons which humanity has suff_. red from, poi:('ni:ially carry in 

i~h~-msr:-lv:"-S thr- risk of ·l:h(· d( vastaf·ion of ~ntir, civiliza-l:ion, but abov--- all 

b.:'Causr~ rr-ceni· nucl~"ar-Wc>apons~rr-:la.te·d t0chnolo~ical cLc·v,-lopm.r-ni's ini\~iat.,"d by a 

puclear-weaJ:cn Si:at:-- in its striving for stral-.~ogic sup.-riority could easily be 

iderl.tified as a deliberate effort to increase its ability to wage a 

nuclear war. And since they are cou~led with a doctri~bl evolution along the 

lint"·S of a stro.i-..,(iic couni:cr--forc.~ postur.:, Th""Y havr-- giv,"n bi:r-l:h i:o conc0pi:s 

lik ·!-hose of a. limit ~d and protracted nucl:'-ar 't-m_:r and of prc-~emntive 
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first--s>·.rikc- possibili.ty as proof of ·i:h-· constant fr-t-::dback <•x:i.si:in~ h-hr(-,'-n 

t.-chnolor~y and policy. 'l'h:y have coni:ribuh--d to ove-rcoming many of i:hr:

LchnoloGical and polhical barri,-·rs which, since G August 1945, hav'- S!-'parnh-d 

-t-.h:- possession of nuclHJ.r "r'·apons from -.:ht :i.r possibl(• ust'. Foulc1 no·i; this 

>rorrisom . ·;·r,•nd in ii-s--lf;; apart from all -~;h,-. oi:hr-·r argtmr n'i:s, suffict- 'l-o 

convinc all of us 1ri"i:houi: ' XC< p-r:ion of th,- nrc,~ssi1·y of und.·rtaking ,_. ff,··ctiv'' 

l~t--a.surc s to pre v. ni: a nuclH:tr -vrar'? 

This impor>· an·:: t.ask ~ ·<:ha.t of pr,-.v;;.,ni~ing n. nucl~-ar 1-rar, is an urGent i·houc;h 

n compl i.c8i:Hl on-·. I1: is no·i: ·- asy i:o find rapid-act:ing or rPa.dy--mad'" solui~ions. 

H:·v·-•rdk 1, ss 9 r o.rlL r and E~nd. mar: r\-Ct- ot :proposals by t.h" Sov:C t Union and 

m:h r socialist count:d.c s could. h·, ric.;lli·fully SH-n as t-·nd·- avours to op(-n up 

11'-lT vi.s·· as for i:lv '\·T?rdi..nG--off of a nucl. ar 1ra.r. 

'1~1.· r' nunc:i.a-;·.ion of i hr- firs·i· us. of nucl("ar v(•apons or of bo·th nucl:--ar and 

conv: tri·ionnl ll•· ~:~pons miglE b.- o. subs·i:antiw con;·.:ribution -;~o lf'-SSFning ·i:hr-

dang; r of a nucL Hr "t-Tar rhrouc;ll si:r.-ng;·h··-ninr; com.":i.d1: nee and r,~ducing mil:i.tary 

confron·•~a.;:ion. Durinc; -i'!1· pas·~: fnr Y·'ars, th.· socialisi: countric:S ha.v0· mad·

s,ovcral prOJ_)osals on ·i-.h,· non-firsi:··US··' of nucl. ar "''"apons. Those proposals 

deserve serious consideration, for an important lesson affecting disarmament 
in a 1dd,- r coni:·.-xt. C[ln h d:ra1m from th> ir ,•valua->:ion. Th•' ir fat:e go·"S -i:o 

shm-1 ·i-.hai· al:·hough ob,i·""'c·.:ions i:o c.-·r.:ain proposals raighi: br i·al~r-n int.o du.:. 

consi<lc rai~ion, -the proposals vould never come any closer to realization if those 

obj;.:.ci·-:i.ons only served as mere pr,•i:f-'xts and if gr;-:at.-r s-.~curity vas not sought 

·::hrouc;h disnrmem<=n·i: EY"'asur,-s base-d on th.~ principle-. of equal s·.,.curii~y. 
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As far back as 1976 the Harsa>·7 Treaty member States, ln a declaration signed 

by their political leaders at the highest level) proposeo~ that all States 

signatories to the Helsinki Final Act should pledgP not to·be th0 fiTst to us~ 

nuclear weapons against one another. They received no official r'"ply. 

In 1979 the Foreign Ministers of the member Sta,tes of the llflr«P'·! Treaty 

proposed to the participants in the Conference on Security and Co·-operation 

in Europe the conclusion of a treaty containinr; a com.rnitment not to be the firnt 

to use either nuclear or conventional weapons. Silence uas the anmrer. 

Taking into account the dilemma caused by the fact that the question of 

li:r.titation and reduction of strategic and European nuclear Heapons remained 

unsettled while the danger of a nuclear -vmr was ever increasing i the Political 

Consultative Committee of the Harsaw Treaty in January 1983- that is, this year~ 

proposed to the States'members of NATO the conclusion of a treaty on the mutual 

non-use of military force, "~::rhether nuclear or conventional. The States: 

addressed have so far taken no concrete·measures. 

From the point of vieu of averting the'danger of nuclear war, the 

Hungarian People's Republic attaches paramount importance to the co~mitment 

of the Soviet Union not to be the first to use nuclear 'reapons under any 

circumstances. Uhile it is an axiom of international relations that negotiations 

and agreements cannot be forced upon States, the nuclear age has another 

fundamental truth: there is no task more important than the elimination of 

the threat of nuclear -vrar. He therefore believe that those nuclear Povrers 

which have not yet assUm.ed such an oblie;ation should take reciprocal steps. 

Similar commitments by those other nuclr:>A:r Powers would bP rPcr:>ived with grea.t 

relief by international public opinion. 

This year the Soviet Union made another importnnt proposal in order to 

remove the threat of nuclear 1·rar, namely, that the General Assembly condemn 

nuclear 1-rar resolutely, unconditionally and for all time. That endeavour has 

the full support of the Hungarian delegation. The Soviet proposal fully 

corresponds to the letter and spirit of the Agreement on the Prevention of 

Nuclear Har concluded betvreen the Soviet Union and the Uni tec.1 States of America 

on 22 ,June 1973. In article I the parties ac;reed that 
11an objective of their policies is to remove the danger of nuclear war 

and the use of nuclear ueaponsn 
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11they vill act in such a manner .•. as to avoid military confrontations 

and as to exclude the outbreak of nuclear \·Tar betvreen them11
• 

Ui th the nuclear-arms race go in~ on, hovrever, condemnation of nuclear 1-rar 

and renunciation of the first strike may remain ineffective. 

The quintessence of the subject is whether the nuclear--arms build-up 

initiated by a great pmrer really enhances the security of the State involved 

and how it influences the security of other nations and international stability 

as a whole. First of all, there is a solid empirical basis for proving that 

any kind of superiority, be it quantitative or qualitative, is but temporary. 

This axiom may be assumed· to retain its validity in the future. At the same 

time, present efforts to gain superiority differ radically from earlier ones 

in that they direct the arms race towards an ever--grm-Ting increase in the 

relative advantat;es of a pre-emptive first strike. Thus, doubts about future 

intentions grow stronger than ever. Such aspirations are not orily irreconcilable 

1d th respect for the principle of equality and equal security, as commonly 

a~;reed to in various treaties, but are also detrimental to the security of 

every State pursuing such aspirations. It might sound paradoxical, but it is 

true that a relative increase in superiority actually brings a decrease in 

national security. The iWrld has reached the stage in the development of· 

military technolo~J where the strengthening of national security cannot be 

artificially separated from the strengthening of international security. It 

is our firm conviction that in the period to come national security can be 

enhanced only in an orc;anic relationship with international security and throu~h 

arms limitation and disarmament rather than through an arms build-up. In order· 

to achieve that goal, the arms race must be stopped in a comprehensive ifaY so 

as to have all its future channels effectively blocked. 

In ol.:.T- view, thz. proposal of the Soviet Union urg-ing all nuclear-

weapon States to agree to freeze, under appropriate verification, all nuclear 

arms in their possession in both qualitative and quantitative terms could serve 

as a comprehensive approach to the prevention of a new round of the nuclear~arms 

race. This initiative is wholeheartedly supported by ~Y delegation. 
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Hy delegation ta.k::-s the vie't·T that the most important task in averting the 

danger of war and strensthening 1wrld peace is the strenr;thening of security in 

Europe. This conviction is rooted not ,just in the fact that Hunsary is located 

in Europe vrhich vrould lead us to declare that area to be the most important one. 

The principal source of this conviction is the fact that the European continent 

is the site of an enormous concentration of weapons, both nuclear andconventional, 

and is the area of direct contact between the armed forces of the t1-10 major 

military alliances. Therefore the efforts to upset the existing military balance 

in Europe, and especially NATO's intention of carrying out its decision to 

deploy neu United States medium~range missiles on the soil of a number of 

Uest European countries, pose an extremely serious threat not only to the 

L~opean peoples, .the Hungarian people included, but also to the security of 

all mankind by increasing the danger of the outbreak of a nuclear war. Hith 

the deployment of new United States missiles in Hestern Europe, the warning 

time 1-rou.ld be reducecl. to less than six minutes, a time-frame that on several 

occasions proved to be hardly enough to identify false alarms in the case of 

strategic systems. One need not have a bold J';:;.ntasy to imagine the consequences 

of a false alarm if the said neu 'treapons vere deployed. The vrhole situaticn 
would be different from previous ones. It 'tWuld be characterized by a ·i:.o-cal 

laclt of confidence and by common insecurity in peacetime. It might become 

fatal in case of a military or political crisis and lead to an overall nuclear 

catastrophe. 
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(Mr. Holla.i, Hungary} 

That is why Hungary, together with other members of' the Warsa.w Treaty 

Organization, considers its main task to be to prevent t,he starting of' a new 

round of' the nuclear arms race in Europe and to achieve a limitation and 

reduction of nuclear weapons there. Our intention is clear and honest. The 

political declaration adopted last January by the Political Consultative 

Committee of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty emphasized that t.he 

best solution would be completely to remove both medium-range and tactical 

nuclear weapons from Europe and that, should it not be possible at present 

to reach such a really "zero" solution, it would be expedient to pursue the 

course of drastic reduction in mediun-range nuclear wE=Oapons in Europe on t.he 

basis of the principle of equality and equal security. It is in the spirit 

of this principle that the Soviet Union has put forward a series of const~ctive 

proposals in order to reach an agreement at the Soviet-American talks in 

Geneva. The current position of its nPgotia.ting partner, however, precludes 

the possibility of a. solution. That approach is not in keeping with the 

principle of equality and equal security on which disarroanent measures must 

be based, and all the proposals conceived in this spirit have, in spite> of 

their illusive diversity, one common purpose, namely to upset in NATO's 

favour the existing regional and glo1:al balance. And this is what cannot. be 

accepted. The entire behaviour of the other side suggests that its real 

purpose is perhaps not to reach an agreement but to delay the talks and t.o 

deploy t.he new missiles in ~-Test ern Europe. 

Ue deem it urgently necessary that the talks on the limita.t:i.on of nuclPa.r 

vreapons in Europe be conducted in a constructive spirit and that maximum efforts 

be exerted for a speedy conclusion of concrete agreements at those talks. The 

success of the t.alks requires that no action be taken which might complicate 

t.hem. On +.he contrary, steps are needed to help create an a.trr.osphere favourable 

to progress, and all States, especially t.he European States, should in every 

way facilitate the success of the Geneva talks on limiting nuclear arma.m0nts 

in Europe. vle still hope that there is a possibility of finding a mutually 

acceptable solution. That hope is reflected in the communique issued at the 

meet.ing of the Central Committee of the Hungarian Socialist HorkPrs' Party 

held on 12 October. The communique reads in part as follows : 
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( !·'fr. Hollai ~ Hungary) 

11 In this situation it is indispensable for Governments and political factors 

having a sense of responsibility for the destiny of the vrorld to ado)Jt a 

judicious attitude to international issues. The peoples of the European 

countries and all mankind are interested in avoiding the deployment of nuclea: 

-vreapons vrhere there are no such weapons at present and in reducing the 

number of such weapons where they are already stationed. Our countl'Y - . 

that is,. the Hungarian People 1 s Republic - and people also have an interest 

in .maintaining the historically established military balance and in 

mutual_ly acceptable agreements being re.ached at the Soviet-American arms 

liTI4tation talks~ particularly at the Geneva talks on medium··rangP nuclear 

\.feapons. The Central Committee believes the possibility still exists of 

an agreement on the non--deployment of ne'iv American missiles in Europe 11
• 

In view of the great dangers inherent in a ne1v round of thP arms race the 

world simply cannot allmv the continuation of the present state of affairs • 

The disarmament community will only be able to match the challenge posed 

to world security if States give up routine counter-a.rgumPnts oppos:i.ng rPal 

and meaningful solutions. This ls no easy task to accomplish but, if -vre succeed, 

results will have justified our efforts. 
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1'ht' CliAIRii.fllJ: SomP. delegations have referred to th<'- compreh-~nsivr~ 

rn·oc;rumme of di:.mrmmncnt in their stat<-cmEmts, and seve.ral delegations have 

apurm•.chcd me inforraall;>r asldnc; >rhet.her I have c;iven any thou.r,;ht to the question 

of hm; tht~ Cormnitt E::8 is to deal 1.Jith that question. I 1rish to. ma.ke some 

obsc:rvat.ions nnd a suggestion in this connection. 

As representat.ivc':S a.re aua:re, in its report to the thirty-eighth session of 

thr~ G"·nnrnl Assc~mbly (A/38/27), the Corrrrnitt.ee on Disarmament has submitted a 

;. ·;xt:. for the co:rrprehensive programme of disarmament. drafted by thr- Com.'TiittN,: 1 s 

A_d_J.1?~ Horld.nc Grom1 nnrl has recommended that the text b!"- s;ivPn further 

Cfll' sidc:.r9tion by the; Go~nera.l 1\.ss<'.:mbly dnring its present sesslon. In this 

c~,,rr: ;xt, I should like to refer to the remarks made by thF:: representat.:bre 

of iiPJ:ico, .Ambassador Garcin Robles o in his stat.coment in this CoJ11Jllitt(~E> on 

17 Octnbcr. 'I'he First Co:rn:rJ.itf . ..-::r: is t.hus' faced with the quest.ion ho-vr to 

()l':~an:Lz(": its considvr<.Jtion of the corn.r;retc.r.sive prograrrrrne of disarmament. 

I h<.we g:l.ven considerable thought to the mat.t.f'r ~mel I have:~ 11lso sought the 

sdv:lcc~ of a nwn·tx~r of interc:ostecl df!legations. Ta.kinc; into account t.hP. views 

expressed during thnse consult.ations, I suggest that uc sc--t aside one JY!eftine; o 

or Jf n.::-!ed be b·lO meetings, for consideration of thE> comprehensive progrrunme 

of cd.sarrn.ament. llore specificully, I propose that during the afternoon meetinc; 

on 1 b:nda.y, 31 October, and if nec:9ssary the aftr,rnoon meeting of Tuesday, 

l )ow~mbfr, priority be: given to delegations 1vishing to make statements concerning 

~:h ~ com:rrebr-msive pro[irarrune of disar:mmnr"nt. To the ext.ent that time is 

,,,va:Ua.ble to tht~ Committee after having heard those stat.emcmts, dPlegat.ions 

·wmld hm·rever be free to spe:;ul>: on 9·oy of the: itons designated for conside:ration 

durinr; phase II of our programme of 11ork~ but priority u:Ul be given to 

statemr>n~-s concPrninc; the comprehr:nsive prograJlllll.e of disarmament. The df:cision 

as to further action uit.h regard to the present tf•st of the comprehensivP 

}Togrrr:nnf• can bt: taken by the Committee after having beard the: statements durinG 

the: Jt·~::ei- :ings reserv.-;c1 for this purpose. 
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(The Cha;trman) 

If there are no comments or objectibns~ t shall tak~ it that the 

proposal ~1hich I have just made is acceptable to the CorntJ1ittee. 

It. ua.s so decidE:d• 

The. CHAIRMAN: ~Te shall this afternoon come to the end. of phase I of our 
pro[;ramnH~ of '1-rork• As previously agreed, hollever, the geh~ral debate on all 

disa.rmanient. items uill continm-! next week. 

BPu;:i..nning on Honday afteri'l.obn 1 24 October~ WP shall also (->mbA.rk upon 

phase II. As delegations ,.till reca~l, that phase ;Till be devote-d to an 

~-,xchange of vie~-rs on a. number of disai'I!lamt:>nt items, •rhich $!-e listE-d on. 

pae;es 1 to 4 of document. 11./C.l/38/2 and Add.l. Delpga.tions ;dll note f:t'Om 

that document that. no deadline for inscription on the list. of speak!"rs has been 

:i.nd.:l.catcd as far as statements relating to phBse II and phase III are 

concerned. lJe have not established any deadline, but for practical reasons, 

ii~ 1muld be highly appreciated if delegations vrishing to speak ~·rould put their 

nomr:>s on the list of speakt:-rs as early as r..assible. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m • 
. ... ·~ .... ~-· 
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The meeting was called to otder, a~_.). 05 p.m • 

. AGENDA ITEMS 43 to 63,139, 141, 143 and 144 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr. VONGSAY (Lao People's Democratic Republic) (interpretation from 

French): First of all, Mr. Chairman, on behalf o:f the delegation of the lao 

?eople 1 s Democratic Re:public, I should like to congratulate you most sincerely 

on your -<:lection to the chairmanship of our Committee. '(our experience in 

First Committee issues irill, I am convinced, make it possible for you to guide 

our 1vork towards concrete results. I should like also to express my congratulations 

to the other officers of.the Committee. 

At the Seventh Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non~·Aligned 

Countries, held in March this year, the international situation was examined and 

concern was expressed in the following terms: 

" •.• the rene::rtt~,1E;Scalap~~:)J~l in the nuclear arms race, both in its 
'ff''''\,;J<t~ ,! ?:~; .. : 

quantitative and qualitative dimensions, •.. has heightened the risk of the 

outbreak of nuclear war.and led to greater insecurity and instability in 

international relations." (A/38/132, para. 28) 
-~ ~ '• ' 

'I'hat conc~rn on 'the part ·o':(,t.he international. community at the aggravation 

of the world situation, which can be seen clearly in the deterioration of the 

process of detente, the intensification of the arms race and the threat of 

nuclear disaster, has also been mentioned during the general debate in the 

General Assembly which came to an end just last week. 

Instead of a policy o:f detente, imperialist circles have opted for one of 

confrontation, by trying to kindle new flashpoints of tension in different parts 

of the world or by trying to maintain existing ones. In order to regain lost 
# 

ground or to maintain their spheres of influence they have unhesitatingly intervened 

·directly in regional conflicts. Events in the Middle East~ Chad and Central America 

are all eloquent examples of this. Their desire for hegemony has prompted them 

to proclaim particular regions of the world - those \vi th vast natural wealth - as 

areas of vital interest to them. 
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(rrr. Vongsay, Lao People's 
D-emocratic ·RepUbliC) ____ -

It r.:oes 1rithout sayinr:; that such a policy could only lPad to the arms rRce. to 

the excessive acquisition of iJeapons. because they wanted to e:ain military 

surPriority over others in order to impose their 1rill and have the upper hancl in 

all circurastances. This led to the proouction of increasinp;ly improved ueA.nons, 

inc:reasinr:ly sophisticate(! ueapons 9 in terms of their destructive capacity" such 

as the neutron lJomb and new chenical ueapons 9 called binary ueapons ~ not to mention 

thPir cielivery systems 9 such as the intercontinental ~/IX missiles and strategic B- 1 

bomhers, A.lthour:h the nuclear arsenal that alreaoy existeCI_ vrould have. been enough 

to destroy the iTOrld JYlany times over. In order to iustify this J:lOlicy to the public 

an0 to obtain an increase in their milit11ry buclp:ets, myths were S1JrE>a0. About tl-te 

su-vnosed military superiority of the Farsau Pact countries, the sunposed Soviet 

threat, or the supposed use of chemical iTeapons by certain Governments in Jl.sia. 

Pvt>n uorse" they uent as far as to gamble with the lives of the innocent, such as 

in the case of the South TCorean aircraft, 

Ji'urtherr11ore 9 in order to :'_)reuare for or persuade the public to ~'~.CCP1)t the 

possibility of a nuclear 1-rar~ dangerous theories 1rere put forl!arc1~ such as those 

of the nuclear first striJ';:e~ limited or prolonge{l nuclear vTar, ·or the nossibilitY 

of uinning a nuclear uar, and so on. 

If such a tendenc~r continues~ it is not only international peace an{! security 

that vrill be threatened~ but also the very survival of mankind~ because at the 

present star;e of progrefls in science ana technology it vmuld be an illusion to 

believe th::tt a nuclear ~-Tar could be uon. As ·Has rightly stressed by the Jleaos of 

State or GovPrnment of non-~alir-:ned countries in lieu Delhi o nuclear uea1')ons are :rrore 

than w-eapons of' uar, they are instrUJllents of mass annihilation. This is \rhy they 

have re,i ecteCI. the use of such ueapons in any circumstances uhatsoever. 

Hence 0 ,c;iven the serious threat to the survival of :rnAnkindo it is imr1ortant 

that the maior Pouers •. especially the nuclear Po1-rers, adopt urgently practical 

l'leasures to curb the arms race, particulA.rly that in nuclear ueapons ,, ancl. to 

elininate the o.anger of nuclear uar. In this connection, in their JITev·r Delhi ~ffessage, 

the Heads of State or rovernment of non~·alitmed countries made the follmring appeal 

to the nuclear Pouers : 

·:They should apree on an international convention prohibiting the 

use or threat of use of nuclear ueapons in any circumstances and stop 

further nroduction and de1)loyment of nuclear 1reapons ... (A/38/132 ., 1?~_?6) 
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(Hr. Vonrsa~r ,_ Lao People 1 s 
Democratic Republic) 

In this context the proposals submitted bY the Soviet Union on condemnation 

of nuclear 1<1ar (A/C.l/38/L.l) and nuclear-ueanon freeze (.A/C.l/38/1.2) seem very 

appropriate. They serve to supT)lement other earlier initiatives by the Soviet 

1fuion, such as the Soviet Union:s unilateral commitment not to be the first to 

use nuclear ueanons ancl its Proposal concerning the conclusion of a treaty on the 

[':Pneral and complete prohibition of nuclear-1·reanon tests. If these initiatives 

vere accentec1 antl. folloued up by all the nuclear Pouers the nuclear arms race could 

be curl:Jecl and the da.np-er of nuclear uar eliminated. These tlTo proposals, thE'refore, 

have the firm support of rn.Y dPleP;ation. 

Another subject of concern to the international community at the moment is the 

question of the deployment of Pershing II and cruise rn.issiles in certain Hestern 

P.uropean countries. These inten,ediate~-ranr:e nuclear missiles uhose first strike 

capability is undeniable~ vrould not only make nuclear hostaf!eS of the neoples of the 

r.uropean continent but iroulil also enoan[rer the lives of other peoples in the 11orld, 

since a nuclee>r TTFtr~ Hhatever those that unleashed it mir;ht uant? could never be 

limited. Reprisals lrould be inevitable. 

Therefore, in the interest of 110rld peace? it is important thHt the Geneva 

negotiations on this sub.iect achieve positive results, ancl. to that encl., that the 

interlocuters demonstrate e;ood uill anC!_ realism. In this connection? the most 

recent Soviet proposal, made by President Yuri Andropov and reaffirmed by the 

conference of H:i.nisters of Foreign .A.ffairs of the countries of the "Harsau Trea.ty 

held in Sophia from 12 to 14 October? cieserves serious consideration. Similarly,. 

the proposal made by the Socialist countries concerning the conclusion of a treaty 

on the mutual non-use of military force and. thE' maintenance of relations of neace 

betvreen t11e States of the Ha.rsau Treaty and those of the J'Torth Atlantic Treaty 

Organizatj on (TTJITO) could contribute to the establishment of mutual trust. Europe, 

1<1hich has been the arena of several major conflicts, including tuo -vrorld vrars" must 

not become the arena of a third uorld uar? this time a nuclear one. 

Another et;'_ually daneerous enterprise is the militarization of outer space. 

He are aw-are of the efforts nade by the United Nations to mal-:e outer space an 

area of exclusively peaceful co.,opera.tion and. exnloration. Hmrever, for some 

ti:me nmr the tendenc:v to extend the arms race into outer space has become 

increasingly clear. A buc'J.get of several hundred million dollars has even been 
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(l!t'_!.. Vorlf~Y, Lao P~_o.J2._J,.g_~ 
Democratic Republic) 

allocated for this in 1985. If this undertaldne; is not stoppeC! it "l·r511 become 

the s1rord of Damocles for our "''rorld. This is Hby ue apnreciate the commitment 

of the Soviet Union not to be the first to install the anti-~satellite "ITeapon, 

just as lre support its proposal concernine the conclusion of a treaty prohibiting 

the use of force in outer space and from outer snace against the earth. Fe feel 

that the conclusion of such a treaty together vith a treaty on the prohibition 

of the stationing of i•eapons of' any kind in outer space" uhich 1-ras also :nronosed 

by the Soviet Union~ in 1981, 'trill make it nossihle to remove this s1rord of 

Damocles from the earth and thus to meet the uishPs of the international community. 

JIJ.thour;h the uarlike :nolicies of the imnerialists r:rivE> rise to inc:rE>asinv 

concern among the peoples, it is encourar:ing to sPe that everyuhere in the world 

there are ru.ovements macle up of peoples of all social strata acting in the interest 

of peace anc1. against the arms race o Last year, cluring the second special sE>ssion 

of the General .1\.ssembly devoted to disarmarrent, -.;re vitnessE>d an enormous pacifist 

demonstra.tion here in JITelT York. There are also uicl_espreao o.emonstrations in 

certain Fest r:uropean countries against the- dPplo;nnent of Euro- .. missiles o This is 

thE" expression of' the w"ill of responsiblE'>, intelligent T)eople concernec'I a.i•out their 

survival a.nd that of co:mine: generations -- people for llhom my de-legation has a great 

respect~ because by their deeds they are demonstratinr.: the vie11s of' the rna,iorityo 
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(i'ir.:--Y..onr;sa'r-2 Lao .PcgTJle 1 s 
Democratic Rcnublic) --·---.---- ___ ........ 

These increasinr: pacifist 1rovements ,coufirvl in e. sense tl~.e succenf: of 

the c:J.Bpai:·_n for dis:n'nniaent lv.uncllt:cl by the second. s:necial session of the 

f:-cnerel .·~st;eJ- 1bly (l.evotcu to thi:; isnue. 

'frue;, the process of disarl;!a--lent is a couplex one, but; in our vicv 

the principles and Priorities stutecl_ in the Final ")ocuJI!cnt of the firr:t 

S_!_lccial session of the Generul Asne~ctuly devott-u to .uisn:c:,U-lllC:nt ~ 

and the measures and objectives defined in it, are still fully valid. It is 

therefore u-::: to ull of u::; to uor1: touarcl their realiz::otion. 

J'.y uay of concluoio11, iMtY I b(' '1erwi tte(l to quote this :Passage fro>:; 

paragraph 4 of the New Delhi Message: 

·''l'he non-ali:,ne<l countries, S)eald.n~: for the l,Ia,jorit;jr of 

the uorld co~,~·tunity, 1mnt an il:c"leuiate halt to the clrift. touards 

nucleo.r conflict 1rhich th:ce'-l.tens not onl;y- the ~rell-·beinc, of 

hnmunity in our tiJres but of future r:enc:ro.tiono n.n vc·ll. The 

nucleur---uea:f)on Pm-rers >Just heed this voice: of the people of t~1c 

vorl<.:..' (Ibid .• p, 56) 

Mr. MURIN ( CzechoslovnJ~iri.) ( interpretution fro; 1 nus sian): Today the 

Czcchsloval-:. <lelcu:~tion would lib~ to continue the staten:ent of its 

llOsition on sane very important items of our agenda. In particular we would like 

to refer to questions dealt with in the report of the Committee on Disarmament 

(A/3G/27) in Geneva. 'I'lle: first thine; that ::;triLes any reader of the 

re}Jort, apart from the general increase in the volume of the work, 

is the absence of any :nerceptiblc })rocrcss tcli;-ards , any real results, in 

reaching agreement on specific measures to limit the arms race and bring about 

disari!lmneut ~ a task which was transferred to th~ Committee in accordance with 

the resolutions of the Unite<l Eat ions General Jl.ssc~hlbly. 

Ti1c reasons for this state of affair::; in the Coi~mHtee can best be deduced 

from the positions taken by a group of States~ and by individual 

States in t;he Committee, on the items on its agenda. 
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The Czechoslovak Socialist Hcrub] ic, as an <.wLivc Jncnbcr of' the Coumittec 

from the time of its establishment, ton;ether with other countries 

of the socialist cor,u.mnit;,r, attP.ches c;rcat si(~l1ificancc: to itn <~ffcctive 

functionit1,:_:; as tlte sole intcrnatiou:1l or~·;::m for ne:~otiations on disarmament and 

the working out of agreements. In the past this Committee has repeatedly 

<ieNon:::t!'<'ted it~; ~Jotentir~l) servin~ ns a t'oruu fo:c uorl:.:in::, tou:->..rds 

a.~;ree11cnt on a nuJ,!ber of e:{tremely i.utporta.nt l·leasures to curb the arms 

ru.ce. :ie uercf all t:te nore r:erplcxcd therefore~ like many other 

lit:le:_:.ations _ to see long drawn-out and fruitless discussions 

continuing in the Committee at a time when there is such an 

ur[;;:-nt net;:cl to achieve ~>:rnctical p:ro-~'rcss in resolving those verv issues that 

are being discussed in the Committee. 

The lzey ·t:o iHi>rovinc the e:::·recLivenens an(l the fruitfulness of the 

Co;r1nittec 's uorlc lies uholl;<,' and entir01J iu the llands of its mcin.ucr ~)tates. 

Let us take, for exa.r1ple, what would appear to be a relatively simnle question, 

tll-~ l; oi' allor,tin:_: the a:::;enCa. If all neinber ~it:.ates o:L the Coi'Ullittec hr-.cl 

arrproucheC. this t~wl: uitll tlle d.c~;i:t·~ to ensure uninterru}Jtcd and !Jositivc 

1rorl: on tile Jl':.rt of t.lle Co1 ,,d-e tee in a s~>irit of rcs~lect for the relevant 

resolutionc OJ.~ the United tlatious General Asse1~.bly? the approach adopted 

by the socialist and non~aligned countries~ we are sure that 

U1e o.do:f)tion oi' the c..::;~nda uould not he.ve needed nore than one or two 

beetla(S''. Yet this procedural discussion alone drag~ed on in the 

Co• "'littee for n. full seven ~reel:s ~ thus taking up a considerable 

portion of the time allocated to the Committee for its substantive 

work this year. 

It ·uould not lle surpri~-;inc~ if ik::~>,lber States of t:1e 'Cnitecl ~rations attending 

this thirty-eiehth session were to see such workin~ methods not as a means of 

ensurinr; prorress but rather as evidence of the reluctance of certain 

States to begin serious and businesslike negotiations, and of, a 

desire to blocl: exist in--~ diS[!.!'!llallent necotic.tinc. channels. The same 
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applies also to one of the important central issues o~ the day: na~ely~ 

the prevention of nuclear uur and the relatec1 proble·,··l of nuclear <lisarnur.ient. 

'l'he Czechoslovak dcle.;ation 9 in itn statenent at the be~;inninc; of this 

discussion, cct forth its l'Osition on the fundmrental aspects of this :;>roblelu, 

and including the questions of condemning nuclear war, and the freezing of nuclear 

armareents, items included in the agenda of this session of the Unit.ed Nations 

General Asseillbl:,• on the initiative of the Soviet Union. vle wish to state one 

firm conviction that the question of preventing nuclear war should also 

be given the highest priority on the agenda of the Committee on 

Disarmament. 

In this regurrl, iTe cannot fail to be alarmed at the attempts of Western 

Pouers, i_X~rticula.rly thc. Unitec St.J.tes, to impec1e the practical consideration 

of neasures to prevent nuclear war, inclull.in;.; their refusal to a~rce to 

setting up o. 1rorldnc ::roup of the Committee on Disa:ntauent on this subject. 

Generall~r speE:kin:::, the tactics of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(JII.'I'O) me::1bers of the Cor:urtittee on Disar-u1ament, as is clear fl'Od their 

statements nnd the cJ.ocuments presented, all come dmm to limiting 

the question of prc·ventinc; nuclear u::cr to secondary tmd insubstantial 

ltlemmres on confidence-buildinc, leavin~:; untouched all exist in:·; and Jlotential 

means of touching off a nuclear conflagration. 

If the international cowr·unity uere to n.::;ree to such an approach~ 

this uould !'lean openinc the door uicle to the unhindered intensifyinG of the 

nuclear arms race, in conbination uith the further develo:lncnt of the 

doctrines ~:m<l concepts of uaginc nuclear uar ,, irith the specious ,justification 

thc:.t o.ll o:i.' this~ so it is alleced, would take place in circumstances of 

increased confidence. 
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He express the hope that the United Nations General Assembly uill 

reject such an approach and appeal urgently to the G0neva Committee to enter 

into practical nec;otiations on measures to avert the threat of a nuclear 

conflict. 

It should be recalled in this rce:;aro. that at the last session the group 

of socialist countries in the Committee on Disarmamert again reaffirmed their 

uell~knoim proposal of principle for the holding of nec;otiations on the 

cessation of the 111a.nufacture of all typc::s of nuclear weapons and the gradual 

reduction of existing stockpiles up to and including their total elimination. 

The countries of the socialist con'nunity have also repeatedly expressed their 

views on the practical aspects of holding such negotiations, including 

participation in the conference Hnd the procedure for brin0inG about agreec1 

measures on nuclear disarmm•1ent that would result from those tallrs. Those· 

proposals' if approached in a responsible and deliberate vray, could be a 

turnine;--point in efforts to bring "!.bout nuclear disarNaillent. Ue hope that 

next year the Committee on DisarrM1.ment \·rill succeed in getting c.l.ovm to 

1Jusinesslike nec;otin.tions along these lines. 

In this recsurcl~ ive note vrith satisfaction the similarity" if not the.; 

actual proximity on the essence of the problem, in the approaches of thE: 

socialist aml non-aliened countries tow·ards solving the cOlilplicatcd problem 

of nucleo.r disn.rmn:ment. Tha.t vms somethinG vrhich enerc;ecl in tht: statements 

of c1clegations of those countries both in the Co!'1J71ittee on Disarmn.nent am1 

o.t this session of the General Assembly. Of cours..: ,, i·Tu ulso actively support 

efforts undertaken in the CorilLlittc~:: on DisarBal'.lE:!nt in or<ler to conclucl~ work 

on a c01:1prc:hensive proc;raEU:D.e of clisarnarJ.ent ~ the essence of which should, 

vrithout any doubt, consist of nuclt.!ar disarnnn<mt acnsures. In our vieif, 

the real significance of this pro[Sr~u:me would be ck·terL,inl:d prinu.rily by 

the extent to ~·rhich it 1voulcl pronate the adoption of effective international 

ueasures to elininatc the threat of nuclear uar. Uc i-rish to express our 

re::.c1iness to work constructively and in co-operation with all States for the 

ir.lpleHentution of such n proc;r~u::1e. 
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(!:lr. Hurin > CzechoslO"Y.£1dn) 

This year 1-Till mark the twentieth anniversary of the signing of the historic 

'Ir~aty on the partial banninc:; of nuclear vreapon test in the atr,losphere, in 

outer space and under uatcr, sicned in Hoscou in 1963. Since that tine one of 

the nost inportant itens on the Connittee on Disernanent 's agenda renains 

the problea of total and conplete prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. 

This problca is nost intiHately linked vrith the question of elirrinatinc the 

thrcr>.t of nuclear 1-rar and, in this ree;arcl, has become extremely urgent 

:mel of immediate significance. 

Nevertheless, debate on the question of vrorkine; out and concluding a treaty 

on the coD11lete an(1 general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests which 

occured in the Col:!l'littee on Disarnamcnt this year <lid not yielC. any positive 

results. To all appearances there vras an absence of progress on this 

inportant and urgent question as a result of the politico.l rl.ecision by the 

Hcstern cmmtries, particularly the United States ancl Great Britain, to c1efer 

indefinitely the conclusion of a treaty on this subject - in that way making it 

possible for them to put into effect broad programmes of nuclear overarmament, 

includinG the creation and introduction of new- varieties of nuclear 1-1eapon. 

Pruof of that, along with other factors, is also the ne~ative approach 

of those countries to the draft fundamental provisions of a treaty on the 

completl: aml general prohibition of nuclear-Heapon tests submitted by the 

USSR delec;o..tion at last year's session of the General AsseBbly. After all, 

it is well knOim that the clraft uas a form of creative coc1ific:J.tion of 

ac;reenents and unclcrstandinc;s achicvec1 in the :past on a nu:r1ber of aspects of 

this problen in the course of triL"1teral nec;otiations among the delegations 

of the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kine;clon. These 

understnm1inc;s included, as re}!resentatives knOi·T ~ nutual unclerstanclinc; ar.tonc; 

the three parties to the talks on such it1portant and substantive items as 

the question of the rfc;ine to govern nuclear explosions for peaceful }!urposes 

ancl control nc:_tsurcs over the inpleaentation of the treaty. Thus a favourable 

op~;ortunity did exist to translate the talks in the Committee t!.ncl. the Ad Hoc 

r'orkinc Grou}! on a Nuclear Testing Ban into the language of an 

ac;reeC', text of a treaty, vrhich would be based on the existinr; level of 
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undcrstun<linG. Probably the neeotiations could ~enuinely have develeped along 

those lines if the United States and the UniteLL Kingdom· deleGations had riot 

begun to depart fro:r.1 the understandings already achieve(\ and taken .a st.o.nd 

incoupatible \lith the results of the trilateral negotiations and attemptinc 

to justify their reluctance to ar;ree to the total proldbiti~ri of nuclear tests 

1)y 'iJlw.t they alleged to be insupera1)le l1ifficulties of a technological aml other 

nature vrhich 1vere inherent in this problen. But, in spite of these 

manoeuvres, the essence of the question, 1ve are sure~ still remains absolutely 

clear to the over.·rhehlinG n:_-...jority of the Hembers of the United Nations -· 

that is to say, the co1;1plete and .:seneral prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests 

is a subject for political decision. 

Ue believe that the Unitetl Hations General Assenbly and the Cor:rr1itt~:.'e on 

DisarHancnt 1-rill take the necessary steps to. make. prog.Tess to\fards such a 

decision. 

In the over-·:~.11 unfavourable results of last year 1 s session of the 

Committee on Disarnamcnt, the outcor:1e of the Cormlittee 's lTork on chenical 

lreapons is no t:xception. Although one nust appreciate the tremendous anount 

of 1-rork that uas llone and the active participation of a l~~rr;e nuuber of 

tlelegations, acreement on a final C1.raft convention on the total J?rohibition 

of chemical veapons, the elimination of their stockpiles and the 

subEissl.on of such a draft to the Uni tecl. Hat ions General Assenbly is) nevertheless~ 

a problen 'rhich renains unresolvt~d. 

In the course of the last· session the socialist ·countries> includinr, 

Czechoslovakia~ evincecl. a constructive approach and desire to achieve a 

loositive outcorJe to the nec;otiations' accorunodated the positions of vlestern 

ancl. certain other States ncmbers of the Committee, made additional proposal~ 
anc1 took additional in{tiativ;:s <lesic;ned to overcot1e the remainin~·<lifficulties~ 

tmc1 that includes uork in regard to the question of the non--usc of chemical 

weapons. 
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Along with the efforts to break the deadlock on the question of chemical 
. . 

weapons in the Disarmament Committee~ the members of the Harsaw Treaty came 

forward vTith a ne1-1 major initiative for the elimination of chemical weapons in 

Europe, as contained in the decisions of the Political Consultative Committee 

and the Committee of Foreign Mi~isters which were adopted in Prague early this 

year. The constructive and flexible position of the socialist countries did 

not meet, unfortunately, "YTith an equivalent response from the \·~estern side. 

Instead, the famous decision of the United States on the manufacture of binary 

nerve-paralysing gases was published and we are witnessing a continuation of the 

anti-Soviet campaign of falsehoods i'Tith regard to the alleged use of chemical 

1-reapons. But no matter how much one twists the facts in the question of 

the prohibition of the testing of nuclear "1-reapons as well, what one is actually 

confronted with is not technical or material hindrances -· even less moral 

ones - to the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of chemical oyreapons. 

The one real obstacle in this area is the reluctance of certain States to give 

up the opportunity to continue to use chemical blackmail against the socialist 

countries, which has played'· such an important part in the ae;e;ressi ve plans of 

militarism. He are convinced that the United Nations General Assembly 

i'Till throw the weight of its authority behind a positive and final decision· on 

the chemical ;e~pon problem. 

An important area in the struggle for the elimination of the threat of 

war in today's world is the prevention of the spread of the arms race to outer 

space. As we know? the United Nations General Assembly in 1981 9 on the 
'", ,_ 

initiative of the USSR, included the question of the conclusion of a treaty 

on the prohibition of the stationing in outer space of weapons of any type on 

its agenda and it instructed the Committee on Disarmament to try to solve this 

problem. Nevertheless, as e~erges from the report submitted this year by the 

Committee on Disarmament, practical~pr~par~tio~s for this draft treaty have not 

even begun, for certain reasons, while the threat of an arms race in space, 

with all the concomitant catastrophic consequences for international peace and 

security) has reac~ed a dangerous b~i~k - that is to say, the actual possibility 

of it materializing. The 

outer space and intensive 

prospect of 18,rg~~sc8,le militarization 

pf~paratioris f~r. carryin~ ·o~t mi~itacy 
' ,f. ,, 

of 

operati'ons 

there~ on which even nmr billions of dollars are being spent every year~ 
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has rightly aroused the serious concern of Members of the United Nations. 

After all, the use of force, particularly military force, in outer space would 

have extremely far· reaching consequences for the whole of our planet. The fact 

that preparations to this end are continuing and are beginning to assume 

definite outlines and qualitatively ne't-7 types and systems of armaments are 

beginning to take concrete shape 0 is something which is also leading to a 

deterioration in the international climate, a decrease iri trust in international 

relations and it is something which could also lead to the destabilization of 

the international agreements already concluded.on the use of outer.space for 

peaceful purposes. 

In this regar<1, ~·re believe it necessary to stress the profound concern 

about the position of members of HATO ~·rhich, at the last session of the 

Committee on Disarmament~ undermined the creation of a ¥rorldng group 1rith 

a clearly defined. mandate lrhich would have enabled the beginning of practical 

negotiations on this extremely urgent problem. He express the hope that the 

United Nations General Assembly will this year adopt an unambiguous appeal 

to the Committee on Disarmament to get down. to concrete 'tmrk towards reaching 

an agreement on international measures in this area. 

At the srune time~ the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 't-Telcomes the new, 

im:portant and timely proposal of the Soviet Union 't-rith regard to the conclusion 

of a treaty prohibiting the use of force in outer space and from outer space 

against the Earth. This proposal has taken fully into account the principles of 

the United Nations Charter, particularly the principle of the non-use of force 

or the threat of force in international relations and is aimed at their 

further strengthening and concretization, in this particular case, with regard 

to the activities of States in outer space. He hope that this proposal will 

meet with the widest possible support from Nembers of the United Nations and will 

serve as a basis for the adoption of effective. measures to prevent the 

militarization of space. 

A very important positive role vrill also be played in this regard by the 
' . . 

assumption by all space Powers of an obligation not to be the first to place 

in orbit any anti~satellite system~ thus ,adhering to t~e moratorium declared 

unilaterally by the Soviet Union on 19 August this year. 
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Czechoslovruria intends to continue to make every effort to bring about 

perceptfble progress towards the constructive solving of questions of the 

limitation of the ms race and brineing about disarmament' guided in this 

by the prir1ciples of equal co-·operation 'td.th 8.11 States. In this regard, I. 

should like to refer to the Declaration on International Co--operation for 

Disarmament~ adopted on the initiative of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic_, 

·in 1979. The idea of. strengthening m.utual co-ope~ation among States in the 

interests -of disarmament~ we are firmly convinced, continues to have 

tremendous potential 't-Thich, if fully. exploited, would do a great deal to. 

help ease the present tense international situation. In this spirit~ our 
. . 

delegation, at a subsequent stage of'the First Corr,mittee's work:. ·will introduce 

its own concrete proposals. Our clelegation would like to limit this statement 

today to the points we have already made on the most important an~ most urv,ent 

·. individual items , as 't-Te see them, on the agenda of the Committee on Disarmament. 

In due course, lTe shall set forth our position on the other outstaildinf: aspects· 

of the agenda of this Committee. 
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Mr. SAID (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): The Tunisian delegation 

is particularly pleased to see you, Mr. Chairman, presiding over the work of 

our Committee. We are aware of the particular importance you have always attached 

to disarmament issues and we are convinced that you will endeavour to ensure that 

the work of the First Committee this year meets the expectations of all. We are 

also convinced that the well-known competence and dedication of the other officers 

of the Committee will be of considerable help to you in the accomplishment of your 

task. 

lle are beginning our deliberations on questions relating to international 

security and disarmament this year with a new outlook and a new time-frame. 

Bilateral negotiations are now under way on the reduction of strategic weapons 

and on intermediate-range nuclear forces. The stakes in these negotiations, as 

everyone knows, are high. These negotiations are now coming up against obstacles, 

but we also know that a deadline has been set for the negotiations. We are today 

just a few weeks away from that deadline. 

We are told that if by the end of the year agreement is not reached in Geneva. 

deployed new nuclear devices will be in Europe; and at the same time the other side 

affirms that in that case appropriate counter-measures would immediately be taken. 

Of course, following those counter-measures we could expect counter-counter-measures~ 

'vhich in turn would be followed by new, appropriate reactions. 

vlliile we are here discussing disarmament, we see before our eyes the classic 

scenario which characterizes the arms race and illustrates the process of escalation, 

for which there is no end in sight. 

If we study closely the arguments of the two protagonists we are struck by 

the implacable logic underlying the reasoning of each and the development of that · 

reasoning; and we are even less surprised by the conclusions that each side 

reaches to defend its position. That implacable logic would no doubt be of 

considerable intellectual interest if it were not that the fate of the world itself 

is at stake. 

In his report on the work of the United Nations~ the Secretary-·General 

tells us in this regard that 
11Each sid~ seems determined to respond to any advance achieved by the 

other side by matching it rather than by making concessions. 11 {A/38/1, p.!.2,) 
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These are therefore deliberate attitudes from the outset which, if follm-red 

through~ are irreconcilable. Have negotiations thus been beP::un 1vith full 

knm-rledge that they could not succeed? Have -vre been from the outset 

lulled by our illusions? 

He are entitled to ask this question because in the era of nuclear weapons 

vTe knovr that our fate~ the fate of all~ is being played out in Geneva and in 

some capitals of the world. 

It is important that those t·rho are at the negotiating table at Geneva lmoi'r 

that we are very concerned by trha.t they are saying and by the results. 'Hith 

the deadline set for these negotiations just a fe,·r vreeks avray and taking into 

account the turn they seem to have taken, the Tunisian delecation wonders 

1rhether the United Nations General Assembly should not consider, since it is 

in session, making a solemn and urgent appeal to the Geneva negotiators 

to reach agreement, for such agreement would undoubtedly respond 

to the interests of all the peoples of the 1vorld. 

Thirty-eight years after the Second Uorld H'ar it seems to us that the 

vrorld today is faltering. There has been Yalta, the cold 1var, cH~tente and 

once again tension. He are getting lost today in another crisis of identity 

The rumblings of 1-rar that ue hear and the threat of nuclear vrar inevitably 

engender fear, and fear gives rise to militant :pacificism, which in turn can be 

ex-ploited to bring about a revival of militarism and even arrogant nationalism. 

Everything is in a state of flux and the maintenance of the status quo ante becomes 

problematic. Ue have observed that the ancient European continent is 

again today becoming the nerve centre of international relations and it cannot 

be forgotten that in the tvrentieth century it was in that same Europe that two 

tvorld tvars originated. 

The danger today is much r,reater. It has taken on a ne1; dimension. 

Heroic death in action, once exalted. is no longer at issue. rruclear war is 

no longer even a combat. The ending of the lrorld is· no longer exclusively a 

divine power since certain Heads of State have, vrith the nuclear weapon, 

acCJ.uired that same po,-rer. The peoples therefore can only serve as a rear guard 

and bear the brunt of lrars that are not theirs. 
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Those throughout the world who raise their voices proclaiming their aspiration 

to peace are also proclaiming a right to life for themselves and for their 

descendants. He hope that their voices will be heard by those that possess such 

supreme power. The \.Jorld Disarmament Campaign, which was launched last year 

and which we hope will this year arouse great interest, should in this respect 

play a decisive role in both directions: in interesting the world public in the cause 

of disarmament on the one hand and in making those in power aware of the wisdom~ 

which we hope will be persuasive, of the vox populi on the other. 

Just as we stress the urgent need for agreement in the bilateral negotiations, 

so we recall the central role that the United Nations should play in disarmament 

issues. As 'VTe all know~ the second special session of the General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament ended in failure. In fact, no tangible progress has been achieved 

since our first special session on the subject, in 1978. It has not been possible 

to prepare and adopt a comprehensive programme of disarmament. 

As regards the comprehensive programme of disarmament, we believe that a 

new opportunity has been given us. The Assembly today has a revised text~ less 

ambitious, it is true, than the 1982 one, but which could constitute an acceptable 

basis. We appeal for a concerted effort by all concerned with a view to its 

adoption this year. 

Other questions of equal importance are still at the study or negotiations 

stage in the Committee in Geneva. vle hope that the members of that body ""Vrill 

demonstrate the necessarygoodwill to hasten progress in their work, especially 

as regards negotiations on nuclear disarmament,the prevention of an arms race in 

outer space and the conclusion of a treaty on the complete prohibition of nuclear 

tests. 

Si~ilarly~ we expect the Geneva Committee to submit without further delay 

a draft convention on the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpiling of all chemical ,.,eapons and on their destruction. 

We believe that the revision of its working methods will enable the Committee 

on Disarmament to carry out its task more effectively. By accepting in this 

respect the principle of including new members in its work, the Geneva Committee 
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is opening the way for new contributions 2 which we hope will be positive~ while 

guaranteeing the effectiveness of its action. As the sole forum for multilateral 

negotiations it seems to us to be irreplaceable. 

My delegation would like to express its pleasure at the ins·cription on 

the agenda of this session of the item concerning the implementation of the 

conclusions of the Second Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on 

the non-Proliferation of Nuclear l·leapons. Tunisia, which is a party to that 

Treaty~ will be making its contribution to the establishment of the Preparatory 

Committee for the Third Review Conference on this Treaty, which we believe to be 

a fundamental i~strument concerning the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
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\:e consicler tJw.t cont.l·ol in the nuclear sphere is the responsiqilit~" 

of all. Refusal of such a 5;.1fe;-~uard re;•,ains· a ma.jor obst11cle to the realization 

of several pc:1.ce objectives, such as the establishmel'lt of nuclear· -~ree zonefl_ 

bf' it in the ~ iitklle :8ast or in f.frica. · ThP. esteblishment of sud ZOJ.1P.S is· 

in our viev essenti<'.l to ret:.uc~ ten"don ancJ. nror,!otl" the P.a:i.nten<mce of peace 

throushout the ;-~orlfl. 

But ue !Jelieve it iTOnlc1 be ::?ointlcss to. try to procla.:i:·"· the iii((lle r.ast 

ana. Africa 2.::: nuclear· ·free zones as long· A.S Israel :lnrl. 8ot~t11 Africa> 'rhich 

ire in a position to rrocluce such 1!eapons. refuse any control in this field_ · 

<!S long as they continue t("l receive fron outs5.de massive am~ hi~hl:~ Go:):1isticated 

~rea•Jonr:-t and continue •rith ih1ptmity their co· operation in the 

:ry:roc.uction o.ml. testing of nuclear weapons • 

. Hone~ thf' sar:1c lit,es. ire re1n.r-1.in fhr,l;r d.edicatecl_ tn tlie ·idea of tJ~a.nsforHj.n~; 

thP I_e.cJ.iterranean re2;ion into a zone of peace~ security and co-operation. J,Te believe 

that efJ:'orts mac1e in thn.t Cl.iJ:ection at the- 11il<.'l.teral) re::;iona.l anc1 uorlfl. 

level can hel!) us to attain that objective. 

~Ton~ the less, conflicts· nn<:. tmresolve(1 c1Js:outes in the Fccliterrariea.n 

rE'~;ion remain obstacles to the establishment of the much desired 

zone of ~Je:'lce. '.i.~~e Palestini.aE problem is one of the , .. ,_~.;Jor obstacles. He believe 

in EJn:r event thr-.t the transfornation of the Mediterranean into a :>one of 

~1eace 'r:il.l have a fortunate nncl o.irect effect on the ;1ea.ce nne. str>l1ilit:y- o:r. 

tlie uo:rld .. 

I 1roulcl. not· lil:e to conclude :·,~:~ stnter'ent. ;d.th("lut nentioninr:; the :i.n.se:para.l1l1" 

lin!: that ue ~ec betveen c1is1~.rHCF'-ent anc1 cl.evelo:,:)r··ent. !n. this res}J2Ct ire 

~houl.f1. liLe to recall our sn•J;1ort f("lr the recommendations con:tainec1 in the stu<:1:: 

on this ::i.ssue u.11cler the chail'li1a.m::1dp of l rrs. Ince Thorsson of Suec~en ~ 

reco•;1r,1enC1.at ions th2 .. t iTe ho')C uill i)e iToJ_yler.,elTced 'by the entire international 

cormmnity. In our vie1:, cl.in~J:'llarl~nt. development~ :r:eace a1Yl secur5_ty all 

rena in cJosel;~,. relr~tee .. 
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.Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

fro1:1 Tiussian): The Soviet delegation has already had occasion to set forth 

in our Col'1!'1ittee its vieus on !J.Uestions relating to the prevention of nuclear 

~:ar ~ incluc".in;; the neu Soviet initiatives on concleTJmirig nuclear uar a!ln on the 

freezinri of nuclear ar>.•~aments. Toc1ay ue should. lil;:e to dra>·r the Coii1lllittee Is 

attention to one further important question, the urgent need for preventing an arms 

race in outer space, thus reducing the threat of nuclear war. 

'l'he critical urgency of the taslc of 2_Jreventing the militarizA.tion of space 

is increasinr, evel"Y clay. The atter.1pts of those uho are strivinr; for military 

su1Jrer,ls.cy and. are irorl:inh out systems nncl. means of 'raring \Tar in SI)ace anC:. from 

S}JBCe tl.re creatine 1'1. Genuine dan::;er thnt ~ as in the case of the mastery of 

atoaic ener[.y" one of the other e:reat achievements of the tuE>ntieth century~ the 

leap into outer space~ will be used not so much in the interests of mankind as for 

the creation of t:1e threat to its very survival. HhethE>r this danc:er 

c.ctualJ.~r Pnterin.lizes , or uhether it ~~ill be a.vertecl~ depends to a decl.sive extent 

on the policies of States. The experience accumulated by mankind in 

the conC!,uest of outer spn.ce ma~::es this undeniably clear. 

The launch:i.w: in October 1957 of the first artificial earth satellite 

by the Soviet Union sa11 the beginning of the space invasion., a peaceful 

invasion in the. nffil'e of sden:tific progress anc for the c;ood of a.ll manl:incl. 

C'uir~Pcll>'." precisely these objectives: the FSOP fror>. the very first cl.ays of t11e 

S];s.ce a::;e f<".vourec1 the develo],Juent of business ·lH:e international co~O!?eration 

in sn"~cf' Pnd on 15 I.:arch 195:3 put for:~art'l. a comprehensive \'lro0rrunne for the 

~Jrevention o:,~ the uc;e of outer s;_Je.ce for J11ilitary l)Ur:'Joses uncl.erstanding FlS it 

dicl. th2.t one uas in )?ractice i111yossible 1rithout the other. 

Eistorical experience has confirr£J.ed the correctness and reality of this approach 

to outer SlJace. In circumstances iThE"re realism ancl. a sense of res: . .,ons:i.bility 

to nF>n!~infl. have prevailed in State ~:?Olicies over other consiuerations it has 

:::;rovPcl. )ossihle to achieve Iilutuall:r acceptable unrlerstano.incs des:i.e;ned to 

prevent the. Flilitnrization of outer syace. The impressive array of ac;reer.Ients of 

this kind is a precious achievement :for mankind uhich must be cherished anil 

increased. 
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(Mr. Petrovsky, USS~_) 

Of particular importance in the area of limiting the military use of outer 

space is the 1967 Treaty on the Principles Governing the Activities of States in 

the Exploration and Use of Outer Space~ including the Moon and Other Celestial 

Bodies, which laid dovm the important international legal obligation not to place 

in space nuclear weapons or any other types of weapon of mass destruction. The 

Moscow Treaty of 1963 prohibited the testing of nuclear weapons in outer space. 

A great achievement towards the limitation of the military use of outer space was 

the conclusion in 1977 of the Convention on the Prohibition of Hilitary cr Any 

Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques, including outer space. 

Important provisions which reduce the possibility of the military use of outer 

space are contained in a number of other bilateral Soviet-American agreements. 

It was those agreements which precisely provided the basis for the possibility 

of international co-operation in the realm of the conquest of outer space, and 

this convincingly demonstrated the fact that States belonging to opposite social 

systems or with any other differences between them in no way excludes the possibility 

of the peaceful use of outer space by each of them, individually or jointly. 

At the present time, however, the continuation of this co-operation, and 

what is most important, the whole policy of the use of space in the interests 

of peace and keeping it free from military preparations, is now under threat. 

Uhat is extremely significant is that it is precisely those who have beeri 

umrilling to enter into broad international co-operation in space who are trying 

to place weapons there, the deployment of which in outer space has not yet been 

prohibited by international agreement. 

In the belief that this cannot be permitted, the Soviet Union put forward 

a proposal for the prohibition of the stationing in outer space of weapons of 

any type, which was submitted to the United Nations in August 1981. As is. known, 

the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly, on the initiative of the USSR, 

adopted a resolution 1.rhich requested the Committee on Disarmament to embark 

upon practical negotiations in order to work out urgent measures to prevent 

the spreading of the arms race to outer space. However,· it has not been 

possible so far to start concrete negotiations on this problem in that Committee. 
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I think everyone knows who is sabotaging the possibility of working 

out measu.res to prevent an arms race in -outer space~- In the Committee on 

Disarmament-the United States has had recourse to various kinds of procedural 

manoeuvring and delaying tactics •. This is understandable since the efforts of 

that country are, in accordance with the special presidential directive for 

the next decade, aimed at developing weapon strike systems and placing them 

in orbit. 

The scenario for this kind of adventuristic course ~- that is the only 

term by which it can be described- is becoming very clear now. First, 

under the screen of a campaign of falsehoods-about the "danger" of lagging 

behind the Soviet Union in anti-satellite weapons, the United States is 

busy deveioping an anti-satellite system, using existing military technology -

F-15 fighters and homing missiles - which is now ready for testing and will 

be operational in 1907. At the same.time, the United States side has 

broken off negotiations with the Soviet Uriion on the limitation of 

anti-satellite systems. Having thus put its foot in.the door, the United 

States is planning next to create more sophisticated anti-satellite systems? 

including laser beam satellites for the instant destruction of space objects 

of the other side. The Pentagon is also beginning to take practical steps 

to organize, control and command combat operations in and from outer space. 

A special United States Air Force space command is being established for 

.these purposes. 

In this regard, great hopes are being placed in manned reusable shuttle 

spaceships~ the testing of which is almost entirely subordinated to the needs 

~f the Pentagon. These spaceships are designed for constructing and placing 

:n eafth orbit military satellites and space stations and for testing various 

guidance and destruction laser systems, as well as for direct use as a means of 

combating satellites of the other side. In its turn, according to the designs 

of militaristic circles, the development of this technology should in time 

open tl1e way to the creation of big orbital combat stations equipped with beam 
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veapons intenc1ed for destroyin.::; tarr·:ets in outer and air space: later on 

this sinister c1ialectic of inilitary teclmolot.,'Y development uill lea.d to 

the emerr~ence of spo.ce systems for strikinc; directly at major tarr-;ets on 

earth: command and cm:nmnications centres" ariiled forces" economic fa.cilities 

and populated areas. 

These unpreccdentecl star uar· plo.ns of au·;ression J.n and from outer 

space ae:;ainst the earth; vrhich have so captured the imar;ination of United 

States strategists, are being fornulated in the Unitec".. Sta.tes with lone;· tern 

[;oals in mind. IIeamrhile ,, efforts are beil1g made to fincl a uliJitary··political 

rationale for these ideas. There can be no other ex1)lane.tion for the idea 

of developine; a space anti· ·missile system advancec"t in the speech on 

23 :!:'larch 1933 by the President of the United St8.tes a system uhich; he 

said" is supposed to provide defence ac;ainst nuclear Hissiles. 

To believe that the c1an[ser to the world posed by thermonuclear arsenals 

can be rem.ovecl. by means of nelr kinds ond types of ueapons is :!_)erha:_os the 

c;reatest illusion ~ .. or 0 to be more exact, the c;reatest delusion ··· of the 

nuclear and space age. Promises by the proponents o:f space anti-·nissile 

systeHs to save the IJeoples of the lrorld are lil:e the siren calls luring 

the e,ullible to cert2,in death. 

i'Iany authoritative specialists in the USSTI" the Unitet'i. 3ta.tes and other 

countries estime.te that a srace·~based ant:i.· ·missile syatem capable of 

j.,Jrotectinc; ae;a:i.nst a nuclear first strih:e is technically impossible. The 

prin:ary c;oal of militaristic circles is to use a space anti"·rd.ssile s;>rsten 

to cl.efenrl_ against a retaliatory strike .. that is? ~co secure the i.m:puni ty 

of a Unite(', S-Go.tes nuclear first stril:e. The assm,1ption is that in a 

retaliatory stril::e it uoulcl be more difficult to penetrate an orbital anti··ballistic 

Illissile (ABI! ) system. 'I'he danger is all the greater since such a use of 

an 1\BU systeFt fits in perfectly 1Tith tocl.ay 1 s United States stratec;ic doctrines 

oriented tmrarcl.s unlea.shing nucleo..r ageression. The deploy:tiJent of orbital 

Iilll:i systeru.s uould r:ost seriously c!.estabilize the strategic and political 

situation and \muld i:rnm.easurably increase the temptation to be the f:i.rst to 

press the nuclear bu·cton. 
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It is argued that a space ABI.J system is capable of reducing the destructive 

effects of nuclear w·ar but this argument too is divorced from all reality, for 

the develo:r;reent of such a system would first of a~l stiEJ.ulate the build-up and. 

improvement of offerwive strategic ;-reapons" the developp;ent of anti~·ADH systems 

a.ncl. crash prograr!1ll1es for neu kinds and types of space weapons, 'i·rhich would 

represent a further increase, in absolute terlilS 9 of the accur:mlatec1 potentinl 

for global destruction. 

As for the economic aspect of this matter, the cost of S]1ace·-·uar systems, 

including orbital ADI1 systems, lroulcl eclipse the total material and. intellectmd 

resources w·asted by humanity on destruction over the centuries. The proposed 

appropriation of (>2 billion to :!iJ billion to the Pentar~on next year for space 

Iillri systems is just the first stone in a future avalanche 1-rhich, even accort1ing 

to the extremely tentative esti:nates available at present) 1dll sFallow _up 

hundreds of billions, and even trillions 9 of cl.ollars. These truly astronomical 

funds uill be taken auay froH the funds for the essential needs of the hunery~ 

the sict and the illiterate and che..nnellec1 into creatine; in outer Sj_1ace even 

:c1ore terrible neans of destruction of hur,:.an life and i)roperty) thus increasing 

nany times over the risk of nuclear cr2tastrophe. 
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The creation of anti--missile weapons is contrary to the aims of strategic 

arms limitation and~ in particular, to those of the Agreement on limiting anti

ballistic missile (ABM) systems concluded between the USSR and the United States 

in 1972. Indeed9 there is an inseparable link between strategic offensive and 

defensive weapons that was set forth in the 1972 Soviet-United States Agreement. 

At that time both sides recognized the importance of mutual restraint in the ABM 

field for reversine the entire strategic arms race. Now the United States intends 

to upset this relationship. Realistically minded statesmen, public figures and 

eminent experts from the USSR, the United States and other countries - all those 

who cherish peace - refute the claim that security can be achieved through the 

creation of ever newer kinds of weapons, either on earth or in outer space. 

Their conclusion is unequivocal. Immediate measures are needed to prevent the 

arms race from spreading to the infinite expanses of outer space. It is essential 

to stop before it is too late and before a line is crossed beyond which it will 

be very difficult, if not impossible, to turn back. Indeed, it would be much 

simpler not to allmv the space j innee out of the bottle than to try to put 

him back into it later. 

Last July over 100 members of the United States Congress and more than 40 

eminent scientists and arms-control specialists sent letters to President Reagan 

calling for an immediate agreement with the Soviet Union on establishing a 

bilateral moratorium on the testing of anti~satellite weapons in outer space. 

For its part the Soviet Union has proposed that Soviet and American 

scientists hold a meeting to discuss possible consequences of creating large-scale 

ABM systems. At the All-Union Conference of Scientists to Save Humanity from 

the Threat of Nuclear Har, for Disarmament and Peace held in Moscow last May 

Soviet scientists made kno"n their authoritative opinion on this issue. The 

appeal adopted by the Conference emphasizes that we must think about limitation, 

reduction and elimination of nuclear weapons rather than about defence against 

them. There can be no doubt that an objective scientific analysis will demonstrate 

the futility and danger of this latest American concept. 
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I vTOuld like to remind the Committee that in spring this year a group of eminent 

ft~erican scientists and public fi~uressent a cable toYuri Andropovo General 

Secretary of the Central Committee of the Cotnnunist Party of the Soviet Union, 

President of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, containing an appeal 

to ban 3pace 1reapons. The authors of that appeal called attention to the fact 

that the testing and stationine; of any ueapons in outer space would considerably 

increase the likelihood of the outbreak of uar on earth~ and they stressed the 

urgent need to take measures to prevent that risL 

In his re}?ly to the authors of that appeal~ Yuri .Am1ropov pointed out that 

the Soviet Union vTill continue to do its utmost to see that 

':outer space remains forever free from any veapons, that it does not 

become an arena for military confrontation and tha,t no threat comes from 

outer space ar;ainst those who live on earth·,,. 

Consistently pursuing its policy of }!rinciple aimed at preventing the 

spread of the arms race to outer space. and of usinr, outer space for peaceful 

purposes in the interests ancl for the benefit of all people" and tal:::ine; into 

t>.ccount the urgent need to erect a reliablebarrier a~ainst turning outer space 

into a source of mortal danger for the 1-1hole of mankind, the USSR proposed 

in August of this year to negotiate he prohibition of the use of force in outer 

space and froJll outer space ar,ainst the earth and submitted a draft treaty on 

this subject to this session of the General Assembly. 

An im·.flortant characteristic of this draft tr€a.ty lies in the combininc; of 

political and lega~ oblie;ations of States to refrain from the use of force . 

against one another in and from outer space vrith practical steps CJ .. esiGDed to 

avert the militarization of outer space. Specifically, it forbids the resort 

to the use or threat of force in outer and air space or on earth using to that 

end space objects orbitinc; the earth 0 placed on celestial bodies or other1fise 

deployed in outer space as a means of destruction. T.he draft treaty also 

forbids resort to the use or threat of force against space objects. 
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The Soviet Union is also j>roposinc; a. comprehensive tan on the testing of and 

deployment in outer space of space···based vrea)?Ons desic;ne~:l to destroy tarc;ets 

on earth and in air or outer space. It is also in favour of a radical solution 

to the probler:1. of anti--satellite 1·reapons and the complete renunciation hy 

States of the development of nell· anti . .-se.tellite vreapons, as l1ell as the elimination 

of such systems already in their :possession. The parties to this treaty uould 

also uno.ertake not to destroy= damac~e· or disturb in any other 11ay the normal 

functioning of space ob,jects of other States or to alter their flir;ht paths. 

Furthermore" H is proposed t~ ban the testing and use for military purposes, 

including anti--satellite purposes~ of inanned spaceships~ 11hich must be used 

exclusively to solve the manifold scientific, technoloc;icaland econonic 

problems. 

The Soviet draft treaty contains very specific proposals for verifyinr, 

its observance by States. It is envisaged that along with the use of national 

technical means of verification States parties uould undertake to carry out 

consultations and co-operation among themselves~ includinc; recourse to 

appropriate international procedures uithin the Unitec1. Nations, as \Jell as to 

the services of the consultative committee of States parties to the treaty. 

The proced.ure for convenint:; the consultativ~. committee is set out and the ric;ht 

of any State party to nominate its representative to serve on that body is 

specifically stipulated. Thus the verification system as proposed in the . 

draft treaty is based on an e:ffective combination of national and international 

forms of verification. 
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The most recent Soviet proposal is +he:rPfore a ma.jor step tovrards averting 

the threat of war against humanity in and from outer space. It has been 

prepared with due regard for thP.. vi<"vs and suggestions uhich haw• ht=>Pn put 

for11a.rd in rec~=;nt years by many States in the Unih•d J\Tations and :in +he 

Committee on Disarmament. 

To reach agreement, thP.rc~ must bP the pol it i.cal ui.ll, ~~xpressed in di"eds 

rather than in vrords, to seek and, more important, to find, 1-1ays of preventing 

a conflict in outer space or the use of space-based weapons in a conflict on 

earth. 

Hith a view to creating a more favourable atmosphere for working out 

measures to prevent an arms race in outer space, the Soviet Union has, in 

addition to its new proposals, taken an extremely important decision: the USSR 

has undertaken not to be the first to place any kinds of anti-satellite weapon 

in outer space, that is to say, it has declared a unilateral moratorium on 

launching such weapons for as long as other States, including the United States, 

refra.in from placing any kind of anti-satellite wea:r;ons in outer space. 

Such a decision represents yet a further demonstration of the goodwill of 

the Soviet Union and of its determination effectively to strengthen 

international peace and security. It is to be hoped that the United States 

vrill follow this example. 

The implementation of this package of far-reaching measures proposed by 

the Soviet Union would make a major and truly t::mp,ibl~ contribution to thr:: 

achievement of the goal approved earlier by the United Nations: to use outer 

space exclusively for peaceful purposes. 

The Soviet proposals indicate the path to follOiv if the militarization of 

outer space is to be stopped so that it remains a free zone of businesslike 

co-operation and peaceful exploration. This task is difficult, yot nP:rf~c+ly 

feasible. The USSR is pror::osing that this task hP aO.drPssed without furthPr dE'>lay. 

The prevention of the militarization of outer space is in keeping with the 
' ' ' . ~ 

interests of all c~untries and peoples. As the 'discussion of this problem at this 

session has shmm - and this includes tho"' discussion :i.n our own Com'llitfl=•r- - i't is one 

to vrhich thp ovc=-rvrhelming majority of States attach enormous importance. The 

delegations of the Congo, Nigeria, Peru, Ireland, the Netherlands and other 

countries have all pressr-d for a.n early solution to th:i.s problF-m. 
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The SoviPt Union is ready to considPr, in a. constructive spirit., all proposals 

aimed at preventing an arms racP in outer spacf". 

Ho-vrever, we should like to roi.nt out to th(" Committ.e~ that difficulti(>s 

have alr!=>ady emerged which seem l:ikely to impedP efforts in that dirPct:ion. 

This o at. any rate, is indicated by thP init.ia.l reaction of the- United States 

State Department to our proposal - 1'1 reaction that cannot by any mP?ns be 

d(>scrib•"d as constructive. Briefly, this rPA.ct.ion amounts to distorting +be 

purport of our proposal Pnd smdng doubts beforehand a.s to the fea.sibility of 

reaching practical a.grecc-ments as propospd by the SoviE>t Union. Th"" United States 

is A.lso resorting to such frivolous claims as that the Soviet Union 1 s proposal~ 

according to them, contains nothing nr--vr compared to thF> drar+ +1'"eB.ty thr--

Sovif't Union submitted to the United Nat.ions in 1981. Hhat. ldnd of distor+ing 

spE>ctacles must be usPd to prF>vr-nt :;~nyone from SPPing that in actual fl'l.ct thP 

ne-vr Sovip+ proposal goes much farthE-r than the 1981 V<"rs:ion? Thus the new 

draft provides for a ban not. only on the deployment of any space-based 1¥P9pons 

designed to destroy targPts on earth, in a.ir Rncl outE>r spacP but also on th<" 

tPsting of such weapons. The Soviet draft envisages the adopt:ion of verifiable 

measures to prevE>nt thE> development of future spac~"-vr<>apons systpms. The draft 

treaty providE's for a ban on the d('>VPlopmr.,.nt of nevr snti-sRtPll:ite systPms, and th~ 

elimina.t.ion of existing systr-ms . 

As to doubts about the fea.sibility of a.chi.E"ving nracticRl rE>sul+s, such 

doubts do not arise in connection vrith the Soviet proposal, which lPa.ves no room 

for doubt, but rather in connection with the positi.on of the UnH~d Statc:s as 

sl"t forth Y'""'Sterday in this Committee. The stat.,.:mPnt made by thE" United StAtes 

rP.presentative, -vrhich -vras _ incidPntly on the> va,g;ue sidP, about PXPloring ways 

of reducing thE' risk of conflict :i.n oute>r space cannot possibly bP reconciled 

1·Tith t.he programmes of militarization of outer spacE- tha.t bave bPF>n spellrd out 

in much grr-:a.ter dPt.a.il by th(~ Unit.ed StAtE's and ar!" actually being irn.Pl"'m"'ntc->d. 

Nor can that statement be reconcilPd vr:ith Hasbington 1 s hasty nf>ga+:ive reaction 

to t.hro latest Soviet proposa.ls. Finally, I should like to ~'>mpbasi ze particularly 
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that t.he tim.=- fo:r study and consideration is long past: the tim,. has come to 

a.ct to prevent an arms race and conflicts in outP:r SJ)ace. 

. The dPcisive !J1oment has a:r-rived: either StRtes r-rill immt=>dit~t.ely sH dmm 

at th:" nl:'gotiat.ing table a.nd stfl:r-t work on a. treaty on this sub,i~'>ct or thr.o 

arms race will sp"read to outer spac"'. 

Th:o Soviet Union :is cl•"a."rly and plainly proposing a cou:rsP that. uould 

ben~fit mankind: tht=> conclusion of a trt=-a.ty on thE> n:rohib:i.+i'on of t.hf> usc> of 

force in outPr space a.nd from outf•r spf<CP R.gains+ the earth. I.f this would help, 

~Te 1.;ould Rlso bP pr~'>par,-"CI. to e:n+er into SPparat<" +.all>:s on anti-sR.tPll it.e sys+,,:ms. 

HE> ar0 prepared to tak('- the f:i.rst shops towa:r-ds a solution to thf" gPneral problem 

of pro:Pi.biting the use of fore'" in. outr->r spacE> and from outer sn::~cp agajnst thE" 

r->arth on R. b:ilateral basis; also. l!e r"'a.ffi.rm thE> willingness of t.he Soviet Th.lion ·

a 1-dllingn.'-:SS "1-TE' a.lreedy e-xprr-ssed last yr;ar at. the> +hi:r-ty.,.spvf'nth sPssi.on of 

the GenGrA.l AssPmbly - to resum0 nPgotiations with the United Sta.t.Ps on Anti-

sa.hllite 1-1c:-apons. It is nmr up to the United S+ a.tE>s si.CIP to :rE-spond. 

The Sovic->t delE>p;at:ion ·"'XprPssFs the hOP~" that thf' r~prPS"'ntfltivt>-s of 1:1ll 

otht~1'· s+a:fps in this Cowmi+t.ee lrill ta.kP a. rPsponsiblE> approach to the problem 

of preventing an flrms race in outl?r spacE-and prohibiting thP use of fore~<> in 

ou+er spa.c0 and from outE':r spac~ ar,ainst "~-hP Pa:r+h, And 1-dll mflk.e nossiblr-> th"" 

adoption t:~.t this S<'-'ssion of th0 GPneral Assf'Til.bly of an autho,..jte:f::i.v~ 

rr->corJ.mc:ndat.ion that will r:>nablP us to bPgin. "t-T('Irking on th? nracticl'll solution 

of t.hi.s vital problem. 
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Mr • IMAI (Japan) : Hr • Chairman, I should like to begin by eA-t ending , 

on behalf of my delegation, a sincere welcome to you and to express our 

satisfaction at seeing the Ambassador of the friendly nation of Norway in 

the Chair of the 'First Committee. He have no doubt that, under your 

experienced a.nd skilful guidance, our deliberations on these very important 

disarmament issues vnll be led to a successful and fruitful conclusion. 

Our congratulations are also extended to the Vice·-Chairmen and to the other 

officers of the Committee. 

Japan has consistently maintained the fundamental foreign policy of 

refusing to become a militar~r Povrer and of devoting its considerable national 

resources to the cause of world peace and prosperity. As is >-rell lmmm our 

Constitution is based firmly on the ideal of peace. Moreover, Japan's three 

non--nuclear principles spell out very clearly and .beyond any doubt its posture 

on the subject of nuclear weapons. I do not think that there is any possible 

room for misunderstanding of Japan's position of not possessing and not 

producinr, nuclear 1·reapons and not permitting their introduction into Japan. 

The Foreign Minister of Japan,. Mr. Abe, emphasized these points in his 

statement in plenary meeting at the current session of the General Assembly. 

Japan is determined to make meaningful contributions to the peace and stability 

of the VTOrld in accordance with its basic foreign policy. 

Of greatest concern to Japan is the prevention of nuclear vrar so that 

the 1-1orld may be passed on intact to posterity and that future generations 

may be free from the fear of nuclear weapons. Nuclear disarmament is the 

most essential element in the process tm·rards such a goal. He believe that 

this is an important task -vrhich the international community as a whole must 

vigorously pursue. It is imperative that the nuclear-w·eapon States, in 

particular, take full cognizance of the grave responsibilities they bear 

for international security and mruce maximum efforts in the direction of 

effective arms control and disarmament. 

In this sense, it is only natural that Japan and for that matter States 

throuGhout the world are shovdng great interest and concern regarding the progress 

of the tuo sets of ongoing negotiations on the most crucial issues of the day. 

I am referring to the negotiations on intermediate·-range nuclear forces (IN'F) 

and the strate~ic arms reduction talks (START). They have high expectations that 

these nee:otiations uill yield substantive results. The focal point in the 
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intermediate~range nuclear force negotiations is how the SS-20 missiles 

will be treated, since? because of their extended range, mobility and 

destructiveness, they greatly affect the r:ast-\·Test military balance. 

Because of these advanced characteristics and capabilities the SS-20 missiles 

pose a serious threat to the peace and security of the entire '1-TOrld, a threat 

\Jhich cannot be ignored. Japan has long maintained the position that due 

consideration must be paid in the intermediate--range nuclear force 

negotiations to the security of Asia and that a solution should be sought 

from a global perspective. 

I should like to tru~e this opportunity to say that Japan earnestly 

hopes the recently announced ne1-r initiative of the United States -uill be 

seriously and positively studied by the Soviet Union, 

Hith regard to the strategic arms reduction talks, we understand that 

their significance lies in the fact that they aim at maintaining a long-term 

and stable nuclear balance, at as lmr a level of armament as possible? between 

the United States and the Soviet Union through a large-scale reduction of 

their strategic nuclear arsenals. He welcome the recent United States 

proposal containing the build-dovm concept as a way of realizing a steady 

reduction of existing nuclear vreapons. Ue should like to express our 

sincere hope that the Soviet Union vrill demonstrate correspono.ing flexibility 

in the negotiations , so that the path to an agreement \·Till be opened up 

as soon as possible. 

In discussing arms control and disarmament today, ife must recognize 

that the present international political situation has become more complex 

and iTeapon technoloE;Y more highly sophisticated. These two factors have 

made it increasingly difficult correctly to identify and assess the lrays 

and means for achievinG disarmament. 'i\llmt is required under these 

circumstances is efforts to move forward, one step at a time, with concrete 

and feasible measures. Idealistic slogans alone, unaccompanied by concrete 

proposals, uill not be sufficient for the accomplishment of our task. 

In this context, I should like to comment on two elements which in our 

vie1·r are essential for the attainment of disarmament. 
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The first is confidence~builcling, in the original sense of the term. 

\!e must redouble our efforts to build and strenGthen a sense of mutual 

trust among nations. He believe that measures for confidence-building 

between States, if undertaken with sufficient regard for specific regional, 

political, military and other conditions and requirements~ not only 1-till 

help prevent conflicts but will significantly contribute to the promotion 

of disarmament . 

Secondly, we believe that verification is an important aspect of arms 

control and disarmament. It is a practical means of consolidatinG and further 

strengthening mutual trust and confidence among States which must underlie 

any disarmament arrangement. Japan has long emphasized the importance of 

verification. At the thirty~seventh session of the General Assembly we 

expressed the hope that a multilateral verification organization could eventually 

be established. within the frame,-rork of the United Nations. Relevant to this 

ap~roach is, we believe, the important concept of international satellite 

monitoring. vTe shall :t'ollmv with much interest the way in which the 

Secretary-General's report on this subject is received and how it 1nll develop 

in the future . 

Another important example of an international verification system is an 

international netvrork to detect seismic events, which is related to a 

comprehensive test ban. Japan has contributed in the past vTith regard to this 

subject by submitting various working papers to the Committee on Disarmament. 

These include papers l-tith such titles as 1'Verification and compliance of a nuclear 

test ban n, ';Vie1•s on a system of international exchange of seismic data 11 

and 11Horking paper on a contribution to an international monitoring system using 

a newly installed small seismic array of Japan 11
, to mention just a fe-vr of 

the most recent ones. 

It is the vieu of my Government that verification is important in the 

follo"tving four ways. The verification process can help to preclude the 

precipitate development of conflicts betm~en States by providing opportunities 

for consultations: at the same time, this process can deepen mutual trust 

among nations, which is a prerequisite for disarmament. Verification provisions 

which are incorporated into agreements and supported by the technical means 

to detect violations of those agreements uill have a deterrent effect against 
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such violations. Finally, the establishment of an international verification 

system will help further to promote multilateral disarmament efforts, such as 

those of the United Nations. 
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Of course, each of those points requires further in--U.epth examination, 

uhich must begin lrith a clear identification and an orderly arran~ement of 

the issues.· The definition of circumstances which 1rould uarrant a mandatory 

on-site inspection is one such issue. Japan will spare no effort in 

continuinG to make effective contributions to this 1mrk. 

I now turn to nuclear disarmament :r1easures themselves - in particulnr, 

a comprehensive nuclear· test br111, ifhich has been Japrm · s nri1nary concern 

over the years. A com.prehensive nuclenr-:test ban would of course be an 

effective means for haltinG the further sophistication and diversification 

of nuclear vreapons, as 1-rell as for preventinG a possible increase in the 

ntunber of nucleur-ueapon States. In viev of the current level of technoloc;icai 

sophistication, we reGard the questions of verification and compliance as 

centr::d to a comprehensive test ban in the 19GOs. Japan thus appreciates 

the fact that the Conll!li ttee on Disarmament has established an ad hoc 
-·--~-

uorkinc; group on these matters and has souc;ht to clarify the different 

viet-rs and positions of Member States. Japan stronr;ly hopes. that at its 

session next year the Conference on Dism:-l"arr~ent vrill strengthen these 

efforts in order to narrou the differences betw·een Eer•1ber States, and 

that it vrill continue seriously to consider these issues . It is hoped 

that the Conference vrill re-establish lrithout delay the ad h~. i-Torkinr; 

c;roup- i·rith an appropriate l'l.andate so as to reach an early ac;reement on 

a comprehensive test ban. 

In this connection~ my clelec;a.tion lTelcomes the recommendation of the 

~9:_b2~- group of scientific experts concerninc; the nelr experimental exchange· 

of seismic data to be con<luctecl next sprinG, utilizinG the internationally 

available data netvrorlc, Japan intends to participate actively in this 

e1~chanGe ~ as it has in the past, and hopes very much that as .many States 

as possible ¥rill do so as vrell. It is our vievr that efforts of this 

nature, although they may not seem very dramatic~ constitute valuable, 

concrete steps tovards the achievement of nuclear disarmament. 
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Today, the advancement and spread of nuclear technology for peaceful 

purposes has reached a level where 3 to 4 per cent of the vrorld energy (l_e:roand 

is met throu(;h nuclear power generation. Hhile the knowledce and capability 

for such purposes are being disseminated w·idely, it is regrettable to 

observe that the possibility of nuclear weapons proliferation is also growing. 

In order to accommodate the 1-rorld 1 s enerc;y needs on a stable basis) further 

emphasis on the maintenance and strengthening of the world 1 s non·'"proliferation 

regime, as embodied in the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), is a matter of 

the hie;hest priority. lie therefore reiterate our appeal to those countries 

which have not yet done so to take appropriate measures and accede to 

the Treaty at an early date. This appeal, ir. our view, is particularly 

timely since the Third Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on 

the Han--Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons is on the agenda of the current 

session of the General Assembly. 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty stipulates that efforts tOi·rards genuine 

ancl effective nuclear disarmament measures should be constantly pursued 

in c;ood faith in response to the trust of those non-nuclear-we~pcn States 

which are voluntarily relinquishing the nuclear option. If tbe impression 

should develop that nuclear-ireapon States have not made sufficient efforts 

to achieve nuclear disarmament, I am deeply concerned that this might 

affect the credibility of the NPT regime itself. It is appropriate in 

the context of the HPT also to reiterate Japan's Atronr·· hope for 

substantive porgress in the ongoing United States-Soviet negotiations. 

At the same time, let me reaffirm the importance we attach to peaceful 

uses of nuclear ener~J. This area should be further encouraged and 

promoted, with adequate protection provided against military attacks on 

peaceful nuclear facilities. 

I mentioned earlier that the prevention of nuclear vrar was a matter · 

of the greatest concern to Japan. I also stressed the importance of 

nuclear disarmament. But it r<':y be noted that the present military. 

balance in reality is maintained by the totality of both. nuclear and 

conventional lveapons. Hi thin the domain of conventional weapons, the 

uorld 1 s attention is c.t pre sent focused on. the pro hi bi ticn of chemical w£s.pons. · 
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Because Japan 1 s keen interest in this issue is already -v1ell known) I need 

not go into it now. He wish to note, however, that during its session 

this year the Committee on Disarmament~ vTith the participation of experts,, 

· conducted in···depth discussions on such important issues as the destruction 

of existing chemical -vreapons and verification thereof" the· prohibition on 

the use of chemical weapons:. and a definition of chemical agents to be 

prohibited. These efforts by the Committee, and particularly its ~d hoc 

vvorking group, are to be highly commended. At the same time, -vre cannot close 

our eyes to the fact that the negotiations themselves have become more 

complex as detailed substantive issues have entered the discussions. 

Nevertheless, I am confident that the Conference on Disarmament will be 

able to streamline these issues and make progress towards the early conclusion 

of a chemical ;-reapons convention. I hasten to add that Japan •rill continue 

to make contributions by providing detailed proposals and factual analyses 

to the Conference on Disarmament" as it has in the past. 

It is harcUy necessary to refer to the fact that, in addition to chemical 

weapons: many other important disarmament subjects are now under consideration 

in the various multilateral negotiating and deliberative forums. I should 

like to limit myself today to simply expressing Japan's concern that the 

rapid development of space technology ivhich we have been 1-ritnessing recently 

could lead to an intensified arms race in outer space. I am pleased to note 

that the Committee un Disarmament has discussed tr.is issue as one of its agenda 

items. It is the hope of my delegation that during its session next year the 

Conference on Disarmament vTill establish an ad hoc. workinf~ group and begin 

a substantive examination of this very complicated and sensitive subject. 

On the occasion of the second special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament" Japan proposed that some of the materials concerning 

its atomic bomb experiences be turned over to the United Nations. vTe did so 

in the hope of promoting public understanding of the destruction that even a 

relatively srrall nuc~ear weapon, as it might be called today 0 can cause. I am 

pleased to note that this proposal has nm-r been implemented in .the form of the 

United Nations Permanent Exhibit on Disarmament. Also·. at the .special session He 

extended an· invitation to the participation in the United Natioris programme of ' 

fellowships on disarmament. 
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The 25 felloiTS recently visited Japan, ilitll tripsto IIiroshin~a and lh:tcasaki;. 

and I hope they found the rrocranun.e in Japan useful. ·'.i.'hese tuo steps" of 

course) do not constitute ::mbstantive disarmament Lleasures. Houever) 

since the actual experiences of IIi~oshir1a and. nacasnJ.d are no lon:::;er the nole 

lJOSSession of Japan) but Should be rec;arded as the COl'lrilOn property Of h'l.llilani ty, 

ue hope that these noQest steps ;rill be useful· in spreaclin:::; throuchout the 

uorltl our e;enuine concerns about nuclear lTeo.pons •. 

'l'he call for disarn:lll!!ent has never iJeen ·as fervent as· it is toc1i1.y, but 

the stark realities of an inc.rea.sincly tense international political situation 

anJ. the extraordinary development of lteD.l)om::··related technolocy are delaying · 

cenuine achievements in the· disarmament field.· In these circm.1stances, courace 

and patience are particularly necessary as ue continue our effol~ts to explore 

an<i accurmlate step by ntep) concrete o.nc-:. effective disar:HJ.vnent ueR.sures. I 

uould like to conclUt1e r.1y stateaent by reaffirmin:::; Jarnn · s coEJElitnent to 

continue uorl:inc for l1iari.lalilent uith such coura;:;e and patience in o:cder that 

future cener:xGions ll.U".:J" be free of the fear. of nuclear destruction and that 

they 1.1e.y live in a uorlU. of pence. 

Mr. ROSSIDES (CnJrus): Ve have· reached a time in histor.J .:trhcn 

the need for un effectively functioninc United. Hations emerces) as never 

before, us conpellinc; anc1 urcent. The si::;nii'icance of the deliberations 

of this Committee at the present juncture should not be overlool:ed. It is 

fortunate tha:'c a person of your hir;h cuJ.ibre and experience~ lir. ChairFtan? 

shoulc1 be lJreniding over our meetincs. I irish Jco convey ;;lY <lelecation 1 s 

conc;ro.tulntions to you anc1 the other officers· of th~ CoBmittec~. 

l',. closely interdependent uorlc1 cor.tpose<l of r.w.ny ::;overeicn nations cannot 

possibly function touards peace, security :in<l survival in a nucleo.r and 

space ace uithout an effectively functioninG orcunizt1tion. He have the. 

United nations therefore· ire should see. ·that it is r~stored to its effectiveness· 

as reQuired by the Charter, so that it can ansuer its prhiary gurpose of ensuring 

international peace and security. The deliberatioi1c in this Co::1r,~ittee have 

thus to be centred on the.effective functioning of the security system 

11rovic.l..cd for in the Charter concurrently 1rith c1isn.rmnuent efforts. '.i.'hc tvro 

lw.ve to be dealt 't-Tith in a parallel way so that those efforts may be productive. 
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The Charter., in its Preamble, expresses the determination of the 

peoples of the United Nations 

··to unite fthei!_f strength to maintain international peace and 

security:. and 

to ensure ... that armed force shall not be used save inthe 

common interest·· . 

That means that the basis of the function of the United i'Tations is international 

security, as clistinct from that of the League of Nations, the basis of vrhose 

Covenant vras disarmament. 

There is nothing in the Charter which obligates Hembers of the United 

nations to throw away their armaments~ but it makes it compulsory for them to 

comply "'rith the provisions concerning international security through the 

United Nations so that the shedding of arms will follolT naturally in sequence o 

and this is affirmed by Article l of the Charter 9 which states that the primary 

purpose of the United nations is 

"to take effectiv..! collective measures for the prevention and 

removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of 

acts of aggression ...... 

The way 1vas thus opened through international security to the peaceful 

settlement of disputes. vTithout such an effective prohibition of the use 

of force" disputes cannot be settled peacefully~ because the stronger side 

vrill rely on the use of its forces to have its ovm way if it is unhindered by 

any provisions existing in the uorld Organization. 

In dealine.: vrith disarmament,, uithin the context of international security, 

I vrish to refer to the burning question of a comprehensive test-- ban treaty~ 

vhich appears now so remote from conclusion that the Committee should be 

reminded that this year is the tvrentieth anniversary of the signing of the 

partial test-.. ban Treaty" the achievement of 1-rhich vas a landmark at the time. 

However, the undiminished .underground nuclear testing vrhich has since increased 

and is continuing, is a matter of very serious concern. 
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~'he partial teet· ·ban 1'reaty incorporated in its prean.ble an un(lertaldn.::; 

concerning the continuance of relevant negotiations with the aim of achieving a ban 

on all test explosions o:f nuclear uea:)ons for all time. The partiG.l test·~ ban 

'l'reaty vas thus treated as only a part of a comprehensive test-ban treaty to be 

cor.1pleted soon afteruanls. 

'l'hc General J~.ssertbly already in 1963 ·- ·called upon the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarnw.l11ent to prepare~ as Q matter of hic;h 

priority, a co1;1prehensive test··bc..n treaty. The v.bsence of results necessito.teti. 

a re}.Jctition of that call by the General Assc:.,liJly the follmrinG yeo:r .. 19Glt- ., 

am1 the some appeal vent forth frau subsequent sessions of the General nssembly, 

uithout effect. 

The last session of the Conference of the CoEElittee on Dism"inm:lent uas 

requested to conclude, by the tenth anniversary of the partial test·-·bo.n Treaty, 

a cor;tprehensive test-·ban treaty. How 1re have reo.che<l the twentieth anniversary, 

and nothinc has happened. 

As apperu~s fron the report of the Stockhol:n International Peace 

nesearch Institute (SIPRI) that there is no technical obstacle to the conclusion of 

such a treaty. It is only the lack of lXJlitical uill of the countries 

concerned that pl~events it; n.nc1 that lack of political uill is a result of 

a moment~ for the continuance and further escalation of the arms race, 

in preparation for mo1·e cle:Jtructive ueapon:.:: of self .. annihila.tion. 

ile believe that the suspension of all nuclear testin~ is of vital 

sic;nificance to the problea of halt ins tLe arms race, uith the enormous 

uancers it involves, for a number of obvious reasons. The momentum of the 

nuclear al'!US race is ever increasinG tllroucll the teclmolocical development 

of nuclear ireapons. 'Ihe proposals of the peoples of the world for a freeze on the 

development~ testinc antl deploynentof nuclear ueapons is of particular 

sicnificance and importance. He therefore whole-heartedly support them, not 

as a solution to the problems but as a constructive step towu.rds solution 

taken by the peoples of the uorld to influence those respo~ible in the 

richt direction. 
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All the main disarmament problems in the United Nations are in the last 

analysis but the consequence of the ineffectiveness of Security Council decisions 

resulting in the manifest lacl~ of order and security in a ,.,orld of increasing 

anarchy and terrorism. 1-le are now· in the midst of an· escalating and 

immediately threatening arms race, ,,rhile conflicts in a polarized world. 

multiply and intensify. Ue, therefore, feel the time has come to seek an 

improvement in this situation through an effective United Nations and to 

insist on it by all means . in the firm belief that ultimately co-operation for 

peace and survival is possible when there is a United Nations functioning 

effectively in accordance uith the terms of the Charter. In these critical 

times, all our efforts must turn in that direction. 

Our delegation fully supports and endorses all collateral measures aimed 

at averting a threatened conflagration. 
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r should now like to refer to what was very rightly said by the representative 

of the Soviet Union in his statement when he asked~ 

"whether the slide towards the nuclear abyss can be halted and whether we 

can move on to another road in world politics". (A/C.l/38/PV.3, p. 47) 

He welcome this question because it shows concern about matters which are 

very important in making the United Nations effective. For our part; our reply 

is, yes, by restoring the proper function of the United Nations in fulfilling its 

primary purpose of insuring international peace and security through compliance 

with the provisions of the Charter, whereby the decisions of the Security Council 

will be effective, thus making the security system provided for in the Charter 

operative. 

This procedure, of course, is under consideration by the Security Council 

in closed mee·dngs regarding compliance with Articles 43 and 47 of the Charter, to 

restore to the decisions of the Security Council their effect and validity. It is 

encouraging that this is happening. There have been 18 closed meetings of the 

Security Council in which the subject has be~n discusse<i and, as we all knO>v, the 

President of the Security Council has indicated that this matter is under serious 

consideration. He hope that results will soon be achieved, because this is not a 

matter which allows of the exercise of political will; it is a matter of an existing 

obligation and commitment under the Charter for the Security Council to function and 

for its decisions to be effective. Therefore, lengthy consideration of compliance 

with already existing obligations under the Charter is not required. I repeat, 

it is not a matter of political will, of a Member State of the United Nations 

being able to exercise its political will one way or the other. It has to comply 

with its commitment under the Charter. It was pointed out in The New York Times 

on 13 April 1983 by James Reston that the major Powers do not respect the 

Charter, so how can they try to enter into other treaties when this most solemn 

treaty is being violated by them. Therefore, the article concluded, before they 

try to enter into other treaties they must comply with the provisions of the 

Charter. This shows that public opinion is alerted to the lack of any serious 

effect on international security through the United Nations. 
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Another hopeful sign is the establishment "6f.the Palme Commission, composed 

of eminent statesmen and presided over by the Prime Minister of Sweden, which has 

pronounced itself against the negativeness of security based on a doctrine of 

mutual deterrence or parity in weapons and for the positiveness of common security. 

This is the line that we should consistently follow so that we may get results. 

This is our position, and I believe that the United Nations can become effective 

in these critical times if it asserts itself in the way it should. 

He have to consider certain realities that cannot be ignored and must be faced 

by the international community. The Powers that conduct the arms race, by their 

position, are also those that dominate the disarmament effort. As a result, the 

arms -race is a galloping reality, the disarmament negotiations a stagnant pretence. 

We do not complain against anyone, for this situation is the result of a 

momentum. It is a momentum that was created at the very start of the United Nations · 

by bypassing provisions of the Charter that would make available to the Security 

Council the means of giving effect to its decisions, thereby depriving the 

international community .of the system of security_ through the United Nations 

required by the Charter. 

Hence, we were taken back to the era before the United Nations when there was 

no security other than through armaments. Now that we have the Charter, with 

provisions conqerning the non-use of force, we have violated the Charter by 

creating a situation in which the main organ of the United Nations~ the Security 

Council, whose decisions have to be enforceable, remains ineffective. 

Recent events in the international field have· brought into sharp focus the 

inability of the Security Council to give effect to its decisions and the grave 

dangers this entails. In past years, a series of decisions adopted unanimously 

by the Security Council have been ignored and bypassed with impunity by the States 

concerned. 

The characteristic importance of the Security Council derives ~rom the fact 

that· it is the only. organ of the United Nations whose decisions m11st be implemented 

by enforcement action where necessary. lVhen, however, the Security Council is 

deprived of the means of enforcement and its decisions remain unimplemented, they 

lose their effect and validity and become a pretence; they are, in reality, mere 

recommendations, as are· the resolutions of the General Assembly. The importance of 
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the resolutions of the General Assembly~ however, lies in the fact that by 

representing the totality of the United Nations membership they are an official 

expression of world public opinion. The same cannot be said of the Security Council 

and its 15 members. This state of affairs runs counter to the Charter in the most 

vital function of the United Nations. 

It is a well-known adage that law without enforcement is not law, and 

similarly, a Security Council without enforcement is no "security" council but 

a pretence. Yet the entire system of security provided for by the Charter and 

the whole function of the United Nations concerning its primary purpose of 

international peace and security rests on the effectiveness of the Security CounciL 

In the final documents of the first and second special sessions of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament emphasis was laid on the central role and 

primary responsibility of the United Nations in disarmament. Where is that central 

role and primary responsibility if the decisions of the Security Council are 

repeatedly and deliberately ignored? 

It is time the United Nations asserted itself. In this direction the 

Secretary-General has made a significant move. 
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The Secretn.ry-Gener~l~ in his report of last year (A/37 /1), came out VPry 

emphatically in favour of increasing the !'"ffec+.iveness of Securhy Council 

decisions. He very courageously placed th!'" matt or before the SPcurHy Council, 

and it has been considered, as I have said., a.t 18 closed meetings of thP 

Security Council. But the meetings havE> not producPd any concr!'"te rf'sult.s~ so 

the matt<:r rema.ins open. If the Security Council keeps postponing i+ as a 

matter for consideration and does not giv.<" f"he Council thE> val:idjty and e-fff-ct 

1vhich it deservPs~ as requ:i.red by the Charb"':r, the SecrE>tary-GP.neral must act 

in his own right under Article 99 of thE' ChartP:r. If he do<>s so, a.s I am 

sur~ he will consider doing, his role will bP historic, because he is the only 

pn·son uho has thP means of challE>nging the attitude of thE> Security Council. 

This rais:::>s a. matter of s::-r:i.ous concPrn and I think that the '"hole of the 

United 1\fa:f::J.ons and every Hember must sunport the SecrE>tary--General in hi.s 

efforts to ~stablish peace and sPcurity in t.h!'" world t.hrough reS'PF>Ct for the

Charter. The present crisis in human affa.irs is ca.usE>d not. by the incapaci+.y 

to deal with it, but by the failure to r!'"cogni.ze ·its root. causE> and, indeed, 

by an inclination to ignore :it. TherE> is in our timP a widesprNtd tendency 

to avoid all r,c::-f<?-:rencP to the main cause of the ine-ffectivPnc=>ss of the Securi.ty 

Council's decisjons and to tr<>a.t the matter as though of littlE' consequence. 

Th<:> cause can be traced back to the original defa.ult or failure of those 

responsiblP for ensuring compliance with the specific provisions of the 

ChartPr to make a.vailable t.o the Security Council the means to gi.ve effect to 

its decisions. 

I should nmr like to say a fevr words with regard t.o the influencE' of thf

s:pirit of man in -vrorld affairs and, j_nde-ed~ in thE" United Nations. In the 

last. analysis~ our problem is one of adjustment t.o the dPmands of a radically 

chang>?d v1orld. The change 1fa.s VE"ry sudden. The advent of thE> nuclear wE"apon 

necessarily brought a radical change, and a need for adjustment to the change, 

for -vrhich man was not ready. TherPfore ~ he finds himsE>lf in grPAt difficulty 

in adjusting. In what.E>VE>r stratum he may be, man is the same; hE> cannot 

adjust so quickly to such an enormous change. ThereforE>, in order to bE" 
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t-'ffectivP -vre have to :invoke the spirit in man, bee a us<" the spirit i.s man 1 s 

communion with the universa.l mind and nartakes of its moral flow. 1·Jhen 

m-rak<"necl, it leads man t.o thP right decision. If the sph·it is awakenPd, hP. 

cannot go w-rong; he Hill +;a.ke the right decision. 

Therefor~~ wha.t we most need now in t.hP United Na.ti.ons j s the spirit: 

of man. Let us hope that being a.l:rpady A pArt of the- Pr~?amble to the Chart.E>r, 

it may find :i.ts way into thF Uni.tf>d ~fations And bring about the change 

that We need for positive action towards 'j:lf>A.CP. and security. 

Th0 mer-tjng rose At 5.25 p.m. 
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'1 
The meetJ._n_g was calle~:to o~et~; ;~~ 10.45 

I: . : lj ' 
· • : J r ~ c..' · 

a.m. 

. 1 ' . . " '. . t 
OBSERVANCB OF DISARI\ffil4ENT 'iJJi:EK ,,, • ,, • . ) 

I..,, '"~JJ..·• ~:· I"• .... • • .,, ~··"---N ··.-~.-t: 

The CHAIRI1AN: This morning ··the Committee is observing Disarmament 

Ueek and it is a particular pleasure forme~ onthis occasion~ to uelcome to 

the Committee the President of the Gene~ai Assembly and the Secretary-General. 

He appreciate the fact that they have :fohnd time to be with us today. This 
. . . . 

testifies again to. their d.e~ication to· the important work which is being done 

within the framework of.the United Nations towards disarmament and arms control. 

I havepleasure·in calling upon the President of the General Assembly. 

The PRESIDENT oJ the: GENERAL· ASSJ."':(BLY (interpretation 

froitl Spanish): Once again; on the anniversary of the foundation of the United 

Nations_ we mark the beginning of Disarmament Heek~ the week in which we attempt 

to focus attention, both here and in many other parts of the world~ on the efforts 
~- .' :: : /~''(.: .. ~ -. . ••• : ~ ' i ·, ,' ; 

needed to make progress towards dl.sarmament. · · 

Once again the world is seeing exacerbation of conflicts and worsening of 

international tension, lives cast away~ property destroyed~ families and societies 

caught in the deadly exchange of gunfire and hatred. On many occasions -vre have 

manifested our sorrow· at the sufferinc;s of the Lebanese nation and other peoples 

in different lands. Today we must express our profound feelings of sadness 

at the losses yesterday in Beirut. And over all the events of the past 

12 months have loomed ever darker the threatenine storm-clouds of an escalation 

of the nuclear threat~ while charge and counter-charge~ proposal and counter

proposal, have been made in volley after volley) seemingly perceived 

by the other side as intended for visual effect rather than for practical purposes. 

Each side in the separate.bilateral negotiations concerning strategic arms 

and intermediate-range nuclear forces, on which so much public attention 

is at present focused, has marshalled its arguments and souc;ht to demonstrate 

its resolve. Nevertheless~· no progress has been achieved and >ve have before us 

the prospect of yet another vicious twist in the spiral of the arms race. 

The uorld as a whole is spending enormous amounts of money 9 while at the same time 

a quarter of the world's population does not know where the next day's meal 

vill come from. 
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He are observing Disarmament 1;-Teek this year at a time lrhen .the international 

situation is becoming increasinGlY threatening. Tensions and conflicts have 

intensified in several parts of the_ world .. 'l'he arms race is poised, 

consequently, on the brinl~ of a leap into a,new phase of deadlier. 1-1eapons 

of greater speed and accuracy. Horld mil~~~ry expenditures. are reachinG 

astronomical proportions~ and the basic needs of millions of people~ 
. \ ~ " 

especially in. the third world~ continue to. :be denied them. The search for absolute 

security by the c;reat Powers serves only t~. increase their sense of insecurity~ 

and the nuclear arms arsenals pose a general threat to the very survival of 

wanldnd. 
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This is truly a revolutionary situation that concerns all peoples and 

nations equally. He cannot go on in this way without gravely tempting fate. 

It was Einstein lvho "rarned that the advent of nuclear weapons had changed 

everything - except our ways of thinking and reacting to one another. 

Arnold Toynbee, the British historian,who analysed the rise and fall of 

civilizations, revealed that militarism and the arms ·race have been in the 

past the most cowmon causes of the decline of 14 civilizations. Of course 

I do not; refer to armed forces for natitmal defence which are essential for 

self-preservation. 

He must stop reacting to other socfeties in a military manner. VTe must 

cure the military mind before it is too late. It. is significant that 

hundreds of thousands, millions, of people are staging anti-nuclear demonstrations. 

The irreversible consequences of nuclear war will affect all human beings 

everywhere. '\oTorld public opinion has realized this and people - men, women 

and children - in many countries have begun to express their feelings in 

a variety of ways. It is they who will be the victims in a nuclear war and 

they are having their say about the risks to peace that they are not prepared 

to accept. 

It is the fatal perversity of some men that makes them seek to guarantee peace 

by threatening the future of mankind~ but vrhat sort of peace is it that is based 

on terror? Terror by its very nature cannot be balanced and is likely to lead 

to error and war. Are we so bankrupt intellectually that we have nothing 

better to rely on for peace than the so-called balance of terror? Relations between 

human societies can never be peaceful if they are based on terror. 

The military approach to political and security problems has never led 

to their solution. A decade ago President Kennedy was right in his belief 

that 11the basic problems facing the world today are not susceptible of a 

military solution". The indifference of the military mind to life itself is 

a symptom of a terrible form of inhumanity, and the nuclear weapon symbolizes 

this inhumanity in the most extreme manner possible. There is much weight in the 

affirmation of those who believe that militarism is the characteristic not of an 

army but of a society. lve cannot afford to think of the use of force in this 

age of nuclear weapons. 
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Plato and Socrates believed that ~n was capable of rational choice and·that 

a bad choice was the result of faulty thinking. The future of mankind depends 

as never before on rational thinkinG and right choice. He nust return to the wise 

~m.ys of thought of our ancestors who brought mankind to the present great 

heiGhts of our civilization. 

Here in the United Nations our Charter sets out as the first of our purposes 

the maintenance of international peace and security, and yet the world seems to 

have precious little of either. It is widely recoc;nized that disarmament and 

international security must go hand in hand. No nation can be expected to risk 

its fundamental security in a climo.te of international mistrust and suspicion 

engendered by an arms race~ particularly one of the dimensions that we are 

1-Titnessing at the moment. 

Hith all the moral responsibility and authority· at my corr.mand 

as President of the General Assembly, I call on all Member States, particularly 

the leaders of the major Powers, to exercise the utmost care and caution in the 

coming weeks and months. 'Hhat is needed is a bold, imaginative step to reduce 

tensions, to improve international relations, to promote development as well 

as international economic co-operation, and to turn away from the precipice 

that confronts us • 

In launching the World Disarmament Campaign the General Assembly sought 

to inform, to educate and to generate public understanding of and support for the 

objectives of the United Nations in the field of o.rms limitation and disarmament. 

That Campaign, still in its early stages, is already attracting public 

attention to the nature of the international machinery, whether bilateral or 

multilateral, which persistently fails to find ways of achieving progress 

towards a better and safer future. A decisive element in restoring public 

confidence in an effective United Nations "\-Tould be a demonstration in this 

Committee's deliberations here and in the multilateral negotiations in the 

Conference on Disarmament in 1984 that common interests can be identified, 

that compromises can be made and agreement can be reached that will set the 

international community on the road towards disarmament. 
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Our foremost task is to remove the threat of nuclear war and ensure the 
. ' . 

survival of mankind. At the same time negotiations on measures of disarmament 

should be pursued with greater imagination and realism and with emphasis 

on those eternal qualities that unite people rather than on those ephemeral 

things that divide us. Through the process of dialogue· and discussion. human 
. . .· ' ' ' 

societies can remove their misconceptions of one another and create the right 

climate for reaching agreement and accommodation. The United Nations was 

intended to be a forum for mutual understanding and for ha:nnonizing the 

actions of nation'states in the attainment of common ends. Let us use the 

United Nations for the purpose for which it was created. 

Let us rededicate ourselves to the purposes and principles_of the United 

Nations Charter and let us work together by word and deed to save succeeding 

generations from the danger of a world war. - a nuclear war. The nuclear 

weapon is our. common enemy~ but, more than that, we are our own worst enemy. 

There are limits to everything - limits to enmity, limits to the arms race~ 

limits to deterrence and limits to freedom of action. But there are no limits 

to the further evolution of the human species towards that higher goal of 

peace, justice and freedom. 
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The CHAIRMAN: T now call upon the Secretary-General. 

The SECRETARY-GENERAL (interpretation from 'spanish)! It gives me 

great pleasure to address the (:!ommittee during its first meeting in Disarmament 
I ' • . 

Heek. I firmly believe that there is a need to take 'advantage of this . 

important debate so that the Governments and the peoples of Member countries 

should concentrate, as much as possible, on the urgent need to make a start on 
' : ,, 

the reduction of th,e increasingly vast and sophisticated arsenals of armaments. 

This is not the first time that we have met for this purpose. Not.withstanding 

the evident fact t4at at the present time there is much greater awareness of 

the grave dangers inherent in the arms race, particularly_ the. nuclear on~_, ~t 

has to be acknowledged that the Governments of the world have not yet found the 

necessary formulas to achieve either a limitation of armaments or disarmament. 

We are not blind to the fact that, as is borne out by new evidence every day, 

the world is at a dramatic crossr~ads, because whatever path is chosen can have 

a direct impact on the destiny of the world and on the well-being of all its 

inhabitants. This is particularly so in the field of disarmament. 

However, nothing justifies despair or resignation. We have valuable 

opportunities within our reach. On the one hand,, the two_ma.jor nuclear Powers 

are holding bilateral talks on strategic missiles and on intermediate-r.~nge 

missiles. It is true that these negotiations are taking place under the 

OpPressive shadow of great tension and of profound bilateral disagreements. 

None the less, from the point of view of the security and prosperity of those 

same Powers, as well as of the other countries and peoples o_f the world, there 

is no doubt that the importance of .an equitable and reliable agreement ~esigned 

to reduce nuclear arsenals and limit their technological up-grading and their 

deployment transcends the importance of any bilateral disagreements. We well know 

that the problems involved are highly complex, but we must also admit that if the 

negotiations were to fail, the inevitable result would be a further intensification 

or competition in the nuclear-arms sphere and a new source of danger and fear for 

mankind. The negotiating Powers must duly weigh their colossal responsibility not 

just to their own peoples but indeed to the entire international community. 

Given the particularly urgent nature of the situation with regard to .. 

intermediate-range weapons, it· is my hope that the Soviet Union and the United 

States will give serious thought to the adoption of provisional measures which, 

should it prove necessary, would give more time for negotiations to achieve 
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positive results. In the sphere of strategic armaments, I believe that both 

parties must consider the possibility of setting up less dangerous and more 

stable systems, pending the attainment of the ultimate objective of the 

~limination of all nuclear weapons, but right now the most important thing is 

that the negotiations must go on. If they were abandoned the parties would have 

missed an opportunity which may well not present itself again and they would find 

themselves moving along a road fraught with dangers, while the other path, which 

offers more hope, would be unexplored. On the other hand, the broader forum of 

the Committee on Disarmament also provides opportunities for progress in the 

limitation of the threat posed by armaments and the enormous economic burden they 

represent. The comprehensive and useful studies which have been carried out with 

a view to the elaboration of a treaty on the prohibition of the use of chemical 

weapons, the complete prohibition of nuclear testing and other disarmament questions 

are the basis for future progress and must be put to good use. The draft treaty on 

the prohibition of radiological weapons is at an advanced stage and I take the 

liberty of urging a renewal of efforts to bring about its prompt conclusion. Let 

us bear in mind that it is easier to reach an agreement on banning the deployment 

of a system of armaments or on the manufacture of a new series of weapons before and 

not after those systems and weapons have become an irreversible reality. 

Consequently, we. must urge that the negotiations within the framework of the 

United Nations should continue with greater determination in order to establish a 

peaceful regime for outer space before military systems which could impede future 

negotiations are actually deployed there. 

These are just some of the subjects to be considered in the Committee which 

is now dedicating all its efforts to disarmament issues in the light of their 

paramount importance for world security. It is fitting and auspicious that 

Disarmament Week should be starting on 24 October, the thirty-eighth anniversary 

of the United Nations. Apart from its concern with the arms build-up, as expressed 

in Article 26, the United Nations Charter, rather than defining the prerequisites 

for the maintenance of peace, attaches paramount importance to the need to avoid 

the use of force in the settlement of disputes and, on the other hand, establishes 

the principle of collective responsibility, entrusting its application 

to the Security Council, in order to guarantee the security of all the 

Member States. These provisions provide the firmest basis for the actual 
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reduction of armaments and can resolve the most tragic contradiction of our 

age, which is the fact that increasing expenditures on security fail to achieve 

security, but instead constitute - as the Charter implies - a diversion of 

human and economic resources to armaments which in turn gives rise to acute 

insecurity, especially in the developing world. 

I thus appeal to the Governments represented in this Committee, as they 

proceed with their important work, to bear in mind the considerable progress 

which can be made in disarmament through a patient and constructive dialogue, 

in strict compliance with the principles and purposes of the Charter. This is 

the best way of achieving the rational utilization of the world's resources in 

order to meet the needs of so many millions of human beings and it is also the 

best road to a just and lasting peace. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the representative of Senegal, Mr. Sarre, 

who 1ri.ll speak in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of African States. 

Mr. SARRE (Senegal) (interpretation from French): This year we are 

celebrating Disarmament Week in what is unfortunately a somewhat pessimistic 

atmosphere. This is a period fraught with conflicts, when tensions have been 

constantly exacerbated and seem to be the harbinger of war rather than peace. 

This disturbing situation should confer special importance on this occasion. 

The improvement of international relations in an atmosphere more conducive to 

the promotion of disarmament is a particularly urgent matter for Africans, 

because not only do we live, like peoples in other parts of the world, under 

the constant threat of a nuclear holocaust, but in addition, we are powerless 

as we witness the squandering of enormous resources, which could have eradicated 

several times over the scourges that we and other peoples of the third world 

suffer from, namely, disease, hunger and ignorance. 
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Thus our bitterness can be understood, as we see that indifference 

to our appeals ha~ turned int'? deafness when any, ~uestion arises that relates 

directly to the. freedom and dignity of the peoples of the third world, and yet 
. . . . " ' . . ' . . . 

vhen 1re emerged four decades ago from the nic;htmare: of war, 1.<re hoped that manldnd 

would be able in future to prevent the outbreal~ of a ne>r 1rar by builclins a nevr . ' - . . 

sy.stern of international relations based on confidence, co-operation an6. solidarity. 

Today justice and peace hJ.ve b8come a reality cinl; for a sr,1.all number of countries 

in the vorld. vor the overirhelming ru.ajority the historic injustice that condemns 

them to living on the periphery is beco;:ning increasinGlY intolerable J especially 

since the ,Ereat scientific and technological- advnnccs that h.we been nac1e in our 

time 1-rould .have m:tcl.c possible consideral1le im11rovements in the lot of manldnd at 

a cost far less thO.n that of armaments. 

At times the 1TOrlc1 seems to have forgotten the sense- of uhat it is strivins · 

for. It is strange indeed to try to conqm.:r outer space an<.L to install ucvices 

of cleath there, and at the so.r.1e tiLle stan<.1ing idly by lihile ui tnessing tlle deadly 

scourg-.;s of our tir1lC rgvo{;int; the Horld. In addition to these evils of our 
. . . . 

century~ coru:1on to c.ll of us, vrhich vre arc JcryinG over the short tc.:r~-,1 to oliicino.tc, 

we African_~ have cmother, dane:;er to fc:ce:, that of bn .. vinc; to live side by side vrith 

o. regiue which everyone ho..stcns to conclcr.m, but vhich has novcrtl1closs succeeded 

in obtaininG help to discover the secret of hovr -c-a· product: atoi~1ic 1wapons. 

This thrent is particularly real, since there is no cvitlence that South Africa, 

1-rhich ~J.ocs not hcsi tate: novmdiiys to invm1t:: o.ncl occupy o. f~oocl.. part of its 

ne.ichbo1_1r~? territories, would hesitate. for il. um~cnt to usc atu;·1ic we2.pons in 

ti1:1cs of crisis or in liar. Uc believe tlw.t at this tine the nuclc2.r Povrers have 

n decisive role to play in elininatinG that threat. They slloulc1 enter into 

specific binding con·1itncnts cuaro.ntcc observance of tho non· nuclcf'.r st~'.tus of 

AfricC'.. .J.ncl rcfrn.in -fro;·1 trcmsfcrrinG any nuclear tc~chnolor:;y to racist South Africa, 

-vrhosc.: policies they so vehenently condc:iln. 

Thn.t uoulc1 not be too hiGh a price to pay to preserve the :~.chic.vcncnts of 

the non- ·proliferr.tion re[;ine.. espccio..lly Uhen \lC consider the consequences for 

int(:TlKLtionC:.l pCO..Cl: nnc1 security of possession b_y the lcCLc1crs in Prctorin. of 

atouic vlC[~pOllS, since everyone kl101vS tho.t tlle;ir racin.l policies is likely SOOne:r 

or---later tv leal.1 to an unpreccc1cntcc'1. explosion. 
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On this question of disarrGament, so vital to the. future of the world) the 

· sr1all count.ries have no alternative but to preach reason to the nw.jor Pow·ers 

of the '-TOrld which have in their h~nds the key to our common destiny. Yet, -~re 

are not sure that o\lr appeals "Till be heard) still less heeded. l\~1 we can do 

is to hope that by appealine directly to national and world public o:pinion, as 

)!roposed. in this Disar:rn.ament 'Heck, ue can ·create Nilitant political forces 

capable of brincin~ the necessary pressure to ·bear on the various Governments 

to induce then. to realize finally that there is no alternative to disarmment 

and peace if ue. do not .want to see the snoulderirie; er,lbers of war throur;hout the 

'1-Torld explode into a l-rorlc1·'Hide conflac;ration. 

J'h~. CHAIR.!_TAH: I nm-1 call rir. El~Fattal~ the Permanent Representative· 

of. the Syrian Arab Republic and Chairman of. the Group of Asian States. 

Hr. EL-·FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic): 

Hr. Chairr1an, I 1-rish to offer you my c1eleG:ation 's cordial congratulations on the 

occasion of your election, and at the same time to thank you for giving me this 

opportunity to address the First Connittee at this sp~cial meetine;, on behalf of 

the Group of Asian Sta.tes, over which it is my honour to preside. 

The occasion that ife are celebrating today is the bee;inning of Disarmament 

Heek~ i·Thicb it is t.he custo111 of the United rra.tions ·to celebrate annually, since . . .. 
the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarirlament in 1978, 

which~ in its Final Document, instituted Disarmament VJeek to promote the aims 

of disarmament • 

Although >Te. are celebrating. Disarmar.,.ent Ueek for the fifth consecutive year, 

~-re see with regret· and .bitterness that thus far the nations have made no pro~ress 

tm;ards disarro..a.ment. Horeover, the international co!P,.munity feels that no progress 

has been achieved i~ the spheres covered by the first special session on 

disarmament and that no worth··Ullile measure has been taken to, brine; about 

disarmament~ although the second speciA.l session on c1isarl'1anent, in 1982, .uhich 

was itsel·f. a failure, stressed the importance of disarmament. The international 

sit'l.:tation has been steadily 'tfbrseninr-;. There is a climate of o.istrust prevailing 

which affects relations aDOnG" the ;major Po111·ers. The signs of a cold war are 
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beginninP, to.loom over international relations and as a result the arns race 

seens to be a priority for certain Pmvers ~ in particular the nuclear Pouers. 

The conventional arms race has accelerated recently as a result of the 

fears of certain countries, especially s~all and developinr, countries, that the 

policy of aggression, intervention and occupation is becoHinc~ conmon practice. 

The fears and nissivings of the countries of the world are due- to the tuilcl· -up 

in thE' arms race and its consequences: in other ~mrds ., the danger of a nuclear 

war that 1-rould ~ripe out the 't-Thole of mankind. He all realize that a nuclear W?.r 

1-1ould not be limited, that there vrould be. neither victor nor vanquished, and that 

8. nuclear "'mr could not be confined to a specific region. Thus a nuclear war 

uould 1:1ean the end of the "'mrld. 

If Disarmament lleelc~ 1-rhich 1..re are now celebrating for the fifth time, has 

secured any positive results, it is the feeling of incli~nation of the peoples of 

the "tvorld, who are standing out against the arms race and the installation of 

nuclear Heapons. Disarmament Heek has been successful in that respect: and has 

made public opinion in different parts of the world more sensitive to these issues. 

In speaking about Disarmament Ueek and evaluating its results I would like 

first to take up two important issues closely related to disarmament and 1-rhich 

constitute a matter of global concern: the relationship of disarmament to 

development, on the one hando and international security, on the other. 
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The great enemy of development in the third world countries is their 

increasing desire to acquire weapons~ since in order to defend their frontiers~ 

their independence and their resources against the Zionist~ fascist, racist 

regimes in various parts of the world~ or against aggressive imperialist 

forces~ the developing countries are forced to buy weapons and to squander 

their financial resources on those purchases instead of devoting them to economic 

and social development. A quick glance at the situation in Africa 9 Asia? 

Latin .America and the Middle East clearly shm-rs how gloomy the picture is in 

those regions. Millions of people are afflicted with sickness, illiteracy~ 

hunger and malnutrition in those countries. The $800 billion spent annually on the 

purchase of weapons would have been enough, if used rationally~ to change 

the situation of those countries. There is no denying that disarmament is 

not a matter that concerns only the nuclear Powers, and in particular, the 

super-Powers. It affects all the countries of the world, most of which are 

represented in this hall. 

I wish to point out the essential link between disarmament and international 

security. International security will continue to be under threat as long as 

a policy of the might, hegemony, domination, aggression~ annexation, and the 

occupation of foreign territory remains the official ideology of certain regimes 

in various parts of the world and is carried out by force of arms. '·Je have no 

guarantee that we can avoid a conflict by pinning our faith to the possibility 

of using nuclear weapons within a limited area and to a limited extent. Peace

loving countries have categorically rejected this doctrine. The Asian countries 

are non-nuclear-weapon .States~ and any Asian country which is trying to make use 

of nuclear energy is doing so for peaceful purposes. We support the idea 

of establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones, and most of us have already signed 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

vfuat we find particularly dist~rbing on the other hand~ are the attempts of 

the Zionist regime in occupied Palestine to develop weapons of mass destruction 

in co-operation with the racist regime of South Africa. International intelligence

gathering has shown that the enemy has already acquired a nuclear-weapon capacity, 

and it should be noted that it has refused to accede to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. 
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At the beginning o.f this Disarmame'nt Heek, let us reaffirm that vre shall 

spare no effo_rt in this cause and restate ou.r full support for oul:l Organization, 

in 1-rhich we have placed a~l our trust, so that we can carry out this difficult · 

task and seek solutions to the problems the world must face today. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call. upon Mr. Gurinovich of the Byelorussian Soviet 

Socialist Republic, who is speaking _on behalf of the Group of Eastern European 

States. 

.tJir. GURINOVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): . I have the gr_eat honour. of speaking as Chairman of the Group 

of Eastern European States at this special meeting at the beginning of Disarmament 

Heek; This present Dis-armament Week happens to ·coincide with the fortieth 

anniversary of the Moscow· Conference,· attended by the Foreign Ministers of the 

Soviet Union, the United States and the United Kingdom. That Conference adopted, 
. . 

among other important documents, a four-Po1·rer declaration on questions of general 

secu.ri ty;. in. those harsh years of th~ Second \vorld \·Tar' the. Soviet Union' the 

United States, the United Kingdom and China stated, in paragraph 4 of their 

declaration- that they recognized .the need to establish, as early as possible, a 

universal international organization for the maintenance of international peace and 

sec~ity, based on the prindpie _o~-the sovereign equality of ~11 peace-loving 

States, and whose membership would be open to all. such States, large and small. 

Two years·later the United Nations Charter was drafted, signed and entered 

into force) the Charter-· of an organization which now has 158 Members.· 

In the 'declaration to-which I--:have referred the parties recognized the need 

to establish and maintain international peace and security in the post~war period 

and ··· again: I quote from the declaration - with the least possible diversion of 

uorld human and economic resources for armaments. 

They went on, in paragraph 7 of the declaration, to state that they vrould. 

·confer-- and co~operate vTith each other and uit.h the other Members of the United 

nations in order toachieve practicable comprehensive agreements for the regulation 

of armaments in the post~war period. 
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It must be acknowledged that peace-loving forces have succeeded in achieving 

certain definite results in their stru~gle for the limitation and prevention of 

the nuclear arms race in v~rio~·s respects: · . E,;icie:il~e- 6r t:hi~ . is provided-by 

the drafting and adoption of a number of treaties and conventions on the subject 

that are now 1.n force. Otherwise~ the situation would be even worse. 

But we are also obliged to note that the threat of nuclear war has grown 

considerably, that the nuclear weapons now in existence are being constantly 

dev~lope_9., that those means of destruction and annihilation which used to be · 

:;iven the old-·fashioned name of conventional armaments are in no way comparable 

to the armaments of the Second V.Torld 1iJar, and that now annual military expenditures 

are much higher than ·they were during the years· of the· Second vlorld War. 
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In other words, it is the fault of the forces of imperialism and reaction, that 

it has not proved possible to achieve the aim of the least possible diversion of 

world human and economic resources for armaments. The acute need for this not only 

has not been reduced, but indeed has grown, taking into account the tasks facing 

mankind in the elimination of hunger, disease, illiteracy~ housing shortages, 

unemployment and inflation, in overcoming the economic backwardness of the young 

independent countries and of individual areas and population groups in the 

developed capitalist countries, and in guaranteeing stable and constant economic 

and social progress for all peoples. 

We do not want the Disarmament \'leek proclaimed by the United Nations to be 

limited to the customary ritual speeches. He want it instead to become a. powerful 

stimulus to joint efforts to strengthen peace" to avert the dan~er of nuclear w-ar, 

and to achieve agreements on real measures of nuclear and conventional 

disarmament, up to and including general and complete disarmament. 

The World Disarmament Campaign, in which the peoples of the world are taking 

part ever more energetically, must play a part in this endeavour. It is our 

duty to heed the voice of the peoples and respond to their yearnings. 

I should like to make a slight digression from the official style of my 

statement at this point. 1ve all know that the children of different countriPs 

react identically to what they find pleasant or what they find unpleasant· they 

all laugh and cry in the same way. Once they have learnt to speak, naturally 

in their own language, they all express identically their attitude to what is 

good and to what is bad. As the years go by, differences come about in their 

attitude to what is happening around them. They then begin to adhere to 

different political, moral and other views and take a different position on religion 

and the state of affairs within their own country and abroad. But today practically 

all the peoples) regardless of race and the social structure of the country in 

which they live, all people of good 1.rill, from schoolchildren to old-age 

pensioners, whatever language they speak, all want the same thing. In a 

polyglot -vrorld we hear ever more loudly proclaimed the same demand: peace, not 

war; disarmament, not a nuclear catastrophe:. co operation, not confrontation. 
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We are deeply convinced that the time has come for the politicians and 

diplomats of all countries at long last to make a similar choice and, combinin~ 

their efforts, find constructive and mutually a.cce:_otable solutions to the 

pressing problems of our time, including those in the sphere of disarmament. They 

must respond to the demands of the people in whose name they speak in the 

international arena. 

The United Nations is now discussing a whole range of disarmamE-nt quE-stions 

and each delegation is making a detailed statement of its position on them. In 

this connection~ I wish briefly to recall that the States of the socialist 

community, proceeding from the provisions of their joint documents adopted in 

Prague, Moscow and Sofia this year, have already submitted for consideration a 

complete set of constructive proposals. In the communiqu~ of the conference of 

Foreign Ministers of States parties to the Warsaw Treaty held in Sofia on 

13 and 14 October this year, the participants: 

nstressed the special importance and urgency of the proposals and 

initiatives of States parties to the T-Jarsaw Treaty towards averting 

nuclear war, carrying on and enhancing the process of detente, halting the 

arms race, especially the nuclear arms race, and launching disarmament, 

strengthening security and developing co-operation in Europe and the world 

as a whole. They expressed the determination of their States to make every 

effort to implement these proposals and initiatives". 

Fundamentally our proposals relate to the condemnation of nuclear war~ the 

prevention of nuclear war; the need for all nuclear Powers which have not yet 

done so to undertake not to be the first to use nuclear weapons; the renunciation 

of the deploYl:J.ent in Europe of new medium-range nuclear weapons and the reduction 

of those weapons, and the limitation and reduction of strategic armaments; 

nuclear disarmament; the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones and a 

simultaneous freeze by all the nuclear Powers, primarily thE> Soviet Union and the 

United States, on nuclear weapons, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, 

and the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. 
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Our proposals relate to agreement not to increase military expenditures; 

the reduction of conventional armaments and armed forces; the prohibit16ri of the 

militarization of outer space and the use of force in space and from space 

against th~ earth; a ban .on and the el~mination of neutron and other weapons, 
. . 

including new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction; and the 

liberation of Europe from chemical weapons as a first step towards a world-wide 
. . 

prohibition and elimination of such weapons. 

In short, accept?-Tice of our proposals would amount to the renunciation of . : 

the use of either nuclear or conventional weapons by any State against any 

other States. 

In other words, we advocate agreements on the basis of the principle of 

equality and equal secur:l.ty. 1iTe advocate a world without wars and without th~ ,_. 

accumulation Of stockpiles Of armamentS. \-Te call UpOn all Other COUntrieS to 

associate themselves with our efforts to achieve these aims by makinp- use also 

of the possibilities of the Horld Disarma:rnPnt Campaip-n, to which the socialist 

States .have made an appropriate contribution. 

Vle advocat~ that all peoples should be freed of thP danger of a nuclear 

disaster and have an opportunity to devote their efforts •to creative nurposes; 

in conditions of undisturbed peace. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the representative of El Salvador, 

Mr. Rosales Rivera, who will speak in his capacity as Chairman of the Group ot 
Latin American States. 

Mr. ROSALES;_RIVERA (El Salvador )(interpreta.tion from Spanish): I have· 

the honour to speak at tlie beginning of this commemorative He~k, which is part of 

the Y-Torld Disarmament Campaign, on behalf of the Latin American Group which, as in 

the past, gives its ·full support to all initiatives relatinp~; to this item. 

The deterioration of the international situation makes it particularly 

urgent that attention be given to disarmament, for the climate of international 

tension and· the various sources of conflict in the world are all events which 

foster the escalation of rivalry between the super-Powers. Latin America as a 
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whole fully .supports the fight for disarmament at all levels as regards 

conventional vreapons, intermediate-range missiles, long-:-range nuclear .. forces 

and, of course" outer space, which must be preserved from use for strategic 

or military purposes. Regrettably) this last dimension has become the object 

of the efforts to gain nuclear supremacy. 

The area of conventional Heapons is a source of special interest to Latin 

America. The arms race cannot be dissociated from its harmful effects on the . 

economic development and social development of States. ~ament and development 

are opposing directions. Unfortunately, threats to the security of States and 

imbalances .caused by the unequal e;routh of the mil~ta:r:y "lveapons of. certain. 

countries in the same subregion conspire against _the ·reduction of military 

expenditure. Plans for economic and social development are curbed and vast 

basic needs remain unsatisfied. 

This is illustrated in resolution 37/95 A, in which the General Assembly: 

::Declares once again its conviction that it is pos~ible to. 

achieve international agreements on reduction of military budgets. 

· trithout prejudice to the right of all States to undiminished 

security, self-defence and sovereignty; 

::Reaffirms that human ana. material resources ·released through 

the reduction of military expenditures could be reallocated to 

economic and social development, especially for the benefit of the 

developing countries· 11 (resolution 37/95 A, paras. 1, 2) 
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The figures on world-wide military expenditures are astronomical ~ more 

than $550 billion a year - and the amount spent on economic development is 

insignificant in comparison. The link between disarmament and development is 

very relevant and important and has therefore rightly been stressed in international 

forums. The present trend must be reversed, in the interest not only of the 

countries of the third world but of the international community at large which 

would stand to gain. Furthermore, the accumulation and upgrading of weapons 

do not themselves bring security. On the contrary, the.world has become more 

insecure and a riskier place in which to live because of the arms race. 

In detente, there is a perception of good faith and confidence and a sense 

of security which is a psychological resource conducive to a greater degree of 

co-·operation among States that can, in turn, bring about a reduction in armaments 

and take us closer to the concept of general and complete disarmament. This 

premise, based on the building of an atmosphere of mutual confidence, applies 

to conventional weapons and to nuclear weapons and other sophisticated methods 

of warfare. 

i'Te believe that substantive progress in the Geneva bilateral negotiations 

would have a positive impact on multilateral negotiations. Both forms of 

negotiation are interrelated. 

H'hen we consider the present state of.the reduction of conventional weapons, 

'1-Te very often find that muong those involved are not just the two States 

concerned in the conflict. In the event of a nuclear arms race, however, it is 

the super-Powers which bear the burden of responsibility for the fate of the 

world. The others concerned play minor roles even though, paradoxically, a 

failure in negotiations and a nuclear war would irrevocably affect all mankind. 

That is why the voices of all the peoples of the world, as potential victims 

of a nuclear war, must be heard in equal measure in representative international 

organizations such as the United Nations, the special sessions of the General 

Assembly which have been held under the aegis of the United Nations, and also 

in secondary bodies such as the Committee on Disarmament. 
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In this regard, Latin America supports the work of the Ad Hoc Committee 

for the ~Jorld Disarmament Conference. That Conference~ as the Ad Hoc 

Committee has said, must be the result of c.onsensus, bearing in mind the 

appropriate conditions. In addition, it should be preceded by proper preparation 

and commitment to universal goals and universal participation. 

Although the awareness of the threat of a nuclear holocaust to the fate 

of the world has been particularly keen in the developed countries as a result 

of the media -· and this certainly applies to lifestern Europe and North America -

there has also been a reasonable level of concern in the third world. 

Most people in Latin America consider:that their overriding needs have 

to do with everyday matters such as bread, housing, clothing and work. An 

understanding of the problems of nuclear ~ar has been shown mainly by the 

intellectual elites and by Governments. But to be honest, it is not a need 

which is felt among the masses. Each social community expresses . its own 

concerns. 

Latin America was nevertheless the first region which concerned itself with 

the threat· of atomic weapons. The Tlatelolco Treaty and its protocols are 

eloquent proof of this. Now other regions of the· world are following our example. 

Of course, in the whole problem of disarmament, the element of effective 

international control is of primary importance, for it supports the psychological 

factor of confidence and the subsequent verification that commitments entered into 

are truly honoured. So there must be reasonable machinery for verification. 

The United Nations has been dealing with the question of disarmament as 

one of its primary objectives. This is clear from Article 26 of the Charter. 

Ever since its beginning, this world Organization has been associated with this 

difficult undertaking which has been slow and elusive and which has often been 

in a state of stagnation. This is the context in which we must view the report 

of the Committee on Disarmament. 

It imuld seem that the resolutions adopted year after year on disarmament 

are in inverse ratio to their effectiveness. But they must be seen as an 

expression of the concern which exists on the subject. The present generations 

must meet this challenge for their responsibilities go beyond what would have 

been imaginable just a few years ago, for they are dealing with the destiny 

of mankind. 
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As -vras stressed bv the independent commission 9 in the nuclear era var cannot 

be an instrur!lent of policy but merely a mechanism for un:preceo.ented destruction. 

This places the problem of c1.isarmament in a context beyond the apnlieo sciences 

anc'l advanced technology. It goes beyono the fielo of politics and enters the 

field of ethics. ITo generation hfi.S the rif:ht to determine the fate of future 

generations nor does it have the right to· eliminate the hutt1an race. The poHer 

of nuclear destruction is inwense. 

For all these reasons, Latin AIPerica gives its suwJOrt to oisarmament and 

applauds initiatives to mobilize uorld public opinion in the vorld Disarmament 

Camoaip;n, to vrhich this ueek is contributing, a ueek vhicb begins precisely on 

United T·Tations Day. Is it not ironic that just a -vreek asm ue celebrated Forlcl 

Food Day ane were told that 450 million peonle are sufferin,. fro:r;1 hunp:er, uhile 

todAy more than :;1 million a minute are bE>ing STH."nt on thE> arms race? Can ue 

continue vrith this clialectic of contradictions which the DrPsent p:eneration is 

uitnessing? 

Latin America trusts that comrnon sense uill Prevail. 

1'J1~_C:HAIPJ'J.\i1T: I call on the reprPsentative of France; Fr. Louet, 

Chairman of the Group of rrestern European and Other States. 

LlE_~O.UBrr;' (France) (interpretation from Ji'rench) ~ In mv capacity as 

Chairman of the r,roup of T!estern Euro:nean and Other States, I take great pleasure 

in congratulating you, Sir, on vour accession to the chairrnanshin of the First 

Committee. I uish also to congratulate the other offices of the Coml11ittee. He 

are sure that your concern for objectivity ancl. your great comretence, Hhich we 

all recognize, irill lend great impetus to the uork of the First ComJ:llitteE>. 

For the sixth consecutive year, the General Assembly is celebrating . 

Disarmament Ueek, beP;inning today~ 21~ October> the anniversary of the founding 

of the United nations. It might be useful to recall that the nractice instituted 

by the first special session on disarmament is a resnonse to the legitimate 

concern for invol vinp- the peoples of our countries in the efforts beinp: Jl1ac'le to 

promote disarmament. t'n1ile it is primarily for our Governments to carr~r on a 

Cl.etermine<'l quest for sir;nificant pron:ress in this field, the difficulty of the 

endeavour an0 the magnitude of the stakes make it <:mite rir.;ht that their efforts 

should be accom:rmnied b:y a flow of information to the populations 1·rbo should be 

ma.de more auare of uhat is happening. 
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This concern is now more justified than ever at a time when there is 

increasingly acute awareness of the danger to peace of the lack of progress in 

this field. '\rle are thus convinced that the activities in connection with this 

Week will help unite the entire international community in the search for 1vays of 

reducing military arsenals. After all, this is what it is about and it is 1vorth 

recalling this in a context and at a time when there is no lack of declarations 

of good intent and when the need for specific significant measures was never 

more clear. 

I should like to reaffirm the support of the Group of Festern European 

and other States for all the efforts to achieve genuine disarmament in a more 

harmonious and united international community. 

The meeting rose at 11__._50 a.m. 
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The meeting was called to .. ortler at 3 p.m. 
' -~ '"· ,-

AGENDA 13 9, 141, 14 3 and 144 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 
. ,., ·"'I ' I J< I "'·/ (1;\ ;~\·''11 j ~::· tt, .-! 

! 3" ~ •, ~ ~ 

Mr. BERG (Norway) a I wish at the outset to express the great st¥>ck fel.t 

by my Government and. the people of Norway following the tragic and senseless events 

, in· Beirut·"this' ~eel<end. Our deeply felt sympathy goes first of all to the bereaved 
lt\{- )'. t ~J :. ~LJ. "-Jo/"'>.c'~ J \t~~ \ t \: .>"-'} · 

·· families of the victims. 'lhrough you, Mr. Chairman, I should lik~ to convey my 
.. 

sincere condolences to the families and to the American and French Governments, . . ' 

through their representatives in this Committee. 

Disarmament and arms control are today the subject of increasing attention, 

not only in an Fast-west context, but in the world at large. All over the world a 
. . . . 

strong public opinion is demanding an end to the arms build-up, conventional as 

well as nuclear. I see no other way to deal effectively with this major challenge 

than to redouble ou~ efforts to achieve disarmament and arms control agreements 

which are balanced, equitable and verifiable. Especially on this United Nations · 

Day, I should like to express my sincere hope that the untiring efforts of this 

Committee will assist us in this respect. 

The corner-stone in the process of halting the arms build-up and reducing 

armaments should be full adherence by all States to the obligation under the United 

Nations Charter to refrain from the threat of use of force. In our view this 

obligation is unequivocal and binding. It must remain a fundamental code of 

conduct in international relations. Nothing can add to or detract from our Charter 

in this respect. It was fully in keeping with this basic provision of our Charter, 

therefore, when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) summit meeting in 

Bonn last year solemnly declared that NATO weapons, be they conventional or 

nuclear, would never be used except in response to attack. 

In the years ahead, it seems to me, we must increasingly seek agreements that 

clearly assist us in building more stable relationships among States, while seeking 

undiminished security at the lowest possible levels of armaments. 

In this context and in a global perspective, the Strategic Arms Reduction 

Talks (START) - the negotiations on strategic nuclear weapons between the United 

States and the Soviet Union - are of particular significart~e. These talks may well 
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lay the foundation for the strategic anns posture as we approach the next century. 

We have noted with satisfaction that both parties, in their proposals, have listed 

significant reductions as their objective. We consider 'that the latest United 

States proposals contain new and significant elements of flexibility, aiming at a 

substantial build-down of the most destabilizing weapons. It is our hope that this 

approach will be reciprocated, thus paving the way for real progress in START. 

For the past two years a great deal of attention has bee~ focused on the 

negotiations in Geneva on intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF). The United 

States, in close consultation with its allies, is now negotiating with a view to 

reaching an agreement that may obviate NATO's need to modernize its nuclear forces 

in Europe in response to Soviet deployment of long-range nuclear missiles that can 

reach Western Europe. 

It is the view of my Government, as well as that of other NATO Governments, 

that the ideal outcome of the Geneva talks remains a total ban on this class of new 

weapons, as proposed by NATO countries. As this does not appear realistic for the 

time being, the United States, in full agreement with its European allies, has 

proposed an interim agreement and has recently introduced new compromise proposals 

in Geneva in an effort to meet Soviet concerns. In our opinion, all the important 

elements are now on the table for an agreement in Geneva which would take due 

account of the security concerns of the parties involved. 

I~ is our sincere hope that the Soviet Union will now respond positively to 
. . 

the latest Western initiatives and engage in serious negotiations with a view to 

reaching concrete results before the end of this year. We feel confident that the 

USSR will not see it as in its interest to leave the negotiating table in Geneva as 

the INF talks. are now entering what may well turn out to be the decisive stage. In 

this respect, it has not gone unnoticed by my Government that the Warsaw Treaty 

States, at their recent Sofia meeting, stated that possibilities do still exist for 

reaching an agreement in Geneva. 
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The NATO Governments, for their part, are quite prepared to spare no effort to 
-.·.. ;V~o 

reach an agreement and.to continue the negotiations into 1984, if need be. 

Last year this Cb~ittee took up the question of a nuclear freeze. I should 
' .. 

like to state emphatically that my Government is not, in principle, opposed to this 
. V; -~ . . 

concept, which has been looked upon by many as a means of halting the nuclear arms 
~ '· > : ....... 

race. On the other hand, it must be clearly stated that the most pressing need 
' : ··~ 

today is to obtain substantial reductions in the nuclear arsenals. In the longer 

run, however, I see no'conflict between the need for reductions and a freeze. In 
..... " 

fact, a freeze might at one stage be entered as a natural element in an effective 

disarmament and arms control process. While recognizing this, we must at the same 
' ~ 

time make certain that a call for a nuclear freeze does not actually complicate 

ongoing efforts to reduce and eliminate existing stocks of nuclear arms. 

My Government believes that in our efforts to halt the nuclear arms build-up a 

comprehensive test ban must remain a priority measure. A canprehensive test ban 

would make a significant contribution to the objective of terminating the 

qualitative development of nuclear weapons and the introduction of new weapons• It 

would, furthermore, constitute a non-discriminatory instrument of direct relevance 

to the promotion of non-proliferation. 

In our opinion, a comprehensive test ban should prohibit all nuclear test 

explosions in all environments on a permanent basis. Such a ban would necessarily 

have to include an efficient verification system. In this connection, great 

importance must be attached to the development of a global seismological network. 

Norway has participated actively in the Ad Hoc Working Group of seismological 

experts in the Committee on Disarmament since its establishment in 1976. 

As an active observer in the Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban, of 

the Committee on Disarmament, Norway welcomed the agreement on a work programme for 

the Working Group's deliberations this year. We regret, however, that subsequent 

discussions have revealed differences of opinion, in particular concerning the 

mandate of the Working Group. It is still our hope that a formula can be found in 

order that the Ad Hoc Working Group may continue its efforts in a substantive way 

in this most important field during the next session of the Committee on 

Disarmament. 
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The proliferation of nuclear weapons remains another major challenge of 

urgency. The Norwegian Government attaches great importance to the Third Review 

Conference on the nuclear NOn-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which is to be held in 

1985. It is our hope that that Conference will not only preserve the status guo, 

but also strengthen the non-proliferation regime. 

In our view, the vertical and the horizontal non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons are of equal.importance. The nuclear-weapon States have undertaken 

obligations concerning vertical proliferation under article VI of the NPT. 

Concrete results in this respect would provide a considerable impetus in terms of 

halting horizontal proliferation also. It is our view that full-scope safeguards 

should remain a precondition of all exports of relevant nuclear material, equipment 

and technology. Similarly, all non-nuclear-weapon States should accept full-scope 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA} safeguards on all their nuclear 

activities. Finally, we should spare no effort in order to achieve an even broader 

adherence to the NPT. 

Norway was honoured to preside over the Second Review Conference concerning 

the sea-bed Treaty, in Geneva in September this year. It is indeed significant 

that the Conference was able to adopt a final declaration by consensus reaffirming 

strong support for this arms-control Treaty. In line with past practices, we 

intend to present the results of the Conference to this Committee and to introduce 

a draft resolution on the Review Cbnference. 

In our efforts to halt and reverse the nuclear-arms build-up, we should not 

and must not overlook the dangers inherent in the increasing conventional 

armaments. We should, in particular, bear in mind the possibility and the 

desirability of raising the nuclear threshold by means of achieving a stable 

balance in conventional forces. 

This interrelationship is of particular relevance to Europe, given the 

conventional imbalance in that region. In the Vienna talks on conventional force 

reductions the Western participants have put forward proposals for reductions to 

equal and lower levels with a view to establishing increased stability in Europe 

and thus raising the nuclear threshold. Security in Europe would be enhanced and 

East~est relations improved if we could produce concrete progress in the Vienna 

talks. 
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The process of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 

complements the efforts which are under way in Vienna. The concluding document of 

the recent Madrid meeting strengthens the Helsinki Final Act in the field of 

contact, dialogue and negotiations between East and West in the present strained 

political circumstances. 

My Government regards the convening of the Conference on disarmament in Europe 

as being a major achievement in East~est relations. It will be an important task 

of the Conference to come to grips with the danger of military and political 

destabilization resulting from the existing imbalance in conventional forces in 

Europe. Our aim must be to agree on concrete measures to restore confidence in 

each other's motives. This could, in fact, open up new prospects for progress in 

ongoing and future disarmament negotiations. 

In our view, it is essential to prevent the Conference on disarmament in 

Europe from developing into fruitless exercise on general principles and 

declaratory proposals. We should start effective negotiations on concrete 

confidence-building and security-building measures as soon.as possible, strictly 

respecting the criteria laid down and the mandate agreed upon in Madrid by the 

35 States of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. These measures 

should, in particular, be designed to create more transparency and predictability 

in the military field. In particular, they should aim at reducing the danger of 

surprise attacks and of the use of military forces for political purposes. 
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The confidence-building process should not, however, be restricted to Europe. 

My Government has therefore welcomed the initiative of the Federal Republic of 

Gecnany to have the global aspects of confidence-building measures dealt with by 

the United Nations and, this year, by the Disarmament Commission. We do not 

consider such measures a substitute for disarmament but rather a valuable 

contribution towards the enhancement of peace and security and the attainment of 

our objectives in the field of disarmament and arms control. 

Greater transparency in milita~ expenditures is another important means of 

creating increased confidence among States. Norway has actively supported the 

efforts of the United Nat(ons at several sessions of the General Assembly to obtain 

more information on military budgets. In the hope that the ongoing work of the 

expert group will provide a new impetus to our endeavours in this field, we have 

expressed our willingness to assist further by putting a Norwegian expert at the 

disposal of the group. We are also ready to support other measures in this field, 

such as holding a conference on military expenditures. 

The acceleration of technological innovations is an important element of the 

present arms build-up. Nowhere is this development felt more strongly than in our 

quest to prevent an arms race in outer space. The Norwegian Government welcomes 

the fact that this question has been included on the agenda of the Committee on 

Disarmament. We sincerely hope that a consensus will be reached early next year on 

a mandate for a working group to start substantive discussions of the issues 

involved. In this context further measures are needed to ensure future strategic 

stability in outer space. With this objective in mind, we welcome all serious and 

realistic proposals. Emphasis Joust still be placed on prohibiting anti-satellite 

systems. Even though we are fully aware that these are complex matters, our 

efforts must aim at mutually agre~d, balanced and verifiable measures of arms 

control. 

Permit me also to mention the considerable importance that my Government 

attaches to the efforts to prohibit other weapons of mass destruction, in 

Particular the work of the Committee on DisaiJRament to conclude a future chemical 

weapons convention. In our view, a ban on the development, production, stockpiling 

and use of chemical weapons and on the destruction of existing stocks represents 

one of the most important disarmament measures being negotiated today. 
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It seems to us that a certain momentum has recently been building up in Geneva 

in this re~ect, although not as speedily as we had hoped. Nevertheless, the 

record on substantive provisions to be included in a chemical weapons convention 

worked out in the Committee on Disarmament, under able Canadian chairmanship, is a 

significant development. It is our hope that the present momentum in the Committee 

on Disarmament can be successfully exploited in order to produce definite 

progress. Every effort should now be made to reach agreement on outstanding 

questions with a .view to formulating a convention text. 

In particular, this would apply to the question of verification. Over the 

years, the Norwegian Government has made efforts to contribute to the work of the 

Committee on Disarmament and has presented working papers based on research 

undertaken in Norway. During the forthcoming sessions we shall continue our 

research programme relating to verification issues under a comprehensive chemical 

weapons convention. 

Before concluding my statement, permit me to make some comments on certain 

institutional questions. During the thirty-seventh session of the General 

Assembly, Norway took an active part in the endeavours aimed at streamlining 

institutional arrangements in the field of multilateral disarmament. In particular 

we had the honour to introduce the Qmnibus resolution A/37/99 K with its five 

operative parts, which was adopted without a vote. 

In this connection I should like once again to welcome the establishment of 

the Department for Disarmament Affairs at the United Nations Secretariat under the 

very able leadership of the Under-Secreta~-General, Mr. Jan Martenson. 

My Government has long actively supported efforts in the United Nations as 

well as in the Committee on Disarmament aimed at obtaining a limited expansion of 

the membership of the Committee on Disarmament. In our capacity as an active 

observer, we have participated in all working groups of the Committee on 

Disarmament and we have, as I have already mentioned, contributed to the 

Committee's work related to a chemical weapons convention and a comprehensive 

nuclear-test ban. Accordingly, we very much welcome the recent decisions of the 

Committee on Disarmament to redesignate itself the Conference on Disarmament and to 

expand the membership of the Committee by no more than four States. At this 

juncture, I should like to reiterate our firm interest in becoming a full member of 
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the CollURittee. At the same time, I would hope that consultations may be expedited 

with a view to implementing at an early date the reeent decision by the Committee 

on expansion of its membership. 

In resolution 37/99 K the General Assembly decided that the United Nations 

Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) should function as an autonomous 

institute. We also welcome this decision as we welcome the re-establishment of the 

Secretary-General's Advisory Board on Disarmament Studies, which now also serves as 

the Board of Trustees of UNIDIR. 

During this session the Norwegian delegation intends to submit a draft 

resolution concerning the draft statute of UNIDIR that was recently adopted by the 

Secretary-General's Advisory Board acting as UNIDIR 's Board of Trustees. We hope 

that this draft resolution will be adopted without a vote in order to prepare a 

solid basis for the future work of the Institute. Norway has also supported UNIDIR 

by contributing financially in order to help it carry out independent research on 

disarmament and on related security issues and will endeavour to continue to do so. 

Let me also mention that since its inception Norway has given its support to 

the World Disarmament Campaign. We believe that the United Nations has a vital 

role to play in the dissemination of information concerning disarmament in a 

balanced and objective manner and in all parts of the world. In our view, the 

Campaign should be based on as broad a base of data and knowledge as possible. For 

this reason my Government has recently granted $25,000 to promote activities of 

relevance to the attainment of the objectives of the campaign. 

In concluding I should like again to stress the importance attached by the 

Norwegian Government to disarmament and arms control as an integral part of our 

security policy. Norway is a small country located in a strategically very 

sensitive area. Yet, in a world characterized by growing interdependence, our 

concerns and interests cannot be governed by national or even regional 

considerations alone. In fact, the vital interests of the international community 

as a whole are at stake when we address the need to control and reduce the role of 

armaments in the world. ~ achieve this fundamental objective, we need to engage 

actively in concrete negotiations rather than to indulge in abstract principles. 

We now need binding commitments rather than declarations of intent. It is in this 

spirit that the Government of Norway will continue to approach the important issues 

now before us in this Committee. 
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I wish to begin by expressing on behalf of my 

Government to the delegations of the United States and France, Australia's deep 

sympathy in the awful losses they suffered in Beirut yesterday. 

seven months ago the Australian people elected a new Government. It is a 

Government formed by the Australian Labour Party. It is a social democratic 

Government. This present session of the General Assembly is the first to have 

taken place since that change of Government in Australia. It is appropriate 

therefore that this present statement of the Australian Government's policies and 

attitudes should be of a fundamental character. 

The Government assumed office in an international climate which presented 

daunting challenges in the field of peace and security. It immediately took a 

series of decisions which elevated significantly arms control and disarmament goals 

within Australian foreign policy. Henceforth Australia will pursue those goals 

with unprecedented determination and vigour. The resources required for that work 

have been provided even though, for economic reasons, resources are scarce. These 

decisions reflected directly the wishes of the very substantial majority of the 

Australian people. 

It is crystal clear that the Australian people want to see an end to the 

nuclear arms race. They are determined that nuclear weapons should not proliferate 

to yet further countries. They reject completely the notion that the arms race 

should extend from this planet into outer space and they deplore the $700 billion 

spent each year on the arms race. They are deeply concerned that much of this 

expenditure breeds violence and they believe that the overall level of it 

constitutes a scandalous waste of human resources and ingenuity. Throughout 

Australia there are substantial organized community groups - the groups we call 

non-governmental organizations - which continue to work on and discuss the issues 

of peace and disarmament. Their work is vital. In a democracy such as ours it 

both informs and criticizes Government policy. Those groups are thoroughly 

heterogeneous. They include people of all political persuasions, all ages, both 

sexes and.all occupations. This is very significant. The voice of these people is I 
addressed to the Australian Government and beyond our Government to the world 

1 community. It calls for an end to the madness of the arms race. It asserts the 

belief that what all people desire, most centrally, is a decent standard of living 

worked out in a framework of peace. They reject any idea that our technological 

genius should be allowed to bring about the destruction of humankind. 
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What is fundamentally at issue here is a view of the nature of life and of 

human history itself. That view rejects the notion·that war and violence are in 

same way inevitable because, in some unstated way, war is seen to be an inherent 

part of human nature. It is also a profound cry in support of the principles for 

1 which the United Nations stands - freedom, independence, self-determination - and 

it is a warning that these principles and goals are the first victims of war and 

armaments. 

This peace movement will not go away1 it is not a passing phenomenon. It will 

remain as long as those basic human goals and desires are challenged by war and 

armaments. It will remain because it is a fundamental assertion of the value of 

life itself. This phenomenon is by no means unique to Australia. On the contrary 

it is univers~l, and we in the United Nations must respond to it. This is our 

responsibility and the exercise of that responsibility can be effective only if we 

seek arms control and disarmament agreements which are balanced, verifiable and 

consistent with the maintenance of security. Australia will follow that path. 

We welcome the Secreta~-General's call to us all to recommit ourselves to the 

application of the principles of the Charter. This, in our view, is one of the 

most urgent necessities within today's international relations, and we see a direct 

relationship between that recommitment and the urgent need for a reinvigoration of 

the arms control and disarmament process. It is only by this means that peace can 

be assured. 

Australia is a Western country, sharing with those others which form the 

Western association of nations a commitment to democracy, freedom and the conduct 

of international relations on the basis of mutual respect between States and of the 

rule of law. On 15 September this year the Australian Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, Mr. Bill Hayden, made a statement to the Australian Parliament which was 

of fundamental importance for those who would seek to understand Australia, its 

Place both within the West and in wider international relations, and the role which 

Australia can play and is determined to play in promoting the cause of peace and 

disarmament within the United Nations. That statement was on the conclusions of 

the review of the ANZUS Treaty, the Treaty which links Australia, New Zealand and 

the United States. Simply, that review led to an unequivocal reaffirmation of the 

ANzus alliance as fundamental to Australia's national security and foreign and 

defence policies. It was also made clear, however, that Australian adherence to 
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the ANZUS Treaty does not in any way derogate from its right to make national 

decisions in foreign policy and defence matters. 

In reporting to the Parliament on the ANZUS Treaty review the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs said this: 

"I think it important to reiterate, for the record, that this Labour 

Government in matters of international relations presumes to be neither 

neutral nor non-aligned. We clearly have our commitments and our alignment is 

frequently and convincingly demonstrated. Our independence and national 

interests are served greatly by these associations but within them we exercise 

independence and judgement, are prepared to disagree with allies where it is 

in the best interests of our alliance and certainly where it is in the best 

interests of this nation. The fact that these things can be done and the 

alliance remain intact is an indication of the maturity of the relationship." 

F.inally, the Minister for Foreign Affairs said that one of our major policy 

roles within our position as a Western country would be to fulfil our moral 

obligation to work for nuclear and conventional anas reduction and disarmament. 

The task is urgent. The lives of all of us are overshadowed today by a nuclear 

arms race of dreadful proportions. None of us wants it, yet it seems to be proving 

increasingly difficult to stop. 

Concrete action, such as in the intermediate-range and strategic arms 

reduction talks in Geneva must continue, but we must also seek to break the circle 

of mutual suspicion that is the source of the problem in the first place. In our 

view that circle is formed by the perceptions held of each other by the United 

States and the Soviet Union. We must ask those two great States to consider this 

and to seek to change it. It is clear that the relationship between the United 

States and the Soviet Union is passing through a difficult phase. Both sides have 

acknowledged this fact and it is clear that neither seeks such a situation. 

Productive and co-operative relations between the United States and the Soviet 

Union must play an essential role in resolving problems afflicting the world 

community. Strained relations between the super-Powers affect the whole range of 

complex dealings which they have with one another and the consequences of such 

strains spill over into issues affecting all of us. 
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Most fundamentally we are affectd as co-inhabitants of a world which could be 

destroyed by the nuclear weapons held by the super-Bowers. We all have the most 

pressing interest in seeing reductions in these nuclear arsenals. The 

responsibility of ensuring that such reductions are achieved falls on the Bowers 

which possess such weapons. Clearly, strains in relations between the United 

States and the Soviet Union do not contribute to creating a favourable atmosphere 

for negotiation and inevitably the will of the parties to make the hard chqices 

required if we are to make progress in nuclear disarmament is affected. 

The Australian Foreign Minister has called for efforts to encourage and assist 

the super-Bowers to develop a new framework for constructive relations and for them 

to look again at the assumptions on which they approach one another. As he said in 

the general debate in the Assembly just a few weeks agoa 

"Whatever judgement Soviet leaders may make about the system in the West, 

they have no justification for a view that it is bent on the destruction of 

the Soviet people's security and welfare. In their theoretical <analysis of 

the world and their vision of the future, those Soviet leaders must concede a 

secure and lasting peace to the West and to the non-aligned and developing 

countries. It is not legitimate to seek their subversion and overthrow. 

"In the West, as we also assess future prospects, we must concede a 

proper place for the Soviet Union - not only in terms of power but also as 

defined by the legitimate concerns and aspirations of the Soviet peoples. 
n 

" ••• we [should] encourage and assist the super-Bowers to moderate 

antagonisms, to obtain new understandings, perhaps to find new mechanisms for 

political action and consultation ••• " (A/38jPV.l7, p. 68) 
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The task that both the United States and the Soviet Union face is a task of 

historic magnitude and urgency. 

There must be no over-simplification of the differences between these two 

great Bowers, but their greatness calls for them to reshape their dialogue now, 

before it is too late for all of us, and then to play their unique part in 

strengthening this United Nations. 
With regard to the current arms control and disarmament agenda, Australia is 

determined that there be an end to the nuclear a.rrns race and a reduction in the 

number and kinds of nuclear weapons held by nuclear-weapon States. We are 

determined that the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons be 

strengthened and adhered to universally. 

Linking these two objectives, we seek an end to nuclear testing by all States 

in all environments for all time. 

We shall seek an international agreement to ensure that the arms race does not 

extend to outer space. 

Nuclear issues are central to the survival of mankind, but people die daily, 

and in alarming numbers, through the use of conventional weapons. Military budgets 

must be reduced. The arms race must be curbed. The question of military 

transfers, whether overt, covert, or illegal is obviously of importance. 

Australia believes that these three areas are ideal subjects for negotiation 

by the United Nations. We shall be exploring, with others, the most effective 

means of taking such action. 

Chemical weapons - the so-called "poor man's atomic bomb" - are abhorrent. 

Their effects are devasting and inhuman, they are cheap and easily stored1 they are 

"ideally" suited for use in the developing world. Clearly they must be outlawed. 

Australia will continue to strive to see that an international convention, with 

this effect, is concluded as soon as possible. 

In conclusion, I want to add Australia's voice to those who have already 

appealed for a new spirit of co-operation. The fact is that it is easier to 

express hostility, to form patterns of behaviour on the basis of existing 

prejudices, than it is to take the leap of the imagination and faith that is 

required in working out a.rrns control and disa.rrnarnent agreements. 
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Security is at stake - that is clear - and that can be a source of genuine 

anxiety. We must face this realistically, but if we pursue our canmon goals with 

determination and imagination we shall overcome that anxiety and.each time we.do 

that we shall grow in strength and confidence. We might then discover that it is 

true that there is nothing more fearful than fear itself, and we might also.ensure 

our survival. 

Mr. NATORF (Poland): 1~. Chairman, my delegation has already 

congratulated you on your election to the chair. It has also assured you that you 

can look forward to full and constructive co-operation on our side. Since I am 

speaking for the first time at this session of the Committee, may I, in my personal 

capacity, once again congratulate you warmly and wish you success in discharging 

your mandate. My congratulations and good wishes are also extended to other 

officers of the Committee. 

The general debate at this session of the General Assembly that was concluded 

only two weeks ago, as well as the discussion at present being held in this 

Committee, have shown us the reflection as in a mirror of the grave concern of the 

overwhelming majority of the peoples in the world at the dangerous trends in the 

development of the international situation. Feelings of profound and legitimate 

anxiety have been forcefully expressed at the ominously stepped-up a~s race, aimed 

at achieving military superiority and first-strike capability, undertaken by the 

military-industrial complex in the United States and incorporated in the policy of 

its Administration. In the aforesaid debates, the dangers stemming from the 

accelerated advancement of military technology and saturation of the globe with 

lethal weaponry have been demonstrated, with the simultaneous warning that the very 

survival of mankind is at stake. 

In the address to the General Assembly of the Chairman of the Council of State 

of the Fblish People's Republic, Professor Henryk Jablonski, and in the statement 

before this Committee by the Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, Henryk Jaroszek, 

we presented our point of view on the negative phenomena existing in the political, 

military and economic spheres of the present international situation. We 

emphasized, inter alia, that the planned deployment in Western Europe of the 
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newest American medium-range nuclear-weapon systems endangers world peace, 

jeopardizes the security of Europe, as well as threatening the national security of 

Boland and its most vital interests. We pointed out that mankind today is walking 

a tightrope, beneath which there is the a~ss of nuclear catastrophe, with the 

nuclear ar.ms race unchecked, with the per.manent growth of nuclear stockpiles and 

development of deadly technology, its balance may be easily lost. We also 

expressed our hopes and outlined our actions. 

The Chairman of the Council of State of the Polish People's Republic, 

Professor Jablonski, in his address to this session of the General Assembly saidz 

"Despite the unsatisfactory international situation, and in defiance of 

the activities of opponents of peaceful co-operation between nations and of 

instigators of tension, our aim remains a programme of positive action, 

hand-in-hand with all those who want the same. We have the perseverance and 

the goodwill to carry us along that road". (A/38/PV.l3, pp. 13-15) 

We have underlined that, difficulties in international relations 

notwithstanding, there exists a possibility of averting the danger of war and 

preventing the risk of an outbreak of world conflict, especially nuclear, there 

exists a possibility of containing the arms race and stopping the policy of 

confrontation. 

On the agenda of the thirty-eighth session of the United Nations General 

Assembly there are three new items, proposed by the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, which were allocated to this Committee for consideration. They are all 

of great importance and of utmost urgency. 

The Soviet proposal "Conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the use of 

force in outer space and from outer space against the Earth" deals with an issue 

that is becoming extremely topical. Being a progressive follow-up of the 

1981 proposal for a treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of weapons of any 

kind in outer space, the present initiative provides for a comprehensive ban on 

testing and deploymen~ in outer space of any space-based weapons designed to j 

destroy targets on the earth, in the atmosphere or in outer space. Simultaneously, 1 

it makes provision for a complete denunciation of the development of new 
I 
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anti-satellite systems and the elimination of existing systems. It includes the 

clearly expressed readiness of the Soviet Union to conduct separate talks on 

anti-satellite systems, including talks with the United States on a bilateral 

basis. The unilateral moratorium declared by the Soviet Union on the placing of 

any kind of anti-satellite weapons in outer space is yet further evidence of its 

willingness not to allow the arms race to enter outer space. 
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The Soviet proposal is being put forward at a time when the United States is 

getting ready, according to press reports, to begin testing new weapons designed to 

attack satellites, and when programmes to develop and deploy new weapons for 

fighting so-called star wars in outer space are being undertaken as a means of 

eventually acquiring a first-strike capability. This most timely initiative of the 

Soviet Union emphasizes very forcefully that the time to take up the issue 

constructively is now, and that tomorrow it might be too late. It is aimed not 

only at ensuring ~he peaceful use and exploration of outer space for future 

generations, but also at easing existing tensions on earth by showing, in a 

clear-cut way, the possibilities and perspectives of useful dialogue on even the 

most difficult subjects. 

The item entitled •condemnation of nuclear war" deals with an issue which is 

of top priority among the issues of our generation. The draft declaration 

submitted by the USSR, resolutely and unreservedly condemns and declares as 

criminal acts the formulation, enunciation, dissemination and propaganda of 

political and military doctrines and concepts designed to substantiate the 

•legitimacy• of the first use of nuclear weapons, and, generally, the 

•admissibility• of unleashing nuclear war. 

There is no need to stress the timeliness and importance of this initiative. 

One can hardly fail to notice the continued discussion held in some United States 

cai•"' htu:>t.;rn quarters on the possibility of the carrying on, and the winning, of 

limited nuclear warfare, on the feasibility of a pre-enptive fira't nuclear strike, 

and on the chances of surviving and winning a total, full-scale nuclear conflict. 

At a time when certain circles are obssessed with gaining nuclear superiority, 

with pursuing a policy of interference in the internal affairs of others, and with 

fnfluencing international relations by the policy of diktat, the adoption of the 

proposed declaration would be a major move showing the willingness of the 

international community to build a-possible safety barrier against entering on the 

dangerous path towards nuclear catastrophe. 

Because of its tragic experience in the past, Poland, on whose territory the 
Second World War started and whose losses and suffering were so great, has the 

sp1eial right and moral obligation to remind all nations of that holocaust, and to 

appeal to them to join in a condemnation of nuclear war. Let us hope that all 

countries - and particularly those countries of Europe in which two world wars were 
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fought'and which know full well the disastrous consequences of war- will answer 

this appeal affirmatively. 

It is with concern that we have noted some statements expressing the belief 

that the Soviet draft resolution on the condemnation of nuclear war implies that a 

country would be denied the right to defend itself against an aggressor with all 

the means at its disposal, including nuclear weapons. First, these statements 

overlook the fact that it is the Soviet Union and its allies which have proposed 

concluding a treaty on the non-use of force between the States of the Warsaw Pact 

and of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Such a treaty would prohibit 

the use of any force, including that of conventional means. Secondly, in regard to 

the non-use of nuclear weapons, the Soviet Union has stated unequivocally it will 

not be the first to use these weapons. And, thirdly, one might easily say that 

such statements are, in fact, very close to the theories of pre-emptive nuclear 

strike. Therefore, the arguments used in those statements are, to say the least, 

not con vine ing. 

Instead of looking for alleged ill intentions on the part of the Soviet Union, 

and for the so-called hidden gaps in the draft resolution, it would be much better 

if, in the interest of improving the international atmos,phere, the Soviet proposal 

were given the most serious consideration and support. 

The proposal for a nuclear arms freeze to be undertaken by all nuclear-weapon 

States would make it evident that a means of moral and political character can be 

combined with a tangible measure which, if adopted, could have a treryendous 

positive impact on the international situation. The Soviet proposal for a 

cessation, subject to effective verification, of the build-up of all components of 

nuclear arsenals, including all kinds of both delivery systems and weaponst a 

renunciation of the deployment of new kinds and types of such weaponsJ a moratorium 

on all tests of nuclear weapons and of new kinds and types of their delivery 

systems, and cessation of the production of fissionable materials for the purpose 

of making nuclea~, weapons, would be a decisive factor in shaping the security 

situation in the world. It would rebuild and strengthen the mutual trust among the 

nuclear Pbwers that is so badly needed for improving the overall political climate 

in the world. It would lead towards further practical steps in nuclear 

disarmament. It would not permit a new spiral of the arms race to begin. 
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The three new Soviet proposals derive from the previous initiatives. They are 

closely and logically linked with them and constitute their further development. 

They stem from the fact that nuclear war would be the greatest tragedy for 

mankind. This fact cannot be undermined by any theory, assumption or speculation, 

no matter from what source and place it originates. The proposals also proceed 

from the premise that putting an end to the nuclear arms build-up and preventing a 

further ~iral of the nuclear arms race is one of the most pressing tasks for 

humanity. 

These proposals are put forward at a time when there is a real danger of an 

outbreak of nuclear conflict, since the evolution of Western military doctrine has 

been approaching an essential change in assumptions. By creating an alternative of 

practical steps which do not diminish the security of either side, the Soviet 

proposals are of crucial importance under the existing circumstances. 

~ether with those proposals which have previously been put forward by the 

Soviet Union, the present initiatives constitute an integral component of the 

peaceful policy of the Soviet Union. Their main thrust is directed at averting a 

nuclear catastrophe. They have their basis and support in the broad-ranging 

programme of peace reflecting the co-ordinated approach of the countries of the 

socialist community. This programme is contained in the Declaration issued at the 

meeting of the political consultative Committee of States parties to the Warsaw 

Treaty, held in Prague last January, in the joint statement issued at the meeting 

of Party and State leaders of seven socialist States held in Moscow, last June, 

and, most recently, in the communique issued at the meeting of the Committee of 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty held in 

Sofia. 

At that meeting, it was stated that the conviction of the States parties to 

the Warsaw Treaty was that even in a complex and aggravated international situation 

it is possible to find, through dialogue, solutions for all problems in relations 

between States, if there is a political will to do so, if a well-balanced and 

constructive approach and spirit of co-operation are di~layedl and if the vital 

interests of the peoples - the interests of peace and security - are taken into 

consideration. 
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Poland welcomes the three new Soviet initiatives and gives them its full 

support. They are new and major milestones in the long record of the tangible 

steps and efforts of the Soviet Union undertaken in the cause of nuclear 

disarmament. These initiatives meet the expectations of the international 

community. They also fully coincide with the long-standing efforts of the 

no~aligned countries in the field of disarmament. They give a straightforward 

answer to some of the thoughts, ideas and concerns expressed, inter alia, at the 

summit Meeting of the leaders of the countries of the Non-Aligned Movement. 
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FurtheDmore, they also address directly Soviet-United States relations, that 

is the relations between the two Powers which bear a special responsibility for 

maintaining peace in the world and which, because of their potentials, play a 

particular role in international relations. 

In his statement of 28 September 1983 the General Secretary of the Central 

Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman of the Presidium 

of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, Yuri v. Andropov, said inter aliaa 

"All who today raise their voice against the senseless arms race and in 

defence of peace can be sure that the policy of the Soviet Union and of other 

socialist countries is directed at attaining precisely these aims. The USSR 

wishes to live in peace with all countries, including the United States. It 

does not nurture aggressive plans, does not impose the arms race on anyone and 

does not impose its social systems on anyone. n 

The Soviet initiatives, with their constructive approach, constitute, in our 

opinion, important and feasible measures. It is the duty of this Committee to give 

the Soviet proposals the most serious consideration for there is no more important 

and vital task than averting the danger of a the~nuclear holocaust. 

Mr. BURWIN (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (interpretation from Arabic) a I 

wish, Sir, to first extend to you my congratulations on your election as Chairman 

of this important Committee. We are sure that, thanks to your efforts and your 

long experience, the work of this Committee will be crowned with success. I also 

congratulate the other officers of the Committee on their election. 

Some days ago our Committee began its general debate on questions relating to 

disa~ament and international security, which are matters of great concern to all 

the peoples of the world. Despite our recognition of their importance and the 

close links between them, however, the course that events have taken has been a 

source of profound disappointment and disillusionment as far as the achievement of 

our objectives is concerned. International relations have not improved. It could 

even be said that the international situation has deteriorated and has taken a very 

serious turn, which can only lead to a conflagration that risks leading to a 

nuclear war. This is due to a series of circumstances marked by very serious 

problems and complex international crises which the international bodies have not 

so far succeeded in resolving. 
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Aloong these problems I would mention the armame.nts race, which still 

constitutes one of the most alarming problems confronting mankind. This is 

particularly true of the nuclear a~s race, which since its appearance on the 

international scene has added a new dimension to the very concept of war and has 

become a source of serious concern, fear and terror threatening the survival of 

mankind. These dangers have been aggravated by the production and accumulation of 

nuclear weapons by certain countries, the improvement and sophistication of these 

weapons and their means of delivery, in addition to the development of new types of 

weapons of mass destruction and chemical and other no less destructive weapons. 

The doctrines used to justify the nuclear arms race, which are based upon the 

balance of terror and deterrence, and the publicity concerning the possibility of a 

winnable limited nuclear war have been additional factors exacerbating the 

situation. 

To examine the question of security from the military point of view and that 

of the balance of terror and mutual deterrence would be to subject the security of 

peoples to the decision of a limited number of countries possessing the power and 

the weapons - countries which consider only their own interests and those of their 

allies with no thought of the interests and the security of other peoples. The 

assurance of such security is a way of imposing trusteeship by the minority over 

the majority of peoples and constitutes a denial of the rights of peoples that have 

struggled for their freedom and independence, to throw off the domination of others 

and to live in peace and security. Security based upon force and the doctrine of 

deterrence and the balance of terror is contrary to internationally accepted 

Principles and international instruments on the strengthening of international 

peace and security. 

Furthermore, the security situation in the world shows quite clearly that 

security based upon force is extremely fragile security, for the accumulation of 

destructive weapons in the arsenals of the nuclear-weapon States and their ability 

to destroy the world several times over has not provided real security. The 

accumulation of these weapons only creates a general feeling of insecurity. 
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The Final Document adopted by consensus, stresses that the accumulation of 

weapons, which was in particular nuclear weapons, is a very serious threat to the 

survival of mankind rather than a protection of human civilization. The 

accumulation of these weapons in no way contributes to the strengthening of 

international security. The disturbances and the diso~er that prevail everywhere 

in the world are proof of this.,, 

The arms race has encouraged recourse to force or the threat of force in 

international relations. The phenomenon of the use or the threat of the use of 

force has become the basis of the policy of the forces of imperialism and the 

colonialist regimes in o~er to iJI\)Ose their rule by force. This has taken 

different forms, such as direct aggression, the use of colonialist militar,y 

for;ces - above all those of the United States - in different regions of the world, 

and acts of provocation carried out by the fleet and military aircraft of the 

United States, not to mention acts of provocation off the shores of Libya and in 

its airspace, the fomenting of trouble within the country and of civil and regional 

wars, and intervention in the internal affairs of other countries by United States 

imperialism. These colonialist policies have transformed several regions of the 

world into theatres of conflict and zones of increased tension. These are 

particularly serious in the Middle East, on the Mediterranean shores, in Africa, in 

the Pacific Ocean region, in Europe and in the Caribbean, as well as in other 

regions. All of this constitutes a very serious threat to international peace and 

security. 
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There can be no doubt that total disarmament is an objective which we should 

all pursue. The United Nations, in conformity with-the Charter, should assume a 

major responsibility in respect of disarmament. In order to permit the United 

Nations to discharge its role, we have canbined our efforts to eliminate the seeds 

of war and conflict which lead to international conflicts, above all by countries 

possessing nuclear weapons, which bear particular responsibility for the prevention 

of war. It is up to these countries to showj signs of political will and a serious 

intent to overcome the obstacles which now block the road to the adoption of 

measures for general and complete disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament. 

Among these obstacles, I have in mind the failure to respect resolutions and 

programmes adopted by the Generai Assembly, some of which were adopted by 

consensus. This fact constitutes an obstacle to the work of the Disarmament 

Cormnission, which is the only forum for multilateral negotiation in this area. The 

report submitted in document A/38/36 shows that very little progress has been made 

in respect of disarmament and, above all, as concerns matters of great importance 

for the pe:>ples of the world, such as the ban on nuclear tests and the refusal to 

use the threat of nuclear force. 

We have a very negative picture of the situation as it exists in the world. 

When we look at all of this, when we consider our collective responsibilities in 

respect of disarmament, my country supports the efforts made by the United Nations 

and would appeal to all Members of the United Nations responsible for disarmament 

and security to discharge the tasks incumbent upon them by virtue of the Charter 

and in respect of the maintenance of international peace and security, and to 

contribute to a successful outcome of the negotiations on disarmament. In order to 

achieve this, my country will support every bilateral and multilateral effort being 

made which reflects the aspirations of the peoples, as expressed in resolutions and 

in the peace movements which we are witnessing these days, since all countries are 

threatened. 
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History shows that this is the case. History since the last two wars shows 

that the threat of war is still with us and that the destruction and devastation 

caused by these wars continues to have an effect on the peoples, above all for the 

Li~an people, whose territory was a theatre of the Second World War where large 

stretches of Li~an territory have never been cleared of the mines that were sown 

there in the war, and every year these mines cause hundreds of victims. The 

consequences of these wars are there to show us, still today, what would be the 

outcome of another war, especially a nuclear war. 

There will be no sense in talking about disaDnament at a time when certain 

countries are declaring their intention to station nuclear missiles in Europe and 

thus to increase the tension and the confrontation between the two great Powers. 

In view of the negative consequences of this, the bilateral negotiations on such · 

strategic weapons have not yet had any outcome, de~ite the declarations of 

intention and despite the initiatives taken by the great Powers. This is because 

of the absence of any will for disarmament in this particular area and in 

particular because of the mistrust among the super-Powers and the lack of interest 

in other factors of disarmament. The decisions adopted to instal weapons of mass 

destruction in various parts of the world and the militarization of outer space 

will result in a new cycle of the arms race. 

Among the factors which increase the danger of nuclear weapons, I would cite 

the vertical proliferation and the acquisition of such weapons perfected by 

colonialism and, in particular, by the imperialist countries which are steadily 

developing weapons of mass destruction. In this connection, I would refer to the 

report which mentions the acquisition by the regime in South Africa and the Zionist 

regime in Palestine of nuclear weapons, which are not only a threat to peace and 

security in the Middle East and in the African countries, but to the peace and 

security of the world as a whole. 

The acquisition of these arms by the two racist regimes was due to the support 

of Western imperialist regimes, in particular, the United States of America. Their 

co-operation in the exchange of expertise and the development of such weapons had 

been discussed in many reports, and I would limit myself to mentioning here 

document A/38/24, part III, which describes the co-operation between the two racist 

regimes in the development of strategic missiles, which could be installed on 

aircraft and which could fly over the territory of a State very rapidly and could 

easily cause destruction at a distance of 2,700 kilometres. 
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In another document, we see that the United States and certain Western 

countries are encouraging these two racist regimes by their nuclear and military 

co-operation. The acquisition of nuclear weapons by these two racist regimes in 

South Africa and Palestine are violations of resolutions which make Africa and the 

Middle East nuclear-free zones, and are a threat to the peoples of the two regions 

because of the aggressive and bellicose nature of the Zionist entity. 

To show our good faith in our struggle for disarmament, and in order to give 

force to the commitment which we have signed in the Charter, namely to preserve 

future generations from the scourge of war, we should adopt practical and tangible 

measures prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons. We should also develop a treaty 

on the overall prohibition of nuclear tests and against the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons and the liquidation of all weapons of mass destruction, including 

chemical weapons, the creation of nuclear-free zones, and the creation of zones of 

peace and security. 

In this context, although we condemn nuclear weapons, we approve of nuclear 

energy in its peaceful uses for economic development. 

My country, like all other States, has liquidated colonialism and has put an 

end to foreign domination. What is more, my country calls upon others to transform 

the Mediterranean into a zone of peace by eliminating all factors of instability 

caused by the existence of naval forces and colonial naval bases and the 

installation of nuclear weapons, which are a threat to peace and security in this 

zone. We also support the appeal that the Indian ~ean be made a nuclear-free 

zone, as well as a zone free of all foreign naval forces. These aims will never be 

realized as long as aggression is continued in the world and as long as injustice 

exists. 
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Thus, while we spend $800 billion on armaments, millions of people are 

deprived of the most elementary necessities, 750 million persons throughout the 

world are the victims of hunger, more than 1.5 billion lack medical care and 

millions of others are illiterate. This is at a time when a single country spends 

$240 billion every year on weapons and $4.5 billion every year on its rapid 

depl~ent force. According to the strategic analysis review published by the 

Institute of Strategic and Defence Studies in New Delhi, if this military budget 

continues to the year 2000 nearly $940 billion will be spent on armaments. 

I think that we should free these resources and put them at the service of 

mankind and world peace and security. 

Mr. ELFAKI (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic): First of all, I wish to 

express our condolences to the delegations of the United States of America and 

France at the serious loss of life in Beirut. 

This year the session of the First Conunittee of the General Assembly is taking 

place in a situation characterized by tension, anxiety and the increased threat to 

all mankind caused by the stepping-up of the ar.ms race, in particular the nuclear 

arms race, which daily heightens international tension and impedes efforts to 

establish international relations based on peaceful coexistence, mutual trust and 

co-operation among States. That threat also impedes the application of the 

principles of the United Nations Charter, especially those concerning respect for 

the sovereignty of States, the non-use of force or the threat of force against the 

security of States, the political independence of States, and the peaceful 

settlement of disputes. 

Although responsibility for applying the principles of the United Nations 

Charter falls on all States Members of the United Nations, it is particularly 

incumbent upon the nuclear-weapon States, in particular the super-Powers, to 

protect mankind from the scourge of a war of mass destruction. The nuclear weapons 

that the major Powers h~ve developed and acquired have radically changed the 

concept and the character of warfare. They have made the questions of halting the 

arms race and freeing the international community from the threat of war questions 

that pertain to the very survival of the human race and of civilization. 

The stepping up of the arms race and the dangers inherent therein - that is, 

the deterioration of political relations among States and the greater risk of a 

nuclear or a conv~ntional war - have made us more aware today than ever before that 
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international peace and security can only be guaranteed through general and 

complete disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament under effective 

international control. General and complete disarmament can come about only 

through an effective international institution in which the political will of 

States can be expressed and whose very basis is the principle of equality among 

States, objectivity and impartiality - elements which form an indivisible whole. 

In considering the role of the existing disarmament agencies, I wish to refer 

to the sole international negotiating forum within the United Nations, that is, the 

Committee on Disarmament, which has recently come to be called the Conference on 

Disarmament. The creation of that body as the sole multilateral negotiating forum 

on disarmament was dictated by several considerations. By way of example, I shall 

mention: First the fact that disarmament has direct repercussions on the vital 

security interests of all States. Therefore all States must fulfil their duty qy 
making effective contributions to the development of international measures 

designed to bring about disarmament and strengthen international security. 

Secondly, nuclear disarmament constitutes the most important security 

guarantees for all States in the world, especially since nuclear-weapon technology 

has weakened the concept of national boundaries. Those boundaries were established 

in the past to prevent conventional types of warfare and guarantee the security of 

all States. However the security of any State will be diminished and will remain 

so without the elimination of nuclear weapons from the face of the earth. 

Thirdly, the concept of the strengthening of security is the main concept 

underlying all disarmament measures. 

We, therefore welcome the recommendations of the Committee on Disarmament 

concerning the review of its composition and the admission of new members in order 

to conserve equitable geographic distribution and the balance that must be 

maintained among all States. 
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I now wish to turn to the question of the mandate of the Disarmament 

Co1nmission and the questions on its agenda. Concerning the cessation of the 

nuclear aDns race, it is most regrettable that although the international 

community, in the Final Document of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament, stressed the fact that the most important of the 

dangers threatening mankind was that posed by nuclear weaponry, nothing has been 

done in that connection. The Final Document stressed in particular that the 

accumulation of weapons, and in particular nuclear weapons, was now a threat to the 

survival of mankind rather than protection of civilization. 

"Mankind today is confronted with an unprecedented threat of 

self-extinction arising from the massive and competitive accumulation of the 

most destructive weapons ever produced. Existing arsenals of nuclear weapons 

alone are more than sufficient to destroy all life on Earth." (A/S-10/4, 

para. 11) 
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What is also deplorable is that the Disarmament Commission has not succeeded 

until now in establishing a working group on this im.portant subject and for 

implementing effective measures to curb and reverse the arms race. 

We hope that the Committee on Disarmament will intensify its efforts during 

its next session to adopt a joint approach so as to discharge the mandate entrusted 

to it by the General Assembly for nuclear disarmament. 

As non-nuclear States have done, Sudan attaches s.pecial importance to the item 

concerning effective means of strengthening the security of non-nuclear-weapon 

States against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons against them. We must 

unfortunately note that the Committee on Disarmament has not been able to make any 

headway in this field because of the adherence of nuclear-weapon States to their 

unilateral declarations that have been made concerning such assurances. We should 

like to assert once again the s.pecial responsibility incumbent upon nuclear-weapon 

States to give assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States not to use such weapons 

against them nor to threaten to use them. 

The stubbornness of the nuclear-weapon States concerning the elimination of 

reservations and exceptions that were made in their unilateral declarations runs 

counter to their commitment to give sound guarantees to non-nuclear-weapon States 

regarding the non-use of such weapons against them. While we demand these 

assurances from the nuclear-weapon States, we are aware of the fact that these will 

not stop us from demanding the most effective assurances against the threat or use 

of nuclear weapons, namely, nuclear disarmament and the prohibition of nuclear 

weapons under any circumstances. We follow very keenly the efforts of the Working 

Group on the comprehensiv~ Programme of Disarmament under the chairmanship of 

Mr. Garcia-Robles. In this connection, we note with regret that, despite the 

efforts made by the Working Group, no agreement has been reached on the 

difficulties that prevented the full establishment of _that programme in its final 

version. The programme calls for the acceleration of negotiations in order to 

smooth out difficulties and to reconcile views on those questions on which there is 

no agreement as yet. In Geneva as the Seventh Conference of Heads of State or 

Governments of Non-Aligned Countries placed emphasis on the Comprehensive Programme 

of Disarmament, I should like to express our support for the proposal made by 

Mr. Garcia-Robles which is intended to smooth out difficulties and to reconcile 
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views on those questions on which there is as yet no agreement and to submit to '.the 
' 

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly of a revised Comprehensive Programme 

of Disarmament. 
Sudan is also concerned over the question of the cessation of the arms race in 

outer space and attaches great importaooe to this issue in view of the 

repercussions of the arms race on international peace and security. With the rapid 

progress taking place in space technology, we are today in a position to know what·. 

the potential is for the peaceful technical, scientific, economic and cultural 

development for our countries. It is all the more regrettable, since the General 

Assembly has decided that outer space is the common heritage of mankind, that we 

see it becoming a new arena, a new laboratory so to speak, for anti-satellite 

weapons and intercontinental ballistic weapons and anti-ICBMs. 

Tbday we are at the·crossroads. Either we adopt urgent measures designed to 

put an end to the arms race in outer space so as to use that area, which has been 

termed the common heritage of mankind, for peaceful purposes and for the benefit of 

all, or else outer space will become a new theatre for the arms race. 

Last year a meeting was held on this subject and deep concern was expressed 

over the possibility of extending the arms race to outer space, and the 

international community was called upon to adopt effective measures in order to put 

an end to this race and to the militarization of outer space. The forum for 

implementing that measure is the Confereooe on Disarmament, and the Assembly has ' ' 

asked it to establish a working group·in order to re-examine this item •. We hope 

that the Conference on Disarmament will be in a position, in pursuance of the 

mandate entrusted to it, to examine this question at its next session. 

We have followed with some optimism the work being done by the Committee on 

Disarmament on chemical weapons and the measures necessary to ban such weapons. We 

are also closely following the progress achieved, which we hope will be increased, 

in drafting the treaty that we are all anxiously awaiting. We are also closely 

following the activities of the Working Group entrusted with drafting of a 

convention on chemical weapons and on verifying a ban on chemical weapons. We hope 

that fresh progress will be recorded in preparing a treaty that will not be 

discriminatory and can receive the support of the greatest number of States. We 

are convinced that the existing means of control, monitoring and verification are 

sufficient for a partial test-ban treaty to be prepared and implemented. 
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We do indeed attach great importance to the Committee on Disa~ent as a 

multilateral negotiating body and as the body responsible for the work being done 

in Geneva. This year the Committee has made some progress, inter alia, in relation 

to con£ idence-building measures. We attach particular importance to these measures 

and their role in the field of general and complete disarmament. We think that at 

a time when the process of disarmament seems to have come to a halt, and the arms 

race is proceeding at a dizzying speed, particular attention should be given to 

these measures because they could lead to both nuclear and conventional disarmament 

and could further the cause of general and complete disarmament. Those 

confidence-building measures do not concern only the super-Powers. They could 

strengthen confidence among developing countries themselves, because confidence 

based on faith in the good will of States to co-operate is an essential element in 

the conduct of States, and could help to lower tension, strengthen confidence among 

States and avoid misunderstandings or wrong assessments of the state of affairs. 

We are convinced that in order to perfect a positive concept of 

confidence-building measures, the question should be looked at as a whole, which 

would lead to the adoption of political, economic and social measures. Reduction 

of the danger of war will be impossible in the absence of a climate of confidence 

in international relations. This confidence must be based on respect for the 

United Nations Charter and the principles of international law, as well as on the 

principles in the Final Document of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament. On the basis of this new idea we welcome the 

proposal by the Federal Republic of Germany, and we hope that the Oornmittee on 

Disarmament will be able to examine those principles and guidelines, which could 

form the basis for confidence-building measures. 

This year the General Assembly is to examine the proposals in the important 

report of. the Independent Commission on Security and Disarmament under the title 

"Common Security, A Programme for Disarmament". We welcome the report of this 

body in the field of international efforts to bring about disarmament and the 

strengthening of international peace and security. Moreover, we support the 

recommendation of the Committee on Disarmament that this report should be taken 

into consideration in the context of current and future disanoament work. 
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Reduction of military budgets, which is one of the items on our COmmittee's 

agenda for this year, must be examined within the context of an international 

approach to disarmament which takes due account of the aims and principles of the 

United Nations Charter. My country, which has had the honour of being one of the 

first group of States to report the military expenditures of their countries to the 

secretary-General, attaches particular importance to this question, and wishes to 

appeal to all States, particularly those with large military arsenals, to make 

every effort to reach internationial agreements on the reduction of military 

budgets which could later lead to a genuine reduction of forces and military 

budgets and thus to the strengthening of international peace and security. 

The report adopted by the First Committee last year, which was prepared ~ a 

group of experts under the chairmanship of Mrs. Inga Thoreson and entitled "The 

Relationship between Disarmament and Development" provides a very constructive 

approach to the release of the human and financial resources now allocated to 

armaments for channelling into economic and social development. We support the 

recommendations in the report and should like countries to take account of them, 

particularly the countries with the largest military budgets and those which are 

spending the. most on nuclear weapons. 

In concluding this section of my statement, I should like to express my regret 

that the Committee on Disarmament was not able to adopt a report ~ consensus on 

the nuclear capacity of South Africa. That item has appeared on its agenda every 

year since 1979. It is clear that the racist regime of Pretoria resorted to the 

military option, and in particular the nuclear option, after its banishment from 

the international scene, and has made use of its weapons to persecute and oppress 

the peoples both within and outside its borders. The racist regime, in order to 

attain its military objectives and to develop nuclear weapons, has even co-operated 

with certain States Members of this Organization, in particular with Israel. The 

nuclear potential of the racist regime of South Africa, used to carry out its 

racist policies is a matter of deep concern to the African countries, which in 

1964, at the first African summit meeting expressed their desire for Africa to be 

declared a nuclear-weapon-free zone. The Sudan, inspired by its commitment to 

abide by the resolution of the Organization of African States (OAU) to make Africa 

a nuclear-weapon-free zone, calls on the Committee to take steps to prevent the 

racist regime of South Africa from acquiring nuclear weapons and nuclear 

technology. It likewise calls on the General Assembly to adopt measures to end the 
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co-operation between South Africa and States providing it with nuclear technology. 

SUdan demands that Security Council resolutions relating to international security 

be complied with, in order to meet the danger represented by the nuclear power of 

South Africa and its effects on international peace and security. 

Making the Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free zone has proved impossible 

because of Israel's stubborn refusal to submit its nuclear installations to 

international control and to sign the NOn-Proliferation Treaty. we ask this 

Committee to make recommendations concerning the need for all States to respect 

their commitments to the Ulited Nations Charter and to halt all nuclear 

c~peration with Israel likely to increase its nuclear potential, and requiring 

Israel to accept all non-proliferation measures, to place its nuclear installations 

under the control of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and accept the 

1gency 's safeguards system. 

In conclusion, I wish to refer to the bilateral talks which are going on 

outside the tl'lited Nations. Mrs. Thorsson of SWeden said in her report that there 

was hope that these negotiations would lead to an inprovement in the international 

climate. The absence of any progress in the negotiations on the reduction of 

strategic nuclear forces and of intermediate-range nuclear forces, the Geneva 

negotiations and the talks on force reductions that are also taking place in 

Geneva, is a source of deep concern and frustration. The failure of these 

negotiations could lead to a most dangerous escalation in the arms race, in both 

nuclear and conventional weapons. We appeal to both super-Powers to pursue their 

negotiations with more determination and sincerity, because we know now that any 

failure could have very serious consequences and grave repercussions on 

international peace and security. 
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should like to join with other delegations who have expressed their condolences to 

the delegations of the United States and France in connection with the events of 

yesterday in Beirut. 

Mr. Chairman, I should like to address to you the sincere and warm 

congratulations of the delegation of Democratic Kampuchea on your unanimous 

election as Chairman of this Committee. This election is a well-earned homage to 

your personal qualities. It is an honour to your country, Norway, which has made a 

great contribution to the cause of international peace and security, as well as to 

that of the independence of countries. Your competence, wisdom and long experience 

which are well known to all of us are the surest guarantees of the success of our 

very complex deliberations here. My delegation would also like to congratulate the 

other officers of the Committee and assure you of our complete co-operation~ 

As in previous years, the General Assembly at its last session adopted a 

series of resolutions on disarmament. However, the list of items on the agenda of 

our Committee remains even longer and more impressive than ever. The arms race is 

increasingly unrestrained and the world situation is more distressing than ever. 

The International Institute of Strategic Studies in London emphasized in its last 

report that, while no tangible facts were available on the quantitative evolution 

of the arms race, qualitative competition makes control of armaments increasingly 

difficult. 

However, this does not mean that we should be fatalistic about it. We think 

that, in this vital area for the survival of mankind, perseverance and a genuine 

determination to succeed are indispensable qualities and that, consequently, we 

should denounce and unequivocally condemn all rhetoric and any attempt to use the 

rostrum of the United Nations for propaganda designed to mask the arms race. 

My delegation is ready to support any sincere or effective measure designed to 

prevent nuclear war, which is the supreme challenge of our time. However, we 

should like to discuss in more detail the question of conventional weapons. 

Although they do not have the destructive power of nuclear weapons, conventional 

weapons are becoming increasingly sophisticated, and extremely deadly and 

destructive. What is more, they absorb four fifths of the military budgets of the 

world. Moreover, since the end of the Second World War, the various wars which 

have been waged in many regions of the world - such as that which Kampuchea, my 

country, suffered five years ago - have all been fought with conventional weapons. 
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In his report on the activities of the Organization, the Secretary-General 

stated: 

"The situation relating to conventional arms is a source of increasing 

concern. . It is necessary to bear in mind that the many millions killed in war 

since Hiroshima and Nagasaki have all died from conventional weapons." 

{A/38/1, p. 6) 

During the general debate in the General Assembly, many countries echoed this 

concern. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Denmark, His Excellency, 

Mr. Uffe Ellemann-Jensen, stressed• 

"We must not forget, however, that wars can be fought with fewer, or less 

deadly, weapons. It is not enough to look at the means of war1 we must 

identify the causes and try to eliminate them." {A/38/PV. 8, p. 96) 

My delegation fully appreciates the wisdom of this approach to the problem, 

which contributes to the realization of the noble aim proclaimed almost four 

decades ago in our Charter of saving "succeeding generations from the scourge of 

war". 

The tragedy of my country today, victim of a war of aggression and genocide 

conducted by Viet Nam, more than justifies my delegation's belief that it has a 

duty to participate in the international community's effort to identify and 

eliminate the causes of the wars now being waged in various regions of the world, 

and thus to help in curbing the arms race. 

I should like to mention two striking events of recent years which continue to 

be a great source of concern to the international community because they undermine 

respect for the cardinal principles of the United Nations Charter and even the role 

of our Organization. 

The first of these events took place in my own country, Democratic Kampuchea. 

I should point out that, scarcely three months after being admitted as a_Member 

State of the United Nations in September 1977, the Socialist Republic of VietNam 

launched the first of its present day invasions against my country, which was 

repulsed in January 1978. Scarcely five months after the adoption of the Final 

Document of the first special session on disarmament in June 1978, that same Social 

Republic of VietNam on 3 November 1978 signed with the Soviet Union a veritable 

military alliance under the guise of a "treaty of friendship and co-operation". On 
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25 December 1978, with massive Soviet military assistance, the Socialist Republic 

of Viet Nam launched its second invasion of Kampuchea, which has continued to this 

very day. 

The second event occurred a year later. Two weeks after our General Assembly 

had adopted the resolution proposed ~ the Soviet Union on "inadmissibility of the 

policy of hegemonism in international relations• (resolution 34/103), the Soviet 

Union itself invaded Afghanistan. 

These two wars of aggression, committed in flagrant violation of the United 

Nations Charter and of international law against two sovereign States Members of 

the United Nations and of the Non-Aligned Movement, are being fought, under the 

slogans of, in Kampuchea, "friendship and s.pecial solidarity", now transformed into 

a "militant alliance•, and in Afghanistan under the slogan of "fraternity and 

natural alliance•. However, from the beginning the international community has 

clearly understood the real aims of those committing these acts of aggression1 

expansionism, and regional or world domination. 

Exploiting the peoples' desire for peace, these expansionists continue to talk 

of "disarmament", "detente" and "peace", while their actions are the contrary of 

what they profess. They are using the rostrum of the United Nations, and of other 

international organizations, not for frank discussion based on a sincere desire to 

apply specific ~easures of disarmament, but rather for grandiloquent declamations 

to camouflage their accelerated arms race in both conventional and nuclear weapons. 

In South-East Asia and in the Pacific, while its representatives are making 

their rhetorical flourishes on peace and disacnament, the Soviet Union continues to 

increase its nuclear and conventional armaments. 
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We have learnt that 108 Soviet missiles of the SS-20 type, with three nuclear 

warheads each, have been deployed near Lake Baikal, and that construction is in 

progress in order to double the number of these missil~s, which, since their range 

is 4,800 kilometres, can thus easily reach targets in South-East Asia. 

Furthermore, 40 backfire bombers are deployed in the same area and in the Kamchatka 

Peninsula, and 30 more backfires are deployed on aircraft carriers of the Soviet 

fleet in the Indian Ocean. 

We have also learnt that the Soviet air force in East Asia has increased from 

300 aircraft in 1966 to more than 1,700 today, that is to say, almost six times. 

The Soviet navy in the Indian Ocean consists of 765 ships, including 220 nuclear 

submarines with ballistic missiles. It is the largest fleet of the Soviet navy and 

also the largest in the world. Furthermore, we know that the Soviet milita~ 

presence in South-East Asia is eight times what it was 20 years ago. 

As for Viet Nam itself, in exchange for milita~ assistance and support of 

many kinds from the expansionist super-a>wer in car~ing on their war of aggression 

and genocide in Kampuchea, the authorities in Hanoi have placed at its disposal the 

military bases of Cam Ranh and Danang. At the present time, 20 Soviet warships, 

including six submarines, of which three are nuclear, are cruising in the South , 

China Sea and carrying out constant surveillance of the vital lines of 

communication between the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean via the Malacca 

Straits, through which pass 50 per cent of all of the world's oil tankers. Sov~et 

aircraft of the Bear D type based at Danang do reconnaisance flights on a regular 

basis over the South-East Asian countries and over northern Australia, while other 

aircraft of the Bear F type operate as far as the Indian Ocean. The soviet Union 

has installed a vast network of electronic surveillance in Viet Nam and is in the 

process of transforming the ports of Kompong Som and Ream, in Kampuchea into 

aero-naval bases, thus enabling its ships to reach the Malacca Straits rapidly and 

become master of the-Gulf of Thailand. 

In order to provide itself with the means necessary for its expansionist 

policy, Viet Nam which since 1975 has proclaimed itself "the firm and sure 

advance-post of the socialist camp in South-East Asia," continues to maintain an 

army of 1. 2 million men, to which should be added 2 million men and women in the 

militia and other para-military units. One Vietnamese in 16 is thus under arms. 

In proportion to its population, Viet Nam possesses the largest army in the world. 
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In absolute figures it is the third largest army in the world. In proportion to 

its population, VietNam maintains the largest number of soldiers in foreign 

territories - that is, more than 200,000 soldiers in Kampuchea and more than 60,000 

in Laos. 

In order to supply this army, which is in the service of Viet Nam's 

expansionist policy, the authorities in Hanoi devote more than SO per cent of their 

national budget to milita~ expenditure. It is obvious that Viet Nam could not 

maintain this impressive war machine without the enormous Soviet assistance, which 

is estimated at more than US $2 billion a year. But today, with their war of 

aggression in Kampuchea bogged down, this Soviet assistaooe is no longer 

sufficient. That is why the Hanoi authorities are trying to entice certain 

countries, exploiting their humanitarian feelings, to provide economic assistance. 

But it is well known that every dollar of assistance to Viet Nam, even humanitarian 

assistance, is immediately transformed into a weapon with which to kill the people 

of Kampuchea and help VietNam pursue its policy of expansion in South-East Asia. 

The exPansionist Vietnamese policy is the direct cause of this frenzied 

over-armament. The powerful Vietnamese war machine has devastated Kampuchea and 

massacred several hundred thousand of my compatriots ~ means of famine or acms, 

conventional arms and by chemical and bacteriological arms, to which my delegation 

will revert in a subsequent statement. The maintenance of this war machine has led 

to a steady fall in the living standards of the people of Viet Nam, which are today 

worse than they were in 197S. The impoverishment of Viet Nam is general. 

The draining of the human and economic resources of Viet Nam in the service of 

this policy of expansionism is explained ~ the SO-year-old dream of the Vietnamese 

Communist Party of creating an Indo-Chinese federation under Vietnamese domination, 

which would constitute a first step towards the establishment b¥ the end of this 

centu~ of a union of socialist republics of South-East Asia. This expansionist 

strategy is openly professed at the Ai Quoc Institute, which is the training school 

for the Vietnamese Communist Party in Hanoi. 

We all know that there is a dynamic interaction between the arms race and wars 

of aggression or expansion, which destroy the independence of States and 

international security and prevent economic development. The Declaration of the 

first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament states 

explicitly that 
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,"The arms race impedes the realization of the purposes, and is incompatible 

with the principles, of the Charter of the United Nations, especially respect 

for sovereignty, refraining from the threat or use of force against the 

territorial integrity or political independence of any State, the peaceful 

settlement of disputes and non-intervention and non-interference in the 

internal affairs of States. It also adversely affects the right of peoples 

freely to determine their systems of social and economic development, and 

hinders the struggle for self-determination and the elimination of colonial 

rule, racial or foreign domination or occupation." (resolution S-10/2, 

para. 12) 

This interaction is manifested in Kampuchea, Afghanistan, Lebanon and Chad -

to mention only the most recent instances - where aggressive wars destroy the 

independence of States, threaten the security of peoples, erdanger regional and 

international peace and security, and run the risk of leading to a generalized 

conflagration involving the use of nuclear weapons. 

In this sense, the struggle against wars of aggression and expansion is an 

important contribution to the efforts of the international canmunity to put an end 
' ' ' ' 

to or at least curb the arms race. Only by stepping up the struggle, in close 

c~peration and with international support, will we compel the aggressors to end 

their war.and withdraw their forces of aggression. 

In the specific case of Kampuchea, my country, a prerequisite for the 

settlement of the problem generated by the Vietnamese war of aggression is the 

total and unconditional withdrawal of the Vietnamese forces from Kampuchea in 

conformity with the relevant resolutions of the United Nations and the Declaration 

of the International Conference on Kampuchea. This would enable the people of 

Kampuchea to exercise its inalienable right to self-determination. 

When this sine qua non has been fulfilled, the tragedy of the people and 

nation of Kampuchea will end. A zone of peace, freedom and neutrality can be 

established in South-East Asia, putting an end to the arms race in this region of 

the world, in .the interest of the entire international community. 
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Mr. BLANCO (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish), First of all, 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to extend to you my heartfelt congratulations upon your 

election to the post of· Chairman of the First Committee. I am convinced that your 

skill and experience, together with the noble traditions of your country, Norway, 

will be very important factor in guiding the work of the First Committee to a 

successful conclusion. I also wish to greet the other officers of the Committee to 

whom, along with you, Sir, I offer the constructive and complete co-operation of my 

delegation. I should also like to extend our greetings to your predecessor, 

Mr. Gbeho of Ghana, for his efforts in guiding the work of the First Committee at 

the last session of the General Assembly. 

Before beginning my statement, I should like to express my sincere condolences 

to the delegations of the United States of America and France for the tragic events 

which took place yesterday in Lebanon. 

At the end of a major war, the authors of our Charter were guided by the 

overriding concern of preserving peace, and perhaps today, United Nations Day, it 

might be useful to recall one of the precepts that guided their efforts. They 

formed this Organization to carry. out the task of preserving peace and made that 

its first objective; together with that of maintaining international peace and 

security. Recourse to force, or the mere threat of force, were banned. The 
' 

Security Council had the monopoly of coercive measures, including the use of 

force. According to the Charter self-defence remained as a kind of extra option 

until the Security Council is in a position to act. 

The Charter presupposes that Member States would place all means at their 

disposal at the service of the Council, including special contingents of their 

armed forces. It was envisaged that the General Assembly would establish 

principles for disarmament and for regulating weapons as part of the principles 

that were to govern international co-operation for maintaining peace and security. 

At the same time, the Security Council would also be responsible for preparing 

plans for the establishment of a system of arms regulation which it would submit to 

Member States. 

Under the Charter system it was also assumed that the prohibition of the use 

of force and the control of coercive and enforcement measures by the Security 

Council would create appropriate conditions for establishing disarmament and the 

regulation of armaments, thereby consolidating peace. 
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It was hoped that the political conditions that prevailed at the time would 

last, particularly the solidarity among major Powers and that there would be an 

understanding between them which would make it possible to act collectively if 

faced with common threats. With such an outlook, the right of veto appeared as a 

last resort, an exceptional measure for very few and extreme situations. 

We all know full well that this is very far from the reality of today's 

world. Nobody can ignore the division of the world into blocs and alliances, the 

existence of strong antagonisms and conflicts, the growing arms race, the open 

manifestation of violence and terrorism and the recourse to force beyond the bounds 

of international legality. 

We live in an insecure world in which peace is precarious, where the ability 

of small and medium-sized countries to develop their policies without the risk of 

external interferences has diminished and where the uncertainty of nuclear 

catastrophe prevails. 

We should ask whether it is still possible to reconcile the principles of the 

Charter with the harsh realities of today and to deal with the excesses of the 

present situation within the United Nations system. The work of the First 

Committee is really at the centre of this matter. It would be futile to ignore the 

present. It would also be regrettable to accept the situation passively, but 

between one attitude and the other there is a broad area for creative effort and 

the delegation of Uruguay will act with this in mind. 

General and complete disarmament must be the final objective of our efforts, 

but this objective cannot be pursued in a vacuum, disregarding tensions and 

conflicts. The accumulation of weapons cannot be dissociated from the context of 

political conditioner and at the same ttme, conflicts and tensions are aggravated 

by the accumulation of weapons. 

It is therefore necessary to break this vicious circle in order to consolidate 

peace. I believe that in the first place the obvious point of departure-is the 

political will of States to act in strict conformity with the rules of 

international law, in particular in strict observance of the principles of 

self-determination and non-intervention. The frequent reference to these in the 

most varied cases and circumstances sometimes leads us to forget about their real 

content, which is es,sential for the topic before us. Indeed; an important part of 
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the tension is produced when one or more States do not agree with the political 

system or ideology of another or others, and then try to change it, directly or 

indirectly, to mold it to their own criterion and eventually to subject it to their 

domination or influence. 

Destabilizing actions, support for terrorist and subversive activities, the 

promotion of adventurism by mercenaries, undercover intelligence work to promote 

changes in other countries are deplorable facts of daily occurrence which generate 

tension and violence. It is clear that in the midst of such a process of 

interference it is utopian to think of disarmament. 

Therefore, we need to act in this field as a priority issue. Among other 

steps we should consider the renewal of the commitment of non-intervention, of 

respect for the political, economic and social processes of other States, and 

perhaps formulate certain basic rules of behaviour, certain guidelines of conduct, 

based on numerous existing international instruments on the subject, and then 

establish flexible mechanisms for evaluation. 

In any event, it is essential to have an informed, alert and more and more 

demanding world public opinion, of respect for non-interference, which would be 

looked upon as a reciprocal and non-discriminatory mode of behaviour, applied 

across the board, both in similar as well as alien systems. 

The strict observance of international law should be accompanied, in the 

second place, with confidence-building measures, that is to say, with positive acts 

which foster understanding and goodwill. From this perspective, precepts of good 

neighbourliness will play a very important role. It is also possible here again to 

agree on a series of guidelines and criteria which will serve to heighten 

friendship and constructive relations. This should also be supplemented by systems 

of assessment and follow-up. 

Thirdly, the proper functioning of the United Nations is essential. Hence, my 

delegation attributes singular importance to the proposals of the Secretary-General 

concerning the development of United Nations operations for maintaining 

international peace and security through appropriate collective action. In this 

connection, the need to support and promote collectively the action of the 

Secretary-General and to try to adjust existing mechanisms for the peaceful 

settlement of disputes, rendering its application more systematic is essential. 

Uruguay, consistent with its long tradition on the subject, would like a 
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jurisdictional approach to the settlement of disputes to be fully developed. It 

would be desirable if we could all unite in an appeal to all Member States to 

accept the automatic jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice pursuant to 

Article 36 of its statute. Likewise, it would help create an appropriate climate 

of confidence to include, in domestic law, rules at the highest level, making it 

compulsory for States, in their international relations, to use peaceful means in 

settling disputes, including arbitration and international jurisdiction. 

Some of the aspects that I have indicated go beyond the agenda of the First 

Committee. Nevertheless, my delegation believed it necessary to refer to them as a 

whole because the possibility of creating a propitious environment for disarmament 

depends on all of them. 
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It is obvious that it is necessary to make headway in the field of disarmament 

as such. It is clear that without specific steps in this direction confidence and 

international security will continue to deteriorate. Disarmament might have 

appeared to the drafters of the Charter to be a viable and not too remote 

objective, in the context of the political situation at that time. Nevertheless, 

the organization was not given the juridical powers in order to impose it. The 

final decision remained in the hands of Member States. This implies, therefore, 

that in juridical terms disarmament is only possible through negotiation. This 

simple juridical fact coincides, furthermore with the present political reality. 

In the light of all this, the path of negotiation is the only possibility. 

The nature of the question of disarmament generates negotiating mechanisms 

outside the Organization, and I suppose it is normal that this should be the case. 

Although the preference of my Government is that negotiations be within the context 

of the United Nations, the use of other courses might be necessary in the present 

circumstances. The present pattern of political and military forces, as well as 

the concentration of the biggest arsenals of the most destructive weapons, 

underscores the very serious res,ponsibility of the major military Powers in seeking 

satisfactory formulas for disarmament. Although the present scenario is not 

encouraging, the very nature of the question, which is vital for the entire world, 

should prevail over any other consideration. This is why we must hope and wish 

that the talks in Geneva and Vienna, as well as the bilateral dialogues, will have 

positive results. Any headway made in these forums would undoubtedly contribute to 

reducing tensions. Moreover, it would give a very strong impetus towards 

disarmament everywhere not least in the United Nations. 

I think that in this sense we should reaffirm our support for the letter and 

the spirit of the resolution adopted at the thirty-seventh session concerning the 

talks between the United States and the Soviet Union in Geneva, which urged the 

parties to seek significant results. A similar appeal is made in connection with 

other negotiations. 

The method of negotiation should prevail also in the work of this Committee 

and that of the General Assembly. The search for a broad-based and genuinely 

accepted consensus provides the political basis necessary for resolutions to make 

the greatest impact and become operative and effective instruments for peace. -
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My delegation considers, therefore, that progress in the disarmament process 

must be sought in parallel in the various forums by-means of realistic negotiations 

conducted in good faith. In the final analysis these would complement each other 

and lead to the objective of general and complete disarmament. 

The context of existing political and military conditions shows clearly that 

disarmament not only must be achieved through negotiations, but also must be 

balanced and mutual, and the agreements which are reached must be verifiable to the 

satisfaction of all parties. Measures or programmes which do not confirm_ to these 

conditions will be ineffectual and will lack political support. Disarmament cannot 

be imposed, nor could disarmament that involved any imbalance of forces or imposed 

duties on one party only be accepted. 

The present situation, dominated in practically all its facets by strategic 

equilibrium, is not a satisfactory solution as a formula for peaceful coexistence. 

Being in itself a precarious situation, it entails risks with universal 

repercussions. Tb envisage a state of permanent tension and fear in major areas of 

the world is a serious mistake. Peace through terror cannot be the aim of our 

efforts. We must work for peace and security under the rule of law. 

Although since the Second World War the industrialized nations have enjoyed 

prolonged periods of peace, this has not been the situation for many developing 

countries. It would appear, tragically, that here too the same differences exist 

between one group of countries and others. 

Therefore an order in which it would be possible, selectively, to admit 

external influences - the drafting of mercenaries, destabilizing activities from 

outside, including subversion and terrorism for many countries - is unsuitable. 

These are for most of those represented here the daily threats which are most 

tangible and are the reason for increasing armament. 

In the so-called regional crises or conflicts - which same call "peripheral" -

there are very often local characteristics and factors. But it is clear that in 

general these are exacerbated and used, if not created, by foreign and alien forces 

and interests. 

This wide zone of instability and tension should be analysed, otherwise, the 

exercise of the inherent right of self-defence will inevitably lead to an increase 

in the arsenals of these countries as their sole. form of preserving their national 
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integrity. This process has a negative impact on the development process, 

generating an inappropriate diversion of the meagre resources that are available. 

The limited results of the special sessions devoted to disarmament and the 

impossibility so far of adopting a comprehensive programme of disarmament leaves 

the initiative with the General Assembly. As I have said before, Uruguay aspires 

to general and complete disarmament, achieved or consolidated through the United 

Nations and enshrined in international instruments of a treaty character. 

Recognizing realistically the difficulties that exist in attaining this objective 

totallY and simultaneously, my delegation resolutely supports measures towards this 

end, even if they are only partial. 

Accordingly, we believe that measures should be adopted limiting or 

prohibiting the testing or use of nuclear weapons and other particularly cruel 

weapons of indiscriminate scope and with e~ecially injurious effects. I wish to 

stress the importance of, among other things, a convention on chemical weapons as 

well as assurances of the control of nuclear proliferation. 

Nuclear-weapon-free zones should be strengthened and expanded along the lines 

of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 

The military use of given areas, such as the sea-bed, Antarctica and outer 

space should be prohibited. 

Special mention should also be made of the need for a system of guarantees for 

States which have voluntarily renounced nuclear weaponry. 

My delegation considers that agreements reached on specific subjects or with 

regard to specific geographic areas constitute positive steps in the right 

direction. The sum total of these partial agreements could result in a growing 

network of firm disarmament commitments. The General Assembly could give a bigger 

impetus to this trend, which has existed for some time. 

Among other actions, we should consider a resolution which would reflect the 

set of subjects and areas in which there are agreements, as a form of the 

expression of the political will of the international community. A document of 

this type could facilitate assessment of progress and the difficulties. Perhaps, 

because of its political impact, it would encourage decisions in those areas in 

which least has been done. It could provide a means of negotiating measures of 

disarmament which preserve the necessary balance and reciprocity. 
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In the past, the General Assembly has adopted a very large number of 

resolutions on disarmament. The terms of these, taken as a whole, eloquently 

express the horror of war and the general will to remove the threat of it Q1 

disarmament. 

Hence, I believe that this strong political thrust, which deserves emphasis 

and support, should not be distorted or transformed into an indirect attempt to 

influence the balance of power between the great Powers. This, besides being 

ineffective, would drive a wedge between the collective efforts of the nations and 

its fundamental aim of promoting peace and disarmament. Uruguay will continue to 

support, through the United Nations, this manifestation of political will by the 

majority of the international community. 

In the view of my delegation, however, it is necessary to tackle the 

rationalization of these drafts, which very often duplicate and repeat, by focusing 

on clear-cut, central themes on basic principles. In this way they would gain 

political thrust. 

In this connection, we support the comments of Mr. Imre Hollai of Hungary, in 

his statement as the outgoing President of the General Assembly, as well as those 

made by you, Mr. Chairman. 

I believe, furthermore, that in the interest of rationalization, we must 

endeavour to ensure that the drafts are action-oriented and practical. It might 

also be appropriate to consider a simple means of carrying out assessments and 

providing information. 
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Concomitant with what I have said, I should like to express support for the 

strengthening of the means available to the United Nations for verification and 

compliance and, in general, for peace-keeping operations. 

In this context, the delegation of Uruguay is prepared to work actively and 

constructively in the collective task of strengthening international peace and 

promoting disarmament. 

The CHAIRMAN: The representatives of France and of the United States 

have asked for the floor at this time. 

Mr. de LA GORCE (France) (interpretation from French): On behalf of the 

French delegation, I want to express our most sincere thanks to the delegations 

which have expressed their condolences during this meeting on the deaths of the 

French soldiers killed in Beirut in the discharge of their mission on behalf of 

peace. The French delegation was particularly moved by their expressions of 

sympathy and friendship. 

Mr. AKALOVSKY (United States of America): My delegation wishes to convey 

the healtfelt condolences of the United States to the delegation of France and to 

the grieving families on the tragic loss of life among its soldiers in Beirut 

yesterday. 

The United States delegation also expresses its deep and sincere appreciation 

of the expressions of condolence that have been extended to my Government and to 

the families of the United States marines and sailors killed and injured as a 

result of a similar heinous act in that city. 

The CHAIRMAN: I shall now call on those representatives who wish to 

speak in exercise of their right of reply. 

May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision 

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes for 

the first intervention and to. five minutes for the second. 
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Mr. TARI (Israel) (interpretation from French), Mr. Chairman, as this is 

the first time I am speaking here, I have great pleasure in congratulating you, 

Sir, upon your election to the chairmanship of this Committee. Your moral 

authority is an invaluable support for us in our difficult and complex 

deliberations. 

Some statements made today oblige me to exercise my right of reply. My 

delegation does not wish to lend itself to the transfonnation of this Committee 

into a new arena where questions of the Middle East would be discussed yet again in 

a hollow and empty fashion to the detriment of the very serious tasks that have 

been assigned to our Committee. I am convinced that this is not at all the wish of 

most delegations here, concerned by dramatic and perhaps approaching deadlines. 

I shall therefore confine myself at this stage to speaking out against the 

falsehoods and outrageous statements, some of which are an offence to history, 

directed against Israel. It is not surprising either that it is precisely the 

delegations of syria and Li~a that have indulged in this exercise today, with the 

special authority that is.given to them by their countries' constant support of 

international aggression and terrorism, the consequences of which, as we see every 

day, are increasingly tragic. 

The delegation of Israel would like to reserve the right to reply in greater 

detail on the substance of the matter at a later stage. 

Mr. AL-ATASSI (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic) a My 

delegation has no intention of responding to the false allegations by the 

representative of Israel, who is trying to distract the attention of the 

representatives from the true realities of Israel's aggressive and warlike 

intentions. This morning we talked about the true facts of Israeli nuclear 

armament. They are a matter of common knowledge. The report of the 

Secreta~-General, which we have every year, offers the most convincing proof of 

this fact. What is more, the collaboration of that regime with the isolated regime 

of South Africa is another incontrovertible reality and a fact deserving of 

condemnation by the world community as a whole. I do not know why the Zionist 

~epresentative condemns us for throwing light on Israeli intentions and for showing 

the reality of its intentions to all representatives here. All Israel's statements 

are falsehoods, an act of hypocrisy designed to camouflage the warlike and 
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aggressive nature of that entity. TOday, on the occasion of the celebration of 

United Nations Day, it is incwnbent upon us as States f.1embers of the United Nations 

to compel. Israel to respect the United Nations Charter and to comply with all 

resolutions adopted by our Organization. It is high time that State ceased 

violating international laws because the violation of international law should be 

condemned and punished. 

The CHAIRMAN: I should like to draw the attention of members of the 

Committee to the fact that to date three draft resolutions have been presented and 

are now available to members, namely, the draft resolutions contained in documents 

A/C.l/38/L.l, A/C.l/38/L.2 and A/C.l/38/L.3, under agenda iten1s 143, 144 and 

50 respectively. 
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I should like also, for the benefit of those who might not have been here last 
f 

Friday, to call their attention to the fact that the Qommitt!8 took a decision at 

that time on how to deal with the Comprehensive PrograJIIIle of Disarmament. The 

decision was that two afternoon meetings would be set aside on Monday, 31 October, 

and ~esday, 1 November, for consideration of the Comprehensive Programme of 
! 

Disarmament. It was decided that on those two days priority would be given to 

delegations wishing to make statements concerning the Comprehensive Programme of 

Disarmament. However, to the extent that time remains available to the Comittee 

after having heard those stateJDenta, other delegations would be free to speak on 

any of the items designated for consideration during phase II of our Programme of 

WOrk, but I should like to repeat that priority will be given to those delegations 

wishing to make c011111ents or statements on the CoJIPrebensive Programme of 

Disarmament. 

The list of the speakers for the two meetings I mentioned is open and I would 

invite members of the Committee to inscribe their names on it as early as possible 

in order to enable the Committee fully to utilize the time and resources available 

to it. 

The meeting rose at 5. 40 p.m. 
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The meeting was called to order at~ 10.40 a.m. 
i '• '·l :J;'J,,: i 

i J: ', 
4

' t- J ;.. 
AGENDA ITEMS'43, to.63, .. 139, 141, 143 and 144 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): The task of preventing nuclear war is above all predicated on the need 

to remove the threat posed by nuclear weapons. In concentrating efforts in this 

area we should not, however, disregard the danger stemming from the other kinds of 
~:-. 

weapons of mass destruction, in particular chemical and other weapons the arsenals 
' '"'Z· 

of which continue to grow and improve. 

The present level of science and technology makes it possible today to create 

such means of warfare which1are capable, even in a non-nuclear war, of destroying 

within a short time all life-over vast territories. This is especially true if we 

take account of clearly discernible prospective kinds of weapons based on new 

physical principles. 

The race in other weapons taking place against the backdrop of a growing 

nuclear threat is destabilizing the situation in many parts of the world, and 

increasing the danger of local conflicts becoming nuclear. 

Recently, the threat posed to humanity by such weapons of mass destruction as 

chemical weapons has sharply increased. 

The world has not forgotten the large-scale chemical war waged by the United 

States in South-East Asia in the sixties and early seventies. An international 

symposium held last January in the city of Ho Chi Minh, attended by over 160 

scientists and specialists from 21 countries, came to the conclusion that this was 

the first such massive use of chemical weapons in history, with grave long-term 

genetic and ecological consequences. 
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Not satisfied with having the world's largest chemical arsenal sufficient to 

destroy all life on earth ~ it is based on agents many times more lethal than those 

that were used in Viet Nam - the United States has now embarked on a new round in 

the chemical arms race. 

In the next five years the United States is planning to allocate about 

$10 billion on a programme of chemical rearmament, which will be spent on the mass 

production of new types of chemical weapons, improving methods of their use and 

constructing storage facilities abroad. The total number of chemical munitions is 
' .... ': 

to be almost doubled, from three to five million urlits. 
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The so-called binary weapons occupy a particular place in this programme. 

Binary weapons, in the opinion of militarist forces, are extremely convenient. The 

manufacture of their components and their transport to the places of assembly are 7
·
1 

relatively safe operations and this keeps the United States territory where these -~ 

operations are to be carried out free from the risk of chemical contamination. As', 

for the dangerous procedures of assembling these munitions, storing binary weaporis 

and deploying them in a combat mode, these are to take place outside the United 

States, primarily in Western Europe, where, in addition to the new United States 

medium-range missiles, it is planned to deploy new chemical munitions. Tentative· 

plans are being devised to spread these chemical weapons to other parts of·the 

world, including the United States base on Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, in 

South Korea and in the Pacific. Reports that the racist regime of Pretoria is 

organizing the production of binary weapons and their delivery vehicles with the 

help of Western technology give further cause for concern. 

Arms usually described as conventional also pose a serious threat to 

humanity. These have long ceased to be conventional in the true sense of the word, 

not only in terms of their mission but also in terms of their characteristics. 

These weapons are becoming increasingly accurate, have an increasingly longer range 

and are becoming more destructive. In this field also the United States has set 

out to create systems whose introduction would have far-reaching destabilizing 

effects. It is busy developing still newer generations of one-shot, one-kill, 

weapons, whose effectiveness is completely independent of distance, weather or 

visibility. Non-nuclear systems for destroying multiple targets and entire 

reconnaissance strike systems combining weapons systems, target detection and 

evaluation systems, and fire-control systems are being developed. Command and 

control systems are being automated and the strategic mobility of conventional 

armed forces is being enhanced. 
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The arms race is being escalated not only on land but also on the seas. Thus 

mammoth programmes for the building up of the offensive capability of the United 

States Navy are in progress. The number of combat ships is scheduled to rise to 

600 in the next few years. Among major construction projects are 

three nuclear-powered aircraft-carriers, 22 hunter-killer submarines, an 

anti-aircraft cruiser and 38 destroyers and frigates. The naval air force is to 

receive new aircraft replacement. The primary goal of the United States naval 

programmes is to secure absolute superiority, as has been stated bluntly by United,~. 

States Secretary of the Navy Lehman, as well as to assert for the United States tha -.. 

right to pursue with impunity a gunboat policy and a naval stick diplomacy against 

countries and peoples of the world thousands of miles away from United States 

shores. We have witnessed this in the last few days. The same aims are to be 

served by the rapid deployment force being set up in the United States to be 

dispatched to various parts of the world. 

Seeking military superiority in all components of combat capability, the 

United States is thus building the material basis for its stated strategy of direct 

confrontation, which is oriented towards waging a so-called comprehensive war 

that is to say towards the first use not only of nuclear but also of chemical and 

other weapons already in the initial phase of a conflict and deep inside enemy 

territory. 

Naturally, these tendencies cannot but cause the most serious concern. 

The Soviet Union, which has never sought military superiority and will in no 

circumstances permit others to have military superiority over it, believes it 

necessary to prevent another spiral in the arms race in both nuclear and other 

areas while there is still time. 
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To halt the arms race where it is being pursued and to prevent its emergence 

where it is not taking place - this is our approach to this problem. The 

achievement of this goal requires realism and a sense of responsibility concerning 

the destiny of the world, as well as political will on the part of all concerned. 

The prohibition of chemical weapons is defined as a priority disarmament task 

in a series of United Nations resolutions, including the decisions of two special 

sessions of the United Nations General Assembly. 

The Soviet Union, for its part; is in favour of taking all necessary meas~es 

to ensure that there is no place on this planet for instruments of chemical warfare. 

In the Committee on Disarmament we are working for a convention which would 
~ 

ensure the tot~l cessation of the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and the elimination of existing stockpiles and of the means of 

manufacturing such weapons. 
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In consistently advocating the prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons 

on a world scale, the Soviet Union, like the other socialist countries, believes it 

is also useful to take parallel steps towards the same goal at the regional level 

and within the European continent in particular. In this connection the 

implementation of the initiative of the Warsaw Treaty States aimed at freeing 

Europe from chemical weapons would have great significance. The talks that are 

proposed to that end, far from competing with the work of the Committee on 

Disarmament, would on the contrary stimulate a speedy search for a comprehensive 

ban on chemical weapons. 

In order to facilitate a constructive process of negotiation on the 

elimination of chemical weapons, the Soviet Union has repeatedly proposed the 

renunciation of the production and deployment of new types of those weapons and of 

their deployment on the territory of other States. In order to answer the question 

why the prohibition of chemical weapons has not yet made any progress it is 

necessary to look at the position of the other side. What are the facts? 

The United States is steadily ignoring our proposal to resume the 

Soviet-United States negotiations on this question which the United States broke 

off as far back as 1980 even though during those negotiations it had proved 

possible to find a number of solutions, which were subsequently accepted by the 

Committee on Disarmament. The United States also shrugs off the proposal to open 

talks on freeing Europe from chemical weapons. Further, the United States does not 

heed the appeals of the General Assembly to refrain from producing new types of 

chemical weapons. In the Committee on Disarmament, too, United States actions are 

in no way conducive to an early prohibition of chemical weapons. 

Indeed, the United States opposes the prohibition of chemical weapons in their 

entirety, including the types that it used extensively in Viet Nam. The United 

States covers up its reluctance to eliminate chemical weapons in their entirety 

from the arsenals of States by deliberately unacceptable demands on verification, 
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while alleging that it is the Soviet Union which does not want verification. These 

allegations, are, however, totally divorced from reality. 

The Soviet position on the question of prohibiting chemical weapons provides 

for a package of national and international verification measures. These include, 

inter alia, consultations, the furnishing of information of various kinds on the 

stockpiles of chemical weapons and their production capabilities, on progress in 

implementing the convention and on the production and use of various chemical 

substances for peaceful purposes, the establishment of a consultative committee of 

States parties to the future convention, and so on. In case any justified doubts 

should arise with regard to a violation of the convention, the possibility of 

on-site inspection on a voluntary basis is provided for. These procedures would 

make it quite possible to ensure adequate confidence in compliance by all parties 

to a future convention. 

Moreover, to get the negotiations going, the Soviet Union last year pronounced 

itself in favour of verifying the elimination of stockpiles of chemical weapons by 

means of systematic mandatory inspections within a quota to be agreed upon. It was 

also proposed that the production of extremely toxic lethal chemicals for"purposes 

other than the production of chemical weapons should be subject to similar 

verification procedures. 

In response to this step the United States has merely hardened its approach to 

the question of verification. A working paper on the prohibition of chemical 

weapons submitted by the United States to the Committee on Disarmament last 

February contained what amounted to a virtual rejection - in reversal of its 

previous stand - of the voluntary nature of on-site inspections in case of 

suspicion with regard to a violation of the proposed convention. Furthermore, 

while it had previously insisted on systematic verification of the destruction of 

the stockpiles and facilities, as well as of the production of highly toxic lethal 

chemicals for the purposes of protection, this time the United States put forward, 
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in addition to that, new demands for mandatory on-site inspections to verify the 

stockpiles of chemical weapons and the activities of the civilian chemical 

industry. The new proposals of the United States are a step backwards in its 

position and are not in any way justifiable in terms of verification of a 

prohibition of chemical weapons. In other words, the working paper of the United 

States delegation in the Committee on Disarmament convincingly demonstrates that if 

anyone is to be charged with reluctaa~e to agree on verification it must be the 

United States itself. This is yet a~ther example of the disparity between the 
y 

words and the deeds of United States diplomacy. 
~ 

Such a position, namely, the lack of willingness to search for ways to narrow 

down substantive differences between positions, cannot possibly be camouflaged by 

the ostentatious activity of United States diplomacy at the talks, by its endeavour 

to focus on discussing secondary technical details - as evidenced by the tour of a 

chemical arsenal in Tula - or by attempts to give the impression that on the whole 

things are not so bad in Geneva and that only the intransigence of the Soviet Union 

blocks the way to further progress. 

The falsehoods to which the United States delegation has resorted at this 

session concerning the alleged involvement of the Soviet Union in the supposed use 

of chemical agents in some regions of the world represent yet another manifestation 

of the destructive course followed by the United States of America on the issue of 

a ban on chemical weapons. The groundless nature of such fabrications has been 

fully proved in a number of papers prepared by Soviet scientists and specialists 

and distributed in the United Nations, by the results of studies carried out by an 

Australian military laboratory and published last spring and by the findings of a 

report of eminent United States and British scientists which was submitted earlier 

this year to a conference of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science. 
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Despite these artificial obstacles to the prohibition of chemical weapons, the 

Soviet Union remains convinced that urgent and resolute measures should be taken to 

get out of the impasse in connection with the problem of prohibiting chemical 

weapons and to speed up the preparation of an agreed text of a draft convention on 

this subject. Motivated by the desire to create the best possible conditions for 

activating further negotiations and to save them from the pernicious effect of the 

preparations for chemical warfare, the Soviet delegation is submitting today a 
~ 

proposal to freeze the production and deployment of chemical weapons pend1ng the 

conclusion of an international convention on the subject. 

This interim measure towards agreement on the complete elimination o~.chemical 

weapons would not be detrimental to anyone. At the same time, its implem$htation 

would effectively confirm the willingness of States totally to exclude these 

weapons of mass destruction from their arsenals. 

The Soviet Union reiterates its appeal to redouble the efforts aimed at 

preventing the development of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction 

and to reach agreement to renounce all use of new scientific and technological 

discoveries and achievements for military purposes. 

As regards the limitation of the race in conventional weapons, the USSR again 

applies a comprehensive approach. The Soviet Union deems it essential to make 

efforts to end this dangerous race at a global level and has, as is known, advanced 

numerous proposals to this effect in the United Nations General Assembly and 

elsewhere. Unfortunately, no real steps in response to the appeal on this subject 

made in 1980 by the overwhelming majority of United Nations Member States have been 

forthcoming. Nevertheless, we still keep open the door to negotiations and 

reaffirm our willingness to seek an agreement with the other permanent members of 

the Security Council, as well as with other militarily significant States, not to 
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increase - that is, to freeze on a reciprocal basis - their armed forces and 

conventional armaments. Such an agreement could become effective at an agreed date 

and could constitute an initial step towards subsequent and, furthermore, 

substantial reductions of armed forces and conventional armaments, both ort a global 

and on a regional basis. There is no.doubt that this would contribute towards 

reducing military confrontation between States, strengthening regional stability 

and consolidating international security as a whole. 

The importance of a regional approach towards limiting and reduc~~g armed 

forces and conventional armaments deserves special mention. Such an a~proach, 

being consistent with the efforts undertaken at a global level, sometimes makes it 

possible to take into account more accurately the military and political 

peculiarities inherent in a given region, thus contributing to the elaboration of 

more far-reaching measures. Effective steps aimed at limiting the conventional 

arms race on a regional level are especially important, as we see it, in those 

regions in which large stockpiles of arms have been accumulated or where the 

situation threatens international peace and security. In this context, we attach 

great importance to an agreement in the Vienna negotiations on the reduction of 

armed forces and armaments in Central Europe, where military confrontation is 

particularly dangerous. As far back as November 1973 the socialist countries 

advanced a programme of reductions the implementation of which would make it 

possible to reduce the military groupings of both sides in this region by almost 

300,000 men, thousands of tanks, hundreds of aircraft and a large portion of other 

military equipment. But the member States of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) were not prepared for this. 

In the search for agreement, t~e Warsaw Treaty States have met the West more 

than halfway and have submitted more than 20 compromise proposals that take its 

position irito account. 
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Earlier this year they proposed a fundamentally new, simple and practical 

approach aimed at solving the so-called data problem artificially created by the 

NATO countries and achieving really tangible results. The draft agreement based on 

this approach provides for the reduction over a period of three years of the NATO 

and Warsaw Treaty armed forces in Central Europe to equal collective limits of 

900,000 men on each side, irrespective of the differences in the data on the number 

of troops bobh sides have at present, while each side would determine for itself 

the rnagnitude,of reductions in its armed forces which would be necessary to reach 

the above-mentioned limits. This draft contains an extensive set of confidence-

building and verification measures, including the establishment of permanent 

observation posts to monitor the withdrawal of forces from the zone of reductions 

and their introduction into this zone, on-site inspections on a voluntary basis and 

periodic exchanges of information about troop levels - in a word, measures which 

would give a reliable assurance of compliance by the parties to an agreement with 

the obligations they would assume. 

Thus, all the necessary elements are in place for a speedy elaboration of the 

text of an agreement. And if in 10 years of negotiations not a single line has 

been put on paper, the entire responsibility for this rests with the NATO 

countries, which do not want to negotiate on a realistic and mutually acceptable 

basis, which renege on their own proposals and which seek military advantages for 

themselves through unequal, much greater reductions in the forces of the Eastern 

participants. 

Moreover - and we should like to direct particular attention to this - the 

United States and its allies are engaged in a dangerous build-~p of their troops 

and armaments in the zone of reductions. 
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In the Federal Republic of Germany alone the United States has in recent years 

increased its contingent by 35,000 men. Over half of the new United States nuclear 

missiles, which will create a real threat for the security of States not only in 

Europe, but also far beyond it, are planned for deployment precisely on the 

territory of the three West European countries located in the Central European 

region. 

The root cause of the continuing deadlock in Vienna lies in the position of 

the NATO countries and in their reluctance to renounce their course aimed at 
' u 

achieving military superiority - and in nothing else. 

~ 
We believe that the Conference on Confidence and Security-Building Measures 

and Disarmament in Europe that is due to start its~work next January in Stockholm 

has an important role to play in reducing the levels of military confrontation on 

the European continent. The objective of this conference has been outlined. Its 

first stage will be devoted to discussing and adopting confidence and 

security-building measures which will cover the whole European continent and the 

adjacent sea and ocean areas and airspace over them. It is important that the work 

of the Conference be conducted from the beginning in a businesslike manner, and 

that it be part of the efforts aimed at erecting a barrier against the arms race in 

Eur~pe. It is clearly incumbent upon all the participating States to make a 

contribution if the Conference is to succeed. For its part, the USSR will do its 

utmost to ensure that the Conference adopts the most meaningful measures in this 

area. 

The traffic in arms represents another channel of the arms race, and there is 

no denying the fact that it must be blocked. The United Nations 

Secretary-General's annual report on the work of the Organization, submitted at the 

current session, quite rightly expresses concern over the state of affairs in this 
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field and contains an appeal to the Soviet Union and the United States to consider 

" ••• the possibility of reviving the bilateral talks on conventional arms 

transfers, which were suspended in 1978". (A/38/1, p. 6) 

I should like to remind the Committee that the Soviet Union is known to have 

repeatedly proposed to the United States the resumption of the dialogue on this 

question which it suspended just at the time when the outlines of a possible 

solution began to take shape. Far from respo~~ing to our proposals, the United 

States has openly avowed its reliance on the ~affic in arms as an instrument of 

its foreign policy. As for the USSR, in response to the Secretary-General's 
........ ' ..., 

appeal, the Soviet delegation is authorized to reaffirm our readiness to resume the ... 
-~ 

Soviet-United States negotiations on the limitation of traffic in and supply of 

conventional arms •. In so do~ng, we have no objection to involving other States in 

the consideration of the subject of limiting the traffic in arms. 

In view of the growing danger of the arms race on the seas, the Soviet Union 

believes that it is high time to take up the question of limiting naval activities, 

of limiting and reducing naval armaments, and of extending confidence-building 

measures to the sea and ocean areas, particularly to areas where the sea routes are 

busiest or where there is the greatest risk of conflict situations. For that 

purpose, we are proposing to launch negotiations with the participation, above all, 

of major naval Powers and other interested States. 

The Soviet Union advocates a real limitation and reduction of armed forces and 

armaments and, at the same time, actively promotes efforts aimed at finding 
. . . t~ .:• ~--{ 

solutions, facilitating confidence building among States, including of course, the 

military field. Yuri Androprov, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee, 

President of the Pr.esidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, has said: 
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"Gi~en the speed of action and the power of modern weapons, the atmosphere of 

mutual suspicion is particularly dangerous. Even an absurd accident, 

miscalculation or minor technical failure could have tragic consequences. It 

is important therefore, to remove fingers from the trigger and to place arms 

under a reliable safety catch." 

The Soviet Union has repeatedly come forward with concrete initiatives on this 

subject. Thus at the Soviet-United States negotiations on the limitation and 

reduction of strategic arms we have made far-reaching proposals aimed at preventing 

crisis, which would, within the framework of future agreement on the limitation and 

reduction of strategic arms, considerably strengthen confidence in the strategic 

field. Our initiatives to follow-up on the confidence-building measures as 

implemented under the Helsinki agreements are also well known. Nor do we refuse to 

consider constructive proposals on the subject by other countries. 

We would like, however, to emphasize the following. We are convinced that 

confidence-building measures should be formulated and applied with a view to 

achieving military detente, arms limitation, disarmament and settlement of 

conflicts, rather than in isolation from these objectives. They must not divert 

the attention of States from the elaboration of genuine disarmament measures, let 

alone replace them. That is why we strongly and decisively oppose any attempts to 

promote the illusion that a continuation of the arms race and an unchecked build-up 

of nuclear and conventional arsenals would in some way be consistent with the 

strengthening of international peace, security and stability or even with a 

reduction of the threat of war, if such a build-up takes place in conditions of 

transparency which allegedly creates the necessary confidence. Unfortunately, this 

is the meaning that some States are trying to inject into confidence-building 

measures, and this includes States represented in the First Committee. 
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.The practice of international relations has demonstrated .that mistrust and 

suspicion among States are generated by the policies of certain circles, by. their 
. . 

desire to act from a position of strength, by their attempts to place.tne arms~ace 

in ever newer and more dangerous orbits, rather than by a lack of ~ransparency. To 

claia in these conditions that an increase in the volume of information about· armed 

forces and armaments can building confidence is to engage in self-delusion •. The 

absence of political will to stop the armms race and reluctance to seek mutually 

accep~able agreements on the basis of equality and equal security cannot b~ 

.z:emedied by any flow of data on arms and armed forces, by any studies on the 

comparability of military information, etc. 

We are convinced that what is needed above all to dispel mutual suspicion and 

to restore trust is to normalize the situation and to abandon the preaching of . 

hatred and enmity and the propaganda of nuclear war. And quite logically, .the main 

way of establishing trust and confidence is to halt the.arms race and return to 

calm and correct relations among States and to detente. Indeed, the present tense 

.. situation requires urgent measures which could, even now, substantially reduce 
~ ' - ' - - . ' 

mistrust .between the Warsaw Treaty and NATO States, and ease mutual fears .of 

possible aggression. Motivated by these same considerations the socialist 

, c:ountries have proposed to the member states of the North Atlantic Alliance a 

treaty on the mutual non-use of military force and the maintenance of relations of 

peace,, at the heart of which would be an obligation of the member States.of:the. two 
~ '. <, ,. .. i • 

alliances not, to be the first to use either nucle~r or .conventional arms ~~Ci-~11~~ 

each other •. The conclusion of such a treaty would undoubtedly have a very."· 

favourable effect on all further developments not only in Europe but throughout .the 

world. 
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Thus far, we must inform this Committee there has been no response from NATO 
', 

to this proposal; yet we hope that common sense will eventually prevail and that 

representatives of the States concerned will begin a joint businesslike discussion 

on the subject. 

The Soviet Union is also willing to seek ways to strengthen security in the 

Far East. For instance, we have proposed that the positive experience gained in 

implementin~~certain confidence-building measures in Europe be considered in terms 

of its appli~tion to the Far Eastern region. The Soviet Union is prepared to 

engage in a discussion of this question i~ a practical way with the participation -"'-
of the People's Republic of China and Japari. We have listened attentively to the .. 

-~ 

"' 
statement of the Japanese representative about the dedication of his country to 

non-nuclear principles. A question, however, arises as to whether this is really 

so; and whether Japan is indeed interested in strengthening stability, security and 

confidence in the Far Eastern region if it refuses to engage in a specific 

discussion of confidence building in a region where our two countries are 

neighbours and where there are foreign bases and nuclear weapons, while at the same 

time it has officially decla~ed in its White Book on defence its intent1on to · 

promote in every possible way United States global nuclear strategy. 

The agreements in force relating to arms limitation and disarmament have made 

a tangible contribution to generating a climate of confidence. In recent years an 

entire system of international and bilateral treaties and conventions 'on'both" 

weapons of :mass destruction ,• and'. conventional arms has been established. '.its . 

potential should be put to maximum use in order to adopt new and more far-reaching 

steps in appropriate fields. 
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The Convention on prohibitions or restrictions on the use of certain 

conventional weapons is to enter into force in December 1983. The Soviet Union 

proposes that for the purpose of concluding new additional protocols to the 

Convention we should not stop there but should continue talks on further steps to 

restrict or prohibit the use of what are termed "inhumane" weapons, such as 

phosphorus anti-personnel weapons. We are in favour of concluding new and 

supplementary protocols to this Convention. We are also in favour ~ strengthening 

the Treaty on the prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear weapons~nd other 

weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and wa are in favour -....., .... _ 

of further steps to prevent an arms race in that environment. We continue to 

believe that a major task is to involve more States in those and other 

international agreements on arms limitation and disarmament. Those present in this 

room know full well what kind of agreements we have in mind. We, like many other 

States, highly appreciate the positive achievements represented by these agreements. 

But good words are not enough. It is important to promote effectively their 

further strengthening and the enhancement of their authority. 

Unfortunately, we have of late witnessed quite a few actions, including in 

particular those of the United States, which are aimed in a different direction 

that is, towards undermining these agreements. This applies above all to the 

1925 Geneva Protocol banning chemical agents. This is exemplified, in particular, 

by the diversionary tactics employed by the United States and its allies to 

undermine the Geneva Protocol on the pretext of establishing special verification 

machinery for the Protocol. 

This revision of the Geneva Protocol, attempted in violation of the 1969 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, can do irreparable harm not only to the 

Protocol itself but also to the entire system of international relations.existing 

in the field of arms limitation and disarmament. 
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The USSR is offering a simple and realistic way out, namely, to include a 

provision banning the use of such weapons in the convention on chemical weapons 

under preparation in the Committee on Disarmament. For verification purposes that 

convention's verification machinery would be used, including on-site inspection on 

a voluntary basis. This step takes into account the views of those States that 

believe that a ban on the use of chemical weapons requires reinforcement by 

appropriate verification measures, but does not lead to a revisian of the Geneva 

Protocol, which has been in force for over 50 years. 
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Attempts to convene a special conference to revise the verification machinery 

of the Convention on the prohibition of bacteriological and toxin weapons have 

created a dangerous situation concerning this Convention. We believe that there 

are no grounds for raising the issue of this Convention's verification machinery. 

However, we think that issues related to the Convention, including its verification 

machinery, could be examined at the next Review Conference~ 

It cannot be denied that there is a dangerous tendency towards the 

proliferation of all kinds of studies which provide an opportunity for opponents of 

disarmament to avoid concrete negotiations on limiting the arms race by resorting 

to talk about examining its technical aspects. The Soviet Union is strongly 

opposed to using studies as a substitute for practical steps to curb the arms 

race. We believe that the studies already in progress should not be used as a 

pretext for refusing to engage in businesslike negotiations on specific arms 

limitation and disarmament issues. With this understanding in mind, we are not 

opposed to extending the mandate of the group of experts preparing a study on 

conventional armaments. 

The history of the subject of the reduction of military budgets provides vivid 

examples of the results to which an obsession with studies, to the detriment of 

practical steps to curb the arms race, can lead. As long ago as at the 

twenty-eighth session, the Soviet Union submitted to the United Nations General 

'Assembly a proposal to reduce the military budgets of the permanent members of the 

Security Council by 10 per cent and to allocate part of the funds thus saved for 

assistance to the developing countries. 

Ten years have elapsed since this proposal was endorsed in the United 

Nations. Yet during this entire period no real progress has been achieved in 

reducing military expenditures. Instead, there has been an examination of 

proposals on "accounting models" <md '<;o:~lpc;'~~oi.lity" concepts, which are aimed 
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exclusively at avoiding a solution to this problem and distracting attention from 

the massive build-up of military budgets, including those of the United States and 

other NATO countries. 

We are proposing that at this session, in order to give a renewed impetus to 

the search for a solution to this important problem, the General Assembly call upon 

all the permanent members of the Security Council and other militarily significant 

States to reach agreement not to increase military expenditures after 

1 January 1984 and on specific measures for the subsequent practical mutual 

reduction of those expenditures. These measures could include reductions of 

military budgets both in percentage and in absolute terms, as previously proposed 

by the Soviet Union. The funds released as a result of a reduction of military 

expenditures would be used for economic and social development, including that of 

developing countries. 

Those are our ideas concerning possible ways of resolving some urgent issues 

relating to the curbing of the arms race in chemical and other weapons. In these 

areas we adhere to the same approach based on principle as in the nuclear field. 

There are no weapons that the Soviet Union would not be willing to limit or 

prohibit on a mutual basis, and there is no problem that it would not be prepared 

to solve on the basis of equality and reciprocity. Moreover, in respect of any 

specific measures we are prepared to go as far as the other side. 

Mr. C. P. N. SINGH (India): The First Committee is indeed very 

fortunate, Sir, to have at its helm during this critical period a Chairman of your 

wide diplomatic experience, sagacity and wisdom. Your devotion to the cause of 

disarmament is well known. Your country, Norway, and mine have traditional bonds 

of friendship which have been strengthened by our common desire to strive for a 

world in which peace and prosperity prevail. Under your able stewardship, we hope 
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this Committee will achieve some important and concrete results at this 

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. I should also like to felicitate 

the other officers of the Committee on their election to their important posts. I 

pledge my delegation's full support and co-operation in the discharge of your 

responsibilities. 

Earlier this year, when the Heads of State or Government of the Non-Aligned 

Movement'met in New Delhi, they declared that the greatest peril facing the world 

was the threat to the survival of mankind as a result of nuclear war. The Final 

Document, adopted by consensus at the first special session of the United Nations 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, in 1978, raised hopes for progress towards 
/ ' -, ' 

disarmament. Unfortunately, in the past few years the chill of a new cold war has 

dampened these hopes. Tensions and mutual suspicion have increased and there has 
> , ' 

beim a renewed escalation of the nuclear arms race. Detente has disappeared and 
' ' ~ ..... '' " ' ' . 

mi.H.tacy budgets, those of the great Powers in particular. have spiralled upwards. 

The increasing tensions of the present international situation have provided a 

fresh impetus to the arms race, which in turn creates further tension and lack of 

confiderlce. In a situation so fraught with fear, suspicion and insecurity, 

r~iatively small events have a tendency to become magnified. The threat of a 

nuc.i~~r war in the circumstances becomes more imminent. 
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The deterioration of the global, political and strategic environment is 

manifested especially in the new qualitative dimension of the arms race. Weapons 

being developed and deployed now are of greater accuracy, shorter flying time, 

greater destructive power, and they are of a kind that makes verification by 

national means, of the type envisaged under the strategic arms limitation 

agreements, impossible. The extension of the arms race to outer space and the 

search for new systems, such as laser weapons, further accentuate the threat of a 
"\-. 

nuclea·r war • 
.... .... , 
There is a special dimension to the increasing arms race which is threatening 

....._ 
new areas and regions of the world. In order to further the strategic interest of 

a few great Powers, sophisticated arms are flowing to certain countries in greater 

quantity as well as quality, irrespective of their legitimate defence 

requirements. New facilities and forces are being created and exisH~ ,~ses a~~-:: 

being enlarged within the developing, world, accentuating tensions and thereby 

increasing the threat to the security of the region concerned. A sense of 

insecurity and mistrust pervades the entire world, encompassing both the 

industrialized and the developing countries. Against this background, our primary 

objective must be to preserve peace, by first renouncing the use, or threat of the 

use, of nuclear weapons, simultaneously putting a freeze on the nuclear arms race, 

and then reversing the trend by implementing concrete measures of disarmament. 

The main impediment to nuclear disarmament is the belief held by nuclear-

weapon States that nuclear weapons are weapons of deterrence and are preservers of 

peace, and also that a nuclear war has been avoided over the last three and a half 

decades by the deployment of massive arsenals of nuclear weapons. There is greater 

awareness now among the nuclear-weapon States themselves that the existing nuclear 
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arsenals can destroy the world several times over. It is conceded by a numbe~of 

former military commanders that effective command and control over a nuclear~weapon 

exchange would be impossible. Not only sages and pundits but also former 

strategists and policy-makers who believed fully in the efficacy of nuclear weapons 

in preserving world peace, have now themselves disavowed the notion that a nuclear 

war can be waged to achieve any political objectives. 

"'!· . It is cynical for nuclear-weapon Powers to hold on to the dangerous concept of 

deterrence that entails destruction not only of nuclear-weapon States themselves 
<.. 

but·. also of the rest of the world. If deterrence has brought with it security,. 

what kind of security is this when nuclear stockpiles keep increasing and 
~ 
' 

conventional wars by proxy continue to be waged? Security for too long has been 

viewed essentially in military terms by the nuclear-weapon States. Security, 

however, . is a concept which also has political, economic, social and env:i ronmental ... · 

dimensions. The definition of security in terms of nuclear deterrence has led 

nuclear-weapon States to search for an illusory strategic balance. But they have 

not striven towards any balance in their approach to international relations 

leading to political understanding or to a more balanced development of the human 

and economic potential of the world which could be the real guarantor of security. 

The mutual interest of survival of nuclear, as well as non-nuclear-weapon 

States and. the economic interdependence between industrialized and developing 

countries together negate the concept of deterrence and underline the urgent need 

of pursuing,policies that are really conducive to achl.eving lasting and durable 

peace. 

The present state of negotiations on virtually the entire range of disarmament .# 

issues is stalemated. Within the framework of its agenda, the Committee on 

Disarmament at Geneva, during its 1983 session, considered a number of pressing 

disarmament issues, such as a nuclear-test ban, cessation of the nuclear arms race 
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and nuclear disarmament, prevention of .;nuclear war and related matters, security .of. 

non-nuclear-weapon States, chemical and radiological weapons, prevention of the :;Jc'' 

arms race in outer space and a comprehensive programme of disarmament. 

Unfortunately, there has been hardly any progress on any of the major issues. 

The're' is an increasing tendency to emphasize unimportant and subsidiary issues 

in such a. manner that the over-riding objective of preventing a nuclear war and t,. 

proceeding towards nuclear disarmament is impeded at ever}\_- stage. Undue stress has 

been laid'on piece-meal and peripheral aspects of disa~nt, matters that do not. 
"· 

directly touch the existing nuclear arsenals or do not affeEt the nuclear-weapon 
.... 

States directly, such as an a priori emphasis on verification and compliance 
' ~ 

treated in isolation from actual disarmament measures, confidence-building 

measures, nuclear-weapon-free zones, non-proliferation in the non-nuclear-weapon 

State's;' conventional disarmament;·'chemical weapons that nobody really wants and . , ,, 

radiological weapons that do not exist and that cannot be described or defined 

accurately. These disarmament matters of secondary or peripheral importance have 

been delllberately brought to the forefront in order to give a semblance of activity·· 

or progress in the disarmament field and to delay progress towards nuclear 

disarmament. 

Despite the untiring efforts of Mr. Garcia Robles, the high hopes created by 

the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament regarding 

the elaboration of a comprehensive programme of disarmament, have been belied. In 

the multilateral negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament, as much as in'·; the 

direct negotiations being conducted at present by some of the nuclear-weapon 
' ' 

States, real negotiations have been replaced by polemics, used not for reaching 

agreements but for perpetrating their outmoded security doctrines and mobilizing 

public opinion in favour of these pernicious doctrines and the frenzied nuclear 

arms race based thereon. 
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While the danger of nuclear war and the disastrous consequences of the nuclear 

arms race continue to engage the attention of the international community, a new 

and sinister peril is raising its head, namely the danger of an arms race in outer 

space. Space has been rightly called the last frontier of human endeavour. The 

exploration of space, the mastering of the technology of sending rockets to distant 

planets, the launching of sophisticated man-made satellites, are all elements of an 

exciting new chapter. in the history of human achieveme~~. Yet, like so many 

achievements of man in the past, this emerging mastery~ver space too is sought to 
~ . 

be perpetrated in the service of death and destruction. ~ Vast sums of money are 
~ 
~ 

being allocated for research into military uses of outer space and for the 
• ~ 
' 

development of weapons that would be deployed in outer space. 

Unless urgent action is taken by the,international community to prevent the 

extension of, the arms race into outer space, there is little doubt that this last 
' .~. ' 

frontier of human endeavour would soon turn into a new battleground for the 

powerful nations on earth. While India is a developing country, it has taken a 

keen interest in the exploration of space and has achieved modest progress. 

India's achievements in this field are the result of its own scientific and 

technological endeavours and equally of the close co-operation it has enjoyed with 

several countries, including the USSR, the United States, France and the Federal 

Republic of Germany. We are convinced that beneficial international co-operation 

in the exploration of outer space can continue to develop only if outer space is 

preserved as the common heritage of mankind and used for the benefit of all mankind. 
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In the field of disarmament and international security, we proceed from the 

premise that partial solutions or measures of a limited nature taken in isolation . 

from the priority issues cannot bring us nearer the goal of general and complete 

disarmament unless conceived of within an overall perspective which lays down clear 

objectives, priorities and methods of implementation for disarmament measures. If 

all the elements of an overall plan, a global strategy, were not observed 

scrupulously and if the priority issues were ignored or sidetracked, the entire 

system of international security would be grossly distorted and would result, 
' 

ultimately, in international anarchy. We feel that the pursuit of~the goal of the 

prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons to additional countrie~.has a rationale 

only if this is conceived of in the context of the reduction and eventual 

elimination of existing nuclear-weapon arsenals. However, while non-nuclear-weapon 
" '~ / 

States have remained committed to using nuclear energy for peaceful purposes only, 

the nuclear-weapon States have continued to develop, produce and stockpile more 

sophisticated arsenals of nuclear weapons at an accelerated pace. This is an 

obvious example of the kind of distortion that can occur if a global approach is 

not strictly adhered to and the priority is deliberately allowed to be disturbed. 

Our delegation's approach to the question of establishing nuclear-weapon-free 

zones in various regions of the world is well known. The creation of such zones 

makes sense only if they are conceived of as part of a credible programme for the 

urgent achievement of nuclear disarmament. It is rightly acknowledged by the 
" ":~' ~ ,: ... _ ·-·. ' . 

international community that the initiative for the creation of such zones must 

come from the countries of the region concerned and must follow the process of 

mutual consultations among them. Further, the region to be covered must be viable 

in the sense that it is a well-defined geographical and geopolitical unit. In view 

of the fact that any nuclear war will engulf the entire world, we believe that the 

nuclear-weapon-free zones idea has become unrealistic. The proposal to set up a 
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nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia does not, in any of its aspects, meet the 

requirements widely recognized by the international community. South Asia is an 

integral part of the Asia-Pacific region and cannot be artificially isolated as a 

self-contained entity. Nuclear weapons have been deployed in the Asia-Pacific 

region, foreign military bases are being maintained and more are being sought in 

the Indian Ocean area. Naturally, the situation is further complicated by the fact 

that not all countries belonging to South Asia share a common ~erception and common 

security concerns. The proposal was put forward without any p~or consultations 
' 

among the countries concerned. In keeping with our consistent and clear-cut 

-~ opposition to this proposal, my delegation will reject the proposal if it is once 
1 

again brought before the First Committee. 

The First Committee has traditionally considered the report of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on the Indian Ocean. It is more than a decade since the General Assembly 

adopted the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, contained in 

·resolution 2832 (XXVI). Over the years, the Ad Hoc Committee has been working 

towards the implementation of this Declaration, with varying degrees of interest 

being shown by the Powers most responsible for the steady deterioration of the 

security climate in that part of the world - the great Powers. Ever since the 

expansion of the Ad Hoc Committee consequent upon the adoption of the resolution on 

this subject in 1979, it has been the earnest hope of the littoral and hinterland 

States that the permanent members of the Security Council and the major maritime 

users of the Indian Ocean would contribute towards the early convening of the 

Conference on the Indian Ocean and to the eventual realization of the objectives of 

the 1971 Declaration. 

The evidence of the last few years has belied this expectation. As a result 

of the systematic dilatory tactics adopted by some of these countries, the dates 
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for the convening of the Conference, scheduled to have been held in 1981 in 

Colombo, Sri Lanka, are yet to be finalized. Indeed, the position has deteriorated 

to a point where no time-frame at all can be considered for convening such a 

conference. The persistent refusal on the part of these States to commit 

themselves to a time-frame and the laying down of preconditions relating to the 

harmonization of views and the improvement of the political and security climate 

leads one to question the motive of their participation in the work of the Ad Hoc 

Committee. My delegation remains committed to the convening of the Conference on 

the Indian Ocean as a necessary step in the implementation of the 1971 Declaration 

of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. The task before the Ad Hoc Committee 

should be to work for the implementation of the Decaration and not to scuttle it. 

We earnestly hope that before long we shall be in a position to move ahead in this 

regard. 

During the forthcoming deliberations we shall also consider the relationship 

between disarmament and development. It is rightly acknowledged that the arms race 

on the one hand and development on the other are in a competitive relationship, 

particularly in terms of their claim on scarce resources, both financial and highly 

skilled manpower resources. Moreover, the arms race has been a principal factor 

responsible for the introduction of many rigidities and distortions in the world 

economy and world economic relations. The structural nature of the present global 

economic crisis derive principally from those distortions and rigidities. The arms 

race is behind the destabilization of the international monetary system. It has 

also distorted the desired evolution of healthy international exchange in a period 

of growing economic interdependence. By the same token, the catalytic effects of 

arms limitations and disarmament are bound to broaden the base of detente, 

contribute to the growth and stability of the world economy and lead to the 
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channelling of some of the released resources for the benefit of the developing 
·, 

countries. We in the developing world are convinced of the interdependent nature 

of the economies of the developed and the developing countries. Sustained 

development of the North has to be tied to the accelerated development of the 

South. Similarly, in the political field, international relations must not be 

pursued in terms of conflict and competition or of gaining supremacy in nuclear 

strategic arsenals or conventional capability. This co-operative approach alone 

can lead to the establishment of the riew international economic order and preserve 

international peace and security. 

,, ;: ' 

--;..-.; 
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In the present circumstances, it is our view and the view of a number of 

neutral and non-aligned countries that the nuclear-arms race has to be stopped 

before it can be reversed. The political issue of prime importance today is the 

prevention of nuclear war and the first and most urgent step in this direction is 

to agree at once on the total prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons. On the 

initiative of the non-aligned countries, including India, the General Assembly has 

repeatedly declared the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons to be a violation , ... 
of the United Nations Charter and a crime against humanity. During the second ... .... , 
special session of the General ~ssembly devoted to disarmament my delegation put 

forward a draft convention on t~ prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, in 

order to provide a concrete and~ractical basis for the complete prohibition of the 

use of nuclear weapons pending nuclear disarmament. During the last General 

Assembly session a number of non-aligned countries sponsored a draft resolution 

requesting the Committee on Disarmament to undertake negotiations with a view to 

achieving agreement on such a draft convention. Unfortunately, efforts to 

establish a working group in the Committee on Disarmament to go into this question 

have not succeeded. It is our hope that the Committee on Disarmanent will be able 

to begin negotiations on the draft already transmitted to it by the General 

Assembly. 

Along with the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, another item of 

priority is a freeze on the development, production and deployment of nuclear 

weapons and their means of delivery, together with a comprehensive treaty banning 

the testing of nuclear weapons, as well as an agreement on a cut-off in the 

production of fissionable material for weapons_purposes. After these urgent 

measures to halt the nuclear-arms race are implemented, steps to reverse the race 

by reducing the stockpiles according to a mutually agreed time schedule could then 

be undertaken, to achieve general and complete disarmament. 
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The most dismal failure of the Committee on Disarmament during its ses-sion in 

1983 was its inability to commEmce negotiations on the prevention of. a nuclear 

war. The Committee could not reach any agreement on even setting up an ad hoc 

working group to carry out such negotiations. ·The General Assembly cannot but take 

a very serious view of this situation and give a political directive to the 

Committee to initiate negotiations on this issue, w11ich critically affects the very 

fate of mankind, when it r~umes its work at the beginning of 1984. 

The peoples of all co~~ries of the world desire peace; non-aligned countries 

in particular have been laying stress on peace and disarmament. In fact, during - . 
' ~ 

the very first non-aligned summit, held in Belgrade in 1961, the Heads of State and 
~ . 

' 
Government proclaimed that disarmament was an imperative and most urgent need of 

mankind. This was reiterated during the most recent summit meeting, held in 

New Delhi. Mrs. Indira.Gandhi, the Chairperson of the seventh non-aligned sunlnit·, 

has characterized the Non-Aligned Movement as the biggest peace movement in 

history. We are encouraged by the fact that the call from nearly two thirds-of the 

Member States of the international community is now )oined in by large numbers of 

people from the nuclear-weapon States and their allies. This increasingly widening 

concern of the peoples all over the world about their survival, and their 

ever~growing willingness to come out in the streets and protest against the·nuclear 

arms race, now represent the main hope for the survival of mankind. There is no 

doubt that a more vigorous mobilization of world public opinion in favour of· 

disarmam-ent' will have a positive· impact on disarmament. We support the World 

Disarmament Campaign and believe that one of the important tasksof the United 

Nations and its specialized agencies is to educate the people of the world about 

the dangers of a nuclear war, the .harmful consequences of the arms race and the 

positive relationship between disarmament and development. Mankind's ultimate 
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desire is survival. If the peril that_ the world faces today is recognized by all, 

we may yet succeed in the task of ensuring the survival of the human race and a 

better tomorrow. 

Mr. TORNUDD (Finland): May-I begin by expressing my delegation's 

pleasure at seeing you, Sir, in the Chair of this First .Committee. My Government 

and I myself have come to know you through the years as an able representative of 

your Government and a trusted colleague. Already before the start of work in this 

Committee; you demonstrated the kind of determination and efficiency that make us 

confident that you will lead this session of the Committee to a successful 

conclusion. 

Our congratulations go also to the other officers of the Committee. 

I should also like to express the deepest condolences of my Government to the 

Governments a_nd peoples of France· and the United States on the tragic loss of life 

of members of the multinational force in Beirut over the weekend. 

Today representatives of 35 States gather in Helsinki to prepare for the first 

stage of the Conference on Confidence and Security-Building Measures and 

Disarmament in Europe, to be convened in Stockholm in January 1984. In its first 

stage the Conference will negotiate and adopt new confidence-building and 

security-building measures. Their purpose is to reduce the risks inherent in the 

present situation in Europe, the most heavily armed continent in the world. 

The preparations now under way in the capital of Finland are a link in a long 

chain of events. We expect that they will lead to the operation of an entirely new 

negotiating body and thus to the adoption of further measures to promote security 

in Europe. 

Europe remains at the centre of Finland's concern about security, disarmament 

and arms control. In our view, the checking of the continuing arms build-up, 
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quantitative and qualitative, is of particular urgency in Europe. We find it 

useful that issues of disarmament in Europe will not be handled exclusively by the 

leading nuclear Powers and representatives of the military alliances. These issues 

are of direct concern to all States in Europe· in their efforts to strengthen their 

own security. 

Security should, in our view, be seen as a broad concept which cannot be 

reduced merely to a. matter of military balance. It rests on stability and 

continuity, and it depends also on confidence and the knowledge of each other's 

intentions. The States concerned have created, through joint efforts~ a 

negotiation structure covering all areas of co-operation in Europe. We welcome the 

inclusion of disarmament in this co-operation, first of all focusing on such 

measures as can help to reduce the risks of misapprehensions and miscalculations 

that could breed war. 
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A major part of the concern over security in Europe has to do with the 

presence of nuclear weapons. They are not weapons in the old sense of the word and 

no rational political aims can be pursued by reliance on their use. To limit a 

nuclear war would scarcely be possible and its devastating effects would be felt by 

all nations. Thus nuclear weapons are political instruments. They do not serve 

any direct military purpose, but the threat of their use exists. No nuclear Power 

has considered it possible to exclude the use of nuclear weapons totally, although 

they have recognized the enormous responsibility that their possession implies. 
' ~ 

The-ultimate goal of the international community is to ensure the 

impleme~ation of the principle of non-use of force. It is therefore necessary to 

achieve general and complete disarmament; including the complete abolition of 

nuclear w~apons. During previous sessions of the General Assembly my·delegation 

has emphasized the importance of limiting nuclear weapons so that there are no new 

o~e~s.~f such w~aPons, no ~~~-deployment of ~uch weapons and that no ne~"types of 

such weapons are introduced. The use of force is prohibited by the Charter, but 

the peoples of the world are entitled to specific assurances against the use of 

nuclear weapons. They should never, in our view, be used in any circumstances. 

Awareness of the danger of nuclear confrontation and the inadmissibility of 

the use of nuclear weapons should lead to further agreements by the nuclear Powers 

and the international community including, as a central component, a commitment not 

to use nuclear weapons. 

First and foremost, the dialogue and negotiations between the leading nuclear 

Powers concerning all categories of nuclear weapons should continue, regardless of 

any changes in the international situation. The talks on strategic arms limitation 

have had a profound effect on peace and stability in the whole world. All nuclear 

arms control talks have a political impact on the entire international climate. 

The negotiations in Geneva on intermediate-range nuclear forces bear witness to 
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this. ije hope that the parties will take further steps to reverse the present 

trend in the arms race. Security will not increase with the acquisition or 

deployment of new and even more destructive nuclear weapons but rather through 

their limitation and reduction in number. The world expects the dialogue between 

the nuclear-weapon States to help to turn the arms race in the opposite direction. 

All arms control and disarmament efforts have both a military and a political 

dim•nsion. They are mutually complementary. The two leading nuclear Powers have 

man~ested their ability and will to conclude accords to prevent the outbreak of 
~ 

nuclear war. -~ In their agreement of 22 June 1973, the Soviet Union and the United 

States agreed.that an objective of their policies was to remove the danger of 
~ 

nuclear war and of the use of nuclear weapons. They further agreed to practise 

restraint in their relations towards each other and towards all countries and to 

pursue a policy dedicated towards stability and peace. This agreement was an 

important step towards preventing, through international co-operation, the outbreak 

of nuclear war or military conflict. The experience gained from the conclusion of 

this agreement should be fully used in the further efforts carried out by the 

international community. Security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States are an 

important means of reducing the nuclear danger. Finland, for its part, has given 

tip the option of acquiring nuclear weapons of its own. Our Government has also 

declared that Finland will never allow any nuclear weapons on Finnish territory. 

The non-nuclear-weapon status of Finland is thus comprehensive. As a consequence 

we are entitled to demand that such weapons are never, in any circumstances, used 

against us and that we are not threatened with them. Unilateral assurances -

albeit different in content - so far given by the nuclear Powers are welcome. The 

security needs of the non-nuclear-weapon States would, however, best be served 

through negotiated arrangements, binding and comprehensive in nature. 
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The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones is yet another measure by which 

States could build confidence, enhance security and lessen the danger of nuclear 

conflict. Such zones must be created freely by the States concerned, but it is 

evident that in order to be effective all such arrangements should be subject to 

negative security guarantees by the nuclear-weapon States. The initiative of my 

country with regard to a comprehensive Nordic arms control arrangement· is well 

known. Finland will continue to pursue this objective. ~ 

Another effective means available to the non-nuclear-~apon States in order to 
~ 

reduce the nuclear risk is offered by the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

-~ Nuclear Weapons. In the view of the Finnish Government this Treaty remains the 
~ 

best instrument to halt the spread of nuclear weapons. Some nations have chosen to 

stay outside the Treaty and refused to accept international safeguards on their 

nuclear activities. This hampers international co-operation in the peaceful uses 

of nuclear energy, the benefits of which should be available to all nations. 

Progress in disarmament is of decisive importance for the effective implementation 

of the Treaty. 

Finland pays particular attention to the careful preparation for the third 

Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, to be held in 1985. We intend 

to participate actively in the preparatory work for this conference. In this 

connection I wish to re-emphasize the importance that an agreement on a 

comprehensive ban on nuclear test explosions would have both for the continued 

successful implementation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and for progress in the 

disarmament field in general. We welcome the Swedish proposal for a draft treaty 

as a valuable contribution to the actual negotiations on this subject. The 

nuclear-weapon States cannot escape the great responsibility that they must bear 

with regard to the commitments already undertaken by them to work out a viable 

comprehensive test-ban treaty. 
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I shall now go on to comment on some other areas of the work of the Committee 

on Disa~ent to which Finland gives particular attention. 

The first is that of chemical weapons. As a continuation of its long-standing 

project on chemical weapons verification, Finland presented last summer the seventh 

research report entitled "Identification of precursors of warfare agents, 

degradation products of non-phosphorus agents and some potential agents". The 

report will be made available to delegations in the First Committee. This research 

project is aimed at contributing to the creation of a technical infrastructure for 

a future mechanism to verify compliance. 
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Finland remains prepared to offer its services in the verification of compliance 

when a treaty is concluded. We welcome the progress in the Committee on 

Disarmament concerning the verification issue. 

The question of the prevention of an arms race in outer space is gaining 

further urgency. The 1967 outer space Treaty and other relevant treaties already 

prohibit various military activities in that particular environment. The present 

legal framework does not, however, meet the challenges of foreseeable developments 

in this field. The problem of preventing an arms race in outer space is both 

politically and legally a complex undertaking. Outer space is already used for an 

array of activities which have a scientific, civilian purpose of great importance. 

In addition, early warning and verification technology is important for the 

purposes of many arms control agreements. 

Finland believes that the Committee on Disarmament should embark a~ early as 

possible upon substantive negotiations on outer space with a view to safeguarding 

that environment from a further arms race. We hope that at this session the First 

Committee will carefully study all proposals presented in this domain and pave the 

way for such negotiations. 

Finally, with regard to the question of the enlargement of the membership of 

the Committee and the effectiveness of its work, the Government of Finland has for 

a long period actively followed the work of the Committee on Disarmament and sought 

full membership in that Committee. If elected, we would seek to co-operate, in 

accordance with our policy of neutrality, with all members of the Committee on 

Disarmament, particularly with those outside military alliances. Our record in the 

field of disarmament is known. If we are given th~ opportunity, we are ready to 

meet new challenges in this field. 
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Mr. JANNUZZI (Italy): Mr. Chairman, let me express to you first of all 

the warmest congratulations of my delegation on your election to the c.hairmanship 

of the First Committee. I am sure you will believe me when I say that we are 

extremely pleased to see such a distinguished and able representative of a friendly 

country, a country which is an outstanding example of true democracy, rationality, 

respect for freedom and human rights and with an active love for peace, presiding 

over our debates in such a difficult and troubled moment in history. 

Year after year the First Committee of the General Assembly provides the world 

community with an opportunity to reflect on what has been achieved in the field of 

disarmament and international security, to analyse the causes which are at the root 

of the arms race and to deliberate upon the most appropriate ways "to save".- in 

the words of the Charter- "succeeding generations from the scourge of war". 

We think it is important to reiterate at the outset our firm conviction that 

the need for arms control and disarmament today is more urgent than ever. The 

tragic attack against a civil airliner which caused the death of 269 innocent 

victims was a severe blow to international dialogue. That event, as you know, 

provoked the deepest emotion in the whole world, but it is now our task to. resume 

the dialogue, since disarmament and arms control negotiations must continue as the 

security and the very survival of all peoples of the earth are involved. 

In this connection, may I add from the very start that Italy attaches the 

greatest importance to the continuation.of the East-West dialogue. Detente, in our 

view, has no alternatives and my Government is ready, as in the past, to play a 
":: ,. 

constructive role in easing the tensions which have arisen as a consequence of 

recent events. 

The easy response to the current tensions of the international situation would 

be to argue that only disarmament or only defence fundamentally matter. However, 

" 

I 
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to insist that only one or only the other of these alternatives~can enhance 

securityand preserve p~ace i~ to misunderstand the basic compodents of security 
'' 

policy under present circumstances. The sensible position is to recognize that 

disarmament and defence complement and support each other, at least as long as 

universal respect for the principles of the Charter is yet to be obtained, and the 

threat of force, and even the use of force, remain a reality. 

Security must be coneidered as a shared asse~ and State~ must show reciprocal 

restraint in their quest ~r peace.' Moreover, in our ~i~w, security goes beyond 
...... -. ' 

the military field. The growing economic gap between developed and developing ., 
.... 

countries is not only one of the most serious problems of our time but also a 
~ -

source of instability which is a matter of concern to all of us. Any consideration 

of the security aspects of the world situation cannot ignore the increasing 

importance of the North-South dialogue within this context. The United Nations is 

the forum where all the facets of this problem can be combined and therefore it has 

a most significant role to play in the promotion of conditions of stability 

worldwide. 

I have previously observed that, in the _nuclear age, security must be 

considered as a shared asset. Such a concept of security is based on mutual trust 

and openness, rather than on fear and secrecy. Confidence-building measures are a 

means acknowledged and advocated by the United Nations for improving the prospects 

for arms control and disarmament. 'A substantive and detailed debate over the 

concept and objectives of confidence-building has _taken place this year for the 

first time in the Disarmament Commission. As a result, the growing importance of 

confidence-building measures was generally recognized. We regard such a 
. ' ' 

development as a significant step towards the world~wide -affirmation and acceptance 

of _this instrument for promOting stability and safeguarding p~ace, and we 
' . 
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acknowledge that confidence-building measures should vary in accordance with the 

different sit~tions existing in the different regions. · For our part, we believe 

that the convening of the forthcoming Conference on Confidence and 

Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe is a recognition of the 

importance being attached to confidence-building measures and we hope that concrete 

and effective measures designed to reduce the risk of military confrontation in 

Europe will emerge fro~,~hat Conference. 

Italy believes tha' the Conference will be a unique opportunity to promote 
~ 

better conditions for security and stability in Europe and, as a consequence, in 
~ 
~ 

the world as a whole. The Italian Government has been deeply involved in the . 
~ 

elaboration of an appropriate mandate for the Conference and is determined to make 

a constructive contribution.to its work. 
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States that pursue a policy of transparency and openness with regard to their 

military capabilities render an essential contribution to the enhancement of 

international security. Participation in the United Nations exercise in reporting 
';I 

and comparing military expenditures should be an important aspect of such a 

policy. It is indeed regrettable that some States, particularly in Europe, still 

seem to regard the concealment of any military data - including those concerning 

their military budgets - as a component of their security. We believe that 

transparency, comparability and verification are the necessary prerequisites to 
.... 

achieving some positive results in the area of reduction of ~ilitary budgets. 
·.;..,. 

The statement delivered on behalf of the 10 member countties of the European 

Community by the representative of Greece, the content of whi~h my country of 

course entirely endorses, makes it unnecessary for me to address a number of more 

specific items at this stage. I shall therefore confine myself to expressing our 

views on some of the issues to which we attach a special importance, in particular, 

the question of preventing an arms race in outer space and the question of chemical 

and bacteriological weapons. 

The first question is embodied in a specific item on the agenda of the 

Committee on Disarmament. The Committee, unfortunately, cannot as yet report on an 

in-depth consideration of this item. But it can report about some meaningful 

preliminary progress achieved in devising a common approach to the issue. First of 

all, an agreement emerged about the importance of discussing the subject and of 

establishing an ad hoc working group. Secondly, various proposals were submitted 

by all sides containing specific suggestions for the formulation of a mandate. The 

negotiations that ensued succeeded in considerably narrowing the differences. We 

believe that a final agreement can be reached early next year that will allow the 

Committee on Disarmament to exercise fully its responsibilities in this field. Now 
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that the competence of the Committee on Disarmament to deal with the substance of 

the matter has been firmly established, and that prospects for setting up an ad hoc 

working group appear promising, our deliberations here should be aimed at 

accelerating the momentum in Geneva, but refraining from introducing divisive 

issues. 

My delegation has stated several times that it attaches great importance to 

the question of the banning of anti-satellite weapons, si_nce their deployment could 

have a destabilizing effect. However, we must acknowled~ the fact that when an 
........~_ 

ad hoc working group on this problem is established in the Committee on ·.... 
Disarmament, it must proceed, first of all, with an examination of all aspects 

" :t 
relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer space and thus, all existing 

proposals and future initiat.ives. Such preliminary work is indeed a logical 

prerequisite to any constructive consideration of this complex problem. It is a 

sound approach and it should not be pre-empted by premature initiatives which could 

only jeopardize its results. 

It is the conviction of my delegation that this year's General Assembly 

resolution on the prevention of an arms race in outer space should be built upon 

the elements of convergence which have emerged in Geneva, in order to encourage and 

support substantive discussions within the framework of the Committee on 

Disarmament. 

In the area of chemical and bacteriological weapons, Italy pursues, first of 

all, the objective of the conclusion of a comprehensive and, again, verifiable 

convention, which indeed it is possible to achieve in a relatively short time. For 

that purpose, it is essential that all sides be adequately instructed and willing 

to take an active part in the negotiations. In 1983, unfortunately, this has not 

been the case for all delegations, some of which did not give sufficient recognition 
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to the fact that the convention will only be effective if it is coupled with an 

effective system of control and verification. We hope that the five-months' recess 

in the negotiations will be fully exploited in order to give new impetus to this 

vital issue. Pending the conclusion of such a convention, all efforts should be 

made to ensure world-wide compliance with the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which bans the 

use of chemical, biological and toxin weapons, as well as with the 1972 biological 

and toxin weapons Convention which bans the possession of those weapons. 

Therefore, we strongly support the establishment, under the auspices of the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, of an effective mechanism to investigate 

promptly any allegations of violations of the 1925 Geneva Protocol. In the same 

spirit, we regard as extremely useful the holding of a special conference of States 

parties to the 1972 biological and toxin weapons Convention, to establish effective 

procedures for compliance with its provisions. 

I would like at this point to add a few remarks about the new and disturbing 

situation which has arisen in the last eight years in western Europe, a region of 

the world to which Italy belongs and the security and stability of which had long 

been ensured by a balance of forces between East and West. 

Since the second half of the 1970s, the security of western Europe, as well as 

of other regions of the world, has been threatened by the deployment in Soviet 

territory of large numbers of SS-20 missiles. The deployment of these 

qualitatively new and highly destabilizing intermediate-range nuclear weapons has 

taken place at a time when no reason, political or military, could justify the 

decision to proceed with it. On the contrary, this deployment took place at a time 

when the international. community, and the European Community particularly, was 

placing high hopes on detente and co-operation between East and West. 
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Faced with this situation, Italy's concern has constantly been to work for 

restoring at the lowest possible level the balance of forces which has been broken 

since 1976 by the deployment of Soviet SS-20s. This was the sense and purpose of 

the decision made in December 1979, and let me·point out that this decision was not 

to start to install missiles immediately but called for negotiations to eliminate 

or reduce the levels of longer range intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF) on a 

global basis, while providing for a programme aimed at restoring the balance of 

forces, should negotiations failto achieve this purpose. 

The Soviet response to this"legitimate and indeed self-restrained expression 

of our security concerns has bee~.frankly disappointing. The INF negotiations 

which started in Geneva in November 1981 have so far yielded little, if any, 

results. The efforts of the Soviet side at the negotiating table have concentrated 

on just one goal, that of preserving, with minor adjustments, the military 

superiority it has achieved in Europe in terms of longer range INFs. While 

deploying over 200 SS-20s, each of them with three nuclear warheads, since 

December 1979, the Soviet Union has continued to claim that an approximate parity 

existed in Europe in that field. This insistence by the Soviet side in denying an 

imbalance which is so obvious and so increasingly threatening for European 

stability, is not the least source of concern for the European countries, 

particularly the non-nuclear ones - including, of course, Italy - which are or 

feel, exposed to that threat. 

As I said before, our ideal goal has been and remains the complete elimination 

on a global basis of these destabilizing weapons, the so-called zero option. Since 

the INF negotiations have shown that this goal is at the present time unrealistic, 

alternative proposals have been tabled by the West in Gevena, all of which 

represent a bold attempt to achieve significant progress in nuclear disarmament 
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through deep reduction in longer-range INFs. The last of these attempts were the 

proposals put forward by the President of the United States in his address to the 

General Assembly at the beginning of this year's session. 'These initiatives, which 

were undertaken with the full support of, and after intensive consultations among, 

the Governments concerned, including the Italian Government, have once more shown 

the flexibility which exists on the Western side and its willingness to seek 

sincerely a mutually acceptable solution to the problem. In fact, all reasonable 

concerns expressed by the Soviet Union were taken into account in these proposals, 

thus paving the way to an equitable agreement on IMFs. 

The response of the Soviet Union did not depart from its previous refusal to 

acknowledge the fundamental security concerns and interests of West European 

countries. We regret this. We hope, of course, that this position will change 

with time. Positive results can still be achieved in Geneva and we firmly believe 

that, just like the United States has been negotiating while the deployment of the 

Soviet SS-20s was in progress, the Geneva negotiations must not be interrupted at 

this stage. Deployment in western Europe,_if started, will in its early stages 

have limited military significance and will represent, above all, a political 

signal. The process envisaged,,is a gradual one, which will at no time acquire an 

irreversible character, thus leaving ample opportunites for an agreement. 

Therefore, we welcome the intention stated by the United States to continue to 

negotiate as long as needed to reach a positive result in Geneva and we hope that 

the Soviet Union will itself recognize that an equitable agreement would serve its 

interests far better than those threatening alternatives which have been mentioned 

in very recent times. 

The INF negotiations in Geneva are just one aspect, however important, of a 

wider problem. Deep concern has been repeatedly expressed at the lack of progress 
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in talks on nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war in view of the 

catastrophic consequences that the outbrek of an atomic conflict would have for the 

survival of humanity. Italy attaches the utmost importance to these themes which 

are so vital for international security and, in light of their immense implications 

for the future of mankind, believes that a high priority should be given to 

concrete negotiations, both bilateral and multilateral, on these issues. The 

ongoing talks on INF in Geneva, which I have already mentioned, and the strategic 

arms reduction negotiations (START) on the reduction of the strategic arsenals of 

the United States and the Soviet Union, are both negotiating processes which we 

follow closely with the purpose of supporting and promoting, as much a& we can, 

their continuation and intensification. 

The Italian Government hopes that the negotiations on strategic weapons will 

lead to deep reductions in existing nuclear arsenals. Such reductions should 

concern in the first place those systems which are more destabilizing and should be 

coupled with appropriate confidence-building measures in the nuclear field. 

Seeking to reduce weapons and forces substantially, not just to limit their 

levels of deployment in this or that country, is the most effective way to avert 

the danger of war, in particular a nuclear war. There can be no higher priority 

for our endeavours that this one. This Committee and the General Assembly have 

rightly devoted much of their attention to this task during previous sessions. The 

Committee on Disarmament has taken up this subject of supreme importance in the 

same spirit. Although it was not possible to agree on the appropriate format to 

deal substantively with it, we are confident that these difficulties will be 

overcome in the future. Many concrete and practical proposals exist which 

constitute a good basis on which to start serious work. I wish to recall in 

particular those formulated in Geneva by the Federal Republic of Germany and by 

Belgium, which we strongly support. 
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Many countries, including Italy, have stressed the fact that the struggle to 

save mankind from a nuclear catastrophe must be conceived as part of a wider 

struggle to establish world public order itself. In fact, in this small, 

interdependent world, aggression should be inadmissible and peace indivisible. 

Precisely because we live in a nuclear age, States should srive to prevent not only 

nuclear war, but war itself. Wars starting with conventional weapons can easily 

escalate into a different kind of war. 
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Progress in the existing negotiations on nuclear disarmament would also 

provide the most suitable momentum for achieving a comprehensive test ban. As a 

party to the Non~Proliferation Treaty since 1969, Italy continues to regard a 

comprehensive test-ban treaty as an important objective. 

The Committee on Disarmament has done useful work on various aspects of a test 

ban, in particular those relating to verification and compliance, which remain the 

crux of the problem. With the Third Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty approaching, it is hardly necessary to recall the need for positive results 

in this sector of nuclear disarmament in order to prevent the further proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. 

The Italian Government has traditionally made an active contribution to the 

world disarmament process in_all the forums in which the issues of disarmament and 

arms control have been discussed and it is ready to continue on this path in the 

future as well. We must not forget, however, that the arms race is the symptom and 

the consequence of a widespread feeling of insecurity and uncertainty rather than 

the cause of the present deterioration of the world situation. The breakdown in 

world public order which prevails today, in spite of the existence of the United 

Nations and of its Charter, is at the root of today's tension, which in turn 

increase the possibility of war. 

Unfortunately, institutions and instruments for strengthening international 

security are undergoing a process of gradual erosion. The report of the 

Secretary-General on the activities of the Organization is enlightening in this 

regard; its conclusions are lucid and inescapable. The strengthening of the 

international organizations, the building up of respect for international law and 

the recognition of the social as well as the economic content of security, to which 

all countries are called upon to contribute, have to-go hand in hand with 

disarmament efforts. These can be effective only if they take place in a climate 
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of mutual confidence and trust. Declarations of good intent and good will are not 

sufficient at this stage; they must be coupled with a readiness to undertake some 

specific - even if minor - positive step in order to enhance reciprocal confidence. 

It is especially the urgent task of the international community and of the 

international organizations to exert every possible effort in order to reverse, by 

means of specific, appropriate action the alarming tendencies that prevail today 

and to promote a renewal of dialogue which will constitute the basis for real 

progress in the field of disarmament. 

Mr. UMBA di LUTETE (Zaire) (interpretation from French): I congratulate 

you, Sir, on my own behalf and that of my delegation on your election as Chairman 

of the First Committee. My delegation joins all those that have spoken before us 

in praising your personal qualities and those of your colleagues in the Bureau and 

expresses the hope that, thanks to your merits, our work will be crowned with 

success. 

As we face the challenge of disarmament and the spectre of nuclear war, and as 

we strive to allocate our resources for the well-being of mankind, I note with 

pleasure that your country, Norway, is a beacon pointing the way, since we know 

that Norway is one of the very few countries in the world devoting more than 

1 per cent of its gross national product to assistance to third-world countries, 

thus demonstrating by specific action of great significance its dedication to the 

cause of peace and international solidarity. 

Even a cursory analysis of the general debate at the thirty-eighth session of 

the General Assembly shows that our Organization - and therefore all mankind - is 

worried; and everything that is happening in our international society suggests 

that we have every reason to be worried. While mankind has never before made such 

progress in science and technQlogy ,, we must also recognize ff unfortunately, that 
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never before has mankind strayed so far from peace, solidarity and the triumph of 

the ideals of the rule of law. 

Not only has protectionism come to the fore, not only have hotbeds of tension 

developed and intensified in many places, not only have cynicism and aggression 

become common currency without our having even the strength or the 

clear-sightedness to condemn them, but, worse, the arms race is escalating day by 

day, bringing mankind closer to the cataclysm that we all so greatly fear. 

Nevertheless, in spite of this growing and increasingly obvious threat, we are 

behaving like people who are unaware of what is going on or who believe that 

without our knowing it or even wanting it some foreign Power will be kind enough to 

protect us from this threat. 

What other explanation could there be for the destruction of the South Korean 

civilian airliner? How else, despite the specious arguments invoked, can the 

absence from the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly, of the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union be explained? How else can the overt or covert 

acts of aggression throughout the world - these remote-controlled, proxy wars, 

these endless negotiations on strategic weapons or Euro-missiles, and so on - be 

explained? 

That is why my delegation believes it is high time we became aware of this 

threat, shoulder our responsibilities and, abandoning our parochialism, took 

measures to safeguard peace and the future of mankind. 

If we continue to play with fire, there is no doubt that one day at least some 

of our feathers are going to get singed. 
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If the problems of disarmament and peace could be settled by a mere stroke of 

the pen, if all mankind were not concerned and if the consequences of our 

heedlessness were not so tragic, it would suffice to say that, after all, the major 

Powers should, in the final analysis, be allowed to destroy themselves and leave us 

in peace. Unfortunately - or perhaps fortunately - even if those Powers wished to 

leave us in peace, we should be involved in these events in one way or another. 

It is therefore urgently necessary to ta~le the real problems properly. We 

have wasted enough time. And we must point ou~ also that, even with good will, it 
...... 

is .not in this forum that real decisions on disarmament are adopted. Be that as it ·-..,. 

""· 
may, it should not prevent us from making our voice heard . .. 

~ 

And even if we conclude reasonably well-prepared agreements, as long as the 

political will is lacking and as long as those that are truly responsible cling to 

their positions, little progress will be made. 

In this respect, while.we recognize the complexity of the problem- which is 

at once political, technological and psychological - we cannot fail to stress that 

the way we tackle these problems hardly gives rise to optimism. Thanks to the 

personal efforts and merits of our Chairman, it has been possible, for example, to 

regroup certain subjects. Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that the existence of 

28 items.- some of which have been subdivided into three or four subitems -convey 

the impression that perhaps far too prominent a place has been given to technology 

in a field in which, as we have said, an awareness of the danger and the necessary 

political will should come first. 

It is a little as if we were going round in circles: yesterday's resolutions 

simply give rise to today's resolutions and yesterday's reports lead to further 

reports. That could be a vicious circle or at least a squaring of the circle. 
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How can we get out of this impasse? In our opinion, by trying to simplify an 

already complicated question, and by getting down to the essentials. What is 

essential, in the opinion of my delegation, is general and.widespread disarmament. 

Of course, nuclear weapons are the most dangerous and that is why, in the opinio~ 

of my delegation, we must ban the manufacture and testing of these weapons and 

eliminate those that exist. It might be naive to say this, but this is .the only 

solution. For as long as there are weapons in the hands of the adversary, then the 

others might feel that they must have them too in order to maintain a certain 

qualitative and quantitative superiority. That will lead to polemics and.only 

encourage a race for supremacy. In order for disarmament to be real and possible, . . . . \ 

we need an effective generally accepted system of controls. All the rest is me~e 

details. 

Should we maintain a balance at around 800 or 600 warheads? Should each 

delivery vehicle have two or three warheads? This is a little bit like trying to 

determine the sex of angels. At the present stage of the destructive power of 

these devices, two or three del~very vehicles will not guarantee victory. 

I am not saying that we should not have balance; on the contrary, balance is 

needed. But balance which is not true balance is a false balance, or at least it 

is only a balance of fear. And fear, as is well known, is a poor adviser. 

We have some sympathy with those who are seeking zones of peace and 

nuclear-free zones throughout the world. But what is the true significance of 

this? Does this mean that certain continents and other regions should be doomed to 

war and destruction? When these regions and continents have been destroyed, what 

about the others? As we have already said, we are all concerned. We shall be 

saved together or we shall perish together. Let us have no illusions. Let us not 

deceive ourselves. 
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We have learned - and this is certainly praiseworthy - that some Powers have 

' solemnly declared that they will never use nuclear weapons first. That is 

'encouraging and it is a first gesture. But once again, what is the true 

significance of that? What would happen if a major Power committed massive 

aggression with conventional weapons of mass destruction? Would not the other 

country, the victim, have to defend itself with whatever means it had available? 

That is why, in the opinion of my delegation, the sole solution lies in 

complete disarmament, in condemning aggression, which must be banned, and in th\. 

creation of an effective system of control. For as long as there are wars of 

aggression, there will always be self-defence. And aggressors, to avoid 

self-defence, will always try to use major methods of destruction. 

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m. 
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The meeting was called to·order at 3.05 p.m. 

GENERAL DEBATE 

(lfl' l ViU '/ ,, l;.,> {;I l . , 
The CHAIRMAN: The first speaker this afternoon is the representative of 

the Holy See, on whom I now call. 
'-~ ·"'i''~-·~4~ 

,Sisfel:-.~Mc3:r)dri~· KEENAN (Holy See): The Holy See, in speaking for the 

first time in this Committee, Sir, is happy to offer you its warmest 

congratulations on your assumption of the chairmanship of this Committee. 

The Holy See extends its deepest condolences to France and to the United 

States on the tragic loss of life so recently suffered; 

At the end of this general debate on disarmament questions, the delegation of 

the Holy See is grateful to be able to address the members of the First Committee, 

thereby showing its particular interest in disarmament as an essential component in 

the establishment of a more stable peace in the world. The Holy See, here and in 

other forums, has repeatedly stressed the importance of disarmament, of lessening 

and eliminating the threat of war, and in particular nuclear war. In this brief 

intervention, therefore, the Holy See delegation would like to concentrate on 

certain aspects of the subjects at present under discussion, always in the light of 

promoting the dignity of the human person and the quality of life in society. 

It has become increasingly evident in recent years that the life and 

well-being of the peoples of the world are dependent on factors that are outside 

their immediate control. This is patent in the economic, financial and monetary 

realms, where the very mechanisms on which international life is now founded are 

being called into question. This same phenomenon is equally, if more subtly, at 

play in disarmament and security questions. This l~ck of ability to effect 

decisions, be it on the part of people or at time, of nations, is more and more 
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frequently perceived and experienced as a negative interdependence militating 

against the common good of humanity. 

An example of this negative interdependence may be found in the present 

situation prevailing in the field of nucleal;' armaments. While such arms are held 

by only a few, other States, and indeed· people across the world, feel threatened by 

themand are yet impotent to do more than urge the nuclear-weapon States to halt 
t 

their arms build-up and to reduce the threat of such weapons. 

In the field of conventional armament, this negativeinterdependence is 

evident in the economic and social fields. Studies,increasingly demonstrate that, 

when large sums of money are spent on arms, be it in the industrialize~ or the 

so-called developing countries, there is a negative effect on economic growth and 

development~ This is particularly tragic, as the HolySee continues to stress, in 

the case of countries with extremely limited resources where. unmet human needs. 

dominate. 

There is certainly no need to dwell on the interdependent nature of many of 

the· present limited conflicts. While these are very ,often rooted in local 

socio-economic and cultural situations, such conflicts are increa.singly ~ecoming 

the scene of international confrontation, thus adding.to thealready existing 

tensions betweenpowerful States. 

This situation of negative interdependence is hardly conducive to .di~armament 

but· is rather the sign of a troubled world, of an uneasy peace that renders 

increasingly important and urgent steps and agreements which will lead to that 

positive interdependence among nations on which the United Nations is founded. 

At a time when the goal of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control appears extremely difficult to attain, it is of the greatest 

importance to restore to nations and people the sense and conviction that peace is 
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possible, that the arms race can effectively be halted. In the present situation, 

a positive contribution towards the restoration and strengthening of hope in the 

·reality of a peaceful world would be to identify even those limited measures which 

actually and effectively bind together the security interests of States and to 

state them formally in international agreements. The multiplication of such 

partial steps would gradually build up effective international solidarity and would 

likewise greatly reinforce major efforts to reduce the threat of war. This patient 

effort in the interest of peace and the well-being of humanity would require the 

avoidance of what Pope John Paul II has called the phenomenon of rhetoric, as well 

as the taking of hasty decisions that merely serve as short-sighted propaganda 

victories. This determination to multiply areas of common interest for the good of 

humanity would also call foran effort to· cut across the mental distinctions and 

rigid priorities that are sometimes established between nuclear and conventional 

disarmament, between global and regional approaches. Basically it would require a 

realistic assessment of the possible within the present ser~ous situation in an 

effort ·to identify more and mere closely a nation's self-interest with the common 

good of hUmanity. 

This attempt to identify such areas of common interest has already found 

expression in several. important negotiating efforts. The early conclusion of these 

negotiations would have a very positive influence on the present international 

climate, itself a cause of some of the blockages encountered in these very 

negotiations. In addition to these already existing efforts, the international 

community, through the United Nations, has identified new areas or subjects for 

negotiation which must be undertaken not only to halt the present arms race but 

also to prevent its spreading to new arenas. It is obvious that the path of·· 

negotiation is more difficult in times of heightened· tension, increasing the ·· 
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importance of strictly binding and verifiable agreements. Negotiation is, however, 

the way to peace and the basis of the more open dialogue among peoples and nations 

that builds trust and respect. Negotiations require, as Pope John Paul II recently 

said to the diplomatic corps in Austria, 

"an honest and sincere diplomacy which renounces deceitful cunning, falsehood 

and intrigue [and which] respects the legitimate claims and demands of 

partners". 

There are certain important negotiations which have·been under way for long 

years and which therefore hold out certain hopes to the peoples of the world. On 

the other hand, failure to achieve results in these very negotiations is indicative 

of the inability to halt the arms race in general.. The completion of, or real 

progress in, such negotiations would therefore be an extremely positive sign of 

hope. Among such negotiations are those related to a .comprehensive test ban, ~he 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, chemical weapons and the peaceful use of 

outer space. 

',Twenty years ago the United Kingdom, the United_ States and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics signed the Moscow Treaty on the prohibition of nuclear tests~ 

ll.t that time Pope Paul VI saw in it "a proof of goodwill, a pledge of harmony, and 

a promise of a more serene future". The 1,ong-awaited conclusion of a comprehensive 

test~ban treaty would be a much-needed guarantee of the willingness to take serious 

measures to ensure the well-being of humanity. 

Closely related to a comprehensive test-ban treaty is the Treaty on .the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. In 1971 the Holy See, certainly not a 

military Power, acceded to that Treaty because of its belief that the aims of the 

Treaty corresponded to its own mission of peace and that they constituted an 

important step towards the promotion of a just and stable basis for peace and 
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co-operation among peoples. In the intervening years the nuclear-power States have 

not yet been able to fulfil their obligations as regards nuclear disarmament; nor 

is there as yet universal adherence to the Treaty. Horizontal proliferation 

remains a constant danger when vertical proliferation continues unabated. In this 

light the coming Third Review Conference merits careful preparation. Steps to halt 

the nuclear arms build-up, as well as a more universal adherence to the Treaty, 

would both alleviate the fears of the world's people and open the way to other 

disarmament agreements. 

Chemical weapons have long been regarded with particular abhorrence; and it is 

difficult to conceive of any circumstance in which the use of such weapons would be 

justified. Since certain agreements, limited in nature, already exist in this 

area, it would give great hope to humanity if a treaty were concluded that would 

definitely remove this category of weapons from the world's arsenals. A strong 

verification and complaints procedure would also remove from international 

discussion reports of the possible use of such weapons, thereby increasing the 

climate of international trust. 

Finally, the Holy See will continue to urge that effective agreements be 

reached that would ensure that outer space remain the common heritage of humanity 

and that it be used only for peaceful purposes that would benefit all. 

Negotiations are one basic means of increasing trust and of building up 

positive interdependence. Another means would be confidence-building measures, seen 
:: 

both as a necessary complement to more formal negotiations and as going beyond them. 
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The Holy See is therefore happy to note that the first phase of the Conference 

on D~sarmament in Europe, agreed upon at the Madrid follow-up meeting to the 

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, will be devoted to confidence-

building and security-building measures. The consensus reached on the holding of 

that Conference is in itself positive. In addition, ongoing consideration of 

confidence-building measures within the United Nations would certainly benefit 

other parts of the world and could facilitate regional agreements that would 

reinforce global efforts towards disarmament. 

One great sign of hope in the efforts towards disarmament is the increasing 

consciousness of the relationship between disarmament and development. Positive 

interdependence would indeed be increased were some of the vast sums spent on arms 

used to better the lives of people, particularly the poorer people of the world. 

The Holy See is therefore particularly happy to see that consideration is being 

given to the establishment of a disarmament fund for development, something that 

Pope Paul VI urged in Bombay in 1964. While recognizing the difficulties of such a 

project, the Holy See considers it to be of present symbolic significance and that 

it could eventually effectively contribute to the alleviating of basic human needs 

in the event of the conclusion of disarmament agreements and the conscious decision 

to reduce military budgets in favour of development. 

The Holy See has long been concerned about the relationship between science 

and armaments. The proper object of science is the betterment of life, and it is a 

tragic deviation that the resources of science should be turned towards death and 

destruction. The immense possibilities for coilaboration among nations in the 

field of science, where positive interdependence is in some cases already a 

reality, makes this misuse of science weigh heavily on the international 

conscience. Pope Paul II, speaking at the United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization and elsewhere, has repeatedly stressed that the cause of 
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humanity will be served only i~ science is joined with conscience. The Holy See 

hopes that this moral aspect will be given consideration in the discussion of· 

research and development in the field of armaments. 

In concluding, the Holy See delegation would like once again to express its 

support for the work of the United Nations. It has an irreplaceable contribution 

to make in the building of international solidarity. Through it, the peoples of 

the world can find hope that nations and States are able to work together for the 

good of all. For this to become a reality, however, the authority of the United 

Nations must be recognized and strengthened. This can be done only if its actions 

are credible in the eyes of the world and if its decisions are not the result of 

short-sighted selfish interest. Likewise, whenever the United Nations is 

circumvented its power is weakened. Whenever it is used properly its moral 

~uthority is enhanced. While an imperfect instrument, the United Nations is the 

bearer of hope. Its Charter remains the pledge of the will of almost the totality 

of the nations of the world, and hence of the peoples of the world, to work 

together for the peace and security of all. 

Mr. HUQ (Bangladesh): Sir, our delegation has already had the privilege 

of congratulating you on your assumption of the chairmanship of the Committee. 

During the past few weeks we have seen ample evidence of your diplomatic skill, 

which reinforces our firm belief that this Committee will achieve some concrete 

progress under your stewardship. 

In our general statement last week we indicated the position of the Bangladesh 

delegation on various disarmament issues currently before the Committee. While 

doing so we reiterated our firm conviction that we must put an end to the 

continuing escalation of the arms race in order to ensure the peace·and security 

' --- --·------~-- ----
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thatcwould preserve our planet. We also mentioned that disarmament should be our 
'•, 

immediate and central objective. In our statement today we would like to · 

deliberate specifically on the question of nuclear disarmament. 

The tragedy of Hiroshima proved beyond any shadow of a doubt the immeasurable 

power of destruction of the nuclear weapon. The somatic and genetic effects on 

living beings of radiations emanating from it are horrifying. This one weapon 

alone is sufficient to annihilate the whole human race - nay, all living beings. 

The time lag in realizing this threat of the obliteration of our species was not 

long. Following the detonation of the nuclear bomb on Hiroshima, the scientists 

came forward with this grave warning without any loss of time. The awareness and 

the response to this warning in almost all the countries of the world were 

spontaneous. Consequently, as early as 1954 the question of the cessation of 

nuclear tests was discussed by the General Assembly. Since then the Assembly has 

adopted a number of resolutions aimed at preventing and discouraging the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons, but to what effect? We observe to our great 

dismay that the militarily significant States, particularly the super-Powers, are 

year after year stockpiling more and more sophisticated and powerful nuclear 

weapons. 

It may be highlighted here that since the time of Hiroshima stocks of nuclear 

weaponry have reached such gigantic proportions that a fraction of the weaponry 

currently in our possession could destroy our civilization many .times over. Are we 

not convinced that any nuclear outbreak, however limited, would not only bring in 

its train high casualties but also expose the survivors to radioactive radiations 

which in turn would be a potential source of genetic deformation, handing down the 

mutant genes to future generations, causing the growth of a degenerated and 

deformed population and/or the development of an entirely new species. This is 

indeed a horrifying thought. 
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Mr. LAKHOUIT (Morocco) (interpretation from French): I wish first, Sir, 

·to congratulate you, on behalf of my delegation, on your election to the 

~hairmanship of our Committee and to assure you of our complete co-operation in the 

exercise of your important function. We extend our congratulations also to .the 

other officers of ~he Cbmmittee. 

The work of the present session of the General Assembly gives the 

internatjonal community a new opportunity to consider the present situation in the 

field of disarmament and international security. The possibility given to our 

Committee, at this stage of its work, to have a comprehensive discussion of the 

various !genda items inscribed in the framework of the general problem of 

disarmament r~presents, in our view, a procedure that not only has the advantage of 

enabling us to have a general debate by which, it is hoped, we shall gain valuable 

time, but also, and above all, has the merit of allowing us to establish a 

synthesis and draw·some conclusions on a problem whose division into different 

chapters should not detract from its basic importance and whose subject remains, in 

our opinion, the same - namely, our concern at the highly disturbing level reached 

by.the arms race and the progress achieved by science and technology in this field. 

· In that respect, my delegation, together with some others, has had the 

opportunity to recall in this Committee that the direct confrontation between the 

major Powers is leading inevitably, today more than ever before, to greater 

distrust and to the use of force €o ensure that the interests that are at stake 

prevail. We have also demonstrated the role of the small States in the face of 

such a situation and, above all, the results achieved at the level of international 

relations thanks to the intervention of these States, which have contributed 

effectively to attenuating differences and to replacing confrontation by dialogue. 

We feel that it is thanks to the efforts of these States that we can now 

congratulate ourselves on disarmament negotiations ~hich, for several years now, 

have had relatively encouraging results .• 
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To speak only of the United Nations, these efforts have been made in the 

General Assembly and in our Committee. In that connection, despite the unfortunate 

failure of the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament, the achievements of the first special session are still, in our view, 

completely valid and constitute a valuable step on the road to disarmament and the 

cessation of the arms race. In particular, they have made it possible for the 

first time to establish in our Organization a genuine mechanism for multilateral 

negotiations on disarmament; that is, the Geneva Committee on Disarmament, of which 

my country has the privilege of being a member. 

In this respect, my delegation has repeatedly expressed here and elsewhere the 

importance that the Government and people of Morocco attach to our participation in 

the work of that Committee. I can once again state that we shall spare no effort, 

in that forum and in all circumstances, to make a positive contribution to the 

general effort to progress in the negotiations towards better results. 

The report sUbmitted by the Committee this year deals with the main problems 

considered during its past two sessions. It is true that the results did not live 

up to our hopes, but it would not be an exaggeration to say that important work has 

been done this year and that essential aspects of the problem of disarmament have 

been examined in a useful way. 

Among the basic questions that the Committee has studied and that are on the 

agenda of our Committee, I would mention the negotiations that have taken place -

indeed, they should have been taking place for a long time now - on a treaty aimed 

at extending the prohibition of nuclear tests to all environments. My country, 

which has adhered to the 1963 Treaty on a partial ban on tests of nuclear weapons, 

has always stressed the necessity of concluding a comprehensive treaty banning 

tests of these weapons in all environments and forever. 
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This treaty must necessarily apply to all the nuclear States, and we deplore 

the fact that two delegations from among those States have not been able, this year 

again, to participate in the preliminary work of the Committee on that question. 

My delegation is deeply aware of the specific difficulties involved in the 

negotiation of such a treaty. None the less, we hope that the consensus of the 

General Assembly on the prohibition of these tests will be expressed during this 

session in a single resolution asking the Committee on Disarmament - or, rather, 

the Conference on Disarmament - to make progress in the negotiation of a treaty on 

this question, without prejudging the various advantages or shortcomings of 

existing proposals on the matter. 

I do not wish to dwell on this question, nor do I wish to recall here the 

danger now facing the world because of the renewed escalation of the nuclear arms 

race, in its two-fold dimension - quantitative and qualitative. For, as the 

Political Declaration adopted by the seventh Conference of Heads of State and 

Government of the Non-Aligned Movement, held in New Delhi from 7 to 12 March 1983, 

states: 

" the renewed escalation ••• ,as well as reliance on doctrines of nuclear 

deterrence, has heightened the risk of. the outbreak of nuclear war and led to 

greater insecurity and instability in international relations". (A/38/132, 

annex, para. 28) 
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My country, a member of the Non-Aligned Movement and a signatory of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty, has always considered it unacceptable that the security 

of all States and the very survival of mankind should be at the mercy of the 

security interests of a few nuclear-weapon States. We have always affirmed that 

measures to prevent nuclear war and to bring about nuclear disarmament must 

necessarily take into account the security interests of the non-nuclear-weapon 

States as well as the nuclear-weapon States. In this respect, we have always 

stressed the obligation of the nuclear-weapon States to guarantee the security of 

the non-nuclear-weapon States, through the adoption of an international instrument 

which is drawn up by common agreement and contains effective international 

provisions to preserve all non-nuclear-weapon States, without discrimination, from 

the use or the threat of the use of nuclear arms. 
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By signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty Morocco has renounced nuclear weapons 

permanently in a legally binding manner. We remain convinced that in the absence 

of other instruments the strengthening of the international non-proliferation · 

regime is the ~st important and effective way of preventing an unbridled 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. In this connection the third Review Conference 

of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, preparations for which will begin in the near 

future, provides an opportunity for renewed efforts to obtain universal adherence 

to the Treaty and for the implementation of genuine non-proliferation measures, 

such as the provision of nuclear, material. and equipment and fuel cycle technology 

and servicing, ~nd measures to extend and improve the safeguards system of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency • 

. Another question continues to arouse the interest of my delegation: the 

prevention of the arms race in outer space. In our view, this question remains all 

the more important because the progress made by mankind in the conquest of outer 

space, through science and technology has, unfortunately, been accompanied by 

increased efforts by certain Powers to use outer space for military purposes, the 

very same Powers that are parties to the 1967 Treaty on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space, in which it is stipulated that outer space should be used exclusively in the 

interests of mankind. Yet thousands of satellites already in orbit are actually 

being used, or rather misused, for military purposes, such as to serve as bases for 

guidance and navigation systems for weapons of mass destruction. 

Accordingly this year, in the Group of 21, my delegation reaffirmed its 

support for the creation in the Geneva Committee on Disarmament of an ad hoc 

working group with a mandate to undertake negotiations for the conclusion of an 

agreement or agreements, as appropriate to prevent an arms race in all its aspects 

in outer space, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 37/83 and 

paragraph 80 of the Final Document of the first special session devoted to 

disarmament. 
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Other questions were studied in detail by the Committee on Disarmament at its 

last session. High priority was given in particular to negotiations on a total ban 

on chemical weapons. Much useful work has been accomplished by the Ad Hoc Working 

Group on this question, in spite of the many complex technical problems arising out 

of this question. Nevertheless, we have the impression that there are prospects 

for an agreement on a total and definitive ban on chemical weapons, even though 

many important problems concerning verification remain to be resolved. 

With regard to the question of radiological weapons, although certain aspects 

of the problem have yet to be resolved, we are indeed pleased at the thorough 

discussions and negotiations conducted this year in the ad hoc group on this 

question, which made it possible to understand better certain aspects of the 

problem and to advance, slowly but surely, towards the conclusion of a convention 

on the prohibition of these weapons. 

The many negotiations now under way on partial aspects of disarmament should 

not lead us to lose sight of the major interest and primary importance that should 

be given to the question of general and complete disarmament. 

Together with many other delegations, we believe that the procedure of 

studying certain disarmament problems separately, and trying with varying degrees 

of success to deal with certain of these aspects of disarmament one by one, will at 

the same time make it easier for us to make progress towards a comprehensive 

disarmament programme, even if it takes a long time. For solutions arrived at 

separately on individual aspects of the arms race, such as most of those we are 

currently considering, in fact involve only the interests of the nuclear Powers,. 

while international tension, insecurity and threats to sovereignty and freedom 

throughout the world are largely the result of the conventional arms race.· There 

are more countries concerned by the threat of that kind of war than there are those 

concerned by a nuclear war; in other words, the nuclear-weapon States are, after 
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all, so few that they can undertake direct discussions concerning their interests, 

while.the immense.number of problems facing the rest of the world are not likely to 

be resolved solely by a halt in the nuclear arms race. 

That is why we were among the first to draw the attention of the United 

Nations to the need to proclaim certain regions of the world as nuclear-weapon-free 

zones. We were pleased that the Latin American countries succeeded some time ago 

in signing a Treaty on the denuclearization of the Latin American continent, and we 

hope that other regions will follow that example. I have in mind in particular the 

Middle East, South Asia, and the African continent, which has not yet been 

recognized as a nuclear-weapon-free zone in practice, although as early as 1961 the 

Afr~cans, supportedby the majority of the Members of the United Nations, succeeded 

in having a certain number of resolutions to that effect adopted. 

Morocco will continue to make every effort in the United Nations to see that 

an international commitment is arrived at to guarantee effective observation, by 

the largest possible number of States, of the declaration of Africa as a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone. Similarly, we remain in favour of the establishment of 

regions .where a balance. of weapons must be guaranteed, because we see that, above 

all .in the third world, the arms race arising out of the existence of disputes 

between the countries of this or that region constitutes a serious handicap to the 

mobilization of the full potential of our countries for economic and social 

development~ We are aware that, in order to implement the principle of allocating 

the savings made by the Powers through disarmament to the development of the rest 

of the international community, it is particularly necessary for us to make every 

effort ourselves not to squander limited resources on an arms race whose beginning 

we can see, but whose end we can never guess. 

Those are the general comments my delegation wished to make on certain items 

on the agenda of our Committee. We reserve the right to speak on some of these 

issues in greater detail in the course of the coming weeks. 
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Mr. JAYAKODDY (Sri Lanka): Sir, permit me to offer you, on behalf of the 

delegation of Sri Lanka, our congratulations on your election as Chairman of.this 

Committee. My delegation extends its fullest support to you in carrying out your 

difficult duties. We also wish to offer our congratulations to the other officers 

of the Committee. 

As we look back to the thirty-third session of the General Assembly, we can 

see that we came to this Committee in 1978 with some justifiable optimism that the 

work on disarmament, which was the exclusive responsibility of this Committee, 

would follow a new and more promising direction. We had agreed earl~er that year 

on a consensus Final Document, which included a consensus-on how we might set up 

new and reformed institutions or machinery designed to democratize the disarmament 

process and, which, we hoped would even advance it by some small step towards the 

goals we had set. As it turned out, however, our optimism was only short lived. 

In 1979 and 1980 other events overtook us which belied that earlier optimism -

events which before long had their impact on disarmament both in general and within 

this Committee. 

By the time we came to the second special session devoted to disarmament in··. 

1982, we had, not a reversal, but an accelerated revival of the arms race, and this 

Committee became a forum for rhetorical exchanges of charges and counter-charges· 

with the attendant apportioning of culpability. That second special session, as we 

all know, not merely failed to produce a document, but also gave only what might be 

described as a grudging, or even qualified, acknowledgement of the 1978 Final 

Document. 

In successive years since 1978, we concluded our deliberations with the 

reluctant admission that each year was the most inauspicious for disarmament - and 

1982 was no different. 
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When we look back on developments over the past year the picture we see is a 
·.·.· 

very discouraging and dangerous one. The international situation has seriously 

deteriorated. Trust and confidence have been replaced by fear and suspicion. The 

language of dialogue has been abandoned for the harsh rhetoric of charges and 

counter-charges. And running through the past 12 months has been a relentless 

escalation of the arms race in all its aspects. It may therefore be justifiably 

asked what purpose is served by our deliberations, our resolutions and our 

exhortations if those who hold it within their hands to improve or degenerate the 

climate of international relations do little nothing to respond positively to our 

collective pleas. 

The answer, of course, lies in the collective responsibility of all of us to 

manage this interdependent world, to steer its progress and advancement in 

conditions of peace and security for all. It is that responsibility which we 

exercise in this Committee despite the frustration and failure of successive 

years. The lack of achievement, the attainment of little or nothing, does not 

deflect us from the need to keep persisting, for, as a European philospher said: 

"One has to be hard-headed and persistent in one's idealism. The great truths 

are not perceived immediately in the brain of humanity; you have to hammer 

them in, again and again, nail by nail, day by day. It is monotonous and 

ungratifying work, but how important it is." 

The security of States such as mine does not lie in the acquisition of nuclear 

or conventional weapons on any large scale. Our national security is safeguarded 

primarily by our fulfilling the legitimate aspirations of our people to a decent 

standard of human existence. It is, we believe, best served and protected by the 

strict obse.rvance by all States of the purposes and principles of the Charter of 

the United Nations, by respect for our sovereignty, independence and territorial 
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integrity, and by non-interference and non-intervention in our internal affairs. 

The optimum conditions for promoting our national security are found in the 

creation and preservation of common security for all people who inhabit this 

planet. The failure to attain such common security has an impact on our own 

national security, leaving us as the hostages of those who relentlessly pursue the 

arms race in all its dimensions. We in Sri Lanka do not even pretend to aspire to 

the nuclear option; we do not belong to any military alliance; we have no 

significant military strength; and we shall continue to rely on common security for 

our protection against the threats that the arms race pose for us. 

This condition of ours impels us to speak up loud and clear here, and in other 

forums, against the arms race in all its aspects and against the continued reliance 

on the theory of deterrence to preserve peace and international security. We see 

the nuclear arms race as the greatest possible threat not only to those who have 

acquired nuclear weapons or who live under the nuclear umbrella, but to all 

mankind. We see it as a colossal waste of limited resources which, if pursued at 

the current pace, will exacerbate the problems of the world economy. The nuclear 

arms race and reliance on nuclear weapons have not put an end to wars on this 

planet. They have not created lasting international peace and security. They have 

not freed the world from crisis and tension. On the contrary, nuclear weapons have 

helped to create greater fear, suspicion and distrust. The nuclear arms race of 

the past 37 years is, in our view, the most serious indictment of mankind in its 

failure to find a more humane,.rational and effective way of managing international 

relations. 

In the Final Document of the first special session on disarmament, we agreed 

tMt 

"effective measures of nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war 

have the highest priority. To this end, it is imperative to remove the threat 
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of nuclear weapons, to halt and reverse the nuclear arms race until the total 

elimination of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems has been achieved, 

and to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons." (resolution S-10/2, 

para. 20) 

But more than five years after the adoption of this document and after having 

reaffirmed it last year how far we remain from doing anything meaningful to prevent 

nuclear war. Every reasonable, balanced proposal that could lead to the prevention 

of nuclear war, to a freeze on the level of nuclear warheads and their delivery 

vehicles, to the halting of the testing of new types of nuclear weapons and to the 

refinement and improvement of existing ones, and to the prevention of their 

proliferation has failed to win the joint support of all the nuclear-weapon 

States. The net result is an endless expansion of nuclear arsenals, the biggest 

responsibility for which is borne by the two major nuclear-weapon States. It comes 

as no surprise therefore, that the level of distrust, frustration and cynicism 

amongst the peoples of the world about arms control negotiations has increased with 

unflagging speed. Every part of the spectrum of society finds representation in 

the assemblies of people protesting the nuclear arms race and calling for radical 

steps to halt the accumulation of nuclear weapons. The veering of the public 

towards unilateralism in disarmament is indeed partly influenced by the very 

failure of Governments to demonstrate serious interest in halting the nuclear arms 

race. The defence of deterrence and of the balance of terror as a barrier to 
~ 

nuclear war rings hollow in the ears of those millions who have lost their economic 

security and who fear that their very existence is threatened by the drift towards 

nuclear confrontation. 

We who come from the third world regard the struggle against nuclear weapons 

and against the possibility of nuclear war as an integral part of the struggle for 

a new international political order and a new international economic order 
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reflecting the realities of the world today. We are accustomed to our statements 

~ 
being cynically dismissed as the rhetoric of the poor and weak. There is casual 

j1: ·) • • 

disregard shown for our pleas for meaningful disarmament negotiations, but such 

disregard for our views neither discourages us nor dissuades us from keeping in 

focus what is the most serious threat to all mankind. 

My delegation, therefore, finds no difficulty in supporting in principle the 

proposals for a freeze on the production and stockpiling of nuclear weapons and 

their delivery systems as set out in resolutions adopted by the General Assembly 

last year. We find these proposals reasonable at the present time. They are a 

positive, concrete step which could initiate a meaningful process leading to a 

cessation of the nuclear arms race. The freeze proposals that have been made may 

not be perfect in every detail, but overcoming apparent infirmities need not be 

impossible for the nuclear super-Powers, whose capacities and capabilities spawned 

the nuclear horror that confronts all of us. 

My Government, despite any reservations it might have regarding bilateral 

negotiations on nuclear disarmament, welcomed the two sets of negotiations between 

the United States and the Soviet Union in Geneva. These negotiations signified to 
~ 

us that the two super-Powers were willing and prepared to pay heed to the incessant 

clamour for restraint in the pursuit of the nuclear arms race. The negotiations, 

in our view, were an earnest of the faith of both sides in negotiations. But what 

we see now is disquiet and dismay. If the putting forward of proposals itself 

brought agreement, there would have been a series of agreements by now. What we 

are left with, however, is the prospect of no agreements between the super-Powers. 

It is our view that time has not run out. Equally, the urgent need and universal 

desire for agreement have not declined; they have been heightened. 
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We see no purpose in each side attempting to place blame or responsibility on 

the other for what has or has not taken place so far. What is of paramount 

importance is that the two sides do not relax their determination to reach 

agreement on the basis of equality and equal security. Agreement in Geneva on the 

bilateral negotiations alone will not bring peace and security to the world, but 

will certainly pave the way for the much needed process of confidence and trust to 

be built. We hope that realism and responsibility will prevail and that the 

negotiations will continue without interruption until agreement is reached. 

The Committee on Disarmament has now completed five years of work under the 

mandates given to it in 1978. Its report for 1983 .provides us not only with a 

record of what it has achieved or failed to achieve, but testimony as to how 

difficult and complex is the· disarmament negotiating process in an international 

climate that is hostile towards reducing the arms race and moving towards arms 

limitations. We regret that the Committee on Disarmament achieved only very 

limited progress in 1983. We are of the view that the Committee did face some 

prospect of advancing its work on negotiations on the prevention of nuclear war, a 

nuclear test-ban treaty, the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, a ban on 

chemical weapons and the prevention of an arms race in outer space, but the onset 

of crisis, growing distrust and eroding confidence, dissipated whatever hopes that 

may have been entertained. 

The work in the Committee on Disarmament on items relating to nuclear 

disarmament issues falls far short of our expectations and the wish of the 

international community. The Committee's failure to resolve disagreement on the 

expansion of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on a comprehensive test-ban 

treaty is a serious disappointment. This issue is at the core of preventing 

nuclear-weapon proliferation and of the refining and improving of nuclear weapons. 
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But the strongly held perceptions of certain States have prevented a consensus from 

emerging in the Committee on Disarmament to further the work of the Ad Hoc Working 

Group. My delegation also regrets the non-participation by two nuclear-weapon 

States in the Ad Hoc Working Group. We earnestly hope that those two States will 

participate in 1984, thereby improving the prospects for meaningful deliberations 

in the Ad Hoc Working Group. 

My delegation attaches special importance and priority to the prevention of an 

arms race in outer space. In the Committee on Disarmament, at UNISPACE-82 and at 

the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly we advocated strongly that the 

international community try to take preventive action before the problem gets too 

complex, too rigidly integrated with existing disarmament issues. During the last 
. 

12 months all of us have had new evidence of the real dangers that could emerge if 

urgent action is not taken to prevent what is an unquestionable drift towards outer 

space becoming the arena of the arms race. Science fiction and the imaginative 

scenarios of film-makers have been overtaken by real-life developments which 

convince us that the arms race in outer space is a distinct possibility~ This has 

been repeated many times in the past few days in this Committee. In the Committee 

on Disarmament, continuous efforts were made to act on the basis of the two 

resolutions that were adopted by the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly 

on the question, but those efforts failed to produce agreement on a mandate for an 

ad hoc working group on the prevention of an arms race in outer space. My 

delegation hopes that this Committee will succeed in agreeing on a course of action 

that will help to advance the possibility of an early start on preventing an arms 

race in outer space. 

My delegation regrets the growing indifference directed towards the subject of 

disarmament and development. The report of the expert group on the subject is in 
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danger of passing into the limbo of forgotten things. But the continuation .of the . 

arms race and its escalation continue to be a serious drain on the resources ~hat 

are needed to transform the socio-economic landscape, not only of the less and 

least developed, but also of the more developed, industrialized countries. We 

attach great importance to further study and investigation being made in this 

area. There can be no lasting peace and security in this world as long as the 

widening disparites in socio-economic conditions between the industrialized and 

developing countries persist. As long as the arms race continues to consume over 

$1 million a minute, the prospect of sustained world-wide economic recovery is. 

distant. The economic malaise of the developed world and the stagnation or 

regression of the economies of the less developed countries are affected by the 

arms race. The study by the.expert group has shed clear light on these problems. 

Much more remains to be done. My Government hopes that this Committee will. 

consider seriously the possibility of giving adequate attention as to how the 

question of disarmament could be given greater and renewed attention in the .· 

immediate future. 

Let me pow turn to an area of special concern to Sri Lanka - the Indian 

Ocean. The littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, which is one of the 

most volatile regions of the world, have been striving since 1971 for the 

implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 

Considerable progress has been made by these regional States, including acceptance 

in 1979 of the seven principles of agreement for the implementation of the 

Declaration. The permanent members of the Security Council, major maritime users 

and others interested have also been participating in the work of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on the Indian Ocean. I do not intend to go into detail on the slow 
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progress of the work of the Committee because it is currently engaged in 

negotiations on a draft resolution, which it hopes to present to,this Committee 

later on in our session. I do not want to prejudge their negotiations. However, I 

should like at this stage to address an appeal particularly to the permanent 

members of the Security Council to appreciate the aspirations of the littoral and 

hinterland States and to co-operate with them in order to complete all preparations 

for the convening of the Conference on the Indian Ocean in Sri Lanka next year. 

The statements in this Committee this year have once again demonstrated that 

there is nothing more urgent, more important and pressing for all of mankind than 

making progress towards·lasting international peace and security •. All our 

Governments are committed to this goal. It is the biggest aspiration of all our 

peoples. But it has eluded us despite our annual sessions of the Assembly, the 

resolutions and the expressions of deep commitment to work for peace and security. 

Last year the General Assembly adopted an unprecedented number of resolutions on 

disarmament and international peace and security. Those resolutions were to serve 

as a stimulus towards greater real effort by all States, particularly the 

nuclear-weapon States, to take effective, meaningful steps for creating conditions 

leading towards international peace and security. We have the same opportunity 

again in this Committee. My delegation hopes that the Committee, through its 

deliberations and its resolutions, will give a new, more powerful political impulse 

that will help to nudge us all towards effective, urgent action to create the right 

conditions in which international peace and security could be created. 
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from Russian}: Our delegation would like to explain its views on a number of items 

relating to the limitation and cessation of the nuclear arms race and express some 

views on the course of the discussion in the First Committee. 

In many statements that have already been made in this room.we have heard 

well-justified alarm expressed about the growth of the threat of nuclear war. 

Representatives of States of the socialist community and a number of non-aligned 

countries have given us a realistic appraisal of the situation. They have properly 

indicated what the source of the threat to peace is. It is the United States and 

its allies in the North Atlantic bloc which are striving to disrupt the 

military-strategic balance between the USSR and the United States, the Warsaw 

Treaty organization and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO}, and have 

called for a concerted search for more effective ways and means of preventing a 

nuclear catastrophe and preserving life on earth. This is a responsible position, 

genuinely in the interest of peace. 

Representatives of NATO countries have also paid lip-service to their devotion 

to the cause of peace. However, recent events have given us new confirmation of 

how their words diverge from their deeds. The United States, heading the NATO 

bloc, is moving soldiers in to ride roughshod over the sovereignty of States in 

various parts of the world. It is doing this today with regard to one of the 

States Members of the United Nations. 

On the question of the limitation and cessation of the nuclear arms race, 

re~resentatives of NATO countries say that they are ready to act for peace, but in 

fact, with a vigour worthy of a better cause, they are seeking not a limitation of 

armaments but what is known as arms accumulation, with which they try to mask their 

over-armament. They are not seeking a denuclearized.but a super-nuclearized 

Europe~ They are arguing not to eliminate nuclear weapons, but to make them ever 
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more sophisticated and to create ever fresher opportunities for faster and more 

accurate first nuclear strikes. This course is unacceptable, because it leads to a 

further escalation of tension, to new and ever more dangerous twists in the spiral 

of the arms race, and ultimately to a world-wide nuclear conflagration, the flames , 

of which will engulf everyone. 

The Soviet Union and other States of the socialist community are proposing 

another course and they have done so insistently, demonstrating an attitude at once 

of principle and of flexibilfty. They have done and are doing everything in their 

power to halt the slide to nuclear war. The situation is so dangerous and complex 

that it calls for the adoption of a whole series of measures, moral, political and 

material. 

In this regard, new Soviet proposals on questions of limiting ana halting the 

nuclear arms race that have been submitted to this Assembly are profoundly and 

internally linked. The Soviet Union proposes the condemnation of nuclear war as 

repugnant to the human conscience and reason and the declaration that any attempt 

to legitimize the launching of a nuclear war is a criminal act. This important 

Soviet proposal is buttressed by another which indicates measures of a material 

nature which would put an end to the endless and increasingly dangerous spiralling 

of the nuclear arms race. I am referring to the item before this Committee 

entitled "Freeze on nuclear weapons". It is always typical of Soviet initiatives 

that they are consonant with the vital interests of the peoples of the world and 

this is the situation this time too. The movement in favour of a freeze on nuclear 

weapons has been joined by broad masses of people numbering millions, and where 

millions of people are involved there really is a serious political factor. 
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Today, people from different continents, from States with different social and 

political systems, have rallied to the call for a freeze. They join forces in 

spite of the fact that they quite often belong to opposing political camps and 

occupy very different rungs of the social ladder, as has happened now in the United 

States. The demands for a freeze are reverberating powerfully in parliaments and 

in city streets and squares. 

Of course, the General Assembly cannot fail to reckon with the will of the 

peoples. The Soviet Union is proposing that the General Assembly should urgently 

appeal to all nuclear-weapon States to agree to a freeze, with appropriate control 

of all their existing nuclear armaments, in both a quantitative and qualitative~ 

sense. Furthermore, the Soviet Union is ready to begin with a freeze on a 

bilateral basis on its nuclear armaments and those of the United States. The 

putting into effect of a freeze would, in present circumstances, be an extremely 

important and effective step that would make it possible to halt the nuclear arms 

race. The Soviet proposal is in essence a simple one. It is perfectly feasible if 

there is a genuine wish on the part of the other nuclear-weapon States to 

demonstrate in practice what they so often proclaim, that is, the will to bring 

about peace and halt the nuclear arms race. For this to happen it would be 

necessary to halt the build-up of all components of nuclear arsenals, that is to 

say, nuclear weapons already in those arsenals, and also to renounce the deployment 

of any new types of nuclear weapons. If these measures were combined with a 

moratorium on the testing of new types of nuclear weapons and their means of 

delivery and the cessation of the manufacture of fissionable materials for weapons 

purposes, the freeze would be watertight, offering no room for any unsavoury 

manoeuvres or loopholes. 
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It is important correctly to understand the concept of a freeze and the place 

of such a step in the overall context of limiting the nuclear arms race. Some 

opponents of the initiative we have proposed claim that what the world needs is not 

a freeze on nuclear weapons at the present level but a reduction, and the greater 

the reduction the better. This is precisely one of those good intentions with 

which the road to hell is paved. This is the kind of argument which is used as a 

rule to avoid doing either of those things, that is to say, in order not to agree 

to a freeze and not to reduce nuclear arsenals. But, as everyone knows, the Soviet 

side has consistently put forward proposals also to reduce nuclear weapons in all 

areas. We must not let slip any opportunity of limiting or halting the nuclear 

arms race. 
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A nuclear-weapon freeze, as proposed by the Soviet Union, in no way means any 

freeze on action designed to reduce nuclear weapons. The process must be 

uninterrupted and the freeze must be something that would ensure a higher degree of 

trust in international relations and it is precisely the measure that is designed 

to step up efforts to achieve, as soon as possible, agreement on substantial 

limitations and radical reductions in nuclear armaments with a view, as an ultimate 

goal, to their final and total elimination. The urgent need for this is indicated 

in the draft resolution submitted by the Soviet Union, document A/C.l/L.2. Thus an 

immediate freeze would be an effective means of reducing and eliminating nuclear 

weapons. 

Another argument of the opponents of a freeze on nuclear ~eapons amounts to 

this: as they see it, only one side stands to gain from a freeze, that is, the 

Soviet Union, which, according to them, enjoys military supremacy. 

I have some doubts about the sincerity of those who put forward this 

argument. They are very well aware that there exists a military-strategic balance 

between the USSR and the United States an that that balance has been recognized by 

different Administrations in Washington and the fact of strategic priority was a 

matter of record in the signing of the SALT-II Treaty and even after that, in the 

United States and in other NATO countries, the existence of nuclear parity was 

recognized, both on global and regional levels. 

Here, for example, is what was stated by the former Director of the United 

States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Paul Warnke, in an interview with 

USA Today on 6 June .this year: 

"I agree with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who have constantly pointed out 

that at the present time there does exist an approximate balance in strategic 

nuclear power between the United States and the Soviet Union." 
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We may suppose that no one will challenge Mr. Warnke's competence or that of 

the American Chiefs of Staff or dream of charging them with pro-Soviet sympathies 

and when, here in the Committee, representatives of certain NATO countries attempt 

to overwhelm representatives with figures, designed, as they see it, to open 

everyone's eyes to what they claim to be the existing advantage of the USSR in 

nuclear weapons, they are, in doing this, banking on the total ignorance of their 

listeners and their inability to analyse and appraise facts. 

This Committee of the General Assembly is not the place to hope for any 

success in trumping up such fantastic fabrications, making arbitrary use of 

exaggerations or glossing over facts. They venture to talk about a so-called 

Soviet military threat, as if no one knew that thousands of nuclear warheads massed 

in the United States, in Western Europe, at sea and on the oceans must have been 

targeted long ago on the Soviet Union and the socialist countries. Without batting 

an eyelid they claim that the United States has displayed a certain passivity in 

the build-up of armaments in the 1970s and now in the 1980s. It is almost as if 

they had virtually disarmed unilaterally, which, if you please, is the reason for 

the mythical lagging behind of the United States. What did this passivity amount 

to in actual fact? In the course of the period of the alleged inactivity of the 

United States, they equipped their strategic forces with multiple independently-

targeted re-entry vehicles which represent a qualitatively new and dangerous stage 

in the arms race, they equipped their forces with new Minuteman-3 missiles, 

Poseidon C-3s, Trident 1s and, as a result, the number of nuclear warheads in the 

military arsenals of the United States increased by a factor of 2.5. There wa~ a 

qualitative improvement of the nuclear-missile systems; the accuracy of such 

systems as Poseidon C-3 and Minuteman-3 more than doubled, and this of itself 

increased their strike capacity almost five times over. In 1979, Minuteman-3 
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missiles began to be re-equipped with new warheads with even greater strike 

accuracy. The development of new weapons was carried on in the 1970s, as one of 

the American papers put it, at an insane rate. It was precisely then that we began 

to see the development of the B-1 and Stealth bombers. In the second half of the 

1970s, we saw the beginning of the manufacture of one more type of armament-

strategic cruise missiles. Active work was done to manufacture such means of mass 

destruction as the neutron bomb, the cosmic laser beam and radiological and 

chemical weapons and active work is also going on to develop nuclear weapons of a 

new generation. It was precisely in the 1970s that the idea was conceived and work 

was begun on a plan for topping up the American strategic potential and 

forward-based systems in Europe with medium-range nuclear missiles, cruise missiles 

and Pershing 2s. Programmes for creating these weapons were worked out in detail 

as far back as the first half of the last decade, when the USSR had not even 

developed a single SS-20 missile. This year we have witnessed the adoption of 

decisions to deploy MX strategic missiles and the proclaiming of plans for space 

warfare. 

So this is the true picture of the famous passivity, much vaunted by the 

United States Administration, but what is the world to expect when the United 

States actually begins its planned course of activity in the arms race? So 

references to Soviet supremacy, the passivity of the United States and the build-up 

of its nuclear armaments and the Soviet military threat are so many cynical 

attempts to justify an unbridled build-up of the United States nuclear missile 

potential to the advantage of the military-industrial complex. 

I now come to another argument - if I may so put it - of the opponents of a 

nuclear-weapon freeze. I shall confine myself just to a typical quotation, words 

directly addressed to those who want to undermine faith in the feasibility of a 

freeze: 
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"You state that the freeze would be very hard to negotiate - an opinion 

wholly at odds with that of our chief arms-control negotiators from 

William Foster to Paul Warnke. Among other things you state that a production 

freeze would be 'unfeasible' to verify- despite the testimony from former 

C.I.A. Director William Colby and other intelligence experts that a 

comprehensive freeze will be easier to verify than more limited arms-control 

agreements or the President's Start proposal." 

This is an excerpt from a letter sent to the New York Times by two United 

States Senators, Edward Kennedy and Mark Hatfield and other members of Congress, 

Edward Markey and Silvio Conte, and written on 19 April this year. 

It is noteworthy that the Soviet Union, in putting forward the freeze 

proposal, was attempting to accommodate anyone who might experience any 

apprehension or misgiving about the nuclear arsenals of the USSR or of the United 

States, which are the most powerful in the world. Hence the above-mentioned 

proposal, that it should be those very two States that should first and 

simultaneously establish a freeze on their nuclear armaments in a bilateral basis 

by way of an example to other nuclear States. Of course, all other nuclear-weapon 

States should follow that example as soon as possible. Accordingly, the Soviet 

Union stands ready, immediately, to translate a freeze programme into the language 

of treaty obligations and then to implement it step by step and fully. 
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As soon as that happens the whole world will breathe more freely, and one may 

state with conviction that in a completely different political climate it will be 

easier to reach agreement on the reduction of stockpiles of such weapons in 

accordance with the principle of equality and equal security. At the present 

time - and the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session expressed its firm 

conviction in this regard - conditions are more propitious for giving effect to the 

idea of a nuclear-weapon freeze. We must take full advantage of this opportunity 

and support the initiative of the Soviet Union, which is constructive, specific and 

comprehensive. At this session a number of delegations of different political 

persuasions have actively expressed their support for the idea of a nuclear-weapon 

freeze. 

An extremely dangerous situation has now arisen in Europe as a result of 

Washington's intention to embark in the near future on the deployment in certain 

Western European countries that are members of the North Atlantic ~reaty 

Organization of new United States medium-range nuclear missiles. It is well known 

that the United States is already putting the finishing touches to these 

preparations. In the present circumstances the Soviet Union is compelled to take 

additional measures to ensure the security of both its own country and its Warsaw 

Treaty allies, but this is not our choice. The parties to the Warsaw Treaty are in 

favour of a political solution, and as they reaffirmed at the meeting of the 

Committee of Foreign Ministers held in Sophia in October. They called for the 

early achievement of an agreement in negotiations. Such an agreement should 

provide for a renunciation of the deployment in Europe of new medium-range nuclear 

missiles and an appropriate reduction of existing nuclear medium-range systems, and 
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the missiles which would be subject to such reduction would be entirely eliminated, 

as proposed by the Soviet Union. Agreement on medium-range nuclear systems in 

Europe should be based on the principle of equal security and equality and promote 

the stability of the military strategic situation and the balance of forces. This 

balance of forces should be based not on the build-up of nuclear armaments but on 

their reduction to lower and lower levels. 

One more step which is long overdue, and which would make it possible to halt 

the dizzying escalation of the nuclear arms race would be the conclusion of a 

treaty on the complete and comprehensive ban on nuclear weapon tests. The United 

States Administration is stubbornly opposed to producing such a document, but only 

recently we witnessed the twentieth anniversary of the ratification by the United 

States of the Moscow Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in 

Outer Space and under Water, which laid down the obligation of achieving "the 

discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons, for all time." 

Fifty years have elapsed since the United States, this time under the Treaty 

on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, assumed one more similar obligation. 

More than 10 years ago the Secretary-General of the United Nations, speaking at the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, stated that there were no longer any 

technical obstacles to a comprehensive and total prohibition of nuclear weapon 

tests. The Soviet Union and the other socialist countries for their part are doing 

everything in their power to achieve that goal. In 1982 the Soviet Union proposed 

draft basic articles for a treaty on a total and complete ban on nuclear weapon 

tests, which took into account earlier work in that area. This is an excellent 

basis for rapid progress •. The recent proposal by Sweden in the Committee on 

Disarmament is also of interest. 
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The question of a total ban on all nuclear-weapon tests has become very urgent 

recently in the light of reports that the United States is working on a new 

generation of nuclear weapons which, in the view of United States experts 

themselves, can lead only to a further lowering of the threshold of nuclear war. A 

precursor of such a weapon is the neutron weapon, which has aroused the most 

profound indignation among the people of the world. We must immediately start work 

on a convention prohibiting the manufacture, stockpiling, deployment and use of the 

neutron weapon. The socialist countries support the idea of an immediate start on 

work on a programme of stage-by-stage nuclear disarmament which would lead to the 

total elimination of nuclear weapons. In order to guarantee the implementation of 

this programme by nuclear States, obviously there must be appropriate control. We 

believe that, for the purpose of such control use could be made, in respect of 

certain measures in the field of nuclear disarmament, of the experience gained 

through the control operations of the International Atomic Energy Agency. We are 

in favour of strengthening security guarantees for those States which do not 

possess nuclear weapons, through the conclusion of an appropriate international 

convention. We are also in favour of other measures designed to prevent the threat 

of nuclear war. 

We believe we should not permit the spread of nuclear weapons. In particular 

we must prevent them from getting into the hands of aggressive and reactionary 

regimes situated in the various flash points around the world. An important factor 

for strengthening stability as a whole, and the security of non-nuclear States, 

would be the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world. 

The implementation of existing proposals on this subject, particularly in northern . 

Europe, in the Balkans, in the Middle East and in Africa, would be a substantial 
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positive step, as would be the implementation of the proposal to create in Europe a 

nuclear-weapon-free battlefield zone along the line dividing the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization countries and the Warsaw Treaty countries. 

There is no lack of readiness on the part of the socialist countries to come 

to an agreement on limiting the arms race, and this includes the nuclear arms 

race. This is demonstrated by their numerous initiatives, which have constantly 

been at the centre of attention at the sessions of the General Assembly and in 

other forums at which questions of limiting and reducing armaments are discussed. 

This is also demonstrated by a number of acts of goodwill undertaken by the Soviet 

Union on a unilateral basis. 

Here we would particularly highlight the obligation undertaken by the Soviet 

Union not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. This obligation is of genuine 

historic significance, and makes it possible for all States possessing nuclear 

weapons to declare before the whole world, openly and honourably, their fundamental 

intention, and to demonstrate their readiness to carry out their responsibilities 

for the elimination of the threat of nuclear war. The importance of taking such a 

step, on the part of those States possessing nuclear weapons which have not yet 

done so, has been stressed in statements by the representatives of Mexico, Sweden 

and other countries. It is now time for the West to depart from its negative line, 

a line so devoid of any constructive elements, so full of fruitless rhetoric, and 

embark on a search for mutually acceptable decisions. The peoples of the world 

expect this of them. 

In conclusion, I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to the 

statement by the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union, President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union 
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of Soviet Socialist Republics, Mr. Andropov, on 28 September 1983, in which he 

stated, inter alia: 

.. All those who are raising their voices today against the insane arms 

race and in defence of peace can be assured that the policy of the Soviet 

Union is aimed precisely at achieving that goal, as are the policies of the 

other socialist countries. The Soviet Union wants to live in peace with all 

countries, including the United States. It is not preparing any aggressive 

plans and is not imposing an arms race on anyone; nor is it imposing on anyone 

its own social order. Our ambitions and ideas are embodied in the specific 

proposals we have put forward to bring about a decisive breakthrough towards 

an improvement in the international situation. The Soviet Union will continue 

to do everything in its power to defend peace on earth." 
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speaking for the first time in this Committee, I should like first of all, on 

behalf of my delegation, to extend to you our warmest congratulations on your 

election to the chairmanship of the First Committee and to assure you of our full 

co-operation. My congratulations also go to the other officers of the Committee. 

The general debate at this session of the General Assembly, like the 

statements of representatives who have already spoken in the First Committee, have 

made extremely clear the growing concern of the international community in the face 

of the very serious deterioration in international relations. The detente of the 

1970s has been undermined and replaced by cold war hysteria. Old hotbeds of 

tension are being re-ignited and new explosive situations are being created. The 

arms race has entered a new and terribly dangerous phase, which relates to all 

kinds of arms, nuclear as well as conventional, and all military activities in all 

parts of the world. Although nuclear arsenals are crammed to bursting, new arms 

programmes have been adopted, costing billions of dollars, to develop, manufacture 

and deploy new generations of increasingly sophisticated and deadly nuclear and 

other weapons of mass destruction. 

Apart from the wholesale manufacture of neutron weapons and new generations of 

chemical weapons, including the so-called binary weapons, the decision has been 

taken to deploy the MX strategic missiles, to build a new type of intercontinental 

missile, known as the Midgetman, to build B-1 strategic bombers and to develop new 

systems of arms designed for combat in and from outer space. Now nuclear arms are 

being stockpiled and deployed in practically every part of the world, on land and 

sea and across the oceans. 
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According to experts, Europe, which was the scene of two world wars, has 

witnessed a concentration of armed forces and nuclear warheads 20 times higher than 

the world average. Nevertheless, there are feverish efforts under way to deploy by 

the end of this year hundreds of Pershing 2 and cruise missiles in certain Western 

European countries, capable of hitting targets not only in Eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union but also over a large area of Asia and Africa. Other regions have not 

been spared either.· Along with the extension of the network of military bases in 

foreign countries, installed against the will of the peoples, and the dispatch of 

rapid deployment forces in the service of the big-stick policy in areas said to be 

of vital interest from the Middle East and the Persian Gulf to Central America and 

the Caribbean, vast tracts of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans have been 

filled with nuclear weapons from Diego Garcia to Okinawa. The acquisition of 

nuclear weapons by the South African apartheid regime and the Zionist regime of 

Israel, with the assistance of certain North Atlantic Treaty Organization {NATO) 

countries, is no less a grave threat to international peace and security. 

The pursuit of world hegemony through military supremacy is both the 

underlying and immediate cause of the endless arms race. What is extremely 

dangerous for the Asian, African and Latin American countries is the use by the 

United States Government of its absolute military superiority over these countries 

in order to intimidate, threaten and destabilize them, and to wage, either directly 

or by proxy, wars of aggression against peoples fighting for their independence and 

freedom, as happened only this morning in Grenada. The international community 

must react appropriately to prevent a repetition of such a shameful invasion 

against another people, particularly one which is economically and militarily weak. 
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In spite of the fact that there has been no world war over the last four 

decades, the quantity of bombs and ammunition used in this period of peace against 

the liberation struggle of the peoples has reached record figures in this century. 

The quantity of arms and weapons used in the Viet Nam war alone exceeded the total 

used in the course of the two world wars combined. 

Those who advocate the use of force and arms in the service of their policy of 

world hegemony are resorting to war hysteria, to slanderous subterfuges and 

criminal provocation in order to justify their insane arms race. The myth of 

Soviet military superiority is one of their major arguments in spite of the fact 

that. the approximate military balance between East and West is a fact acknowledged 

by objective Western analysts and even United States politicians. 

Slanders with regard to the supposed use of chemical weapons in Asia, recently 

rehashed in this very room by certain delegations, should not lead us to overlook 

the abominable crimes committed by those who actually waged prolonged chemical 

warfare against the peoples of the three countries of Indo-china. 

In a world saturated with nuclear weapons, not counting other weapons of mass 

destruction and conventional weapons, the gravity of the international situation is 

such that a single irresponsible action by a statesman, or merely an accident or 

technical error, is enough to bring the world to a global crisis with unforeseeable 

consequences. The prevention of a nuclear world war has therefore become the 

highest priority of our time, the most urgent task of the day. 

The Final Document of the first special session on disarmament, reaffirmed by 

the second special session, showed clearly that if: 
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" the ultimate goal of all efforts exerted in the field of 

disarmament" ••• is to remain "general and complete disarmament under 

effective international·control .•• " " ..• the immediate goal ..• "is" the 

elimination of the danger of a nuclear war and the implementation of measures 

to halt the arms race and clear the path towards lasting peace". (A/S-12/32, 

annex 1, p. 2, paras. 3 and 4) 

Although all countries geographically large or small, militarily strong or 

weak, have their say on the question of war and peace, the nuclear-weapon States, 

as the Final Document stressed, bear particular.responsibility for adopting 

measures to avert the launching of nuclear war and the use of force, including the 

use of nuclear weapons in international relations. 

The New Delhi summit of the Non-Aligned Movement solemnly declared: 

"Disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament, is no longer a moral 

issue; it is an issue of human survival period." (A/38/132, para. 28) 

That is why: 

"Pending the achievement of nuclear disarmament, the Heads of State or 

Government, in the name of humanity, demanded an immediate prohibition of the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons by all nuclear-weapon States." (Ibid., 

para. 30) 

The peoples of the world demand that the negotiations unilaterally broken off 

on disarmament be resumed and that the negotiations under way in Geneva and in the 

Committee on Disarmament be carried on in good faith in order to produce tangible 

results. Viet Nam vigorously supports any initiative from any country that would 

be likely to bring about concrete measures to curb and reverse the arms race, 

particularly the nuclear arms race and gradually lead to disarmament on the basis 

of equality and respect for the equal security of all countries. 
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The success of Soviet-United States negotiations on medium range missiles in 

Europe is of great importance for world peace and security. Viet Nam warmly 

welcomes the constructive unilateral measures taken by the Soviet Union and 

deplores the fact that the other side has been using the negotiations as an excuse 

to deploy new missiles in Western Europe. In light of the extremely dangerous 

situation now prevailing in Europe, the Swedish proposal to establish a tactical 

nuclear-weapon-free zone on either side of the line between the Warsaw Treaty 

countries and the NATO countries is perfectly timely. 

Pending nuclear disarmament, my country calls on all nuclear-weapon Stat~s to 

undertake not to be the first to use these weapons. The unilateral undertaking to 

this effect by the Soviet Union should give rise to a similar commitment o~ the 

part of the other nuclear Powers. 

The new proposal before the Committee on the condemnation of nuclear war is 

founded on the concern to prevent a nuclear catastrophe, which is in~eep~ng with 

the deepest aspirations of billions of human beings on our planet. There can be no 

doubt that pursuant to resolution 37/78 I ~n the prevention of a nuclear war, 

submitted by a group of non-aligned countries, the adoption at this session of a 

declaration vigorously condemning nuclear war once and for all, would be a v~ry 

positive contribution by United Nations to the creation of an international climate 

favourable to reducing the danger of the outbreak of a nuclear war and the drawing 

up of practical agreements relating to the limitation and gradual reduction of 

nuclear weapons. 

The idea of a nuclear-weapon freeze enjoys universal support. The 

thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly adopted two resolutions, 37/100 A 

and 37/100 B, on the initiative of India, Mexico and Sweden, calling for a 

nuclear-weapon freeze. The seventh summit of the Non-Aligned Movement at New Delhi 

appealed for a freeze on the development, manufacture, stockpiling and deployment 

of nuclear weapons. My delegation shares the view that a simultaneous freeze, both 
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quantitative and qualitative, of nuclear weapons, by all nuclear Powers beginning 

with the Soviet Union and the United States, is the best means of halting the 

increase in all the components of nuclear arsenals and is likely to increase 

confidence between nuclear-weapon States, and this in turn would make it possible 

to break the vicious circle in the arms race. The new proposal submitted to this 

Committee on a nuclear-weapon freeze is in keeping with the above-mentioned 

objectives and contains a series of concrete measures conducive to agreements on 

substantial limitations on and drastic reductions of nuclear weapons, with a view 

ultimately to their total elimination. 

The prevention of the arms race in outer space is another subject of major 

concern for the international community following the interruption of 

Soviet-United States negotiations on anti-satellite weapons, the refusal of the 

United States to undertake not to be the first to place anti-satellite weapons in 

space and the implementation of their space military programme known as Star Wars. 

In 1981 the General Assembly, in resolution 37/83, stressed that the 

international community should adopt further effective measures to prevent an arms 

race in outer space. The present proposal to conclude a treaty banning the use of 

force in outer space and from space against the earth is drafted along the same 

lines and will help to prevent any attempt to turn outer space into an arena of 

confrontation and a source of devastating war for the whole of mankind. My 

delegation shares the view that the implementation of all the measures proposed in 

the draft treaty would make an important and appreciable contribution to the 

realization of the common aspiration of all peoples, that is, the use of outer 

space for exclusively peaceful purposes. 

The three constructive and realistic proposals submitted by the Soviet Union 

to this session of the General Assembly, following a series of important measures 

put forward by the members of the Warsaw Treaty with regard to arms control and 

disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament, constitute a further demonstration 
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of the goodwill of the countries of the socialist community, their willingness to 

do everything in their power to avert the danger of a nuclear confrontation, to 

improve the international climate and to consolidate world peace. These 

initiatives reflect the high sense of responsibility and goodwill constantly 

demonstrated by the socialist countries with regard to the question of war and 

peace in the nuclear age, a question concerning the very survival of the human race. 

My delegation whole-heartedly supports all the above-mentioned proposals. We 

are also ready to support any constructive proposal on disarmament from the 

non-aligned and other peace loving countries. 

The peoples of the world, aware of the gravity of the times, are determined to 

join forces and take firm action in defence of their most sacred right, the right 

to life. Hundreds of millions of people from east to west, north to south, have 

taken part in anti-nuclear demonstrations, the culmination of which was the World 

Assembly for Peace and Life against Nuclear War held in Prague last June, in which 

the peoples of 130 countries took part, without distinction as to social status, 

political persuasion or religious conviction. 

It is my delegation's belief that a nuclear catastrophe is not inevitable. It 

can and must be prevented. It is therefore imperative for all governments, 

primarily those of the nuclear weapon countries, to show political will and a sense 

of high responsibility by placing the vital interests of humanity above the narrow 

short-term interests of their own countries. 

Mr. NUNEZ MOSQUERA (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): Like the 

delegation of Viet Nam, my delegation has had the opportunity to refer to some of 

the items on our agenda for this session. This afternoon we shall speak in 

particular on the need to prohibit nuclear-weapons tests, the urgent need to adopt 

measures to stem the nuclear-arms race, the need to prevent the arms race in outer 

space and to adopt urgent measures making it possible to build confidence among 

States. 
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The prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests is an issue which has been inscribed 

on the agenda of this Committee for some time now as having the highest priority. 

The General Assembly of the United Nations, year after year, has asked the· organ of 

responsible for multilateral negotiations on disarmament, the Committee on 

Disa~ent, to begin specific negotiations with a view to putting an end to 

nuclear-weapon tests. The immediate precedent for this is resolution 37/72, which 

gave clear expression to the urgent need for multilateral negotiations to begin on 

a treaty on the prohibition of all nuclear-weapon tests. The Soviet Union, the 

United States and the United Kingdom were specifically requested, by virtue of 

their special responsibilities, to bring to a halt without delay all nuclear-tests 

explosions, either through a trilaterally agreed moratorium or through three 

unilateral moratoriums. We must accordingly make an objective assessment of the 

reactions to that request on the part of those three nuclear-weapon States. 

The Soviet Union spoke in favour of the resolution last year, and in the 

Committee on Disarmament asked that the mandate of the ad hoc working group dealing 

with this issue should be broadened so that the relevant negotiations could begin 

without further delay, since, as many delegations have pointed out, the present 

mandate of that ad hoc working group is very limited and does not permit of any to 

negotiations on this issue, which would be in the interests of the large majority 

of States represented here. Furthermore, as Ambassador Petrovsky said last week in 

this Committee, the Soviet Union, is prepared to implement the Soviet-United States 

treaties on the limitation of underground nuclear-weapon tests and the prohibition 

of underground explosions for peaceful purposes, and has proposed a moratorium on 

all nuclear explosions. In the view of many delegations, the implementation of 

these measures would create a climate conducive to negotiations on the prohibition 
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of nuclear-weapon tests and would be a demonstration of political goodwill, as well 

as a valuable contribution to the building of confidence among States. 

The United States, on the other hand, not only has stated its objection to the 

resolution which calls for a start on negotiations to prohibit nuclear-weapon 

tests, but also, in the Committee on Disarmament itself, has systematically acted 

to prevent the drafting of a negotiating mandate for the ad hoc working group, and 

has tried to revive old technical problems concerning verification, ignoring the 

new possibilities offered by the advances of science and technology. 

Some time ago the Secretary-General of the United Nations pointed out that 

there were no technical problems with regard to the preparation of a treaty 

prohibiting nuclear-weapon tests, and that all that was required was a political 

decision in this respect. Furthermore, the group of scientific experts working 

under the auspices of the Committee on Disarmament, has demonstrated irrefutably 

that it is possible to verify satisfactorily compliance with a comprehensive ban on 

nuclear-weapon tests, through a network of seismological stations, with a high 

degree of effectiveness and reliability. It is true that in order to prohibit 

nuclear-weapon tests all that is required is a political decision and the 

willingness to negotiate on the part of all States; but political will must be 

sought here in the United Nations; it must exist in our capitals. In this 

connection it is clear how much political will exists in the United States to 

negotiate a treaty on the prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests when we are told that 

that is a long-term objective and that nuclear tests are necessary in order to 

develop and perfect warheads, to maintain arsenals in an operational state, and to 

assess the effects of the re-use of nuclear weapons. Put simply, this is a policy 

of nuclear deterrence, reaffirmed with the intention of keeping nuclear weapons 

ready for use at any time. 
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Given this situation, we must reaffirm with renewed emphasis the request that 

the organ for multHateral negotiations on disarmament should, at the beginning of 

its 1984 session, give the relevant working group a broader mandate so that the-

negotiations so often requested by the internationa1 community may begin, with a 

view to drafting a treaty on a complete ban on nuclear-weapon tests in all 

environments and for an indefinite period. This question is of the highest 

priority for the international community and we must not allow artifical obstacles 

to be placed in the way of those negotiations. 

It is urgently necessary to begin these negotiations in order to halt the 

quantitative and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons, but in addition to.; 

this it is a commitment assumed by virtue of several international agreements on 

disarmament, a commitment by. those very States that are today acting in violation 

of those agreements, above all, the United States. In this respect it is worth 

repeating that it is ridiculous to claim that others should adhere to given 

international instruments when the very State making the claim is flagrantly . 

violating those agreements. This Committee cannot evade its responsibility to see 

that there is an immediate end to nuclear-weapon tests. Regrettably, of the United 

Kingdom delegation has also, acted against resolution 37/72 in the Committee on 

Disarmament. 

I should like to refer now to the cessation of the nuclear arms race and the 

attainment of nucle~r disarmament. 

Last yea.r the General Assembly adopted a resolution in this connection also, 

resolution 37/78 C, which called upon the Committee on Disarmament to prepare a 

nuclear-weapon disarmament programme and to establish an ad hoc working group for 

that purpose. Since that idea is contained in the Final Document of the first 

special session of the General Assembly on Disarmament, which the Assembly approved 

by consensus in 1978, and that Final Document also was ratified by consensus 
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in 1982, we are forced to conclude that some States were not acting in good faith 

either in 1978 or in 1982, since we see that those same States are opposing, in 

this case too, the establishment by the Committee on Disarmament of a working group 

to begin the relevant negotiations. 

This item has been given priority on the agenda of the Committee on 

Disarmament since 1979; none the less, thus far there have been only informal 

meetings for exchange of views which have served to demonstrate how the 

self...:proclaimed "champions of democracy" and of "respect for public opinion" have 

tenaciously and persistently throughout these years opposed the demand of the 

overwhelming majority of States represented here. Of course, arguments have been 

put forward to oppose those demands, and the basis of those arguments is always the 

familiar "Soviet threat" and the "need" to make preparations to ensure victory in a 

a nuclear war. 

In a study on the United States Air Force entitled "Air Force 2000" it is 

clearly indicated that the United States must be prepared for a long war, and that 

that war could be won by the Americans "even after a massive nuclear exchange". 

Those are no mere words; they are concrete deeds that affect the survival of 

mankind, and are committed with no regard for the rights and claims of mankind. 

As has already been reported, the plane reserved for the President and the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff from the Pentagon in case of a nuclear attack, the plane from 

which it is intended that a nuclear war would be directed, is leaving Andrews base 

near Washington and will now be located at Grissom base in Indiana. It was argued 

that Andrews was not secure against nuclear attack. Logically, such an attack 

would not come from the nuclear-weapon States, which have solemnly renounced the' 

first use of those weapons. If the United States has any doubts about commitments 

assumed by those States, then it should go to the negotiating table to sign an 

agreement to that effect. To act otherwise would clearly mean that it is preparing 

to strike the first blow. 
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In these conditions, we must ask whether;the end result of this military 

hysteria must necessarily be the disappearance of mankind or .whether we shall. 

succeed in our efforts to prepare a programme of nuclear disarmamen~. Such a 

programme must be negotiated without delay and we must struggle for, the attainment 

of that objective. This Committee cannot evade its responsibilities in that 

connection. 

It is logical in any negotiating process to respect the views of all parties, 

but we cannot take seriously arguments put forward in opposition to disarmament 

negotiations when we see negative reactions to the proposal concerning the . . 

non-first-use.of nuclear weapons; that there has been no reaction to the proposal. 

concerning the non-first-use of either nuclear or conventional weapons; that.the 

reaction to the idea of a freeze on the production, development and deployment of 

nuclear weapons again has been negative; and that there has been a negative 

reaction to proposals regarding negotiations on the priority issues identified at 

the General Assembly's special session on disarmament in 1978. 

I wish now to make a few comments regarding the prevention of an arms race in 

outer space. In·its resolution 37/83, adopted last year, the General.Assembly. 

specifically request~ the Committee on Disarmament to establish an ad hoc wor~ing 

group on the subject with a view to undertaking negotiations on the conclusion of 

an agreement or agreements to prevent an arms race in all its aspects in outer 

space. That resolution was drafted painstakingly so that a compromise could be 

achieved on what appears to be the principal obstacle in this field: the question 

of t~e ~onclusion of an agreement prohibiting the stationing of weapons of any kind 

in outer space, or of a number of agreements each imposing different restrictions, 

among other things on anti-satellite weapons. 

Events have shed light on matters and we are now able to see clearly the main 

obstacle to the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 
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The call for the beginning of negotiations on this issue is too much for the 

States which oppose nuclear disarmament and are prepared only to agree to the 

establishment within the Committee on Disarmament of a working group for the 

exchange of views on a few aspects of the problem, and not actually to enter into a 

negotiating process. 

It is now clear that the militarization of outer space is a real danger, and 

it is necessary that we strive energetically to prevent it. 

We have heard it argued that it is necessary to pinpoint the legal aspects of 

the problem, on which no norms yet exist, so as to complete the legal system which 

will prevent an arms race in outer space. The fact is that the problem that 

threatens us cannot be minimized by or concealed behind procedural moves. 

We know that regulations exist concerning outer space, among them such 

instruments as the Moscow Treaty of 1963, which prohibits nuclear-weapon tests in 

that environment, and the outer-space Treaty of 1967, which prohibits the placing 

in orbit of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. 

The militarization of outer space, however, can take on more complex forms, 

and we must confront them directly if we wish to prevent confrontation from 

spreading to that environment. We must now prevent the emplacement in outer space 

of a whole range of new and more sophisticated weapons that are not covered by any 

existing prohibitions, including laser weapons and particle-beam weapons. 

There has been an attempt to deploy complete complex system of anti-satellite 

weapons. That is the intention of the costly United States ASAT project, for which 

funds have existed since 1980 and which, in reality, is an attempt to strengthen 

the nuclear first-strike capacity of the United States, together with anti-missile 

systems. That first-strike capability is complemented by the categorical refusal 

to make a commitment, not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. 
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It has been stated by persons of the most divergent viewpoints that plans to 

develop an anti-m'issile defence system are not technically viable, and are indeed 

strategically dangerous. 

It was not without reason that the Soviet-United States agre~ments of 1972 

which would be violated by deployment of the announced anti-missile system -

imposed certain restrictions on such systems, for, as experts have observed, these 

are closely related to offensive strategic systems. 

If the existing plans to extend the arms race to outer space - which are very 

nearly in their final phase - were to be carried out we should be much further from 

possible agreement on offensive strategic weapons, especially given the qua~itative 

improvement in these weapons. Furthermore, from the political standpoint, these 

plans are opposed by the majority opinion, often :xpressed, in favour of achieving 

security at ever lower levels of armament. 

The deployment on the pretext of strengthf,ning security of new and more 

sophisticated weapons systems, which would inr:vitably give a new impetus to the 

arms race, is completely inadmissible. 

The Cuban delegation firmly supports tne initiation of multilateral 

negotiations on this issue. This must be urgently requested by this Committee. We 

further support the resumption of the bilateral negotiations on outer space as a 

desirable and necessary step towards preventing an arms race in that environment. 

I wish in conclusion to make some comments on the establishment of confidence 

among States. My delegation considers that there can be no confidence without a 

clearly expressed will to negotiate and to reduce the level of armament. But, most 

important, there can be no trust if there is a lack of respect for the principle of 

the self-determination of peoples and if force is used against sovereign States, as 

has often occurred in Central America and the Caribbean. 
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The creation of confidence requires respect for the independence, sovereignty 

and integrity of other States and non-interference in their internal affairs. 

In this connection I wish to denounce in this forum - on whose agenda the 

question of confidence-building is an important item - the military invasion being 

carried out by the United States in Grenada, adding a further link to its chain of 

acts of intervention and aggression against the peoples south of the Rio Bravo. 

At this very moment, 1,500 troops of the United States Army and Marine Corps, 

making use of all types of heavy armaments, including aircraft, are attempting to 

impose their will on the people of Grenada by force of arms. The United States 

soldiers are attacking the camps of Cuban construction workers who are 

collaborating in areas basic to the Grenadian economy. Our construction workers 

are defending themselves and fighting heroically. 
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The United States Government will bear sole responsibility for the 

consequences of this new adventurist action, which is staining with blood the. 

waters of the Caribbean Sea once again. Yet another act of aggression has been 

committed against our America, and it has been demonstrated once again that 

Washington's policy is the gunboat policy. 

We condemn the United States military aggression in Grenada as running counter 

to international peace and security and to trust and co-operation among States. 

Mr. SUTRESNA (Indonesia}: I should like at the outset to convey to 

Ambassador Vraa1sen my delegation's sincere congratulations on his assumption of 

the chairmanship of this Committee. I wish at the same time to assure him of the 

full co-operation of my delegation in the performance of the duties of his high 

office. My delegation also extends its congratulations to the other Committee 

officers. 

The international situation in which we are now meeting is characterized by an 

atmosphere of increased insecurity, anxiety and frustration. The world continues 

to witness a very dangerous escalation of the arms race, particularly in its 

nuclear aspects, and in both qualitative and quantitative terms. Various factors 

have been responsible for this situation, most notably the further deterioration of 

relations between the super-Powers and the still unresolved conflicts engulfing 

many parts of the world. Regrettably, the worse the international security 

situation becomes, the less chance disarmament has of proving itself to be a viable 

means by which to search for the establishment of peace and security. 

With the deterioration of relations between the super-Powers, which has become. 

alarming, some may be tempted to conclude that it is useless to pursue further 

disarmament efforts. If we still lived during times when there were no nuclear 
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weapons, such an attitude might perhaps be plausible, but now, the worsening of 

relati~ns between those two countries should, on the contrary, compel us tc:> ' . ' ' 

red~cHcate our commitment to the cause of disarmament. It is a duty and a' 

challenge for non-nuclear-weapon States, non-aligned countries in particular, to 

proceed with all deliberate speed to implement concrete formulas for bridging the 

seemingly unbridgeable positions of those two most powerful nuclear-weapon States, 

with a view to reaching agreement on matters affecting the security concerns of ail 

States. 

The international community simply cannot afford to slacken its efforts, 

especially its efforts to seek and put forward practical measures to solve urgent 

problems of nuclear disarmament. The numerous resolutions on disarmament which 

were adopted during last year's General Assembly session alone - totalling no less 

than 58, of which 20 dealt specifically with nuclear disarmament - are proof of our 

continuing concern about and endeavours regarding disarmament. The non-aligned 

countries, far from being helpless spectators of the power-play between the two 

super-Powers, are continuing to co-operate with others in a collective endeavour 

with the goal of preventing nuclear war. It may, for instance, be recalled that 

the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, at their seventh 

conference, held at New Delhi in March this year, issued a timely warning when they 

stated in the New Delhi Message, that the non-aligned countries, 

"speaking for the majority of the world community, want an immediate halt to 

the drift towards nuclear conflict which threatens not only the well-being of 

humanity in our times but of future generations as well." (A/38/132, p. 56, 

para. 4} 

For the time being, all these exhortations may be falling on deaf ears, but this 

should not discourage us from continuing our efforts. 
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Indonesia remains of the view that the prevention of nuclear war is the most 

urgent task confronting all States. The prevention of nuclear confrontation means 

nothing more than the preservation of our civilization as we know it today. Thus, 

the security concerns of all States must be taken into consideration, not only 

those of the nuclear Powers and their respective allies. Because the peoples of 

the world are the potential victims of any nuclear conflict, negotiations on 

preventing such a conflict cannot and should not be confined to countries 

possessing nuclear·weapons. In no area is the need for democratization of the 

decision-making process more acute than in the field of nuclear disarmament. 

Therefore, multilateral negotiations, in parallel with bilateral negotiations, are 

indispensable. 

My delegation has noted with satisfaction that the Committee on Disarmament 

has for the first time inscribed on its agenda an item on the prevention.of nuclear 

war. However, we cannot but express our regret that the lack of consensus on a 

mutually acceptable machinery has so far prevented real substanti~e examination of 

the subject. It is the sincere hope of my delegation that the present session of 

the General Assembly will come out with recommendations. urging the Committee on 

Disarmament to expedite its work on this issue, which is of the highest priority. 

Since the end of the Second World War, the international community has beet& 

preoccupied with the rising tide of armaments, and with the failure to halt the 

arms race, which has grown steadily in intensity and has assumed dangerous 
. ' 

proportions. During this time, world military expenditure in real terms has more 

than trebled, and the destructive capacity of both nuclear and conventional weapons 

has reached unparalleled levels. The result, none the less, is a false sense of 

security which further confuses understanding of the essential questions relating 

to arms limitation and disarmament. 

It is important to recognize that the rapid pace of weapons modernization 

constantly introduces new destabilizing elements into the military contest and into 
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strategic calculations. Moreover, the complex nature of contemporary armaments and 
. ";,_.,:., 

the accompanying technological advances involving a br~ad range 'of weapon ~yste~s ' ' 

render it impossible to evaluate with any certainty the direction of any shift in 

the balance of forces. All of this has led to subjective, arbitrary and 

self-serving judgements, leading to worst-case analyses and scenarios being 

developed. As technology became the focal point in the field of armaments, the 

arms race underwent a profound transformation, from a phase of traditional, 

step-by-step escalation to an exponential phase of steep, fast and unpredictable 

spiraling. This expansion in the magnitude and destructiveness of modern arms has 

reached unprecedented levels primarily because of technological improvements in 

nuclear weapons. 

The year 1983 may well be a watershed in the continuing efforts of the 

international community to stem the tide of the arms race. As we all know, the 

major nuclear Powers are planning to embark upon the manufacture and deployment of 

new nuclear-weapon systems, or upon the introduction of already existing systems in 

areas where they have heretofore not been deployed. This escalation is not being 

undertaken unilaterally, but rather in a way which we have all warned against for 

so long; it is taking place in a vicious circle of action and reaction: In fact, 

if escalation is the natural outcome of such a process, then the reverse should 

also be possible. In the absence of information to the contrary, one may conclude 

that not even symbolic gestures, such as dismantling a single weapon system or 

delaying the development of a new system, are given any serious consideration by 

these States, despite the fact that each of the super-Powers has an arsenal capable 

by itself of destroying the earth many times over. 

Thus, what we propose is hardly a case of unilateral disarmament or the total 

elimination of nuclear weapons. What becomes apparent is that the competition has 

taken on a momentum of its own, without any rational reason for it. 
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Therefore deterrence has become a way of rationalizing this irrational 

momentum in nuclear-weapon escalation; for, if deterrence were indeed a viable 
·~ 

•· r 
doctrine, then the elimination of a single weapon system by only one of the Powers 

should not negate deterrence, since enough nuclear-weapon systems would still · 

remain to inflict incalculable consequences not only on the adversary but on the 

whole world. 

The international community does not expect the United States and the Soviet 

Union to see eye to eye on the plethora of issues confronting mankind; nor does it 

expect to see a cessation of their global political competition; but the 

international community demands that this competition should not vitiate the 

atmosphere for fruitful dialogue leading to meaningful progress in arms limitation 

and disarmament. 

Further, nuclear-weapon States continue to pay lip service to multilateralism, 

just as they do to the goal of nuclear disarmament. However, the reality is that 

they no more want non-nuclear States to gain a meaningful role in the 

negotiations - and this is fully reflected in the Committee on Disarmament - than 

they want genuine equality of all nations to be the overriding factor in 

international relations as a whole. 

Thus, given this untenable attitude on the part of some nuclear Powers towards 

all other States, it is essential that we utilize the multilateral negotiating 

forum for the purpose of keeping collective pressure on them, so that they will at 

least feel compelled to continue the negotiations. This in itself would impose 

certain restraints on their freedom of unrestrained nuclear arms expansion. 

There is a truism that politics breeds strange bedfellows, but have we not 

also found that nuclear-weapon States in effect have created a commonality of 

attitudes towards the non-nuclear countries? This is amply demonstrated by the 
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lack of movement, indeed a complete silence, on the part of certain nuclear-weapon 

States in regard to providing unconditional security assurances to the 

non-nuclear-weapon States, many of which have renounced the right to acquire these 

deadly weapons of mass destruction. Pious declarations are not enough. What are 

needed are legal guarantees, which alone would ensure the security of non-nuclear 

States pending complete nuclear disarmament. 

All these adamant attitudes and postures by some nuclear States have led to 

frustration on the part of many Governments. This may well end in either of two 

serious consequences: first, despair, resulting in States seeking protection under 

one or the other nuclear umbrella, leading to an expansion of bloc alignments; or, 

secondly, proliferation to avoid bloc entanglements and to have an independent 

means of ensuring security. Thus we can readily see how the credibility and 

viability of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons could be easily 

undermined. In addition, the non-proliferation regime may be undermined.because 

not all of its objectives have been fulfilled and its discriminatory aspects have 

not been removed. My delegation fully expects that, in the context of the failure 

of the Second Review Conference, the forthcoming preparatory sessions of the Third 

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty will address these critical issues 

and achieve an equitable solution. 

In Indonesia's view, it is no longer sufficient merely to express concern at 

the threat posed by nuclear weapons to the security of States. The imperative 

need, especially in the context of the threat of nuclear war and the escalation of 

the arms race, is to pursue consciously a policy of denuclearization and thereby 

commit ourselves to the goal of ridding the world of nuclear weapons. My 

delegation believes that efforts towards establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones in 

various parts of the world would make a significant contribution towards the total 
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elimination of nuclear weapons. This is of transcendental importance to Indonesia, 

as it is situated astride vital sea lanes linking oceans and continents and 

therefore is not immune to great-Power strategic rivalry, which of late has assumed 

dangerous proportions. In this regard, the Indonesian Foreign Minister reaffirmed 

at the meeting of the Association of South-East Asia Nations held in Bangkok last 

June that the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone could be one of the 

elements in the creation of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in South-East 

Asia. For its part, Indonesia has long advocated such a zone, reiterating this 

proposal both in the General Assembly and in the Non-Aligned Movement. 

As regards the arms race in outer space, it is no longer a question of 

possibility but it is fast approaching one of reality. We are all aware of reports 

that the super-Powers are about to embark upon the actual development of prototypes 

of space weaponry. In view of this perilous situation, it is no longer appropriate 

to procrastinate, and the international community must initiate substantive 

examination of the issues involved, leading to effective and practical negotiations 

and agreements to prevent the further militarization of outer space. In this 

regard, we should take due note that in the Committee on Disarmament a working 

group has been agreed upon in principle, although a definition of its mandate is 

yet to find consensus. 

It is worth noting that technology has also greatly changed our understanding 

of conventional weapons. The greater sophistication of these weapons with regard 

to accuracy and yield has virtually rendered heretofore invulnerable defences 

totally unprotected. In addition, the costs of these weapon systems are 

astronomical, and the pressure 'to acquire them is all too evident. In this regard, 

the transfer of these weapons which is conducted in the context of great-Power 

rivalry further threatens the independence and non-aligned status of many States. 

It is to be hoped.that the forthcoming report on the study en conventional 
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disarmament will shed new light on its ramifications and ways in which to control 

and curb the development, production and transfer of such weapons. 

'Second only to nuclear weapons, the world views with abhorrence the growing 

arsenals of chemical weapons. It is encouraging to note that this is the only one 

of the areas in which some positive movement has occurred. Specific areas have 

been identified in the Geneva negotiations, which are now approaching the stage of 

the actual drafting of a convention. It is my delegation's fervent hope that this 

opportunity will not be missed and that a chemical-weapon convention will join the 

Conventions on biological and radiological weapons and ban for ever that category 

of weapons. 

Finally, there are two proposals that have received international consensus, 

due mainly to the pressure of world public opinion, and which will have 

far-reaching impact on many of the issues that I have referred to. One is to 

achieve a total freeze on the production of nuclear weapons and the other is a 

moratorium on nuclear-weapon tests leading to a comprehensive ban. The immediate 

adoption of these two proposals would represent a formidable step in the efforts to 

prevent nuclear war. Additionally, they would form the initial starting point from 

which a comprehensive programme of disarmament could be meaningfully launched in 

accordance with the goals of the Final Document of the first special session on 

disarmament. Further, if we are to make progress towards our ultimate goal of 

general and complete disarmament, we must first and foremost concentrate on several 

key aspects. In the view of my delegation, these must include, a priori, 

non-development of new types of nuclear weapons and non-use of the existing ones as 

well as certain categories of conventional weapons. We face the anomaly that, 

while there is universal recognition that a nuclear war is unthinkable, there is 

almost a morbid conviction that the outbreak of such a war is inevitable unless 

something is done and done soon. 
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Czechoslovak delegation wishes to state its views on certain items on our agenda 

that have a direct bearing on the strengthening of international peace and security 

and the creation of conditions propitious to progress in the solution of 

disarmament problems. 

A particular role in this sphere is played by the question of the 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, and particularly the strengthening of the 

regime provided for in the 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapons. This is a task which has now become extremely timely and urgent in the 

light of the escalation of the threat of nuclear conflict. The emergence of 

nuclear weapons in the hands of the aggressive regimes of Israel and South Africa, 

and thus the spreading of this weapon to the most explosive areas of the earth, 

would mean a further dangerous exacerbation of the international situation, which 

in turn could lead to universal nuclear catastrophe. 

We are concerned also by the gradu~l expansion of the circle of so-called 

nee-nuclear States, whose activities are not subject to international control 

through the safeguards system of the International Atomic Energy Agency. We share 

the view that the most effective way of eliminating the danger arising from this 

would,be strict observance of the provisions, and the universalization of, the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. We hope that an important step in this direction will be 

taken by the third Review. Conference on this Treaty, scheduled for 1985. In this 

regard we welcome the inclusion of an item on this subject on the agenda of the 

General Assembly, at the request of a large number of States Members of the United 

Nations, including Czechoslovakia. We are sure that the General Assembly will take 

decisions that will ensure the uninterrupted and constructive preparation of the 

forthcoming important Conference. 
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We are ready to work for the early adoption of an international. convention 

that would provide security guarantees for non-nuclear-weapon States against the 
. )•. . . . . 

use·or the threat of the use of nuclear weapons; work on this has been entrusted to 

the Committee on Disarmament. We continue to believe that the first step towards 

the adoption of such a convention could be identical statements by the five nuclear 

Powers, buttressed by an authoritative decision of the Security Council. 

An important contribution to the strengthening of international peace and 

security, and an additional barrier to the spread of nuclear weapons, would be the 

establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world, 

particularly Africa, the Middle East, Northern Europe and the Balkans. ·we actively 

support the proposals of the countries of those regions for the establishment of 

such zones. At the same time, we welcome the important initiative by Sweden for 

the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free battlefield zone along the line dividing 

the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) from the countries 

of the Warsaw Treaty. The implementation of this measure would be an extremely 

important contribution to the improvement of the climate in Europe and the 

consolidation of overall international security. In this regard, we take a very 

favourable view of the proposal of the German Democratic Republic to make available 

the whole of its territory for the establishment of such a zone on condition that a 

similar measure is taken by the Federal Republic of Germany also. 

The convening of the Conference on the establishment of a zone of peace in the 

Indian Ocean is also long overdue. This has been put off from year to year, and 

the resposibility lies on the shoulders of the United States. The Czechoslovak 

delegation decisively supports the demand of the littoral and hinterland States 

that this Conference be held during the first half of next year in Colombo, the 
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capital of Sri Lanka. We' believe that the General Asselnbly should take energetic 

sfeps to conclude the preparations for the Conference, and in particular should 

come to agreement on its agenda~ 

The questions I have touched upon, taken all together, represent a series of 

measures designed to limit the'danger inherent in the existing international 

situation which is the result of the continuing arms race, in particular the 

nuclear arms race. Later in our statement we intend to refer to one more aspect of 

the world military-political situation that has aroused profound concern on the 

part of the international community - that is to say, the problem of conventional 

·:~armaments.··· Th'is problem covers a whole series of questions relating to the 

interdependence between conventional and nuclear weapons as well as the independent 

role of conventional 'weapons.and,naturally; efforts to reduce the quantities of 

such weapons. I do not believe that there is any need to argue the significance of 

these items individually. The importance, indeed the urgency, of the items is 

widely understood by States Members of our Organization. This is demonstrated by 

numerous statements of delegations during the course of this session stressing the 

urgency of limiting the conventional arms race. Examples have been adduced of the 

pernicious effect of the nuclear arms race on the world situation and on attemps to 

solve problems of economic development. Everyone knows that expenditures on 

conventional armaments and the maintenance of armed forces constitute a very large 

proportion - about 80 per cent - of the overall military expenditures of States. 

Innumerable examples of this could be cited. No amount of statistics, however, can 

possibly paint the true picture of the tragedy of more than 10 million persons who 

have lost their lives in the many armed conflicts that have broken out in various 

parts of the world and have brought devastation to entire peoples and regions 
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during the last two decades alone. These conflicts, in which exclusively 

conv,entional weapons have been used, have occurred on the territory of 50 or more 

States, representing approximately two thirds of the world's population. Of 

course, there are very deep and varied reasons for and roots of all this. But we 

cannot possibly doubt that the cessation of the conventional arms race would to a 

decisive extent promote an overall improvement of the international climate and 

strengthen international security and would have a stabilizing effect on the 

peaceful development of international events. 

An important step in this direction was taken by the conclusion in 1980 of a 

Convention prohibiting or restricting the use of certain conventional weapons which 

may be deemed to be,excessively injurious or to have indiscriminate effects. One 

particulary inhumane category of conventional weapons was therefore banned. But we 

must not stop at that. After all, everyone knows that the progress of science and 

technology at the service of militarism is leading to the constant development and 

manufacture of ever more destabilizing types and systems of conventional weapons. 
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In essence, the borderline"between conventional weapons and weapons of mass 
~ 

destruction is being blurred and the introduction of these weapons in conflic~. 

areas in the world serves only to increase even further the threat of war. 

study of these undoubtedly alarming facts is being dealt with incidentally by a 

group of United Nations experts, appointed by the Secretary-General of our 

Organization. Clearly, the time has now come for the adoption of more decisive 

international measures to call a halt to the conventional arms race and for a 

reduction of these weapons. 

The position of Czechoslovakia and other socialist countries in our approach 

to the solution to this problem is marked by its comprehensive nature and its 

workmanlike pursuit of the goal. We wholeheartedly support the conclusion of the 

first special session of the.General Assembly on disarmament, contained in 

paragraph 81 of its Final Document, to the effect that: 

"Together with negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, the 

limitation and gradual reduction of armed forces and conventional weapons 

should be resolutely pursued within the framework of progress towards general 

and complete disarmament." (resolution S-10/2, para. 81) 

At the same time, for a number of years now we have been bending every effort 

to achieve progress in the talks on the mutual reduction of armed forces and 

armaments and related measures in central Europe. We attach great significance 

also to convening a Conference on Confidence-Building Measures and Disarmament in 

Europe, which will begin work in a few months' time in Stockholm, and we hope that 

among its results there will be measures promoting the limitation of the 

conventional arms race, both in European terms and in even broader terms of the 

process begun in Helsinki. 
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We are in general in favour of halting the arms race~ both in nuclear and 

conventional weapons, and a reduction of all types of these weapons on the broadest 
l 

possible scale. As we know, in 1980, the General Assembly at. its thirty-fifth 

session, on the initiative of the socialist countries, adopted resolution 35/152 G, 

calling on the permament members of the Security Council and also other States 

which possess a major military potential to work towards agreement on not 

increasing - or in other words freezing - their armed forces and conventional 

armaments, on a basis of reciprocity, effective from an agreed date, as a first 

step towards their subsequent reduction. 

This appeal, in our view, is just as valid as it was three years ago and in 

actual fact it has actually become more urgent. Such an understanding would of 

itself become an extremely important stabilizing factor in international life, not 

to mention its most positive effect of releasing resources for purposes of economic 

and social development. We are sure therefore that it would be right and very 

timely if the General Assembly were to discuss the question of the adoption of 

additional measures to implement the above-mentioned resolution. 

The Czechoslovak delegation is ready to take a most active part, and to 

display the greatest initiative, in working for decisions on this subject. 

In noting the interdependence between the limitation and reduction of 

conventional weapons and the consequent growth of trust in international relations, 

I should like to say something about this question too. 

As we all know, the question of confidence-building measures has been broadly 

discussed at the United Nations Disarmament Commission. On the whole, we view this 

discussion as useful. Confidence-building measures, in our view, should promote 

progress in solving the problems of disarmament, particularly nuclear 
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disarmament, and we note with satisfaction that this is an approach shared also by 

a large number of other States. Our position of principle on this. question has 

been set forth in the Political Declaration of the States Parties to the War~aw 

Treaty~ adopted at the conference of the Political Consultative Committee in 

January this year in Prague, which points out that: 

"The easing of the threat of war is impossible without the creation of a 

climate of trust in international relations. This requires, along with the 

development of a political dialogue and the adoption of appropriate measures 

in the economic and military fields, the dissemination of accurate 

information, a renunciation of any aspirations to great-Power status, racist 

propaganda, chauvinism and national exclusiveness, or attempts to try to teach 

other peoples how they should arrange their lives, or to preach violence or to 

fan the flames of a war psychosis." 

I should like to add that this requires renunciation of such aggressive 

actions as unfortunately are taking place precisely at this very hour in the 

Caribbean against a sovereign State, an equal Member of the United Nations. 

Guided by precisely this approach, we shall take an active part in future work 

on producing and implementing confidence-building measures at United Nations forums. 

A very important place in negotiations on disarmament measures should be given 

to the question of means of control and verification over the implementation of the 

agreements under discussion. This is an important question and we are giving it 

the attention it deserves. The comprehensive implementation of disarmament 

agreements and the ensuring of strict compliance by all States with the obligations 

they have assumed, is in keeping with the interests of international peace and 
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security. However, we do not intend to resign ourselves to the fact that too often 

this question is used, not in the interest of true disarmament, but rather for 

purposes of erecting artificial obstacles to agreement. Clear cut examples of 

this, of what is in the fullest sense of the word a destructive approach to the 

solution of problems of control, can be seen in the negotiations on such vital 

questions as the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon testing and the 

prohibition of chemical weapons, and a number of other items. To find one's way in 

the tangled web of the numerous contradictory and very often clearly artificial and 

abstract demands with regard to the introduction of various methods of control -

such things as transparency, comparability and other things of that kind - is very 

difficult and sometimes quite impossible, and this is something obviously counted 

on by those who want to undermine the solution to the problems of disarmament which 

are being discussed. In addition to this, attempts are also being made to cast 

doubt on already agreed-upon control machinery, in particular with regard to the 

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of 

Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction. This 

approach, based on ideas of control without disarmament, we totally repudiate and 

call upon all Members of the United Nations to do likewise. 

With regard to the question of control, we shall continue to proceed on an 

item-by-item basis, taking into account the specific demands determined by the 

character and content of concrete disarmament measures. These examples of the 

exaggeration of the problem of control in order to block agreement were manifested 

also in regard to the important question of reducing military expenditures. 
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This year marks the lOth anniversary of the adoption by the General Assembly, 
.} 

upon the initiative of the USSR, of resolution 30/93 A (XXVIII), calling upon the 

permanent members of the Security Council to reduce their military budgets by 

10 per cent from the 1973 level, and to allot a portion of the funds thus released 

for the provision of assistance to developing countries. Since that time the 

countries of the socialist community have repeatedly stated their readiness to work 

towards agreement on reducing military budgets in absolute terms, a measure which 

quite obviously doe~ not require any kind of complex control schemes. 

Nevertheless, the _members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

have taken cover, through the course of a whole decade, behind the screen of ,.- . . .. 

so-called "transparency'~ and "c~mparability", and have rejected constructive 

proposals_from the socialist co~tries, while at the same time taking the wide~y 

known decision to increase their military expenditures by 3 per cent per annum in 
. . • • • • • J • • • • • . • • f . 

real terms. Their refusal to take part in constructive negotiations on the 
t ', ' • ' • 

reduction of military budge.ts has also emerged clearly from the report presente.d by 

the United Nations Disarmament Commissi,on on a question which has been discusse.d 

over the last two years. At_the same time, the growth of military budgets 

continues.to rise at a dizzyi~g s~~ed~ this year having exceeded the.astronomical 

figure of $800 billion. We wholehefirtedly share the concern of the developing 
• .' ( J.. 

countries and of the many other States which have seen in this course of events a . .•\ . .. 

direct threat to peace and a fundamental obstacle to their economic and social 

development. 

The Czechoslovak delegation believes that the General Ass~mbly must take ... 

measures to break the deadlock on the question of the reduction of military 

expenditures. In this regard, we would like to stress the urgency of the proposal 

of the Political Consultative Committee of the Members of the Warsaw Treaty, 
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addressed to Members of NATO, appealing to them to embark immediately upon direct 

negotiations to achieve agreement on the freezing of these budgets with effect from 

1 January 1984, and specific measures for the practical reciprocal reduction of 

military expenditures in the subsequent period, so that the funds thus released can 

be used for the economic and social development of all, including the developing 

countries. We once again express the hope that the NATO countries will respond to 

this appeal. 

In conclusion, I would iike to make scime remarks on the question of the 

organization of work of our Committee. The order of work provided for this year, 

as all delegations know, has somewhat departed from the traditions of the First 
. . . 

Committee. We agreed to the changes introd~ced, on' the linde'rstanding that they 

would not hinder, but rather would promot~ a full and comp'~ehensive discussion of 

the important items on our agenda, particularly questions connected with the 

effective solution of the problem of preventing' nuclear war. We, for our part; 

resolutely support the full right of every delegatio~ to' speak 'on any questions 
. . 

which interest them, to' 'make proposals and introduce draft resolutions, and to 

expect that the Committee, after a constructive consideration of them, will take 

appropriate decisions on them. _We express the hope that this will in fact be the 

approach to the Comml.ttee'swork this year adopted by all other delegations. 

The CHAIRMAN:· I call on the representative of Japan, who wishes to speak 

in exercise of his right of reply. May I remind members that, in accordance with 

General Assembly decision 34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply 

should be limited to to minutes. 
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Mr. IMAI (Japan): The representative of the Soviet Union. in his 

statement this morning made reference once· again. to the nuclear policy of my 

Government in connection with confidence-building in the Far East. I cannot but 

express great surprise at the extent of the misunderstanding, or I might even say 

the distortion, of our basic policy. I think I need hardly repeat once again that 

our three non-nuclear principles have been made quite clear at the highest 

political level of my Government on many occasions, as well as in my own statement 

a few days ago. Also our Constitution, which aims at peace and friendship among 

nations, is well known to all. 

Japan h~s been working hard for the establishment of stable and friendly 

relations with the countries of the world and in the Far East, including the Soviet 

Union, based upon genuine mutual understanding. However, the situation in the 

region, unfortunately seems to be developing in a way contrary to the wishes of our 

people. Just to mention a few examples, it has not been possible to conclude a 

peace treaty because of the existence in Japanese-Soviet relations of the unsettled 

northern territories issue. An extremely regrettable situation has been developing 

in recent years as the Soviet Union has deployed and strengthened its military 

forces in the Far East, including Japan's northern territories. 

Moreover, the recent downing of an unarmed Korean Air Line jet liner by Soviet 

military air~raft in the area north of Japan, runs counter to our desire to 

strengthen mutual confidence and trust among nations. 

These factual examples clearly show that it is the Soviet Union that should 

first rectify its stance and posture in the Far East if any real steps towards 

increased confidence and understanding are to be taken. We have said, time, and 
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time again that specific and realistic steps must be taken progressively in order 

to bring about genuine disarmament, and that they must be based on confidence and 

trust among nations. 

What matters is not words but deeds. I hope that the Soviet Union will act in 

such a manner as to show its sincerity by building relations of mutual trust in the 

Far East that will include bilateral relations between Japan and the Soviet Union. 

The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m. 
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The meeting was called- to· 'order at 10.30 a.m. 

:, .. ._ ,r,•.'•-«'' .,_ ,., ; ... ;"• 

Mr. MURRAY (Trinidad and Tobago): Mr. Chairman, my delegation extends to 

you its sinc!?re .. cong;-at,uf.~tions on your election to preside over this important 
' ' •. ; ,.)~~.·~ \ ..... ) '"'.f ! \''-,:••' ·~ 

Committee. We also offer, through you, our congratulations to the Vice-chairmen, 
/ 

Mr. Elfaki of Sudan and Mr. Tinea of Romania. As we embark on our work for this 

session, my delegation is only too well aware of the difficulties facing us, and we 

pledge our full support to you and the other officers of the Committee in our 

efforts on a matter which impinges directly on the very survival of mankind. 

In addressing this Committee at the thirty-fifth session, my delegation 

observed: 

"The goal of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control remains a basic commitment of the States members of the 

international community; yet little tangible progress has been made over the 

years towards the attainment of that goal. The prospects for any major 

improvement in this sad state of affairs in the immediate future appear to be 

even more evanescent than ever in the light of the rapidly deteriorating 

international situation brought about not only by the continuing existence of 

areas of tension in the Middle East and in southern Africa, but also by the 

opening up of new areas of tension in other regions of the globe where force 

has been used illegally to violate the territorial integrity of States and to 

undermine their sovereignty and national independence. 

"In this worsening international climate of fear and distrust, and of 

growing insecurity and instability at both the r-egional and global levels, it 

is not surprising that States, be they militarily significant or 
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insignificant, are finding increasing difficulty in agreeing on effective 

measures in the field of disarmament." (A/C.l/35/PV.26, pp. 24-25, 26) 

It is a sad reflection on each of us Member States and on the United Nations 

as a whole that those words are no less--pertinent now. The failure of last year's 

second special session on disarmament and the continuing Geneva talks to produce 

any concrete.measures leading towards the goal of general and complete disarmament 

serves to-reinforce the view of my delegation that we- that is, the.international 

community - are bent on achieving our own destruction. 

·However, many States, particularly those small States, like ours, with no 

pretensions.to military might, are being carried along on this path to destruction 

against 'their wishes. The principle that disarmament is in the individual interest 

of. every •member of the international community, as well as being the collective 

responsibility of aU of us here, seems to be increasingly ignored, particularly by 

the nuclear-weapon Powers. My delegation wishes to reiterate that we non-military 

and non-nuclear States have a legitimate and vital interest in disarmament: while 

we recognize the special responsibility placed upon the military Powers, we do not 

regard them as having a monopoly in decisions relating to disarmament. Indeed, the 

active participation and agreement of all of us are required if we are to bring a 

halt to the arms race and reverse the trend towards the production and accumulation 

of weapons of greater and greater capabilities of destruction. Unless we are able 

to generate the necessary collective political will, we cannot hope to create the 

necessary climate in which international peace and security and social and economic 

development can flourish. 

It is crucial that the Geneva talks on intermediate-range missiles continue 

and that substantive agreements be concluded. For this reason the suggestion by 

the Ambassador of Mexico in his statement before this Committee on 17 October 

concerning the participation of a personal representative of the Secretary-General 
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of the United Nations in those bilateral negotiations is worthy of serious 

consideration. The outcome of those negotiations is vital not only to the two 

interlocutors but also to all citizens of this world; it is, therefore, imperative 

that our legitimate interests be protected. 

In this context we wish to refer also to the Committee - soon to be the 

Conference - on Disarmament, the single multilateral negotiating body in the field 

of disarmament, and the need for that body to continue to strive to attain its 
I ' ~' i ,_: - ·.-- j 

objectives without being unduly prejudiced by the status of any bilateral 

negotiations. 

During the general debate in the opening weeks of the General Assembly session 

and in the statements before this Commi~tee various speakers have described the 
; ) : v '. : r J 

1 ~· -' 
i .. 

international situation in differing styles and in different languages, but the 

same picture has emerged: one of international tension and instability, one of 

fear and mistrust, one of deepening economi~ crisis and one in which the arms race 

continues unabated. 
:.: j. -

While we are here engaged in talks on disarmament, with the participation of 
J. -·· 

all the military Powers, what the real world outside is experiencing can only be 
. .t': 

described as preparations for war. There is much talk about peace and disarmament, 

even by the military Powers themselves, while at the same time there continues to 

be a massive build-up of the world's store of arms: nuclear arms, conventional 

arms, chemical and bacteriological weapons - more than enough to destroy this 

planet - and signs that this build-up will now continue in outer space. 

We are told that this build-up of arms is necessary in the interests of each 

participant's national security. We are told that maintaining some parity or 

equilibrium is essential in stabilizing international relations and preventing the 

outbreak of another general war. We are told that those possessing stores of arms 

do so for defence purposes. All this then leads us to deduce that the sum of 
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measures taken to promote the individual national security of all nations equals 

international insecurity. Since that does not make sense to us, my delegation is 

left to conclude that words spoken in these hallowed halls do not mean what they 

appear to, and we are really faced with a build-up of arms not for deterrence or 

defence but with other motives. 

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the atmosphere for international 
i.:' 
relations, and East-West relations in particular, is clouded by fear and mistrust 

" " 

to such an extent that confidence-building measures become a prerequisite for any 

meaningful negotiations on disarmament. 

A great deal of emphasis has been placed on the commitment relating to the 

non-first-use of nuclear weapons, and my delegation, grateful for any crumbs in 

this desert of despair and frustration that is the disarmament effort, welcomes 

such declarations. · We are even loath to question whether the second, or 

subsequent, use of nuclear weapons is likely to be any less deadly than the first; . -
whether the effects of the use of nuclear weapons on this earth will be 

significantly different if they are used in attack or in defence. Pondering such 

things does nothing for one's confidence. What will send Trinidad and Tobago's 

confidence soaring, however, is an undertaking by these militarily mighty Powers of 

a commitment not to use nuclear weapons at all and then, by extension, their 

dismantling of those weapons, which they are then committed not to use. Trinidad 

and Tobago can think of no greater confidence-building measures at this juncture. 

The world today stands on the brink-of a nuclear holocaust, primarily 

because negotiations and discussions on disarmament are characterized by 

short-sightedness. All of us Members of the United Nations share a collective 

responsibility for disarmament, but two of our number bear a greater responsibility 

if only because of the power of the armaments they possess. Thus, on the one hand, 

short-sightedness is evident in the bilateral negotiations between those two, whose 
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focus appears to be on establishing and/or maintaining some "superiority", and 

disarmament becomes, at best, a secondary issue. On the other hand, within this .. 

Organization, the ultimate goal of general and complete disarmament has also becQme 

obscured by short-term aims and objectives: we create organs or sub~committees 

whose tasks become ends in themselves; we adopt resolutions which are unenforceable 

or which have little real impact on the fundamental problem. Some 60 resolutions. 

on disarmament were adopted last year, and if anything the past year has seen us 

move even closer to nuclear war, primarily because those most keenly involved treat 

those resolutions with scant court€sy. It should be patently obvious now that what 

is needed is not a proliferation of resolutions designed primarily to score points 

over the other side but a consensus on a policy through which to achieve general 

and complete disarmament and establish and maintain international peace and 

security. . J 

Mr. Chairman, my delegation welcomed your remarks at the opening of our _I 

session pertaining to the need to consolidate our resolutions, and we look forward 

to some meaningful agreements which will take us significantly cl.oser to our 

ultimate goal. I wish to emphasize the view that we need not more resolution but a 

more meaningful resolution to disarm. 

It may be worth the consideration of this Committee, the Committee on 

Disarmament and other relevant organs, and of States, that the optimum means of 

achieving the ultimate goal may be on a regional basis. Using the Treaty of 

Tlatelolco as a model, we could designate various regions as zones of peace: the 

Caribbean, then the Indian Ocean, then Europ~, where even now there is the heaviest 
.. 

concentration of nuclear arms; and so on until the entire world and outer space 

form one total zone of peace. It is not simply the designation but the 

implementation of true peace that we need. 
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The Government of Trinidad and Tobago considers that development can best be 

pursued in a climate of peace and security. During the second special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, on 22 June 1982, my delegation 

observed: 

II it is obvious that the diversion of even a small part of the resources 

spent on armaments could substantially improve the per capita gross domestic 

product, industrial employment and capital stock of developing countries. A 

recent United Nations report on disarmament and development has identified 

more than 70 possible alternative uses for military research and development 

capabilities which could be transferred quite easily to, for example, the 

development production and installation of solar energy devices, agricultural 

machinery, fishing technology, machinery for mining, manufacturing and 

construction, hydropower plants and equipment and personnel for education and 

health programmes." (A/S-12/PV.23) 

Estimates put the amount spent on armaments over the last year at a minimum of 

$650 billion and apart from this expenditure, there are also those resources, 

financial and human, which are channelled into the disarmament effort and are thus 

deflected from constructive developmental activities. My delegation is not so 

unrealistic as to expect that all resources diverted from military expenditure will 

automatically be allocated to the developing countries, but we are confident that 

even if they are mainly injected into supporting the economies of the 

industrialized countries, that in itself would create some increase in the demand 

for the products of the developing countries, thereby giving much-needed impetus to 

export-led growth in those countries. My delegation supports the contention that a 

more stable and more equitable international economic order is an essential 
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prerequisite in nurturing the necessary political and economic climate in which all 

nations of the world could concentrate on dismantling the systems of mass 

destruction with which we have become so preoccupied. Just as economic stability 

is necessary for international peace and security, so too is disarmament a 

necessary factor in promoting economic welfare. 

The massive peace demonstrations over the past weekend are further evidence 

that even if policy-makers have not recognized the grave danger of extinction 

facing us, public opinion has. Trinidad and Tobago shares the wish of these 

popular peace movements for a world free of the persistent danger of total 

self-destruction. It is the responsibility of each of us Member States to heed the 

cry of the world's population and to uphold the provisions of our own Charter "to 

save succeeding generations from the scourge of war and to promote social 

progress and better standards of life". We need to act now. 

Mr. QIAN Jiadong (China) (in";erpretation from Chinese): I discussed the 

question of nuclear disarmament on 18 October. Today, I would like to speak on the 

Chinese position on conventional disarmament. 

It is certainly not without reason that people often lay stress on nuclear 

disarmament when discussing the question of disarrrarroent. However, whether judging 

from the present world situation or from its possible future development, we should 

in no case belittle the importance of conventional disarmament. 

True, nuclear war will bring an unprecedented catastrophe to humanity. But 

conventional wars have already done great harm and are still doing so. Since the 

end of'the Second World War, there have been hundreds of cases of armed conflicts 

and aggression in various parts of the wor~d with the use of conventional weapons 

and millions of lives have thus been lost. There are even now a number of 

countries being subjected to armed aggr~ssion and ocGupation. And only yesterday 
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there occurred yet another armed invasion of.a sovereign State by a super-Power 

with conventional weapons, an invasion which is a gross violation of the United 

Nations Charter and the basic norms governing relations between States. Therefore, 

it will not be possible for humanity to enjoy peace and security unless, while 

endeavouring to prevent a nuclear war, we remove the immediate threat of 

conventional wars launched by big and small hegemonists. The people of the world 

who have gone through two world wars certainly do not wish to see another happen 

again. But if such a war does break out one day, despite ·all our efforts to avert 

it, it will begin either in the form of nuclear war .or in the form of a 

conventional war escalating into a nuclear one. There is no unbridgeable gulf 

between a nuclear war and a conventional war. In a sense, the prevention of 

conventional wars can help reduce the danger of the outbreak of a nuclear war~ 

With these considerations in mind, we hold that while giving priority to 

nuclear disarmament we should pay due attention to conventional disarmament. Both 

are indispensable to the whole effort for disarmament. Paragraph 45 of the Final 

Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament lists both nuclear and conventional weapons as priorities in 

disarmament negotiations. Paragraph 46 further states that nothing should preclude 

States from conducting negotiations on all priority items concurrently. These 

views are entirely right. We believe that, taken together, nuclear disarmament and 

conventional disarmament will complement and promote each other. 

Like nuclear disarmament, conventional disarmament should also proceed from 

the existing stock of various countries' armaments, with a view to maintaining 

international peace and security~ From a global point of view, the conventional 

arms race is going on mainly between the two super-Powers. Spending most heavily 

for military purposes and utilizing tremendous·resources, these two countries have 
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built up the biggest and most sophisticated conventional arsenals, with ever better 

quality and increasingly lethal and destructive power. They have widespread 

networks of military bases both at home and abroad and stationed large numbers of 

occupation troops and other military forces outside their borders. They are 

competing in the development of long-range offensive forces such as the 

rapid-deployment forces, the air-borne shock brigades, the long-range air forces 

and the ocean-going naval fleet. They are not only the largest weapon-producing 

countries, but also the leading arms dealers in the world. Conventional armaments 

have always been an important component of the super-Powers' arsenals. These 

weapons far exceed, in power and number, any reasonable need for self-defence and 

security and have become instruments for pursuing their policies of foreign 

expansion and interference. . 
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Facts have shown that in conventional disannament, just as in nuclear disarmament, 

it is the two super-Powers that should take the lead. Paragraph 81 of the Final 

Document of the first special session on disannament justly stresses that 

"··· States with the largest military arsenals have a special responsibility 

in pursuing the process of conventional armaments reductions". 

(resolution, S-10/2, para. 81) 

This is entirely correct. For conventional disarmament, the other militarily 

significant States also have their share of responsibilities to shoulder, but 

compared with those of the super-Powers, their responsibilities cannot but be of 

secondary importance. As for the numerous peace-loving small and medium-sized 

countries, it is absolutely necessary for them to maintain the limited defence 

forces which are needed for their national safety and security. This has nothing 

to do with the arms race. It is obviously unfair to hold that all countries in the 

world should bear the same responsibility for conventional disarmament. 

China· fully agrees that conventional disarmament should be carried out in 

conjunction with nuclear disarmament. At the second special session on disarmament 

the Chinese delegation made the following concrete proposal. All States should 

undertake not to use conventional forces to commit armed intervention or aggression 

against or military occupation of any other State. As a first step towards 

conventional disarmament, all foreign occupation troops must be withdrawn without 

delay. In the meantime, the Soviet Union and the United States should proceed to 

reduce substantially their heavy and new-type conventional weapons and equipment, 

especially those for offensive purposes. After this, the other 

militarily-significant States should join them in reducing their respective 

conventional armaments according to a reasonable proportion and procedure to be 

agreed upon. This proposal is entirely in accord with the realities of 
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international relations and the state of various countries' armaments, and • 

constitutes a reasonable and practicable approach to conventional disarmament~ 

Authorized by the General Assembly, the Secretary-General has appointed a 

Group of Experts to make a study of the conventional arms race in all its aspects 

and of the reduction of conventional weapons and armed forces. This reflects the 

concern of the international community.over conventional disarmament. In the past 

two years this Group of Experts has held five sessions and has made an extensive 

in-depth study of the problem,. doing a lot of hard and useful work. However, .we 

cannot help feeling somewhat disappointed at its failure to complete the report on 

schedule. We have no objection to extending the mandate of this Group for one more 

year, and we hope that by intensifying its efforts it will be able to submit its 

final report to the thirty-ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly. 

Mr. KOSTOV (Bulgaria): .. In my statement I should like to express the 

views of the Bulgarian delegation on several disarmament agenda items, beginning 

with agenda item 143 entitled "Condemnation of nuclear war". 

The question of the growing risk of the outbreak of a nuclear war continues to 

worry millions of people on our planet. ·It .is a .significant fact that during the 

general debate at this session more than 100 Heads of State or Government and other 

high~ranking officials stressed that today there is no more important task facing· 

humanity than that of averting nuclear catastrophe. Last week's demonstrations 

against the deployment of new United States nuclear missiles in Western Europe, 

unprecedented in their· scope and intensity in the whole of post-war history, have 

been the strongest indication of the anxieties troubling ordinary people throughout 

the world. Ever wider social strata have come to realize the simple truth referred 
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to in the report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, namely, that "such 

a war would be the ultimate negation of all human endeavour" (A/38/1, p. 5) •. 

Many speakers pointed out the reasons for the critical predicament of the 

world today. I would further point out that the concepts and doctrines concerning 

the role of nuclear weapons in the military strategy of the United States testify 

to their extremely dangerous evolution towards the massive use of nuclear weapons 

in various options, such as a first pre-emptive or decapitating nuclear strike, a 

so-called limited, protracted or all-out nuclear war, and so on. Some may object 

to this, referring to the statement in the General Assembly by President Reagan, in 

which he said that if a nuclear war broke out today there would be no winners. The 

question arises, however, as to whether this statement of President Reagan revokes 

official United States documents in force concerning the goals and doctrines of the 

United States in a possible nuclear war. I am afraid it does not. To confirm this 

it would suffice to take a look at a document entitled "Fiscal Year 1984-1988 

Defence Guidance", as described in The New York Times of 30 May 1982. This 

document, with terrifying candour, shows the gravity of the military threat and 

points, beyond controversy, to its very origin. 

Although the consequences of a nuclear conflict cannot·be predicted with 

certainty, the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, together with various experiments 

and computations, have enabled us to paint as faithful a picture as possible of the 

unprecedented calamity which a full or partial implementation of the document I 

have mentioned could bring to mankind. It has now been scientifically proved that 

after a nuclear exchange the delicate balance of the earth's biosphere could be 

irreparably impaired and the very genetic basis of life destroyed. 
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All these facts are no revelations. They have long been known to the public. 

Nevertheless, they are still disregarded by those leaders and circles that continue 

to whip up the anms race with the goal of obtaining military superiority. Official 

declarations are still made and plans have been elaborated for fighting a global 

war against the Soviet Union and other nations. 

What gives a particularly threatening tone to the various doctrines and 

official declarations are the multi-billion-dollar programmes, now gaining momentum 

for bolstering the United States war potential, as well as the plans for setting up 

new nuclear-missile encampments in close proximity to the borders of the Soviet 

Unibn and the other socialist countries. 

The danger of nuclear war is many-sided. None the less, if we are to discuss 

the most immediate factors contributing to the risk of the outbreak of nuclear war, 

three factors should be pointed out: first, the readiness for the first use of 

nuclear weapons; secondly, the view in favour of the legitimacy, admissibility and 

practicability of nuclear war; and, thirdly, the practical actions themselves, 

leading to an unfettered growth of nuclear arsenals, which are being stocked with 

newer types of nuclear weapons specifically designed for launching a devastating 

first strike and achieving strategic surprise. 
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The sum total of all these factors has a destabilizing impact on the international 

situation and fatally undermines the entire structure of international relations. 
~~; ~ 

These factors are the backbone of the policy of preparing for nuclear war which 

poses the gravest challenge to humanity in its millenia! history. The attempts to 

justify this policy by pointing to some values and positive goals are a most 

blatant affront to common sense. 

If certain Heads of Gover.nment are really not guided only by pre-election 

considerations and recognize instead the truth that there can be no winners in a 

nuclear war, then people throughout the world are entitled to expect practical 

steps to ease the antagonism and tensions and to resume the policies of peaceful 

dialogue and detente upon which the hopes of all mankind are placed. 

Unfortunately, the United States aggression against sovereign Grenada is the 

latest confirmation of the legitimacy of the reservations with which such 

declarations have been greeted. The invasion of this tiny independent State by 

United States marines cannot be v~ewed otherwise than as a gross violation of the 

basic norms of international law and as the latest demonstration of brutal 

imperialist violence directed against the freedom and independence of peoples. 

The latest initiative of the Soviet Union concerning the condemnation of 

nuclear war in document A/C.l/38/L.l provides an important opportunity for the 

world Organization to express the universal sentiment on the most urgent and 

immediate problem of the present day, namely, the threat of nuclear war. The 

resolute, unconditional condemnation for all time of nuclear war as being contrary 

to human conscience and reason, as the most monstrous crime against peoples and as 

a violation of the foremost human right - the right to life - would be an important 

moral and political tenet in the struggle to strengthen world security and for 

disarmament and would contribute to rallying world public opinion on behalf of this 
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struggle. The outlawing of the propaganda of militarist doctrines and concepts 

legitimizing the first use of nuclear weapons and the admissibility of unleas~tng 

nuclear war would have a wide-ranging preventive character. The condemnation .. of 

nuclear war would help define the common denominator of the most vital interests of 

States, irrespective of their social systems, and would further underline the 

watershed between the endeavours of the international community as a whole and the 

aspirations of some to preparation and justification of nuclear war. 

If the condemnation of nuclear war is a very important task in itself, the 

need to put an immediate end. to the nuclear arms race is at the very heart of the 

problem in its entire complexity. Another Soviet proposal, in document 

A/C.l/38/L.2, is devoted to this need, namely, the proposal for a qualitative and 

quantitative freeze of the n~clear arsenals of the nuclear-weapon States. 

The idea of a weapons freeze has quite an instructive history. At the present 

stage the idea has begun to take root as a practical and effective instrument for 

the halting of the arms race. This has been prompted by the fact that the 

escalating stockpiling of nuclear weapons of every type has reached a certain 

limit, threatening to make this process irreversible and also by the objective fact 

of military and strategic parity. In this connection, the General Assembly at its 

thirty-seventh session adopted two resolutions on the initiative of India, Mexico 

and Sweden. The overwhelming majority of Member States voted in favour of them. 

The present Soviet initiative contains a clear-cut concept of how to end the 

nuclear arms race in all its manifestations. Its major·merits are realism, 

practicality and comprehensiveness. It does not envisage a selective approach 

towards the different types and systems of nuclear weapons, nor does it propose 

complex quantitative combinations virtually ensuring a growth in military arsenals 

to new higher levels. What it proposes is the immediate freezing of the 
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production, testing and deployment of new nuclear weapons and their delivery 

vehicres. · Thus all channels of the nuclear arms race would be effectively blocked 

in conformity with the principles of equality and equal security, and the necessary 

conditions would be furnished for radical reductions of nuclear weapons with a view 

to their complete elimination as the ultimate goal. 

It should also be noted that the nuclear-weapon freeze proposal is not an end 

in itself, but should be viewed as the starting point for proceeding to mutual "'·· 

nuclear disarmament. It should become the impetus, starting a chain reaction 

designed to rid the world once and for all of the threat of nuclear death. At the 

same time, the freeze as an idea and concrete action offers the only opportunity to 

avoid failure and remove the obstacles to future disarmament agreements which will 

inevitably arise with the continuing introduction of ever more sophisticated 

weapons based on new technologies and on so far unknown qualities of matter. 

I should like to emphasize, for the sake of those delegations which stressed 

in particular the need for confidence-building measures, that the halting of. the 

huge war machines will no doubt provide a powerful impetus to the vital process of 

improving the international climate. As far as the problem of verification of the 

proposal's implementation is concerned, it should be substantially facilitated by 

the comprehensive nature of the proposed measure. The problem of verification 

would be easy to resolve, given a clear mutual goal and practical readiness on the 

part of the States concerned to work out its realization. 

I should like to recall further that the idea of the freeze, as a first stage 

of genuine and large-scale nuclear disarmament, has almost simultaneously taken 

shape in various government, political and social circles. The idea of the freeze 

was conceived as an all-human reaction against the unprecedented nuclear threat, 

based on common sense and the instinct of self-preservation of people. The 
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powerful support it has received throughout the world is a testimony of its · . 

vitality, and durability. 

The significance which the Bulgarian delegation attaches to the proposal !'.for 

the nuclear-weapon freeze is of particular urgency in view of the growing efforts 

to spread the nuclear arms race into other spheres, including the militarization of 

outer space. ·. 

The consequences of the militarization of outer space and its employment as a 

field of aggressive military preparations are impossible to calculate and predict. 

The transformation of, space into a springboard for nuclear attacks, the-deployment 

into outer space of most powerful-and sophisticated weapons and military_facilities 

and the -.elaboration of plans for space and star wars would lead directly to a 

further aggravation of.world_tensions and distrust among States. Insuperable 

roadblocks,would be raised on the road to international co-operation in the 

peaceful-uses of-outer space. Even larger financial resources would be redirected 

to armament •. · But the greatest harm caused by such a devel~pment would be. its 

unpredictable. effect on the strategic balance of forces and the increased chances· .. 

of an outbreak of nuclear war. 

Over the last several years the problem of stopping the arms race in space has 

been repeatedly discussed in various forums. However, nothing positive has come 

out of this. The Conunittee on Disarmament even failed to set up a workinggroup to 

deal.with that matter. The reason for that outcome was the position of the 

United States and its Western allies which plan to use outer space as a vehicle to 

gain a decisive military superiority over the Soviet Union and other socialist. 

States. 
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This view was expressed in concise form in an article in Business Week, which 

pointed out that whoever controlled space would be in a position to make a radical 

change in the balance of forces, which in turn would be tantamount to imposing 

global domination. This is the true meaning of the frantic activities of the 

Pentagon inouter space, which pose a direct threat not only to the security'of 

States but also to all positive results achieved thus far in the field of 

disarmament. 

The proposal of the Soviet Union for.the conclusion of a treaty on the 

prohibition of the use of force in outer space and from space against the earth 

(A/38/194) is designed to nip in the bud the use of space for military purposes and 

to guarantee for mankind the peaceful exploration and use of outer space. An .·· · 

outstanding element of this draft treaty is the combination of legal and political 

obligations on States parties not to use force in space with practical measures 

designed to prevent the militarization of outer space. The draft treaty provides a 

cardinal solution of the problem of anti-satellite systems whichmeets the 

interests of a number of countries in respect of that issue. The sincere 

intentions of the Soviet Union in this respect have been underscored by its 

unilateral assumption of an obligation not to launch into space.any anti-satellite 

weapons. 

Today there still exists an opportunity to avert the impending catastrophe~ 

Tomorrow the tempestuous development of military space technology could drag the 

world into a position of no return. The Soviet proposal is a timely reminder of 

that menace, and the General Assembly must voice its considered view in favour of 

keeping outer space as the common heritage of mankind, free of weapons, as set 

forth in the 1967 outer space Treaty. 
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The question of the prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons is still 

high on the agenda of the United Nations. The concern of the international .'~fl: 

I 

c~mmunity is aroused by the fact that while the negotiations on this subject ,, 

continue in the Disarmament Committee in Geneva, certain countries have adopted 

plans for the qualitative and quantitative upgrading of their stockpiles of 

chemical weapons. It is a well-known fact that in early 1982 the United States 

Administration announced its decision on accelerated chemical rearmament, at a cost 

of $10 billion, the pillar of this programme being the so-:-called binary ammunition. 

The talks on the prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons have been 
. 

going on for some 20 years, and their ups and downs are familiar to everyone in 

this hall. A number of States, sincerely interested in removing the danger of 

chemical weapons, have put forward proposals for their prohibition and total 

elimination. A comprehensive and detailed proposal to this effect is contained in 

the Soviet draft convention on the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpiling of all chemical weapons and their elimination, submitted to the 

Committee on Disarmament in 1982. A number of other constructive ideas have also 

been put forward in that Committee in Geneva. At the same time one cannot but be 

dismayed at the stubborness and arrogance with which well-known slanderous 

assertions are being repeated time and again of some alleged use of Soviet chemical 

weapons in Afghanistan and South-east Asia, assertions which have long been refuted 

in most convincing and unequivocal terms by experts from various countries. There 

is no doubt in our mind that these false accusations are meant to serve as a 

smoke-screen for the continuous build-up of chemical weapons. 

The danger of chemical warfare cannot be removed through unsubstantiated 

recriminations, confrontation or revision of agreements already in force. It will 
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be removed only by the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of chemical 

weapons and their elimination. Extensive experience and much material have been 

accumulated in dealing with this matter in the Committee on Disarmament; and also 

in the Committee's working and contact groups, experience and material which should 

be used at the Committee's next session in drafting the text of a future 

convention. The decision of the General Assembly on this subject should be along 

the same lines. 

My delegation would like to reiterate the crucial importance it attaches to 

the problem of the immediate cessation and prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. We 

consider the conclusion of a treaty on this matter as one of the most substantive 

and urgent steps in the whole complex of measures to end the arms race; 

particularly the qualitative arms race, to prevent the further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons, and to eliminate the threat of nuclear war. 

This problem has long been ripe for a solution. In the course of a quarter of 

a century all its aspects have been studied in depth and in great detail. All 

technical issues relating to verification of the treaty's implementation have been 

solved to a considerable degree. The vast majority of Member States have 

resolutely upheld, in the General Assembly as well as in the Committee on 

Disar.mament, 'the position that it is high time that these efforts were embodied in 

the drafting and conclusion of a relevant·treaty. All these facts notwithstanding, 

it has not been possible so far to reach an agreement. The reason for this state· 

of affairs is known. One of the nuclear-weapon Powers has invariably stated that 

it considers the conclusion of a nuclear-weapon test-ban treaty to be a long-term 

task and not an immediate goal. With the support of certain other countries it 

continues to block the reaching of such an agreement. The motivation underlying 
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this position is no secret, as it has been reflected in the large-scale programmes 

for accelerated modernization of nuclear weapons now under way. All these actions 

are completely at variance with the aspirations of the entire international 

community, and have aroused legitimate concern. 

We wholeheartedly support the widely-held and oft-repeated position that it is 

high time for the United States to display political will and revise its negative 

stand, with a view to starting, in the Committee on Disarmament, serious and 

businesslike negotiations aimed at drafting a generally acceptable treaty on the 

general and complete prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. 

The working group of the Committee on Disarmament on this question should be 

entrusted with a mandate which would enable it to proceed to meaningful 

negotiations. We are convinced that there is a good chance that the treaty would 

become a reality. The working group has at its disposal a number of important 

documents and concrete proposals in this regard. In our opinion, a solid basis for 

its further work is provided by the proposals put forward by the Soviet Union 

during the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly on the conclusion of a 

comprehensive nuclear-weapon test-ban treaty. Another interesting proposal in this 

respect was submitted by the delegation of Sweden. The conclusion of such a treaty 

is long overdue. The People's Republic of Bulgaria will continue to contribute 

most actively to the attainment of this go~l of overriding importance for the 

international community. 

Those are the items which at this stage of our discussion I wished to dwell 

upon in my statement. 
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delegation has already had occasion to congratulate you, Sir, on your election to 

the chairmanship of the First Committee. We did this at the time of the 

commemoration of Disarmament Week. We are convinced that, thanks to your 

experience in the field of disarmament and to your wisdom, you will guide the work 

of the Committee to a successful conclusion. We wish also to congratulate the 

other Committee officers on their unanimous elections. 

Again this year the First Committee is meeting with a very full agenda which 

contains many of the same items which were considered thoroughly in past years. It 

is our strong belief that no progress has been made in the field of disarmament. 

Our debates are repetitious, and our resolutions are practically the same from one 

year to the next; there has been no substantive improvement in the situation. 

We are not advocating the adoption of a large number of resolutions, nor are 

we discussing the substance of the issues or their universal nature. What we wish 

to point out is that what is missing now is political will on the part of States, 

in particular the nuclear super-Powers and those countries which have developed a 

significant military potential. Also missing is a sincere desire on the part of 

those States to halt the arms race. 

In the present international situation we may discern the harbingers of 

imminent danger. Our times are characterized by unprecedented dangers, and are 

reminiscent of the cold war period. This situation, and the concern it has brought 

about in States and peoples, impelled some 40 Heads of State, most of them from 

developing countries, to come to this thirty-eighth session of the General 

Assembly. Most Heads of State or Government are in agreement that there is a very 

serious crisis in the world and that the international situation is constantly 
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deteriorating. They have all expressed their grave concern over this situation, 

which was created by mistrust and doubt in relations among States, by the 

intensification of the conventional and nuclear arms race, and by the threat of 

nuclear war, which jeopardizes the future of mankind. 

The explosive international situation is a threat to international peace and 

security. The peoples of the world, including.the peoples of countries which 

possess a great nuclear capability, have a feeling of insecurity and instability, 

and fear the outbreak of a nuclear war. Such a war could certainly not be limited, 

and would unquestionably spare no region of the world. If such a war should take 

place, it would be a veritable cataclysm. 

· On many occasions, the peoples of the world have expressed their desire to see 

detente in the world, to eliminate tensions and to do away with all weapons - not 

only weapons of war, but also weapons of mass destruction. The question of 

disarmament is closely related to the desire of the international community to 

produce a comprehensive programme of disarmament. 

The second special session devoted to disarmament, held in 1982, met with 

failure in that effort. The establishment of a comprehensive programme of 

disarmament requires a reversal of the arms race, and we believe that States have 

an important role to play in this area. 

Another factor in the deterioration of the international climate is the 

recourse to violence, force and aggression in attempts to settle disputes. The 

need to curb the hegemonistic desires of certain States is a further direct cause 

of the tension in the world. 

Yet another important factor is the existence of certain States which promote 

a doctrine of expansion and racial superiority, and which do not recognize the 

right of self-determination. 
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.:In this connection I might refer to the conduct of the United States and to 

the invasion by that country of Grenada. This poses a threat to international 

peace and security. The United States is a super-Power and a permanent member of 

the Security Council, and thus bears a heavy burden of responsibility for the 

maintenance of peace and security throughout the world. 

With their conduct, States can poison the international climate, by creating, 

zones of tension and by waging war. I would mention two striking examples of 

this: the racist regime in South Africa and the racist regime in occupied 

Palestine. Those two regimes could not exist in a normal world in which peace 

prevailed. I remind members of the Committee that those two regimes could not. 

survive without the full support of international imperialism, headed by the United 

States and its Western allies. 

The racist Zionist regime in occupied Palestine could not survive without the 

military, economic and financial support of the United States. That regime's 

arrogance and cynicism and its establishment of settlements in the occupied 

territory could not continue without the encouragement of the United States. We 

need only consider the arms build-up in Israel - which results from arms shipments 

from the United States - to understand the commitment of the United States to that 

artificially-created entity. Furthermore, stockpiles of United States weapons in 

Israel could be used for purposes having nothing to do with Israel's security. 

In our approach to questions of disarmament, we base ourselves on a principle 

which has been borne out by history, a principle supported by non-aligned and other 

peace-loving countries, namely that there is a close relationship between 

disarmament and true peace. Peace cannot come about without complete disarmament, 

and the arms race threatens international peace and security. 
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That is why we believe that peace throuqh disa~ent should be an inteqral 
' 1.~ " ' 

part of the fiqht aqainst colonialism and for the elimination of colonialism, 

apartheid, zionism and racism in all its forms. These are causes of serious 

tension throuqhout the world and pose a threat to peace. The Syrian Arab Republic 

is unswervinq in its desire for peace, and it joins with other peace-lovinq 

countries in the buildinq of a better world. 
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·The peoples of the world should never resign themselves, give way to despair, 

await or concede that they are powerless to prevent the outbreak of war. On the 

contrary, they should strive to maintain peace and security throughout the world; 

but peace and security cannot be achieved in the world without putting an end to 

tyranny and foreign interference. My delegation therefore wishes to stress that 

international peace and security cannot be guaranteed without first eliminating 

sources of tension created by the Zionist regime in occupied Palestine and the 

apartheid regime in South Africa. 

Part of our country is occupied by an alien regime, Israel, which enjoys the 

full support of the United States. Without American weapons and America's air 

cover, Israel could not have occupied and annexed part of our territory. In this 

connection, I should like to refer to the statement by the Foreign Minister of 

Syria, Mr. Khaddam, in the General Assembly on 28 September of this year, in which 

he said that the attainment of a just peace requires: 

"the maintenance of a strategic balance in the region between the parties to 

the conflict, since, under the shadow of military superiority, the superior 

party would remain intransigent while the weaker party would become more 

adamant in its attitudes. In this respect we call on the United States to 

halt all types of aid and support to Israel, especially in the military 

field." (A/3B/PV.9, p. 81) 

He .also stated: 

"The gravity of the situation in our region, with all the dangers of increased 

involvement by the United States and some of its allies, makes it incumbent on 

the world Organization to take positive decisio~, not only in the interests 

of security and of Member States, but also to safeguard the security and 

interests of all countries in the world." (Ibid., p. 82) 
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We are deeply concerned over the incredible sums of money being devoted to 

armaments. According to recent figures, over $800 billion will be spent on . .. : . :: 

armaments this year. With those figures in mind, we would point out that tens of 

millions of human beings are dying of hunger throughout the world, that millions 

are living in conditions that could be described as indecent, that illiteracy is 

widespread throughout the world, and that the diseases suffered by the peoples of 

'Africa,, Asia and Latin America are an insult to mankind which lives in fear of the 

danger represented by the ever-swelling military budgets of an increasing number of 

countries. There is a constant dynamic relationship between disarmament and 

development, since the more spent on arms, the less spent on development. 

, ' ':The problem is all the more complex because it is the countries of the third 

world that suffer the most from this increase in military budgets. Those countries 

are obliged to buy arms to defend their independence and to protect their natural 

resources. They are forced to allocate increasingly large sums to buying arms at 

the cost of the well-being of their peoples. We call upon all the countries of the 

world, above all the nuclear-weapon States, to reduce their military budgets,.and 

to allocate the money thus saved to development, particularly in the third world. 

In past years we have stated the position of the Syrian Arab Republic on the 

subject of disarmament. We should like to reaffirm that position with regard to 

the most important questions. If other matters have not been referred to in this 

statement, it is not from any lack of interest on our part, but merely because we 

feel that such questions have already been sufficiently considered. What we need 

today is that all countries should demonstrate their good intentions and political 

will,"so·that we can·carry out our disarmament plans. 
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My delegation would, however, like to say that in the light of our total 

commitment to support the principle of disarmament and the declared aims of 

disarmament, the Syrian Arab Republic has acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

We would call upon all States to take specific steps to ban the use of nuclear 

weapons and appropriate action to safeguard the security of non-nuclear States. My 

delegation also calls on all States to ban the use of chemical weapons and to put 

an end to their manufacture. We call the nuclear-weapon States to abandon the arms 

race and to devote the funds thus released to the economic and social development 

of the developing countries~ We also. call for the demilitarization of outer space, 

which is the common heritage of mankind. 

My delegation supports any action directed to an arms freeze and to ending the 

development and manufacture of weapons of mass destruction. We also support any 

action to put an end to the manufacture of nuclear weapons. My delegation would 

also like to stress the importance of confidence-building measures, and considers 

that interference in the internal affairs of other States and annexation are 

factors for insecurity that threaten international peace and security. In 

addition, my delegation supports nuclear-weapon-free zones in the Indian Ocean, in 

Latin America, in Africa and in the Middle East and believes that the creation of 

such zones would help to strengthen international peace and security. 

With regard to Africa and the Middle East, my delegation feels that the 

creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones in those regions, would truly reflect the 

wishes of the peoples of those areas, in the light of the policy of hegemonism, 

domination and expansion of some States. The peoples of those regions are facing 

the serious threat that nuclear weapons will be introduced into those parts of the 

world through the co-operation of the Western allies of Israel and South Africa. 

The introduction of nuclear weapons into Africa and the Middle East and the nuclear 

co-operation between the two racist regimes are sources of great concern to the 
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Arab and African peoples, who feel that such actions are violations of 

international law. The creation of a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East has been 

supported by the Syrian Arab Republic and by all the Arab countries. Israel is 

alone in not supporting the creation of such a zone, for Israel has its own ideas 

about that proposal. Year after year in the First Committee Israel attempts to put 

over its own proposals. We consider that this amounts to lies and blackmail on the 

part of a State which has a nuclear capacity. Today, the whole world is well aware 

of what Israel is today, and knows that it possesses nuclear weapons, since it 

refuses to submit its nuclear facilities to international inspection and control 

and that it persists in its refusal to accede to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

Israel's machinations and manoeuvres have been exposed. Its claim that it wants 

peace is basically a propaganda ploy designed to cover up its acquisition of 

nuclear weapons and its aggression against the countries of the region. 
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The aggression against Syria emphasizes the need for all countries, including 

the Zionist regime in Israel, to accede to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The 

question of Israel's nuclear weapons is one that appears on our agenda each year, 

and is a source of great concern to the peoples of the region and to the 

international community as a whole. A report submitted by the Secretary-General to 

the United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session contained the 

following statement: 

"The Group of Experts considers that the possession of nuclear weapons by 

Israel would be a seriously destabilizing factor in the already tense 

situation prevailing in the Middle East, in addition to being a serious danger 

to the cause of non-proliferation in general. However, they wish to add the 

final observation that it would, in their view, contribute to avoiding the 

danger of a nuclear arms race in the region of the Middle East if Israel would 

renounce, without delay, the possession of or any intention to possess nuclear 

weapons, submitting all its nuclear activities to international safeguards, 

through adherence to a nuclear-weapon-free zone in accordance with paragraphs 

60 to 63 of the Final Document of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament and with Assembly resolution 35/147, through 

accession to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, or by 

unilaterally accepting such safeguards." (A/36/431, para. 83) 

We would appeal to the international community to condemn Israel's nuclear 

weapons, and we believe that our Committee has a special responsibility to invite 

all States to end all forms of nuclear co-operation with Israel. 

I should like to remind members of the First Committee of Israel's aggression 

against the Iraqi nuclear facility. That facility had been created for peaceful 

purposes and for the purposes of economic development. Today, the bombing of the 
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Iraqi nuclear facility can be seen to have set a very dangerous precedent in 

inter-State relations, and we would invite all'the countries of the world to act to 

put an end to Israel's arrogance. 

Convinced as we are of the need to respect the United Nations Charter, my 

delegation believes that this Organization has a very special responsibility for 

the maintenance of international peace and security. We believe that it must play 

~~'fundamental role in disarmament, and for that reason we have supported the 

expansion of the Disarmament Committee. My delegation would like to thank the 

Committee for its efforts in the disarmament field, for we believe that it is the 

only valid negotiating body for disarmament matters and the only forum that can act 

to .ward off the total destruction of mankind. 

·Mr. ·MARTYNENKo (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian}: Before beginning my statement, I should like, on behalf of the 

delegation of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, to congratulate you, Sir, 

upon your election as Chairman of the First Committee and to wish you all success 

in your work.· Our good wishes go also the other officers of the Committee~ 

Today the world is struck by the monstrous acts of the United States of 

America, which has launched a bandit-like attack on defenceless Grenada, a 

sovereign State in the Caribbean that has been pursuing a policy of non-alignment. 

Grenada has been attacked from both land and sea with all the advanced weaponry of 

the twentieth century, and an attempt has been made to impose an American-style 

democracy upon it. The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic decisively condemns 

that act of banditry; it demands the immediate cessation of the military invasion 

of Grenada arid the imniediaie withdrawal" of the invasion forces from the island. 

Our sympathies and feelings of solidarity go to the heroic people of Grenada: 
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The tenor of the general debate during the current session of the General .. 

Asseffibly and the discussions of issues relating to the limitation of the arms race 

and disarmament in the First Committee are evidence of the profound concern of the 

overwhelming majority of States at the existing situation with respect to this 

issue of such vital interest to all peoples. The delegation of the Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic fully shares that concern. The expected progress towards 

the solution of this major task of our era- the halting of the arms race ~.has yet 

to be realized. Moreover, the further intensification of the arms race, and in 

particular the nuclear arms race, is constantly aggravating the international 

situation and increasing the threat of a nuclear war. This dangerous situation can 

and should be corrected by arriving at a just and honourable agreement on the key .•. 

issues of war and peace, instead of seeking military advantage over the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics and the countries of the socialist group, which is what 

the United States is striving to do. 

In the present circumstances it is necessary to take urgent measures that can 

eliminate the threat of war and redirect the course of world events towards detente 

and a healthier climate for international relations. This was the appeal contained 

in the joint communique issued by the leading party and State officials of seven 

socialist countries at their meeting held at Moscow on 28 June of this year. The 

delegation of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic feels that in order to 

achieve a practical solution to this problem of such vital importance for all of 

humanity, decisive measures must be taken immediately. We believe that a 

constructive measure in the direction of preventing a nuclear war would .. ~~ the 

conclusion of an agreement on specific measures to halt the nuclear arms race .... 

Such an agreement could be achieved in Geneva at the Soviet-American discussions on 

the limitation and reduction of strategic nuclear weapons and on the limitation of 

nuclear weapons in Europe, but to achieve such an agreement the desire of one party 
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is not enough. It is necessary for both parties to wish to reach a decision 

acceptable to both sides, that would avoid a further escalation of the arms race. 

There is no other solution to this problem. 

The guestion of what to do with medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe is one 

of the central problems in world's political life. Unfortunately, in the ·Geneva 

discussions we find two fundamentally different approaches taken to the solution of 

this problem. The Soviet Union is in favour of there being no nuclear weapons, 

either medium-range or tactical, .ori the European continent. Europe and European 

security could only gain from such a situation. However, inasmuch as the United 

States and its allies are not willing to accept such a radical solution to the 

problem, the Soviet Union has proposed that each side proceed to a three-stage 

reduction of the number of medium-range weapons. The USSR has agreed to maintain 

the same number of missiles as those now maintained by Great Britain and France and 

has also agreed to an egual number of medium-range aircraft capable of delivering 

nuclear weapons on each side. The remaining weapons could be reduced on an agreed 

basis. Such an approach would make possible a genuine eguality of forces. 
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However, the United States has not agreed to this. The arms race which it is 

imposing is overtaking the discussions. In order to create favourable conditions 

for such negotiations, the USSR proposes a temporary freeze on medium-range and 

strategic nuclear weapons on both sides. This would be the most sensible way of 

seeking a solution. But the United States does not want to seek a solution that 

would meet the principle of equality and equal security and be genuinely designed 

to improve the situation in Europe. 

Washington continues stubbornly to insist on its deliberately unacceptable 

conditions, obviously in order to gain time and drag out the negotiations so that 

at all costs it can site its nuclear weapons in Western Europe. It is perfectly 
'' ,; '.~ ··~ ,I, •, 

understandable that if things get to that stage the Warsaw Pact countries will be 

obliged to undertake counter-measures to ensure their own security, as stated by 

the Ministry of Defence of the USSR on 24 October; yet we do not want a military 

solution. That is being imposed by the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO). We are convinced that such an agreement is just as necessary 

for the United States of America as it is for the Soviet Union and the countries of 

the socialist commonwealth. 

In their communique, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Warsaw Treaty 

countries who took part in the meeting held at Sofia on 13 and 14 October of this 

year came out firmly in favour of an early agreement in the Geneva negotiations on 

the limitation of nuclear weapons in Europe, and have expressed the conviction that 

the possibility of achieving such agreement still exists. 

From the very beginning of negotiations on strategic weapons, the Soviet Union 

has been in favour of working towards the preparation of a mutually acceptable 

"' 
agreement based on the principle of equality and equal security. 
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Everyone knows that the USSR has made far-ranging proposals that as an initial 

stage the strategic arsenals of both sides should be subject to a freeze and then 

reduced by more than.one quarter of the total number of strategic vehicles, without 

any exception. The number of nuclear warheads would also be reduced to equal . 

levels. There would be a prohibition on the installation of long-range cruise 

missiles and other types of strategic weapon . 

.. . The Soviet side has also made a number of proposals aimed at increasing 

stability and confidence between the USSR and the United States. Unfortunately, 

the United States line in these negotiations is aimed not at reducing strategic 

weapons but, rather, at legalizing the arms race in order to obtain unilateral 

advantage. Let us take any component of the strategic defensive weapons of the 

United States and we will see that each of them is to be improved and upgraded. 

For this purpose MX strategic missiles, the Midgetman and Trident-2 are being 

prepared, as well as new strategic bombers; there is mass production of long-range 

and sea-based cruise missiles. In the negotiations the Soviet Union has proposed 

the elimination of the greater part of its intercontinental ballistic missiles · ·· · 

(ICBM). The United States side would then maintain a great advantage in heavy 

bombers armed with long-range cruise missiles and contemporary submarine-launched 

ballistic missiles (SLBM). 

We feel that in negotiations on strategic weapons, too, we must have an 

agreement based on strict observance of the principle of equality and equal 

security, and not on attempts to get round that principle to obtain unilateral 

military advantage. Our delegation has already discussed the essence of those 

proposals in the general debate of the plenary Assembly. 

The Ukrainian SSR considers that, under conditions of an intensified nuclear 

threat, it is essential immediately to work out jointly such practical measures for 

the prohibition of nuclear war as have already obtained broad international 
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support, and for whose implementation only the political will of the States 

concerned is necessary. Above all, we are talking of the commitment by all States 

which possess nuclear weapons not to be the first to use them. This question was 

dealt with broadly in the discussion on the subject. 

The USSR, having undertaken a unilateral obligation not to be the first to use 

nuclear weapons, once again confirms that its concern about the elimination of the 

threat of war is a principal line of its policy. The United Nations has called 

upon other nuclear-weapon States to follow this example, and has the right to 

expect similar steps by the United States and its nuclear partners. However, the 

Western States which possess nuclear weapons have not only ignored the Soviet 

Union's appeal but are also trying to cast doubts on the obligation undertaken by·. 

the USSR and belittling its significance. They are advancing a rather peculiar 

argument to the effect that the Soviet Union retains its freedom to use 

conventional weapons. 

The socialist countries have given a specific answer to that assertion in the 

political declaration adopted at the beginning of 1983 by the Warsaw Treaty States 

- they propose to conclude an agreement between the States parties to the Warsaw 

Pact and NATO that would contain the mutual obligation not to use any weapon, 

nuclear or conventional; in other words, not to use force at all in their 

relations. What prevents the Western countries from accepting the proposal of the 

socialist countries to conclude such an agreement? The absence of any answer to 

this proposal which is so important for the fate of Europe and the world speaks for 

itself. Neither the United States of America nor its nuclear allies want to give 

up their right to be the first to use nuclear weapons or their doctrine of nuclear 

war. In that light their argumentation seems totally devoid of substance. 
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The creation of a moral and political climate in the world that would 

substantially reduce the threat of a nuclear war, improve confidence among States 

and promote more favourable prospects for reaching agreement on nuclear disarmament 

would be assisted if the General Assembly were to condemn nuclear war. In the 

draft declaration to that effect submitted by the Soviet Union for examination at 

the present session, it is proposed that the General Assembly shall resolutely, 

unconditionally and.for all time condemn nuclear war as the most hideous crime 

against the peoples of the world and as a violation of the foremost human right 

the right to life. The Ukrainian SSR is decisively in favour of the United Nations 

adoption of that important document. 

A sensible alternative to the threat of a nuclear catastrophe would be urgent 

measures designed to hinder any increase in the manufacture of weapons of mass 

destruction and subjecting them to a quantitative and qualitative freeze. Not only 

the United Nations but also many other international forums, as well as the social 

and political leaders of various countries of the world, have recently discussed 

this idea and see in it a real possibility for reducing the threshold of military 

operations - the first step towards a genuine measure to reduce nuclear weapons and 

ultimately to eliminate them completely. That is the aim of the USSR proposal 

contained in the draft resolution entitled "Nuclear arms freeze", submitted for 

adoption at the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly. We express the hope 

that this important proposal, which is in the interests of peace and international 

security, will find broad support among States Members of the United Nations. 
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Naturally, a simultaneous quantitative and qualitative freeze of nuclear 

weapons by all nuclear-weapon States - and above all by the USSR and the United 

States of America - is not an end in itself; but that important measure would 

hinder the development of the arms race, improve stability and confidence among 

States, reduce the threat of a nuclear war, and would be a step towards the 

normalization of the international situation. It would ensure the beginning of the 

specific working out of a programme of nuclear disarmament directed to the total 

liquidation of nuclear weapons. 
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The socialist and many non-aligned countries have long favoured the immediate 

elaboration of such a programme. However, despite certain decisions of the General 

Assembly at its last session and the broad support for this by public opinion _in 

many continents, this question has not yet moved from dead centre. The. 

obstructionist position of the United States of America has prevented the Committee 

on Disarmament from even creating a special working group to conduct the necessary 

discussions. Whatever arguments are advanced on behalf of this, their refusal to 

begin such negotiations which would lead to the certain liberation of humanity from 

the threat of nuclear war can hardly be evaluated in any way other than that of 

making the vital interests of humanity the victim of militarist plans which 

threaten the very existence of world civilization. 

One of the most important trends in the achievement of world peace and 

international security and the limitation of the arms race and disarmament is the 

struggle for a peaceful outer space. Today as never before scientific and 

technical achievements can be used unfortunately not only to benefit humanity but 

also to harm it. How serious this threat is can be seen from recent communications 

on the elaboration by the Pentagon of an anti-missile system based in space and of 

plans to allocate $27 billion for this purpose during the next five years. The 

United States of America has thus demonstrated a total disregard not only for the 

fate of peace but also for the obligations it has undertaken and is crudely 

violating the relevant Soviet-United States agreement of 1972. This step by the 

Pentagon opens up,another dangerous round in the arms race which may go entirely 

out of control. On 18 October of this year, the Washington Post wrote "In this 

respect, very soon - the precise date is a secret - the United States of America 

will undertake to test this weapons system, which will be the beginning of a threat 
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of a-military advantage and superiority in outer space. This competition will 

beco~e unbelievably expensive and it will be practically impossible to stop it if 

it ever gets started". 

The Ukrainian SSR has consistently opposed transforming outer space into an 

arena of the arms race. This position corresponds to the adoption of the proposal 

submitted at the present session by the Soviet Union, "Conclusion of an agreement 

on the prohibition of the use of force in outer space and from space against the , 

earth". A very important characteristic of this is the combination of political 

and legal obligations of States not to permit the use of force against one another 

in space or from space through concrete measures designed to prevent the 

militarization of outer space. We have in mind, in particular, the complete 

prohibition of testing or deployment in outer space of any type of land-based 

weapon for attacking objectives on earth, in the air or in space. It also provides 

for total refusal by States to create new anti-satellite systems as well as the 

liquidation of the ones that already exist. 

We consider that in the light of the attempts by military circles to transform 

outer space into one more arena of the arms race, including the nuclear-arms race, 

the adoption of such measures is extremely timely. Of great importance in this 

connection is the obligation assumed by the Soviet Union not to be the first to 

station any kind of anti-satellite weapon in outer space, thereby introducing a 

unilateral moratorium on such launchings so long as other States, including the 

United States of America, refrain from launching into space any anti-satellite 

weapons of any type. By so doing, we are hoping to create a firm base once and for 

all to end discussion of the question of anti-satellite weapons. 

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR supports those who feel it very necessary 

and of primary importance to undertake at the beginning of 1984 agreement on a text 
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prohibiting the use of force in outer space and from space against earth. The 

Moscow agreement on the prohibition of the testing of nuclear weapons in the j 

atmosphere signed 20 years ago was a major step towards a limitation of the arms 

race. 

However, we have not succeeded in achieving this goal primarily because the 

United States has broken off trilateral agreements on this question and is blocking 

its·discussion in the Committee on Disarmament. Despite the demands of the General 

Assembly, the United States openly declares that it will continue its tests of 

nuclear weapons in order to improve and stockpile them. Being in favour of the 

immediate cessation by all States of nuclear-weapon tests, the Soviet Union 

submitted for discussion at the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly 

basic provisions for an agreement on general and complete prohibition of 

nuclear7weapon tests and is proposing that there be a moratorium in the meantime on 

all typesof nuclear tests. 

The Ukrainian SSR feels that such questions as the creation of nuclear-free 

zones in various regions of the world is a very timely issue, as well as the 

consolidation of the non-proliferation regime of nuclear weapons, particularly in 

light of the nuclear preparations by Israel and South.Africa and also for 

strengthening the security of non-nuclear States. The attention of the Assembly 

should be directed to questions of meeting the threat from other types of weapons 

of mass destruction, in particular neutron weapons. 

Wefeel that in light of certain resolutions of the United Nations, it is 

necessary immediately to undertake concrete negotiations to draw up a convention 

prohibiting the production, stockpiling, deployment or use of the neutron weapon. 

Of very great importance in present conditions is the elaboration and conclusion of 
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a general agreement on the non-use of force in international relations. We feel 

that the General Assembly at its present session could further rapid realization of 

the;Soviet proposal on concluding such an agreement in order that rejection of the 

use of force or the threat to use any kind of weapon, whether it be nuclear or 

conventional, would become part of international law. 

Today the Ukrainian delegation has laid stress on questions. of preventing 

nuclear war and limiting the nuclear-arms race, which threatens the existence of 

humanity. We do this out of our conviction that these are v{tal issues which can 

and should be resolved jointly by the States, regardless of differences in their 

social and political systems. To do this all we need is goodwill, observance. of 

the principle of equal security and the refusal to resort to a policy of 

confrontation or to attempt to seek unilateral advantages. 

The Ukrainian SSR, like all socialist countries, will not fail to display the 

necessary political will and readiness to take all necessary steps to prevent the 

nuclear threat 

Mr. KIRCA (Turkey): Permit me to state at the outset how pleased the 

Turkish delegation is to see you, Ambassador Vraalsen of Norway, in the Chair this 

year, -along with Ambassador Elfaki of the Sudan and Mr. Tinea of Romania as your 

able assistants. 

The distinguished qualities you have amply demonstrated will most assuredly 

lay the ground for a realistic, balanced and, we hope, productive exchange of views 

on security. My delegation takes further pleasure in noting that the officers of 

the Committee come from countries with which Turkey enjoys particularly good 

relations. 
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As almost all speakers have seemed to acknowledge, once again we are meeting 

this year in an atmosphere of anxiety, in which paradoxical situations seem t;;'" be 

commonplace, one in which annual spending on armaments has reached the shocking 

level of $800 billion in contrast to an absolute and relative decline in levels of 

resource transfers from the developed world to the developing countries, one in 

which countries which have renounced and rejected possession of nuclear weapons are 

frustrated in their efforts to acquire satisfactory guarantees against their 

.becoming victims of weapons of such-terrifying potential. 
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Thus, there must be other factors, beyond the visible irritations offered by 

the·s~~urity scene, that call for close scrutiny. Singling out specific cases from 

a tru~y complex mesh of paradoxical situations and pointing accusatory fingers at 

selected addresses is, at best, nothing more than isolating a burning building from 

a burning neighbourhood. 

Last year in this Committee we said that, in determining our expectations from 

our present and future efforts in the field of disarmament, it would be essential 

to focus on those elements and dynamics that define the state of affairs among 

nations. We ventured to suggest that the single remedy for the apparently 

undesirable current dynamics would be the maximum exertion of efforts to build 

mutual trust among nations and thus gradually establish a feeling of confidence. 

If we do not do so, while tension and, in not a few cases, actual 

confrontation are on the gallop around the globe, it does not seem to my 

delegation, for one, that it is exactly realistic to congregate in this room or 

elsewhere and challenge each other's tactical abilities in order to work out 

resolutions, reports, working papers and other sorts of documents that would 

reflect our own individual views of methodologies tailored to making the world a 

safer place in which to live. 

From the Turkish viewpoint, a safe course of action to follow would be to 

forego intellectual romanticism and, at times, linguistic deception in favour of 

simple, sheer realism. 

That is exactly why we fail when we approve a certain tendency to negotiate 

bargains on a certain stratum of disarmament in isolation from all the other 

strata. Just as security is indivisible, just as detente is indivisible, so too is 

disarmament indivisible. To put it another way, we do not believe that the world 

community can achieve much in either nuclear or conventional disarmament when one 

is highly deficient as compared with the other. 
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Unless the minimum essential degree of confidence and mutual trust among 

nations is achieved and unless the attitudes of nations vis-a-vis one another are 

reformulated within the context of such confidence, it will be pointless and, to 
~?: 

say the least, naive to envisage the concepts, distinctly pluralist, of both 

nuclear and conventional disarmament. Can one think of, or even philosophize 
\ 

about, any set of documents that would deter a determined chooser from moving up 

from the lesser of the two evils to the greater? 

Last year we stated that, if at the final session of the follow-up meeting to 

the Madrid Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe a mandate could be 

drawn up in connection with a European disarmament conference with a view to 

negotiating militarily significant, binding and verifiable confidence-building 

measures that would be applicable to the entire continent of Europe from the 

Atlantic to the Urals, that would indeed be a most outstanding achievement. 

Despite our wide-ranging pessimism, I venture to suggest that we should not 

let it go unnoticed that this most outstanding objective has now been achieved. It 

is only fair to commend the highly diversified participants in the Conference on 

Security and Co-operation in Europe - diversified not only economically, 

politically and ideologically, but also in terms of their security-related 

affiliations. 

The Conference on Confidence and Security Building Measures and Disarmament in 

Europe is due to commence in mid-January in Stockholm, which is undoubtedly a 

well-chosen venue for a highly significant initiative that will have as its 

underlying motive the relief of tensions in a continent that is often charged with 

being the powder-keg of military arsenals, however much that accusation may be 

contradicted by its record of being virtually the only area of the globe lucky 

enough not to have experienced actual confrontation in almost four decades. 
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The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkey, Mr. Turkman, declared from the 

General Assembly rostrum just a few weeks ago that the establishment of confidence 

among States is a prerequisite for the success of any disarmament initiative, and 

that in the attempt to determine, in its first stage, a set of confidence-building 

and security measures - the parameters of which are very much welcomed by the 

Turkish Government - the Stockholm Conference will essentially be the first 

comprehensive endeavour in the initiation of a gradual process of realistic 

disarmament. 

It would be prudent .to underline at this stage the prospects of what are 

perhaps more rational, productive and well-intentioned negotiations on mutual and 

balanced force reductions in Central Europe, in which Turkey is intimately 

involved. We are hopeful and confident that the Stockholm negotiations, with their 

wider context, will have a positive effect on the apparent bottlenecks in Vienna. 

At this point I wish to restate once again Turkey's long-standing position, in 

a regional perspective, concerning zones of peace and nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

We have always firmly supported the establishment of such zones wherever and 

whenever possible and practifally feasible. That, of course, means that certain 

conditions have to be met prior to the establishment of such zones and that, in 

turn, calls for an adequate level of co-operation, understanding and confidence 

between the parties involved. In our view, only after each and every party 

concludes from its own assessment that such a stage has been reached will it be 

prudent to get involved in serious undertakings. 

At an earlier stage in my statement I said that we believe that disarmament is 

indivisible. In other words, one initiative cannot remain unaffected by the 

developments in another. That premise holds true particularly when the two 

initiatives pertain to the same area of the world. 
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The United States of America, Turkey's ally, and the USSR, Turkey's neighbour, 

are engaged in two sets of negotiations in Geneva. Those pertaining to 

~ntermediate-range nuclear missiles seem to attract relatively much stronger 

popular interest. These negotiations have a vital significance for all of us. 

Both negotiating parties are undoubtedly aware of this fact. Co-operation and 

consultation have been meticulously pursued at all stages leading to the 

present-day situation within the defensive alliance to which my country is party. 

Most unambiguously, and at certain points very admirably, a common political ·will 

has been demonstrated in order to help achieve the consensus so earnestly desired 

by, we believe, practically the.whole world. 

My Government welcomed the fact that the latest attempt at compromise was 

advanced by·no less than the President of. the United States of America just 

recently, in this very building. The Government of Turkey sincerely believes that 

at this moment the world community anticipates a bold and exemplary utilization of 

these offers aimed at the elaboration of a fair and equitable solution. 

In negotiations on another category of nuclear weapons, the Strategic Arms 

Reduction Talks (START), there is now on the negotiating table a fresh proposal 

termed the build-down concept. The ultimate aim of these negotiations is to reduce 

as much as possible the size of the strategic nuclear arsenals of the two 

negotiating parties, while maintaining a stable and durable balance. 
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In that respect, the build-down concept seems to us to be a very functional 

one. Not only would it bring about actual reductions and maintain balance while 

doing so, but, much more significantly, it would represent a continuous and steady 

process, contributing to confidence-building at each increment of implementation. 

This, we believe, is exactly where the true cumulative value of the build-down 

proposal lies. In these times of inflated tension, could it possibly be at all 

convincing to disregard this cumulative effect? 

In expectation of tangible developments in the intermediate-range nuclear 

forces and the START negotiations, and in anticipation of the Stockholm Conference, 

we are now about to embark on a preparatory process with regard to the Third Review 

Conference on the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). While observing the situation in 

one way might unfortunately, but again undeniably, be leading a good number of us 

into pessimism in the absence of credible successive interim benefits, perhaps an 

alternative optimistic approach would be to note that a variety of important 

things, such as the ones I have just mentioned, are and will be going on which will 

provide us with an opportunity to demonstrate effectively the earnest goodwill of 

our Governments that we so often pledge. We sincerely hope that this Committee's 

work at the thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly will provide a good 

starting base for the Third Review Conference, with a view to further enhancing the 

NPT regime. 

Undoubtedly, the NPT regime has been efficiently instrumental in restraining 

the proliferation of nuclear weapons. However, it is only fair to note not only · 

that proliferation has more than a single dimension, but also that the NPT regime 

has an aspect that is complementary to the renunciation by non-nuclear signatories 

of attempts to acquire nuclear weapons. 
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In dealing with these two problem issues, a highly effective tool would be a 

comprehensive test-ban treaty. A treaty that would encompass all types of nuclear 

explosions, in all environments, for all time would certainly be of significant 

value in checking horizontal and, equally important, vertical proliferation. For 

as long as such developments cannot be brought about for one reason or the other, 

nations that earnestly anticipate acquiring nuclear technology for truly peaceful 

purposes will have to wait. In that respect, it is a matter of concern to the 

Government of Turkey that well-intentioned attempts in the Committee on Disarmament 

in Geneva have been stalled by less than constructive arguments concerning the 

mandate of the relevant Working Group, which we here in New York had believed to 

have been unanimously agreed on as early as last year. 

Another area in which chances of future progress in the Committee on 

Disarmament have gone down the drain owing to mandate-related questions is the 

prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

On the question of radiological weapons we observe a paradoxical situation. 

Certain expectations, legitimate though they may be in appropriate contexts, seem 

to us to be extraneous to the spirit of a future treaty banning such weapons and to 

constitute the current impediments to the effective prevention of a whole class of 

weapons of mass destruction from overshadowing the future of mankind. 

A short review of the work of the Committee on Disarmament at its 1983 

sessions, fortunately reveals an area in which somewhat more promising developments 

have taken place. With regard to chemical weapons, the Committee,- or rather the 

Conference - will have to embark in its next round of negotiations on such central 

issues as the destruction of existing stocks and facilities and verifib~tion of 

such processes. The Government of Turkey sincerely hopes that the exemplary 

workshops to be offered very soon in Utah, and next year in the Federal Republic of 
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Germany, will be instrumental in developing more co-operative attitudes on the part 

of all the parties concerned. 

Regardless of our perceptions of the degree of achievement or lack of 

achievement by the Committee on Disarmament this year, one judgement remains 

valid. That Committee is a unique instrument which the international community has 

devised, and it provides a significant forum in which the security perceptions of 

member countries are exposed to interaction, with a view to P.robing any and all 

possibilities of achieving progress in matters of disarmament. That is one 

interpretation of the essence of the work conducted by that body and the only 

raison d'etre we can think of for its existence. If that were not so, it would be 

a futile and unconscionable effort to exploit our academic talents for a gradual 

immersion in technicalities. 

In full cognizance of our posture, on the security scene and the 

particularities of south-eastern Europe, which, in the most realistic sense, call 

for a balanced - I repeat, balanced - representation in the Committee on 

Disarmament, the Turkish Government has pursued successive efforts to contribute to 

bringing about an expansion of this body. We are pleased to observe that the 

present members of the Committee have now agreed on the admission of new members. 

We bring to the attention of the parties concerned that our firm candidacy will be 

maintained. 

The Turkish Government remains confident that appropriate consultations will 

be conducted in a spirit of impartiality, as so explicitly pledged by its Chairman, 

Ambassador Morelli Pando of Peru. 

The delegation of Turkey intends to speak, whenever appropriate, on issues 

that will be taken up later in the session. Meanwhile it pledges to you, 

Mr. Chairman, that it will display a spirit of co-operation and constructiveness. 
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Mr. AL-ALFI (Democratic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf 

of my delegation, I should like to congratulate you, Sir, on your election as 

Chairman of our Committee. I take this opportunity also to congratulate the other 

officers of the Committee. I reaffirm our intention to collaborate wholeheartedly • 

with you in order to ensure the success of the Committee's work and serve the 

interests of our peoples by the achievement of our common objectives. 

The significance of the debate on the question of disarmament at this 

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly derives from the considerable 

importance which most States attach to disarmament efforts and their real 

objectives: that is, the preservation of peace and the achievement of general and 

complete disarmament. The fact that the international community has called for 

general and complete disarmament indicates the priority to be accorded to 

this question and the need to deal rapidly with it, particularly at a time 

when international relations are steadily deteriorating, and in view of the 

ever-increasing tension and danger of war, including nuclear war, which is a threat 

to the very survival of civilization and mankind. 

A large number of countries and peoples are confronted with the danger of 

aggression and flagrant interference in their internal affairs by imperialist 

forces. The military potential of the imperialists, the escalation of the 

armaments race, both nuclear and conventional and the creation of sources of 

tension in different regions of the world inhibit the collective efforts to bring 

about total disarmament. The nuclear doctrines of the American Administration and 

~ts North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies are based upon the concept of 

nuclear superiority, which in fact provides the idea of a nuclear war. From this 

point of view, new military programmes have been adopted, new weapons of mass 

destructio~ are being developed and efforts are being made to impose extremely 

dangerous theories on the peoples of the world concerning nuclear war or the 

possibility of an unlimited conventional· war. 
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In this connection, we should mention the aggression of the imperialist forces 

against independent and sovereign States. The.behaviour of these forces, which 

stirs up conflicts among States, is thus an obstacle to the realization of the just 

aspirations of the peoples of the world for political and economic independence and 

constitutes a threat to national sovereignty and the security of borders, thereby 

posing a threat to international peace and security. 

The most flagrant example of this policy of aggression practised by the forces 

of imperialism headed by the United States was the military invasion of the 

sovereign island of Grenada yesterday morning. .This invasion against the 

peace-loving people of Grenada, in which the most sophisticated United States 

weapons were used like invasions perpetrated by the United States in other regions 

of the world, constitutes a threat to the international community and is contrary 

to the principles of international law as well as the Charter of the United 

Nations. At a time when we firmly condemn this blatant invasion of the island of 

Grenada by the United States, .we .once again stress the responsibility of the 

international community to stop this policy of interference and intervention by the 

United States in the internal affairs of other countries, which threatens the 

security of peoples which have selected their own independent path of economic and 

social development. 

We recommend that measures be taken to stop this military invasion of Grenada 

and to obtain the immediate withdrawal of United States troops from that territory. 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of my country, in his statement at the 

thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly, said: 

"Today, we are a long way from achieving the basic objective of the 

United Nations Charter, namely the peace for which the peoples of the world 

are struggling." (A/38/PV.26, p. 38-40} 
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations, in his report on the work of the 

Organization, also stressed this sad reality. He said: 

"In no area is the need for a recommitment to the principles of the 

Charter more important and more closely tied to the survival of humanity than 

in the field of disarmament and arms limitation. The prevention of nuclear 

war remains the unique challenge of our time, since such a war would be the 

ultimate negation of all human endeavour." (A/38/1, pp. 4-5) 

This very serious situation with which humanity as a whole is faced is caused 

by the belligerent policy of.the forces of imperialism, which is designed to 

augment the sources of tension and destabilize peace in the world, thereby defying 

world public opinion. Imperialist policy threatens the world with a catastrophe, 

and our task is to unite our efforts to prevent such a cataclysm occurring. That 

is why we would stress once again our devotion to the common objective of peace, 

our determination to stop the political and military escalation and to create an 

international climate beneficial to all the peoples of the world. 

Different regions of the world are victims of the aggressive policy of the 

United States, in particular .the Middle East and southern Africa. This imperialist 

policy of the United. States Administration contributes to increasing international 

tension by seeking to terrorize progressive regimes in these regions, using 

pressure to expand the zone of imperialist influence and to impose imperialist 

domination on them, the idea being to exploit their resources for the benefit of 

its multinational companies and to increase its military and economic potential, 

using its rapid deployment forces as a means of intervention in order to achieve 

this aim, in addition to providing military, political and economic aid on an 

unlimited basis to the present regimes in Tel Aviv and Pretoria. 
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Thanks to the mutual ·co-operation between the United States' and certain'other 

Western countries, the racist regimes of Tel Aviv and Pretoria have become arsenals 

~f sophisticated weapons supplied by the United States and have even been able to 

acquire nuclear weapons, which represents an even greater risk, not only to the 

African·and Arab countries, but also to world peace and security in·general. This 

co-operation undermines any effort to create nuclear-free zones. 

The plots and.designs of the imperialists to liquidate the nationalist forces 

·and progressive regimes in the region and to. deny the legitimate. rights of the 

Palestinian and Namibian peoples, have made the .. Near East and· southern Africa the 

most explosive regions in.the world.· The United States Government strives to 

compel these peoples to abandon their struggle and to submit to its desires. 

United States military intervention in Lebanon shows the danger to the Arab 

countries of the United States military presence there, which is reminiscent of the 

colonial era. · ·. · 

Democratic Yemen is on the Indian Ocean and is therefore deeply concerned by 

the danger threatening the region, where the United States Government is trying to 

strengthen its military bases, in particular Diego Garcia, and to reinforce its 

fleet, and in so doing is using provocative military manoeuvres off our coast, 

after having set up the rapid deployment forces, the operations of which are aimed 

at a certain number of non-aligned countries and for which a central body has been 

created. The manoeuvres carried out by United States forces in this region 

·constitute a form gf pressure, a threat and an attempt to intimidate the peoples of 

the region, contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and to the principles of 

international law and non-alignment. 
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Democratic Yemen has declared on more than one occasion its constant desire 

and determination to make every effort to bring stability in the region, to 

preserve peace and to face up to the imperialist danger there. 

""' 
In this context we feel that urgent measures.must be taken to eliminate all 

obstacles placed by the United States and its allies with a view to obstructing the 

proposed conference on the Indian Ocean, scheduled for the first part of 1984 under 
. \ 

the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 
. i ~ ' 
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The principal idea in the Final Document of the first special session devoted 

to disarmament was that the task of nuclear disarmament had first priority. The 
'', ·.' 

text of the Final Document of that session remains a suitable basis for the 

preparation of a comprehensive programme of disarmament. We have yet to adopt 

measures to ensure the effective implementation of the resolutions adopted at the 
';. \ "'. ; ·: -' . ~ . . .: 

first special session to meet the aspirations of our peoples to peace and security. 

The non-aligned countries have made persistent efforts to bring about the 

achievement of the objectives of disarmament. They have put forward a number of 

ideas and proposals, the latest being the proposal in the final document of the 

seventh summit conference of non-aligned countries. However, all those efforts 

have come up against the stubbornness and obstinacy of the forces of imperialism. 

At its thirty-seventh session the General Assembly adopted a large number of 

resolutions. These have not yet been implemented owing to the absence of the 

political will on the part of the imperialist forces. This makes it necessary for 

us to take steps to overcome the delaying tactics of the United States and its 

allies, designed to prevent the initiation of serious negotiation, on disarmament, 

and their insistence on increasing their military budgets in order to achieve 

superiority. 

In this connection, we attach great importance to the constructive initiatives 

of the Soviet Union concerning the curbing of the arms race and the preservation of 

the policy of detente and peaceful coexistence, in the interest of the maintainance 

of peace in all regions of the world. The Soviet initiatives include its declared 

commitment not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, and other proposals 

stressing the peaceful character of that country's foreign policy. 

Disarmament, peace and development are intimately linked and cannot be 

separated. Peace is a common aspiration of all peoples, and the struggle to 

achieve it requires that we put an end to the arms race, achieve complete 
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disarmament and use the funds released by disarmament for the economic development 

of the developing countries. The escalation of the arms race and the growth of 

military expenditures by the imperialist forces only increase tensions in the world 

and are an obstacle to efforts to achieve economic and social development, above 

all in the developing countries. 

In this context, we must stress the importance of the United Nations role in ' 

the search for solutions to the problems confronting the world. We shall spare no 

effort to work with the peace-loving countries of the world to achieve that 

objective. We reject any attempt to isolate the United Nations and prevent its 

fulfilling its role in connection with disarmament. 

My delegation expresses its gratitude to the United Nations and the 

non-governmental organizations for the part they are playing in mobilizing 

international public opinion in favour of the implementation of resolutions on 

disarmament. We stress the importance of international public opinion in bringing 

about the implementation of resolutions on disarmament and helping to achieve the 

goals of disarmament - hence the importance of the peaceful demonstrations in 

Western countries against the use of nuclear weapons and on behalf of peace. Thus 

we support the World Disarmament Campaign. 

Our peoples aspire to peace and security and in order that their aspirations 

may be realized it is incumbent on us to work together to adopt collective measures 

prohibiting the testing, manufacture or deployment of nuclear weapons. 

We attach great importance ~o the participation by all States in negotiations 

on general and complete disarmament and to the adoption of measures guaranteeing 
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non-nuclear-weapon States against the use of nuclear weapons and of treaties 

prohibiting chemical weapons, the development of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction, and an arms race in outer space. The achievement of those disarmament 

objectives and the reduction of international tension necessitates the political 

will of the United States and its allies to work seriously, in co-operation with 

other Members of the United Nations, to overcome the obstacles that have so far 

prevented that. 

In conclusion, I should like to reaffirm once again our complete readiness to 

co-operate with you, Mr. Chairman. 

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m. 
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The meeting was called· to"order~·a~t 10.40 a.m. 

·v~G /\ ~::tn·t ~ ~ ,,;, f \ ,~~):~ ~::!·"" ... ·~-~ ~ ;l t 

AGENDA ITEMS 43 TO 63~. 139 TO 141, 143 AND 144' (continued) 

'' ' 
.: ·,.4 ', .. ·,1 

. ' . 
•' : f ': .. : 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr. ABULHASAN (Kuwait) (interpretation from Arabic): I wish first of 

all, Sir, to congratulate you on your election to the chairmanship of this 

Committee. We believe that, thanks to your experience in the field of disarmament, 

to your intense activity to promote this very impOrtant cause, and to your 

country's ongoing concern for peace, our work will be crowned with success. 

Everything we know about you, your wisdom, your diplomatic skill and your sagacity 

makes us certain that you will lead the deliberations of our Committee to a 

fruitful conclusion, despite the great difficulties and crises facing the world 

today, especially in the sphere of disarmament. 

I wish also to congratulate the other Committee officers on their election. 

We are sure that they will make an important contribution to the work of the First 

Committee. 

We have heard many statements in this Committee, and have listened to the 

statements made in plenary meetings of the Assembly by numerous Foreign Ministers 

and Heads of State or Government. All those speakers made known their pessimism 

about the present international situation, which has been deteriorating for several 

years, and expressed consternation - even terror - that the leaders of States have 

lost virtually all control over the situation. 

In these circumstances a serious crisis could devastate the world, wipe out 

the fruits of generations of civilization and unleash an international massacre of 

the innocents. 
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Therefore, the cries of alarm we have often heard are no mere reflection of 

ideologies or a product of the imagination: they are based on statistics and other 

data at our disposal which testify to the existence of a serious present danger. 

We hear daily of further progress in arms technology and of plans for the 

deployment of new weapons, threatening the security of many countries. We do not 

question the commitment of statesmen to the defence and security of their own 

countries, but we cannot accept the frightening dimensions or the intensification 

of today's arms race. We cannot believe that this will result in the security they 

so greatly desire, not to mention the security of other countries that lack the 

nuclear self-defence capability. I refer in particular to the smaller countries 

among them, which, unequipped to protect their threatened independence and 

sovereignty, cannot guarantee their future generations a life of peace and security. 

All of this stems from the rigid positions of the great Powers in disarmament 

negotiations. The international community, after the first special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, held in 1978, pinned great hopes on 

disarmament negotiations. We hoped they would lead to agreements taking into 

account both the objectives of the great Powers and the aspirations and interests 

of other countries of the world not involved in the arms race. But the parties to 

the negotiations were more concerned with their own narrow interests and their own 

security, and they have actually intensified the arms race. That is at the root of 

the present grave situation and of the failure of the second special session 

devoted to disarmament, which was a terrible disappointment for the world. 

Even the disarmament negotiations within the Geneva Committee on Disarmament 

have been influenced by this climate. Over the years the successive meetings of 

the Committee on Disarmament have demonstrated that no progress is being made on 
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this item of our agenda. Despite the initiatives taken and the efforts made by 

States, procedural questions have been raised, questions which will not help 

resolve the problems among States. 

The very severe tensions brought about by the intention to deploy medium-range 

nuclear weapons in Europe, and the resultant feelings of cynicism, can only serve 

to fuel the existing arms race. This is especially grave since these missiles are 

unlikely to ensure the security of States, in view of the atmosphere of terror 

which dominates negotiations on the subject. 

Can the world remain indifferent to these events? How long can these disputes 

continue? The peoples of the world, particularly those most threatened by the 

present danger, have raised their voices in protest against this state of affairs 

and demanded that the parties to the negotiations display a certain sense of 

realism in order to halt and reverse the arms race. The demonstrations we have 

seen in various European countries calling upon States to freeze their nuclear 

weapons production and to revise their plans for nuclear-weapons deployment in 

Europe have to be taken into account. The point is that such deployment not· only 

critically threatens the political security of the countries of the world, but also 

exacerbates the economic crisis which has been besetting the world for several 

years now. 

There is no doubt that the arms race and expenditures on armaments, made to 

the detriment of economic progress constitute a real threat to economic prosperity. 
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We are all aware that the resources of the world will be exhausted one day and 

that it will be impossible to maintain the present level of military expenses 

without damaging development objectives. A glance at the statistics provided by 

the press reveals that military expenditures hav~ risen from $350 billion in 1977 

to $600 billion in 1982 - in other words, about $1 million every minute of every 

day. According to the same statistics, there has been a horizontal escalation of 

the arms race, now involving even the developing countries. What is more, military 

research has been the very driving force of this arms race, and in many societies 

military technology is exempt from any and all nolitical control. 

Statistics show that about 80 million people in the world work in the military 

field, either directly or indirectly, while the number of scientists involved in 

military research is as high as 500,000. Natural resources, too, are devoted to 

the arms race, the gross production of 14 minerals being allocated to military 

purposes. In the case of oil, military uses consume about one third of a country's 

oil consumption. 

According to the report of an American expert on military expenses, published 

in an American journal specializing in the subject, military expenses for 1983 are 

higher than $600 billion, and some countries have thus incurred a heavy external 

debt. This is unprecedented in the economic history of the world. 

This report also discloses that the price of a single nuclear submarine is the 

equivalent of the annual budget for the education of 160 school-age children in 

23 developing countries and that, during every minute that passes, 30 children die 

of hunger or disease; moreover, for the last two years, the United States has spent 

twice as much on military as on non-military research; indeed, since 1945, more 

than 9 million civilians have lost their lives in non-nuclear wars. What is more, 

~hereas the Hiroshima bomb was the equivalent of 15,000 tons of TNT, the power of a 
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single MX missile has the force of 5 .million tons of explosives. Of course, the 

United States intends to deploy missiles of this type in Europe. 

Confronted with this escalation of the arms race, which is so dangerous, and 

considering that the United States and the Soviet Union possess more than 20,000 

missiles which could destroy all of human civilization many times over, it is our 

duty to urge the international community to work to put an end to this extremely 

frightening development. The States concerned should heed the cries of alarm of 
·. . 

the countries of the world and halt their arms race. The whole world is 

endangered, for it is impossible to believe in the theory of a limited nuclear war. 

Consequently, this question is one of interest to all countries equally, since 

to avoid nuclear destruction the arms race- above all, the nuclear.arms race 

must cease. 

All countries must exert greater efforts to promote disarmament and halt the 

arms race. This highlights the responsibility of the United Nations, which cannot 

be shirked. The participation of .the public is equally important in the World 

Disarmament Campaign, as proclaimed by the second spec.ial session devoted to 

disarmament. Its purpose is to shape people's thinking in respect of disarmament 

and to inform the populations of all countries of the world about disarmament 

objectives. I_n _this regard, we pin great hopes on the activities of our 

Organization and on its ability to achieve those objectives. 

The agenda of this session includes questions that have already been discussed 

at previous sessions. Despite our frustration over the meager progress towards the 

settlement of outstanding problems, we continue to believe that Member States 

should continue to express their positions on the questions examined by the General 

Assembly at each session. Kuwait, like other Arab countries, is deeply concerned 

by the continued occupation of Arab territories and by Israel's military 
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superiority, achieved thanks to American assistance and to p6ssession of the 

nuclear weapon, which Israel could use against us. The policy of violence, the 

indiscriminate use of military force against the population of .the occupied 

territories, coupled with the pillaging of the natural. resources ·of those lands, 

the confiscation of the property of the legitimate owners, and the unlawful 

implantation of settlements, hardly serves the cause of international peace and 

security or contributes to the cause of disarmament~ 

Israel's policy only adds to the existing troubles of the region and 

perpetuates a situation of insecurity and instability. Unless that course is 

abandoned, Israel could one day threaten to make use of the nuclear weapon. Yet, 

despite General Assembly resolutions, that policy of aggression continues~ 

In conformity with the principle of regional security and in the interest of a 

regional nuclear-free zone, Kuwait has supported the proposal for the creation of a 

nuclear-free zone in the Near East, on condition that, in conformity with the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Final Document of the first special session of the 

General Assembly on disarmament, this proposal contribute to eliminating the 

Israeli nuclear threat, and that the right of the peoples of the region to use 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes be protected. This is a very important 

question for my country, whose natural resources are not renewable and which we can 

offset only by using nuclear energy. 
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We echo the serious concern of preceding speakers over the deterioration of 

the international situation and the stall in disarmament negotiations. We appeal 

to all the major Powers to consider the security of small countries as part of 

international security as a whole, and to take into account the interests of 

coubtries, other than their own. 

Mr. AL-RAHMA (United Arab Emirates) (interpretation from Arabic): On 

behalf of my delegation, it is my pleasure to extend to you, Sir, our hearty 

congratulations on your election as Chairman of the Committee. I am convinced that 

you are guite capable of carrying out the task assigned to you, in light of your 

wisdom and experience in international relations, and that your talents will 

contribute to the success of the work of our Committee. I also congratulate the 

officers of the Committee. 

We have reached a stage where the nuclear arms race among the major Powers, 

and especially the arsenals of nuclear weapons, have exposed human civilization and 

the progress of mankind to great dangers. The rivalry between the major Powers in 

their arms build-up has become very serious; it threatens the peace, security and 

the very survival of the countries of the third world. This state of affairs that 

has marked our times has created a very explosive situation, characterized by the 

repeated use of force, the interference in'the internal affairs of States and 

super-Power rivalry. There is no doubt that this situation has had a negative 

influence on international affairs. For that reason there has been mistrust among 

the major States. 

We invite the major Powers to show good will, adopt effective disarmament 

measures, reconsider their military policies by taking appropriate action to stop 

the arms race, eliminate weapons of mass destruction and agree on a true arms 

freeze as the first step towards general and complete disarmament. 
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The use of outer space for military purposes not only threatens the survival 

of the human species, but is a major obstacle to international co-operation and the 

peaceful use of outer space. My delegation hopes that practical positive steps 

will be taken by the major Powers and that they will use outer space for 

exclusively peaceful purposes. 

At the special session devoted to disarmament by the General Assembly in 1982 

non-nuclear States expressed the wish that measures be adopted to protect them from 

the use of nuclear weapons and that existing stocks of nuclear and chemical weapons 

be destroyed, thereby creating nuclear-free zones throughout the world. 

Nevertheless the Middle East is gravely threatened- by Israel's introduction of 

nuclear weapons into the area and by the use of weapons that have been banned by 

international agreements. Recently thousands of innocent Lebanese and Palestinians 

were killed by those very weapons.* 

The international community is well aware of the kind of co-operation that 

exists between the racists in Pretoria and Tel Aviv in the nuclear field, and of 

their nuclear testing, carried out in flagrant violation of General Assembly 

resolutions designed to make the area a nuclear-free zone. This is a serious 

danger to international peace and security; it also obstructs efforts to make the 

Indian ocean and the Mediterranean regions zones of peace. 

I shall not waste the time of this Committee by replying to the allegations of 

Israel regarding its nuclear capacity. I would merely refer the Committee to the 

report of the Secretary-General contained in document A/37/434. 

Mr. Tinea (Romania), Vice-chairman, took the Chair. 
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Out of respect for its obligations under the Charter, my country, which is 

part of the Middle East.region and close. to the Indian ocean, calls upon the 

international community to declare the Indian ocean and Middle East regions 

nuclear-free zones in keeping with resolutions adopted by the United Nations. 

In conclusion, we express the hope that the work of this Committee will be 

crowned with success and that the arms race - especially the nuclear arms race, 

will finally be halted. 

In this connection,· my delegation hopes that . negotiations between the two 

super-Powers -will continue and. that they wifL establish the basis and principles 
. . . . 
for the limitation" of-strategic.nuclear weapons as a step towards general and 

complete disarmament. 
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Mr. MARTYNOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): Of all the questions relating to the limitation of the nuclear arms 

race which are before the international community today priority is given to the 

prevention of the arms race in outer space~ This is a question on which my 

delegation would like to dwell in this statement. It should not be viewed in 

isolation and it is not confined merely to questions of space. It has to do with 

the key problem of the prevention of a nuclear catastrophe. 

Outer space could become a source of mortal danger to all mankind. We cannot 

but be concerned at the plans hatched by the United States to manufacture and 

deploy space weapons that can strike objectives in outer space and on earth. An 

important part of that country's unprecedented nuclear armS build-up, those efforts 

have been undertaken on the pretext of a Soviet nuclear threat; yet nuclear weapons 

have been used against sovereign, independent Governments, as witness the criminal 

act of aggression by the United States against the Government of Grenada a tiny 

sovereign State which threatened no one. 

The urgent need for effective measures to prevent the extension of the arms 

race into a new sphere, namely, outer space, is obvious. This is an urgent demand 

of the time. In response, and in keeping with our policy of ensuring the peaceful 

use of space - a policy dating from the very first days of the space era - the 

Soviet Union- two years ago, submitted a proposal to the· united Nations for the 

conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of weapons of any kind 

in outer space. That proposal was approved by the General Assembly; however, owing 

to the negative position of the United States the .drafting of that treaty h~s not 

yet actually begun. We can no longer·ignore the exceptional importance of 

preventing an arms race in space~ This has been noted in ~he present discussion by 

many delegations, including representatives of India, Peru, Sweden, the 

Netherlands, Nigeria, the States of the Socialist Commonwealth and others. 
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Speaking some days ago in the First Committee at the beginning of Disarmament 

Week, the Secretary-General also stressed the great urgency of this task. 

In the light of what has been said, the new Soviet proposal on prohibiting the 

use of force in outer space and from space against the earth is very timely and, 

furthermore, is all-encompassing and constructive in character. The draft treaty 

submitted by the Soviet Union for examination by the current session of the General 

Assembly provides for an organic combination of two factors: on the one hand, the 

political-legal oblig?tions of States not to allow the use of force in their 

relations with each other in space and from space, and, on the ··other, measures of a 

material nature aimed at banning the militarization of outer space. This is an 

important feature of the draft treaty. The complementarity of aspects of those two 

components of,the draft is designed to make such an agreement a reliable bulwark 

against the transformation of outer space into an arena of military confrontation. 

The material measures provided for in the draft are far-reaching and exhaustive; 

they also incorporate ideas expressed by various States in forums where the 

question of preventing the arms race in space has been discussed. 

Specifically, we advocate a complete ban_on the testing and deployment in 

space of any space-based weapon for the destruction of objects on the Earth, in the 

atmosphere or in outer space. The Soviet Union has proposed a radical solution to 

the question of anti-satellite weapons: the unconditional pledge of States not to 

create new anti-satellite systems and to destroy any anti-satellite systems that 

they may already have. 

The parties to the proposed treaty would also undertake to refrain in every 

way from destroying, damaging or disturbing the normal functioning or changing the 

flight trajectory of space objects of other States. In addition, the treaty would 
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ban the testing and use for military, including anti-satellite, purposes of manned 

spacecraft, which should be used solely to solve scientific, technical and economic 

problems of various kinds. 

Thus the Soviet Union has submitted a whole ·series of far-reaching measures 

the implementation of which would be a major and practical contribution to the 

achievement of a goal which the United Nations has already endorsed, namely, the 

use of space exclusively for peaceful purposes. 

Characteristic of this Soviet initiative is that it is accompanied by a very 

important and concrete step by the USSR which is evidence of its very serious 

approach. Our delegation has in mind the obligation undertaken by the USSR not to 

be the first to launch into outer space any kind of anti-satellite weapon as long 

as others, including the United States of America, also refrain from any such 

acts. This is one more concrete demonstration of the goodwill of the Soviet Union -

its determination not only in words but also in deeds to strengthen peace and the 

security of peoples, and to restrain the arms race. We consider it important - and 

I am sure that this opinion is shared by many other States - for the United States 

to follow this example. For the time being, unfortunately, the actions of the 

United States continue to cause anxiety and alarm. 

In its statements during the present discussion the delegation of the United 

States of America has in fact omitted any reference to concrete measures to prevent 

a widening of the arms race into outer space. In this case, silence is more 

eloquent than words. 

Some days ago the United States press published a communique concerning the 

recommendation of a commission headed by a highly placed representative of the 

present Administration to deploy a space-based missile system. As is apparent from 

that communique, implementation of those recommendations will begin in the 

forthcoming financial year. Alarm has been expressed by the peaceful international 
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community over the future of space and the earth. The Soviet Union answers that 

ala~ with a complex of peaceful proposals, while the United States produces 

"Star-wars" plans. The Soviet Union proposes a unilateral moratorium on the 

launching of anti-satellite weapons, while the United States furiously pursues a 

programme for the development of weapons for the waging of war .in and from space. 

As Richard Garwin, a well-known American physicist and Defense Department 

consultant on nuclear weapons, has said: 

"Space wars are not an alternative to war on earth. As I see it, they are 

nothing more than a prelude to war on earth." 
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None the less, the United States devotes increasing funds every year to the 

achievement of these military space aims, and as is known, its expenditures on the 

military aspects of space research are already higher than those for the civil 

sector, and far exceed the entire United States military budget. What is more, it 

lays particular stress on the accelerated designing of anti-satellite systems. The 

programmes for the elaboration of such space attack systems, together with the 

Pentagon's development of strategic military plans, are aimed at the organization 

and execution of military activities in and from·outer space. 

For these purposes, a special Space Command of the United States Air Force has 

already been created. According to The New York Times of 17 October last year, 

Deputy Commander Lieutenant-General Richard Henry stated that "we have to view 

space as a theatre of operations". Of particular concern is the announcement by 

the United States Administration of plans to create a large-scale anti-satellite 

"defence" system on the basis of the latest technical achievements. This system is 

expected to feature lasers, particle-beams and other new types of space-based 

weaponry. The United States claims that these weapons will be purely defensive. 

However, nobody is likely to be taken in by that. 

Soviet scientists, in the appeal they issued to all scientists of the world in 

April of this year, stressed the danger of the military plans of the United States 

Administration to create a new, gigantic network of earth-based and space-based 

anti-missile weapons. Those scientists have also issued the sober warning that 

there can be no effective defences in a nuclear war. Yet United States plans are 

clearly oriented towards destabilizing the existing strategic balance. 

In response to the Soviet appeal, the American Federation of Scientists has 

stressed that it still fully supports the premise of the 1972 agreement on the 

limitation of anti-satellite systems and favours strengthening that agreement 
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rather than weakening it. Indeed, as leading American scientists have stated, 

without such an agreement the arms race could become even more dangerous than it is 

today. 

As is known, in April of this year, the Soviet Union proposed to the United 

States that Soviet and American scientists and specialists in this field discuss 

the possible consequences of a large-scale anti-missile defence system. The United 

States Administration has yet to reply. United States delegations in international 

forums talk a lot about the need for broader international contacts and for freer 

discussions among delegations on questions of war and peace. However, it is 

nothing but highfalutin rhetoric. 

'The deployment of various types of anti-satellite or anti-missile weapon 

systems, no matter how it is rationalized, is designed to give the United States 

first-strike capability - to allow it to launch an initial knock-out nuclear 

assault, thereby averting any counter-attack. This plainly betrays a disposition 

to be the first to use nuclear weapons. 

The notion of a space-based nuclear umbrella is totally illusory. Such 

illusions are perilous, because they encourage resort to the use of force based on 

the belief that: it will go unpunished. That, in turn, could be the prelude to 

pushing the actual button itself. The danger of the new United States military 

conception is self-evident: it can only bring the world closer to nuclear 

holocaust. The United States may talk about defence, but in fact it is undermining 

the whole process of nuclear arms limitation. 

Washington's military calculations differ from the very spirit of such 

important international legal instruments as the aforementioned Soviet-United States 

agreement of 1972 on the limitation of anti-satellite systems, the 1966 Treaty on 
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Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer 

Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, the 1963 Treaty prohibiting 

the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in space or underwater, and other 

such instruments, whether bilateral or multilateral. The long-term goal proclaimed 

by the United States Administration is to work out a system of space weapons aimed 

space. The United States hides its unwillingness to agree to any such steps 

leading to a comprehensive prohibition of an arms rac,e in space as proposed by the 

Soviet Union behind arguments about the importance of prohibiting anti-satellite 

systems in the first,place., But what in fact is the case? The United States has 

unilaterally broken its agreements with the USSR prohibiting such systems and 

refuses to renew them, although the Soviet Union has proclaimed its willingness to 

do so. The United States ignores the example of the Soviet Union, which has 

unilaterally adopted a moratorium on the launching of any types of anti-satellite 

weapons. 

According to the statement of the State Department published in August last 

year, "one of the basic deficiencies of the Soviet draft is the inadequacy of its 

verification procedures". That is a stereotyped argument; it has been used many 

times and has limitless applications. It is used by the United States side 

whenever it wishes to prevent agreements either on earth-based or space-based 

weapons. By contrast, the Soviet draft treaty on the prohibition of the use of 

force in outer space and from space against the earth contains specific and fully 

acceptable provisions on verification; it provides for consultation and 

co-operation and for recourse to appropriate international procedures within the 

United Nations, as well as the Consultative Committee of States Parties to the 
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Treaty. Hence, the Soviet proposals are not limited to the use of national 

technical means but provide for international verification. 

While claiming that prohibition of the launching of anti-satellite syste~s 

would give a unilateral advantage to the Soviet Union, the United States Department 

of State is silent about the fact that the United States began developing and 

testing anti-satellite systems as far back as 20 years ago. According to reports 

in the American press, the United States Air Force has long maintained 

nuclear-tipped anti-satellite (ASAT) missiles on one of the Pacific Ocean atolls. 

Now the new ASAT-system-equipped F-15 fighter plane has been prepared for a higher 

degree of readiness. What is more, the shuttle programme is to be used for the 

same purpose. 
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Those are the facts. The present situation shows that a critical moment is 

now at hand: either the States concerned will immediately sit down at the 

neqotiating table, or the arms race will spread to outer space. The Soviet 

propOsal for the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the use of force in 

outer space and from space aqainst the Earth provides an opportunity for ensuring 

that this evil prospect does not become a reality. 

Soviet academician Korolev, who was one of the founders of Soviet space 

science and who, for a long time, was the principal designer of Soviet ~pacecraft, 

wrote that 

"Space is for science, and only for peaceful purposes for the benefit of 

mankind, which seeks unceasinqly to learn the secrets of nature. That is the 

direction in which Soviet space research is developed and implemented." 

The import of the Soviet proposal is quite simply that the Soviet Union wants 

to continue in that same direction. We do not want to start an arms race where 

none has existed in the past, and we want to put an end to it where it does exist: 

that is the essence of our position. 

Mr. MEDINA (Portuqal)(interpretation from French): It qives me qreat 

pleasure to convey to Ambassador Vraalsen my conqratulations and best wishes on his 

assumption of the presidency of this Committee. His lonq experience in the field 

of arms control and his unanimously acknowledqed talent for dealinq with the most 

delicate diplomatic matters .- a talent which I myself have very recently 

witnessed - are a guarantee that he will successfully discharge his duties. 

It is undeniable that international developments since the thirty-seventh 

session of the Assembly have been marked by factors inimical to achievement of the 

objectives of disarmament. That period was dominated by a profound crisis of 

confidence which has made the development and manufacture of new weapons inevitable 
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and has exacerbated the arms race. This has occurred despite the efforts and 

initiatives of the international community to put an end to that arms race. 

The increase in the resources devoted to the accumulation of conventional and 

nuclear weapons compounds the difficulties created by the international economic 

crisis and, consequently, promotes the creation of new hotbeds of political and 

social tension. 

Thus, in spite of all the efforts at creating conditions conducive to 

disarmament objectives - notably the two special sessions of the General Assembly 

and the creation of several new bodies or the improvement of existing ones - we are 

no closer to our goals than we were five years ago at the time of the first special 

session devoted to disarmament. That is so not only because of heightened 

confrontation between divergent political interests in certain geographical areas, 
,,, 

but also because of the increased number of acts of military aggression, acts of 

intervention in the internal affairs of other States, and human rights violations. 

The persistence - or increase - of these acts has led to excessive recourse to the 

threat or use of force in violation of the principles of the Charter of the United 

Nations,.which in turn has led to a deterioration in international relations, to 

the weakening of confidence among States and, finally, to the heightening of the 

arms race. 

Experience over the past few years has demonstrated that only by raising the 

level of confidence among States can we hope to achieve our disarmament 

objectives. Such heightened confidence would diminish the number of armed 

conflicts thanks to the increased visibility of States' military activities. 

Some progress was made in this sphere when, in spite of stated differences, 

the participants in the Madrid Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 

reached an agreement which expressed the political will of 35 European States to 
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improve and broaden the initiative which, since 1975, had been intended to 

contribute to the strengthening of international peace and security. One of the 

most important decisions taken in Madrid was to hold a conference on disarmament in 

Europe with the initial task of negotiating new measures on confidence and security 

that would be not only militarily significant, binding and verifiable but 

applicable to all of Europe. 

My Government is determined to co-operate with all other participants in the 

Stockholm Conference in achieving the Conference's objectives in a realistic 

manner. We are encouraged by the fact that the Conference will be attended by 

delegations from the major military Powers. 

We also consider that the negotiation of programmes of co-operation and 

security for other regions geared to their legitimate interests and specific needs 

would contribute significantly to the strengthening of international peace and 

security. Valuable support for such initiatives is to be found in existing United 

Nations studies. I note in this connection the remarkable efforts of experts to 

devise ways and means of calming regional tensions on the basis of true 

implementation of confidence-building measures. That could have a positive effect 

in the sphere of disarmament. 

My delegation also expects the Disarmament Commission at its next session to 

reach agreement on a new body of suggestions, in accordance with the task assigned 

to it under General Assembly resolution 37/100 D. There is no questioning the fact 

that the United Nations has a major responsibility and a primary role in the area 

of disarmament; it must encourage all dialogue aimed at fostering international 

peace and security. 
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Although confidence-building measures ought to play a major role in the 

disarmament process, especially as the decisive factor of a climate conducive to 

negotiations, they cannot by themselves reduce the level of military arsenals. 

That can be achieved only by the adoption of genuine measures leading to effective, 

verifiable and balanced arms reductions. 
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Such confidence-building measures are no substitute for disarmament measures. 

Nor can the commitment to negotiate them be an excuse for delaying realistic and 

concrete negotiations aimed at diminishing military forces. 

In this field, the most important task for the international community is that 

of nuclear disarmament, in spite of the ever-increasing threat posed by 

conventional forces. The difficulties of the task are illustrated by the fact that 

the arsenals have been growing, quantitatively and qualitatively, over the past 

five years. In 1978, the first special session of the General Assembly on 

disarmament declared nuclear disarmament as the first priority of the disarmament 

.effort. 

It is therefore understandable that vast sectors of international public 

opinion feel that it is not by mere solemn declarations of intent - irrespective of 

their source- that the danger.of a nuclear war can be overcome. That goal cannot 

be fully achieved in the absence of negotiated measures leading to a ban on the 

production of nuclear arms and to the destruction of already existing stocks, as 

part of a realistic and efficient system of verification and in a framework of 

global security. 

Granted, that is plainly a long-term goal. However, partial measures can and 

must be rapidly negotiated: for example, the current Geneva negotiations between 

the United States and the Soviet Union on the limitation of medium-range nuclear 

weapons and on a strategic nuclear arms reduction. 

Indeed, medium-range nuclear weapons are now of exceptional importance, 

because a rapid agreement in this field would permit the· elimination of significant 

quantities of such armaments from Europe. Agreement is still possible, but time is 

running out. Although my Government supports the proposals of the United States 

and the decision of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to create the 
. . 

means of response imposed by securityneedsarising from the imbalance created by 
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the Soviet Union's installation of medium-range nuclear missiles, we nevertheless 

call on both parties to be flexible so that they may arrive at a just agreement 

that is in the interest of·all of humanity and responds to their legitimate 

security concerns. 

My delegation cannot see how international peace and security would benefit by 

the eventual interruption of such negotiations or by the establishment of new types 

of missiles in retaliation for the NATO efforts to respond to the threat created by 

the deployment of the SS-20. On the contrary, such actions would only aggravate 

the already existing imbalance in the nuclear arms race itself. 

Portugal strongly believes that only realistic negotiations can curb this 

process. 

As regards the strategic-arms talks, my Government considers-that the 

principal objective in the substantial reduction of this type of weapon is greater 
·, 

security with fewer weapons. The United States has put forward concrete proposals 

which Portugal supports, in the conviction that they will help achieve this 

objective. 

The present nuclear non-proliferation regime is the fundamental instrument 

produced by the international community to prevent the dangerous proliferation of 

these weapons. · It is the product of several agreements, the most important of 

which are the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, and the creation of denuclearized zones. 

This system has functioned satisfactorily thus far; 

But its strengthening is increasingly important, for the ever-growing use of 

nuclear technology to meet economic needs, and the right of all States to engage in 

peaceful nuclear research, production and use can seriously undermine the 

credibility of the international non-proliferation regime unless all Governments 
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accept the prescribed framework. Universal accession to the non-proliferation 

Treaty, implying simultaneously the renunciation of such weapons and the right to 

free access to nuclear technology for peaceful purposes, is the first step towards 

this goal. At the same time, the speedy conclusion of a nuclear test-ban treaty 

provl.ding for adequate verification measures - negotiations on which have been-

dragging on for years in the Committee on Disa~ent - would advance the 

formulation of security measures for the benefit of non-nuclear-weapon States and 

the creation of new denuclearized zones which, in turn, would contribute 

significantly to the efficacy of the current nuclear non-proliferation regime. 

My delegation fully appreciates the fears of those who, faced with the threat 

of nuclear conflict, are extremely concerned over the continued development of 

nuclear weapons. Nevertheless we recognize how dangerous it would be to forget the 

other aspects of the situation - in particular, the risks of overlooking that . 

security is indivisible and cannot exist when there is a serious 1mbalance between 

the various types of weapons. 

In his connection, we consider that there are three essential points to be 

borne in mind: first, the fact that the armed forces of the major military Powers 

are made up of a nuclear element and of a conventional element. Hence, given the 

differing proportions of those two elements in the armed forces of different 

countries, nuclear disarmament measures will have differing effects on the levels 

of security of each of those countries. Moreover, anything that upsets the balance 

between these two types of weapons cannot fail to pose a great obstacle to nuclear 

arms reduction. 

Secondly, it must also be borne in mind that most of the world's arsenals are 

made up of conventional weapons, and that more money is spent on conventional than 

on nuclear weapons. 
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Finally, given the role played by conventional weapons at the regional level, 

most military Powers. invest the bulk of their expenditures in that specific type of 

weapon. Indeed, several States have accumulated arsenals of conventional weapons 

that arouse the security concerns of their neighbours, thus constituting a factor 

of instability. This situation is all the more significant, since extraordinary 

technological progress has been made in conventional anms and has vastly increased 

their power to destroy and to wreak havoc. 
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.. ,These facts lead me to the conclusion that in the search for greater security 

and disarmament control. measures we.must neither ignore nor minimize the 

relationship which exists between nuclear and conventional weapons. This must be·. 

appreciated if we are rigorously to respect the principle of the right of States to 

undiminished security, as set forth in paragraph 19 of the Final Document of the 

tenth special session of the General Assembly. Fur.thermore, the importance of 

conventiona~ weapons to all armed forces fully justifies the concern of the 

international community and the desire to understand the effect of these weapons on 

international relations. This also helps us to appreciate the scope of the task 

imposed by resolution 36/97 A of the General Assembly, which was supported by 

Portugal, and which recommends a study of all aspects of conventional weapons. 

My delegation regrets that the experts have not yet carried out their mission, 

although we are well aware of the complexity of the task assigned to them. We are 

convinced, however, that this Assembly will request that their efforts be continued 

and the study completed. 

My delegation believes that the role being played by conventional weapons 

regionally, and the nature of armed conflicts which have taken place since the 

Second World War, will inevitably lead to the conclusion that the negotiation of 

disarmament measures among States in any given area would significantly contribute 

to the strengthening of international peace and security. Such negotiation would 

be aided by the suggestions contained in the study on regional disarmament 

contained in document A/35/416. 

In the same context, we must not ignore the importance of the Vienna 

negotiations which concern the member States of the Atlantic Alliance and the 

Warsaw Pact, which are aimed at mutual and balanced reductions of conventional 

weapons in Central Europe. My delegation regrets that we are still very far from 

having achieved that objective, but we hope that. certain signs of change indicating 
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a more realistic attitude reflect a political will on the part of the Warsaw Pact 

countries to negotiate militarily significant, balanced and verifiable agreements. 

When it comes to the whole complex of modern weapons, chemical weapons are in 

a class by themselves because of the general revulsion they arouse which has 

prompted the international community to take action to ban them. Notwithstanding 

the 1925 protocol banning the use of asphyxiating, toxic or similar gases and the 

1972 Convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling 

of bacteriological (biological) weapons, mankind is still threatened by these 

weapons, and technological developments have made them particularly devastating. 

In point of fact, many violations of the obligations assumed under the two 

aforementioned instruments of international law have taken place over the past few 

years. The verification machinery set up by the General Assemblyhas proved 

inadequate, inasmuch as it gives those countries which wish to evade its objectives 

the chance to do so. The right of the parties to verify compliance - a requirement 

of any disarmament or arms-control measure, has thus been undermined. This raises 

serious doubts about the willingness of certain countries to abide by their· 

freely-assumed obligations.* 

Portugal is a party to these agreements and we can only express our profound 

concern over the situation. We hope, however, that the verification machinery for 

the Geneva Protocol of 1925, as set forth in resolution 37/98 D will function 

effectively. My delegation believes that it is time for the parties to the 

Convention on biological weapons to carry out a careful study of the machinery 

involved. We believe that the threat of chemical warfare will be removed only if 

there is an agreed total ban on chemical weapons research, development, production 

and stockpiling and on the destruction of existing stocks. Negotiations on this 

* The Chairman returned to the Chair. 
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subject have been dragging on for years in the Committee on Disa~ent and have 

encountered problems of-verification, on which there are serious differences of 

opinion. My delegation hopes that such differences will soon be set aside and that 

people will understand that the effectiveness of the machinery is more important 

than contrary considerations. In the case of these weapons, in loco inspections 

are indispensable to the credibility of the convention. 

The growing interest of the major Powers in the military possibilities of the 

use of outer space is bound to disrupt international relations unless measures to 

associate outer space with the overall problem of the arms race are speedily 

negotiated. The complexity of the problems involved, makes it essential that such 

negotiations begin without delay. 

My delegation reg~ets that no agreement was reached in the Committee on 

Disannament on the contents of the mandate assigned to the working group on this 

subject. We hope that these differences will be set aside at the 1984 session. 

The disarmament and arms control process is complex, especially since it so closely 

concerns the security and sovereignty of States. Moreover, as an important factor 

in international relations, it is inevitably affected by dominant tensions and the 

prevailing climate. 

My delegation believes that ambitions for global disarmament must be replaeed 

by more modest objectives having to do with certain sectors relating to specific 

weapons and to the effective balanced reduction of military arsenals with adequate 

verification machinery. 

Portugal cannot accept projects aimed at unrealistic, poorly defined 

objectives involving general condemnations; rather, we are thoroughly committed to 

any initiative that would contribute to effective disarmament and to any realistic, 

concrete solution capable of strengthening international solidarity and security, 

so earnestly desired by the Governments and peoples of the world. 
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Mr. MALINGA (Uganda): Mr. Chairman, allow me to congratulate you most 

warmly on your election to preside over our Committee. I am convinced that, given 

your fine and capable diplomatic qualities, our Committee will conduct very 

successful deliberations. May I also take this opportunity to congratulate the 

other members of the bureau on their election to assist you in the discharge of 

your onerous responsibilities. You may all rest assured of my delegation's timely 

co-operation in finding solutions to the pressing issues before this Committee. 

Since we last met, new conflicts have emerged around the world. Disarmament 

and peace negotiations have stalled. World military expenditures have soared to 

$800 billion. The world economy, characterized by rising inflation and 

unemployment, is in shambles. Global poverty is spreading like bushfire. Our 

performance in curbing the arms race and improving the socio-economic betterment of 

our peoples is far from encouraging. Regrettably, and admittedly, the future in 

this regard seems unpromising. 

The gloomy picture of our Organization as painted in the Secretary-General's 

annual report is yet more tragic testimony to the inability of the United Nations 

to fulfil effectively its primary objective that is, to save succeeding 

generations from the scourge of war. 

The greatest challenge that confronts us today is the arms race, particularly 

nuclear arms and the threat of nuclear war. At no time was this threat as real as 

it is today. Indeed, the nuclear holocaust looms over mankind, its civilization 

and its right to life. 

The enormous amounts of nuclear weapons, stockpiled in the arsenals of a few 

privileged States, have brought nuclear catastrophe to the doorstep of civilization 

and threaten man's very survival. The most urgent task of the international 

community is therefore to prevent nuclear war and to proceed immediately to nuclear 

disarmament. 
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As representatives will recall, during the second special session of the 

United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament, my Prime Minister announced 

the decision of Uganda to accede to the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. I am 

pleased to state that we have honoured our commitment by having become the 

119th Member to sign the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. However, 

notwithstanding its long-term significance for peace, the contribution to nuclear 

disarmament of a small country like mine can only be a token symbolic gesture, as 

are the contributions of the majority of Member States assembled here that have 

forsaken the nuclear-weapon option. 

In our view, the greatest responsibililty for nuclear disarmament rests with 

the nuclear-weapon States. These States and their allies have always paid 

considerable attention to the dangers of nuclear war and to the need for nuclear 

disarmament, notwithstanding their apparent disinterest in a multilateral approach 

to these pressing issues. For over the last 40 years, the doctrines and practices 

of the nuclear Powers have generated and provided incentives for the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. A situation of what is now commonly known as nuclear apartheid 

has been imposed on the international community, to its peril. The continuous 

development, production and stockpiling of these inhuman weapons proceed at an 

unprecedented pace. Yet it is now abundantly clear to all that, despite the · 

enormous amassing of nuclear arms, the world is no safer to live in than before. 

In fact, the contrary is true. 

The insatiable quest for arms has lately assumed yet another ugly dimension: 

outer space, that extra-terrestrial entity which has been internationally 

proclaimed and accepted as the common heritage of mankind, is increasingly being 

converted into another arena of military and big-Power confrontation. These Powers 

are parties to the 1967 Treaty on the peaceful uses of outer space, which declares 

that outer space should be utilized exclusively for the benefit of mankind. 
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Unfortunately, thousands ~f satellites already in orbit serve military purposes. 

My delegation notes with utmost concern the rapid extension of the arms race to. 

outer space. Urgent steps must be taken to prevent the militarization of outer 

space. The extension of the arms race to outer space is not only potentially 

destructive but also inimical to already existing international co-operation in the 

peaceful utilization of outer space in the areas of communications, meteorology and 

navigation. The Committee on Disarmament should, as a matter of urgency, establish 

the necessary working group to elaborate a draft convention to supplement the 1967 

outer space Treaty so as to make it comprehensive. We, therefore, welcome any 

genuine initiatives in this field as a positive step in the right direction. Such 

initiatives can and indeed do serve as a basis for further negotiations and 

constructive efforts towards the resolution of this complex problem. 

Nuclear weapons today pose the greatest danger to mankind. The anxiety of the 

entire international community in this connection has been amply demonstrated by 

peoples and peace movements of disparate political persuasions. The nuclear-weapon 

States must seriously heed the world's clamour for peace and proceed to nuclear 

disarmament. 

We are therefore dismayed at the lack of progress in major disarmament 

negotiations, namely, the Geneva-based Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT); the 

intermediate-range nuclear forces reduction talks; and the Vienna-based mutual and 

balanced force reduction talks in Europe. Urgent and concrete steps must be taken 

to avert nuclear war, limit the arms race and preserve peace. It is very important 

to conform with the provisions of the Final Document of the first special session 

of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

Paragraph 45 of that document places priority on nuclear disarmament; 

paragraph 47 calls for a halt to and reversal of the nuclear arms race; 

paragraph 50 of the document deals with nuclear disarmament, leading to the 
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ultimate and complete elimination of nuclear weapons. The nuclear-weapon States 

are, accordingly, called upon to discharge those responsbilities and to proceed to 

nuclea'r disarmament. First, nuclear-weapon tests should be prohibited under. a 

treaty to be elaborated in multilateral negotiations. The three depositaries of 

the 1963 partial test-ban Treaty, joined by both France and China, should, in good 

faith, negotiate the comprehensive banning of nuclear-weapon tests. The 

continuation.of nuclear-weapon tests intensifies the arms race and further 

increases the danger of nuclear war. 

Secondly, the two super-Powers should declare a nuclear-arms-freeze, as called 

for by General Assembly resolution 37/100 B of 13 December 1982. Such a 

declaration would provide the necessary trust and an atmosphere conducive to 

genuine negotiations towards nuclear disarmament, in which all other nuclear-weapon 

States should participate. Thirdly, all nuclear-weapon States must unconditionally 

pledge not to use nuclear weapons under any circumstances whatsoever pending the 

conclusion of a treaty banning nuclear weapons. Finally, all nuclear-weapon States 

must pledge unconditionally not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against 

non-nuclear-weapon State.s. Such pledges should be concretized by an international 

agreement of a legally binding nature. The measures I have thus far outlined are 

not comprehensive but, if entered into, can act as indicators of our serious 

commitment to the cause of peace and disarmament. 

I should be remiss in my intervention if I omitted another matter of special 

importance to my delegation·. 

By its resolution 37/74 B, the General Assembly last year requested the 

Disarmament Commission to consider substantively the question of. South Africa's 

nuclear capability pursuant to the findings contained in the report of the Group of 

Experts on South Africa's Plan and capability in the Nuclear Field. 
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The report of the Disa~ent Commission is contained in document A/38/42 

(Supplement No. 42). 

That a body charged with the issues of international peace and security should 

fail to arrive at a common formula on the situation in South Africa is mind-

boggling. The world has long condemned apartheid as a crime against humanity. 

Apartheid South Africa's nuclear capability has been established beyond a 

reasonable doubt. To deny this is to bury our heads in the sand. 
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The international record of that regime is too well Jmown to be recounted. We 

are deeply concerned about the growing South African nuclear threat to Africa. We 
. . 

note'1:rith the utmost regret that the repeated calls of the General Assembly since 

1964 for the implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa, . 

adopted by the Assembly of the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of 

African Unity (OAU), have not been heeded. The gravity of the implications of· 

South Africa's nuclear capability cannot be overemphasized. The objectives of 

these sinister designs should by now be clear to everyone. 

First, the South African nuclear-weapon option not only frustrates t;le 

objectives of the OAU Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa but also poses 

a threat to regional and international peace and security. Secondly, it halts the 

process of decolonization in Namibia and racial harmony and freedom in South 

Africa. Thirdly, it aids South Africa to hold independent Africa hostage to its 

colonial, racial policies and wars of aggression. 

It is indeed regrettable that despite repeated appeals by the international 

community the Security Council has failed to take effective measures towards the 

implementation and reinforcement of its resolution 418 (1977). We are alarmed that 

some Western countries continue to collaborate with South Africa in the military 

and nuclear fields. All nuclear-weapon States should live up to their 

international obligations and deny South Africa nuclear technology, for it must be 

obvious to all that such technology is diverted to non-peaceful purposes. To go 

against the wishes of the international community is to act as an accomplice in 

South Africa's lawlessness. In this connection we would welcome any initiative by 

the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research to undertake studies on 

African security. We believe that such work could assist in clarifying the various 

issues involved and thus contribute towards the efforts to avert the ominous threat 

of nuclear proliferation and confrontation in Africa. 
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Another matter of no less serious concern to us is the failure to implement 

the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. The continued foreign 

military build-up in the Indian Ocean poses a serious threat to the independence, 

sovereignty and territorial integrity of the countries of the region. We reiterate 

our desire for the urgent convening of a conference to map out effective 

implementation of that Declaration. 

Nowadays the adage that it is in the minds of men that wars are made is taken 

for granted. It is hardly recognized that it could be in the bellies of men that 

wars actually originate. Billions of dollars are squandered on the means of 

destruction while millions of the world's population live in abject poverty, hunger 

and disease. The supply of military hardware to developing countries has 

superseded productive and useful development assistance. This unequal exchange and 

relationship that expresses itself in the form of huge transfers of conventional 

weapons has inflated the political and economic crises obtaining in and amongst 

developing countries. Today, no day passes without political, social and economic 

eruptions in one or other of the countries of Africa, Asia or Latin America. We 

must once again voice our concern and objection to those who provide active 

encouragement to the sales of conventional weapons, especially unleashing them to 

areas of tension. For those who promote them it means power without shame. For 

those who receive them it is a perpetuation of the exploitation of their peoples 

without responsibility. 

The peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America should be left free to determine 

their own destinies without external interference. Their desire to maintain peace 

and establish nuclear-weapon-free zones in their respective regions must be 

respected. 

~ 
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In conclusion, my delegation would like to pay a well-deserved tribute to the 

Under-Secretary-General of the Department of Disarmament Affairs, Mr. Martenson, 

and his staff for the work they have done and continue to do in fostering this 

new-born baby. Despite the financial constraints experienced by the Organization 

as a whole, it is our fervent desire to see the Department strengthened, to enable 

it to discharge more effectively its expanding tasks. 

We are equally pleased with the conduct of the Disarmament Fellowship 

Programme, of which this year, for the first time, my country has been a 

beneficiary. It is our sincere hope that with more blood pumped into it the 

Programme will expand to satisfy the corresponding needs of developing countries. 

Mr. LUCE (United Kingdom): I am honoured to address for the first time 

this First Committee of the General Assembly, especially when it is chaired by the 

representative of Norway, Ambassador Vraalsen. The co-ordination of our work could 

be in no better hands. 

I bring here today a clear message from the British Government, a Government 

recently re-elected by the free vote of the British people. The United Kingdom is 

resolutely committed to the search for security through disarmament. We stand 

ready to make whatever contribution we can towards achieving progress. For many 

years we have pledged ourselves to this end. We have faced setbacks; at times we 

have been frustrated, but our efforts will not cease. 

Our pursuit of disarmament stems from compelling and self-evident truths: 

that in a world beset by conflict we have a moral imperative to seek a reduction in 

the level of arms; that in a world beset by poverty we should not devote so much of 

our resources to armaments; that in a world beset·by tensions we must offer our 

citizens hope for a better future; and that through the process of disarmament our 

world can best enhance its security and move towards international peace. It is 

this last aspect in particular that I wish to address today. 
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The General Assembly, in the Final Document of the first special session on 

Disarmament, defined the search for security in disarmament as "a gradual but ( 

effective process beginning with a reduction of the present level of armaments". 

The search for security for all nations should be the first priority of the United 

Nations. · It is fitting that this First Committee should tackle that task. 

The British Government has long been committed to a policy for defence and 

security that rests on two pillars. One pillar is our determination that our 

defence forces should be sufficient to meet all our reasonable defence needs. 

Clearly, however, our reliance on maintaining a balance, our'dependence on adequate 

defence forces to deter any potential attacker, can be only one essential factor in 

maintaining peace and security. The other pillar is our search for international 

agreements which will dimini~h those needs. Security that can be achieved on the 

basis of fewer bombs, fewer missiles, fewer destroyers, fewer tanks and fewer 

rifles on both sides is our fervent wish. 

The two pillars reinforce each other. Without adequate defences, agreements 

on arms control will be that much harder to achieve. A well-known British 

politician, Aneurin Bevan, once warned against the dangers of being thrust naked 

into the conference chamber. But without agreements the maintenance of adequate 

defences will prove even more costly and difficult for us all. 

Recent history has proved that such a policy can and does work. Since the 

signing of the Antarctic Treaty in 1959 we have witnessed a series of agreements on 

arms control that have greatly strengthened the basis on which international 

security rests: the partial test-ban ~reaty of 1963, the outer space Treaty and 

the Treaty on the Denuclearization of Latin America of 1967, the non-proliferation 
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Treaty of 1968, the sea-bed Treaty of 1971, the strategic arms agreements of 1972 

and 1979, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of 1972, the biological weapons 

Convention of 1972, the environmental modification Convention of 1977 and various 

other bilateral and multilateral arrangements designed to make the world a safer 

place. In all these areas, successive British Governments have made a full and 

positive contribution, and we have been proud to do so. 
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In the past few years the record has been more disappointing. But we in the 

West, as my Prime Minister made clear only last month, stand ready to talk. ·As she 

said: 

"the day the leaders of the Soviet Union genuinely decide through arms control 

agreements to make this a safer world, they will be pushing at an open door". 

History has also a lesson to teach us about international agreements, and 

especially agreements on international security. Bad agreements cannot endure. We 

need realistic agreements with significant impact, balanced agreements which do not 

put one side or the other at a disadvantage, verifiable agreements in which both 

sides can have full confidence about compliance. But the painstaking process of 

putting together international agreements, with all the complexity they entail, may 

prove laborious. It may take longer than all of us would wish. Some will demand 

an approach which opts for the appearance of disarmament rather than the 

substance. We prefer the other alternative: to build, brick by brick, a wall 

against international tension and conflict; and in that process to provide a solid, 

a lasting and true defence against war. We believe that it is only on such a basis 

that the future security of our world can be protected. 

The United Kingdom will follow this policy in all the negotiations in which we 

are directly engaged; it will dictate our approach to the United States-Soviet 

negotiations on intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF) - to which we contribute 

actively through alliance consultation - and to the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks 

(START) between those two countries; it will be reflected in the line we take in 

United Nations discussions. We challenge other nations, and we challenge the 

Soviet Union in particular, to demonstrate that greater confidence is possible, and 

that greater trust is justified. The road to peace is strewn with enough 
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obstacles. Let us remove at least one of the greatest - the lack of trust in each 

·other's genuine will for a balanced peace. 

I spoke a few moments ago of the frustration we sometimes feel at the slow 

progress towards these goals. Other delegations have expressed a similar sense of 

frustration. Nor are Governments alone in this. In the Unit.ed Kingdom ~.here are 

many campaigning vigorously for disarmament who are.not linked in any sense to the 

Government. Most recently, we have seen.the degree of public frustration expressed 

throughout Europe at the lack of new agreements on key security issues, and 

particularly on nuclear weapons. These views are no doubt echoed by people in 

other regions of the globe, not least in the Soviet Union, even if they do not have 

the same freedom to express them as they do in my country. 

We in the British Government share this sense of frustration. But, like other 

responsible Governments, we cannot content ourselves with slogans, rallies, and 

facile solutions to this most complex of problems. Security has never been and 

will never be assured merely by good intentions. For Governments truly seeking 

peace., the goal is enhanced security through balanced reductions inforces •. Peace 

is too precious a goal. to be jeopardized by short-term panaceas, to be threatened 

by simplistic postures, or to be endangered by meaningless declarations. At the 

end of the day, when the rallies are over and the last poster has .begun to peel 

from the wall, peace can only be attained around the negotiating table. 

Our frustration is two-fold: We are frustrated by the failure of the Soviet 

Union to respond to positive moves by the West on nuclear disarmament and force 

reductions. The constructive proposals we have presented in the past two years 

have been ignored or at best misrepresented in an ·attempt to achieve unbalanced 
' 

disarmament at the expense of our security. There is a discrepancy between Soviet 

words and deeds. In Britain, as I have already said, we fervently wish to 
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negotiate seriously with the Soviet Union. But these negotiations must, I 

emphasize, be serious and in good faith. 

In a broader sense we are also frustrated by the lack of realism in the 

approach to other negotiations, by the failure on the part of some countries to 

recognize the reality of the international situation, by their insistence on trying 

to deal with the world as it should be rather than as it is. The dogmatic attitude 

we have seen in the Committee on Disarmament and the reluctance shown there to 

adopt practical measures, even on straightforward issues, have been very 

disappointing. 

We are determined, however, that progress must be made. The United Kingdom 

will continue to take a realistic approach to security during the forthcoming 

debate in this Committee and in the General Assembly. Last year the General 

Assembly adopted a record number of 58 resolutions on disarmament and security 

issues. Regrettably, some sponsors were unwilling to heed the concerns of other 

countries or to modify the language of the resolutions in the interests of 

international agreement. The result was a proliferation of votes, often with 

conflicting implications. This year it is our hope that all countries will 

co-operate on sensible and practical recommendations which can command the full 

support of the General Assembly. 

And when we come to vote, we have to look beyond the title of a resolution. 

We must be ready to study its principles, its precise language, and above all its 

potential contribution to progress in the negotiations. What would be gained by 

voting in favour of a resolution which could not be put into effect, or which would 

actually impede the prospects of successful negotiations? We have seen too many 

spurious "initiatives" aimed at public opinion, which divert attention from 
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serious negotiations. The place for proposals is the negotiating table, not the 

press conference. Deeds, not words, must be the touchstone of sincerity. One 

vital question must be asked and answered: will this measure contribute to greater 

security throughout the world? My Government will always be reluctant to answer 

"No". We hope we can say "Yes". But the question cannot be dodged. 

One proposed measure which does not deserve a "Yes" is the nuclear freeze. 

What contribution to stability could be made by an agreement which simply made the 

existing imbalance permanent? What sense is there in rewarding the country which 

has made the most advances in updating its nuclear arsenal, and penalizing those 

which have restrained the deployment of new weapons in the 1970s? Would the 

prospects of reaching agreement on balanced reductions be improved if the Soviet 

Union had already achieved the foremost of its purposes: that is, a total block on 

the ability of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization {NATO) to modernize its 

' deterrent forces? What incentive would there then be for an agreement on balanced 

reductions? 

It is surely far better to set our sights on the target of drastic reductions 

in nuclear weapons. The present negotiations between the United States and the 

Soviet Union are specifically aimed at achieving this. The scope for progress is 

clear. It would be folly if these talks were now to be broken off in order to 

discuss a nuclear freeze agreement, the verification of which would take additional 

years to negotiate. At best, the momentum in INF and START would be lost. At 

worst, the incentive to agree to any reductions would disapppear. 

The negotiations covering the intermediate-range nuclear forces {INF) of the 

United States and the Soviet Union are at a crucial stage. It is a matter of grave 

concern that the Soviet Union and its allies, the German Democratic Republic and 

Czechoslovakia, chose United Nations Day, 24 October, to announce preparations for 

the deployment of yet more missiles in Eastern Europe, which will further increase 
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the existing armoury of Soviet missiles aimed at Western Europe. As far as Britain 

is concerned, our objective remains the elimination of all missiles of intermediate 

range. That would truly be a step to enhance international security. But if this 

solution remains too far-reaching for the Soviet Union, we can accept an interim 

agreement providing for equality between the super-Powers. Further flexibility in 

the United States' position was demonstrated by President Reagan last month in his 

proposals. A genuine effort has been made to meet the security concerns of the 

Soviet Union. But an agreement must not codify a Soviet monopoly in longer range 

INF missiles. We resent the implication in the Soviet attitude that it has a right 

to dictate to the countries of Western Europe how they should defend themselves. 

We urge the Soviet leaders to accept an agreement which respects our security as 

well as their own. It is against this background, of course, that we shall 

consider with care the latest proposals by President Andropov. 

} 

l 
\ 
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The other crucial nuclear negotiations - the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks 

(START) - resumed on 6 October. My Government welcomed President Reagan's 

reaffirmation this June that his negotiating team would explore all appropriate 

avenues towards this goal. We also welcome President Reagan's introduction into 

United States proposals of the new concept tinder which more than one old warhead 

would be removed for every new warhead installed. We trust that President Andropov 

will respond, and will seize this opportunity to secure significant reductions in 

nuclear arsenals, and in particular in the numbers of nuclear warheads on strategic 

systems. 

The British Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, 

Sir Geoffrey Howe, has already stated, in his address to the General Assembly on 

28 September, our attitude towards the inclusion of the British nuclear forces in 

these negotiations. I should only like to reiterate one point: that if Soviet and 

United States strategic arsenals were to be very substantially reduced and no 

significant changes had occurred in Soviet defensive capabilities, we would of 

course want to review our position and to consider how best we could contribute to 

arms control in the light of the reduced threat. 

I should like now to turn to one of the most hopeful events of 1983 - the 

adoption by 35 Foreign Ministers in Madrid of a concluding document at a meeting 

following up the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. This document 

recommits the participating States to honour the Helsinki Final Act of 1975. It 

provides for specialist conferences and meetings before the third Helsinki 

follow-up meeting, in Vienna in 1986. From the arms control point of view the most 

important result is the Conference on Disarmament in Europe, to begin in Stockholm 

in January 1984. This will have a precise mandate for the negotiation and adoption 

of a set of mutually complementary confidence- and security-building measures that 

are militarily significant, politically binding, verifiable and applicable to the 

whole of Europe, from the Atlantic to the Urals. 
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The United Kingdom; together with its allies, is committed to this 

Conference. We shall propose concrete measures designed to reduce tension in 

Europe through increased openness about the patterns of normal military behaviour. 

If we could reach agreement on such measures, they would do more materially to 

reassure European countries about the intentions of their neighbours than 

high-sounding declarations which are almost always unverifiable. If a State is 

truly peace-loving it can have nothing to lose by allowing itself to be. seen to be 

so. Increased trust and confidence are our aim. And confidence must rest on 

openness. The agreement in Madrid demonstrates that 35 countries with dissimilar 

systems and ideologies can still agree on concrete measures to increase regional 

security, to build confidence and to reduce tension. 

I shall not weary the Committee with a lengthy catalogue of comments on all 

the current negotiations. But I must draw attention to one key priority in the 

disarmament negotiations: an agreement on a convention banning manufacture, 

stockpiling and use of chemical weapons. To this my Government is totally 

committed. My Government shares the widespread concern about the reported use of 

lethal chemical weapons outside Europe. As requested in resolution 37/98 D last 

year, we have provided the Secretary-General with a list of laboratories which can 

help in his investigations. It is important that all the facts should be 

established. It is therefore all the more disappointing that the Soviet Union has 

refused to co-operate with the Secretary-General in this work. 

It remains our objec~ive to see the current negotiations at Geneva on a total 

ban of chemical weapons pressed to a successful conclusion. Useful work on this 

has been done in the two sessions of the Committee on Disarmament this year. I 

believe the detailed proposals by the British delegation have made an important 

contribution. But progress on the central issue of verification has been far from 

adequate. I urge all members of the Committee to overcome the difficulties with 
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maximum speed. In a world whose attention is concentrated on the awful power of 

nuclear weapons, the frightful effect of chemical weapons can sometimes be 

ignored. But a short memory is no excuse for ignorance. The toll of such weapons. 

on the battlefields of Europe may have become history to some. But we must now 

allow history to repeat itself. The abolition of these obnoxious weapons will be a 

major gain for the people of our world, civilian and military alike. It is a prize 

to be seized, and seized soon. 

Much attention has rightly beeri paid to the problem of arms-control agreements 

in space •. The argument that progress in arms control is easier to achieve when the· 

weapons concerned have not yet been fully developed, let alone deployed, is a good 

one, which the history of disarmament to some degree endorses. But we must not 

forget that in outer space some military developments can have a positive effect on 

international security. The use of satellites to monitor arms control agreements 

is an obvious case in point; and there are others. We should therefore beware of 

the quick fix, the easy option which could complicate rather than resolve the issue. 

That, however, is no excuse for ignoring obvious opportunities for-agreement 

which would truly enhance security. These we shall pursue, and we look to others 

to join us. We believe that the Committee on Disarmament should take up these 

questions at its next session, along the lines proposed by Western delegations at 

the end of August. We hope that objections from the Soviet Union and its allies to 

the Western proposals will be removed so that this work can now proceed. 

The international debate about disarmament is focused larg_ely on the nuclear 

issues. T~~s __ is natura~. The consequences of a nuclear conflict would be truly 

horrific. As President Reagan recently said, a nuclear war cannot be won and must 

never be fought. But we must not ignore the vital need to constrain conventional 

forces. We should like to see a greater sense of urgency shown by other countries 
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in this important area. The terrible toll reaped by the ordinary bullet, the bomb 

and the shell has already inflicted far too many scars on the face of our world. 

We shall therefore continue our efforts to seek reductions in conventional forces 

through the Vienna negotiations on the East-West balance. In this aim, as in so 

many other negotiations, we must be assured that an agreement will be balanced and 

verifiable. We must therefore continue to insist that the number of forces on both 

sides are agreed prior to reduction; and that these will be reduced in a manner 

that can be properly verified. 

But disarmament must cover all parts of the world and all types of weapons. 

We shall therefore continue to contribute fully to the United Nations exercise on 

the reduction of military expenditures. And we are ready to work for a speedy 

conclusion to the Secretary-General's study on conventional arms: We are 

disappointed that the completion of this current study has been delayed, but 

recognize the difficulties inherent in_this subject which previous studies and 

.negotiations have highlighted. We trust that the eventual results will provide 

helpful guidelines for progress. 

Any debate on international disarmament efforts must take into account the 

periodic conferences to review existing agreements. We welcome the work done at 

the recent Conference on the sea-bed Treaty, which has confirmed the utility of the 

existing regime. We look forward to an equally successful outcome from the Review 

Conference on the Non-Proliferation Treaty, on which preparatory work has begun. 

My Government is totally committed to this long-standing and vital Treaty and will 

do everything possible to see it strengthened. But we are disappointed that 

existing concerns about loopholes in the Biological Weapons Convention have not yet 

been met. We shall be considering whether further steps to rectify this could 

usefully be taken. 
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Another topic which has important considerations in the disarmament context is 

that of Antarctica. As a result of the Antarctic Treaty, the entire Antarctic 

continent has for almost 25 years been both demilitarized and denuclearized. The 

Treaty, to which both the United States and the Soviet Union are parties, has been · 

entirely effective in removing tension from an area of potential conflict. With 

its provisions for advance exchange of information about activities and for mutual 

inspection of those activities, it provides an excellent precedent for 

demilitarization agreements in other areas. The United Kingdom, as an original 

signatory to the Antarctic Treaty, remains convinced of the value and importance of 

the Treaty, and urges that nothing be done in this forum which would undermine the 

Treaty. 

Both in the Committee on Disarmament and in the First Committee there is an 

active debate on the prevention of nuclear war. This is only right. We may differ 

over the means, but we are at one on the end. The United Kingdom welcomes the 

chance to explain once more the principles by which we believe such an appalling 

event as a nuclear war must and can be prevented, and the wider context in which 

this question must be considered. We also welcome the opportunity to explore with 

other countries new practical measures which would make nuclear war impossible. 

But we shall approach the debate with the same realism as that with which we 

consider the detailed elements of nuclear arms control. We shall look for new 

steps we can take to build confidence between nations. There may be new ideas 

which can help to prevent miscalculation and to render accidents impossible. We 

shall look at any suggestions along these lines with care and in good faith. But 

the essential elements of defence strategy in the-nuclear age cannot be lightly 

discarded, nor can declaratory postures be any substitute for the hard business of 

negotiating agreements acceptable to all sides. The shifting sands of diplomacy by 
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declaration provide no foundation for a stable future. Instead, as I noted 

earlier_, ~.e must labour to construct, brick by brick, a safer world. 

The year 1984 has acquired an ominous aura. The despairing vision depicted by 

George Orwell in his famous novel 36 years ago - a world at perpetual war, 

subjugated by totalitarian repression and governed by fear - has not become a 

reality. However, no meeting of the General Assembly can ignore the reality we 

face: international tensions, constant conflicts, the terrible toll in human lives 

and suffering. This underlines the pressing need for new agreements which will 

promote arms control and point the way towards disarmament, and the urgent need for 

greater confidence and more stable relations between nations. 

We must at all costs prevent the dialogue from withering into empty rhetoric 

and confrontation. We must talk together. We must act together. The Madrid 

meeting has shown that it can be done, with realism, determination and a 

willingness to listen to. other countries' views. Together we must make 1984 a year 

of progress in disarmament. 

Mr. MEISZTER (Hungary): Although we are already in the second week of 

our deliberations, I wish - as I have not yet spoken in this Committee - to 

associate myself with the congratulations and best wishes expressed to you, Sir, on 

your assumption of the.chairmanship of the First Committee. My_congratulations are 

also extended to your colleagues in the Bureau. 

In my statement today I confine myself to one question, that of averting the 

danger of an arms race in outer space. 

Since the dawn of the space age the danger of outer space being used for other 

than peaceful purposes has loomed over us, but it has never been greater and more 

acute than it is today, when outer space, the common heritage of mankind, is on the 

point of being turned into the arena for an unprecedented arms race which may pose 

unforeseeable threats to the destiny of the world. Pointing in this direction and 
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constituting a source of grave concern to the Hungarian people and Government are 

such developments as: the completion of the development of an anti-satellite 

missile system by the United States; the development of directed-energy laser and 

particle-beam weapons; the construction of space shuttle launching facilities for 

military operations; the launching of a long-term research programme for the 

eventual construction of a large-scale and highly effective anti-missile defence 

system with space-based elements; the growing number, and .support for, conceptual 

studies on future space stations and· space planes for military use. 

All these efforts.are, in our judgement, directed towards the implementation 

of true military space programmes devised to develop a new generation of weapons 

systems aimed at targets in outer space, in the atmosphere and on earth. We 

consider the resultant dangers to be extremely grave and the possible consequences 

to be immensely harmful. We base this judgement on two assumptions~. 

I should like to refer first to the military aspects. It should not escape 

notice that many of the capabilities of present or future space systems totally . 

satisfy requirements for a pre-emptive first strike. If this assumpti~n is right.-· 

that present and future space systems might be able to satisfy requirements for 

pre-emptive strikes or counter-force options - the question arises of how far they 

will enhance security for the country employing them and for the world in general. 

Though this question is very difficult to answer briefly, one may conclude that 

some of those space systems contribute to making nuclear. weapons more suitable for 

fighting a nuclear war than for deterring it; increase the relative advantages of a 

pre-emptive first strike, thus generating well-founded doubts about future 

intentions; and, in the long run, undermine strategic stability between the 

nuclear-weapon Powers and in the world in general. 

It must be clear to everybody that the concept of extending the arms race into 

outer space and the concept of mutual security cannot be reconciled. 
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On the other hand; an arms race in outer space would call for immense material 

sacrifices, further depriving mankind of a very large part of the material 

resources indispensable for development. Suffice it to recall that, for the years 

1982 to 1988, $900 million have been allocated for the development of only one of 

the components of the new weapons system, the laser-beam system, and that 

$10.9 billion are planned to be spent for shuttle-related developments, not to 

mention the estimated cost of orbital anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems, which 

soars to hundreds of billion of dollars. And one cannot even express in terms of 

money the loss involved in having the most valuable part of human intelligence 

wasted on the preparation of a so-called star war of inconceivable consequences 

instead of using human knowledge for the solution of global problems confronting 

mankind. We think that such a squandering of the most valuable material and human 

resources is as dangerous and condemnable as are the military consequences ensuing 

therefrom. 

Furthermore, it seems to us that two additional aspects have to be taken into 

account. First, there are no national boundaries in outer space, but the weapons 

and weapons systems placed there would, in their orbital movements, commit 

violations of frontiers almost every hour of the day, which, it is true, cannot be 

classified as such under existing international law and usage, but, as regards the 

real danger, will differ in no way from direct violations of frontiers by means of 

warfare. 

Secondly, it should not be overlooked that those are new systems of weapons 

that are not subject to the existing treaties limiting the use of weapons in outer 

space. Therefore, the Hungarian delegation finds it indispensable that a legally 
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binding international treaty be concluded prohibiting the development of such 

systems of weapons, their deployment in outer space and their use for military 

purposes. 

It is regrettable that the Geneva Committee on Disarmament has failed to live 

up to the related mandate assigned to it by the General Assembly on previous Soviet 

initiatives. Valuable time has been lost. The Government of the Hungarian 

People's Republic supports the new Soviet initiative, namely, the proposal to 

conclude a treaty on the prohibition of the use of force in outer space and from 

space against the Earth. We are convinced that an overall prevention of the arms 

race in outer space calls for comprehensive treatment of the whole problem, and we 

believe that the draft treaty submitted by the Soviet Union fully satisfies that 

requirement. 

At the same time, we appreciate the unilateral assumption by the Soviet Union 

of the obligation not to be the first to place any kind of anti-satellite weapons 

in outer space as well as the readiness of the Soviet Union to negotiate a treaty 

on either a bilateral or a multilateral basis, and we consider it as an example to 

be followed. Realism and a certain amount of experience gained in the very 

complicated process of disarmament efforts underscore, in our opinion, the 

necessity of starting negotiations immediately and properly exploiting all channels 

for the lofty purpose of saving mankind from the "blessings" of such an arms race 

and of an eventual destructive war coming from outer space. 

In the foregoing I have dealt with problems remote in space and seemingly in 

time. This, however, cannot prevent me from being aware of the tragic events of 

the moment, events that take place on the very surface of our earth. Among them 

there is one which I cannot pass over in silence. Hungarian public opinion, my 

delegation and I, were shocked to learn of the act of aggression carried out by the 
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armed forces of the United States against Grenada, a full-fledged Member State of 

the United Nations and a member of the Non-Aligned Movement. The reasons adduced 

in justification for the aggression are unacceptable. Armed intervention is 

inconsistent with the fundamental principles of the United Nations and with 

international norms and is a serious threat to international peace and security. 

My country strongly condemns the aggression and demands the immediate 

withdrawal of the invading troops. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 




